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August 10, 2017

Via Electronic Mail

Jason Guinasso, Chair

State Public Charter School Authority

JGuinasso@rk~lawyers.com

jd~nevadaspcsa@~mail.com

Re: Public Records Request

Dear Chair Guinasso,

Laura K. Granier

775 473 4513

laura.granier@dgslaw.com

Under NRS 239.0107, on behalf of Nevada Connections Academy ("NCA"), we are requesting electronic

copies of the following public records in the legal custody and control of the State Public Charter School

Authority ("SPCSA" or "Authority"):

All communications, correspondence, documentation, notes, or information of any kind,

including emails and text messages, between Patrick Gavin and any State Public Charter School

Authority Board Member from May 25, 2017, to the date and time Staff receives this request,

provided that the same relates in any way to NCA—including but limited to matters related to

NCA's progress and practices; NCA's student population; NCA's counsel; NCA's representatives,

employees, or affiliates; the May 25, 26, and 27 hearing before the Authority and post-hearing

work of any kind; and preparation for the NCA closure hearing that may be tentatively held in

either September 2017 or October 2017.1

In the event the SPCSA deems it necessary, we request that Staff redact all documents produced

pursuant to this request as appropriate, so as not to implicate NRS 392.029 and NRS 239.0105. Information

stored on computer hard drives, mobile devices or copied onto microfilm is as much a public record as

information contained in filing cabinets. Thus, we specifically request that you provide copies of any of the

foregoing, regardless of the method by which such information is stored or maintained.

Please provide the requested records by no later than August 17, 2017 pursuant to NRS 239.0107.

understand there is a charge for copies of public records. I understand I will receive a written estimate for

production of the records indicated above if the estimated cost is expected to be over $200.00, which I will be

required to pay in full prior to inspection or reproduction.

1 The date and time of a tentative hearing for "Phase Two" of NCA closure proceedings has not been confirmed at the time

of this request, but the parties have identified dates in both September and October at this time.

Davis Graham &Stubbs LLP '~ 50 W. Liberty Street, Suite 950 `~ Reno, NV 89501 ~` 775.229.4219 ~ fax 775.403.2187 ~ dgslaw.com

4376204.2
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Thank you in advance for your cooperation in this matter. If you have any questions or require additional

information, please advise.

Sincerely,

Laura K. Granier

Erica K. Nannini
for

DAVIS GRAHAM 8c STUBBS LLP

ENAN:js

cc: Greg Ott, Nevada Attorney General's Office



From: Patrick Gavin
To: Jason Guinasso
Subject: Per Your Request
Date: Wednesday, August 09, 2017 8:33:00 PM

Here are some of the files:  https://drive.google.com/open?
id=0B1Qa_aam0NCaazVhQlZ5SmRoYm8.  Note they are large and most are scanned in versus the
original electronic versions.
 
 
 
Patrick J. Gavin
Executive Director
State Public Charter School Authority
1749 North Stewart Street, Suite 40
Carson City,  NV  89706
Direct: 775-687-9160
Office: 775-687-9174
Fax: 775-687-9113
 
Follow us on Twitter: @NevadaCharters.
 
Starting a charter school? Join our charter applicant listserv.
 
Are you a special education coordinator?  Sign up for the special education information listserv. 
 
Do you serve as your school’s accountability and assessment contact? Join our charter school
assessment listserv to get up-to-date information and important news on deadlines and
requirements from the SPCSA and NDE. 
 
Are you the executive director or equivalent senior executive of a charter school network or a single-
site charter school?  Join our charter leaders listserv. 
 
Looking to stay current on Charter Authority news, including information on upcoming board
meetings and other public information?  Sign up for updates on our SPCSA Information listserv. 
 

mailto:jdgnevadaspcsa@gmail.com
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Steve Canavero, Ph.D. 
Nevada Department of Education 
Director, Charter School Authority 
1749 N. Stewart Street, Suite 40 
Carson City, NV 89706-2543 

. RE: NEVADA CONNECTIONS ACADEMY 

{l()
Dear Steve: 

Pursuant to NRS 386.527 and NAC 386.325, NCA hereby requests appro al of an 
amendment to its written charter to align the goals in the charter with those school a ual goals 
approved by the governing board each school year. As required under NRS 386.520(b), NCA's 
charter includes a written description of the mission and goals of the school as identified in the 
original charter application as approved. In accordance with NRS 386.520(b), the charter 
identified at least one (and, in fact, three) of the statutorily identified goals. See Final Charter 
Application for NCA Revised 10/25/06 at 95-97 (identifying three of the statutorily identified 
goals): (i) improving the opportunities for pupils to learn; (ii) encouraging the use of effective 
methods of teaching; and, (iii) providing an accurate measurement of the educational 
achievement of pupils. 

While NCA still strives to and does accomplish all three of these previously identified 
goals, with the school's growth and development since opening, the governing board has 
identified other measurable and more specific annual goals on which it receives reports from the 
school administration. The school annual goals are developed each year after school 
stakeholders review outcomes. Accordingly, to facilitate more efficient reporting, NCA seeks to 

LAS VEGAS OFFICE: 1700 BANK OF AMERICA PLAZA, 300 SOUTH FOURTH STREET• LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89101 • (702) 383-8888 • FAX (702) 383-3345 
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amend its charter to align the mission and goals of the school with the annual goals approved by 
the NCA Governing Board each year which will includ~ the statutorily required goal(s). 

This year's annual school goals were approved at, its October 18, 2011 meeting. Attached 
hereto for your information and records is a copy of the minutes from that meeting reflecting the 
board's approval of the school's goals for 2011-2012. Also attached is a copy of the minutes 
from the January 17, 2012 NCA board meeting at which the board approved seeking this charter 
amendment. 

NCA looks forward to continuing to provide highly effective methods of teaching 
students through Personalized Performance Learning. The Governing Board and the entire NCA 
team strive to provide excellence in the educational opp011unity for each of our NCA students. 

NCA's requested amendment would revise Section 5.7 and 5.7 (a) of the written charter 
to provide the following: 

The NCA Governing Board will approve annual school goals tied to the academic achievement 
of students and other data-driven measures aligl,led to the school's mission. These annual school 
goals will align with the· statutory goals below: ' 

i) improving the opportunities for pupils to learn; 

ii) encouraging the use of effective methods of teaching; and 

iii) providing an accurate measurement of the educational achievement ofpupils. 

An example of the annual school goals for the 2011-2012 school year approved by the NCA 
Governing Board include: 

STUDENT ACADEMIC GOALS 

• 	 Student Academic Goal 1 - Student Progress: Nevada Connections Academy will 
demonstrate Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) in K-8 and 9-12 as indicated on the 2011
20121 School Accountability Summary Report. 

Measurement: percentage of students tested (participation), percentage of students 
who score at or above the proficient level on annual statewide tests (academic 
achievement), and another academic indicator (other indicator): school attendance or 
graduation rate. Attendance is recorded electronically with appropriate controls in the 
LMS and verified as accurate and legitimate by teacher professional judgment based on 
actual student work products. 
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Timeframe: A YP is determined and reported annually. Attendance rate is reported each 
month to the Governing Body. 

• 	 Student Academic Goal 2 - Student Academic Achievement Scores: Nevada 
Connections Academy students will meet or exceed the Annual Measurable Objectives 
(AMO) on CRTs and HSPEs. CRT Targets: grades 3-8 Reading and Math, grades 5 and 
8 Reading, Writing, Science and Math. HSPE Targets: Math, Reading and Science in 
grades 10 and 11 and also Writing in grade 11. 

Measurement: CRTs and HSPEs. 

Timeframe: Annually. 

• 	 School Non-Academic Goal - Family Satisfaction: Nevada Connections Academy will 
increase overall family satisfaction each school year. NCA families will rate their school 
highly and be satisfied with their children's school experience. 

Measurement: Parent satisfaction surveys (conducted by a third party) and 
Monthly School Reports. 

Timeframe: Parent Satisfaction Survey results reported annually to all stakeholders (the 
Governing Body, the sponsor, parents and students) near the end of the school year. 

5. 7(a) A written description ofthe mission and goals for the charter school. In addition to the 
other goals identified, the applicant must choose at least one ofthe following six goals. 

See Mission, above. The school-specific academic goals identified above directly address the 
school's stated purposes that include the goal of providing an accurate measurement of the 
educational achievement of students. The NCA Education Management System and assessment 
protocols described above provide for accurate, ongoing measurement of student achievement. 
In addition to the school-specific goals Nevada Connections Academy will have an annual 
school goal that directly addresses the stated purpose in improving the opportunities for pupils to 
learn (and indirectly addresses the other goals identified in NRS 386.520(2)(b). For example, the 
2011-2012 annual school goal approved by the NCA school board for this area is: 

1. 	 Improving the opportunities for pupils to learn; 

(a) Goal.' Every enrolled high school student (grades 9-12), present since the first 
day of Semester II, will have a post-secondary plan (enrollment, employment or 
enlistment) in place by no later than May 15th of the school year. 
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(b) Measurement: Every enrolled high school student will have a completed 
Personal Learning Plan by May 15th of the school year. 

(c) Timeframe: Ongoing, rep01ted annually to all stakeholders - the Governing 
Body, the sponsor, parents and students. 

Of course, I am available to address any questions you may have regarding the proposed 
amendment and/or provide you any additional information you may need. Thank you very much 
for your assistance. 

Very truly yours, 

C!!:;~~ 
LKG:jes 

Enclosures: Minutes, 10/18/2011 Meeting 
Minutes, 1117/2012 Meeting 

cc: Jennifer Dukek, Principal, NCA 
Jamie Castle, President NCA Governing Board 



charter school, employees of the chatier school, and pupils enrolled in the charter 
school. In addition, the Governing Body would, in the event of a closure, create a 
current and projected payroll and payroll benefits commitment, listing each 
employee, each employment position and the amount of money required to satisfy 
existing contracts. The Governing Body also would submit to the State Board of 
Education, a rep01i of the income tax documentation for the employees of the 
Academy and, ensure that the Academy's outstanding obligations are settled after 
closure of the school, including, without limitation, unemployment compensation, 
employee benefits, resolution of the lease agreement for the chatier school, if 
applicable and, final balances for utilities and other costs. 

If a closure should occur, any capital assets or excess funds remaining after all 
financial obligations have been satisfied would be distributed per IRS and Nevada 
Department of Education guidelines. Any· remaining restricted assets, such as 
grant money and money contained in restricted categorical funds would be 
returned to their source. All money received by the Academy from the State that 
is unencumbered would be returned to the Department to be placed in an escrow 
account for the purpose of satisfying any outstanding obligations of the Academy. 
If the school had insufficient funds to pay all creditors, its Connections Academy 
EMO patiner would be treated as an unsecured creditor and would likely be the 
party who would not be fully paid. Any funds provided to the school by the State 
for services that will not be rendered would be promptly returned to the State, 
following the procedures outlined by the State. 

Not later than six months after closure of the school, the Governing Body would 
provide to the Department and the State Board, the results of an independent 
audit, including, without limitation, the net assets and net liabilities of the 
Academy. In addition, the Governing Body would provide the annual report of 
budget required by NRS 386.600. 

5. 7 Mission, Goals, Measureme11t ofAccomplishment ofGoals, and Timeli1ie for 
Accomplishment ofGoals 
The following mission, goals, measurements, and timelines will be discussed with 
the proposed sponsor and modified as needed to be mutually agreeable to the 
applicant and the proposed sponsor. 

Mission: Nevada Connections Academy is an innovative K-12 distance learning 
public charter school whose mission is to maximize academic achievement for 
students throughout Nevada County who need an alternative to the traditional 
classroom. Working from home {or occasionally, at the parent's discretion, at a 
supervised community location such as a library) under the guidance of Nevada 
certified teachers with whom they interact via technology following a 
Personalized Leaming Plan, Nevada Connections Academy students will engage 
in a rigorous, Nevada standards-aligned curriculum that is rich in print, enhanced 
by technology, and tailored to their individual learning needs. 
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Goals: To ensure fulfillment of its mission, Nevada Connections Academy has set 
the following Student Academic Goals (Tier I) and School Non-Academic Goals 
(Tier 2)geals: 

STUDENT ACADEMIC GOALS (TIER 1) 

• 	 Sehettl-Student Academic Goal 1-Student Progress: Nevada Connections 
Academy students will demonstrate ongoing progress during each quarter of 
the school year as measured by three intertwined metrics · - attendance, 
participation, and performance: · 

o 	 Attendance (as logged by the Learning Coach and verified by the 
teacher): Students will average a 90% attendance rate over the course 
of the school year. Attendance is recorded electronically with 
appropriate controls in the LMS and verified as accurate and legitimate 
by teacher professional judgment based on actual student work 
products The attendance rate is reported each month to the Governing 
Body. 

o 	 Participation (completion of lessons, assessments and portfolio items 
in timely manner and at an appropriate pace for a particular student): 
Students will average an 80% participation rate over the course of the 
school year. The participation rate is reported each month to the 
Governing Body. 

o 	 Per(ormance (mastery of concepts across all core academic subjects, 
measured on ·internal assessments, including quizzes, tests and 
portfolios): Students will average a 75% performance rate over the 
course of the school year. The performance rate is reported each 
month to the Governing Body. 

Attendance (as logged by the Learning Coach and verified by the teacher): 
90% of students will be in Satisfactory status each qumier, as defined by an LMS 
data benchmark approved by the Governing Body. 

Participatien (completion of lessons, submission of portfolio items in 
timely manner, communication with teacher, other variables): 80% of students 
will be in Satisfactory status each quarter, as defined by an LMS data benchmarl~ 
approved by the Governing Boey. 

PerfBnnance (mastery of concepts across all core academic subjects, 
measured on internal assessments, including quizzes, tests and portfolios): 75% of 
students will be in Satisfactory status each quarter, as defined by an LMS data 
benchmark approved by the Govei·ning Body. 

Measurement: Data tracked in real-time for each student through LMS. 

Timeframe: Reported monthly to Governing Body, rolled up quarterly 
annually for measurement of this goal. 
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• 	 &Mel-Student Academic Goal 2-Yearly Growth: At least 75% of Nevada 
Connections Academy students will demonstrate satisfactory academic 
growth within each year in the school. 

Measurement: Longitudinal Evaluation of Academic Progress (LEAP) 
pre- and post-testing. A student will be deemed as having demonstrated 
"satisfactory academic growth" if she or he gains 10 percentage points 
from _pre-test to post-test OR has a post-test score of at least 75%. 

Timeframe: Administered at the beginning and end of each school year; 
results analyzed and reported annually. 

• 	 Se-h-eal--Student Academic Goal 3-Achievement Scores: Nevada 
Connections Academy students will perform equal to or better than 
comparable Nevada public schools on the Nevada Proficiency Examination 
Program~t The school intends to meet Adequate Yearly Progress ("A YP") as 
defined by the Nevada Department of Education beginning in Year 1; by 
Year 5, the school will aim to exceed statewide averages on these 
testsrequired tests. The school ·.vill meet Adequate Yearly Progress ("AYP") 
beginning in Year 2. 

Measurement: Nevada Proficiency Examination Program and No Child 
Left Behind. · 

Timeframe: Assessments administered as defined in section 2.7(a), above; 
results analyzed and reported annually. Nevada Connections Academy 
intends to meet A YP beginning in Year lmeet statewide averages in Year 
±; and exceed statewide averages by Year 5,-and.,_ meet AYP beginning in 
Year2. 

SCHOOL NON-ACADEMIC GOALS (TIER 2) 

• 	 School Non-Academic Goal 4!-High-Quality Teaching: Nevada 
Connections Academy will provide its students with excellent, highly 
qualified teaching focused on the needs ofeach learner. 

Measurement: 100% of the teachers will be Highly Qualified as defined 
under No Child Left Behind as documented by data in the LMS; at least 
90% of parents each year will express satisfaction with their children's 
teacher on the annual Parent Satisfaction survey (conducted by a third 
party with publicly reported results). 

Timeframe: LMS data regarding teacher qualifications is maintained 
continuously and reported monthly to the Governing Body; Parent 
Satisfaction survey results reported annually to all stakeholders (the 
Governing Body, the sponsor, parents and students) near the end of the 
school year. 
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• 	 School Non-Academic Goal ~~-School Community: Nevada Connections 
Academy will create a measurable sense of community within the virtual 
school environment. 

Measurement: By the end of Year 1, the school will have Community 
Coordinators in place and families will have the opportunity to participate 
in at least one (1) field trip per month during each school year; in the 
annual Parent Satisfaction survey (conducted by a third party with publicly 
reported results), respondents will rate school events at least a 3.0 on a 4 
point scale. 

Timeframe: Data regarding Community Coordinators and field trips is 
reported monthly to the Governing Body; Parent Satisfaction survey 
results reported annually to all stakeholders (the Governing Body, the 
sponsor, parents and students) near the end of the school year. 

• 	 School Non-Academic Goal G;!-Family Satisfaction: Nevada Connections 
Academy families will rate their school highly and be satisfied with their 
children's school experience. Nevada Connections Academy. 

Measurement: Parent satisfaction will measure at least 3.0 in overall 
program satisfaction on a 4 point scale in an annual Parent Satisfaction 
survey (conducted by a third party with publicly reported results). 

Timeframe: Parent Satisfaction survey results reported annually to all 
stakeholders (the Governing Body, the sponsor, parents and students) near 
the end of the school year. 

5. 7(a) A written description of the mission and goals for the charter school (NRS 
386.520(.2)(h)). In addition to the other goals identified, the applicant must 
choose at list one ofthe following sixgoals. 
See Mission, above. In addition to the six school-specific goals identified above in 
5.7 with measurement metrics and timeframes, Nevada Connections Academy 
aspires to achieve directly addresses the following goals 1, 2 and 3 as defined in 
the Nevada charter school law. (In addition, the school indirectly addresses goals 
4-6.} 

1. 	 hnproving the oppo1·tunities for pupils to learn; 
(a) Goal: Nevada Connections Academy will provide a unique learning 
opportunity for students throughout the state whose learning needs, for a 
variety of reasons, cannot be effectively met in the traditional, brick-and
mortar classroom. 

(b) Measurement: Student enrollment data indicating broad range of 
demographics, learning needs and geographic locations, including at least 
25% low-income students; 10% students with special learning needs 
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(including giftedness); 10% minority students; and 20% students from rural 
areas. 

(c) 	Timeframe: Ongoing, reported monthly to Governing Body. 

2. 	 Encouraging the use ofeffective methods ofteaching; 
(a) Goal: The Nevada Connections Academy instructional model, known as 
Personalized Performance Learning, provides effective methods of teaching 
students with unique learning needs (such as students with certain disabilities, 
elite athletes, the homebound, the bullied, and others in seek of an alternative) 
in a distance learning environment. See Section 2.6(a) for discussion of 
teaching methods. 

(h) Measurement: Data· gathered in LMS regarding application of teaching 
methods (teacher-student contacts, student progress metrics, use of technology 
tools) together with achievement results discussed School Student Academic 
Goals 1-3 under 5.7, above. 

(c) Timeframe: Collected continuously, reported monthly to Governing Body, 
with annual report to all stakeholders - the Governing Body, the sponsor, 
parents and students. 

3. 	 Providing an accurate measurement of the educational achievement of 
pupils; 
(a) Goal: The Nevada Connections Academy Learning Management System 
(LMS) and assessment protocols - described in depth in Section 2.6(a) and 
2.7(a) - will provide for accurate, ongoing measurement of student 
achievement. 

(h) Measurement: See Schoel-Student Academic Goals 1-3 with 
Measurement metrics under 5.7, above. 

(c) Timeframe: See Schoel-Student Academic Goals 1-3 with Timeframes 
under 5.7, above. 

4.Establishing 1weo1n'ltabilityofpHblk sehoolsj 

(a) Geal: Nevada Connections A.cademy 'tVill be a fully accountable public 
school, vlith multiple data streams updated continuously and reported to 
stakeholders the Governing Body, the sponsor, and the parents and students 

as noted in School Goals under 5.7, above. 

(/J) ltleasurement: See School Goals 1 3 vlith Measurement metrics under 
5.7, above. 

(c) 	Timefl'flme: See School Goals 1 3 '.Yith Timeframes under 5.7, abO¥&. 

5. 	 Pnwidil1g a method f{]:r public scheo!s to nwasm·o achi0Fe11w11t based 
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upo11 t/Jepe,r..wwlllle-e oft/Je selwels; or 

(a) Goal: The methods used by Nevada Connections A,cademy to capture, 
analyze, and report student achievement data could provide one model fer 
achievement of this goal. If Nevada Connections Academy successfully 
achieves its School Goals as defined under 5.7, above, it will works closely 
vlith its sponsor and the Nevada Department of Education to inform other 
Nevada public schools about its methods. 

(h) Aleasurement: See School Goals 1 3 with Measurement metrics under 
5.7, above. 

(c) Tim<!ft·a.we: See School Goals 1 3 with Timeframes under 5.7, abtwe. 

6. Creating .-wwprofessitHJRl opportunities ,for tenelw:-.s. 

(a) Goal: Nevada Connections Academy will provide nevi professional 
opportunities fer Nevada teachers who seek a distance learning teaching 
environment focused on the individual learning needs of students \Vith 
e1ctensive parent/family involvement and a high degree of accountability. 
(h) Measurement: Recrnitment and retention of highly qualified Nevada 
public school teachers, measured as described in School Goal 4 under 5.7, 
aBtW&.

(c) Time.frame: See Timeframe for School Goal 4 under 5.7, above. 

5. 7(b) A description ofhow progress towards the mission and goals of the charter 
school as described in 5. 7(a), above, will be measured 
See 5.7 and 5.7(a), above. 

5. 7(c) The time by which certain academic and educational results will be achieved 
(NRS386.520(2)(n)). 
See 5.7 and 5.7(a), above. 

5.8 	 A written desc1iption ofhow the charter school will carry out the provisions 
ofNRS386.500 to 386.610, inclusive (NRS386.520 (2)(a)). 
Nevada Connections Academy will carry out all provisions of NRS 386.500 to 
386.610, inclusive, which are applicable to it as a charter applicant. In addition to 
specific compliance with each of the statutory provisions under Nevada law (as 
set forth in detail below), Nevada Connections Academy will draw upon proven 
experience of Connections Academy, LLC as its contractor which has experience 
in seven other successful distance learning charter schools around the country. In 
addition, staff and members of the Governing Body for Nevada Connections 
Academy will attend conferences and technical assistance meetings, avoid 
conflicts of interest, maintain accountability and transparency in all operations 
and cooperate with the school's sponsor and the Department. Nevada Connections 
Academy places students' interests and academic achievement as the top priority 
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Nevada Connections Academy 

2011-2012 School Improvement Plan 

GOAL #1. Academic Achievement: NCA will demonstrate Adequate Yearly Progress in K-8 and 9-12 as 
indicated on the 2011-2012 School Accountability Summary Report. 

TimelinePerformance lndicatorLTarget Strategies ResourcesRes~onsibilitv 

All Subgroups for 
Participation and 
Performance in Math 
and ELA, at K-8 and 9-12; 
attendance at K-8 and 9
12; graduation rate 

There are a total of 82 
targets and the following 
ten (10) subgroups: 

1. 	 Am. Indian/Alaskan 
2. 	 Asian 
3. 	 Hispanic/Latino 
4. 	 Black/ African American 
5. 	 White/Caucasian 
6. 	 Two or more races 
7. 	 Pacific Islander 
8. 	 IEP 
9. 	 LEP 
10. 	FRL 

. Increase implementation of 
interventions w/ support of PLC's 
. Identify/focus on content area strands 
with low performance rates 
. Targeted interventions for students 
"approaching standards" 
. Provide opportunities for pre-test 
practice 
. Ensure Live Lessons are content-based 
and skills-focused 
. Offer incentives for attendance at Live 
Lessons 
. Provide students with 'good' and 'poor' 
writing samples in all subject areas 
. Provide Learning Coaches with lessons 
on helping students prepare for testing 
. Require teachers to participate in 
professional development focused on 
implementing interventions and 
improving classroom instruction 
. Place students at risk on a Contract for 
Success 

All licensed 
school 
personnel 

On-going 
Learning Communities to 

• 	 Meeting time for Professional 
throughout 

collaborate the school 
year 

monthly, on-going professional 
development related to 
interventions/instructional 

strategies 


• 	 Administration will provide 

• 	 Monetary resources for 
teacher travel to all areas of 
Nevada where students reside, 
to provide in-person pre-test 
practice/mock testing, test 
preparation 

• 	 Language Art department staff 
will provide writing samples 

• 	 Resource Reps will provide 
parents (LC) lessons on helping 
their student be successful 

• 	 Continuous monitoring by 
homeroom teacher/advisor 



GOAL #2. Academic Achievement: NCA students will meet or exceed the Annual Measurable Objectives (AMO) on 
Criterion Referenced Tests (CRT's) and High School Proficiency Exams (HSPE's). 

Performance Indicator [Target Strategies Res~onsibilitv Resources Timeline 
. Increase implementation of All licensed 

Annual Measurable Objectives interventions w/ support of PLC's school 
(AMO) . Identify/focus on content area strands personnel 

with low performance rates 
EnglishLLanguage Arts: . Targeted interventions for students 

"approaching standards" 
K-8 =75.9% . Provide opportunities for pre-test 

practice 
9-12 =91.8% . Ensure Live Lessons are content-based 

and skills-focused 
. Offer incentives for attendance at Live 

Mathematics: Lessons 

. Provide students with 'good' and 'poor' 


K-8 =77.2% writing samples in all subject areas 
. Provide Learning Coaches with lessons 

9-12 =80.8% on helping students prepare for testing 
. Require teachers to participate in 
professional development focused on 
implementing interventions and 
improving classroom instruction 
. Place students at risk on a Contract for 
Success 

On-going 
Professional Learning 

• 	 Meeting time for 
throughout 

Communities to the school 

collaborate year 

• 	 Administration will provide 
monthly, on-going 
professional development 
related to 
interventions/instructional 
strategies 

• 	 Monetary resources for 
teacher travel to all areas 
of Nevada where students 
reside, to provide in-person 
pre-test practice/mock 
testing, test preparation 

• 	 Language Art department 
staff will provide writing 
samples 

• 	 Resource Reps will provide 
parents (LC} lessons on 
helping their student be 
successful 

• 	 Continuous monitoring by 
homeroom teacher/advisor 



GOAL #3. College/Career Readiness Planning: Every high school student, enrolled since the first day of Semester II, 
will have a post-secondary plan {enrollment, employment or enlistment} in place by May 15th, 2012. 

Performance lndicator[Target 

1. 100% of HS students will 
have all fields in the PLP 
completed by 5/15/2012. 

2. 100% of seniors will have PLP 
field for "12th Grade Post High 
School Plans" completed by 
5/12/2012. 

3. 50% of NCA seniors will apply 
to a post-secondary institute by 
6/15/2012 as indicated on the 
College Application Status Data 
View Export for 12th Graders. 
(25% applied in 2011} 

4. 25% of NCA seniors will have 
taken the SAT or ACT by 
6/2/2012, as indicated on the 
College Admissions Overview 
Data View Export for Enrolled 
Students w/SAT or ACT Scores. 
(19% tested in 2011) 

Strategies 
. Offer and encourage all 10th & 11th 
grade students to take the PSAT 
. Implement Homerooms at the high 
school level 
. Encourage all 11th grade students to 
participate in the SAT/ACT 
. Encourage high school Learning 
Coaches to participate in post-secondary 
planning 
. Encourage participation in Live Lessons 
on FAFSA and the college 
admission/application process 
. Increase college visits opportunities 

Resi;!onsibilitv 

• 	 All homeroom 
teachers and 
advisory 
teachers 

• 	 Counseling 
Department 

Resources 

• 	 Monetary support 
from administration 
to facilitate college 
visits 

• 	 Time allocated for 
staff participation 
on college visits and 
facilitation of FAFSA 
workshops (LL) 

Timeline 

• 	 Targeted 
deadlines for 
each 
performance 
indicator 

• 	 Strategies 
implemented on 
an on-going basis 
throughout the 
school year 



GOAL #4. School Growth: NCA will increase enrollment for the 2012-2013 school year by 16%. 

Performance lndicator[Target 
1. NCA will have 1550 students 
enrolled/approved by 8/31/2012 
as shown on the week 22 
enrollment report. (Based on 
16% growth from 2011 goal) 

2. 98% of students reported to 
the NVDOE on count day will be 
funded. (Increased by 1% from 
2010-11) 

3. NCA will have a Retention 
Rate of 76% as indicated on the 
6/30/2012 Monthly School 
Report. (Increased by 2% from 
2010-11) 

4. NCA will have 73% of enrolled 
students with "ITR YES w/docs. 
Complete" data view for 2012-13 
School Year. (Increased by 5% 
from 2010-11) 

• 
Strategies 

Increased family/student support= 
increased retention 

• Increased community outreach 
(parent support meetings, school 
information sessions, etc.), especially 
in rural areas 

• On-going staff development on 
strategies for providing interventions 
for struggling students and other 
supports 

Res~onsibilitv 

All school 
personnel working 
collaboratively in 
PLC teams 

Resources 

• Funding and time to 
facilitate 
community 
outreach and face
to-face 
opportunities with 
students 

• Staff development 
for providing 
student/family 
support 

Timeline 

• 	 Targeted 
deadlines for 
each 
performance 
indicator 

• 	 Strategies 
implemented on 
an on-going basis 
throughout the 
school year 



GOAL #5: Family Satisfaction-NCA will increase overall family satisfaction for the 2011-2012 school year. 

Performance lndicatorLTarget 
1. NCA will have overall average 
rating of 87% or higher on the 
2011-12 PSS rated for 21 
specified questions. (Increased 
by 2% from 2010-11} 

2. Every NCA teacher will attend 
a minimum of 4 face-to-face 
events throughout the school 
year (excluding state testing)
(Measured by staff sign-in sheet 
at every event) 

3. 95% of NCA students will 
meet the target contact rate of 
the 6/30/2011 Monthly School 
Report. (2011 =91%, 2010 = 
89%, 2009 =83%} 

Strategies 
. Identify areas in need of improvement 
(2% or more below average for all CA 
schools} from the 21 specific questions in 
the PSS, and develop strategies through 
PLC's 
. Provide more opportunities for 
teacher/student contact (fieldtrips, social 
events, etc.) 
. Improve fieldtrip/student activities to 
be more academic 
. Random family calls from 
Administrators and designated meeting 
times at locations in various communities 
(coffee shop, etc.) 
. Offer school pictures & student l.D. 
cards 

Res~onsibilitv 

• 	 All school 
personnel 

• 	 Teachers-
participation 
on a 
fieldtrip/out
of-classroom 
activity 
quarterly 

• 	 Administrators 

Resources 

• 	 Student activity 
funds to support 
fieldtrips & events 

• 	 Planning & 
implementation 
time for activities 

Timeline 
June 8th, 2012• 

• 	 (last day of 
school year) 

• 	 Implementation 
throughout the 
year 

• 	 Quarterly face
to-face meetings 

• 	 Monthly 
Administrator/pa 
rent meetings 
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Application for Renewal 
Of a Public School Charter 

Certification Statement 

Charter School Name: NEVADA CONNECTIONS ACADEMY 

I hereby certify that the information submitted in this application for renewal of a public school 
charter is true to the best of my knowledge and belief; and further I understand that, if awarded a 
renewed charter, the school shall continue to be open to all students on a space available basis, and 
shall not discriminate on the basis ofrace, gender, religion, ethnicity, disability, athletic performance, 
special need, or proficiency in the English language, and academic achievement. This is a true 
statement, made under the penalties of pe1jury. 

This request for renewal of the charter was approved in a public, open meeting of the school's 

governing body held on (date) bh,{c?.,;fY\VJf? (' d.?;l)?:'copy of the meeting agenda and 

minutes is attached. " 

Governing Body President signature: ---'('--/_ ...-_.::..,,..~'-t\__,?~·_ _,,__-_-_-_·-_-_--_.._.. _________....___/ '·,~ <
~-j-
Print Name: Jamie Castle 

Date: 11/zr /;z_/
I I 



~CONNECTIONS 
~ACADEMY'r' 

NEVADA CONNECTIONS ACADEMY (NCA) 

BOARD MEETING 


AGENDA 


Pursuant to the Nevada Open Meeting Law, notice is hereby given to the members of the NCA Board and the 
general public that the NCA Board will hold ameeting open to the public on: 

Date and Time: 
Tuesday, November 27, 2012 at 6:30 p.m. PT 

Held at the following locations: 
Nevada Connections Academy 
175 Salomon Circle, Suite 201 

Sparks, NV 89434 

And via teleconference: 
800-504-8071 ; 184-9889# 

Below is an agenda of all items scheduled to be considered. Unless otheiwise stated, items may be taken out of the 
order presented on the agenda at the discretion of the Chair. 

Reasonable efforts will be made to assist and accommodate persons with adisability. Please contact Jennifer Dukek 
at (775) 826-4200. Requests should be made as early as possible to arrange the accommodation; no later than 
twenty four (24) hours prior to the meeting. 

BOARD AGENDA 

I. Call to Order - J. Castle 

II. Roll Call-J. Castle 

Ill. Public Comment 

The Board welcomes participation by the members of the public both in-person and telephonically. To address 
an item on the agenda, before the scheduled start of the meeting, an individual must write their name and a 
short description of the agenda item on which they wish to comment on the card provided and submit this to the 
Chair, along with any materials they want to have distributed to Board. Individuals who wish to address the 
Board telephonically must contact the School Principal by phone or by email at least twenty four (24) hours 
before the scheduled start of the Board meeting. If the individual wants to provide any written materials to the 
Board, these should be emailed to the School Principal at least twenty four (24) hours before the scheduled start 
of the meeting. 

The total time for any individual to present, either in person or via telephone, on an item on the agenda shall not 
exceed three (3) minutes, unless the Board grants additional time. 

Individuals desiring to make aformal presentation to the Board on an item not on the agenda but desiring it be 
placed on the agenda must provide notice and written submissions detailing the subject of the presentation to 
the School Principal at least fourteen (14) days prior to the meeting. Any such presentations shall not exceed 
fifteen (15) minutes in duration, unless otheiwise permitted by the Chair. 



To view the Board Public Comment Policy, visit the school's "About Us" page at www.connectionsacademy.com 

IV. Routine Business 
a. Approval of Agenda-J. Castle 

V. Oral Reports 
a. Principal's Report (MSR attached)- J. Dukek 

i. Pupil Enrollment and Attendance Audit Update 
ii. Student Activities Update 

b. Financial Report (attached)- S. Soltz 

VI. Consent Agenda 
a. Approval of Minutes from the October 16, 2012 Meeting (attached) 
b. Approval of Staffing Report (attached) 
c. Approval of Revision(s) to 2012-2013 School Year General School Handbook: Drug, Alcohol and 

Tobacco-Free Environment Policy (attached) 
d. Approval of Revision(s) to 2012-2013 School Year State Specific School Handbook: Advanced 

Diploma Program (attached) 
e. Approval of Curriculum Strategy for the 2013-2014 School Year (attached) 

Vil. Action Items 
a. Approval of Connections Academy of Nevada, LLC Invoice for October (attached)- K. Liebendorfer 
b. Approval of Charter Renewal Application or Approval of School Principal and Board President as 

Designees to Finalize and Submit Charter Renewal Application on behalf of the Board (to follow) - J. 
Dukek 

VIII. Information Items 
a. State Relations Update  B. Dryer 
b. School Enrollment Opening for 2013-2014 School Year - J. Dukek 

IX. Public Comment (as detailed previously in agenda) 

X. Confirmation of Next Meeting and Adjournment - January 15, 2013 at 6:30 p.m. PT. 

http:www.connectionsacademy.com


Notices of this meeting have been appropriately posted as required by the Nevada Open Meeting Law N.R.S 
241.020(2) on or before 9:00 a.m. on the third working day before the meeting at the following locations: 

(1) Lionel Sawyer &Collins, 1100 Bank of America Plaza, 50 West Liberty Street, Reno, NV 89501 
(2) Nevada Connections Academy, 175 Salomon Circle, Suite 201, Sparks, NV 89434 
(3) Downtown Reno Library, 301 SCenter Street, Reno, NV 89501 
(4) Save Mart, 195 WPlumb Lane, Reno, NV 89509 
(5) Washoe County Law Library, 75 Court Street, Reno, NV 89501 

Further in compliance with NRS 241.020, this Agenda has been posted on the official website for the Nevada 
Connections Academy, www.connectionsacademy.com 

http:www.connectionsacademy.com


~CONNECTIONS
~ACADEMY~' 

NEVADA CONNECTIONS ACADEMY 
MINUTES OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 

Tuesday, November 27, 2012 at 6:30 p.m. PT 
In Person at Nevada Connections Academy 


175 Salomon Circle, Suite 201 

Sparks, Nevada 


And by Teleconference 


I. 	 Call to Order 

Ms. Castle called the meeting to order at 6:33 p.m. when all participants were present and able to hear each other. 
The school was open for the public to attend the meeting. 

II. 	 Roll Call 

Board Members Present: Jamie Castle, Kelly McGlynn, Scott Harrington, Mindi Dagerman, Jafeth Sanchez, Katie 
Keating and Kirsten Liebendorfer (in person); 

Guests: 	Jennifer Dukek, Principal (in person at the school, which was open to the public); Sarah Ault, Evie Uhlfelder 
and Heather Woodward, Connections Education (in person) Barbara Dryer and Shawn Soliz, Connections 
Education (via phone). 

Ill. 	 Public Comment 

There were no public comments at this time. 

IV. 	 Routine Business 

a. 	 Approval of Agenda 

Ms. Castle asked the Board to review the Agenda distributed prior to the meeting. The Board requested Consent 
Item (d) Approval of Revision(s) to 2012-2013 School Year State Specific School Handbook: Advanced Diploma 
Program, be moved to Action Items. There being no further changes noted, Mr. Harrington made the following 
motion and it was seconded by Ms. Dagerman as follows: 

RESOLVED, that the Agenda for the November 27, 2012 Meeting of the Board of Directors of the Nevada 
Connections Academy, as amended, is hereby approved. 

The motion passed unanimously. 

V. 	 Oral Reports 

a. Principal's Report 


Ms. Dukek presented this item to the Board. 




i. Pupil Enrollment and Attendance Audit Update 

Ms. Dukek updated the Board on current enrollment numbers. She als9 noted that Count Day 
successfully resulted in 99.5% of students being funded by the State. 

ii. Student Activities Update 

Ms. Dukek updated the Board on student activities. She updated the Board on the recent and 
upcoming school activities, including the 15 events for students throughout the state in November and 
the upcoming 12 events currently scheduled in December. These events included field trips, special 
education events and college fairs in the state. 

b. Financial Report 

Mr. Saltz reviewed the financial information contained in the Board materials, including the balance sheet. He 
reviewed the changes in the financials since the last month's statements, and the forecasted expenses. 

VI. Consent Items 

Ms. Castle asked the Board members whether there were any items from the Consent Items that they wished to have 
moved to Action Items, other than those previously noted in the meeting, for discussion, or tabled. There being no 
further changes, Ms. Mitchell made the following motion and it was seconded by Ms. Sanchez as follows: 

RESOLVED, the Consent Items: 

a. 	 Approval of Minutes from the October 16, 2012 Meeting; 
b. 	 Approval of Staffing Report; 
c. 	 Approval of Revision(s) to 2012-2013 School Year General School Handbook: Drug, Alcohol and 

Tobacco-Free Environment Policy; and 
e. 	 Approval of Curriculum Strategy for the 2013-2014 School Year; are hereby approved. 

The motion passed unanimously. 

VII. Action Items 

a. Approval of Connections Academy of Nevada, LLC Invoice for October 

Ms. Liebendorfer reviewed in detail the Connections Academy invoice for the month of October as drawn from the 
financial report in the Board materials. She asked the Board members whether they had any questions on the 
invoices or if any items required further explanation. The Board discussed the Short Term Substitute Teaching 
Services line item in detail. There being no further discussion, Ms. Dagerman made the following motion and it was 
seconded by Ms. Keating as follows: 

RESOLVED, that the Connections Academy of Nevada, LLC invoice for the month of October 2012, in the amount of 
$570,310.01 as presented, is hereby approved. 

The motion passed unanimously. 

http:570,310.01


b. 	 Approval of Charter Renewal Application or Approval of School Principal and Board President as Designees to 

Finalize and Submit Charter Renewal Application on behalf of the Board 


Ms. Dukek provided the Board with an overview of the charter renewal process with the state, including the timeline 
for submission and process for review. She reviewed changes proposed by Board Counsel and also reviewed the 
changes to question number nine of the Charter Renewal Application. She also reviewed the academic goals of the 
school by year, detailing data and goals in support of the application from the 2011-2012 school year. Ms. Dukek 
noted that the Application was for all essential purposes completed, with the exception of grammatical changes, 
which she expects to make before the School's Winter Break so she can hand-deliver the Application to the NVDOE. 
The Board discussed the process in detail and thanked Ms. Dukek and Ms. Castle for their work and for submitting 
the renewal application on behalf of the Board. There being no further discussion, Mr. Harrington made the following 
motion and it was seconded by Ms. Dagerman as follows: 

RESOLVED, that the Charter Renewal Application and designation of the School Principal and the Board President as the 
Board Designees to finalize changes and submit Charter Renewal Application on behalf of the Board, as presented, is 
hereby approved. 

The motion passed unanimously. 

Approval of Revision(s) to 2012-2013 School Year State Specific School Handbook: Advanced Diploma Program 

Ms. Dukek reviewed the proposed amendments to the program based on State Requirements of Standard. The 
Board thanked Ms. Dukek and Ms. Ault for the explanation of changes to the program. The Board noted changes 
they would like to see in the document for consistency. There being no further discussion, Ms. Dagerman made the 
following motion and it was seconded by Mr. Harrington as follows: 

RESOLVED, that the approval of Revision(s) to 2012-2013 School Year State Specific School Handbook: Advanced Diploma 
Program, as amended and discussed during the meeting, is hereby approved. 

The motion passed unanimously. 

VIII. 	 Information Items 

a. 	 State Relations Update 

Ms. Dryer updated the Board on the recent legislative activities in Nevada, which may impact the school. 

b. 	 School Enrollment Opening for 2013-2014 School Year 

Ms. Dukek advised the Board that the school, along with other Connections Academy partnering schools, is currently 
researching the option of opening enrollment on March 1st instead of the previously planned April 1st start. He 
reviewed the background involved in this consideration, and advised that there would be additional information 
provided at the next meeting. Board members in attendance had abrief discussion, and expressed their support of 
the earlier opening of enrollment for the next school year. 

IX. 	 Public Comment 

There were no public comments. 

X. 	 Confirmation of Next Meeting and Adjournment- January 15, 2103 at 6:30 p.m. PT 

The next meeting is scheduled for January 15, 2013 at 6:30 p.m.PT. Ms. Sanchez made the following motion and it 
was seconded by Ms. Keating to adjourn the meeting at 7:15 p.rn. 



Introductory Instructions 

The Application for Renewal shall consist of narrative responses to all requirements in the 
Application for Renewal as well as any and all documentation and data submitted to support the 
responses. The chatter school should strive to complete each response as thoroughly and 
comprehensively as possible (including submitting documentation, data or other objectively 
verifiable information to suppo1t each response) so as to minimize further explanation or 
clarification to the Sponsor. Responses that identify strengths as well as weaknesses, and 
explanations why such weaknesses are outweighed by the strengths, are strongly encouraged. 
Responses that lack suppo1ting evidence or require the Sponsor to guess at the meaning of a 
patticular statement or make assumptions concerning supporting evidence are strongly 
discouraged. 

During the process of evaluating whether to approve the Application for Renewal, the Sponsor 
reserves the right to conduct site visits and interviews of parents, students, members of the 
governing body, administration, and staff of the chatter school. The Sponsor may also consider 
the school's most recent NRS 386.610(1) progress report and NAC 386.410 compliance report. 

The Application for Renewal of a Public School Charter Certification Statement must be signed 
and attached to the Application for Renewal. 

It is recommended that the charter school's Governing Body President and Administrator be in 
attendance at the meeting of the State Board of Education in which the Application for Renewal 
is considered. 
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Please indicate the type of Application for Renewal the charter school is submitting (check one): 

V NRS 386.530(1). This application for renewal of a charter under NRS 
386.530 (1) may be submitted to the sponsor of a charter school not less than 120 days 
before the expiration of the charter. The charter expiration date can be found in the 
"Written Agreement" (under "term") between the charter school and its sponsor. Chaiter 
schools wishing to renew their chaiters are solely responsible for submitting an 
Application for Renewal before the deadline stated above. The Department of Education 
shall not be responsible for notifying charter schools of this deadline. 

Please respond to the questions on pages 4-6 of this application. 

Please also submit a copy of the school's current budget. 

__ NRS 386.530(2). An application for renewal of an initial charter under NRS 386.530(2) 
may be submitted after three (3) years of operation of the chaiter school. 

Please respond to the questions on pages 7-9 of this application. Include in your answer 
to #3, for NAC 386.310(3), the NRS 386.610(2) and NAC 386.350(6) three year progress 
report. 

Please also submit a copy of the school's current budget. 

The application, excluding attachments, should not exceed 20 pages, 12 point font, single or 
double spaced. Submit 10 copies of the renewal application and suppo1ting documents. 
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Application 

Please provide the following for a renewal pursuant to NRS 386.530(1): 

1. Any changes in any of the items listed in the initial application to form the charter school. 

NAC 386.300(1) 

Explain how the initial application (application as approved by the sponsor and written agreement) 

has served the school during the term of its chaiier. Explain what have been the strengths and 

weaknesses. 


Provide in detail any changes that have been made to the application/chaiier. Offer the reasons 
behind the changes and what the results have been. Provide documentation ofDepartment/State 
Board approval of all changes and amendments to the original application. Changes and amendments 
that have not been approved by the Depaiiment/State Board will not be recognized and must be 
reversed. 
The Nevada Connections Academy ("NCA") is currently in its sixth year of serving students in 
Nevada, having launched in 2007 to provide a complete virtual school program to Nevada 
public school students. Overall, the original charter has served Nevada Connections Academy 
(NCA) well, and the school has worked hard to fulfill the mission and original charter goals. _The 
school has experienced significant growth during the term of the charter, which speaks to the 
demand for such an option, and also to the school's overall success in fulfilling the mission and 
vision described in the charter. The original charter growth projections, based on a careful 
review of demographics and the demand for the type of educational offering provided by NCA, 
were very accurate. It projected "at least 1500 students by the sixth year of its charter." As of 
September 30, 2012, the start of year six, the school had 1600 students enrolled, and has 
shown overall steady upward growth in enrollment. In addition, enrollment breaks down very 
evenly across grade bands, with approximately one third of the school population enrolled in 
grades l<-5, one third in grades 6-81 and one third in high school, as anticipated by the original 
charter. 

In addition, NCA's rigorous, continually updated curriculum, aligned to state and national 
standards, has helped fulfill the charter's goal of offering a top-quality academic program that 
provides students with a wide range of educational opportunities, including support for 
struggling students and opportunities for academically advanced students. Our Education 
Management System, now known as Connexus®, has fulfilled the charter's promise of a high
tech virtual school environment that not only provides a data-driven, highly accountable virtual 
educational program, but also facilitates and fosters genuine connections among students, 
teachers, parents, and all members of the school community. NCA remains satisfied with its 
Educational Management Organization (EMO) Connections Academy of Nevada, LLC, which was 
the EMO selected for the initial charter. NCA plans to continue contracting with Connections 
for its turnkey educational services. It is worth noting that every member of the Connections 
leadership team listed in the original charter application is still employed by Connections 
Education. This long-term stability, along with Connections' commitment to continual 
improvement of all its services, are two key reasons why NCA believes that this part of the 
original charter has served the school well. 
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We do not feel there were any weaknesses in the initial application, although some revisions t~ 
the charter were made during the term of the charter, as noted below. Overall, the original 
charter has served as an appropriate foundation for a virtual charter school that has been able 
to provide a wide variety of students across the state with an educational option that works 
well for them. 

The first change to the charter application concerned the grade range offered by NCA. The 
State Board did not initially approve the school's request to offer grades K-3. However, the 
school was invited to submit a revised application expanding the charter to those grades based 
on the demand for them and subsequently received approval to offer them on 08/08/2008, as 
indicated in the current Charter School Agreement (Attachment A). 

In addition, on January 30, 2009, an amendment (see Attachment B) to change the governing 
board bylaws for the Nevada Connections Academy's charter was approved. Changes to the 
Governing Board bylaws were necessary to clarify specific powers and duties of the Board and 
modify criteria for Board membership. Technical changes to language within the bylaws were 
made to better align with state regulations. 

On August 12, 2010, NCA submitted a request for a technical amendment to change the 
physical location of the Nevada Connections Academy office from 5690 Riggins Court, Suite B, 
Reno, NV 89502, to 175 Salomon Circle, Suite 201, Sparks, NV 89434. The request was made to 
Dr. Keith Rheault, Superintendent of Public Instruction. Dr. Rheault confirmed to Board Counsel 
that this type of amendment was not something that required approval of the State Board of 
Education, but instead, would be processed through Nevada Department of Education. All 
conditions of the technical amendment were met on November 30, 2010. Required 
documentation was submitted directly to Dr. Rheault via electronic mail through Laura 
Granier's office. 

In January of 2012, Nevada Connections Academy submitted a request to amend its charter to 
better align the goals outlined in the approved charter application with the annual, board- t'( 
approved school goals. Steve Canavero, Angela Blair and Katherine Rohrer from the State 
Public Charter School Authority (SPCSA) met with the school administrator and discussed 
waiting to render a decision until further guidelines for school goals were established by the 
newly formed SPCSA. As of this date the amendment is still pending approval. 

2. A profile of the achievement of the pupils enrolled in the charter school during the preceding 
six years, as reflected in proficiency examinations and other means of assessment and 
evaluation. NAC 386.300(2) 

Provide evidence that the charter school's students have made academic progress over time while 
enrolled in the school. As much student academic data as is available should be used to support 
progress. 

Adequate Yearly Progress (A YP) of the chaiter school must also be addressed, and a current copy of 
the School Improvement Plan must be provided. 
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NCA has performed well against other vhiual public schools in the state. In fact, overall, NCA >(~\ 7 

students performed very well against state averages over the past term of the charter, often u( / 
meeting or exceeding overall state averages and grade level performance in reading, writing, ~ ~ { 
and science. It is important to note that students who select NCA do so because whatever their ~ \"" 
previous form of schooling has not been meeting their needs. A particular weakness of almost (}..,if('uJ( 
all incoming students concerns their mastery of math and in fact the weakest subject across all \\i) \~ 
years has been math, where NCA students tend to lag several points behind the state average. ~ 
Please see the attached Summary of State Test Results (Attachment C}, with data taken from I~ (c~ 
the Nevada Report Card website: www.nevadareportcard.com. \,,,;J ov <I

~I ~Joi"~" 
NCA has closely monitored its performance against the state's AYP criteria and has faced ,e}Jl .( ~~ 
challenges similar to other Nevada public schools as the standards became more rigorous. NCA l V 

is impacted even more than many schools since its growth results in many more students who ' 
are new to the school but still are counted in NCA's evaluated population, even though most of 

their schooling was in another environment.l '.),,__,
/ 1 
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AYP Results \.,r 1\1 \/\I,, 

2007-08: Nevada Connections Academy met standards for Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) in 
2007-2008 at all grade levels and made AYP. 

2008-2009: Nevada Connections Academy met AYP standards at elementary grades in all areas 
except for low math performance in one subgroup. Secondary grades met all AYP standards 
except for a low participation rate in one subgroup in English/Language Arts and low 
participation and performance rates in one subgroup in Math. 

2009-2010: Nevada Connections Academy met standards for Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) in 
2009-2010 at all grade levels and made AYP. 

2010-2011: In 2010-2011, NCA made AYP at the secondary grade levels, but did not meet AYP 
standards at elementary grades for low performance in ELA in four subgroups and Math in five 
subgroups. 

2011-12: In 2011-2012, NCA did not meet AYP standards at elementary grades for low 
performance in math for all subgroups and low performance in ELA for two subgroups. 
Additionally, the elementary levels did not meet the other indicator for AYP, as the result of a 
data entry/calculation error. Failure to meet AYP for two consecutive years at the elementary 
level resulted in the designation of In Need of Improvement {INOI}. The secondary levels met all 
AYP standards except for low math performance in one subgroup. 

No marked trend in subgroups was noted for those years/grades where AYP was not met; 
however, the last two years indicate a need to focus on performance for the Free and Reduced 
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Lunch (FRL) and IEP subgroups. Low performance in mathematics was the common factor in all 
years when AYP was not met. 

NCA continues to aggressively work on mathematics improvement plans across targeted grade 
levels each year as part of the school improvement planning. Our 2012-2013 School 
Improvement Plan (Attachment 0) was developed to improve student academic achievement 
at all grade levels with a specific focus on math performance school wide and English/Language 
Arts performance at the l<-8 grade levels. NCA is fully committed to high academic 
performance, not only versus other virtual schools, but as compared to traditional schools 
serving co~parably c~allenged populations. Muc~ work needs to be done, but the school is. ~J 
fully committed to this goa1. L ~· v-t-- Nt,_rf -l-u ., '31 ~·) P - ~e.-· 

() I'' 
3. A report on the progress of the charter school toward meeting its mission, goals, and °" ~(r" f 
objectives. NAC 386.300(3) 

To ensure that the school reports on the mission, goals, and objectives that were approved by the 
sponsor, the school must request from the Depaitment a copy of the mission, etc., that is included in 
the school's charter. Provide quantitative evidence that the school has made satisfactory progress 
toward achievement of the mission, etc. Any claims about student performance should be supported 
by evidence from state-mandated assessments. If staff evaluations of student performance are 
included, they need to be suppo1ted by objective assessment data and documented criteria. 
Ifthe chatter school has not fully reached the standard called for by a patticular academic 
performance objective or goal, an explanation must be included about why the school considers the 
progress that it has made to be reasonable. 

Provide a statement about the history of the school's enrollment during the term of its charter. 
Provide Count Day numbers and March 1st enrollment for each of the most recent three school years. 
Address fluctuations in enrollment. 

NCA is committed to using quantitative data in all aspects of school operations. For example, 
student achievement is monitored by teachers and administrators on a frequent and on-going 
basis, and forms the foundation for all improvement planning, whether by individual teachers 
or as an overall school planning process. Powerful tools built into Con nexus, the NCA Education 
Management System, provide all staff, students, and parents access to up-to-the minute data 
on student performance, as appropriate for their roles. For example, the Grade Book provides 
detailed information on student progress in each course, course grades, overall average, 
teacher feedback, and other academic information. The student's Personalized Learning Plan 
(PLP) includes all student test data, including state test scores, pre- and post-testing scores, and 
other data points, all of which are used to help tailor each student's individual learning program 
to best meet his or her needs. The powerful Assessment Objective Performance Report reflects 
student performance in specific objectives and skill areas, and shows how many assessment 
items the student has completed and which items the student has answered correctly. 
Connexus also captures information on support and intervention programs provided to 
students, and teachers and administrative staff review this information in weekly student 
support team meetings to ensure the individual needs of every student is being met. Teachers 
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work together in PLCs to understand all of this data and its implications then plan both small 
group and individual activities based on student need. Finally, regular, one-on-one and small 
group synchronous and asynchronous contact between teachers and students, and parents and 
teachers, ensure that teachers are able to know their students as individuals. Using these and 
other tools and strategies, NCA's teachers work every day to fulfill the school's mission - to help 
each student maximize his or her potential and meet the highest performance standards 
through a uniquely individualized learning program. 

During the 2011-2012 school year, school staff conducted a thorough self-study as part of the 
process to obtain full accreditation status with the Northwest Accreditation 
Commission/ AdvancED. The following is noted from the "Findings" of the site visitation team: 

The on-site visiting team verified the Consensus Self-Study. The team was impressed with the 
school's and administrators' commitment to continually improve its programs and services and 
seek recognition of its successful programs. Schools that conduct thorough self-studies usually 
have accurately identified their strengths and areas needing improvement. The steering 
committee and administrators discovered that the team findings correlated with what the 
school already identified. 

The Visiting Team concurs with the findings of the self-study. The team's on-site evaluation 
confirmed that: 

• 	 The self-study was appropriately conducted and well translated. 
• 	 The findings are accurate and valid. 
• 	 The planned improvement efforts are based on solid evidence. 
• 	 The improvement endeavors are worthy of devoting human and financial resources. 
• 	 The planned improvement efforts, if consistently implemented, are likely to produce 

improved student academic performance and enhance school quality. 

Please see the attached Summary Report on Progress in Meeting Mission and Goals 
(Attachment E). 

Nevada Connections Academy opened in fall of 2007 with 420 students funded on count day. In 
fall of 2008, the school became a full K-12 school, and served approximately 725 students. The 
school experienced substantial growth every year through the 2011-12 school year, when the 
school's enrollment exceeded 1700 students. With the continued expansion of virtual school 
options in the state and the continuing economic challenges making it difficult for some families 
to remain at home with younger children, enrollment in the Fall of 2012 indicated a slight drop 
from the previous year. Currently the school's enrollment is just under 1600 students. 

School Year Count Dav Enrollment March 1st Enrollment 
2007-2008 420 341 
2008-2009 873 727 
2009-2010 1322 1113 
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4. A report on the effectiveness of the collaboration between licensed and nonlicensed staff 
members in the instructional program of the charter school. NAC 386.300(4) 

Provide evidence that the school's administration, professional staff, and nonlicensed staff have 
performed capably and have made significant progress relative to the school's goals and objectives. 
This section should include discussion of teacher and staff evaluation, staff turnover, leadership 
changes, etc. 

Provide evidence that teachers and paraprofessionals (in Title I schools) are highly qualified as 
required by State Law. 

Evidence should be provided that the Governing Body has been responsible and effective in 
providing appropriate collaboration oversight, and that it has handled organizational challenges 
competently. Describe how the Governing Body has functioned over the term of the chmter, include 
evidence of stability and discussion of turnover. 

The NCA Board of Directors (the "Board"} sets policy and hires contractors, including those 
providing the management, curriculum, technology, special education, and instructional 
services for the school. Additionally, the Board delegates responsibility for creating procedures 
and operating the school on a day-to-day basis to the school principal, assistant principal(s}, 
and staff. 

The principal supervises the school staff, which consists of assistant principal(s}, teachers, 
guidance counselors, special education staff, and administrative personnel. The principal also 
reports to the Board at every meeting on a variety of elements of the school's operations. The 
principal is hired by the Board of Directors of the school and is formally evaluated by the Board 
twice a year based on the metrics of the school and its performance against school goals, as 
well as input from the school's EMO. The Board also reviews and approves the school's hiring 
and evaluation policies, which are located in the employee and board policy handbooks. The 
Board's role in the evaluation of the school leader also helps to ensure that the Board can 
appropriately delegate implementation of board policies to the school staff and receive 
feedback that those policies are being properly implemented. While there were some 
leadership changes since the school opened as the board searched for the most suitable leader 
to promote their mission and vision, there has been a stable leadership team in place since the 
2010-2011 school year. 

The Board has been successful in maintaining a prominent role in the direction of the school via 
policy and oversight, while supporting and allowing the school leadership team members to do 
their jobs. The Board is regularly updated on the school's goals, the results of parent and staff 
surveys, and the school's academic achievements. In this way, decision-making can be 
consistently informed by the school and students' performance and the Board is able to 
participate in the review and refinement of the school's vision, purpose, and goals. 
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The school principal makes hiring recommendations to the Board, who ultimately approves all 
newly hired staff. The school utilizes the services of its EMO to process its HR functions, 
including payroll. 

NCA leadership works with school staff and stakeholders to develop specific annual goals. 
These goals are then presented to the NCA Board for final approval prior to implementation. 
School-specific goals align with the Governing Board goals outlined in the charter application. 
Progress toward these goals, measured by detailed data from state test scores, satisfaction 
surveys, and other data within Con nexus, directly impacts bonus compensation for the school 
administration and staff. The school leader, the board treasurer, and other key members of the 
leadership team develop and manage the school's budget, with support from the EMO. The 
Board approves the budget and reviews and approves all budgetary expenditures at each board 
meeting. 

Staff Development and Advancement: 
Currently, 100% of NCA's teachers are designated as "Highly Qualified" according to state and 
federal criteria (see Attachment F). Forty-nine percent of the staff hold advanced degrees. 
The average experience for NCA teachers is 9.5 years. NCA does not currently employ any 
paraprofessionals. Since opening in 2007, the NCA school staff has grown from nine 
employees to 60 employees for the 2012-2013 school year. During the 2011-2012 school year 
the staff turnover rate was 12.5%, which represents eight staff members. Of the eight who left 
in the 2011-12 school year, five moved out-of-state for family reasons and three accepted 
positions at a brick and mortar school. 

All NCA employees are evaluated using a set of professional and performance competencies. 
Professional competencies include general communication, execution of duties, functional 
expertise, planning and organization, and teamwork and flexibility. In the 2011-2012 school 
year 100% of the NCA teachers were rated effective or highly effective. 

NCA provides a range of opportunities for teachers to take on increasing responsibility and 
leadership roles. The Performance Evaluation System, School Improvement Plan, Career Ladder, 
a leadership Academy and a range of professional development opportunities ensure that the 
school's staff members are given opportunities for professional growth. 

As the cumulative results for NCA indicate, the school shows strong overall staff satisfaction. 
Some of the areas of strength in the NCA staff survey are: 

• 	 I have the opportunity to use my talents for the betterment of the workplace. 
• 	 I have confidence and trust in my immediate supervisor. 
• 	 My co-workers are committed to high quality work. 

• 	 I feel empowered to manage myself without close supervision. 

• 	 In the last six (6) months my immediate supervisor discussed my performance and 
development. 
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• I am satisfied with the Connections Academy employee training programs. 
• My School Leader clearly communicates school-wide goals and objectives. 
• My School Leader presents a positive image of the school throughout the state. 

NCA continues to use the Staff Satisfaction Survey, along with the Parent and Student 
Satisfaction Surveys, to improve the overall school experience for not only staff, but for 
students and their parents as well. The complete results of the Staff Satisfaction Survey, 
administered by a third party, are provided in Attachment G, and Parent and Student 
Satisfaction Surveys are available upon request. 

The NCA Board members have attended several trainings and conferences to fully understand 
their roles as Board members and maintain their knowledge of Charter School governance good 
practices and trends. These trainings include a Connections-hosted all-Board member training 
in Nevada, as well as the annual Board Academy offered by Connections Education. 
Conferences that Board members have been able to attend include the VSS-iNACOL 
conference, the National Charter School Conference, and other training opportunities and 
conferences held by the NVDOE. Additionally, the NCA Governing Board conducted a self- . ~ l-
evaluation during the 2011-2012 school year. ~tvc.f" c..ory +.. t c--,1~ 1· V'L Jr 

When recruiting Board members, the Board has worked with Counsel and the school leader to 
identify candidates who would enhance the overall governance goals and further the mission of 
Nevada Connections Academy. The Governing Board has consistently maintained all required 
regulatory parameters of the Governing Body's membership. 

Current Governing Board: 
Board Member Officer County Date of Service Representative 

Jamie Castle President Carson City 4/4/ 2007 -founding member Teacher 
Mindi Dagerman Vice President Washoe 6/30/2008 Community 
Scott Harrington Washoe 9/21/2010 Community 
Katie D. Keating Washoe 4/4/2007 -founding member Teacher 
Kirsten Liebendorfer Treasurer Carson City 4/4/2007 - founding member Community 
Kelly McGlynn Washoe 9/18/2012 Parent 
Jafeth E. Sanchez Secretary Washoe 7/14/2011 Teacher 

5. If applicable, a report on the number of pupils who have graduated from grade 12 at the 
charter school and the plans of those pupils for careers or continuing education. NAC 
386.300(5) 

Provide graduation rep01is, as well as dropout rates, at the chaiier school for the term of the school's 
chaiier. Include a report detailing what graduates of the chaiier school have gone on to do after 
graduation. Explain how this data was collected. 

The following data was collected from the Nevada Rep01i Card website: 
( www.nevadareportcard.com) 
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NCA Graduates: 
Number 
Graduating 

% Accepted at 4-Year Colleges % Accepted at 2-Year 
Colleges 

2008-09 12 33.3% 16.7% 
2009-10 24 4.2% 0.0% 
2010-11 68 11.8% 5.9% 
2011-12 74 16.2% 47.3% 

NCA Dropouts {2008-09-2010-11): As reported by Nevada Department of Educ tien~ 

Grade 9-12 Dropout Rate 
2008-09 17.0% 
2009-10 15.8% 
2010-11 15.9% 

y.\otv {t'> 

During the term of the charter, NCA has had students accepted to the following four-year 
colleges: 
Antioch University McGregor Santa Clara University 

Arkansas State University Southern Oregon University 
Berea College St. Mary's College of California 

Brigham Young University-Idaho University of Hawaii at Manoa 

California Institute of the Arts University of Mobile 

Central Bible College University of Nevada: Las Vegas 

Chapman University University of Nevada: Reno 

George Fox University University of North Texas 

Gonzaga University University of Portland 
ITT Technical Institute: Henderson University of San Diego 

Lake Forest College University of the Pacific 
Nevada State College Whitworth University 

Northern Arizona University William Jewell College 

Saint Peter's College 

Nevada Connections Academy students have gone on to pursue other post-secondary 
opportunities such as enrollment in Career and Technical Education programs, enlisting in the 
military, performing with professional ballet companies, and training as professional athletes. 

6. A report on the effectiveness of the educational program of the charter school, including, 
without limitation, the effectiveness of any programs designed to assist pupils who meet the 
criteria of being "at risk" as set forth in NRS 386.500. NAC 386.300(6) 

Provide a written description of the curriculum/programs being used in all subject areas and the 
rationale for the selection. Include in your narrative how the selected programs are meeting the needs 
of your students. Provide reliable documentation to suppolt your answer. Describe the services 
offered to special education and limited English proficient students. Include the percentages of SE 
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and LEP students in the school's population. Describe what programs are offered to meet the needs 
of both groups of students. Provide credible evidence of the success of these programs. 

The NCA curriculum incorporates a variety of delivery methods, including eBooks, iText, 
textbooks, online lessons, animated tutorials, videos, manipulative, art and science kits, and so 
forth, to ensure that the curriculum addresses different learning styles and allows every student 
to have access to the information he or she needs to learn the material. 

The Education Management System (known as "Connexus") platform provides equal access to 
the curriculum for all students. NCA provides one desktop computer and Internet subsidy per 
household. Families may also use their own personal equipment if it meets the school's 
minimum specifications as shown on its web site. 

The school provides a complete course of study upon enrollment. While there is a significant 
amount of on line instruction and many interactive on line texts, the students may also receive 
textbooks and workbooks in the traditional paper format. Younger students spend less time on 
the computer and more time working with traditional texts; as they move up through the 
grades students do an increasing amount of work on line with the use of on line textbooks. 
Traditional paper textbooks are still available for some courses. 

The school establishes measurable learner outcomes for each of its courses, and student 
progress is measured in numerous ways. Connexus is used to monitor daily progress and 
measure student growth through ongoing assessments. Students are required to submit 
portfolios at established periods where work samples are submitted and graded by the school's 
teachers. Students participate in the required state testing program where benchmarks are 
established and testing results are recorded and analyzed. In addition, the school uses an 
assessment instruction in pre- and post-testing (the "LEAP") to measure academic growth. The 
LEAP assessment is used for reading and math and provides highly detailed diagnostic 
information that supports the school's personalized instruction. 

Curriculum development and revision process 
NCA is a member of the Connections Academy family of schools, and as such benefits greatly 
from Connections Academy's substantial resources for curriculum development and 
instructional support. The company's team of talented, experienced curriculum specialists, 
content and copy editors, and multimedia designers work to ensure Connections Academy 
students are presented content, instructional resources, and activities that prepare them to be 
active, knowledgeable participants in a global networked society. They apply their deep 
expertise in instructional design, on line instruction, and academic disciplines to the 
development and enhancement of quality online courses and tools. Connections Academy's 
major goals and key curriculum initiatives for 2010-11 and 2011-12 included: 

• 	 Continually increase Curriculum Quality, Satisfaction, and Student Academic 
Performance 

• 	 Increase Curriculum Customization and Personalization 
• 	 Differentiate Curriculum via New Proprietary Content, Tools, and Resources 
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• Enable Implementation Efficiencies and Leverage New Technologies 

These goals resulted in an enormous array of activities, content, interaction, and assessments 
designed to help students achieve mastery of the material and demonstrate their academic 
growth. 

Connections curriculum development also emphasizes innovation, effective implementation, 
evaluation of student learning, and continuous improvement, and the company strives to 
regularly provide new curriculum options that leverage the interactivity and engagement 
potential of on line resources. Highlights of some of the curricular upgrades for 2011-12 are 
below: 

• 	 Revised and enhanced 3-8 standard Math courses include increased practice, integration of 
interactive math tools, and increased instructional and intervention resources to better 
support students' mastery of essential math skills. 

• 	 New Essential Math courses for students in grades 3 through 8 who need extended 
instruction, review, and reinforcement to master prerequisite and grade-level math skills. 
These courses focus on the fundamental skills and standards the student needs in order to 
master the concepts from the previous and current grade level, and to ultimately succeed in 
math. These courses contain multiple opportunities for reteaching, practice, and 
reinforcement of essential skills and concepts through direct instruction, Teachlet® 
tutorials, interactive resources, and review activities. 

• 	 New Alternative Novel units provide alternate reading selections geared to the differing 
reading abilities and interests of our students in Language Arts courses in grades 3-12. 

• 	 Integration of the 6 Trait PowerWrite program to support students in grades 3-12 in the 
writing process and in their development as writers. This research-based writing program 
guides students through the complete writing process for all types of writing, helping 
students break down composing into manageable tasks. 

• 	 New grade 6-8 GT Science courses extend the current grade 3-5 offerings, and are designed 
to sharpen students' investigative skills and expand existing knowledge to make new 
discoveries. 

• 	 Revised GT Math 7 (Algebra 1} and GT Math 8 (Geometry). These courses include the 
integration of interactive instructional tools and resources, proprietary Teach let tutorials, 
on line practice and assessments, integration of the WorkPad tool, and writing-in-math 
activities. 

• 	 New Digital Arts and Introduction to Entrepreneurship grades 6-8 electives offer students 
innovative coursework in digital arts and business innovation. 

• 	 New Gifted and Talented Literature Study elective for grade 2 students extends the current 
3-8 GT language arts offerings. This elective exposes grade 2 students to engaging literature 
and rich vocabulary, language, and discussion. 
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o 	 New Spanish and Chinese courses expand the current 1-8 foreign language offerings and 
provide increased student interaction, interactive speaking abilities, and increased 
vocabulary, grammar, and comprehension instruction. 

o 	 Increased high school electives with 12 new courses including Entrepreneurship, web, 
engineering, and game design courses, Marine Science and Earth Space Science, and several 
new foreign language courses. 

In addition, as a provider of virtual school services and programs, Connections is dedicated to 
using technology as a means to enhance learning, and not as an end in and of itself. Curriculum, 
instruction, teacher-student interaction, student-student interaction, and teacher-teacher 
interaction are all enhanced in the Nevada Connections Academy virtual learning community 
through the use of technology. The 2011-2012 curriculum offerings demonstrate evidence of 
Connections' commitment to technology based-curricular enhancements. Specific examples of 
technology enhancements in 2011-12 include: 

Lab Investigator: Chemical Reactions engages students in viewing and analyzing chemical 
reactions as they build and balance chemical equations in a high-tech, interactive learning 
environment. 

WorkPad uses the screen as a worksheet for students as they solve basic addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, and division problems, as well higher level computation, directly on the 
computer. Enhanced templates provide increased application across secondary math courses. 

Activity Tracker provides a fun, interactive tool for students to track and time their physical 
fitness activities. This personal information may be stored, used to generate progress charts, or 
exported for submission to teachers. 

Virtual math and science tools, including a Virtual Geoboard, a Virtual 2D-3D Shapes toot and a 
Virtual Spring Scafe provide students easy to use interactive resources to support their learning 
of mathematical and science concepts. 

Flash Cards provide students an easy, interactive resource for practicing subject specific 
terminology. Students create flash cards to practice word knowledge at the lesson, unit, or 
course level. 

Online Practice supports students in the learning and mastery of essential skills and standards. 
This deliberate practice helps students monitor their learning and provides immediate feedback 
so students can actively evaluate their strategies and current levels of understanding. 

Connector presents students an on line interactive yearbook. Featuring student photos and 
information, photos of school events and faculty/staff photos, and the ability to virtually sign 
one another's yearbook, students connect with fellow students and share school year 
experiences 

Curriculum and Connexus enhancements now provide individual schools with an increased 
ability for differentiation between course offerings. This allows each school to tailor the 
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Connections curriculum to their specific student population, state requirements, and funding 
considerations. 

Connections always strives to balance enhancements and additional options with the 
recognition that students have a wide range of learning styles, and with the understanding that 
even in a virtual school environment certain educational activities may be more effective when 
conducted offline. 

Decisions about improvements and updates to curriculum incorporate feedback from a variety 
of critical stakeholders: teachers and administrators, students and parents, school boards, and 
outside evaluators such as accrediting organizations and sponsors. This feedback is collected in 
a variety of ways, including daily through the Connections StarTrack system and Connexus 
feedback tools; annually through Parent, Student, and Staff Satisfaction surveys; and 
throughout the year from regular meetings and informal conversations with teachers and 
school administrators, comments and input from board members, and the results of third-party 
evaluations. 

Connections Academy understands that clear processes and guidelines that ensure internal 
consistency, instructional effectiveness, and the appropriate use of intellectual property are 
essential to the development of quality on line courses. Therefore, central to the Connections 
Academy curriculum development process is the implementation of a systematic instructional 
design process incorporating the elements of analysis, design, development, implementation, 
and analysis (ADDIE). The lifecycle of a single course sits within a research-based development 
framework designed to support not only quality course development but a feedback loop that 
ensures continuous improvement. Connections Education implements a six-year Course 
Development and Revision Model that results in complete course replacements every six years. 
During the six-year course adoption period, daily, yearly, and mid-way revisions are included in 
the revision cycle. In an effort to assess course effectiveness frequently and in multiple ways, 
and to use these findings as basis for improvement, Connections continues to implement a 
multi-level evaluation system that incorporates regular reviews of student performance results, 
user feedback, assessment performance analysis, and national, state, and district content 
standards and course requirements. 

The 2012-2013 school year is the first time that Nevada Connections Academy will receive Title 
1, Part A funding. The Title 1 application and plan presently is awaiting final approval by the 
state. The focus for the use of the funding will be Reading/Language Arts and Mathematics. 
Nevada Connections Academy employs a multi-tiered intervention model (RTI) so that all 
students have access to the curriculum and instructional resources they need to be successful. 
The school's Student Support Team (SST) meets on as needed basis and PLC/collaborative 
teams (every teacher is on a team) meet monthly to discuss students who are struggling 
academically to develop an intervention plan, review student progress, and determine 
strategies for improvement, which may include use of Tier 2 - Supplemental Programs and 
Supports or Tier 3 -Supplemental Alternative Programs depending on the student's needs. To 
ensure that all students are identified, every enrolled Nevada Connections Academy student is 
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assigned a Student Status (On-Track, Approaching Alarm, or Alarm) that is continuously 
updated based on attendance, assignment completion, contacts, and performance. This 
student status is displayed on the parent and teacher home pages for instant identification of 
potential problem areas. A status other than "On Track" indicates non-compliance of increasing 
degrees (i.e., multiple unexcused absences or missed assignments) and/or failure to improve 
despite intervention by school staff according to the Connections Academy/Nevada 
Connections Academy Escalation Process. In the Escalation Process, the teacher and other 
relevant school staff meet to discuss the reported concerns and suggest strategies to bring the 
student back to "On Track" status. Some strategies are calls to the parent to discuss the issue, 
adjustments to the schedule, intensive work on specific skills, or - in more serious cases of 
noncompliance - a conference with the Nevada Connections Academy school administration. In 
the most serious of cases, a site visit with the parent and student may be advisable. 
Based on recent state testing results, in 2012-2013 the school's priority needs are with Math 
and Reading. The Title 1 funding will be used to: 

• 	 Provide professional development to the teachers who work with struggling students, 
defining and then implementing directed interventions; 

• 	 Based on research, purchase and implement a writing/Language Arts program that is 
aimed at struggling students in English Language Arts; 

• 	 Funding to provide supplemental reading books for identified at risk reading students; 
and 

• 	 Funding to allow teachers in grades 3-11 to provide Tier 11/111 supplemental interventions 
to identified Title 1 students in reading and/or math (more than 300 students have been 
identified). 

Identification of Students: 

As a Targeted Assistance Title 1 Program in 2012-2013, Nevada Connections Academy will use 
specific, state-approved criteria to identify the "at risk" students (and teachers who work with 
those students) for whom the Title 1 funding will be directed. 

The first criterion is if the student failed to score at the proficient level on either I or the Math 
or Reading/Language Arts state test for their grade level. 

If criterion 1 does not apply, then students for whom at least 2 of the following criteria are met 
will be identified as a Title 1 student: 

• 	 Was retained the previous school year 
• 	 Was suspended or expelled all or part of the previous school year 

• 	 Identified as a dropout the previous year 

• 	 Is more than 25% behind in his/her lessons 
• 	 Has a GPA below a C (70%) in all classes or in just English Language Arts and/or Math 

• 	 Student is an identified ELL student 
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• 	 Has been identified to participate in the intervention program called PACE (an 

intervention program for students who are below grade level in either 

Reading/Language Arts and/or Math). 


Students with Disabilities 

New Students with IEPs: When a student with an IEP enrolls in NCA, an IEP/placement 
meeting is convened to determine what special education services are needed in the new 
educational environment. NCA special education staff and regular education teachers 
participate in the meeting via phone conference or in person. NCA is responsible for 
ensuring that the accommodations and/or modifications listed on the IEP are put into place. 
This includes accommodations for state testing. 

Special Education Referral: A referral for special education is made after Student Support 
Team (SST) interventions have proven ineffective for the student or when there is a parent 
request. The evaluation process looks at cognitive ability, academic and behavior functional 
levels, and applicable medical history depending on eligibility category. A multidisciplinary 
team meeting is convened including professionals who can interpret the evaluations, a 
special education teacher, the student's regular education teacher or teachers, parents, the 
student if appropriate and any other participant the family chooses to invite. The team 
reviews all evaluations and documentation of attempted interventions to determine if the 
student meets state eligibility requirements. If eligibility requirements are met, an IEP team 
meeting will be convened to develop an appropriate IEP. 

Currently enrolled students with an IEP: IEPs are reviewed yearly by a team consisting of a 
representative of the school, the student's special education teacher/case manager and 
regular education teacher(s), parent{s), the student if appropriate and anyone the family 
chooses to invite. The IEP is reviewed to ensure the student's current needs are accurately 
reflected in the document. The IEP is updated as needed to ensure the student is receiving 
the appropriate accommodations and/or modifications to progress through the curriculum, 
including increasing attention to the transition to adult living as the student gets older. 

Students with 504 plans: When a student with a 504 plan enrolls, a 504 team meeting is 
scheduled and the plan is reviewed. If accommodations and/or modifications are not 
needed in this setting, the 504 plan is discontinued. If additional and/or different 
accommodations are needed in the NCA environment, the 504 plan is updated with the 
new information and made available to the student's teachers via Connexus. 

Currently enrolled students with a 504 plan: 504 plans are reviewed on at least a yearly basis 
to ensure the student's current needs are accurately reflected on the document. The plan 
is updated as needed to ensure the student is receiving the appropriate accommodations 
and/or modifications. 

504 Referral: A referral for 504 eligibility determination is made when a teacher, parent, 
student or staff member thinks a student might have a mental or physical condition that 
significantly limits one or more major life activity. A 504 eligibility meeting is scheduled and 
includes the 504 case manger1 the student's teacher or teachers, parents, Learning Coach1 
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the student if appropriate and additional participants such as family members, specialists, 
etc. The team reviews all documentation of the impairment and how it impacts the student. 
If the student meets the eligibility requirements, a 504 plan is developed. 

Gifted & Talented Education 

Students in grades 3-8 who are academically talented are offered advanced classes in math, 
science, and language arts to meet their needs. Students who are advanced in math can 
learn two (or more) years of math in one year. Math levels vary from on-grade-level 
standard to up to two years above grade level. Reading classes are modified to ask higher
level thinking questions and move at a quicker pace. Talented students also participate in a 
literature study course using the Junior Great Books Program, and students in grade 2 can 
participate in the Gifted and Talented Literature Study elective. These students participate 
in synchronous Livelesson"' discussions using the shared inquiry method to hone their 
critical thinking and analytical skills. In addition, the high school program includes Honors 
level courses as well as 17 Advanced Placement (AP) courses. 

English Language Learners 
During enrollment with Nevada Connections Academy, families complete a Home Language 
Survey (HLS). When there is an affirmative answer on any of the HLS questions, the students 
is placed on the Potential LEP Screening List. Students on the list are then screened using a 
language proficiency test called Las Links. If it is determined that the student could benefit 
from English language support, interventions are put into place, and yearly follow-up testing 
is scheduled. The follow-up testing is the Nevada English Language Proficiency Assessment 
(ELPA). Nevada Connections Academy is working closely with the Nevada Department of 
Education to comply with Federal LEP requirements. 

Nevada Connections Academy has several ways to assist students in attaining fluency in the 
English language. Teachers utilize the online LiveLesson® session classroom to teach 
grammar, vocabulary, phonics, reading, and basic communication skills. In addition to the 
teacher-guided lessons, intervention programs such as Headsprout, Raz-l<ids, and Skills 
Tutor provide an additional layer of support for LEPs. These intervention programs require 
students to complete additional weekly Language Arts lessons to remediate and reinforce 
successful language acquisition. These interventions provide LEP students with additional 
support to help continually develop English Language proficiency. 

Demographics 
FRL 

Number of Students 
615 

% of School Population 
40% 

IEP 118 8% 
504 48 3% 
Gifted/Talented 118 8% 
LEP 3 < 1% 

The following table represents performance and participation averages of currently enrolled at
risk students compared to all other currently enrolled students. The Performance metric is an 
overall average of all scored student work in his/her grade book. The Participation metric 
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measures the number of lessons marked complete for students relative to how far along they 
are in the school year. If a student is "on track" to complete all lessons by the end of the school 
year, the Participation metric will be around 1.0; if he/she is working through lessons slowly 
and may not complete all lessons by the end of the school year, the Participation metric will be 
less than 1.0. The number of lessons assigned may be adjusted for students who enroll after 
the start of the school year. 

FRL IEP 504 ELL G/T Not At-risk 

Performance 75% 75% 76% 74% 
Participation 1.41 1:42 f.39 1.76 

88% 80% 
1.42 1.39 

For more information on NCA curriculum, visit the NCA website 
(www.connectionsacademv.com/nevada-school}. 

7. A summary that outlines the plans of the charter school for the next three years. NAC 
386.300(7) 

Provide a plan that describes the school's measurable objectives for the next three to six years. If 
these objectives differ from those in the application/charter, include a request for amendment (See 
NRS 386.527(6)) of the charter with your response to this item. 
Explain how the Governing Body plans to evaluate the school's programs in the next term of its 
charter. 

If the school contracts with an Educational Management Organization (EMO) (NAC 386.033) to 
provide services of any kind, explain how the governing body plans to evaluate the EMO in the next 
te1m of its charter. 

What facility or facilities does the school plan to use during the term of the next charter? 

NCA establishes a set of measurable goals and objectives to create the School Improvement 
Plan. These goals are approved by the Board at the start of the year and are then monitored 
throughout the year by the school leadership team, school staff, and Connections Academy 
staff. The school leader updates the Board on progress towards goals as appropriate 
throughout the year. Goals are reviewed by the school leadership and Connections Education 
staff at the end of the school year to analyze outcomes. The final outcomes are reported to the 
board. NCA has utilized the Nevada State Performance Framework to guide the creation of 
school goals. Over the course of the next three years, NCA will work on becoming a five star I 
school with the designation of "Reward" in all areas of the framework while continuing to serve 
as an educational option for students throughout the state. The 2012-2013 School 
Improvement Plan can be found in Attachment D. 

The Governing Board has successfully provided oversight by reviewing and approving the 
school's policies and procedures. In addition, each year a board member is included in an in
depth study of the curriculum to be offered by the school. All board members are invited to 
provide feedback on the new programs and content that will be provided to students. The 
Board receives regular reports at board meetings from the school leadership on all aspects of 
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the school's operations, including budgets, funding, staffing, enrollment, and growth. In 
addition, the Board is apprised of school-wide state test and other assessment results, and the 
results of the annual parent satisfaction survey, as they become available. The Board is 
therefore able to engage in ongoing evaluation of the school's effectiveness. 

A comprehensive, formal, annual evaluation of the EMO, Connections Academy of Nevada, LLC 
will again be conducted at the end of the 2012-13 school year through the engagement of an 
independent third party, Greater Capacity Consortium, and via the use of a written evaluation 
tool. During the initial term of the charter, the Board worked diligently with Board Counsel, \~r 
Greater Capacity Consortium, and Connections to compile a robust evaluation tool that the u 0 \ 
Governing Board has been using for the past two years. The evaluation process and tool will 
continue to remain in compliance with all applicable regulations and guidance received by 
NVDOE on this topic, including but not limited to NAC 386.033, as well as other charter school 
governance best practices. 

Nevada Connections Academy is currently located in a 7,507 sq. ft. office in Sparks where the 
school relocated to in July 2010. The school's office staff and many of the teachers report to 
this central office. There are no plans to relocate the school again at this time. 

8. A report on the charter school's standards of accounting and financial management, 
including, without limitation, whether those standards comply with generally accepted 
accounting principles. NAC 386.300(8) 

Provide documentation that the school is financially solvent and stable. Provide evidence that the 
school has competently and effectively managed its finances. Address any negative findings from 
independent audits and/or the sponsor's annual monitoring and how the school responded to both. 
Any lessons learned or changes made to fiscal management should be explained. 

The school has adopted accounting standards consistent with Governmental Accounting 
Standards Board issued Statement No. 34, Basic Financial Statements - and Management's 
Discussion and Analysis -for State and Local Governments (GASB 34). The school performs its 
financial reporting in compliance with generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP), using a 
modified accrual basis of accounting under which revenues are recognized when they become 
measurable and available as net current assets. Expenditures are recognized when the related 
fund liability is incurred. 

In accordance with Nevada Administrative Code (NAC) 387.775, the governing board engages a 
certified and independent accounting firm to perform an annual financial audit of the school's 
financial records. This audit is conducted to provide assurance that the school's financial 
statements are free of material misstatement and that they are presented in conformity with 
GAAP. Attached is a copy of the most recently completed financial audit for the fiscal year 
ending June 30, 2012 (Attachment H). As stated in the report, the school's end of the year net 
asset balance year was $613,897. No negative findings were identified by the independent 
auditors during their current year audit procedures. 
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During the 2011-2012 Annual Performance Audit conducted by the State Public Charter School 
Authority, there was one finding relating to school finance. Attached is a summary of the 
finding and corrective actions as presented in the report (Attachment I). 

The school has strong budgeting and financial management practices. Before the start of each 
fiscal year, a budget for the school is developed and reviewed by the governing board and other 
relevant parties. Every month, the revenues and expenses of the school are re-forecasted and 
are compared with the· approved budget during the regularly scheduled board meetings. By 
doing this, the school is able to anticipate results and take appropriate measures to minimize 
the impact of any negative developments. A copy of the current school budget is attached 
(Attachment J). 

9. Any other information the charter school wishes to submit in support of its application for 
renewal. NAC 386.300(9) 

National Honor Society 
NCA has established chapters of the National Honor Society (NHS) and the National Junior 
Honor Society (NJHS). To apply for NHS or NJHS, students must demonstrate excellence in 
scholarship, service, leadership, and character. The first induction ceremony for the NCA 
chapter took place in March of 2011-2012 and inducted 17 students into its membership. 

Field Trips/Events 
Through staff planning and volunteer Community Coordinators, NCA provides and organizes a 
multitude of field trip opportunities and events throughout the state. There are on average at 
least twenty sanctioned NCA field trips or events each month during the school year. Field 
trips and events have included a concert by the NCA Nevada Strings Club, Lunch Bunch 
gatherings in a local park, hikes at Oxbow Park in Reno and Red Rock Canyon in Las Vegas, 
volunteering at the Food Bank of Northern Nevada, and theater performances of Annie and the 
Nutcracker ballet. NCA held over 150 field trips and events at locations around the state in 
2010-2011 and 2011-2012. 

Student Achievements 
NCA is proud of the successes our students have achieved. Ninety-four students received the 
Presidential Award for Educational Achievement in 2010-2011 and 85 students received an 
award in 2011-2012. NCA students have been nominated for their community involvement by 
programs such as the Prudential Spirit of Community Award, which honors student 
volunteerism, and our students have also helped in local initiatives such as conducting a food 
drive for the Food Bank of Northern Nevada where over 86 pounds of food were collected and 
distributed in our community. NCA encourages achievement in both mind and heart, and we 
look forward to seeing what else our students accomplish with our support. 
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CHARTER SCHOOL AGREEMENT 


Nevada State Board of Education 

And 


Nevada Connections Academy Charter School 


THIS AGREEMENT is made and entered by and between the Nevada State Board of 
Education ("State Board'') and the Nevada Connections Academy Charter School ("Charter 
School"), a public school. 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, in 1997, the Nevada Legislature authorized the fo1mation of Charter Schools; and 

WHEREAS, on or about September 1, 2006, an application was submitted to the Nevada 
Department ofEducation ("Department'') by the Committee to Fonn the Nevada Connections 
Academy Charter School; and 

WHEREAS, the Nevada Department of Education reviewed and approved the application for 
completeness on or about Mal'Ch 5, 2007; and 

WHEREAS, by decision on May 5, 2007, the State Board approved the application under NRS 
386.527(4); and 

WHEREAS, by decision on August 9, 2008, the State Board amended tlte cltarter under NRS 
386.527; and 

WHEREAS, pursuant to NAC 386.050 the written charter includes both the application to form a 
charter school approved by the sponsor m1d a written agreement signed by the sponsor and the 
charter school; 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing Recitals and the mutual understandings, 
releases, covenants and payments herein described, the parties agree as follows: 

AGREEMENT 

1. Compliance with Nevada Law. The statutes and regulations which establish charter 
schools in Nevada, as well as the Nevada Connections Academy application approved by the 
State Board, are hereby incorporated by reference as a part of this Agreement. The Charter 
School agrees to comply with all statutes and regulations regarding the creation and operation of 
charter schools in Nevada, including specifically NRS 386.550. 



2. Term. It is the intent of the State Board that the Charter, including this Agreement, are to 
be effective as of the date first written above for a period of six (6) years, to begin on May 5, 
2007, and to terminate on May 5, 2013. 

3. Charter School Independence. Pursuant to NRS 386.565, the State Board shall not assign 
any pupil who is enrolled in a public school or any employee who is employed in a public school 
to the Charter School, or interfere with the operation and management of the Charter School 
except as authorized by written charter, NRS 386.500 to 386.610, inclusive, and any other statute 
or regulation applicable to the Charter School or its officers or employees. The State Board and 
the Department, or its designees, may physically inspect the school and its records, including 
employee and financial records, at any time. 

4. Student Achievement. The Charter School agrees to report to the Board on a regular 
basis the academic progress of the Charter School in meeting standards of achievement set forth 
in the Application, as required by NRS 386.605 and NRS 386.610. In addition to any goals and 
description ofhow achievement of those goals will be measured that were approved in the 
Chatier School application, all provisions ofNRS 385.3455 through NRS 385.391 (Statewide 
System ofAccountability) apply to the Charter School. Nothing in the application approved by 
the State Board, this Agreement, or the Written Chmier is to be construed as replacing, 
overriding, or taking precedence over NRS 385.3455 through NRS 385.391. 

5. Employment Matters. The Charter School agrees to comply with the provisions ofNRS 
386.595 regarding employment status. The Chmier School will establish and implement its own 
dispute resolution process for employment matters. 

6. Costs of Operations. The Charter School shall be responsible for all costs associated with 
its school operations, including the cost of contracting for goods and services. 

a. The Charter School shall clearly indicate to vendors and other entities and 
individuals with which or with whom the Charter School enters into an agreement or contract for 
goods or services that the obligations of the Charter School under such agreement or contract are 
solely the responsibility ofthe Charter School and are not the responsibility of the State Board. 
Prior to signing a contract with an Educational Management Organization ("EMO"), the charter 
school shall submit a copy of the proposed contract to the sponsor. The sponsor has the authority 
to review and approve/reject all or portions of the EMO contract prior to signing. No clause in 
any contract between the Charter School and an EMO shall require more than a simple majority 
of the Charter School's Governing Body to terminate the contract. No clause in any contract 
between the Charter School and an EMO shall require the EMO's agreement before the contract 
may be terminated by the Charter School. 

b. The Chatter School agrees that it will not extend the faith and credit of the State 
Board to any third person or entity. The Charter School aclmowledges and agrees that it has no 
authority to enter into a contract that would bind the State Board. 

7. Purchase of District Services. Through separate agreement, at a school district's 
discretion, the Chatter School may negotiate for the purchase, at cost, of available services. 
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a. Legal Services. Through separate agreement, at a school district's discretion, the 
Charter School may purchase, at cost, legal services through the school district's legal counsel 
for defense of suits, actions and claims against the Cha1ier School. Such services shall be 
provided subject to the provisions of Nevada Revised Statutes. 

b. Transportation. In the event transportation services are required, a school district 
and the Chaiier School may negotiate a transportation agreement which requires, among other 
things, the payment of the costs associated with obtaining such services, and that the Cha1ier 
School indemnify the school district for liability resulting from the provision of the 
transportation services. 

c. Food Services. A school district and the Charter School acknowledge and agree 
that in the event food services are required, an agreement may be negotiated which requires, 
among other things, the payment of the costs associated with obtaining such services, and that 
the Charter School agrees that it will indemnify the school district for liability resulting from the 
provision of food services. 

d. Other services which may be mutually agreed upon. 

8. Legal Liabilities/Indemnification. As required by NRS 386.550, the Charter School 
agrees that the State Board is not liable for the acts or omissions of the Charter School, its 
officers, agents, or employees. Subject to NRS Chapter 41, the Charter School agrees to defend, 
indemnify, and hold the State Board, its agents.and employees harmless from all liability, claims 
and demands on account of contract, injury, loss or damage, including, without limitation, claims 
arising from bodily injury, personal injury, sickness, disease, death, property loss or damage or 
any other losses of any kind whatsoever which arise out of or are in any manner connected with 
the Charter School's operations. 

9. Insurance. The Charter Sc.hool agrees that it will maintain all appropriate insurance 
coverages, including coverages for general liability and worker's compensation, as required to 
protect itself, the State Board and the Department, and specifically as required by NRS 386.550 
and NAC 386.215. 

10. Special Education. The Charter School agrees to be responsible for the provision of 
special education services to students with disabilities who attend the charter school in 
accordance with the requirements of state and federal law including Section 504 of the 
Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the Individuals with Disabilities Improved Education Act of 
2004. The charter school is responsible, both financially and programmatically, for the response 
and resolution of any Due Process complaints filed against them. 

11. Student Withdrawal. The withdrawal of any student from the Charter School shall be 
reported to the Department. Repmis shall be submitted on an ongoing basis, and must include 
each student's name, ID number, and contact information. In the event a student is expelled, the 
charter school will provide equivalent services to the student. If the expelled student returns to a 
local school district, the charter school will reimburse the district on a pro rata basis. 
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12. Gifts/Donations/Grants. The Charter School shall inform the State Board of any gifts, 

donations, grants, etc. received for the school. 


13. The Charter School shall provide a list of Governing Body members to the sponsor. The 
Governing Body shall also make the list available to any member of the public upon request. 
The list will be updated on an as needed basis. 

14. The Charter School shall establish a procedure by which parents, community members 
and other interested parties may submit letters of concern (for which action is needed/requested) 
and a timeline by which such action will be taken. 

15. Miscellaneous Provisions. 

a. Entire Agreement. This Agreement contains all tenns, conditions and provisions 
hereof and the entire understandings and all representations of understandings and discussions of 
the parties relating thereto, and all prior representations, understandings and discussions are 
merged herein and superseded and canceled by this Agreement. 

b. Amendment. This Agreement may only be modified or amended by further 
written agreement executed by the parties hereto, provided that such amendment will grant the 
Charter School a greater ability to achieve its educational goals and objectives. An amendment 
may not authorize an extension of the duration of the tenn of the written charter. 

c. Notice. Any notice required, or pennitted, under this Agreement, shall be in 
writing and shall be effective upon personal delivery (subject to verification of service or 
acknowledgment of receipt) or three (3) days after mailing when sent by certified mail, postage 
prepaid, to the office of the Charter School's governing body, in the case of notice being sent to 
the Charter School, or to the Office of the President of the State Board for notice to the State 
Board. · · 

d. No Waiver. The parties agree that no assent, express or implied, to any breach by 
either of them of any one or more of the covenants and agreements expressed herein shall be 
deemed or be taken to constitute a waiver of any succeeding or other breach. 

e. Dispute Resolution. In the event any dispute arises between the State Board or 
the Department and the Charter School conceming this Agreement, such dispute shall first be 
submitted to the Director of Fiscal Accountability, Nevada Department of Education, or his 
designee for review. Thereafter, representatives of the State Board and the Charter School shall 
meet and attempt in good faith to negotiate a resolution of the dispute. In the event these 
representatives are unable to resolve the dispute informally pursuant to this procedure, they shall 
submit the matter to the State Board for its consideration and final decision. 

f. Applicable Law. The paiiies intend that where this Agreement references federal 
or state law that they be bound by any amendment to such laws, upon the effective date of such 
amendments. 
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g. Invalidity. If any provision of this Agreement is detem1ined to be unenforceable 
or invalid for any reason, the remainder of the Agreement shall remain in effect, unless otherwise 
te1minated by one or both of the parties in accordance with the terms contained herein. 

16. Home School Prohibition. Pupils attending the Charter School will be disallowed for 
Distributive School Account (DSA) apportionment if their names also appear on school district 
lists of home schooled pupils unless a hand~written statement from the parent/guardian has been 
submitted to the Department. The statement must clarify that the parent/guardian has withdrawn 
the pupil from home schooling, and that the parent acknowledges he/she is enrolling the pupil in 
a public charter school. 

17. Adherence to NRS and NAC. Nothing in the Written Charter, the application approved 
by the sponsor, or this Agreement is to be construed as replacing, taking precedence over, or 
overriding any applicable NRS or NAC or federal law. 

18. Distance Education Program. The distance education program shall operate only as 
described in the distance education application specifically approved by the Department. The 
distance education program is subject to all provisions ofNRS 388.820 through NRS 388.874, 
including the NRS 388.866(1) requirement for weekly communication between the teacher of 
each course offered through the program and the pupil. The distance education program is 
subject to all provisions ofNAC 388.800 through NAC 388.860. 

19. Distance Education Program. Pursuant to NAC 387.171, the Master Register of 
Attendance shall include: 

The name of the pupil; 

The date ofbhth of the pupil; 

The school in which the pupil is enrolled; 

The grade or ungraded category of educational service to which the pupil is admitted; 

The dates, if applicable, of enrollment and reenrollment; 

The date of withdrawal, if applicable, and the reason for the withdrawal as described in 

NAC 387.215; 

The pupils' record of daily attendance; 

If the pupil is enrolled in a program of distance education, the information required by 

subsection 2 ofNAC 387.193; and 

The ethnic group or race to which the pupil belongs. 


The Distance Education Class Record Book shall include the following information from the 
school's software platform: 

Pupil's name; 

Pupil's time on task in his computer for each class per day; 

Date; and 

Teacher. 
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The Pupil's Schedule of Distance Education Classes shall include the following information 
from the pupil's computer from the school's software platform: 

Name; 

Date; and 

Schedule of classes/with time on task from each class per day. 


20. Grades Served: The Charter School shall serve grades K through 12 only, unless the 
Written Charter is amended by Charter School Governing Body action and State Board action. 

21. The charter school will operate witlt an average student-to-teacher ratio of32:1 for 
grades 1-3 and a student-to-teacher ratio of64:1/or Kindergarten for tlte 2008-2009 school 
year unless amended by mutual agreement hehveen tlte cltarter school governing body and the 
State Board. The Kindergarten program sltall he a ltalf-day program and sltall heftmded at 
lite .6 Kindergarten rate applicable to other Nevada public scltools. To the extent permissible 
by law, tlte charter school governing body will have the authority to designate tlte number of 
students to be served in grades K-3. 

22. The charter school will ltave conducted an independent parent satisfaction study for 
students in grades K-3 and will report such data annually by July 31,for the period ofthis 
charter school agreement, to tlte State Board. Tlte cltarter scltool sltall provide to t!te 
Department by November 26, 2008,for approval tlte name ofproposed independent tltird 
parties to conduct suclt surveys. 

23. Tlte charter school will provide the opportunity for supervised student events at least 
once every montlt during the scltool year including field trips and otlter opportunities for K-3 
students to socialize with otlter students and interact with or meet with teachers, and report 
annually by July 31,for the period ofthis charter school agreement, to the Department the 
percentage ofstudents participating in these activities. 

24. The charter school will continue to make LiveLesson available to all students emolled 
in its school including those students in grades K-3 and report annually by July 31,for the 
period ofthis charter school agreement, to tlte Department tlte student participation rate in 
LiveLesson activities. 

25. Upon conclusion ofthe 2008-2009 scltool year, or as soon as practicable thereafter, the 
charter scltool will provide to NDE and SBE objective data intended to assist NDE and SBE to 
(i) consider preliminary pelformauce ofdistance education for grades K-3, including the 
results ofstandardized assessments for Grades K-2 and state assessments for Grade 3; (ii) 
evaluate tlte use ofage appropriate distance education technologies and curriculum; (iii) 
measure tlte dema11dfor student access to K-3 distance education; (iv) measure parent 
satisfaction levels with K-3 distance education; and, (v) develop data-driven policy regarding 
dista11ce education. The Department ltas identified tlte following information it seeks 
pursuant to this provision: (i) tlte results ofstandardized assessments for grades K-2, state 
assessments for grade 3, and teaclter assessments ofpupil academic achievement (such as 
grades) all ofwliiclt tlte Depattment requests follow and report the same hvo groups ofpupils' 
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academic achievement over tlte period oftltis charter agreement. The first group ofpupils is 
the first grade class beginning infall 2008, andfinishing grade 3 in the spring, 2012. Tlte 
second group ofpupils is tlte first grade class beginning scltool in fall 2009, andfinis/ting 
grade 3 in spring 2013. Tlte parties agree, however, titat ifeitlter oftlte control groups of 
pupils identified includes less titan 20 students at the time reporting is due, NCA still will 
provide iufomiation to NDE and SBE but NDE ackttowledges tltat suclt a small sample of 
students will notproduce reliable data from which co11cl11sions can be drawn as to tlte 
effectiveness ofdistance education in grades K-3. 

Tlte Department ltas welcomed tlte charter school to provide additional information as data it 
believes will provide tltat expected under this provision. Tlte charter scltool will provide by 
December 30, 2008, to tlte Department, a list of tlte types ofobjective data the school intends to 
submit in accordance with this provision. The charter school and tlte Department agree to 
work in goodfaitlt to determine wltat, ifany, additional objective data satisfies this provision 
oftlte charter as setfortlt in tlte parties' settlement agreement. 

26. Tlte charter scltool's pupils iu all grades including K-3. shall participate in all state 
mandated assessments, regular lesson assessments, unit assessments, and semester 
assessments. 

27. Tlte charter school shall provide parental/learning coach orientation and trai11ingfor 
parents and/or caregivers ofcltildre11 to be enrolled in grades K-3, and report annually by July 
31,for the period oftltis charter school agreement, to the Department tlte parentlleartting 
coach participation mte in the orientation/training. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement. 

,-·· 

\. 

··-,·../~:.·:.·::} --·~~----~···-------~---··· ... 
( ~\: ,::;,_.--·..--·----.. 

··President, N'evada-Connections Academy Charter School Goveming Body 

Date:~ c .. \lo,' .l(){) b 

A(.h;..13 President, Nev Cla State Board of Education 

Date: I :i-/ :J- :;;_/ 0 2jY 
' I . 
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1 
) KEITH W. RHEAULT SOUTHERN NEVADA OFFICESTATE OF NEVADA 

Superintendent of Public Instruction 1820 E..Sahara, Suite 205 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89104-3746 

GLORIA P. DOPF (702) 486-6455 
Deputy Superintendent Fax: (702) 486-6450 

~· . Instructional, Research and Evaluative 
) Services 

JAMES R. WELLS MOODY STREET OFFICE 
Deputy Superintendent 1749 Moody Street, Suite 40 

Administrative and Fiscal Services DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION Carson City, Nevada 89706-2543 

700 E. Fifth Street 
Carson City, Nevada 89701-5096 

(775) 687-9200 • Fax: (775) 687-9101 

February 4, 2009 

Jerry Krummel, Administrator 

Nevada Connections Academy 

5690 Riggins Court, Suite B 

Reno NV 89502 


Dear Jerry: 

Enclosed please find a signed acknowledgement of an amendment to the Nevada Connections 
Academy's charter. The school requested an amendment of the governing body bylaws; a copy 
the revised, approved bylaws are attached. 

Feel free to call me with any questions, 775-687-9149. Thank you. 

c~-...~~·--~~,~~-~ 
Tom McCormack, 

Charter School Consultant 


An Equal Opportunity Agency 
(NSPO Rev. 7-06) (0)558 ~ 



Amendment to the Written Charter of 


Nevada Connections Academy Charter School 


Amendments Approved by the Governing Body ofthe Charter School 

And 

Nevada State Board of Education, the Charter School Sponsor 

1. 	 Amendment: The governing body bylaws have been amended. A copy of 
the amended bylaws is attached. 

Date of Governing Body Approval: October 21, 2008 


Signature of Governing Body President:,_~-=.:::,.,,,..,~--_0::::::::::---""'-------

Date of Signature: f)fJ Zoo'£ 
Signature ofSponsor's Authorized Designee:,_L~~'==.,_w.~L.b.~'L!:JL~ 

Date ofSignature: / / '10/ !J<) 

' ~: \ ! . ,· 	 • \> • . .,•. 
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Summary of Nevada Connections Academy State Test Results 2007-08 - 2011-12 

2007-08: NCA exceeded the state average in reading in all tested grades._The overall proficiency level for 

the state in reading (Grades 4-8 and 11) for 2007-2008 was 61%; NCA exceeded that standard by 

reaching 78%. NCA also outperformed the state in grades 6, 7, 8, and 11 in Math._The overall 

proficiency level for the state in mathematics (Grades 4-8 and 11) was 62%; NCA exceeded that standard 

by reaching 67% proficient in Math. In Science, 82% of NCA students were proficient, which significantly 

exceeded the statewide level of 56%; NCA outperformed the state in grades 5 and 8 (the only grades 

tested in science). In Writing, 63% of NCA students were proficient which exceeded the state average of 

60%; NCA outperformed the state in grades 8 and 11. 

Note: in 2007-08, NCA did not offer grades l<-3, and the science test was not administered to students in 

grade 11 in 2007-08. 

2007-08 Nevada State Testing: Reading 
% Meets or Exceeds Standards 
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2007-08 Nevada State Testing: Math 
% Meets or Exceeds Standards 
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2007-08 Nevada State Testing: Science 
% Meets or Exceeds Standards 
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2007-08 Nevada State Testing: Writing 
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2008-09: The overall proficiency level for the state in reading for 2008-2009 was 65%; NCA exceeded 

that standard by reaching 73%. The overall proficiency level for the state in mathematics was 63% and 

56% of NCA students were proficient in this area. NCA outperformed the state in grade 7 in Math. NCA 

exceeded the state average in reading in grades 4, 61 7, 81 and 11.. In Science, 68% of NCA students were 

proficient, which exceeded the statewide level of 63%; NCA outperformed the state in grades 5 and 8. In 

Writing, 57% of NCA students were proficient compared to the state average of 62%. 



2008-09 Nevada State Testing: Reading 
% Meets or Exceeds Standards 
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2008-09 Nevada State Testing: Math 
% Meets or Exceeds Standards 
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2008-09 Nevada State Testing: Science 
% Meets or Exceeds Standards 
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2008-09 Nevada State Testing: Writing 
% Meets or Exceeds Standards 
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2010-11: In 2010-11, the statewide proficiency rate for Nevada in Reading was 62%. NCA exceeded this 

value with an overall proficiency rate of 66%, and exceeded statewide Nevada performance at every 

grade tested, with the exception of 3rd grade. NCA's 3rd grade Reading performance was within 3 

percentage points of the statewide Nevada value. In Math, the statewide proficiency rate for Nevada 

was 69%, while NCA's proficiency rate in Math was 58%. NCA exceeded Nevada's statewide Math 

proficiency for 6th grade; th grade and 11th grade were within 3 percentage points of the statewide 

Nevada value. In Science, NCA exceeded the Nevada statewide proficiency rate by 67% to 57%, and at 

each grade tested exceeded the corresponding statewide Science proficiency rate for Nevada. NCA's 

overall proficiency rate in Writing was 61%, which was within one percentage point of the statewide 

Nevada value for Writing. In 11th Grade, NCA exceeded the statewide Nevada proficiency rate, and was 

within one percentage point of the statewide Nevada rate for gth grade. 

2010-11 Nevada State Testing: Reading 
% Meets or Exceeds Standards 
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2010-11 Nevada State Testing: Math 
% Meets or Exceeds Standards 
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2010-11 Nevada State Testing: Science 

% Meets or Exceeds Standards 
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2010-11 Nevada State Testing: Writing 

% Meets or Exceeds Standards 
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2011-12: In 2011-12, the statewide proficiency rate for Nevada in Reading was 63%. NCA exceeded this 

value with an overall proficiency rate of 68%, and exceeded statewide Nevada performance at every 

grade tested, with the exception of 4th grade. NCA's 4th grade Reading performance was within 5 

percentage points of the statewide Nevada value. In Math, the statewide proficiency rate for Nevada 

was 71%, while NCA's proficiency rate in Math was 60%. NCA exceeded Nevada's statewide Math 

proficiency for 11th grade and was within 5 percentage points of the statewide Nevada value for 6th 

grade. In Science, NCA exceeded the Nevada statewide proficiency rate by 66% to 61%, and at each 

grade tested exceeded the corresponding statewide Science proficiency rate for Nevada. NCA's overall 

proficiency rate in Writing was 54%, which was within 5 percentage points of the statewide Nevada 

value for Writing. In 11th Grade, NCA exceeded the statewide Nevada proficiency rate, and was within 5 

percentage points of the statewide Nevada rate for 3th grade. 

2011-12 Nevada State Testing: Reading 
% Meets or Exceeds Standards 
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2011-12 Nevada State Testing: Math 
% Meets or Exceeds Standards 
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2011-12 Nevada State Testing: Science 
% Meets or Exceeds Standards 
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State Public Charter School Authority - District 18 

Nevada Connections Academy 

175 Salomon Circle Suite 201 


Sparks, NV 89434 


SAGE 

SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT PLAN TEMPLATE 


TITLE I - NRS 385 


For Implementation in 
(2012-2013) 

School Improvement Planning Team 
• ALL Title I schools must have a parent on their SIP team that is NOT a district employee. Indicate this member with an asterisk. 

Name of Member Position 
Jennifer Dukek Principal 
Joseph Thomas Assistant Principal 7-12 
Karen Grant Assistant Principal K-8 
Jim McLaucl:ilin Mgr. of Counseling 
Dianne Karo Mgr. of Special Ed. 

Submission Date: 08/13/2012 Area Reviewer: Jennifer Dukek, Principal 



District: SPCSA - 18 
Principal: Jennifer Dukek 
School: Nevada Connections Academy 

SchoolY-ear:2012-2013 
Address: 175 Salomon Circle Suite 201, Snarks, NV 89434 Phone: 775-826-4200 

Email: _jdukek@connectionseducation.com 
--- -._.;;-,-- .... - ...-.. -· - -. - :--- - -.__: --. -- -- 

I• 6 
-- ,. ' - _,,TABLE {}F-CONTEN'I'S 

-.. -_.- -- -- ---- - -- - ---· -•--· 'i>ag~# > 
Part I: Vision ofLearning 

Part II: Inquiry Process: Evidence ofDevelopment of the SIP (Comprehensive Needs Assessment) 

Part ID: SIP Goals & Measurable Objectives 

Part IV: School Improvement Master Plan (Reform Strategies): 

Goal 1: Action Plan & Monitoring Plan 

Goal 2: Action Plan & Monitoring Plan 
(Add extra rows for additional goals) 

Part V: Budget for the overall cost of carrying out the plan 


Part VI: Evaluation of the SIP 


Part VII: Other Required Elements & Assurances of the SIP (All schools) 


Partvm: Required Elements & Assurances for Title I Schools 


Part IX: Additional Required Elements & Assurances for Non-Title I Schools 


Appendix A: School Profile (Accountability Report, Other Data) 

Attachments: Professional Development Chart, Parent Involvement Chart 
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.: _ .. -- __ - .. -.-. --

·Parfl:.VISIONFORLEARNING 
District Vision or Mission Statement 

NIA 

District Goal 1 

NIA 

District Goal 2 

NIA 

(add more rows if necessary) 
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·.yJSI()NFQ]IL~ARNJNQ(~cm.tfuu~ci)···· 
School Vision or Mission Statement 

Nevada Connections Academy's mission is to help each student maximize his or her potential and meet the highest performance 
standards through a uniquely individualized education program. 

School Highlights 

• Granted Full Accreditation by Advanced.Ed/NWAC in June 2012 
• First Induction Ceremony for NJHS & NHS 
• Held over 150 activities/field trips throughout the state ofNevada 
• 100% courses taught by Highly Qualified Teachers 
• Parent Satisfaction of Special Ed. Services increased by >10% 

Student Highlights: 

• 2012 graduate received full-ride ($100K) scholarship to Berea College 
• 2012 graduate received Connections Academy 10th Anniversary Scholarship 
• 2012 graduate accepted to Houston Ballet Company 
• 2012 graduate/valedictorian accepted to Las Vegas Ballet Company 
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.Compreh~risiVe~eeds Assessment . . ·.···· ... ··· ..·. . ...·. . . ...·· ........ . ··. . .· . . . .. . ... . 
··:Based on a. complete analysis ofthe data, list the key strengtl1:andpriority concerns in .stildent performance, mstructionaland remediatiorrpracti_ces, and . 
. .. rogramin:J.plementation for ALLstudents inALL mdeJevels, . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .... 

Key Strengths 
(to sustain in the school improvement plan) 

Our key strengths include a fully staffed program in all disciplines and grade levels. We continue to offer a strong Gifted and 
Talented program, a Program for All Children to Excel (PACE), Skills Tutor, Skills for Success, and several other tier two 
iiiterventions for struggling learners. We have teacher representatives (extra-duty assignments) for English Language Learners, 
Student Activities Coordinator, Student Support Team/Response to Intervention, StaffDevelopment Training, Virtual Librarian, 
LiveLesson Coordinator, Community Outreach, and Discussion Group Facilitators. Additionally, we continue to increase our 
elective offerings to include courses such as Drivers Education, Digital Photography, Web Design, and many others. Nevada 
Connections Academy also offers Advanced Placement, Honors, SAT preparation, Personal Finance, Career Exploration, and 
Independent Studies courses. 

Priority Concerns 

Our priority concerns continue to include increasing academic performance in the areas ofMathematics and Writing at all grade 
levels along with student retention in our program. Low performance in Mathematics is a nation-wide problem with a complex 
root cause. Our school improvement plan incorporates increased opportunities for students to have one-on-one contact with 
teachers to focus on mathematics and vvriting. Teachers are traveling throughout the state to hold in-person study groups with 
students. We have also increased our use of our tutoring programs such as Skills Tutor, PACE and Skills for Success. A 
priority focus this year will be providing different types of interventions at all grade levels. 
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Verification ofCauses -'R!>ot CauseAnaly.sis .·····•·•.. . . . ·. . . . .· ... ·•.·.. ·. ·· . · ·.·. . •·· ..· ·.·· .. ··. ·.·.·.·. ·.···.. ·· . · · ... · ..·.. ··.·.·.···. . . .. · 

Fbr each..concern, verify the root causes thatimpact or impede the priority conceniS .•.. Identify research~based.solutions thataddress the priority concerns. .. 


Priority Concerns Root Causes Solutions 
• Academic outcomes, including • Transiency rate II Increase student services to maintain 

those directly related to state • Attendance/Truancy rate student enrollment 
accountability systems (especially • Drop-out rate II Offer additional support to 
Math) II Parent/Teacher Contact struggling students through 

• High school success and/or II Student/Teacher Contact interventions, student services and 
college/career readiness/planning teacher contact 

• Adequacy of instructional 
interventions (focus on "effective 
teaching" goals which began in 
2012) 

• Parent Satisfaction Survey 
• Retention: Withdrawal rate and ITR 

yes w/ docs 
• Compliance: Successful/timely 

completion of all state reporting 
requirements 

• Staff satisfaction/retention 
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Par'ffii~IMPROVElV1¥N·T'G(lALSA.NDM:E.ASURABLEOBJECtiVES.•····· 
·. Convet(ili;~ tbpprlbrity~oncerns in1:6 th~gbal(~)forimprnveinentand fucor!lorate·the identifiedsolutiori.Smtb the action plan• ··· 

Goal 1: Academic Achievement: For all publicly reported state proficiency ratings (growth, status and gap) the school's 
ratings will be equal to or better than the state average. 

Measurable Objective 1: 

K-8 
Med Growth Percentile Math 
Med Growth Percentile Reading 
Adeq Growth Percentile Math 
Adeq Growth Percentile Reading 
% Meeting Proficiency Math 
% Meeting Proficiency Reading 
% IBP, ELL & FRL Mtg AGP Math 
% IBP, ELL & FRL Mtg AGP Reading 

9-12 
% 1oth Gr. Mtg Proficiency Math 
% 10th Gr. Mtg Proficiency Reading 
% 11th Gr. Mtg Proficiency Math 
% 11th Gr. Mtg Proficiency Reading 
10th Gr. Med Growth Percentile Math 
1oth Gr. Med Growth Percentile Reading 
% 11th IBP, ELL & FRL Prof in Math 
% 11th IBP, ELL & FRL Prof in Reading 
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Goal 2: College/Career Readiness: For all publicly reported state performance ratings the school's ratings will be equal to or 
better than the state average. 

Measurable Objective 2: 

Target 1: Overall graduation rate 
Target 2: Graduation rate gap for IBP, ELL, FRL 
Target 3: % of students in NV colleges needing remediation 
Target 4: % of students earning an Advanced Diploma 
Target 5: Advanced Placement Participation/Proficiency 
Target 6: ACT/SAT Participation/Proficiency 

Goal 3: Other State Indicators of School Performance: For all publicly reported state performance ratings the school's ratings 
will be equal to or better than the state average. 

Measurable Objective 3: 

Target 1: Elementary Av. Daily Attendance 
Target 2: High School Av. Daily Attendance 
Target 3: % 9th Graders Credit Deficient 
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.Parf:r\T:SCIIOOLIMPllOvElViEN'l'1VIAS'I'ER.PLAN·&REFORMSTRATEGIBS•..·... · 
- . -- . - - -·- .. - - . - --, -

ActioiiPfaii: List: the abtl<)iYsteIJ,sJo implenientfue S()lutionsJor each goal,· as•·'Vvell asthefunelirie, re.solltces,(lllclth~perso~(s}fesg~hsible. 
.Moniforilli!Piaii: Identify the datafhat;W11Lbe collected. to-monitor the action steps, as· weHas the tiineline andthe.perscin(s) responsible.; . 

Goal 1: Academic Achievement: NCA will meet the targets set by the Nevada Department ofEducation for the new growth model. For all publicly 
reported state proficiency ratings (growth, status and gap) the school's ratings will be equal to or better than the state average. 
Measurable Objective(s): 

K-8 
Med Growth Percentile Math 
Med Growth Percentile Reading 
Adeq Growth Percentile Math 
Adeq Growth Percentile Reading 
% Meeting Proficiency Math 
% Meeting Proficiency Reading 
% IBP, ELL & FRL Mtg AGP Math 
% IBP, ELL & FRL Mtg AGP Reading 

9-12 
% 10th Gr. Mtg Proficiency Math 
% 10th Gr. Mtg Proficiency Reading 
% 11th Gr. Mtg Proficiency Math 
% 11th Gr. Mtg Proficiency Reading 
1Ot11 Gr. Med Growth Percentile Math 
10th Gr. Med Growth Percentile Reading 
% 11th IBP, ELL & FRL Prof in Math 
% 11th IBP, ELL & FRL Prof in Reading 
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ACTION PLAN MONITORING PLAN 

Persori(s )Responsil>fo·-· --A~ti()11St~ps/•·-- <_.-·-· Resources Monitoring Measures ·Timeline _---•- ·Pers~n(s)Responsible- .... 
to in:J.pfomenf1:J:le ----- _--for impfomenting e;g,, money, • Who1s the person or Identify data sources & -- Who istheperson or group·

r , - - - - -- - - -. - - -- --- • - - • - , - ,·-· ~ 

action steps_- pec>pre; :facilities to-._·sohitions/~trategies groupwb.o will(!nsU.re fiiilelil1e for Ilioiiifori:iig - ---• who Will ensurethatthe ___ 
-thafeach action stepis -


the progress ofeach -·- - >be used for progress iS rrioiiifored?•.< -·. - _

-
., ____ __ - --, :irl:lplemerita.tion --· ll:n])lementedT - -_ actiori step. - - -  1-._- :---_-_,__-- - - -.-. ·---- ._--_·---_--_-------·- 

1.1 Increase implementation of Throughout Professional Grade level administrators School Metrics from School Leadership 

interventions w/ support of 
 2012-13 school development & in collaboration with PLC Connexus & state report 

PLC's; Place students at risk 
 year travel funds; teams card website 

on a Contract for Success 
 planning time 

Grade level dept. leaders 1.2 Identify/focus on content Fall 2012 Time set aside State test data Grade level & subject area 

area strands with low 
 every Friday leaders 
performance rates 
1.3 Targeted interventions for Biweekly training Grade level administrators Connexus, state test Assistant Principals; lead/ 

students "approaching 


Beginning Sept. 
2012 &PLCteams results, LEAP results master teachers 

standards" 
1.4 Provide opportunities for Throughout PD & travel funds/ Teachers State assessment results; Assistant Principals; 

pre-test practice 
 school year set aside time LEAP data lead/master teachers 
1.5 Ensure LiveLessons are Planning time; Teachers/Supervisors Leadership/Peer review School Leadership 

content-based and skills-


Throughout 
school year access to common 


focused; Offer incentives for 
 core standards 
attendance at LiveLessons 
1.6 Provide Learning Coaches Focus in fall; Set aside time; Learning Coach Resource Parent Satisfaction Survey School Learning Coach 

with lessons on helping 
 LiveLesson seat Reps. & homeroom/ Representative 

students prepare for testing 


continuous 
throughout availability subject area teachers/ 
school year School Support Dept. 

1.7 Require teachers to PD & travel funds; Staff trainer/ School Connexus Grade Book; School Staff Trainer 

participate in professional 


Throughout 
school year set aside time Support Dept./ HR manager reports 

development focused on 
implementing interventions 
and improving classroom 
instruction 

Advisory Teachers/ Internal Issue Aware Manager of Counseling & 

Success for students at risk 

1.8 Develop a Contract for Throughout the Set aside time 

Counselors tracking by Advisory Counseling Dept. staff 
Dept. 

school year 
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.·. . .' . . ' ·.· . .... .. ... $CHOOJS~J{(j~MENT1ViASt:Et{Pt.AN:cc611tiiitied).·· .... 
.. .. .. . . ~- .. .... .·.' . . . ....•.. ' ,.· ... 

Goal 2: College/Career Readiness: For all publicly reported state performance ratings the school's ratings will be equal to or better than the state 
average. 
Measurable Objective(s): 
Target 1: Overall graduation rate 
Target 2: Graduation rate gap for IBP, ELL, FRL 
Target 3: % of students in NV colleges needing remediation 
Target 4: % of students earning an Advanced Diploma 
Target 5: Advanced Placement Participation/Proficiency 
Target 6: ACT/SAT Participation/Proficiency 

ACTION PLAN MONITORING PLAN 

·ActionSteps; ' ...· > .T. . lil1 .: IIJle . e ·.. <.>.· .....· •Resour,ces· ···· Person(s}Responsible MonitoringM:easures ··.· Person(s)}l~sponsible ...... 
2.1 Offer and encourage all Throughout Student/teacher Homeroom & Advisory School Metrics from Manager of Counseling and 
10th & 11th grade students to school year meeting time Teachers Connexus & state report Counseling Dept. staff 
take the PSAT card website 
2.2 Promote participation of Throughout Student/teacher Homeroom & Advisory School Metrics from Manager of Counseling and 
SAT/ACT for all 11th grade school year meeting time teachers Connexus & state report Counseling Dept. staff 
students card website 
2.3 Offer ACT/SAT Prep Throughout Dedicated teacher Teachers School Metrics from Manager of Counseling and 
Courses school year assignments Connexus Principal 
2.4 Offer and promote an Seek board Development time Administrators & School Metrics from Manager of Counseling and 
Advanced diploma approval in fall for policy & review Supervisors Connexus Principal 
2.5 Increase college visit Starting in fall Professional Counseling Dept. staff School Metrics from Counseling Dept. staff 
opportunities 2012; throughout development & Connexus 

school year travel funds; 
planning time 

2.6 Improve 9m grade pass Summer2012 Set aside time for Counseling Dept. staff School Metrics from Manager of Counseling & 
rates by improving transition and pre procedure Connexus & state report Secondary Assistant 
through effective course enrollment development card website Principal 
scheduling 
2.7 Improve 9th grade pass Throughout Set aside time 9th grade subject area School Metrics from Secondary Assistant 
rates by increasing teacher school year (Fridays) for teachers & advisors Connexus & state report Principal and Secondary 
suuuort meeting/planning card website Lead/Master Teachers 
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Goal 3: Other State Indicators of School Performance: For all publicly reported state performance ratings the school's ratings will be equal to or 

better than the state average. 

Measurable Objective(s): 
Target 1: Elementary Average Daily Attendance 

Target 2: High School Average Daily Attendance 

Tar~et 3: % 9th Graders Credit Deficient 

ACTION PLAN MONITORING PLAN 

Action Steps•••· 
... . .. 

.....:... .TimeliJJ.e · ···· Resources 
. · 

·. Person(s)Responsibfo 
. .. ·Monitorfug Mea.sui·es 

·. . . 

PersoD.(s) Jlesponsibfo . . . •·.. . : ,•·.· ·... 
...... 

3. l Identify gap in daily Fall 2012 Dedicated time Reporting Coordinator & Internal tracking in Reporting Coordinator & 
attendance metrics at K-8 EMO data team Connexus Principal 
3 .2 Monitor student Throughout Training teachers, Homeroom teachers and School Metrics from Homeroom teachers and 
attendance and enforce school year set aside time, clear Assistant Principals Connexus Assistant Principals 
escalation procedures policy& procedure 
3.3 Improve 9m grade pass Summer2012 Set aside time for Counseling Dept. staff School Metrics from Manager of Counseling & 

rates by improving transition and pre procedure Connexus & state report Secondary Assistant 
through effective course enrollment development card website Principal 
scheduling 
3.4 Improve 9m grade pass Throughout Set aside time 9tt grade subject area School Metrics from Secondary Assistant 

rates by increasing teacher school year (Fridays) for teachers & advisors Connexus & state report Principal and Secondary 
support meeting/planning card website Lead/Master Teachers 
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Goal 1 

Goal2 

Goal3 
(if applicable) 

n/a 

n/a 

n/a 

I 

·· · 

$100,000. For travel & conferences; 
$36,000. For professional development 

" 

" 

Funds still neede&to 
. i.Jilpietnent go~I~ 

$=0 

$=0 

$=0 

.. . ...... ... . Funds available n1 curren.f 
scb.OolJUiiding that have been specifically 
. setaside for theimJ?lementationofthe · · · 

.ParfV: BJJDGETl'oR·Tiffi.:'o.YERALL COST OF CARRYING OUT PLAN 
Ian and accomnlish the goals. 

....:•:· '.fotar~Il1oUiif rieed_edto·.····· 

. . . . <acc~II:i.Plis~ ~o!i-I. ••·. . . ·· 

•..·< (Amolliltsfor·eacbiadion·step 

oal."shouldbeJiSted undet "R.esouices~;') 
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Part YI: EVALUATION OF THESIP 
- - - - ' - . . 

For each measurable objective, identifyth~ data thatwill be collected to monitor the action steps, as well asthe timeiine and the person(s} .· 
Tesnonsibk · · · · · ·· · · · · · 

Evaluation:Measures · Person(s )Responsible, 
.For . Who is the personOr groupwhci 

Indicators to evaluate progress iri 
(MonitoriJ:lgData&Outcome 

collecting ·· willensure.thatthe evalUatiori is 
achieving the Measurab1e0biectives~) ·. data eomoleted? 

K-8 School Metrics/NSPF Performance 9/15/13 I Principal 
Med Growth Percentile Math Results & ARC Report 
Med Growth Percentile Reading 
Adeq Growth Percentile Math 
Adeq Growth Percentile Reading 
% Meeting Proficiency Math 
% Meeting Proficiency Reading 
% IBP, ELL & FRL Mtg AGP Math 
% IBP, ELL & FRL Mtg AGP Reading 

9-12 
% 1oth Gr. Mtg Proficiency Math 
% 10th Gr. Mtg Proficiency Reading 
% 11th Gr. Mtg Proficiency Math · 
% 11th Gr. Mtg Proficiency Reading 
10th Gr. Med Growth Percentile Math 
1ot11 Gr. Med Growth Percentile Reading 
% 11th IBP, ELL & FRL Prof in Math 
% 11th IBP, ELL & FRL Prof in Reading 
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Target 1: Overall graduation rate 
Target 2: Graduation rate gap for IBP, ELL, FR 
Target 3: % of students in NV colleges needing 
remediation 
Target 4: % of students earning an Advanced 
Diploma 
Target 5: Advanced Placement 
Participation/Proficiency 
Tar2et 6: ACT/SAT Participation/Proficiency 

School Metrics/NSPF Performance 
Results & ARC Report 

9/15/13 Principal 

Target 1: Elementary Av. Daily Attendance 
Target 2: High School Av. Daily Attendance 
Target 3: % 9th Graders Credit Deficient 

School Metrics/NSPF Performance 
Results & ARC Report 

9/15/13 Principal 
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PartVII: OTHERREQU1REJ?E'.LEMENTSOF THEYSIP 

•School CharacteriStics # %· .··' . TitleI .. ··I Yes ···No. .. .. 1. 

... 
I• 

. ·.. • .. ·.· ..· · . 
. 

.· · .. 

Average Daily Attendance 
.. 83% Eligible x 

Transiency Rate 48% Served x 
% enrolled continuously since Count Day 65% Targeted Assisted x 
Incidents ofSchool Violence: Student-to 0 . Schoolwide x 

Student .. 

Incidents ofSchool Violence: Student-to-Staff 0 Did your school make Adequate Yearly Progress (A YP)? Not yet 
available 

% ofHighly Qualified Teachers 100 What was your school's AYP Designation? Not yet 
Exemplary (EX), High Achieving (HA), Watch List 0N'J, Needs Improvement available
Year l (Nl), Needs Improvement Year 2 (N2), Needs Improvement Year 1 Hold 
(Nl-H), Needs Improvement Year 2 Hold (N2-H), etc. 

Dropout Rate (HS) Not Did you appeal your latest A YP designation? x 
. available 

Graduation Rate (HS) .. 45% Was your latest appeal granted? In 
(10-11) process 

Designated as Persistently Dangerous School? x 
Receiving State Remediation :funding? x 

Has a State SST been assigned to your school? x 

. 

1. What are the policies and practices in place that ensure proficiency of each subgroup in the core academic subjects? 

Continuous monitoring of attendance, performance, and participation of all students. Students are contacted on a regular basis by each subject 
teacher or in the case of elementary students by the teacher. Curriculum based assessments are conducted with students regularly to ensure their 
completion of assignments and assessments. 
2. List and briefly describe, as appropriate, how the school has incorporated activities of remedial instruction or tutoring before 

school, after school, during the summer, and/or during any extension of the school year. 

Weekly Contact with subject area teachers: 
Students are expected to have weekly contact with their subject or primary teacher through email, LiveLesson™, telephone or face to face contact. 
All activities of student contact and assistance are carried out during the regular school day. 
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;) " . Describe the resources available to the school to carry out the plan. 

The Nevada Connections Academy Learning Management System (Connexus©) is available to both teachers and students 24 hours per day, 7 
days per week including holidays for students to carry out their studies. Connexus© has the resources needed for students to obtain assignments 
from teachers. Our Educational Management Organization provides student, parent and staff support for technology, curriculum, school 
operations, counseling and special education services. 
4. 	 Summarize the effectiveness of any appropriations for the school made by the Legislature to improve student academic 

achievement. 

NIA 
5. 	 Discuss how the school will utilize Educational Involvement Accords for Parents including the Honor Code and meet all the 

requirements ofthe law. 

NCA has an honor code each student must indicate they will abide by and have read. Parents are expected to be involved in their children's 
education to guide them in completion ofwork, encourage the student to have regular contact with their teachers and to facilitate student 
participation in all aspects ofthe NCA program. Further, students are expected to have regular contact with their teacher and attend LiveLesson™ 
pro!rrams developed and conducted by the teachers. 
6. 	 Ifapplicable, describe how the school will make its Title III Annual Measurable Achievement Objective (AMAO) targets in 

English language proficiency (reading, writing, listening, and speaking comprehension). 

NIA 
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· · · · · · 

- .. -- . - - . 

·:Part vri:I: REQUi:REDELEMENts FORTITLEISCllOOLS·.. 
··Titlels~1J.()()1~;identified. as ''Needsirrrp~overnent,'' MlJSTc~mplete Items lthrough Son this page:·• TitleISch6ols ppetating a•··· · 
· School wide Ptogram, MuSTcomplete Items 6 thtougll10 on this oa12:e. 

1. Describe the required services the school has provided based on the number ofyears the school has been in need of improvement, 
(e.g., schools in Year 2 of "Needs Improvement" must identify Year 1 and Year 2 services, and so on). 

• Year 1: School Choice. NIA 
• Year 2: Supplemental Services NIA. 
• Year 3. Corrective Action. NIA 
• Year 4. Restructuring. NIA 

Increase student services to maintain student enrollment; 
Offer additional support to struggling students through interventions, student services and teacher contact 
Program for All Children to Excel (PACE), Skills Tutor, Skills for Success and several other tier two interventions for struggling learners. 
Teacher representatives (extra-duty assignments) for English Language Learners 
Student Support Team/Response to Intervention, 
Have incorporated increased opportunities for students to have one-on-one contact with teachers to focus on mathematics and writing. Teachers 
travel throughout the state to hold in-person study groups with students. 
Place students at risk on a Contract for Success 
Identify/focus on content area strands with low performance rates 
Targeted interventions for students "approaching standards" 
Provide opportunities for pre-test practice 
Ensme Live Lessons are content-based and skills-focused; Offer incentives for attendance at Live Lessons 
Provide students with 'good' and 'poor' writing samples in all subject areas 
Provide Learning Coaches with lessons on helping students prepare for testing 
Require teachers to participate in professional development focused on implementing interventions and improving classroom instruction 
2. Provide an assurance that the school will not spend less than 10% of their annual Title I allocation for quality professional 

development. 

The school intends to budget at least 10% of its Title 1 Part A allocation for professional development. 
3. Describe how the school will provide written notice to parents on the school's ''Needs Improvement" status and/or AMAO status. 

The school will provide written notice to parents via USPS mail and via email (WebMail) in accordance with state reguirements each fall. 
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4. Specify how Title I funds will be used to remove school from ''Needs Improvement" status. 

Title 1 funds will be aimed at improving the achievement ofthe students targeted as "at risk" in the specific core subjects (Reading/ELA and/ or 
Math) through focused interventions (Response to Intervention) involving Tier 2 and Tier 3 programs that are supplemental to the core 
curriculum and by focused professional development for teachers on analyzing data, how to identify the at risk students and providing necessary 
and appropriate academic interventions for the at risk students. 
5. Describe the school's teacher mentoring program and how it supports the achievement ofthe school's annual goals and 

objectives. 

New teachers are assigned a mentor to assist with training and to answer questions. Mentors must be high performers, have a positive attitude, 
share commonalities with the new teacher and be willing to dedicate time outside of regular teaching responsibilities. 
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, - _-__ - . - -- - ·._ . -- - - .. - - ... . . - ~ 

.ParfVIII: REQTJIREriELEJVlENTS FORTITLET.SCHOOLS 

Title Tschools, identified as ''Needslmprovement," MUST complete Items 1 through 5 ontbi.s page:. Title I Schools operating a . 
Schooh\ride Erogram, MUSTcompleteltems 6throughJ0 ob. Jhi~page. · · · · · 

6. Describe the school's strategies to attract high-quality highly qualified teachers to your school. 

NIA 
7. Describe the school's strategies to increase parent involvement in accordance with Section 1118 ofNCLB, such as family literacy 

services. 

NIA 
8. Describe the school's plans for assisting preschool children in the transition from early childhood programs, such as Head Start, 

Even Start, Early Reading First, or a state-run preschool program, to local elementary school programs. 

NIA 
9. Identify the measures that include teachers in decisions regarding the use of academic assessments. 

NIA 
10. Provide assurance that federal, state, and local services are coordinated and integrated into the school improvement efforts. 

NIA 
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.-- - - - - - -

Pa.rtIX: REQl.JiRED ELEMENTSFORNON.;TITLETSCHOOLS
- - - • -- - ------ - - ··. - -· - • - - - > ' • -

---- - .. · . 

Non-titlelsch.6olS~1dent.ifledas"NeedsIIDJ>rovement,"MUST.completethispage. 

1. Describe how and when the school will provide written notice to parents on the school's ''Needs Improvement" status and/or 
AMAO status. 

2. Describe the school's teacher mentoring program and how it supports the achievement of the school's annual goals and 
objectives. 
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Attachment E 




Summary Report on Progress in Meeting Mission and Goals 

Mission: Nevada Connections Academy is an innovative K-12 distance-learning public charter 
school whose mission is to maximize academic achievement for students throughout Nevada 
who need an alternative to the traditional classroom. Working from home (or occasionally, at 
the parent's discretion, at a supervised community location such as a library) under the 
guidance of Nevada certified teachers with whom they interact via technology following a 
Personalized Learning Plan, Nevada Connections Academy students will engage in a rigorous, 
Nevada standards-aligned curriculum that is rich in print, enhanced by technology, and tailored 
to their individual learning needs. 

STUDENT ACADEMIC GOALS {TIER 1} 

Student Academic Goal 1-Student Progress: 
Nevada Connections Academy students will demonstrate ongoing progress during each quarter 
of the school year as measured by three intertwined metrics - attendance, participation, and 
performance: 

Attendance (as logged by the Learning Coach and verified by the teacher}: Students will 
average a 90% attendance rate over the course of the school year. Attendance is recorded 
electronically with appropriate controls in the LMS and verified as accurate and legitimate by 
teacher professional judgment based on actual student work products. The attendance rate is 
reported each month to the Governing Body. 
Participation (completion of lessons, assessments and portfolio items in timely manner and at 
an appropriate pace for a particular student}: Students will average an 80% participation rate 
over the course of the school year. The participation rate is reported each month to the 
Governing Body. 
Performance (mastery of concepts across all core academic subjects, measured on internal 
assessments, including quizzes, tests and portfolios}: Students will average a 75% performance 
rate over the course of the school year. The performance rate is reported each month to the 
Governing Body. 
Measurement: Data tracked in real-time for each student through LMS. 
Timeframe: Reported monthly to Governing Body, rolled up annually for measurement of this 
goal. 
Results Summary: NCA met/exceeded this goal for all three metrics, in all years, with the 
exception of 2007 performance, as documented in the tables below. 

Month/Vear 
September 2007 

October 2007 

November 2007 

December 2007 

January 2008 

February 2008 

Attendance 
90% 

99% 

97% 

93% 

95% 

99% 

Participation 
77% 

100% 

100% 

96% 

96% 

96% 

Performance 
73% 

74% 

74% 

74% 

73% 

76% 
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March 2008 75%98% 94% 
April 2008 100% 6% 74% 
May 2008 100% 73%95% 
June 2008 100% 98% 72% 
Average 97.1% 85.8% 73.8% 

Month/Year Attendance Participation Performance 
September 2008 99% 100% 76% 
October 2008 100% 100% 74% 
November 2008 100% 100% 75% 
December 2008 100% 100% 75% 
January 2009 100% 100% 76% 
February 2009 100% 100% 76% 
March 2009 100% 98% 75% 
April 2009 100% 97% 76% 
May 2009 100% 94% 76% 
June 2009 100% 94% 76% 
Average 99.9% 98.3% 75.5% 

Month/Year Attendance Participation Performance 
September 2009 99% 100% 79% 
October 2009 7$%100% 100% 
November 2009 100% 100% 78% 
December 2009 100% 94% 79% 
January 2010 100% 96% 79% 
February 2010 100% 94% 79% 
March 2010 100% 93% 78% 
April 2010 100% 93% 78% 
May 2010 100% 92% 78% 
June 2010 100% 92% 77% 
Average 99.9% 95.4% 78.3% 

Month/Year Attendance Participation Performance 
September 2010 100% 100% 80% 
October 2010 100% 100% 77% 
November 2010 100% 100% 78% 
December 2010 100% 96% 78% 
January 2011 100% 98% 78% 
February 2011 100% 96% 79% 
March 2011 100% 96% 79% 
April 2011 100% 95% 78% 
May 2011 100% 94% 79% 
June 2011 100% 92% 76% 
Average 100% 96.7% 78.2% 
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/ 
/ 

Month/Year Attendance Participation Perfor111~nce 
September 2011 100% 100% 79% I 
October 2011 100% 100% 77% I 
November 2011 100% 100% 77% I 
December 2011 98% 94% 77% i 
January 2012 100% 96% 78% 
February 2012 100% 95% 78% 
March 2012 100% 94% 78% 
April 2012 100% 92% 78% 
May 2012 100% 92% 78% 
June 2012 100% 92% 

0 

78% 
Average 99.8% 95.5% j 77.8% 

Student Academic Goal 2-Yearly Growth: 
At least 75% of Nevada Connections Academy students will demonstrate satisfactory academic 
growth within each year in the school. 

Measurement: Longitudinal Evaluation of Academic Progress (LEAP) pre- and post-testing. A 
student will be deemed as having demonstrated "satisfactory academic growth" if she or he 
gains 10 percentage points from pre-test to post-test OR has a post-test score of at least 75%. 

Timeframe: Administered at the beginning and end of each school year; results analyzed and 
reported annually. 

Results Summary: NCA met/exceeded this goal in all years, as documented in the charts below. 

Connections Academy measures gains in student achievement by utilizing a pretest/posttest 

model requiring students to take our Longitudinal Evaluation of Academic Progress® (LEAP))/ 
The LEAP program consists of two parts, Reading and Mathematics. To satisfy this testing 
requirement, a Connections Academy Reading assessment is administered to all students in · 
grades 1-8 and a Connections Academy Math assessment is administered to all students in 

grades K-8. ~·L 11 \~,,, , 

·~~ 
Students receive a score of percent correct on the pretest and posttest LEAP assessments:'~, w dal'/.:> 
Students have made satisfactory progress if they score a minimum of 75% on the posttest O . 
assessment and/or if they increase their score from the pretest to the posttest by 10 percent. !J~ Pt. 
The percentage of students making satisfactory progress in each grade as well as overall \i\'()lP'' 
percentage is presented in the tables below for Reading and Math. Only students that took 1i 

both the pretest and posttest assessments for a given subject in a given year were included in 
the tables below. 



LEAP Reading (2008-09) - 2011-12 

.Grade 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 
Overall 

2011-2012 2010-2011 2009-2010 2oos..2009 
. < 

Reading Reading Reading Re~ding 
Pretest Pretest Pretest Pretest·· 
.AND Reading .ANQ Reading AND Reading AND .Readi"-g 

Postfest Satisfactory Posttest Satisfactor~ Posttest Satisfactory Posttest Satisfa~tory 
Takers Progress% Takers Progress% Takers Progress·% Takers Progress·% 

57 94.7% 43 100.0% 18 100.0% 10 100.0% 

45 100.0% 29 100.0% 32 93.1% 12 100.0% 

31 100.0% 53 96.3% 27 96.2% 11 100.0% 

51 76.5% 50 77.5% 40 80.0% 30 93.3% 

73 80.8% 76 91.1% 45 92.1% 49 98.0% 

101 80.2% 94 92.7% 96 93.6% 72 95.8% 

111 88.3% 104 90.8% 87 78.8% 77 91.0% 

98 82.7% 117 85.1% 87 84.6% 77 88.3% 

567 86.1% 566 90.3% 432 88.3% 338 93.5% 

LEAP Math (2008-09 - 2011-12) 

!• 

Grade 
K 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 
Overall 

.. 2011-2012 2010-2011 2009-2010 2008'-2009 
/ 

Math Math Math Math 
Pretest Pretest Pretest Pretest 
AND . :Math AND Math AND Math AND ·' ;·Math 

Posttest Satisfactory Posttest Satisfactory Posttest Satisfactory Posttest Saysfactory 
Takers Progress °lo Takers Progress% Takei·s Progress% Takers Progress% 

49 100.0% 45 100.0% 40 97.5% 16 100.0% 

56 98.2% 44 97.7% 18 100.0% 11 100.0% 

48 95.8% 30 96.7% 32 100.0% 12 91.7% 

34 94.1% 54 96.3% 29 89.7% 14 92.9% 

52 76.9% 51 78.4% 40 67.5% 30 83.3% 

74 73.0% 77 77.9% 45 71.1% 49 85.7% 

101 76.2% 96 78.1% 95 77.9% 72 66.7% 

112 73.2% 104 60.6% 83 79.5% 75 64.0% 

103 61.2% 116 63.8% 87 71.3% 71 69.0% 

629 79.2% 617 78.0% 469 80.2% 350 75.1% 

Student Academic Goal 3-Achievement Scores: 
Nevada Connections Academy students will perform equal to or better than comparable 
Nevada public schools on the Nevada Proficiency Examination Program. The school intends to 
meet Adequate Yearly Progress ("AYP") as defined by the Nevada Department of Education 
beginning in Year 1; by Year 5, the school will aim to exceed statewide averages on required 
tests. 
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Measurement: Nevada Proficiency Examination Program and No Child Left Behind. 

Timeframe: Assessments administered as defined in section 2.7(a), above; results analyzed and 
reported annually. Nevada Connections Academy intends to meet AYP beginning in Year 1 and 
exceed statewide averages by Year 5. 

All numbers represent the percent of students who are proficient. Percentages in bold indicate 
the NCA percentage to be equal to or better than the district and state percent proficient. 

Results Summary: The school made AYP in 2007-08 and 2009-10, but missed AYP in other 
years. In addition, the school exceeded statewide standards on Reading in all years in all grade 
bands except for grades 9-12 in 2007-08. Details of where the school met or exceeded 
statewide standards for all years and grade bands are found in the tables below. The final chart 
is a summary of AYP results for 2007-08 through 2011-12 school years for NCA. 
2007-08: Nevada Connections Academy met standards for Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP} in 
2007-2008 at all grade levels and made AYP. 
2008-2009: Nevada Connections Academy met AYP standards at elementary grades in all areas 
except for low math performance in one subgroup. Secondary grades met all AYP standards 
except for a low participation rate in one subgroup in English/Language Arts and low 
participation and performance rates in one subgroup in Math. 
2009-2010: Nevada Connections Academy met standards for Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) in 
2009-2010 at all grade levels and made AYP. 
2010-2011: In 2010-2011, NCA made AYP at the secondary grade levels, but did not meet AYP 
standards at elementary grades for low performance in ELA in four subgroups and Math in five 
subgroups. 
2011-12: In 2011-2012, NCA did not meet AYP standards at elementary grades for low 
performance in math for all subgroups and low performance in ELA for two subgroups. 
Additionally, the elementary levels did not meet the other indicator for AYP, as the result of a 
data entry/calculation error. Failure to meet AYP for two consecutive years at the elementary 
level resulted in the designation of In Need of Improvement (INOI). The secondary levels met all 
AYP standards except for low math performance in one subgroup. 

~ 

--\ ()~
Reading Achievement Scores: // / ~ ' 

Year Grade Level NCA / District / (State/ 
2007-2008 4-6 68 \ 64-""/' ~ 

7-8 85 64 57 
9-12 92 100 93 

2008-2009 K-8 70 62 61 
9-12 100 90 93 

2009-2010 K-8 80 68 64 
9-12 97 97 94 

2010-2011 K-8 62 56 57 
9-12 99 95 94 

2011-2012 K-8 64 62 61 
9-12 94 77 7.8 
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Writing Achievement Scores: 
Year Grade Level NCA District State 

2007-2008 4-6 26 51 51 
7-8 79 51 51 
9-12 88 100 87 

2008-2009 K-8 48 45 52 
9-12 87 90 87 

2009-2010 K-8 49 48 52 
9-12 88 77 85 

2010-2011 K-8 50 52 53 
9-12 87 81 78 

2011-2012 K-8 78 52 50 
9-12 76 76 

Math Achievement Scores: 
Year Grade Level NCA District State 

2007-2008 4-6 64 47 60 
7-8 76 47 60 
9-12 81 91 72 

2008-2009 K-8 57 54 62 
9-12 46 61 70 

2009-2010 K-8 57 56 64 
9-12 59 58 72 

2010-2011 K-8 56 57 68 
9-12 70 58 73 

2011-2012 K-8 56 63 71 
9-12 77 65 73 

Science Achievement Scores: 
Year Grade Level NCA District State 

2007-2008 4-6 77 55 55 
7-8 86 55 55 
9-12 60 * * 

2008-2009 K-8 68 57 59 
9-12 67 * 76 

2009-2010 K-8 60 50 50 
9-12 75 69 79 

2010-2011 K-8 61 51 51 
9-12 83 71 71 

2011-2012 K-8 58 55 55 
9-12 90 71 74 
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Year 

2007-2008 

2008-2009 

2009-2010 

2010-2011 

2011-2012 

School 
Grade Designation 

9-12 High Achieving 

7-8 High Achieving 

4-6 High Achieving 

9-12 Watch 

l<-8 Watch 

9-12 Adequate 

l<-8 Adequate 

9-12 Adequate 

K-8 Watch 

9-12 Watch 

K-8 INOI (Year 1) 

ELA 

Adequate 

Adequate 

Adequate 

Adequate 

Adequate 

Adequate 

Adequate 

\Nate 

Adequate 

INOI 

Math 

Adequate 

Adequate 

Adequate 

\V 

Adequate 

Adequate 

Adequate 

;::1tc 
1Nat Ii 
!NOi 

Other 
Indicator 

Adequate 

Adequate 

Adequate 

Adequate 

Adequate 

Adequate 

Adequate 

Adequate 

Adequate 

Adequate 

\Natch 

SCHOOL NON-ACADEMIC GOALS (TIER 2} 

School Non-Academic Goal 1-Hiqh-Qualitv Teaching: 
Nevada Connections Academy will provide its students with excellent, highly qualified teaching 
focused on the needs of each learner. 

Measurement: 100% of the teachers will be Highly Qualified as defined under No Child Left 
Behind as documented by data in the LMS; at least 90% of parents each year will express 
satisfaction with their children 1 s teacher on the annual Parent Satisfaction survey (conducted 
by a third party with publicly reported results). 

Timeframe: LMS data regarding teacher qualifications is maintained continuously and reported 
monthly to the Governing Body; Parent Satisfaction survey results reported annually to all 
stakeholders (the Governing Body, the sponsor, parents and students) near the end of the 

school year. 

Results Summary: The school had 100% Highly Qualified teachers in 2011-12 and 2012-13 
school years, and since the 2008-09 school year has had over 90% parents express satisfaction 
with their child 1 s teacher. 
The following data is provided from Connexus and reported to the governing board of the 
school on the Monthly School Report. 

School Year HQ Teachers 
2007-2008 62% 
2008-2009 70% 
2009-2010 82% 
2010-2011 94% 
2011-2012 100% 
2012-2013 100% 
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The following data was provided from the annual Parent Satisfaction Survey conducted by a 
third party with publicly reported results, from the question "How Satisfied are you with the 
helpfulness of your child's Connections Academy Teachers?" 

School Year Parent Satisfaction with Teachers 
2007-2008 88.6% 
2008-2009 95% 
2009-2010 92.3% 
2010-2011 94.4% 
2011-2012 93.8% 

School Non-Academic Goal 2-School Communitv: 
Nevada Connections Academy will create a measurable sense of community within the virtual 
school environment. 

Measurement: By the end of Year 1, the school will have Community Coordinators in place and 
families will have the opportunity to participate in at least one (1) field trip per month during 
each school year; in the annual Parent Satisfaction survey (conducted by a third party with 
publicly reported results), respondents will rate school events at least a 3.0 on a 4 point scale 
(Note, this is no longer reported on a 4-point scale; instead, this goal is considered met if 75% 
or more have rated an event good or excellent). 

Timeframe: Data regarding Community Coordinators and field trips are reported monthly to 
the Governing Body; Parent Satisfaction survey results reported annually to all stakeholders 
(the Governing Body, the sponsor, parents and students) near the end of the school year. 

Results Summary: The school met this goal after year one. See tables below for detailed results. 

School Year #of 
Fieldtrips 

#of Months 
events offered 

#of 
Community 

Coordinators 
2007-2008 13 5 * 
2008-2009 51 10 6 
2009-2010 116 10 1 
2010-2011 157 10 4 
2011-2012 156 10 3 

*All fieldtrips were facilitated by a licensed staff member 

School Year 

2007-2008 
2008-2009 
2009-2010 
2010-2011 
2011-2012 

Parents who rated overall quality 
of CA events Excellent or Good 

74.1% 
81.3% 
85.0% 
85.8% 
84.5% 
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School Non-Academic Goal 3-Familv Satisfaction: 
Nevada Connections Academy families will rate their school highly and be satisfied with their 
children's school experience in Nevada Connections Academy. 

Measurement: Parent satisfaction will measure at least 3.0 in overall program satisfaction on a 
4 point scale in an annual Parent Satisfaction survey (conducted by a third party with publicly 
reported results). (Note, this is no longer reported on a 4-point scale; instead, this goal is 
considered met if 75% or more parents gave NCA a grade of A or B). 

Timeframe: Parent Satisfaction survey results reported annually to all stakeholders (the 
Governing Body, the sponsor, parents and students) near the end of the school year. 

Results Summary: This goal was met in all years. 

School Year Parents who gave Connections Academy 
pro2xam overall 2rade of A or B 

2007-2008 82.7% 
2008-2009 92.5% 
2009-2010 89.6% 
2010-2011 90.4% 
2011-2012 88.5% 

5.l(a) A written description of the mission and goals for the charter school. (NRS 
386.520{2}(b)). In addition to the other goals identified, the applicant must choose at list one 
of the following six goals. 

See Mission, above. In addition to the six school-specific goals identified above in 5. 7 with 
measurement metrics and timeframes, Nevada Connections Academy directly addresses the 
goals 1, 2 and 3 as defined in the Nevada charter school law. (In addition, the school indirectly 
addresses goals 4-6.) 

1. Improving the opportunities for pupils to learn: 

Goal: Nevada Connections Academy will provide a unique learning opportunity for students 

throughout the state whose learning needs, for a variety of reasons, cannot be effectively met 

in the traditional, brick-and mortar classroom. 


Measurement: Student enrollment data indicating broad range of demographics, learning 
needs and geographic locations, including at least 25% low-income students; 10% students with 
special learning needs (including giftedness); 10% minority students; and 20% students from 
rural areas. 

Timeframe: Ongoing, reported monthly to Governing Body. 

Results Summary: this goal was met in all years. 
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School Year % Low Income 
faoal: 25%) 

Special Needs 
(goal: 10%) 

Minority 
(e:oal: 10%) 

*Rural 
<e:oal: 20%) 

2007-2008 33 11 14 25 
2008-2009 38 17 18 26 
2009-2010 40 16 38 25 
2010-2011 43 17 43 21 
2011-2012 43 17 43 23 
2012-2013 40 19 43 23 

7 

All data was taken from the September Monthly School Report and Count Day reports. 

*Data for rural enrollment represents all students not residing in Clark or Washoe counties. 
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CONNECTIONS 
ACADEMY 

Attachment F 

Identity and Certification Status of 


Nevada Connections Academy 

Teaching Staff 


The list below represents current teachers working during the 2012-2013 school year. 

Teacher Name 
Position 

Description HQ 

HQ Certified Areas 
(Bold indicates an area that is not 

HQ) 
(Italics indicates a non-core area that 

· cannot be HQ) 
Cert. 

Number 
Renewal 

Date 

Amy Bosch 

Secondary Social 
Studies 
Teacher YES 7-12 Social Studies 21151 02/11/2017 

Diana Cabarcas 
Secondary 
Spanish Teacher YES 7-12 Spanish, TESL 44175 02/16/2016 

Jaclyn Campbell 
Secondary English 
Teacher YES 7-12 English 74158 11/02/2014 

Bryanne Cerfoglio 
Secondary Math 
Teacher YES l<-8 Elementary Teaching; l{-12 SPED 36409 02/25/2018 

Keri Clark 
Elementary 
Teacher YES K-8 Elementary Teaching 84074 07/18/2016 

Maureen Cotner Advisory Teacher N/A 7-12 Biological Science, Business 71726 10/31/2013 

Angela Deluigi 
Secondary Math 

Teacher YES 7-9 Middle/Jr. High Mathematics 93640 12/14/2014 

Jason Evans 
Secondary 
Science Teacher YES 

7-12 Physical Science, Economics, 
Biological Science 80436 06/04/2013 

Sharon Goldrup SPED Teacher YES l<-12 Generalist 86783 04/13/2016 

Gina Hames Advisory Teacher N/A 7-12 English 91580 8/02/2017 

Rebeckah Hoover 
Secondary English 
Teacher YES 7-12 English 66429 10/15/2016 

Robin Hughes SPED Teacher YES l<-12 Generalist; 7-12 Social Studies; 82981 05/19/2017 

Regina Johnson 
Elementary 
Teacher YES l<-8 Elementary Teaching 80113 04/01/2017 

Sarah Jones 
Secondary Math 
Teacher YES 

7-12 General Science, Mathematics, 
Physical Science, History of the US and 
World 55964 01/08/2014 

Dianne Karp SPED Teacher YES 

7-12 Psychology; K-12 School 
Psychologist, Generalist, SER EMOT 

Disturbed; 7-A Alternative Education 09148 02/23/2013 



Secondary 

Educational 

Technology 
Matthew Ladwig Teacher YES K-8 Elementary Teaching 22393 06/11/2013 

Secondary Math 
Hillary Landrum Teacher YES 7-12 Mathematics 84117 11/04/2016 

Lisa Malabago Advisory Teacher N/A 7-12 English; l<-12 Counselor 49476 06/09/2014 
Secondary English 

Amanda Mawson Teacher YES 7-12 English 36319 04/07/2014 
Secondary 
Physical 7-12 Biological Science, Physical 
Education Education, Health Education; l{-12 

Lynn Mccann Teacher YES School Administrator 99992 03/26/2013 
Secondary Social 

Ryan McDowell Studies Teacher YES 7-12 Social Studies 87688 01/30/2017 
Secondary English 

Denylle McDowell Teacher YES 7-12 English 44243 10/30/2014 

Jim Mclaughlin Advisory Teacher N/A l<-12 Counselor; 7-12 Social Studies 88688 03/23/2013 
Secondary 

Educational 

Technology 7-A Communications Media, 
Christine McManus Teacher YES Computer Software 15026 05/21/2018 

Secondary Art 

Christine Meyers Teacher YES l<-12 Art 62112 01/17/2013 
7-12 Technology Education, Industrial 
Arts; K-12 School Administrator; 7-A 

James Meyers Advisory Teacher YES Alternative Education 62114 08/15/2018 
Secondary 

Wendy Meyers Science Teacher YES 7-12 Biological Science 87762 12/02/2012 
Secondary Math 7-12 Math w/Calculus, Reading; l<-12 

Sherrie Miles-Syverson Teacher YES Reading 25878 07/12/2016 
l<-8 Teaching, Social Studies, Gifted 

Gifted and and Talented; K-12 School 
Robert Morgan Talented Teacher YES Administrator 56355 08/30/2020 

Secondary English 
Victoria Neer Teacher YES 7-12 English 37600 7/25/2016 
Pamela Gilbert  Elementary 

Newburn Teacher YES l<-8 Elementary Teaching 60083 8/8/2014 

Randall Proffit SPED Teacher YES l<-12 Generalist 67126 12/27/2013 
Secondary Social 7-12 Social Studies, Physical Science, 

Robert Reader Studies Teacher YES Biological Science 51124 06/28/2016 
Secondary English 

Reva Rindy Teacher YES 7-12 English 63405 05/16/2017 
Elementary 

Linda Rodgers Teacher YES l<-8 Elementary Teaching 84384 04/17/2012 

Mark Salinas Advisory Teacher N/A 7-12 English Teaching 07134 09/20/2017 
Secondary Art 

Suzie Scholl Teacher YES l<-12 Art, Dance 63392 05/20/2014 
Elementary 

Jill Schreidl Teacher YES l<-8 Elementary Teaching 63705 09/13/2017 



Elementary 
Debora Schultz Teacher YES K-8 Elementary Teaching 02413 12/22/2014 

7-12 Biological Science, Psychology, 
Secondary General Science, Social Studies; 7-12 

Lisa Sill Scienc;e Teacher YES Computer Application 13578 11/15/2015 

Kristine Sliter Advisory Teacher N/A l<-8 Elementary Teaching 47491 07/09/2017 
Elementary 

Angela Smith Teacher YES l<-8 Elementary Teaching 75054 06/14/2015 
Secondary. 
Physical 
Education 7-12 Physical Education and Health; I<· 

Kevin Smoot Teacher YES 12 Physical Education 82667 03/12/2018 

Larissa Snyder SPED Teacher YES K-12 Generalist 77064 12/06/2012 
Elementary 

Alison Thomas Teacher YES K-8 Elementary Teaching 84715 08/04/2018 
Elementary 

Susan Thompson Teacher YES l<-8 Elementary Teaching 65630 06/17/2013 
Secondary 7-12 General Science, Biological 

Andrea Tonkel Science Teacher YES Science 79296 01/12/2014 
Secondary Math 7-12 Mathematics, Education and 

Victor Van Horn Teacher YES Health 26416 05/04/2017 
Elementary 

Lindsay Velianoff Teacher YES l<-8 Elementary Teaching 68570 07/23/2014 
Elementary 

Katrina Wachob Teacher YES l<-8 Elementary Teaching 67350 06/23/2016 

Catherine Watkins SPED Teacher YES K-12 Generalist 44408 04/11/2014 
Secondary Math l<-8 Elementary, Mathematics, 

Hilary Webb Teacher YES Literacy, TESL 91258 02/18/2014 
Secondary Social 

Kaysa Whittenberger Studies Teacher YES 7-12 Social Studies 76235 04/09/2015 
l{-8 Elementary Teaching, l<-12 

Tarah Wiltsie SPED Teacher YES Generalist 81749 01/21/2016 
Secondary English 

Thomas Wolfe Teacher YES 7-12 English 71958 01/31/2015 
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ACADEMY 

Attachment G 

Staff Satisfaction Survey Results 2008 - 2011 


OVERALL SATISFACTION WITH: 4-point scale 
2.93 3.50 3.18 

Your immediate supervisor (reporting to immediate 

2.86Workin for Connections Academ 

2.80 3.16 3.542.91 
su ervisor for at least 3 months 

3.04 3.05 3.53 3.00
Workin with the cor orate office 

Ratings below are calculated on a 6-point scale. 

MANAGEMENT 
In the last 30 days, I have received praise or recognition for 
my work. 3.98 4.16 5.06 
I have the opportunity to use my talents for the betterment 
of the workplace. 

4.73 

4.53 4.40 5.00 
I feel empowered to manage myself without close 
supervision. 

5.03 

4.93 4.71 5.24 
I have confidence and trust in my immediate supervisor. 

5.67 

4.52 4.11 5.07 5.29 
My immediate supervisor is fair and consistent with 
everyone in our department/school. 4.69 3.84 5.13 
My immediate supervisor communicates everything I need 
to know to get my job done. 

4.83 

4.22 3.87 4.60 5.12 
My immediate supervisor sets a clear direction for our 
department/school. 4.24 3.93 5.25 
My immediate supervisor listens effectively. 

4.77 
4.164.55 5.03 4.94 

My immediate supervisor effectively deals with conflict. 4.35 3.86 5.18 
My immediate supervisor encourages and supports my 

rofessional develo ment and involvement in trainin . 

4.53 

4.65 4.69 5.29 
The workload in my department/school is distributed 
evenly. 

5.10 

4.42 3.41 4.884.03 
WORK ENVIRONMENT 
At work, my opinions seem to count. 4.22 3.86 4.50 
The mission/purpose of the company/school makes me feel 

4.77 
4.50 4.694.45 4.97 



my job is important. 
My co-workers are committed to high quality work. 4.63 4.36 5.17 5.19 
Mv co-workers and I work toqether well as a team. 4.55 4.52 5.27 5.25 
I am challenged, stimulated and supported at work. 4.61 4.69 5.03 4.94 
I feel that I am supported by my colleagues at work. 4.55 
Connections Academy attracts and retains outstanding 
employees. 4.22 4.18 4.90 4.40 
People make an effort to positively influence results. 4.45 4.38 5.13 4.71 
My office location meets the needs of my job. 5.40 4.73 5.41 4.94 
My personal workspace meets the needs of my job. 5.44 4.91 5.14 5.31 
I would recommend this company as a great place to work. 4.66 4.71 5.23 4.88 
I am satisfied with the balance between my work life and 
personal life. 4.71 4.56 4.93 4.31 
CUSTOMER FOCUS 
Customer feedback is openly shared and discussed. 4.29 4.16 5.27 5.24 
Providing quality services to our customers is the most 
important priority of Connections Academy. 4.86 4.66 5.33 5.00 
COMPENSATION & REWARDS 
My total compensation reflects my efforts. 3.27 3.19 4.07 4.35 
My salary and incentives are competitive with the 
marketplace. 2.98 2.86 3.60 4.19 
I understand how my compensation is determined. 4.04 3.91 4.70 4.41 
EXPECTATIONS/COMMUNICATION 
I know what is expected of me at work. 4.70 4.53 5.13 5.24 
I have a clear understanding of my job. 4.89 4.84 5.00 5.29 
Two-way communication is encouraged. 4.36 4.26 5.23 4.94 
Feedback is acted upon when employees make 
suggestions for improvement. 3.94 3.42 4.77 4.29 

I feel comfortable expressing my views on issues that are 
4.35

important to me, even when I know others may disagree. 
3.63 3.58 4.90 

Communication between employees at my location is good. 

4.04 3.85 4.90 5.24 
My department/school does a good job of involving 
employees in decisions that affect them. 3.94 3.50 4.87 4.88 
Communication systems (personal, voice mail, email, etc.) 
are effective. 4.89 4.86 5.37 5.24 
Employees have easy access to basic technologies for 
communication and for their jobs. 5.38 5.28 5.57 5.35 
TOOLS & TECHNOLOGY 
I have the right materials and equipment to get my job 
done. 5.27 5.05 5.30 4.53 
I was provided with sufficient training to use the hardware 
and software required for my job. 4.84 4.23 5.07 4.53 
I know who to contact if I have a problem with any 
hardware or software required for my job. 5.05 5.12 5.53 4.53 
I receive a prompt response when I report a problem. 5.36 5.28 5.53 4.41 
The capability and reliability of the LMS are adequate for 
mviob. 5.13 5.14 5.40 4.82 
TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT 



In the last six (6) months my immediate supervisor 
discussed my performance and development. 5.53 5.44 5.00 5.53 
I am involved in the goal-setting process of my performance 
aooraisal. 5.11 5.40 5.40 
This year, I have had the opportunity to learn and grow. 4.98 5.10 5.47 5.18 
I can see the opportunities for continued growth and 
development. 5.02 5.07 5.33 5.24 
I was prepared to perform my job at the beginning of the 
year. 4.67 4.22 4.97 4.35 
I am prepared to perform my job now. 5.24 5.14 5.47 5.29 
I am satisfied with the Connections Academy employee 
training programs. 4.75 4.05 5.07 4.76 
SCHOOL LEADER 
My School Leader (Principal/School Director/School 
CEO/Superintendent) clearly communicates school-wide 5.41 
qoals and objectives. 4.58 3.83 5.27 
My School Leader (Principal/School Director/School 
CEO/Superintendent) clearly communicates school-wide 
events, and board and/or state-level regulatory and 
legislative activities. 4.00 3.68 4.80 5.24 
My School Leader (Principal/School Director/School 
CEO/Superintendent) presents a positive image of the 
school throuqhout the state. 4.74 4.23 5.40 5.41 
My School Leader (Principal/School Director/School 
CEO/Superintendent) clearly communicates new and/or 
revised policies and procedures. 4.17 3.61 5.07 5.41 
My School Leader (Principal/School Director/School 
CEO/Superintendent) is accessible to and known by our 
families. 4.14 4.24 5.33 5.18 

BENEFITS* (5-point scale) 
Medical benefits 3.90 3.62 3.73 3.93 
Dental benefits 3.83 3.49 3.78 3.50 
Prescription program 3.78 3.60 3.73 3.71 
Vision plan 3.69 3.39 3.70 3.31 
Short and long-term disability programs 3.61 3.52 3.65 3.58 
401 (k) program 3.56 3.74 3.79 3.80 
Flexible work arrangements 3.55 3.39 3.78 3.54 
Benefit enrollment process 3.65 3.68 3.96 3.71 
Claims process and customer service 3.67 3.78 4.00 3.71 
Tuition reimbursement program 4.38 3.71 3.79 3.92 
Vacation/personal days 3.88 3.80 4.00 3.36 
Sick days 3.77 3.93 4.22 3.71 
Holidays 3.92 3.95 4.08 3.50 
Benefit communication process 3.43 3.67 4.00 3.21 
Overall benefit affordability 3.67 3.37 3.48 3.50 

DEPARTMENTS Among employees with CA at least 3 
months (5-point scale) 
Accountinq 3.77 3.66 4.19 3.46 
Leqal Affairs** 3.83 4.25 4.14 



Internal Audit & Compliance** 4.21 4.23 4.27 4.14 
Human Resources*** - Benefits 3.81 3.83 4.31 3.93 
Human Resources*** - Payroll 3.98 3.83 4.31 3.93 
Human Resources*** - Recruiting/Staffing 3.92 3.83 4.31 3.93 
Human Resources*** - Employee Relations 3.74 3.83 4.31 3.93 
Human Resources*** - Hris 3.51 3.83 4.31 3.93 
Curriculum and Instruction 3.59 3.29 4.09 3.73 
Data & LMS Support 3.71 3.95 4.27 3.86 
Placement 3.50 3.59 3.65 3.78 
Student Services (formerly Special Education Support) 3.82 3.83 3.86 4.00 
School Management (formerly High School Support and 
Counseling) 3.29 4.05 3.78 
School Support Team (formerly Professional Development 
and Instructional Suooort) 4.04 3.62 4.29 4.27 
National Connections Academy 3.88 3.46 3.42 
Enrollment 3.39 3.36 3.63 3.40 
Marketinq 3.91 3.83 3.82 4.11 
Facilities 3.60 3.92 4.29 
MIS 4.03 4.24 4.36 
Fulfillment 3.85 3.81 3.80 4.10 
Customer Support (formerly Technical Support) 3.84 3.82 3.82 3.73 
State Relations 3.80 4.11 4.57 
Development (formerly Technology/Development) 3.72 4.09 4.00 
Technology/Multimedia Standards and Design 3.92 3.93 4.00 

CONNECTIONS ACADEMY COMPARED TO PREVIOUS 
EMPLOYERS 
Management 4.36 3.98 5.07 
Work Environment· 4.79 4.72 5.47 
Customer Focus 4.88 4.98 5.20 
Compensation & Rewards 3.28 2.90 3.77 
Benefits 4.06 3.74 4.00 
Expectations & Communication 4.32 3.91 5.13 
Tools & Technoloqy 5.21 5.33 5.43 
Training & Development 4.87 4.21 5.23 
School/Department Leadership 4.40 3.56 4.97 
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l.lm Bradford 

Certified Publfr; Ai::nouotrnits HConsultants 

REPORT OF INDEPENDENT CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS 

Governing Body 
Nevada Connections Academy 
Reno, Nevada 

We have audited the accompanying financial statements ofthe governmental activities, and the aggregate remaining 
fund information ofthe Nevada Connections Academy (the "Academy"), as of and for the year ended June 30, 2012, 
listed in the foregoing table ofcontents. These financial statements are the responsibility ofthe Academy's management. 
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. 

We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States ofAmerica and 
the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Govemment Auditing Standards issued by the Comptroller 
General ofthe United States. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance 
about whether the financial statements are free ofmaterial misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, 
evidence suppo1ting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the 
accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial 
statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion. 

In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the respective financial 
position ofthe governmental activities, and the aggregate remaining fund information of the Academy as of June 30, 
2012, and the respective changes in financial position for the year then ended in conformity with accounting principles 
generally accepted in the United States ofAmerica. 

In accordance with Govemment Auditing Standards, we have also issued our repo1t dated October 19, 2012, on our 
consideration ofthe Academy's internal control over financial repo1ting and on our tests ofits compliance with ce1iain 
provisions of laws, regulations, contracts and grant agreements and other matters. The purpose of that report is to 
describe the scope of our testing of internal control over financial reporting and compliance and the results of that 
testing, and not to provide an opinion on the internal control over financial reporting or on compliance. That repott is an 
integral pait ofan audit performed in accordance with Govemment Auditing Standards and impottant for assessing the 
results of our audit. 

As described in Note 1 to the financial statements, the Academy adopted Governmental Accounting Standards board 
Statement Number 34 Basic Financial Statements-and Jvfanagement's Discussion and Analysis-for State and Local 
Governments during the year ended June 30, 2012. 

702-735-5030 o 8880 West Sunset Road, Third Floor, Las Vegas NV 89148 o www.llbradford.com 

http:www.llbradford.com


Management's Discussion and Analysis is not a required part of the basic financial statements but is supplementary 
information required by the Governmental Accounting Standards Board. We have applied certain limited procedures, 
which consisted principally of inquiries ofmanagement regarding the methods ofmeasurement and presentation ofthe 
required supplementary information. However, we did not audit the information and express no opinion on it. 

Ll. ~Q~~(~~J'LCC-
L.L. Bradford & Company, LLC 
October 19, 2012 
Las Vegas, Nevada 



Nevada Connections Academy 

Management's Discussion and Analysis 


June 30, 2012 


As management of the Nevada Connections Academy, hereafter referred to as "the Academy", we offer 
readers of the Academy's financial statements this narrative overview and analysis of the financial 
activities of the Academy for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2012. We encourage readers to read the 
information presented here in co1tjunction with additional information that we have furnished in the 
School's financial statements, which follow this narrative. 

Financial Highlights 

" 	 The assets ofthe Academy exceeded its liabilities at the close the fiscal year by $613,897. 
• 	 As of the close of the current fiscal year, the Academy's governmental funds reported combined 

ending fund balances of$543,754. 
• 	 Audited Enrollment Count Day Figure was 1,685. 
• 	 The Academy has no long-term debt. 

Overview of the Financial Statements 

This discussion and analysis is intended to serve as an introduction to the Academy's basic financial 
statements. The School's basic financial statements consist of three components; 1) government-wide 
financial statements, 2) fund financial statements, and 3) notes to the financial statements. The basic 
financial statements present two different views of the School through the use of government-wide 
statements and fund financial statements. In addition to the basic financial statements, this report contains 
other supplemental information that will enhance the reader's understanding of the financial condition of 
the Academy. 

Basic Financial Statements 

The first two statements (pages 5 and 6) in the basic financial statements are the Government-wide 
Financial Statements. They provide both short and long-term information about the Academy's financial 
status. 

The next statements (pages 7 and 8) are Fund Financial Statements. These statements focus on the 
activities of the individual paiis of the Academy's govenmient. These statements provide more detail than 
the government-wide statements. 

The next section of the basic financial statements is the notes. The notes to the financial statements explain 
in detail some of the data contained in those statements. 

Government-wide Financial Statements 

The government-wide financial statements are designed to provide the reader with a broad overview of the 
Academy's finances, similar in format to a financial statement of a private-sector business. The 
government-wide statements provide short and long-term information about the Academy's financial status 
as a whole. 

The two government-wide statements report the Academy's net assets and how they have changed. Net 
assets are the difference between the Academy's total assets and total liabilities. Measuring net assets is 
one way to gauge the Academy's financial condition. 
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Nevada Connections Academy 
Management's Discussion and Analysis 
June 30, 2012 

Fund Financial Statements 

The fund financial statements provide a more detailed look at the Academy's most significant activities. A 
fund is a grouping of related accounts that is used to maintain control over resources that have been 
segregated for specific activities or objectives. The Academy, like all other governmental entities in 
Nevada, uses fund accounting to ensure and reflect compliance (or non-compliance) with finance-related 
legal requirements, such as the General Statutes or the Academy's budget ordinance. 

Notes to Financial Statements - The notes provide additional information that is essential to a full 
understanding of the data provided in the govenunent-wide and fund financial statements. The notes to the 
financial statements begin on page 9 of this report. 

Governmental Funds: The focus of the Academy's governmental funds is to provide information on 
near-term inflows, outflows, and balances of usable resources. Such information is useful in assessing the 
Academy's financing requirements. Specifically, unreserved fund balance can be a useful measure of a 
government's net resources available for spending at the end of the fiscal year. 

The general fund is the chief operating fund of the Academy. 

At June 30, 2012, the govenunental funds of the Academy reported fund balance of $543,754. 

Academy's Capital Assets 

Leasehold improvements 
Equipment 
Furniture 

Less: Accumulated Depreciation 

$ 12,263 
18,565 

108 820 
139,648 
(69,505) 

$ 70.143 

Economic Factors 

The Academy originally received authorization in 2007 from the Nevada State Board of Education to 
operate as a grade 4-12 school. In August 2008, the Academy received permission from the State Board to 
add grades K-3 beginning with school year 2008-09. The Academy began serving students throughout 
Nevada in grades K-12 for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2009, and for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2012, 
the Academy's audited enrollment count day figure was 1,685. The Academy anticipates continued growth 
in student enrollment. 

Requests for Information 

This report is designed to provide an overview of the Academy's finances for those with an interest in this 
area. Questions concerning any of the information found in this report or requests for additional 
information should be directed to Kirsten Liebend01fer, Treasurer, Nevada Connections Academy, 175 
Salomon Circle, Suite 201, Sparks, NV 89434, telephone (775) 826-4200. 
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NEVADA CONNECTIONS ACADEMY 

STATEMENT OF NET ASSETS 

GOVERNMENT ACTIVITIES - GENERAL 

JUNE 30, 2012 

ASSETS 

Cash $ 2,497,936 
Accounts receivable 60,077 
Property and equipment, net 70,143 
Prepaid expenses 6,601 
Deposits 4,500 

Total assets $ 2,639,257 

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS 

Liabilities 
Accounts payable $ 121,955 

Accrued liabilities 342,287 

Due to related paiiy 1,561 118 

Total current liabilities 2,025,360 

Net assets 

Net assets 613 897 

Total net assets 613 897 

Total liabilities and net assets $ 2,639,257 

See Accompanying Notes to the Financial Statements 
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NEV ADA CONNECTIONS ACADEMY 

STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES 

GOVERNMENT ACTIVITIES - GENERAL 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2012 

Revenues: 
General sources $ 11,133,456 

Federal sources 170,241 

Total revenue 11,303,697 

Expenditures: 
Instructional programs 

Salaries 1,991,317 
Employee benefits 846,762 

Professional and technical services 1,945,660 

Supplies 2,246,025 

Travel and meals 87,794 

Purchased services 987,833 
Payroll taxes 75,550 

Postage and shipping 71,643 

Sponsor admin services 100,153 
Other 583,885 

Total instructional programs expenditures 8,936,622 

Support services 
Salaries 554,686 

Employee benefits 153,219 

Professional and technical services 38,640 

Postage and shipping 17,542 

Utilities 86,234 

Rent 78,313 

Depreciation 23,346 

Payroll taxes 7,530 
Professional services - related party 1,386,985 

Other 52,551 
Total support services expenditures 2 399,046 

Total expenditures 11,335,668 

Excess of expenditures over revenues (31,971) 

Net assets, beginning ofyear 645,868 

Net assets, end of year $ 613,897 

See Accompanying Notes to the Financial Statements 
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NEVADA CONNECTIONS ACADEMY 

BALANCE SHEET 

GOVERNMENT FUND- GENERAL 

JUNE 30, 2012 

ASSETS 

Cash $ 2,497,936 
Accounts receivable 60,077 
Prepaid expenses 6,601 
Deposits 4,500 

Total assets $ 2,569,114 

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES 

Liabilities 
Accounts payable $ 121,955 
Accrued liabilities 342,287 
Due to related party 1,561,118 

Total current liabilities 2,025,360 

Fund Balance 

Unreserved fund balance 543,754 
Total fund balance 543,754 

Total liabilities and fund balance $ 2,569,114 

Capital assets used in governmental activities are not 

financial resources and therefore are not reported in the $ 543,754 

funds 70,143 

Reconciliation to net assets $ 613,897 

See Accompanying Notes to Financial Statements 
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NEV ADA CONNECTIONS ACADEMY 


STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE 


GOVERNMENTFUND-GENERAL 

FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2012 

Revenues: 

State ofNevada 

Federal sources 
Total revenue 

$ 11,133,456 

170,241 
11,303,697 

Expenditures: 

Current 

Instructional programs 
Salaries 

Employee benefits 

Professional and technical services 

Supplies 
Travel and meals 
Purchased services 

Payroll taxes 
Postage and shipping 

Sponsor admin services 
Other 

Total instructional programs expenditures 

1,991,317 
846,762 

1,945,660 

2,246,025 

87,794 
987,833 

75,550 

71,643 

100,153 
583,885 

8,936,622 

Support services 

Salaries 

Employee benefits 
Professional and technical services 

Postage and shipping 
Utilities 

Property 

Payroll taxes 

Professional services - related party 
Other 

Total support services expenditures 

554,686 

153,219 
38,640 

17,542 

86,234 

78,313 
7,530 

1,386,985 
52 551 

2,375,700 

Total expenditures 11,312 322 

Excess of expenditures over revenues (8,625) 

Fund balance, beginning ofyear 552,379 

Fund balance, end ofyear $ 543 754 

See Accompanying Notes to Financial Statements 
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NEVADA CONNECTIONS ACADEMY 

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 


JUNE 30, 2012 


1. Summaty of significant accounting policies 

The financial statements of the Nevada Connections Academy (the "Academy") have been prepared in 
conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States (GAAP) applicable to 
government units. The Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) is the accepted standard-setting 
body for establishing governmental accounting and financial reporting principles. 

Reporting entity-Nevada Connections Academy is a "chatter school", established in April 2007 under Nevada 
Revised Statute. The Academy's major operation is to provide innovative educational services outside the 
traditional classroom, emphasizing accountability and performance for students and staff for grades 
kindergarten through twelfth. 

The Academy receives funding from state and govenunent sources and must comply with the requirements of 
these funding sources. However, the Academy is not included in any other governmental "reporting entity," as 
defined in GASB pronouncements, since its Governing Body has decision-making authority, the power to 
designate management, the ability to significantly influence operations and pritnaty accountability for fiscal 
matters. 

Connections Academy ofNevada, LLC - The Academy entered into a professional services agreement with 
Connections Academy ofNevada, LLC, a Nevada limited liability company (CAN) in April 2007. All services 
provided by CAN must have prior approval by the Board of Trustees of the Academy. 

The Educational Services that CAN provides for the Academy are as follows. 
• 	 Instructional materials used by students. 
• 	 Development ofpersonalized learning plans for each student. 
• 	 Facilitate a series of assessments administered to students to gauge maste1y of core concepts and 

readiness for the State ofNevada's standardized tests. 
• 	 Establish an accessible location for testing by each student that shall be no more than fifty (50) miles 

from the student's residence. 
• 	 Employ one or more persons who will be designated as school Principal. CAN may also employ one 

or more persons to be designated as Assistant Principals, Special Education Managers or Coordinators 
or other administrative or clerical staff. 

• 	 Recruit learning coaches willing to volunteer their services to coordinate community activities. 
• 	 Provide human resources including recruiting, payroll administration,(including processing the 

payroll, collecting and remitting taxes, etc.), and benefits administration provided for in the budget. 
CAN is responsible for recruiting, training, assigning and supervising Teachers and shall strive to 
maintain teaching staff at a ratio as set fo1th in the Chatter Application. 

• 	 Provide access to additional educational support staff in the areas of special education, gifted 
education and curriculum services with such staffbeing available to teachers via emails and toll-free 
telephone during the school year. 

• 	 Provide to the Academy a non assignable limited license for the use of its Learning Management 
System by all individuals required to access the system in order to provide the Educational services. 

• 	 Provide hardware and software to each student, the hardware and software shall not become prope1ty 
ofthe student but must be returned upon withdrawal from the program. Each student/household shall 
receive payments which shall be changed depending on the average cost of dial-up Internet service 
available in Nevada for at least 150 hours per month. 

• 	 Provide toll-free technical support and maintenance of any computer hardware or software provided 
to the students. 

• 	 Maintenance of Student and Charter School Records in accordance with state, local and federal 
requirements. 
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NEV ADA CONNECTIONS ACADEMY 

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 


JUNE 30, 2012 


1. 	 Summmy of significant accounting policies (Continued) 

• 	 Services to special needs students by providing software and associated protocols for the development 
of individualized education programs. 

• 	 Provide and maintain in good working condition the following for all personnel under the control or 
supervision ofCAN; office supplies, telephone service, data lines, computer hardware and software, 
and office support equipment, including means ofphotocopying, materials assembly and the like. 

• 	 Responsible for providing to the governing body any such reports as are required by law or regulation 
and will assist in providing any information required by the Charting Authority, the Nevada 
Department of Education, or its auditors. 

The Academy has executed the Trademark License Agreement and can use the name and the logo of 
Connections Academy, LLC. 

In addition to the educational services described above, CAN will also identify, count and keep accurate 
records of the number of enrolled students and their days present and absent, and all other data required in 
order to determine funding under State law. CAN acknowledges that the Academy is the fiscal agent 
recognized by the State and that all payments which the Academy is entitled to will be deposited directly into 
the accounts maintained by the Academy and will not be dispersed to CAN. 

CAN will also provide reports to the Governing Body which detail the data needed for funding, as well as a 
financial rep01t covering all receipts and payments made under the agreement. CAN shall also prepare any 
supporting documentation as is required for any financial or regulat01y audit ofthe Academy. CAN will also 
cooperate fully in assisting with completion ofthe annual financial audit and annual financial rep01t. CAN will 
prepare the final Budget for approval by the Board of Trustees. 

For compensation ofthe above educational and management services the Board ofTrustees has approved a fee 
schedule whereby the expenses are charged to the Academy monthly based upon bases contained in the fee 
schedule. CAN is also reimbursed for direct expense that CAN has paid on behalfofthe Academy. Payments 
to CAN are to be made with-in thhty (30) days of receipt of funding. 

The agreement was amended June 7, 2011, to extend the term for another two years through June 30, 2013. 

Prepaid Items Ce1iain payments to vendors reflect costs applicable to future accounting periods and are 
recorded as prepaid items. 

Basis of presentation - fund accounting The accounts of the Academy are organized and operated on the 
basis of funds and account groups, each of which is presented as a separate accounting entity. A fund is an 
independent fiscal and accounting entity with a self-balancing set ofaccounts comprised ofassets, liabilities, 
fund equity, revenues, and expenditures or expenses, as appropriate. Fund accounting segregates funds 
according to their intended purpose and is used to aid management in demonstrating compliance with finance
related legal and contractual provisions. The minimum number offunds is maintained consistent with legal and 
managerial requirements. The account groups are not funds but are a rep01ting device used to account for 
ce1iain assets and liabilities of the governmental funds that are not recorded directly in those funds. 

Government resources are allocated and accounted in individual funds based upon the purposes for which they 
are to be spent and the means by which spending activities are controlled. The operations of the Academy's 
funds are accounted with separate sets of self-balancing accounts that comprise their assets, liabilities, fund 
equity, revenues and expenditures. 
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NEVADA CONNECTIONS ACADEMY 

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 


JUNE 30, 2012 


1. Summa1y of significant accounting policies (Continued) 

The Academy has the following fund categories (fu1iher divided by fund type) and account groups: 

Governmental funds - are used to account for the Academy's general government activities. 
Govemmental fonds include the following fond types: 

General Fund-The General Fund is the general operating fund for the Academy. It is used to account for 
all financial resources not accounted in other funds. 

Account Groups - The general fixed assets account group is used to account for fixed assets that are not 
accounted for in proprietary or trust funds. 

Capital assets - The School's capital assets are recorded at original cost. Donated assets are listed at their 
estimated fair value at the date ofdonation. The total ofthese estimates is not considered large enough that any 
errors would be material when capital assets are considered as a whole. 

It is the policy ofthe School to capitalize all capital assets costing more than $1,000 with an estimated useful 
life of two or more years. In addition, other items which are purchased and used in large quantities such as 
office furniture are capitalized. Improvements are capitalized and depreciated over the remaining usefol lives of 
the related capital assets. All depreciable assets are depreciated using the straight-line method ofdepreciation. 
The cost ofnonnal maintenance and repairs that do not add to the value ofthe asset or materially extend asset 
lives are not capitalized. 

Capital assets are depreciated over the following estimated usefol lives: 

Years 
Leasehold improvements Life of the lease 
Equipment 5 
Furniture 7 

Measurement focus and basis of accounting - The term, "basis of accounting," refers to the method used for 
revenues and expenditure recognition in the accounts and reporting in the financial statements and relates to the 
timing of the measurements made, regardless of the measurement focus applied. Under GAAP, all 
governmental funds are accounted using a modified accrual basis of accounting under which revenues are 
recognized when they become measurable and available as net current assets. Expenditures are recognized 
generally under the modified accrual basis of accounting in use when the related fund liability is incurred. 

The Academy adopted, the Governmental Accounting Standards Board issued Statement No. 34, Basic 
Financial Statements - and lvfanagement 's Discussion and Analysis - for State and Local Governments 
(GASB 34). GASB 34 established accounting and financial repo1iing standards for general purpose external 
financial repo1iing by state and local governments. 

Government-wide Financial Statements. The government-wide financial statements are reported using the 
economic resources measurement focus. The govemment-wide financial statements are reported using the 
accrual basis of accounting. Revenues are recorded when earned and expenses are recorded at the time 
liabilities are incurred, regardless of when the related cash flows take place. Non-exchange transactions, in 
which the School gives (or receives) value without directly receiving (or giving) equal value in exchange, 
include grants and donations. Revenue from grants and donations is recognized in the fiscal year in which all 
eligibility requirements have been satisfied. 
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NEV ADA CONNECTIONS ACADEMY 

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 


JUNE 30, 2012 


1. Su111ma1y of significant accounting policies (continued) 

Governmental Fund Financial Statements. Govemmental funds are repmied using the current financial 
resources measurement focus and the modified accrual basis of accounting. Under this method, revenues are 
recognized when measurable and available. The School considers all revenues reported in the governmental 
funds to be available ifthe revenues are collected within sixty days after year-end. These could include federal, 
State, and county grants, and some charges for services. Expenditures are recorded when the related fund 
liability is incurred, except for principal and interest on general long-term debt, claims and judgments, and 
compensated absences, which are recognized as expenditures to the extent they have matured. General capital 
asset acquisitions are repmied as expenditures in governmental funds. Proceeds ofgeneral long-term debt and 
acquisitions under capital leases are reported as other financing sources. 

Under the terms of grant agreements, the School funds certain programs by a combination of specific cost
reimbursement grants and general revenues. Thus, when program expenses are incurred, there are both 
restricted and unrestricted net assets available to finance the program. It is the School's policy to first apply 
cost-reimbursement grant resources to such programs, and then general revenues. 

All governmental and business-type activities and enterprise fonds ofthe School follow F ASB Statements and 
Interpretations issued on or before November 30, 1989, Accounting Principles Board Opinions, and 
Accounting Research Bulletins, unless those pronouncements conflict with GASB pronouncements. 

In the governmental fund financial statements, reservations of fund balance represent amounts that are not 
appropriable or are legally segregated for a specific purpose. Designations offund balance represent tentative 
management plans that are subject to change. 

The governmental fund balance sheet includes a reconciliation between fond balance - total governmental 
funds and net assets- governmental activities as repo1ied in the government-wide statement ofnet assets. The 
net adjustment of$70,143 consists of the following: 

DESCRIPTION AMOUNT 

Capital assets used in governmental activities are not financial resources are 
therefore not repmied in the funds (total capital assets on government-wide $139,648 
statement in governmental activities column). 

Less accumulated depreciation (69,505) 

Total adjustment $ 70 14' 
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NEV ADA CONNECTIONS ACADEMY 

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 


JUNE 30, 2012 


1. Summary of significant accounting policies (continued) 

Net assets/ Fund balances - In March 2009, the GASB issued Statement No. 54, Fund Balance Reporting and 
Governmental Fund-type definitions. The objective of this statement is to enhance the usefulness of fund 
balance information by providing clearer fund balance classifications that can be more consistently applied and 
by clarifying the existing govenunental fund-type definitions. This statement establishes fund balance 
classifications that comprise a hierarchy based primarily on the extent to which a government is bound to 
observe constraints imposed on the use ofthe resources reported in governmental funds. Under this standard, 
the fund balance classifications ofreserved, designated, and unreserved/undesignated were replaced with five 
new classifications - nonspendable, restricted, committed, assigned, and unassigned. 

• Nonspendable fund balance represents amounts that are not in a spendable form. The nonspendable fund 
balance represents inventories and prepaid items. 

•Restricted fund balance represents amounts that are legally restricted by outside parties for a specific purpose 
(such as debt covenants, grant requirements, donor requirements, or other governments) or are restricted by law 
(constitutionally or by enabling legislation). 

• Committed fund balance represents funds formally set aside by the governing body for a paiticular purpose. 
The use of committed funds would be approved by resolution. 

• Assigned fund balance represents amounts that are constrained by the expressed intent to use resources for 
specific purposes that do not meet the criteria to be classified as restricted or committed. Intent can be 
stipulated by the governing body or by an official to whom that authority has been given by the governing 
body. 

•Unassigned fund balance is the residual classification ofthe General Fund. Only the General Fund may repo1t 
a positive unassigned fund balance. Other govermnental funds would rep01t any negative residual fund balance 
as unassigned. 

The Academy has no restricted or committed fund balances at year ended June 30, 2012. 

2. Cash 

As of June 30, 2012, the bank balance and canying value of the Academy's deposits with the bank was 
$2,497,936. The Company maintains cash balances at a financial institution with accounts insured by the 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation up to $250,000. As ofJune 30, 2012, the Company uninsured balances 
totaled $2,247,936. 

3. Property and equipment 

The prope1ty and equipment as of June 30, 2012 are as follows: 

Leasehold improvements $ 12,263 
Equipment 18,565 
Furniture 108 820 

139,648 
Less: Accumulated Depreciation (69.505) 

$ 70.143 
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NEVADA CONNECTIONS ACADEMY 

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 


JUNE 30, 2012 


4. Related party transactions 

During April 2007, the Academy entered into a professional services agreement with Connections Academy of 
Nevada, LLC (CAN), to provide educational and management services (see Note 1). Ce1tain expenses are paid 
for by CAN and then allocated to the Academy based on a per student average. CAN bills the Academy for 
these services and expenses on a monthly basis. As ofJune 30, 2012 the unpaid balance due from the Academy 
totals $1,561, 118 for these services recorded as Due to related party. The professional services fee incurred by 
the Academy for the services provided by CAN totaled $1,386,985 for the year ended June 30, 2012 recorded 
as Professional services - related party. 

5. Retirement plan 

The Academy contributes to the Public Employees' Retirement System (PERS), a cost-sharing, multiple
employer, defined benefit pension plan administered by the Nevada Public Employees' Retirement System. 
PERS provides plan members and beneficiaries with retirement and disability benefits, cost-of-living 
adjustments, and death benefits. PERS was established by legislation in 1947. The PERS Board is the 
governing body of PERS with responsibility for administration and management. This autonomous, seven
member Board is appointed by the Governor of the State of Nevada. PERS issues a publicly available 
comprehensive annual financial repo1t that includes financial statements and required supplementary 
information for PERS. That report may be obtained by writing to Public Employees' Retirement System of 
Nevada, 693 W. Nye Lane, Carson City, NV 89703-1599 or toll free by calling (866) 473-7768. 

Benefits, as required by statute, are determined by the number of years of accredited service at the time of 
retirement and the member's highest average compensation in any 36 consecutive months. Benefit payments to 
which paiticipants may be entitled under the System include pension benefits, disability benefits, and death 
benefits. 

Full-time and part-time employees of the Academy are eligible to paiticipate in PERS upon hire. Employees 
that are eligible have a choice of contribution plans. Ifan employee chooses the Employer-Paid option, their 
salary is reduced by 10.712%, and NCA would contribute 21.5% ofearnings to PERS on their behalf. In the 
event of termination ofemployment covered by PERS, the employee would not be eligible for a refund. Ifan 
employee chooses the Employee/Employer-Paid option, a contribution of 11.25% ofgross earnings is deducted 
from each pay. The Academy makes an additional contribution of 11.25% of earnings on their behalf. 

In the event of termination of employment covered by PERS, employee contributions will be available for 
refund to the member. If a member chooses the employee/employer contribution plan, they can elect to 
contribute under the employer-paid plan at a future date. Choice of the employer-paid contribution plan is a 
one-time election and cannot be reversed. 

The Academy's contributions to the plan for the year ended June 30, 2012 was $306,450, equal to the required 
contributions for the year. 
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NEV ADA CONNECTIONS ACADEMY 
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

JUNE 30, 2012 

6. Capital assets 

Capital asset activity for the year ended June 30, 2012 was as follows: 

Beginning 
Governmental Activities: Balance Increases Decreases 

Ending 
Balance 

Leasehold improvements 
Equipment 
Furniture 

Less: accumulated depreciation 

$ 12,263 
18,565 

108,280 

$ 139,648 

(46,159) 

$ 

$ 

(23,346} 

$ 

$ 

$ 12,263 
18,565 

108,820 

$ 139,648 

(69,505) 

Governmental capital assets, net $ 93,489 $ (23,346} $ $ 70,143 

7. Capital assets 

The Academy has evaluated subsequent events through October 19, 2012, the date the financial 
statements were issued. 
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l.l. Bradford 

CHrtifled Publi1; Ai:a:;mmlants ti Can!>ulurnts 

INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT ON COMPLIANCE AND ON INTERNAL CONTROL OVER 

FINANCIAL REPORTING BASED ON AN AUDIT OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS PERFORMED IN 


ACCORDANCE WITH GOVERNMENT AUDITING STANDARDS 


Governing Body 
Nevada Connections Academy 
Reno, Nevada 

We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the governmental activities, and the aggregate remaining 
fund information of the Nevada Connections Academy (the "Academy"), as of and for the year ended June 30, 2012, 
and have issued our report thereon dated October 19, 2012. We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing 
standards generally accepted in the United States ofAmerica and the standards applicable to financial audits contained 
in Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States. 

As part of obtaining reasonable assurance about whether the Academy's financial statements are free of material 
misstatement, we performed tests of its compliance with ce1iain provisions of laws, regulations, contracts and grant 
agreements, noncompliance with which could have a direct and material effect on the determination of financial 
statement amounts. However, providing an opinion on compliance with those provisions was not an objective of our 
audit, and accordingly, we do not express such an opinion. The results of our tests disclosed no instances of 
noncompliance that are required to be rep01ied under Government Auditing Standards. 

In plam1ing and performing our audit, we considered the Academy's internal control over financial rep01iing as a basis 
for designing our auditing procedures for the purpose ofexpressing our opinions on the financial statements, but not for 
the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Academy's internal control over financial reporting. 
Accordingly, we do not express an opinion on the effectiveness of the Academy's internal control over financial 
reporting. 

A control deficiency exists when the design or operation ofa control does not allow management or employees, in the 
normal course ofperforming their assigned functions, to prevent or detect misstatements on a timely basis. A significant 
deficiency is a control deficiency, or combination of control deficiencies, that adversely affects Academy's ability to 
initiate, authorize, record, process, or rep01i financial data reliably in accordance with generally accepted accounting 
principles such that there is more than a remote likelihood that a misstatement ofthe Academy's financial statements that 
is more than inconsequential will not be prevented or detected by the Academy's internal control. 

A material weakness is a significant deficiency, or combination of significant deficiencies, that results in more than a 
remote likelihood that a material misstatement of the financial statements will not be prevented or detected by the 
Academy's internal control. 

Our consideration ofinternal control over financial reporting was for the limited purpose described in the first paragraph 
ofthis section and would not necessarily identify all deficiencies in internal control that might be significant deficiencies 
or material weaknesses. We did not identify any deficiencies in internal control over financial rep01iing that we consider 
to be material weaknesses, as defined above. 
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This report is intended solely for the information and use ofmanagement, Board ofTrustees and the Nevada Depaiiment 
of Taxation, and federal awarding agencies and pass-through agencies and is not intended to be used by anyone other 
than these specified parties. However, this rep01i is a matter of public record and its distribution is not limited. 

LL. ~~Cn1 ~~ill~JI LCC, 

L.L. Bradford & Company, LLC 
October 19, 2012 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
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NEVADA CONNECTIONS ACADEMY 

ANNUAL PERFORMANCE AUDIT- FINAL DETERMINATION 


FOR STATE PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL AUTHORITY 

. 2011-2012 SCHOOL YEAR 

BY Michael Shafer, Auditor 


Audit No: 12-2711-272 


7. A determination whether the charter school has complied with generally accepted standards of 
accounting and fiscal management. NAC 386.410(7), NAC 387.765(1) 

COMPLIANT 

PRIOR YEAR FINDING: The school did not use a receipting procedme for collecting funds 
from students or parents. Additionally, items in Item #10 were also considered to be a finding for 
Item #7-fiscal management as well. 

10. A dete1mination whether the chaiier school complies with NRS 386.573 regarding orders for 
payment ofmoney. 

NON COMPLIANT 

COMMENTS: The school appears to have in place a viable internal controls structure. 
However, some exceptions to the school's procedures were noted during our audit. There was an 
invoice from Pitney Bowes for postage refills which included charges to several Connections 
Academy schools (not just Nevada Connections Academy) and a finance charge. The finance 
charge was computed with a 22% interest rate and the interest charge was divided among the 
various schools (including Nevada Connections Academy) listed on the invoice. Since it is not 
clear why Nevada Connections Academy incurred this interest charge, the charge should be 
disallowed. 

We noted several ofthe smaller dollar purchases were not pre-approved. 

The school appears to c011·ectly follow GSA travel rates for hotels, meals and mileage. However, 
the school's written travel policy should be updated to state GSA rates are used to reimburse 
employees for travel. 

CORRECTIVE ACTION: During our exit conference with the school, representatives from 
Connections Academy (Nevada Connections Academy's Educational Management Organization 
(EMO)) stated that Pitney Bowles will total and credit the finance charges back in their June 
invoice. The EMO claimed they had taken steps to ensure this does not happen next year. 
The School claims to be in the process of setting up an open PO system for small purchases which 
will ensure appropriate pre-approvals. 



The school stated they will add language specifically identifying the use of GSA rates to their 
travel reimbursement policy. 

The School's corrective action appears reasonable. 

RESPONSE: The School responded by stating three steps had been implemented to ensure these 
items to do not happen again: 

1) 	 Pamela Trickett, CPA, Connections Education Accounts Manager, stated that the Pitney 
Bowles incident was due to billing hrngularities and the School will be credited any 
overages during the year. The process will also be modified going forward to have a single 
invoice which will eliminate the need for adjustments and credits at year end. 

2) A purchase order system is in place for all purchases, including open purchase orders for 
ongoing school expenditures. 

3) The Accounts Payable Depaitment is currently in the process of drafting revisions to 
Nevada C01mections' travel policy to include the use of GSA rules. 

STATUS: NON COMPLIANT 
We consider the School's corrective action to be reasonable. 

PRIOR YEAR FINDING: The school did not have administrative approval for most expenses, 
there was no supporting documentation for one check that was tested and voided checks were just 
shredded with no documentation to prove the void. 

15. A description of the attendance policy of the charter school and a determination whether the 
policy is (NAC 386.350(4)): 

a. 	 Distributed to each pupil at the beginning ofthe school year and to each new pupil who 
enters the school during the school year; and 

b. 	 Available for public inspection at the school 

COMPLIANT 
Per 2011-2012 Pupil Enrollment and Attendance Audit 

23. If the chaiier school provides instruction to pupils enrolled in kindergarten, first grade or 
second grade, a determination whether the charter school complies with NRS 392.040 regarding 
age emollment for pupils in those grades. 

COMPLIANT 
Per 2011-2012 Pupil Emollment and Attendance Audit 
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-------------

KEITH W RHEAULT SOUTHERN NEVADA OFFICE
STATE OF NEVADA11peri11temle11t ofPublic Instruction 1820 E. Sahara, Suite 205 

Las Vegas, Nevada 89104-3746 
GLORIA P. DOPF (702-486-6455 

Deputy S11peri11temle11t Fax: (702)486-6450 

tructional, Research and Evaluative 


Services 


JAMES R. WELLS MOODY STREET OFFICE 
Deputy S11perinte11de11t 1749 l\foody Street, Suite 40 

\.dmiuistrative and Fiscal Services Carson City, Nevada 89706-2543
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 


700 E. Fifth Street. 

Carson City, Nevada 89701-5096 


(775) 687 - 9200 · Fax: (775) 687 - 9101 


Charter School Budget 

..,.N_e...,.v_ad_a...,.-C_o_nn_e_c_ti_on_s_A_c_a_d_e_m~y___________herewith submits the FINAL 
budget for the fiscal year ending June 30, 2013 

This budget contains 4 governmental fund types with estimated expenditures of$ ...;1_3._,0_66...;.,_78_9_____ and 
0 proprietary funds with estimated expenses of $ 0 

Per NAG 387.370: 

TENTATIVE budget is due to the clerk or secretary of the Charter School Governing Body and Nevada Department 
of Education (NOE) by April 15 annually. 

FINAL budget must be adopted on or before June 8 Annually. Copies of the approved final budget are 
SUBMITTED by the Charter School Governing Body to NDE, Legislative Council Bureau and the 
Charter School sponsor if other than the Department of Education. 

CERTIFICATION APPROVED BY THE GOVERNING BOARD 

I, _________________ 

(Printed Name) 

(Title) 

certify that all applicable funds and financial 

operations of this Local Government are 

listed herein 


Signed 

Dated: 

·------------------------------------------------
SCHEDULED PUBLIC HEARING: 

Date and Time: 5/15/12 6:00 PM Publication Date 5/15/2012 

Place: 1100 Bank of America Plaza, 50 W. Liberty Street, Reno, NV 89501 

5690 Riggins Court, Suite B, Reno, NV 89502 Form 1 

301 S Center Street, Reno, NV 89501 3/9/2012 

195 W. Plumb Lane, Reno, NV 89509 

75 Court Street, Reno, NV 89501 



ENROLLMENT AND BASIC SUPPORT GUARANTEE INFORMATION 

WEIGHTED 

ACTUAL YEAR 


ENDING 06/30/11 


1. 	 Pre-kindergarten 
(NRS 388.490) 0 x .6 = 0.0 

2. 	 Kindergarten 60 x .6 = 36.0 

3. 	 Elementary 486 

4. 	 Secondary 1,017 

5. 	 Ungraded 

6. 	 Subtotal 1,539.0 

7. 	 Students transported into 
Nevada from out-of-state 

8. 	 Students transported to 
another state 

9. 	 Total WEIGHTED enrollment 1,539.0 

10. 	 Hold Harmless 

x .6 = 

74 x .6 = 

WEIGHTED 

ACTUAL YEAR 


ENDING 06/30/12 


0.0 

44.4 

401 

1,240 

1,685.4 

1,685.4 

WEIGHTED 
ESTIMATED 

YEAR 
ENDING 06/30/13 

1---------x.6= 

1--------'1_3..;..4x .6 = 

o.o 

80.3 

615 

1,205 

1,900.0 

1,900.0 

11. Basic support per pupil amount, Year Ending 06/30/13 5,521 
WEIGHTED Use rates below: 

Fill in information for each district: 2012-2013 2012-2013 Reference amounts for #12 
School District Rate revised 4/25/12 Eorollmen! Subtotal Estimate: "Outside Revenue" 

Carson City $ 6,109 48.0 $293,380 $ 1, 110 
Churchill $ 6,152 30.4 $187,254 $ 1,070 

Clark $ 5,257 1, 162.5 $6, 111,270 $ 1,030 
Douglas $ 5,314 31.1 $165,341 $ 2,371 

Elko $ 6,364 47.6 $302,756 $ 1,059 
Esmeralda $ 17,932 0.0 $0 $ 6,421 

Eureka $ o.o $0 $ 42,104 
Humboldt $ 5,540 23.2 $128,655 $ 1,706 

Lander $ 2.3 $0 $ 9,861 
Lincoln $ 9,906 1.1 $11,167 $ 1,217 

Lyon $ 6,718 91.3 $613,445 $ 918 
Mineral $ 8,463 4.5 $38, 162 $ 1,458 

Nye $ 6,652 134.4 $893,880 $ 1,290 
Pershing $ 8,838 1.1 $9,963 $ 1,844 

Storey $ 7,069 4.5 $31,876 $ 6,459 
Washoe $ 5,295 303.3 $1,605,716 $ 1, 150 

White Pine $ 6,648 14.7 $97,428 $ 1,824 

Multidistict 1,900.0 	 $10,490,295.69 5,521 I 
12. 	 Estimated "Outside Revenue" (Supplemental Support) per pupil 1, 127 

This is the per pupil share of local taxes, etc, from the district. 
Total Weighted-#9 Hold Harmless-#10 

13. 	 Total basic support for enrollee including outside revenue $ 12,631,345.65 $ 

14. 	 Estimated number of special education program units 1.5 (Should be o or 1 maximum - see prior year allotment) 
x 39,768 amount per unit $59,652 

Total Weighted Hold Harmless 
15. 	 TOTAL BASIC SUPPORT GUARANTEE (Number 13 +14) $ 12,690,997.65 $ 59,652.00 

Fiscal Year 2012-2013 CharterSchool ~~-~~-N_e_va_d_a_C_o_n_n_ec_t_io_ns_A_c_a_d_e_m~y-~~-~ 
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Form 3 (1) (2) (3) (4) I (4) 
ESTIMATED BUDGET YEAR ENDING 06/30/13 

Nevada Connections Academy ACTUAL PRIOR CURRENT AMENDED 
REVENUE YEAR ENDING YEAR ENDING TENTATIVE FINAL FINAL 

06/30/11 06/30/12 APPROVED APPROVED APPROVED 

1000 LOCAL SOURCES 
1100 Taxes 

1110 Ad Valorem Taxes 
1111 Net Proceed of Mines 
1120 Sales & Use/School Suooort Taxes 
1140 Penalties & Interest on Tax 
1150 Residential Construction Tax 
1190 Other 

Revenue trom Local Govmt units other 
1200 than School Districts 
1300 Tuition 

1310 Tuition from Individuals 
1320 Tuition-other Govt sources within State 
1330 Tuition-other Govt sources out of State 

1400 Transportation Fees 
1410 Trans Fees from Individuals 
1420 Trans Fees - other Govt within State 
1430 Trans Fees - other Govt out of State 
1440 Trans Fees - other Private Sources 

1500 Investment Income 
1600 Food Services 

1610 Dailv Sales - Reimbursable Program 
1620 Dailv Sales - Non-Reimbursable Progrm 
1630 Special Functions 
1650 Dailv Sales - Summer Food Program 

1700 Direct Activities 
1800 Communitv Service Activities 
1900 Other Revenues 11 931 5,362 

1910 Rent 
1920 Donations 
1930 Gains/Loss on Sales of Capital Assets 
1940 Textbook Sales & Rentals 
1950 Misc Revenues from Other Districts 
1960 Misc Revenues from other Local Govt 
1970 Operating Revenues 
1980 Refund of Prior Year's Expenditures 
1990 Miscellaneous - local sources 

TOTAL LOCAL SOURCES 11,931 5,362 0 0 0 

3000 REVENUE FROM STATE SOURCES 
3100 Unrestricted Grants-in-Aid 

3110 Distributive School Account <DSA) 10,124,932 11,088,326 12,639,301 12,631,346 
3115 Special Ed portion of DSA 59,652 39,768 59,652 59,652 

3200 State Govt Restricted Fundina 
3210 Special Transportation 
3220 Adult Hiah School Diploma Proaram Fnd 
3230 Class Size Reduction 

3800 Revenue in Lieu of Taxes 
3900 Revenue for/on Behalf of School Dist 

TOTAL STATE SOURCES 10,184,584 11,128,094 12,698,953 12,690,998 0 

Nevada Connections Academy Budget Fiscal Year 2012-2013 

Form 3 Revenues Page 1of2 3/9/2012 



(1) (2) (3) (4) I (4) 
ESTIMATED BUDGET YEAR ENDING 01/00/00 

ACTUAL PRIOR CURRENT AMENDED 
REVENUE YEAR ENDING YEAR ENDING TENTATIVE FINAL FINAL 

06/30/11 06/30/12 APPROVED APPROVED APPROVED 
4000 FEDERAL SOURCES 

Unrestricted Grants-in-Aid DIRECT from 
4100 Fed Govt 

4103 E-Rate Funds 3210 20 812 20,812 14,567 
Unrestricted Grants-in-Aid from Fed 

4200 Govt pass thru the State 
4300 Restricted Grants-in-Aid Direct - Fed 

Restricted Grants-in-Aid Fed Govnt pass
4500 thru the State 152,783 162 688 563,403 540,403 

Grants-in-Aid from Fed Govt Thru Other 
4700 Intermediate AQencies 
4800 Revenue in Lieu of Taxes 

4900 Revenue for/on Behalf of School District 

TOTAL FEDERAL SOURCES 155,993 183,500 584,215 554,970 0 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (4) 

ESTIMATED BUDGET YEAR ENDING 01/00/00 

OTHER RESOURCES AND 
ACTUAL PRIOR CURRENT AMENDED 

FUND BALANCE YEAR ENDING YEAR ENDING TENTATIVE FINAL FINAL 
06/30/11 06/30/12 APPROVED APPROVED APPROVED 

5000 OTHER FINANCING SOURCES 
5100 Issuance of Bonds 

5110 Bond Principal 
Premium of Discount on the Issuance of 

5120 Bonds 
5200 Fund Transfers In 

Proceeds from the Disposal of Real or 
5300 Personal Property 
5400 Loan Proceeds 
5500 Capital Lease Proceeds 
5600 Other Lona-Term Debt Proceeds 
6000 Other Items 
6100 Capital Contributions 

Amortization of Premium on Issuance of 
6200 Bonds 
6300 Special Items 
6400 Extraordinarv Items 
TOTAL OTHER SOURCES 0 0 0 0 0 
8000 OPENING FUND BALANCE 

Reserved OpeninQ Balance 
Unreserved OpeninQ Balance 870 349 645,869 676 912 722,002 

TOTAL OPENING FUND BALANCE 870,349 645,869 676,912 722,002 0 
Prior Period Adiustments 
Residual Equitv Transfers 

TOTAL ALL RESOURCES 11,222,858 11,962,824 13,960,079 13,967,970 0 

Nevada Connections Academy Budget Fiscal Year 2012-2013 
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Nevada Connections Academy 
Form4 

PROGRAM FUNCTION OBJECT 

(1) 

ACTUAL PRIOR 
YEAR ENDING 

06/30/11 

(2) 
ESTIMATED 
CURRENT 

YEAR ENDING 
06/30/12 

(3) (4) I (5) 
BUDGET YEAR ENDING 06/30/13 

TENTATIVE FINAL FINAL 
APPROVED APPROVED APPROVED 

100 REGULAR PROGRAMS 
1000 Instruction 

100 Salaries 1806563 1,791 415 2 099 438 2 076 935 
200 Benefits 749 324 790 199 1027464 1 016,074 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 2 005,116 2,093,072 2,399,470 2,395 928 
600 Supplies 1,936 265 2,196 850 2 522,877 2,566 378 
700 ProPertv 
800 Other 

2100-2600, 2900 Other Support Services 
100 Salaries 435,531 437 375 500,014 503 074 
200 Benefits 157,138 156 897 186,252 187,079 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 2,543,837 2,840,754 3,251,630 3 261,502 
600 Supplies 27 326 18,726 26 200 22,200 
700 Property 
800 Other 1 110 13,002 3,000 2500 

2700 Student Transportation 
100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Suoolies 
700 Property 
800 Other 

100 TOTAL REGULAR PROGRAMS 9,662,211 10,338,288 12,016,345 12,031,669 0 

140 Summer School for Reg Programs 
1000 Instruction 

100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 24,961 8,425 10,000 10,000 
600 Supplies 
700 Property 
800 Other 

2100-2600, 2900 Other Support Services 
100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Suoolies 
700 Property 
800 Other 

2700 Student Transportation 
100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Supplies 
700 Property 
800 Other 

140 TOTAL Summer School - Reg Prog 24,961 8,425 10,000 10,000 0 

Nevada Connections Academy Budget Fiscal Year 2012-2013 
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Nevada Connections Academy (1) (2) (3) (4) I (5) 
ESTIMATED BUDGET YEAR ENDING 01/00/00 

ACTUAL PRIOR CURRENT AMENDED 
PROGRAM FUNCTION OBJECT YEAR ENDING YEAR ENDING TENTATIVE FINAL FINAL 

06/30/11 06/30/12 APPROVED APPROVED APPROVED 
200 SPECIAL PROGRAMS 

1000 Instruction 
100 Salaries 219 105 203 097 252 872 250 033 
200 Benefits 85138 86 059 102 993 101 559 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 462 397 480 184 569,058 568,128 
600 SUPPiies 
700 ProPertv 
800 Other 

2100-2600, 2900 Other Suooort Services 
100 Salaries 72,826 67,521 69,115 69115 
200 Benefits 29,019 33,902 36,285 36,285 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Supplies 
700 Property 
800 Other 

2700 Student Transoortation 
100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Supplies 
700 Property 
800 Other 

200 SPECIAL PROGRAMS 868,484 870,763 1,030,324 1,025,120 0 
240 Summer School for Special Programs 

1000 Instruction 
100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Supplies 
700 Property 
800 Other 

2100-2600, 2900 Other Supoort Services 
100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Supplies 
700 Property 
800 Other 

2700 Student Transportation 
100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Suoolies 
700 Property 
800 Other 

240 TOTAL Summer School - Spec Prog 0 0 0 0 0 

Nevada Connections Academy Budget Fiscal Year 2012-2013 
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PROGRAM FUNCTION OBJECT 

(1) 

ACTUAL PRIOR 
YEAR ENDING 

06/30/11 

(2) 
ESTIMATED 
CURRENT 

YEAR ENDING 
06/30/12 

(3) (4) I (5) 
BUDGET YEAR ENDING 01/00/00 

AMENDED 
TENTATIVE FINAL FINAL 
APPROVED APPROVED APPROVED 

270 Gifted and Talented Programs 
1000 Instruction 

100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
30014001500 Purchased Services 
600 Suoolies 
700 Prooertv 
800 Other 

2100-2600, 2900 Other Support Services 
100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Suoolies 
700 Prooertv 
800 Other 

2700 Student Transoortation 
100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Supplies 
700 Propertv 
800 Other 

270 TOTAL Gifted & Talented Programs 0 0 0 0 0 

300 Vocational & Technical Programs 
1000 Instruction 

100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Supplies 
700 Prooertv 
800 Other 

2100-2600, 2900 Other Suooort Services 
100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
30014001500 Purchased Services 
600 Suoolies 
700 Property 
800 Other 

2700 Student Transportation 
100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Suoolies 
700 Prooertv 
800 Other 

300 Total Vocational & Technical Prog 0 0 0 0 0 

Nevada Connections Academy Budget Fiscal Year 2012-2013 
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(1) (2) (3) (4) I (5) 
ESTIMATED BUDGET YEAR ENDING 01/00/00 

ACTUAL PRIOR CURRENT AMENDED 
PROGRAM FUNCTION OBJECT YEAR ENDING YEAR ENDING TENTATIVE FINAL FINAL 

06/30/11 06/30/12 APPROVED APPROVED APPROVED 
340 Summer School for Voe & Tech 

1000 Instruction 
100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Supplies 
700 Property 
800 Other 

2100-2600, 2900 Other Support Services 
100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Suoolies 
700 Prooertv 
800 Other 

2700 Student Transportation 
100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Suoolies 
700 Prooertv 
800 Other 

340 Total Summer School for Voe & Tech 0 0 0 0 0 

420 English for Speakers of Other Lang 
1000 Instruction 

100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Suoolies 
700 Prooertv 
800 Other 

2100-2600, 2900 Other Suooort Services 
100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
30014001500 Purchased Services 
600 Supplies 
700 Prooertv 
800 Other 

2700 Student Transoortation 
100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Supplies 
700 Property 
800 Other 

420 Total Speakers of Other Lang 0 0 0 0 0 

Nevada Connections Academy Budget Fiscal Year 2012-2013 
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(1) 

ACTUAL PRIOR 
PROGRAM FUNCTION OBJECT YEAR ENDING 

06/30/11 
440 Summer School for Other Inst Prog 

1000 Instruction 
100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Suoolies 
700 Prooertv 
800 Other 

2100-2600, 2900 Other Suooort Services 
100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Supplies 
700 Propertv 
800 Other 

2700 Student Transportation 
100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Supplies 
700 Prooertv 
800 Other 

440 Total English - Summer School for Other In 0 
490 Other Instructional Programs 

1000 Instruction 
100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Supplies 
700 Prooertv 
800 Other 

2100-2600, 2900 Other Suoport Services 
100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Supplies 
700 Property 
800 Other 

2700 Student Transportation 
100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Suoolies 
700 Prooertv 
800 Other 

490 Total Other Instructional Programs 0 

(2) 
ESTIMATED 
CURRENT 

YEAR ENDING 
06/30/12 

0 

0 

(3) (4) I (5) 
BUDGET YEAR ENDING 01/00/00 

AMENDED 
TENTATIVE FINAL FINAL 
APPROVED APPROVED APPROVED 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

Nevada Connections Academy Budget Fiscal Year 2012-2013 
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(1) (2) (3) (4) I (5) 
ESTIMATED BUDGET YEAR ENDING 06/30/13 

ACTUAL PRIOR CURRENT AMENDED 
PROGRAM FUNCTION OBJECT YEAR ENDING YEAR ENDING TENTATIVE FINAL FINAL 

06/30/11 06/30/12 APPROVED APPROVED APPROVED 
800 Communitv Services Programs 

1000 Instruction 
100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Supplies 
700 Property 
800 Other 

2100-2600, 2900 Other Support Services 
100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
30014001500 Purchased Services 
600 Suoolies 
700 Property 
800 Other 

2700 Student Transportation 
100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Suoolies 
700 Prooertv 
800 Other 

800 Total Community Services Programs 0 0 0 0 0 

900 Co-curricular & Extra-Curricular 
1000 Instruction 

100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Sunnlies 
700 Prooertv 
800 Other 

2100-2600, 2900 Other Support Services 
100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Supo!ies 
700 Prooerty 
800 other 

2700 Student Transoortation 
100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Supplies 
700 Property 
800 Other 

900 Co-curricular & Extra-Curricular 0 0 0 0 0 

Nevada Connections Academy Budget Fiscal Year 2012-2013 
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PROGRAM FUNCTION OBJECT 

(1) 

ACTUAL PRIOR 
YEAR ENDING 

06/30/11 

(2) 
ESTIMATED 
CURRENT 

YEAR ENDING 
06/30/12 

(3) (4) I (5) 
BUDGET YEAR ENDING 06/30/13 

AMENDED 
TENTATIVE FINAL FINAL 
APPROVED APPROVED APPROVED 

000 UNDISTRIBUTED EXPENDITURES 
2100 Support Services-Students 

100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Suoolies 
700 Prooertv 
800 Other 

2100 SUBTOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 
2200 Support Services-Instruction 

100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Supplies 
700 Propertv 
800 Other 

2200 SUBTOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 

2300 Support Services-Gen Admin 
100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Suoolies 
700 Prooertv 
800 Other 

2300 SUBTOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 
2400 Support Serv-School Admin 

100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Supplies 
700 Prooertv 
BOO Other 

2400 SUBTOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 

2500 Central Services 
100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Suoolies 
700 Prooertv 
BOO Other 

2500 SUBTOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 

Nevada Connections Academy Budget Fiscal Year 2012-2013 
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PROGRAM FUNCTION OBJECT 

(1) 

ACTUAL PRIOR 
YEAR ENDING 

06/30/11 

(2) 
ESTIMATED 
CURRENT 

YEAR ENDING 
06/30/12 

(3) (4) I (5) 
BUDGET YEAR ENDING 06/30/13 

AMENDED 
TENTATIVE FINAL FINAL 
APPROVED APPROVED APPROVED 

2600 Operating/Maintenance Plant 
Service 

100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Suoolies 
700 Prooertv 
800 Other 

2600 SUBTOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 

2700 Student Transportation 
100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Supplies 
700 Propertv 
800 Other 

2700 SUBTOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 

2900 Other Support (All Objects) 
100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Suoolies 
700 Prooertv 
800 Other 

2900 SUBTOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 

2000s TOTAL SUPPORT SERVICES 0 0 0 0 0 

3100 Food Service 
100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Suoolies 
700 Prooertv 
800 Other 

3100 TOTAL FOOD SERVICES 0 0 0 0 0 

Nevada Connections Academy Budget Fiscal Year 2012-2013 
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(1) (2) (3) (4) I (5) 
ESTIMATED BUDGET YEAR ENDING 06/30/13 

ACTUAL PRIOR CURRENT AMENDED 
PROGRAM FUNCTION OBJECT YEAR ENDING YEAR ENDING TENTATIVE FINAL FINAL 

06/30/11 06/30/12 APPROVED APPROVED APPROVED 
4100 Land Acquisition 

100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Supplies 
700 Property 
800 Other 

4100 SUBTOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 
4200 Land Improvement 

100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Suoolies 
700 Prooertv 
800 Other 

4200 SUBTOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 
4300 Architecture/Engineering 

100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Supplies 
700 Property 
800 Other 

4300 SUBTOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 
4400 Educational Specifications Dev 

100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Suoolies 
700 Prooertv 
800 Other 

4400 SUBTOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 
4500 Building Improvement 

100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Supplies 
700 Property 
800 Other 

4500 SUBTOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 
4600 Site Improvement 

100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Suoolies 
700 Prooertv 
800 Other 

4600 SUBTOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 
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(1) 

ACTUAL PRIOR 
PROGRAM FUNCTION OBJECT YEAR ENDING 

06/30/11 
4700 Building Improvement 

100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Suoolies 
700 Prooertv 
800 Other 

4700 SUBTOTAL 0 
4900 Other (All Objects) 

100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Supplies 
700 Property 
800 Other 

4900 SUBTOTAL 0 
4000s TOTAL FACILITIES ACQUISITION AND 0 

5000 Debt Service 

000 EXPENDITURES 0 

TOTAL ALL EXPENDITURES 10,555,657 

6300 xxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Contingency (not to exceed 3% of xxxxxxxxxxxxx 

Total Expenditures) xxxxxxxxxx 
8000 ENDING FUND BALANCE 

Reserved Endina Balance 
Unreserved Endina Balance 

TOTAL ENDING FUND BALANCE 0 
TOTAL APPLICATIONS 10,555,657 

(2) 
ESTIMATED 
CURRENT 

YEAR ENDING 
06/30/12 

0 

0 

0 

0 

11,217,476 

0 

11,217,476 

(3) (4) I (5) 
BUDGET YEAR ENDING 06/30/13 

TENTATIVE 
APPROVED 

0 

0 
0 

0 

13,056,669 

0 

13,056,669 

FINAL 
APPROVED 

0 

0 
0 

0 

13,066,789 

0 

13,066,789 

FINAL 
APPROVED 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

:ct-lee-Ks:- - - contin9ency-caililotexceed: ~ XXXXXXx>< 336,524 391,700 392,004 OJ 

Calculated Total Ending Fund Balance: 667,201 745,349 903,410 901,181 ol 
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TENTATIVE BUDGET 2012-2013 Obj 100 Obj 200 Obj 300-900 
(2) (4) (5) 

SALARIES (3) SERVICES SUB-TOTAL 
(1) AND EMPLOYEE SUPPLIES REQUIRE

PROGRAM OR FUNCTION WAGES BENEFITS AND OTHER MENTS 

PROGRAM EXPENDITURES 
100 Reqular 2,599,452 1,213,717 8,213,177 12,026,345 
200 Soecial 321,988 139,279 569,058 1,030,324 
300 Vocational 0 0 0 0 
400 other PK-12 0 0 0 0 
500 Nonpublic School . ·. . 

0.•. ·. . . 

600 Adult Education 
.· · . 0. 

800 Community Services 0 0 0 0 
900 Co-Curricular/Extra Curricular 0 0 0 0 
PROGRAM TOTALS 2,921,439 1,352,995 8,782,235 13,056,669 

000 Undistributed Expenditures 
2000 Suooort Services 0 0 0 0 
3100 Food Service 0 0 0 0 
4000 Facility Acquisition and 

Construction ·.· 0 0 
5000 Debt Service ·. 0 0 
6300 Contingency .· 0 

. 

8000 Endinq Balance 0 

UNDISTRIBUTED TOTALS 0 0 0 0 

TOTAL ALL FUNDS TENTATIVE 2,921,439 1,352,995 8,782,235 13,056,669 

FINAL BUDGET 2012-2013 Obj 100 Obj 200 Obj 300-900 
(2) (4) (5) 

SALARIES (3) SERVICES SUB-TOTAL 
(1) AND EMPLOYEE SUPPLIES REQUIRE

PROGRAM OR FUNCTION WAGES BENEFITS AND OTHER MENTS 
PROGRAM EXPENDITURES 
100 Regular 2,580,009 1,203,153 8,258,508 12,041,669 
200 Special 319, 148 137,844 568,128 1,025,120 
300 Vocational 0 0 0 0 
400 Other PK-12 0 0 0 0 
500 Nonpublic School 

. 
0 ·. 0 0 0: 

600 Adult Education 0 
.·. 

0 0 0 
800 Community Services 0 0 0 0 
900 Co-Curricular/Extra Curricular 0 0 0 0 
PROGRAM TOTALS 2,899,157 1,340,997 8,826,636 13,066,789 

000 Undistributed Expenditures 
2000 Support Services 0 0 0 0 
3100 Food Service 0 0 0 0 
4000 Facility Acquisition and 

..· .··: 
. 

·.• ! . 

Construction > 1: ..: ·.. 0 0 
5000 Debt Service 

.... : .. : 0 0·.· .. .. . ·. . . •.· .·· 
6300 Continqencv . . :. . :· ' ... . '• 

0. 
' ' .. : . 

•·. . : . 
; •·. ·. . ·. 

8000 Endinq Balance . 0 
UNDISTRIBUTED TOTALS 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL ALL FUNDS FINAL BUDGET 2,899,157 1,340,997 8,826,636 13,066,789 
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FINAL BUDGET ·AMENDED Obj 100 Obj 200 Obj 300-900 
(2) (4) (5) 

SALARIES (3) SERVICES SUB-TOTAL 
(1) AND EMPLOYEE SUPPLIES REQUIRE

PROGRAM OR FUNCTION WAGES BENEFITS AND OTHER MENTS 
PROGRAM EXPENDITURES 
100 Reaular 0 0 0 0 
200 Special 0 0 0 0 
300 Vocational 0 0 0 0 
400 Other PK-12 0 0 0 0 
500 Nonpublic School 0 0 .•. 0 0 
600 Adult Education > 0 0 ·..· 0 0 
800 Communitv Services 0 0 0 0 
900 Co-Curricular/Extra Curricular 0 0 0 0 
PROGRAM TOTALS 0 0 0 0 

000 Undistributed Expenditures 
2000 Suooort Services 0 0 0 0 
3100 Food Service 0 0 0 0 
4000 Facility Acquisition and 

Construction .· .. 
,.. 

·. 0 0 
5000 Debt Service 

. 
.: .·... 0 0 

6300 Continaencv 
.· . . ·. ..··· . : 0 

8000 Ending Balance 
·. ·. 

.· 
. 

. . · 

. 
· . 0 

UNDISTRIBUTED TOTALS 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL ALL FUNDS FINAL BUDGET 0 0 0 0 

Nevada Connections Academy Budget Fiscal Year 2012-2013 

Form 5 Exp Summary Page 2 of 2 3/9/2012 



Form 6 PROPRIETARY OR ENTERPRISE FUND 

Nevada Connec1ons ca emyr A d 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 

Fund: ESTIMATED BUDGET YEAR ENDING 06/30/13 
ACTUAL PRIOR CURRENT 

REVENUE YEAR ENDING YEAR ENDING TENTATIVE FINAL 
06/30/11 06/30/12 APPROVED APPROVED 

1000 LOCAL SOURCES 
1300 Tuition 
1400 Transportation Fees 
1500 Investment Income 
1600 Food Services 
1700 Direct Activities 
1800 Community Service Activities 
1900 Other Revenues 
TOTAL LOCAL SOURCES 0 0 0 0 

3000 REVENUE FROM STATE SOURCES 
3100 Unrestricted Grants-in-Aid 
3200 State Govt Restricted Funding 

TOTAL STATE SOURCES 0 0 0 0 

4000 FEDERAL SOURCES 
Unrestricted Grants-in-Aid DIRECT from 

4100 Fed Govt 
Unrestricted Grants-in-Aid from Fed 

4200 Govt pass thru the State 
4300 Restricted Grants-in-Aid Direct - Fed 

Restricted Grants-in-Aid Fed Govnt pass 
4500 thru the State 

Grants-in-Aid from Fed Govt Thru Other 
4700 Intermediate AQencies 

TOTAL FEDERAL SOURCES 0 0 0 0 

5000 OTHER FINANCING SOURCES 
5200 Fund Transfers In 

Proceeds from the Disposal of Real or 
5300 Personal Property 
5400 Loan Proceeds 
5500 Capital Lease Proceeds 
5600 Other Lonq-Term Debt Proceeds 
6000 Other Items 
TOTAL OTHER SOURCES 0 0 0 0 
8000 OPENING FUND BALANCE 

Reserved Ooeninq Balance 
Unreserved Opening Balance 

TOTAL OPENING FUND BALANCE 0 0 0 0 
TOT AL ALL RESOURCES 0 0 0 0 

Nevada Connections Academy Budget Fiscal Year 2012-2013 


Form 6 Proprietary/Enterprise Page 1of2 3/9/2012 



Form 6 Proprietary/Enterprise (1) (2) (3) (4) 
ESTIMATED BUDGET YEAR ENDING 06/30/10 

FUNCTION I OBJECT 

ACTUAL PRIOR 
YEAR ENDING 

06/30/08 

CURRENT 
YEAR ENDING TENTATIVE FINAL 

06/30/09 APPROVED APPROVED 

Instruction 
100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Suoolies 
700 Property 
800 Other 

SUBTOTAL INSTRUCTION EXPENSES: 0 0 0 0 

100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Supplies 
700 Property 
800 Other 

SUBTOTAL SUPPORT EXPENSES: 
Food Service 
100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Suoolies 
700 Property 
800 Other 

SUBTOTAL FOOD SERVICE EXPENSES: 
Facilities Acquisition & Construction 
100 Salaries 
200 Benefits 
300/400/500 Purchased Services 
600 Suoolies 
700 Property 
800 Other 

SUBTOTAL FOOD SERVICE EXPENSES: 
Debt Service 
Miscellaneous 

SUBTOTAL OTHER SERVICES 

ENDING FUND BALANCE 
Reserved Endinq Balance 
Unreserved Endirn:i Balance 

TOT AL ENDING FUND BALANCE 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 

EXPENSES 
1000 

2000 Support Services 

3100 

4000 

5000 
6000 

TOTAL EXPENSES 

TOT AL APPLICATIONS 

Nevada Connections Academy Budget Fiscal Year 2012-2013 

Form 6 Proprietary/Enterprise Page 2 of 2 3/9/2012 
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Nevada Connections Academy I*-_ -Type:.: use -rodes 1-11 I6 - Medium-Term Financing - Lease Purchase 
1 - General Obligation Bonds 7 - Capital Leases 

ALL EXISTING OR PROPOSED 2 - G. 0. Revenue Supported Bonds 8 - Special Assessment Bonds 
3 - G. 0. Special Assessment Bonds 9 - Mortgages 
4 - Revenue Bonds 10 - Other (Specify Type) 
5 - Medium-Term Financing 11 - Proposed (Specify Type) 

(1) 

NAME OF LOAN 
List and Subtotal By Fund 

(2) 

Type 
* 

(3) 
Number 

of 
Months 

of 
TERM 

(4) 

ORIGINAL 
AMOUNT OF 

ISSUE 

(5) 

ISSUE 
DATE 

(6) 

FINAL 
PAYMENT 

DATE 

(7) 

INTEREST 
RATE 

(8) 

BEGINNING 
OUTSTANDING 

BALANCE 
7/1/2012 

(9) (10) 
REQUIREMENTS FOR FISCAL 

YEAR ENDING 06/30/13 

(11) 
(9) + (10) 

613012013 
TOTAL 

INTEREST 
PAYABLE 

PRINCIPAL 
PAYABLE 

FUND: 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 

TOTAL ALL DEBT SERVICE $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 

Nevada Connections Academy Budget Fiscal Year 2012-2013 

Form 7 INDEBTEDNESS 31912012 



Nevada Connections Academy 

REPORT FOR ALL FUNDS 2012-2013 
FROM DISTRICTS WITHIN NEVADA FROM DISTRICTS OUTSIDE NEVADA 

(1) 
TUITION 

(2) 
TRANSPORTATION 

(3) 
TUITION 

(4) 
TRANSPORTATION 

REVENUES 
Revenue 
CODES 

1310 NV Individual 
1321 NV School Dist 

1410 NV Individual 
1421 NV School Dist 

1310 Out-of-state Ind 
1331 Out-of-state SD 

1410 Out-of-state Ind 
1431 Out-of-state SD 

Nevada Individuals 
Nevada School Districts 
Out-of-state Individuals 
Out-of-State School Districts 

1310/1410 
1321/1421 
1310/1410 
1331/1431 

$0 $0 $0 $0 

TO DISTRICTS WITHIN NEVADA TO DISTRICTS OUTSIDE NEVADA 

EXPENDITURES 
Object 
Codes 561 511 562 512 

100 - Regular Programs 

200 - Special Programs 

300 - Vocational Proqrams 

400 - Other PK-12 Programs 

500 - Nonpublic Procrrams 

600 - Adult Procrrams 

TOTALS $0 $0 $0 $0 

Nevada Connections Academy Budget Fiscal Year 2012-2013 

FORM 8-TUITION and TRANSPORTATION 3/9/2012 



Nevada Connections Academy 

FUND TRANSFERS 2012-2013 TRANSFERS IN TRANSFERS OUT 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

FUND TYPE FROM FUND AMOUNT TO FUND AMOUNT 

GENERAL FUND 

SUBTOTAL 0 00 0 

SPECIAL REVENUE FUNDS 

0 00 0SUBTOTAL 

0 0TOTAL TRANSFERS 0 0 

Nevada Connections Academy Budget Fiscal Year 2012-2013 

FORM 9 FUND TRANSFERS 3/9/2012 



L 0 8 8 Y E X P E N S E S 2012-2013 


Pursuant to NRS 354.600 (3), each (emphasis added) local government budget must obtain a 

separate statement of anticipated expenses relating to activities designed to influence the passage 

or defeat of legislation in an upcoming legislative session. 

1. 	Activity: ..:.N.:..:o:.;.;n~e-------------------------------

2. 	 Funding Source: 

3. 	 Transportation 

4. 	 Lodging and meals 

5. 	 Salaries and Wages 

6. 	 Compensation to lobbyists 

7. 	 Entertainment 

8. 	 Supplies, equipment & facilities; other personnel and 

services spent in Carson City 

Total 

Entity: 

$ _______ 

$ _______ 

$ _______ 

$ ________ 

$ _______ 

$ _______ 

$======= 

Lobbying Expense Estimate, 

Nevada Connections Academy Budget Fiscal Year 2012-2013 

Form 10 LOBBY EXPENSE 3/9/2012 



2012-2013 

Nevada Connections Academy 

REVENUES 
Type: 
Distributive School Acct 
Donations 
Federal Grant A 

Total Revenues 
Total Revenues Y-T-0 

EXPENDITURES 
Salaries & Benefits 
Salaries 
Benefits 

Total Salaries & Ben 

Operating 
Supplies 
Rent 
Utilities 
Contracts 
Textbooks 
Leased Equipment 
Technology 
SPED Services 
Postage and Shipping 
Travel and Training 
Student Testing 
Insurance 
Student Activities 
Other 

Tobi Expenses 
Total Expenses Y-T-D 
Percent of Budget 

Net change in Cash (F/B) $ (120,138.43) $ (448,725.08) $ 221,838.43 

Begin Cash Balance(F/B) $722,002.37 s 601,863.94 $ 153,138.86 

End Cash Balance (F/B) $ 601,863.94 $ 153,138.86 $ 374.977.29 

Nevada Connections Academy 

FORM 11 CASH FLOW 

CASH FLOW STATEMENT 

$ 199,012.87 s 147,303.97 s (103,209.01) $ 191,887.87 s 183,695.64 

$ 374,977.29 $ 573,990.16 $ 721,294.13 $ 618,085.12 $ 809.972.99 

s 573.990.16 $ 721,294.13 s 618,085.12 $ 809,972.99 $ 993,668.63 

s 250,869.05 $ 76,585.61 s 221,896.77 s (641,839.37) s 179,178.31 $ 179,178.31 $ -
s 993,668.63 s 1.244,537.67 $ 1,321,123.28 s 1,543.020.05 

-~-,-....,.,_..-------··· -···~-·~···---- $ -
$ 1,244,537.67 $ 1,321,123.28 $ 1,543,020.05 $ 901,180.68 s 179,178.31 s 179,178.31 s -

Budget Fiscal Year 2012-2013 

PROJECTED 
July 

$
s
$

s -
$ -

$50,003.35 
$20.168.41 

s 70171.76 

$1,850.00 
$7,833.33 
$5,791.67 
$5,666.67 

$
$608.33 

s-
s

$1,500.00 
$12,916.67 

s
$13,800.00 

$
s-
s

$ 120,138.43 
s 120,138.43 

0.92% 

PROJECTED PROJECTED 
August September 

$141,011.09 $1 ,480,616.39 
s $

$6,166.33 $64,746.44 

$ 147,177.41 $ 1,545,362.83 
$ 147,177.41 $ 1 692,54025 

$318,736.44 $229,551.94 
$149,239.76 $106,404.83 

s 467,97621 $ 335.956.77 

$2,15921 $5,096.73 
$7,833.33 $7,833.33 
$5,791.67 $5,791.67 

$32,048.90 $347,180.12 
$28,206.10 $296, 164.06 

$608.33 $608.33 
$22,075.53 $231,793.10 

$6,312.53 $66,281.56 
$2.407.34 $11,027.06 

$15,166.67 $15,166.67 
$ s

$4,800.00 $
$516.67 $

s $625.00 
$ $

$ 595,902.49 $ 1,323,524.40 

s 716,040.92 s 2,039,565.32 
5.48% 15.61% 

PROJECTED PROJECTED PROJECTED PROJECTED PROJECTED 
October November December January February 

$1,410,110.85 $1,339,605.31 $916,572.05 $1,410,110.85 $1,339,605.31 
$ s- s- s- s

$61,66328 $58,580.11 $40,081.13 $61,663.28 $58,580.11 

s 1.471,774.13 $ 1,398, 165.42 $ 956,653.18 s 1.471,774.13 $ 1,398.185.42 
$ 3,164,314.37 $ 4,562,499.79 s 5,519152.97 $ 6 990,927.10 $ 8,389,112.52 

$229,551.94 $229,551.94 $229,551.94 $229,551.94 $229,551.94 
$106,404.83 $106,404.83 $106404.83 $106,404.83 $106,404.83 

$ 335.956.77 $ 335.956.77 s 335 956.77 s 335,956.77 $ 335,956.77 

$4,942.13 $4,787.52 $3,859.88 $4,942.13 $4,787.52 
$7,833.33 $7,833.33 $7,833.33 $7,833.33 $7,833.33 
$5,791.67 $5,791,67 $5,791.67 $5,791.67 $5,791.67 

$329,239.00 $309,431.22 $200,517.85 $312,239.00 $302,064.55 
$282,061.01 $267,957.96 $183,339,65 $282,061.01 $267,957.96 

$608.33 $608.33 $608.33 $608.33 $608.33 
$220,755.34 $209,717.57 $237,583.89 $220,755.34 $209,717.57 

$63,125.30 $59,969.03 $41,031.44 $63,125.30 $59,969.03 
$10,573.39 $10,119.72 $7,397.70 $10,573.39 $10,119.72 
$10,733.33 $16,733.33 $14,483.33 $15,166.67 $9,166.67 

s $20,833.33 $20,833,33 $20,833.33 s-
s $ $ s- s

$516.67 $516.67 $ s $516.67 
$625.00 $625.00 $625.00 s- s-

s- s $ $ $

s 1,272,761.26 s 1,250,881.45 $ 1,059,862.19 s 1,279,886.26 s 1,214,489.78 
s 3,312,326.58 $ 4,563,208.03 $ 5,623,07022 $ 6,902,956.48 $ 8, 117,44626 

25.35% 34.92% 43.03% 52.83% 62.12% 

Projected Cash 83lance St.atement 

PROJECTED PROJECTED PROJECTED PROJECTED Final Approved 
March April May June Total Proiected Budaet Variance 

$1,621,627.48 $1,128,088.68 $1,480,616.39 $423,03326 s 12,690.997.65 $ 12,690,997.65 $ -
s- s $ s $ - $ - $ -

$70,912.77 $49,330.62 $64,746.44 $18,498.98 s 554,969.48 $ 554,969.48 s -
$ - s -
s - $ -
s - $ -
s - s -
$ - $ -

$ 1,692,540.25 s 1,177,419.30 $ 1,545,362.83 $ 441.53224 $ 13,245,967.14 $ 13245,967.14 $ -
$10.081,652.76 $11,259,072.06 $12,804,434.90 $13245,967.14 

$229,551.94 $229,551.94 $229,551.94 $464,449.34 s 2,899,156.61 $ 2,899, 156.61 $ -
$106,404.83 $106 404.83 $106,404.83 $213 944.99 $ 1.340,996.63 $ 1,340 996.63 s -

$ 335 956.77 $ 335 956.77 s 335.956.77 $ 678.394.33 s 4 240,15324 $ 4,240 153.24 $ -

$5,405.95 $4,323.70 $5,096.73 $2,777.64 s 50,029.15 $ 50,029.15 s -
$7,833.33 $7,633.33 $7,833.33 $7,833.33 s 94,000.00 $ 94,000.00 s -
$5,791.67 $5,791.67 $5,791.67 $5,791,67 s 69,500.00 $ 69,500.00 $ -

$354,762.35 $250,54120 $332,913.45 $106,296.70 s 2,882,901.00 $ 2,882,901.00 s -
$324,370.16 $225,648.81 $296,164.06 $84,618.30 s 2,538,549.07 $ 2,538,549.07 s -

$608.33 $608.33 $608.33 $608.33 s 7,300.00 $ 7,300,00 $ -
$307,247.48 $176,60427 $231,793.10 $117,725.03 s 2, 185,768.22 s 2,185,768.22 s -

$72,594.09 $50,50024 $66,281.56 $18,937.59 s 568,127.68 $ 568,127.68 $ -
$11,934.39 $8,758.71 $11,027.06 $4,222.02 s 99,660.48 $ 99,660.48 s -
$15,166.67 $12,916.67 $9,166.67 $18,916.67 s 165,700.00 $ 165,700.00 $ -

s $20,833.33 $20,833.33 $20,833.33 $ 125,000.00 $ 125,000.00 s -
$ $ $ $ $ 18,600.00 $ 18,600.00 s -
s $516.67 s $12,516.67 $ 15,100.00 $ 15,100.00 $ -

s $ S $3,900.00 $ 6,400.00 $ 6,400.00 $ -
s- s $ s $ - s -

$ - s -
$ - s -
s - s -

w 
s 1,441,671.20 $ 1,100,833.69 $ 1.323,466.07 s 1.083,371.61 $ 13,066,788.82 $ 13,066,788.82 $ -
$ 9,559,117.46 $10.659,951.15 $11,983.417.22 s13,066,788.82 $ 13,066.788.82 s 13,066,788.82 $ -

73.16% 81.58% 91.71% 100.00% 

http:221,838.43
http:448,725.08
http:120,138.43






























































Friday September 16, 2017 
 
Re: Nevada Connections Academy 8/29/2017 Public Record Request Response 
 
In response to Ms. Granier's records request, Chair Guinasso consulted with legal counsel, Mr. 
Whitney, and determined that records responsive to NCA’s request include: 
 

1) All the documents uploaded to the SPCSA website before and/or during the May 
hearing;  

a. http://charterschools.nv.gov/News/May_25,_26,_27_2017_Support_Documents/  
 

2) All documents and transcripts included in the evidence binders in advance of the 8/23 
hearing; 

a. http://charterschools.nv.gov/News/August_23,_2017_SPCSA_Board_Meeting_S
upport_Docs/  
 

3) transcripts of the May hearing  
a. Included in DropBox Folder 

 
4) the written closing arguments and exhibits attached to the written closing arguments; and  

a. http://charterschools.nv.gov/News/August_23,_2017_SPCSA_Board_Meeting_S
upport_Docs/  
 

5) The NCA charter and charter amendment you sent me in response to my specific 
request.   

a. Included in DropBox Folder 
 
 
There are two legal pads of notes, notes Chair Guinasso took on MS word documents in 
preparation for both hearings, notes that he wrote on post-it and notes written onto 
documents.  Mr. Whitney has advised that these documents are not public records and do not 
need to be produced in response to Ms. Granier's request. 
 
 
lkgranier@hollandhart.com  



BRIAN SANDOVAL 
Governor 

STATE OF NEVADA PATRICK GAVIN 
Director 

 

 

 

STATE PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL AUTHORITY 
1749 North Stewart Street Suite 40 
Carson City, Nevada  89706-2543 

(775) 687 - 9174  ·  Fax: (775) 687 - 9113 
 
 
 

Amendment to the Charter Contract of 

Nevada Connections Academy  
 

Amendment Approved by the Governing Body of the Charter School 

And 

Nevada State Public Charter School Authority, the Charter School Sponsor 
 

1. Amendment: To operate  at 555 Double Eagle Court Suite 2000, Reno, NV 89521 

 

Date of Sponsor Approval: March 20, 2015  

Signature of Sponsor’s Authorized Designee:  

 

Date of Signature: ______ April 22, 2015______________________________ 

Page 1 of 1 
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BEFORE THE STATE PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL AUTHORITY

STATE OF NEVADA

VIDEOCONFERENCED PUBLIC HEARING

VOLUME I

THURSDAY, MAY 25, 2017

AGENDA ITEM NO. 1

PUBLIC COMMENT

RENO AND LAS VEGAS, NEVADA

THE BOARD:

JASON GUINASSO, Acting Chair (In Las Vegas)
ADAM JOHNSON, Chair/Member (In Las Vegas)

MELISSA MACKEDON, Vice Chair (In Las Vegas)
PATRICK GAVIN, Executive Director (In Las Vegas)

STAVAN CORBETT, Member (In Las Vegas)
NORA LUNA, Member (Via telephone)
JACOB SNOW, Member (In Las Vegas)

DAVID GARDNER, Member (In Las Vegas)

FOR THE BOARD:

GREG OTT, Deputy Attorney General (In Las Vegas)
ROBERT WHITNEY, Deputy Attorney General (In Las Vegas)

DANNY PELTIER, Management Analyst I (In Reno)
TANYA OSBORNE, Administrative Assistant III (In Reno)

FOR NEVADA CONNECTIONS ACADEMY:

LAURA GRANIER, Esq. (In Las Vegas)

Reported by: STEPHANI L. LODER, CCR #862
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RENO/LAS VEGAS, NEVADA, THURSDAY, MAY 25, 2017; 8:01

A.M.

-o0o-

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: So we will call the meeting to

order at 8:01 a.m. We'll start with roll call.

Member Snow.

MEMBER SNOW: Present.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Vice Chair Mackedon.

VICE CHAIR MACKEDON: Here.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Member Guinasso.

MEMBER GUINASSO: Present.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Member Luna.

MEMBER LUNA: I'm here on the phone, present.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Wonderful. So we have a

quorum. Can we stand for the Pledge of Allegiance.

[Pledge of allegiance recited.]

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: All right. So we have quite a

bit of public comment that's already signed in down south.

So I imagine the same is true for Reno. So what we will

do is we will take ten from the south, ten from the north,

which should equate to 30 minutes per, and rotate like

that until we take our we'll first break. All right.

First up, we have -- now call -- I guess it's
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only one microphone. So I'll call Steve Werlein, who is

the school leader.

STEVE WERLEIN: Good morning, Mr. Chair, members

of the Authority. I'm here today obviously on behalf of

the school community, Nevada Connections Academy, that

I've been honored to serve for the last almost four years.

And I'm here quite simply to start this off by

asking that you, as board members, listen to everything,

all the voices, all the data, and make an objective

decision based on that information.

When the Authority raised concerns about our

four-year adjusted cohort graduation rate, we listened.

We improved. That one data point is what has gotten us

here.

We hope that you are able to not only acknowledge

our challenges, but help us celebrate our successes and

provide us support to improve even further.

I ask that you consider the need that our school

fills. I ask you to consider that we work with all

students across the spectrum and also to acknowledge the

fact that, again, we would not be here if our school

turned away students who have been discarded by so many

other schools across the state of Nevada.

I want you to hear the voices of our families, of
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our staff, and I want you to realize, more importantly,

that our students, whether they're in kindergarten or 12th

grade, are much more than sad, pathetic stories. Thank

you.

(Applause.)

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Joe Thomas.

MR. PELTIER: Member Johnson, this is Danny up in

Reno. We remind everyone to spell their name at the

beginning.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Thank you, Danny.

JOE THOMAS: Joe Thomas, high school principal.

J-O-E, T-H-O-M-A-S.

Thank you, Chairman Johnson and members of the

board, for hearing us today. I hope you are coming to us

with an open mind and listen very closely to the stories

of our families and the data that we're going to present.

I wanted to talk about something that Member

Guinasso asked Director Gavin in the January 2017 board

meeting. Member Guinasso asked two simple but very

important questions to Director Gavin.

He asked: How many high school students does

Nevada Connections Academy serve? Director Gavin could

not answer.

Member Guinasso then followed up with: How
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many -- roughly, how many students come to Nevada

Connections Academy credit-deficient? Again, Director

Gavin did not know but said that we do not have high

enough credit-deficient students or at-risk students to be

considered for an alternative framework.

Director Gavin was correct on that. We do not

meet the 75 percent threshold that's required for an

alternative high school. However, in 2016, 49 percent of

our students enrolled with us in the 2016 cohort were

credit deficient. 49 percent.

So when you're looking at a four-year cohort

rate, it's very easy to see that when 49 percent of your

students come to you off track, it's very hard to meet a

60 percent graduation rate threshold.

Furthermore, I think it's important to note that

Director Gavin has been directing this board to close

Nevada Connections Academy, and he does not even know how

many students we serve or how many students come to us

credit-deficient.

Lastly, I'd just like to read a credit policy

change from one of large high schools in Nevada. Excuse

me. Sorry.

We have changed our credit policy beginning with

the class of 2012. We will no longer be able to make up
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failed credit at the school. If your student loses credit

in a class due to failing the semester, he or she will be

expected to make up credit in an alternative location.

Students who do not make up the credit will not graduate.

The counseling office has information about

credit retrieval programs such as summer school and

independent study. If students are in danger of failing a

class for the semester, it is recommended that they will

take advantage of after-school tutoring. If you have any

questions, please contact the counseling office.

So that's actually from a school that we've

received a lot of credit-deficient students from, and we

are proud to say that we are actively working to

reengaging these students. Thank you.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Thank you.

(Applause.)

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Maryanne Pochowski.

MARYANNE POCHOWSKI: Thank you, ladies and

gentlemen. My name is Maryanne Pochowski,

P-O-C-H-O-W-S-K-I. I'm here today with my son, Joshua,

and my grandson.

He's been a student -- my son has been a student

with NCA for two years. He started out, he was born into

the foster care system severely drug-involved. His
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disabilities were identified, and he was registered

through Child Find because of his health issues, and he

started public school at three. He went through the early

child intervention, and he went through first grade and

second grade, as well as kindergarten.

At the end of second grade -- well, actually,

about halfway through his second grade, we realized he

couldn't read or write. And when we brought this up,

he -- we were told that his IEP identified his

disabilities as being hypertropic cardiomyopathy and

hydronephrosis, which are two life-threatening conditions,

but didn't affect the fact that he was also designated

ADHD, bipolar, and autism spectrum disorder.

They insisted on continuing to promote him into

the third grade. I know the model for third grade. It's

we hand you a book, read it, and tell us what you read.

It doesn't work that way. He was -- he couldn't read. So

we continued to set him up for failure.

I was able to fight the school district to be

able to get him held back, and then I immediately pulled

him out and put him in NCA.

The teachers in the NCA -- he's in a special ed

program there. He has a phenomenal special ed teacher

he's had for the two years he's been there. This child
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who could not read or write is going into the fourth grade

a straight A student because of all --

(Applause.)

MARYANNE POCHOWSKI: He has tremendous support

from the teachers, from the administrative staff. They

keep him on the ball.

Now, I'm lucky enough to have fabulous insurance,

and he gets ABA therapy 15 hours a week. Most of these

parents in this room do it by themselves.

I just want you to realize how important it is

for children who slip through the cracks to have this as

an option. Thank you.

(Applause.)

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: I'd like to note for the

record that Member Gardner is now present. And then

secondly, also, I did mentioned this initially, but all

comments will be limited to three minutes.

Next up, we have been Kimberly King, Lacey King,

and Lindzey King. And each one of you will have your

respective three minutes.

KIMBERLY KING: Kimberly King. K-I-M-B-E-R-L-Y,

K-I-N-G.

I'm in disbelief that here, in the year 2017,

when we have astronauts training for a mission to Mars,
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that I am having to ask to keep an online school open.

Our school is not different than any other public

school. We are held to the same standards, sometimes even

higher standards.

I don't know why you would think about closing a

school that, if you look at the students that have been

there, like mine, since kindergarten -- we have been here

for eight years -- that are academically excelling, they

will go through the school until 12th grade. When you

count those students, it's an 85 percent graduation rate

if you remove those credit-deficient students.

There's 3,200 families that have chosen this

school. We do not have to attend this school. We want to

attend this school. I'm asking for you to please stop

looking at us as a number. Look at us.

We have a four-star middle school. I live out in

a rural area. Those schools that I would have to choose

from if I didn't have this choice are very inferior to

this school. If you take this choice away from me, you'll

be asking me to place them in something inferior.

If you close this school, you'll be closing one

of the best academic choices available for the entire

state. So please, please stop looking at this flawed

graduation rate because it is really -- it's flawed.
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The school is outstanding. I want my children to

continue through 12th grade. They will be able to take AP

courses. She wants to be a biologist. Those AP courses

are not available at my high school where I live. So

you're going to be taking away her future if you do this.

Thank you.

(Applause.)

LINDZEY KING: My name is Lindzey King,

L-I-N-D-Z-E-Y, K-I-N-G. I'm in seventh grade, and I have

been in Connections Academy for eight years. My school

allows me to have my own schedule. I do not know if I

could live without this because my family travels all the

time.

Last year, my school was just -- last year, when

school was just starting, my family took an 11-day trip to

Lassen Volcanic National Park, the redwood forest,

San Francisco, and Disneyland.

At a brick-and-mortar school, this would be

simply impossible. But at Connections Academy, I'm

allowed to go at my own pace. I worked really hard ahead,

sometimes doing ten hours of school to make sure I would

not get behind during our trip.

This adventure was obviously educational, and now

I'm even considering a career studying the redwoods, an
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opportunity I would never have had in a brick-and-mortar

school.

Another reason my freedom of schedule is very

important to me is because my father works nights, and his

days off rotate. In other words, he rarely gets the

regular Saturday and Sunday off. If I attended a

brick-and-mortar school, I would never see my dad.

This school works around my way of life. Not

every family can follow the same schedule like a herd of

sheep. This is why my school is very important to me.

Please keep Connections Academy open. Thank you.

(Applause.)

LACEY KING: My name is Lacey King, L-A-C-E-Y,

K-I-N-G. I am in fourth grade now, and I have been in

this school since kindergarten.

I would be really upset if you close my school.

If you close my school, then I would probably never get to

see my dad because he works late at night. And I would

hardly get to see my sister because we would go to

different schools.

This school allows me to work ahead, and that is

prudent for my family because we go on lots of trips.

This school is perfect for me. Please don't shut my

school down.
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(Applause.)

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: And our final three south for

the time being will be Laura Sanda, Amanda Roller, and

Caitlin Droegemueller. Yes. So Laura Sanda will be

first.

LAURA SANDA: Good morning. My name is Laura

Sanda. L-A-U-R-A, S-A-N-D-A.

I've taught special education in a variety of

settings from rehabilitational behavioral schools to

maximum security adult prisons and everywhere in between,

including for CCSD.

I know firsthand how hard the job CCSD

administration has attempting to keep caseloads for

special education teachers within legal limits and making

teachers take on students that they don't even know

because we have to stay within those legal limits.

I wrote many an IEP for students I had no input

on because the overwhelming workload of teachers who never

had time to get to learn the deficits or the strengths of

a struggling student. As a result, I feel that those

students weren't serviced to the best of our ability at

CCSD simply because we were not able to, no matter how

hard the system was reconstructed.

At NCA, I have the opportunity to know every one
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of my students. I can tell you their strengths, their

weaknesses, and even their hobbies.

I have been afforded the opportunity to write

specific detailed IEPs that are tailored for each student

and have been able to supplement them by one-on-one

lessons and general education lessons geared towards the

needs of my students.

I've been able to create Virtual labs for math

and for science, and I create exploratory props for

English and engage the students in academic games for

school success skills.

The ability I now have to reach out and assist

ever single one of my students individually is incredible

and is something I cannot fathom being taken away.

The ability to talk to these general education

teachers, not only in grading but co-grading and

development of accommodations and goals with specific

input on each one of my kids, it's priceless.

NCA, for the special education student, is an

invaluable gift for us and for the students. And so I'm

begging you to please let us remain open. Thank you.

(Applause.)

AMANDA ROLLER: Hello. My name is Amanda Roller.

A-M-A-N-D-A, R-O-L-L-E-R.
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I am here representing my son who is a

third-grade student in NCA, and I would like to share his

story with you. Let me give you a little background.

We moved here three years ago, in the summer

between kindergarten and first grade. After a year and a

half being at his zoned brick-and-mortar school, I knew it

was not going to be a good fit. Basically, my son was

behind in reading.

He was a slow learner, and it was becoming a

problem, even though both his first- and second-grade

teacher enrolled him in RTI. And, as a parent, I enrolled

him in Kumon outside of school.

The pressure to be at a certain reading level and

fluency when not ready was beginning to get to my son. It

didn't matter that his vocabulary was outstanding along

with his comprehension. It mattered more that he was

lacking in the words per minute for whatever AR score he

got.

When his friends got to read chapter books in

class, he was denied them. At seven years old, he was

beginning to hate school.

Sorry. I'm very nervous.

He would come home, asking if he was going to

fail second grade. He kept hearing the words, "You're
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working really hard, but you're not good enough."

His self-confidence fell, and he eventually gave

up. He was failing second grade because he wasn't with

his peers.

After talking to his teachers, I realized that

their hands were tied, and no more could be done. I was

even denied testing him for a learning disability because,

in their eyes, he was improving.

It was then that I knew my son needed another

option, and the option was NCA. After a week starting

NCA, I saw a huge difference in him, and he loved school

again. It was amazing how he -- how, in a week, he

flourished. The pressure was off.

He ended up finishing his second semester of

second grade with A-B Honor Roll. Now, here we are in his

third-grade year. He finished A-B Honor Roll again his

first semester, and will be finishing A-B Honor Roll again

his second semester. He has at benchmark reading level,

and his accuracy with reading is at 97 percent.

If you close this school, you will be forcing my

child to go to a brick-and-mortar school, and it will be

detrimental to him. The kids need this school.

Recently my son fell into health issues. And had

he been at a brick-and-mortar school, it would have caused
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problems. He would have missed weeks of school getting

behind.

NCA let him work at his own pace. He was able to

work slower on his bad days and faster on his good days.

He is now officially caught up.

So please keep this in mind for not only my son,

but all the 3,000 students in Nevada Connections Academy.

Thank you.

(Applause.)

CAITLIN DROEGEMUELLER: Hi. My name is Caitlin

Droegemueller. C-A-I-T-L-I-N, D-R-O-E-G-E-M-U-E-L-L-E-R.

I have been with Connections Academy since the second

grade. It has helped me because I learn differently than

other children. Let me explain why.

My birth mom did drugs and alcohol while I was

still developing, and it changed the way my brain works.

Connections Academy helps me learn at my own pace, which,

by the way, is at grade level with As.

I also have Asperger's Syndrome and ADHD. It's

hard for me to sit and concentrate for long periods of

time. Connections Academy is my school. Please don't

close it. You'll be ruining my whole system of education.

This school is my family. They support me and

help me. I have great friends. If you take my school
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away, you take my family away, and you take my ability to

be able to learn and feel normal.

My teachers are very kind and supportive, and my

friends are helpful and supportive as well. I feel safer

here than at a brick-and-mortar school. They made me feel

like an outcast and like I didn't belong. Sometimes I

would come home and go to my room to cry. But here, it's

my safe haven. Even though I'm still the same, I feel

accepted here. I won't be able to learn as easily as I

would here.

I don't like brick-and-mortar schools. I am

almost in high school so if you close NCA, I won't be able

to learn as easy as I do here. In this environment, I

feel free to express myself.

The curriculum is challenging and interesting. I

have learned a lot from my lessons that teachers prepare.

I am able to engage in discussions with peers in some

lessons.

I am able to present in my own creative way with

technology. These things are all very helpful to me.

Please, this school is the best thing that ever

happened for me. Please don't close my school. Where

else can I go to school with my dog and family to support

me, walk out of class when I get frustrated to jump on a
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trampoline or run outside or catch bugs to relieve

frustration, have a collection of bugs sitting on your

desk, have the flexibility and have the time for sports,

or even take my computer to the park to do work?

If you keep my school open, I won't disappoint

you. I will stay through and graduate if you give me a

chance. Thank you for letting me speak today.

(Applause.)

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Danny, do you want to take the

next ten public comments from the north?

MR. PELTIER: Will do. All right. So I'll

announce three at a time. We have Theresa Anderson,

Whitney Bond, Dianne Karp.

TERESA ANDERSON: Hi. I am is Terresa Anderson.

T-E-R-R-E-S-A, A-N-D-E-R-S-O-N. And we joined Nevada

Connections Academy this school year, and my son is in the

eighth grade. We joined in October.

We switched schools because we weren't happy with

the traditional school. We had a hard time with Trey

being able to talk to the teachers and ask the teachers

things that they needed -- that he needed. And after two

years of frustration or one year and a half of

frustration, we decided to move him because it would just

be easier for him.
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So then he went to -- we started Nevada

Connections Academy. And -- sorry, I'm nervous.

And we learned that he was able to talk to his

teachers. He could communicate with them, web mail them,

ask them any questions he needed. He started to do better

in classes.

And so that's the biggest reason why we left the

school, but then come to find out it actually worked

better for his schedule. He's a dancer. He dances three

to four hours a night, four days a week. And then on

weekends he has competitions.

And so with his busy schedule, it's hard to fit

all -- everything in like with the regular schedule of

school, and so it just worked better for him. And now he

can work at his pace when he's ready. If he gets behind a

little bit because he has a day that's full of dancing and

he can't do the schoolwork, then he can work on it on the

weekends.

So that's one of the -- that's the biggest reason

why we really love this school. If you take it away from

him, it will change his life again. It will be hard for

him to be able stay caught up and get the good grades.

He is going to be working towards the honors

diploma next year, and I don't feel with this class
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schedules in regular schools, traditional schools, that he

would be able to do his activity, his competitive dance,

and keep up with schoolwork at the same time and at the

time fashion that they require it.

And this has made him excel and learn more and be

eager to learn and willing to ask the questions that he

needs to ask. So that is the reason why we would love to

stay in this school. And if you could keep Nevada

Connections Academy going, we would greatly appreciate

that. Thank you.

(Applause.)

WHITNEY VAUGHN: Whitney Vaughn reading on behalf

of Joycelina Hammonds, J-O-Y-C-E-L-I-N-A, H-A-M-M-O-N-D-S,

ninth grade at NCA.

NCA means a lot to me because before I joined

NCA, I had been living in California where I was born and

raised. I was going to public high school at the time,

and I had to be taken out of school due to struggles

mentally and emotionally.

I was going in and out of treatment facilities

for many months. And when I was discharged from my last

treatment, I moved here to Nevada to start the next step

in my recovery. I joined NCA because, emotionally, I

cannot go back to public school.
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NCA has been such a great blessing in my life and

part of my recovery. I honestly didn't believe I was

going to be able to catch up in school because how far

behind I was. But my support team at NCA pushed me and

gave me motivation to keep going. They've done so much to

make sure I reach my goal of graduating and catching up on

all of my credits.

They put me in credit recovery and supported me

in LiveLessons. When I felt like giving up, I was

reassured I'd be okay and that I'm going to make it to

reach my overall goal.

I've been with NCA for a year now, and I can say

I've made so much progress. I couldn't have made it this

far without NCA. I can't imagine losing NCA. Thank you.

(Applause.)

DIANNE KARP: Good morning. Dianne Karp,

D-I-A-N-N-E, K-A-R-P. Senior special education manager

and school psychologist.

I've been a special education manager at Nevada

Connections Academy since the school opened in 2007. I've

watched us grow from just under 200 students on the first

day of school to the over 3300 we have now.

In ten years, we've experienced growth and

change. The one item that has never changed is our
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dedication to school success.

Currently, we have 260 special education students

enrolled in our school from kindergarten through grade 12,

about eight percent of the total school population, which

mimics other Nevada schools.

Special education students have a high level of

school failure, which results in them often not completing

their high school education. I can list examples after

example of students who came to us who were discouraged

and credit-deficient, only to turn that around and find

success by graduating from high school, often with a

standard diploma.

Unfortunately, because of the system of

measurement, many of these successful individuals are

counted as dropouts either because they graduated out of

cohort or because they earned an adjusted diploma, which

currently is counted as a dropout even when the student

completes his or her education within four years.

As an aside, I personally find this to be

appalling and likely a violation of IDEA. Notably,

students on an IEP or not who graduate with a certificate

of attendance are not, by Nevada statute, to be counted as

dropouts.

Students with an adjusted diploma can and do
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attend college. Students with a certificate of attendance

cannot.

But some of our special education students do not

graduate late. Many of them get caught up and graduate

with their cohort. Many, including some this year,

graduate a semester early with a standard diploma.

Over the years, numerous families have told me

stories about how other virtual charters have denied

enrollment to them. Other families tell me that their

zoned schools use their virtual programs as academies and

deny access to students on an IEP.

I have come to believe them, as in ten years, the

names of the schools and the reasons for denial have not

changed. Those students come to us because we do not deny

admission to anyone, not only because to do so would not

follow the law, but because to do so would not be right.

For the students who find success with Nevada

Connections Academy where they have not found it anywhere

else, do not close our school. Support our young citizens

as they find an alternate way to becoming successful young

adults. Thank you.

(Applause.)

MR. PELTIER: Our next three will be Amanda

Easley, speaking on behalf of Mariah Hiett, Alissa
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Gardner, Robin Bort.

AMANDA EASLEY: Good morning. I am Amanda

Easley, and I am speaking on behalf of Mariah Hiett --

M-A-R-I-A-H, H-I-E-T-T -- a 12th-grade student at NCA.

It breaks my heart to hear that Connections

Academy may be closing. This school truly changed my

life, and it gave me opportunities to do things I never

thought that I could do. The teachers are amazing, and

even though it's an online school, it's also a public

school.

This school made me feel more included than I

felt at any public school where you physically sit in a

classroom with other teachers and students. Constantly,

you are involved in discussions with your peers, and your

teachers make a huge effort to keep in contact with you

and make sure you're giving it your all.

Although you're in contact with the other peers,

in a way, Connections Academy makes me feel like I'm the

only student in the school. By this, I mean the staff is

doing everything they can to make sure I succeed. I just

know they make the other students feel they're the only

ones in the school as well.

If it weren't for all of these teachers showing

such interest in me and making me feel like I could do
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anything, I probably wouldn't be graduating on time.

Although I've had a busy schedule, my teachers have never

given me more than I can handle, and they always make sure

they do everything they can for me.

I was previously at a different online school,

and I never formed a connection with my teachers like I

did at this school. The staff is focused on helping every

one of their students. I've never experienced a school

where teachers cared so much.

When I came to Connections Academy, I thought

there is no way I can graduate on time, but they showed me

different. These ambitious teachers made me who I am

today.

Hearing that this school might goes breaks my

heart because there will be so many more students who need

the opportunity I have received from this school. There

will be students who want to graduate on time but don't

believe in themselves. If Connections Academy is shut

down, those students will be denied the help and

determination that this school gave me.

The curriculum is a little challenging, but not

too much to where I can't understand it and succeed. The

teachers even make the lessons interesting by adding

projects, portfolios, or activities.
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I hope you reconsider taking away Connections

Academy because this school is exactly what students who

lost their way need, a school that helps you see that you

can accomplish anything.

Sincerely, Mariah Hiett.

(Applause.)

ALISSA GARDNER: My name is Alissa Gardner,

A-L-I-S-S-A, G-A-R-D-N-E-R. I am a high school math

teacher here at Nevada Connections Academy, and I feel

that we serve a need in our state.

Schools have worked hard at raising their

graduation rate. Where do you think the students went so

that they could get their graduation rate -- graduation

rate higher? These students need a place to go.

We serve so many different needs at NCA. I have

students that play professional hockey, race cars,

gymnasts, cheerleaders, travelers, students with anxiety,

students who didn't feel safe at their previous school.

We serve a need.

If there is something we can do to improve, give

us a chance to work on it, to fix it, to improve. It

doesn't feel like you guys have supported us or tried to

help us, but have just said we should just be shut down.

Isn't there a process to follow?
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You state that our school just tells pathetic

stories that tug at people's hearts. These aren't just

stories. This is our community. The students that --

these students are our future. I want to help educate

them and help them be successful.

Most students come to our school because

traditional school's not working for them. Our state, our

students need options.

I have a parent that would like me to read on

their behalf, one of my students. Leah Clark is the mom.

L-E-A-H, C-L-A-R-K.

She said: I feel this school is amazing and a

wonderful opportunity to Alena because of her anxiety

issues. It's been wonderful to see her want to learn and

be excited for school.

She has only been at this school this semester

but has excelled, and her grades have improved. It is my

hope that the school remains open.

And if I can read for another parent. Donna

Jordan. D-O-N-N-A, J-O-R-D-A-N.

She says: I am Donna Jordan. I'm a grandmother

and a legal guardian of five children. All five are in

NCA.

I'm going to skip down to her last paragraph.
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She says: NCA, the school, is the best by far.

They brought the three oldest from failing to getting good

grades. They helped the oldest catch up in her credits.

No help to another school. The other two improved.

My IEP student, he has As, Bs, and Cs. I have

two more: one in first, one in kindergarten.

Kyle started kindergarten at NCA. Kudos to

Mrs. Thomas. Kyle is ADHD. Let's see. Is now in first

grade and on the principal's list for Honor Roll.

Aleya is in kindergarten. She was held back due

to struggling at her previous school. NCA held her back a

year. I was not happy, but they were right.

Alyssa has As and Bs. She was also on the Honor

Roll.

Let's see here. I'm going to skip down to the

bottom.

If you want children to get a great education and

want to go to college like mine and every other child in

NCA, then leave it alone. Go use NCA as a great example

for other schools, especially the Nevada brick-and-mortar

who gives horrible educations. That's where you should be

looking.

NCA takes in children like mine and turns them

around. I thank God for NCA. Please, I beg you, let them
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teach our children. The only place we have to go is me

home-schooling on my own.

Sincerely, Donna Jordan.

(Applause.)

ROBIN BORT: My name is Robin Bort. I'm reading

on behalf of Myriah Joy Grabish. M-Y-R-I-A-H,

G-R-A-B-I-S-H.

To the opponents who are trying to close my

school, my name is Mariah Grabish, and I am going to be

17 years old. I am an A and B student, and I very much

look forward to graduating from Connections Academy. But

I cannot follow my dreams if opponents of my school are

trying to close it based on limited information and

short-sighted, flimsy graduation statistics.

Whatever you hope to gain from this decision, be

it personal or political, it is wrong. Connections is a

school for many who have no choice such as those who face

bullying in other schools, students who live in remote

areas with no schools nearby, or people who have no hope

of earning enough credits to graduate.

This is my third year at Connections Academy.

Because of the wonderful teachers and the concise,

easy-to-understand courses, I am learning everything I am

being taught quickly and easily. I am also earning good
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grades, hardly ever dropping below B minus.

I hope to keep using Connections to graduate and

earn the credits I need to become a nurse someday. Just

the thought of anyone trying to close down my dream makes

me livid. I cannot willingly allow anyone to throw away

my future like that, not without a fair fight.

Your argument for closing this nationwide academy

is that our graduation rates are down. I'm asking you,

did you do anything to really investigate how our school

is doing, or do you just stare at the numbers all day?

Math presents facts. Yes. But it does nothing to reveal

the truth of the matter or the heart of the cause.

In truth, our school accepts students that have

been rejected by other schools, schools that reject them

to keep their own graduation rates high. Other schools

only take students who are sure to graduate, but our

school takes students that have been turned down and gives

them hope of graduating, even if it's later than usual.

The kindness our school presents is the same

thing that makes the math look so bad. Will you close a

school that does not discriminate against students based

on grades? Will you, yourselves, discriminate against a

school that has a low grade for a very good reason?

If I were in your shoes, I would look at the
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heart of a cause not the math. There is a fine line

between doing what is right and doing what is wrong.

Closing our school is the worst decision --

MR. PELTIER: Three minutes.

ROBIN BORT: -- anyone can make, and thousands of

students will have no place to go. Myriah Joy Grabish.

(Applause.)

MR. PELTIER: I'll announce the final four for

the north. Larissa Gorton, Leila Gorton, Rebecca Gorton,

Victoria Neer.

LARISSA GORTON: Hello. My name is Larissa

Gorton. L-A-R-I-S-S-A, G-O-R-T-O-N. I am a fifth grader

at Nevada Connections Academy. I want to take a few

minutes to tell why you I love my school.

I have been a student with NCA for two years, and

I love it. There are many reasons why I love NCA, and I'd

like to share a few.

I love NCA because I can do school at my own

pace. I also get more one-on-one attention from my

teachers, which I did not get at a brick-and-mortar

school.

I also love NCA because I can do school anywhere

I have internet. This is important because my family

travels a lot. We can take our school with us, and we
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don't have to miss out on school or quality family time.

Two other things I love about my school is that,

at NCA, I don't have to deal with bullying.

Unfortunately, I was bullied. But thankfully, I don't

have to think about that anymore. I feel safe here. I

also know that brick-and-mortar schools don't have much

room or enough teachers. Where could I go to attend?

I have attended two other schools, but I did not

like them like I like NCA. Nevada Connections Academy has

given me the freedom to do school the way I want. And I

ask you, please save my school. Thank you.

(Applause.)

LEILA GORTON: Hi. My name is Leila Gorton.

L-E-I-L-A, G-O-R-T-O-N.

I am a fourth grader at Nevada Connections

Academy, and this is my second year. If Connections

Academy closed, it would make me unhappy because at a

brick-and-mortar school, I was bullied, and that did not

make me feel good. Also, I was not challenged in my

schoolwork. Now I have not been bullied and feel I will

not be.

At Connections Academy, I have been challenged.

And when I need help with something, I can have one-on-one

LiveLessons with my teacher to help me. And I get to do
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so many fun field trips.

Also, I can bring my schoolwork wherever I go.

Thank you for your time, and please me save my school.

(Applause.)

REBECCA GORTON: My name is Rebecca Gorton.

R-E-B-E-C-C-A, G-O-R-T-O-N. And these are my three

amazing daughters.

We went from private schools -- we went to two

different private schools, and I have home-schooled my

children as well. And we actually pulled our children

from a private school where we paid thousands of dollars

to send them to so that they could attend NCA. We love

this school.

My husband works and travels a lot, and we need

to be able to stay together as a family. When we were at

the traditional brick-and-mortar school, we were not able

to stay together. My husband would travel; we'd be apart

for a week or so.

Here, my children are able to take their laptops

and all their schoolwork, their books, their amazing kits

that they get as well with them so that they can have the

tools and their teachers' support right there, wherever we

are, whatever hotel room, whatever national park or

vacation, Disneyland. We've done it all.
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That would not be a possibility if we stayed in

the brick-and-mortar school. Our kids are challenged, and

they love their teachers. And they have very personal

relationships with each of their teachers. It's not just

do this, do that. They know what my kids like. They know

their personalities. They know their strengths and their

weaknesses.

You'd be taking that away from them because I

feel that even though they had good educations before,

they are having a great education now. And yeah, I'm -- I

don't know what we're going to do if you close this

school.

This school is our best option, and I feel that

in the area that we live in, there are no other options

for us. So please save this school. Thank you.

(Applause.)

VICTORIA NEER: Hello. My name is Victoria Neer,

N-E-E-R. I'm the high school assistant principal here at

Nevada Connections Academy, and I will be reading on

behalf of one of my former students, Myriah Grabish. She

sent me a last-minute request.

We meet again in word form. Unfortunately, for

personal reasons, I was unable to attend this meeting.

However, thanks to the efforts of my teachers and vice
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principal, my voice will be heard.

It causes me great heartache to know that the

very people who claim to look out for my best interests

and the best interests of the State are the same people

who are attempting to destroy the only school that has

ever given me hope of achieving my dreams.

Before I attended Nevada Connections Academy, I

was but a young, depressed, and hopeless teenager. Now,

thanks to the efforts of my parents and my most wonderful

and patient teachers, I am an aspiring nurse and writer.

But my world has yet again been disturbed by the

dark doubt that the Charter School Authority has spread in

relation to my school's future.

Were it not for Connections Academy, I would not

have been able to earn my driver's license and would not

be able to seek a job in order to pay for the

responsibilities required of a young adult.

Connections Academy has not just taught me the

basic knowledge needed to succeed in life. The school has

also given me the tools I need to achieve a successful

life. Because of the flexible schedule and easily

understandable courses offered to me, I am allowed to

pursue a more complicated life than most teenagers my age.

The people of Connections Academy who teach me
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and learn with me are also the most encouraging people I

have ever met. Without them, my life would be tasteless.

I implore you to see our side of this matter that

has threatened the school and open your mind to the fact

that we will not just pass away and be forgotten.

Connections Academy deserves to live on and

continue teaching the generations of tomorrow. Thank you.

(Applause.)

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: All right. We will come back

down south, and we have three up. Diana Thompson,

Jonathan Simmonds, and Sharon Simmonds are the first

three.

DIANA THOMPSON: Hi. My name is Diana Thompson.

I have four children that I adopted out of foster care.

All have special needs. One of them you already met,

Caitlin.

My first child, who is 17 years old now, started

in Connections Academy when she was in the sixth grade.

She was having difficulty in writing.

When she left Connections Academy to go to a

brick-and-mortar high school of her choice -- she wanted

to have the high school experience -- she was given an

award for a writing assignment in her biology honors class

on an 11th-grade rubric. I thank Connections Academy for
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allowing her to get that far ahead in her writing ability.

My next student is Caitlin, who you just met.

She was born addicted to drugs. She has flourished at

this school. You can't take this away from her. She has

done so well. She did not speak until she was -- she

wouldn't talk to anybody until she was almost five.

You see her up here speaking in front of people.

She did not do that.

She has had teachers at this school that have

called her on the weekends because they realize she's

doing extra work.

I have two other students. One is in the third

grade. When he started, he didn't speak. He was so

ridden with anxiety that he would not even talk to the

microphone on the computer to read things to the teacher.

Nobody in front of him; just a speaker, and he wouldn't

talk.

Through speech therapy, they were able to get him

talking, and he completed the first and second grade in

one year. He's now in the third grade.

My other child is hearing-impaired. He is now in

the first grade. He gets on LiveLessons with his teacher

so he can lip read so he doesn't -- if he misses

something, he is able to see her talking. She does this
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individually for him. Where else is he going to get that?

He gets extra help just because he needs it.

All of my kids have challenges, different needs,

and every one of them has flourished at this school. If

you take this away, it will be very difficult for each one

of my children with all their different special needs to

get where they need to go. Please don't take this away

from them. Thank you.

(Applause.)

JONATHAN SIMMONDS: Hi. My name is

Jonathan Simmons. That's J-O-N-A-T-H-A-N,

S-I-M-M-O-N-D-S.

I'm a parent of an 11th-grade student at NCA.

And previously, my daughter went to LVA school. She had

qualified to go to that school, which is actually one of

the number one schools in Nevada. Actually United States.

And the very first day she was there, she was

told by the counselor -- she'd just got in -- if she

didn't pull her socks up, she would be out; she wouldn't

last very long.

Every single day she was upset leaving that

school. She was really going inwards, and it was

horrible. And we made her stay there for a year because

we said, "Otherwise, you're going to a regular school."
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And anyway, we found the online school. We went

to number of different -- saw previews for particular

online schools. And we chose this one, and she

flourished. She went from a C student to a As and Bs

honorary student, and she's looking to go on to college

and university.

She just loves her school. She loves working at

her own pace. And she's a great kid because of this

school. She's got so much confidence, and she does -- we

want to keep this school open.

And I think it's wrong that you look at a school

by saying -- they take everybody. Everyone they take;

there's no one turned down.

Other schools turn students down if they don't

think they're going to graduate and they're out. They'll

counsel them out, is the polite word they use, which is

wrong.

I want to keep this open. I'll do my best to do

so. Thank you.

(Applause.)

SHARON SIMMONDS: Hi. My name is Sharon

Simmonds. S-H-A-R-O-N, S-I-M-M-O-N-D-S. My husband just

spoke mostly for us.

It was really difficult every day driving my
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daughter to the brick-and-mortar high school for ninth

grade. Every day, I would drive her there. And as I

would drop her off, she would just be in tears and crying.

And it was so difficult to push her out of the car and

just say, "Go on. Just give it your best shot."

And we would see her grades just slide down. And

when I would call the teachers there to ask, "Is there

anything that you could do?" They would say to me that's

my responsibility. I need to go home, and I need to teach

her and go over everything that she had learned.

I'm not a teacher. I didn't have even have any

of the materials there. They didn't send books home. So

it was really difficult for me to help her. All I just

saw her was just struggling along.

When we came to Nevada Connections Academy, the

first start of it, it was a little bit difficult. She

said, "I don't understand this." I could actually go on

to computer, turn it on, and go through the lesson with

her. I could see exactly the LiveLesson that was

prerecorded and find out exactly what was being taught and

to help her.

Now, I don't have to help her at all. All I have

to help her now is deciding which college that she would

like to go to.
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She's in honors classes. She is flourishing and

doing extremely well. If she were to have stayed at that

high school that she was at, which was one of the top high

schools here, there would be no way that she would ever be

going to college. She wouldn't have made it.

And so I'm so proud to say that she will be in

college and that you just have to keep this school open.

There's so many kids that would not have been able to

graduate or to follow in these kind of footsteps.

So please, consider keeping this high school

open. Thank you.

(Applause.)

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Then we'll have Lisa Malabago,

Kim and D.J. Arkerson, and then Jamie Smith.

LISA MALABAGO: My name is Lisa Malabago.

M-A-L-A-B-A-G-O. I'm the manager of counseling services

at Nevada Connections Academy. I manage a team of five

licensed school counselors and six licensed high school

teachers who work with our students.

My counselors do not counsel students away from

our school. Instead, they review their transcripts. They

put together graduation recovery plans. They talk to them

about their post-graduation goals, and they show that they

truly care and are concerned about their students.
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I've had many students comment that they've never

had a counselor care as much as they've seen their

counselors care at NCA.

My academic success coaches, which are my six

licensed teachers, work with our credit-deficient

population. They call their students twice a month. They

implement positive behavior interventions and supports.

They provide tough love when needed. They hound those

students when needed to hold them accountable for their

work.

Their goal is to see those students achieve

credits, but also achieve their future goals in life.

One of the things that really bothers me the

most, as I've heard several times in these charter

meetings, that we only see three or four out of ten

students graduate from our school. So I want to kind of

set the record straight on that myth. I'm going to talk

about the six or seven that you're saying don't graduate.

Five of them from last year graduated in January.

32 of them are graduating this June. Two of them are

graduating this summer. Five are graduating next

December. Three are graduating in spring. And only two

of our 2,016 cohort kids that are currently enrolled are

not likely to graduate.
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So those kids are graduating. It's just not in

that cookie cutter four years.

We cannot continue to not count students who have

overcome great difficulties and earned their diplomas. We

have to stop saying that kids who graduated late are

nongraduates and stop punishing schools like NCA for

taking kids who have no hope of graduating on cohort and

are being literally pushed out of their schools.

We have to change the mindset of agencies who

want to hold us accountable for credit deficiencies that

happened at a local school.

I just enrolled a student this semester who

completed three and a half years at his local school. He

won't graduate in June. His new target is December

of 2017.

The school who failed him will face no

repercussions for him. We will have him added as a

dropout, not because he's dropping out, but because he was

pushed to us, we accepted him with open arms, and put

together a plan to get him his high school diploma.

Voting to close NCA sends a message. It says

education isn't worthwhile unless you finish in the

cookie-cutter pattern, every student in four years.

On behalf of all of our late graduates that I
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must say I'm very proud to work with, I say let us be

counted.

(Applause.)

KIM ARKERSON: Hello. Kim Arkerson, my son D.J.,

A-R-K-E-R-S-O-N. So this is my NCA story.

I am a mom and a teacher at Nevada Connections

Academy. Over the course of my time here, I've heard

countless stories, as you have today, of why some of our

families look for another option for their children's

education.

My child's school failed him. My child was not

learning. I have no idea what my child was learning. My

child was not in a good situation. No matter the story,

my heart broke for these families, as yours may be today.

Every child deserves a good experience. Every

child deserves a good teacher. This year, I found myself

in a similar situation.

My fourth grader was regressing academically,

socially, and emotionally. He was just going through the

motions of attending school. He was, for lack of a better

term, wasting away in fourth grade.

Regardless of multiple conferences or requests,

my son's fourth-grade experience was miserable with little

chance of improvement. At the start of the second
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semester, my husband and I enrolled our oldest in Nevada

Connections Academy. We immediately noticed the

differences. More importantly, our son noted the

differences.

His teacher treated him like he mattered. The

curriculum was challenging and rigorous. The

opportunities are endless. Field trips? Amazing.

LiveLessons, electives, clubs, just so much at his

fingertips with just a computer and a phone.

As a parent, it is my responsibility to make

decisions that ensure that my children have the best

possible experiences and are provided with a top-notch

education. My son is now getting that because of our

action.

It is the Charter Authority's responsibility, I

quote, to ensure opportunities for learning and access to

quality education. End quote.

Right now, NCA is providing this to so many

families in Nevada.

(Applause.)

JAMIE SMITH: Jamie Smith, S-M-I-T-H.

Good morning, Chair Johnson, Authority members,

and staff. Today we are here to discuss the future of

Nevada Connections Academy, a school that I am proud to
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work for and a school that has provided an excellent

education for thousands of Nevada families since 2007.

NCA is unique because the school allows educators

to work directly with students and families and define a

personalized learning approach that will foster students'

success, regardless of their circumstances, challenges, or

past experiences.

The school provides a rigorous curriculum that

places the emphasis on lifelong learning, technology

skills, and the development of student grit.

The staff is dedicated to all students and their

families and to bettering the educational opportunities

for all Nevada students.

The fact we are here today to consider closing

this school is disheartening and, frankly, sad. In my

opinion, this body has taken an action based on not

performance of the school as a whole, but on a single data

point that has been demonstrated to be inaccurate at best

and not compliant with recently accepted federal

guidelines at worst.

Still, the most troublesome part of this hearing

is that this body has not engaged this school or its

stakeholders in any meaning way throughout this process.

As a school outreach coordinator, I've had the
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opportunity to work directly with students, families,

staff, and administration of NCA, and I have seen

firsthand the hard work, dedication, and perseverance all

involved with the school and put forth for students to

succeed. Sadly, none of you have seen this.

I'd like to read from the Charter School

Performance Framework constructed by the Authority staff

and adopted by this body. In section 4 of the framework,

the document outlines the best practices the Authority

will take when reviewing school performance.

Paragraph 4 of section 4 reads: Site visits

afford a sponsor with an opportunity to appreciate a

qualitative aspect of the school not directly measured in

ways other than observation or personal interaction.

The Authority has two types of official site

visits: midterm review and targeted. The midterm review

site visit is guided by a clear purpose and rubric that

complements the quantitative findings.

To my knowledge, not a single member of this

Authority nor its staff has visited the school throughout

this process, nor have they attended any school functions

or spoken directly with any teachers, parents, or

students.

I have personally extended invitations to
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virtually all of our school activities this year,

including our Read Across America event in March which

featured Coach Tony Sanchez and State Senator Julia Ratti

reading to our students, our Champions Against Bullying

kickoff event in October, our monthly Read to Succeed

events, and our countless in-person tutoring and test

preparation sessions.

Not only did nobody from the Authority or staff

attend any of these events, but I never --

MR. PELTIER: Three minutes.

JAMIE SMITH: -- received a single reply of any

kind to my invitations. Yet here we are.

MR. PELTIER: Three minutes.

JAMIE SMITH: The Authority is holding a hearing

to close the school. Thank you.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Thank you.

(Applause.)

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: I'm going call our last four

from down south. So Cheyenne Malley, Frank Malley,

Veronica and Jessica -- and Jesse Berry, and Glenn -- I

think that's Cat -- Cate? Rate? Glenn Raitt.

FRANK MALLEY: Hello. My name is Frank Malley,

M-A-L-L-E-Y. My family has been with Nevada Connections

Academy for seven years now. My girls weren't being
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challenged in brick-and-mortar schools to the point where

my younger daughter was a teacher's assistant in

kindergarten and first grade.

We asked to move her up a grade so she could

learn. During her first grade, she took a test to see how

well she knew everything that a second grader knows at the

end of their school year. She scored over 70 percent on

it, and they were okay with having her waste her time in a

classroom for another year, not learning anything, or at

least knowing most of what was going to be taught to her.

I wanted my girls to be challenged so I looked

into other options. Nevada Connections Academy was the

answer to my educational problems. My girls are achieving

so much more than they would have in any other public

school.

The rigorous classes have benefitted my family

more than I could have ever imagined. The teachers are

readily available for students, and learning can be done

at a faster pace, or kids can get help with an issue very

quickly without having to wait till the next class

meeting.

I also saw the scores compared to other schools

and noticed our math scores were low compared to other

schools. My girls haven't been able to take part in any
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of these statistics because they are in advanced classes.

If all of our GT students were allowed to take those

tests, those scores would be much different. Thank you

very much.

(Applause.)

CHEYENNE MALLEY: Hello. My name is Cheyenne

Malley. C-H-E-Y-E-N-N-E, M-A-L-L-E-Y. And I love

Connections Academy. Because of this school, I am able to

study high school Chinese and American Sign Language.

(Speaking Chinese.)

CHEYENNE MALLEY: I've studied the Chinese

language for seven years now. I'm three years ahead in

math. I have finished two years of sign language this

year, and I did second and third grade in one year, which

means I am one year ahead of my peers to begin with.

I was able to do all of this because of Nevada

Connections Academy. If I went to a regular school, I

probably wouldn't have advanced my schooling at all. I

wouldn't have had the opportunity to complete second and

third grade in the same year. I wouldn't be three years

ahead in math. I wouldn't be fluent in Chinese or study

American Sign Language. I wouldn't have eight high school

credits at 13 years old.

But I am able to do all of this because the
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school allowed me to. Plus, because of this school, I

will be studying Chinese at UNLV next year as a

13-year-old high school freshman. This is why this school

means so much to me.

(Applause.)

CHEYENNE MALLEY: And I hope, in the future, it

will do the same for other kids like me.

(Speaking Chinese.)

CHEYENNE MALLEY: Thank you.

(Applause.)

VERONICA BERRY: Hi. My name is Veronica Berry.

V-E-R-O-N-I-C-A, B-E-R-R-Y. My son Jesse was diagnosed

with Asperger's syndrome while he was in third grade. The

torment and bullying he had to endure while at traditional

public school was more than any child is capable of

handling.

As his mother, I was struggling with sending him

to school because I knew what was happening and thought I

had no choice because the teachers, counselors,

administrators, and specialists all told me the same

thing. With Asperger's, he lacked social skills, and if

you take him out of public school, it will cause him more

harm socially. So I did what I was told was the right

thing to do.
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His teachers really didn't know how to handle him

because he didn't fit in. His desk was always located in

the back of the room, sometimes facing the wall, sometimes

behind something, so he wouldn't disturb the class.

His daily schoolwork was sent home with him to be

completed with my help because the teachers didn't have

time to help him complete it during class. So between

third and sixth grade, I spent countless hours in

classrooms, counselors' offices, deans' and principals'

offices because the way he was treated by everyone, the

staff included.

I knew when he entered junior high our journey

was about to become more difficult, but we were in no way

prepared for what was to come. The threats on his safety

and his life became so much worse. I had to get police

involvement because the administration, once again, failed

him. As I found out later, he was considering ending his

life to make it stop.

It was at that point, when I thought I had

nowhere else to turn, I found Connections Academy. I

didn't care that I was doing what all the professionals

told me not to do. I had to protect him, and I enrolled

him in Connections for seventh grade. He's now in 11th

grade, and from day one, his life has changed.
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Connections Academy literally saved his life.

The rebuilding of his self-confidence has been a work in

progress, and it continues to this day. He is excelling

in school, has made new friends, and has a very active

social life. He had none of this in traditional public

school.

The threat of Connections Academy closing and our

decisions to bring back all the bad memories associated

with him attending traditional public school was not an

easy decision at all. I've worked very hard to undo all

the damage caused by him attending traditional public

school.

I've spent nearly five years telling him that he

never has to worry about going back to traditional public

school again, and he doesn't have to worry about anyone

ever hurting him. And he doesn't need to be afraid

anymore.

Unfortunately, the memories and feelings have

come flooding back to him. He talks daily about horrible

things that were said and done to him. He talks about the

feelings of depression and loneliness. He had horrible

thoughts of ending his life.

He has nightmares about being bullied. Just

driving past the middle school he attended causes him to
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have panic attacks. We are reliving the nightmares that

we thought were gone for good.

There's no way he could ever return to

traditional public school. There are so many reasons why

parents have chosen Connections Academy for their

children. For us, and so many like us, the traditional

public school has failed us.

MR. PELTIER: Three minutes.

VERONICA BERRY: For him, like many others, it's

their last option. If you can make a difference in the

life of one child, then it's worth it.

Our story is real, not a sad, pathetic --

MR. PELTIER: Three minutes.

VERONICA BERRY: -- story made up to tug at

people's heartstrings like some would have you believe.

My son is going to graduate next year.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Thank you so much. Three

minutes.

(Applause.)

JESSE BERRY: My name is Jesse Berry, J-E-S-S-E,

B-E-R-R-Y. I am in the 11th grade. I was taken out of

traditional brick-and-mortar school and enrolled in

Connections Academy after sixth grade for my safety.

Never felt safe at school. Every day I was bullied. Life
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was at risk. And they even -- and the principal even made

excuses for trying to -- for people who -- for people who

were bullying me. They did nothing to try and separate

them from my classes. They were in the same class. They

did nothing.

So taken out of school for my protection. Always

felt like I had nowhere to turn in school because I had no

friends. Some of my friends from elementary school have

even turned against me. And this is where -- and I was

about ready to -- I was about ready to end it, end it all.

I would be dropped off my near my first class

when you hear the bell ring. I'd get to class as quickly

as possible to prevent any bullying. And then I would --

and then I would be picked up near my last class. We were

both afraid of what has happened.

Ever since -- ever since I've enrolled in

Connections Academy, I have started getting good grades.

I go on a lot more field trips. I have friends, and I

found my best friend. No more bullying. No more feeling

unsafe.

I'm going to graduate next year from Connections

Academy. And the teachers are so helpful, I wouldn't have

been able to do it without them and my family. There is

no way this would have happened in a traditional
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brick-and-mortar school.

Please do not close this school and take away my

chance of graduating because, without Connections Academy,

there is no other option for me and others like me. If

this school closes, my hopes and dreams will vanish -- my

hopes and dreams of graduating will vanish along with this

school.

(Applause.)

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: As a reminder, if you are

unable to finish your testimony in three minutes, you are

able to submit it in writing, and we'll make sure the full

submission is entered into the record. Thank you.

GLENN RAITT: Hi. My name is Glenn Raitt.

G-L-E-N-N, R-A-I-T-T.

I had this whole speech all ready lined up for

you. After hearing all the stories, one thing that we're

not looking at here, schools right now are war zones. And

many of us choose to have our children in a safe

environment.

My son was a magnet student, gifted. By the end

of the seventh grade he was failing. I got him out of it.

I looked for other choices because he was shutting down.

And this is what's happening all over the state, is the

school systems are unable to handle so many students. And
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they can't handle so many in a classroom.

My son went from 15 to 20 students in grade

school to 45 students in a classroom. Teachers are given

45 minutes to teach our children a lesson five days a

week.

When these students, they go into middle school,

are expected to excel at college rates and expected to

change classes at college pace, by the time they actually

settle down and actually can listen to a teacher, they've

got a half an hour left to the class.

You have 45 minutes to teach these kids. That

gives you, on an average, one minute per student. And if

you have one student that needs to ask a question, they

get told, "Go ask your group."

My son was in an at-risk school. The at-risk

school we didn't find out that we enrolled him in was

listed magnet school.

So you know, not putting race or any kind of

minority type of thing in there, but you put a white kid

in an at-risk school with a group that is made up of

Hispanics and blacks, and you already set him up to fail.

When you send him to a teacher to ask a question,

the teacher sets him up to fail and to be bullied by his

own peer groups because he has to ask a question. Or you
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have kids in an at-risk school that don't want to be

there, and now you set him up to fail further.

My son, I can gladly say, is in 11th grade now.

He scored 76 percent in the state in his SATs.

MR. PELTIER: Three minutes.

GLENN RAITT: I don't -- that's all I got to say.

I ain't -- this is just bullshit.

(Applause.)

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: All right. We'll take our

next ten comments from the north. Danny.

MR. PELTIER: We have Theresa Norquist, Katy

Phillips on behalf of Jenny Claypool, and Robin Hughes.

UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE SPEAKER: Hello. I'm reading

on behalf of Aubrey Evitt Martin. A-U-B-R-E-Y, E-V-I-T-T,

M-A-R-T-I-N. This is a kindergartner family.

We love NCA for so many reasons. My

kindergartner and I have so much support in her schooling.

LiveLessons are so helpful and give her a sense of

independence. With NCA, we have the flexibility necessary

to make our family run well.

My daughter has special needs so she has 17 hours

of therapy alone. If she were in a bricks-and-mortar

school, she would not be able to make it to all of her

appointments, therapy, and still have time for fun.
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It has been more than amazing to be able to see

her and help her learn with NCA this year. I cannot

imagine her going to another school and, quite frankly, do

not want to. NCA is working for her and our family.

NCA's teachers are amazingly helpful. They take the time

to know her. That is priceless.

I can't ask for more from NCA's staff. I plan on

keeping her enrolled throughout high school because I feel

this is where she will flourish without any worry of the

bad influences, bullying, and distractions that come from

brick-and-mortar schools.

We need NCA to stay an option for our children.

Not every child learns at the same pace or in the same

way, and I've seen that NCA understands and supports that

in the students.

I could go on much longer, but I'm pretty sure I

got my point across.

(Applause.)

UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE SPEAKER: I'll be reading on

behalf of Jenny Claypool. J-E-N-N-Y, C-L-A-Y-P-O-O-L.

Hello. I'm writing in response to the hearing

that will be held on May 25th, 2017, by the Nevada State

Public Charter School Authority. It is my understanding

that this hearing will be to determine the future of
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Nevada Connections Academy. I am not able to attend the

hearing so I wanted to be sure my voice will be heard by

the written word.

My son Luke is currently a sophomore in high

school. He has attended schools in Dayton, Nevada since

kindergarten. While he's always done fairly well in

school, he has never thrived.

Upon entering high school, Luke's grades dropped

dramatically, and he mentioned online school on more than

one occasion. Luke's two older sisters did very well in

the traditional school setting, but, unfortunately, his

older brother decided to drop out of high school earlier

this calendar year.

As distressing as this was for me, it also

prompted me to look into other options for Luke so that he

would not continue to follow in the path my older son was

on.

I researched online schools and decided that

Nevada Connections Academy was our best choice. While I

was nervous about enrolling him and making such a change

to his schooling, I also decided that finishing off the

semester at NCA would give us both a good chance to

determine if online school would be a good fit.

Wow. I'm thrilled. Luke has enrolled with
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literally almost all Fs, and upon looking at his grades

today, he has almost all Bs. He is doing his schoolwork

religiously and participates in LiveLessons as well as

teacher phone calls as needed.

I cannot be more excited to see the change in

Luke's demeanor and thoughts about school and his comments

about how much he enjoys his online platform. I am a

hundred percent sure that I will reenroll him for the

2017-2018 school year.

I was saddened to hear that NCA is under

consideration for closure. From what I have read,

graduation rates are suffering. I do not know the makeup

of students enrolled in NCA, but I can bet that had it not

been for this NCA opportunity, my son Luke would have most

likely been a statistic like his brother.

I want to do what I can for Luke and also show

others how powerful of a tool NCA can be under the right

circumstances for the right students. Thank you.

(Applause.)

ROBIN HUGHES: My name is Robin Hughes.

R-O-B-I-N, H-U-G-H-E-S.

I'm a special education teacher at NCA, working

with students who are about to or should have already

graduated. One of our sayings in special education is:
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Progress, not perfection.

Two sad, pathetic stories come immediately to

mind. Both came to us in what should have been their

11th-grade year, but with credits of a 10th grader.

Although they had been in high school two and a half

years, each had only earned a year and a half's worth of

credits. Why?

Even without learning disabilities or emotional

issues, it's hard to find the dangling participle or

multiply polynomials when you're stuck in a building,

you're afraid to use the bathroom because who might be

lurking there.

You will never be able to remember the name and

function of each organ in the respiratory system or all 50

state capitols if you are constantly distracted by other

students in an overcrowded classroom, even if you don't

have concentration issues.

In our setting, these two students were able to

focus on their lessons and, in the end, were able to

graduate with only one extra semester rather than two.

Is this progress? Yes. Is it perfection? Not

by one data point.

Because they were able to complete coursework

faster in our program, both were able to get full-time,
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meaningful employment in the spring semester. One made

money so his family could afford to live together rather

than staying with various friends for financial reasons.

The other worked full time at an animal hospital for

practical experience before starting a vet tech program in

the fall.

These are just two more examples of why virtual

programs like ours are needed as an alternative for

students who do not fit well in the traditional school

setting.

All we are asking is that you judge us on our

individual student's progress, not on the educational

system's imperfections. Thank you.

(Applause.)

MR. PELTIER: Alison Thomas, Sarah Jones, Ashley

Anderson on behalf of Beverly Cather.

ALISON THOMAS: Hi. I'm Alison Thomas. I'm

in -- A-L-I-S-O-N, T-H-O-M-A-S.

I'm in my eighth year as an elementary teacher

for Nevada Connections Academy. I love all of the

testimonials you are hearing about our school and how we

impact families on a daily basis. But I want to take a

moment to tell you about our staff.

These folks gathered here and down in Las Vegas
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are truly an amazing bunch of people. Inside the fabric

of NCA, you have life-long educators, recent college

graduates just starting their careers, folks who came to

teaching after other rewarding jobs, and an administrative

team that cannot be beat.

These individuals bring passion, creativity, and

diversity to the table. And because we are a unique

K-through-12 school, teachers collaborate in a way that

just can't happen at most schools. Our students are all

of our students, and every family is ours.

There are no closed classroom doors at NCA. We

work together across grade levels to tackle technology

proctor state testing, and facilitate field trips. We

also work together to support our families and to support

each other.

Teachers and staff at Nevada Connections Academy

are committed. They are truly amazing, and despite the

longevity of this fight to keep our doors open to

students, it has not slowed us down. I would argue it has

actually made us even stronger.

I am so grateful to Nevada Connections Academy

for the opportunities it has provided me and my family.

When I think back to when I finished my student teaching,

I applied for 74 jobs in the Washoe County School
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District, and I didn't even get a chance to be

interviewed.

I remember seeing tenured teachers lock

themselves in their rooms, refusing to update their

curriculum or teaching methods, and just hanging on for

retirement, while I would have given anything at the time

for a job. But now, nearly nine years later, I am so glad

that didn't pan out.

Nevada Connections Academy took a chance on me,

and I am forever grateful. This school has changed my

life, and as you have heard over and over again, it has

changed the lives of many. Please do not close our

school. Thank you.

(Applause.)

SARA JONES: Hello. I'm Sara Jones, math and

science teacher, and I am reading on behalf of Lisa Moore,

Christian Moore, and their students Logan Moore in 11th

grade and Daylan Moore in seventh grade.

Six years ago, my oldest son just finished up his

fifth-grade year. His teacher at the time was a

kindergarten teacher, never taught fifth grade, and was

totally incompetent. She would lose homework assignments

and would group my son with slower learning students all

the time.
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My son is gifted and would often come home bored

and frustrated. My son is not opposed to helping those

that need extra help within his classroom, but it was

consistently happening. In fact, the school he attended

would not even take the time to test him as gifted, even

though all of his teachers agreed he was.

There wasn't time nor the energy to put him where

he needed to learn. Where we live within Washoe County,

the sixth grade students go to a middle school. For a

zoned middle school, it is way overcrowded, as is our high

school, Damonte Ranch.

My second son is also gifted and is one of those

students who loves to manage his time wisely and get his

work done, while getting straight As while he's doing it.

We pulled both of our boys into Connections

Academy because we loved the idea the boys could work how

they need to without getting pulled down to the majority

of their classmates' level, which ultimately slows their

learning as well.

Their classrooms are now functioning, not

overcrowded, and side with teachers who have nothing but

my boys' interests at heart. We just now learned that the

Washoe County School District is in a $40 million

shortfall. There is now really no solution to resolve the
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shortfall other than to fire teachers, larger classrooms,

and cut benefits.

Why would we subject our kids to that kind of the

learning environment? Why would you subject my kids into

that kind of learning environment?

We have loved our time with NCA. My oldest son

is now a junior in high school, a National Honor Society

student, and is looking forward to his future. He will

now thrive in college, thanks to the classes, teachers,

and lifestyle he's been studying in for the last six

years.

My second son is also learning to be in charge of

his schedule, prioritizing, working on his own, and asking

questions by calling and speaking to his teachers. He is

learning to stand up for himself about how he learns and

understands. All important traits of a productive

society.

They are no longer just data numbers on a testing

day. They feel important and cared for. I, as the

learning coach, can be part of their learning and growth

in such a way that I couldn't without offending teachers

and administration.

Some of the stories you're hearing about students

and families within the school are about those that need
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help and have learning disabilities. These children need

the school.

Our story is different from the standpoint we

needed the school because our zone schools were and still

are failing us.

School choice is a blessing. Families are the

cornerstone of any community, and this school allows the

much-needed support of family. The teachers and

administration here have become family. My kids are and

will be the success stories of this school.

Closing this school because you all are not

looking at the correct numbers will be taking the success

of thousands of kids and families. Do you really want

that resting on your shoulders? Thank you.

(Applause.)

ASHLEY ANDERSON: Hello. My name is Ashley

Anderson, A-S-H-L-E-Y, A-N-D-E-R-S-O-N. And I am reading

a statement prepared by one of our parents, Beverly

Cather. That's B-E-V-E-R-L-Y, C-A-T-H-E-R. She is a

parent to a student who has been enrolled with us for a

number of years and is graduating this school year, one

year ahead of schedule.

I would like to know if this board is just

looking at the numbers, or do you look at all the facts to
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see why the graduation rates are not up to your standards?

While being with the school for the last four years, I

have seen more parents involved with their child's

progress and development than any brick-and-mortar school.

There are so many students that will lose getting

an education if you close the school down. I have not

seen any other school, brick-and-mortar or online, that

cares so much about the children as Nevada Connections

Academy has.

As a parent of a student with severe social

anxiety, this school has welcomed us with open arms and

cared enough to work with her to help her overcome some of

the anxiety she has had.

There are so many families that go to this school

that are pretty much tossed to the side from other

brick-and-mortar schools, as well as other online schools,

because of an illness or are deemed as a problem student

that cannot graduate in the allotted time the State has

set.

Some students use this school as a tool to get

back on track so they can graduate with their friends at

their previous brick-and-mortar school. NCA does not turn

them away because it will lower their graduation rate.

Even so, the child and family are welcomed with
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open arms and works with them to meet their goals. And

unlike some other charter schools, NCA does not have a

waiting list to be enrolled into the program.

As a parent, I do not have to worry if my child

is safe from harm as I had in a brick-and-mortar school

without the emotional and/or physical bullying, weapons

such as guns and knives, drugs and alcohol; or if the

school is going to be on lockdown because another child

has snapped from being bullied.

The staff and faculty have been there for my

child, for any child or family that needs help with their

problems, be it schooling or personal, whereas most

brick-and-mortar schools are deterred from helping if it

does not pertain to school.

My point today is that families that are -- that

there is no help for their children to get good education

because of some sort of event in their lives, NCA has

given us back that hope and has shown it's not all about

numbers and ratings. It's about the passion of helping

that child to be successful.

These are some of the facts I, as well as other

parents, would like you to consider before you vote.

Thank you.

(Applause.)
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MR. PELTIER: All right. The last four of the

north for this round, Gina Hames, Ben Caves, Eric

Nunamaker, Jaime Starrh.

GINA HAMES: Good morning. My name is Gina

Hames, G-I-N-A, H-A-M-E-S.

I'm sure that the board members here care about

students and their education. But pursuing the closure of

Nevada Connections Academy, an actual high-performing

school despite the distorted graduation data, indicates

otherwise.

Our school provides an excellent education, not

only for the on-track, high-achieving students, but

especially for the many students facing myriad challenges

and who have been let down by their brick-and-mortar

school.

My job includes biweekly contact and support with

those credit-deficient students that are bringing down our

graduation rate. We are helping them succeed.

In their brick-and-mortar schools, nobody took

the time to talk to them, to develop a relationship with

them, and to help support them in being successful in

their education.

These students have debilitating health issues.

I have two students with brain tumors, just as an example,
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other disabilities, and health issues. They can't attend

a brick-and-mortar school.

Some of my students are already parents. They

have children to take care of. Some of them have jobs

that are necessary to support their families. Some of

them have moved so much that they're incredibly behind.

Some of them are homeless.

None of the students have received the support or

the care from their brick-and-mortar schools, but they

come to us, and we provide that support and opportunity to

complete their education.

What if it was your child who was diagnosed with

a debilitating illness and fell behind or could not attend

a school? What if it was your child who could not attend

a traditional brick-and-mortar school, for whatever

reason? What if it was your student who needed to visit

out of state regularly just to maintain a relationship

with a noncustodial parent?

Maybe it would be better for the Charter

Authority to redirect efforts towards changing how the

graduation rate is calculated. Maybe you should welcome

the dedication and drive of students who continue to study

and learn, even though it might take an extra semester, an

extra year, or even an extra two years.
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Public school is funded to age 21, and our school

is obligated to enroll these credit-deficit students. So

why aren't they counted?

Perhaps instead of close-mindedly trying to shut

down NCA, you could please take a step back from this

agenda and see how successful NCA truly is.

MR. PELTIER: Three minutes.

GINA HAMES: Our kids are at stake.

(Applause.)

BEN CAVES: My name is Ben Caves, B-E-N,

C-A-V-E-S. This is our first year at NCA. It has greatly

exceeded my expectations.

All of my teachers are extremely kind, helpful,

and encouraging. This school has allowed our family to

have the reliability of a public school education without

the side effects of a traditional brick-and-mortar school.

My brother and I have been home schooled for the

last five years, and so we were quite apprehensive about

transitioning directly to a large public school. However,

as I entered ninth grade and my brother entered seventh

grade, our parents did not want to be solely responsible

for our education, and so NCA was the perfect option.

I know from talking with my fellow students that

they, too, rely greatly on NCA for their education.
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Though I will not say their names for privacy's sake, I

have personally talked with kids who cannot attend

traditional public school because of bullying, illness, or

simply because they do not fit in. All of these kids are

great people, and I have befriended many of them.

NCA is like a haven where these kids can learn

and flourish. I cannot tell you how many kids I see

saying that the teachers and other students are so kind

here. And they are absolutely right.

NCA is more than just a school. It is a

community where everyone supports each other, where

everyone looks after each other. All of these families

should have the right to be here. It is what makes our

country so special, that people have the right to choose.

NCA is an incredible option for so many families.

So please keep this school open for me and for everyone.

I feel blessed to be a part of this community, and I hope

with all my heart that this community will continue to be

an option for the people of Nevada. Thank you.

(Applause.)

ERIC NUNAMAKER: My name is Eric Nunamaker.

N-U-N-A-M-A-K-E-R.

I just want to take a moment to thank the board

for the work that they do. We appreciate your concern for
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our students and the Nevada schools in general.

It is my intention to defend our school a little

bit today from a symptom that I think has affected all of

our Nevada schools. And that is the failure, in this

case, to accurately account for our students' progress in

all of our schools and to get that accounting a better

system of identifying.

Right now we're using measures of data that are

too far out on our perimeter, and we're not seeing the

real truth within.

My wife and I are the parents of two kids in

Connections Academy. The first one graduated and just

completed his first year at UNR in his kinesiology degree

with straight As. A 4.0.

I asked him, "It's a wonderful accomplishment.

How did you do this?"

And his response, and I requote, is, "I'm not

super brilliant. I just learned how to work hard and

learned how to learn from my teachers and classes at

Connections Academy."

We also have a daughter who is concerned about

the close of her school as well. When I talked to her

about this, I asked her what was valuable about

Connections Academy to her. And she said, "I learned
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self-discipline, and now I have control of my life."

Our school not only provides the high-quality

curriculum which allows our students to excel, but more

importantly, it excels our students' ability to learn.

And that is especially important for those students that

have suffered a disadvantage.

We've heard this disadvantage referred to as

pathetic stories. But I assure you, that is not fiction.

This is real situations, and our students face them every

day.

Our school takes all students, the struggling,

the standard, and the super brilliant. And it does what

Connections Academy does so well, and that is to amplify

their capacity. In short, our school empowers our

students.

But it's being overlooked and not acknowledged at

all because of cold perimeter assessments.

Al McDonald was an engineer and an executive at

Morton Thiokol when the space shuttle Challenger exploded

shortly after liftoff. And I want to close with a quote

from him. It says -- let's see if I can find it.

"In my entire career, I've never, ever heard a

dumb question. I've heard a lot of dumb answers."

Our honest question is: How can we account for
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our students' and school's progression accurately?

Please, in your deliberations and in your

considerations today, I implore you not to reply with the

dumb answer of closing our school, which would only halt

the progress of thousands of students, teachers, and

administrators and continue to punt this issue around from

school to school.

MR. PELTIER: Three minutes.

ERIC NUNAMAKER: Please keep our school open and

let our students excel. Thank you very much.

(Applause.)

JAIME STARRH: Good morning. My name is Jaime

Starrh, J-A-I-M-E, S-T-A-R-R-H. And I'm here to discuss

why we're going to NCA.

This is our first year here. My son, who is in

fifth grade, had a routine appendectomy and has since

suffered severe complications, has had four additional

surgeries, and has been diagnosed with chronic pain and

chronic issues that will follow him for his lifetime from

this one surgery.

He missed 78 days of school so we had to find

another option for him that would allow him to succeed --

he was an honor student, straight As -- and allow him to

continue to excel. And this has been the perfect
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opportunity for him.

He can continue to go to school and work at his

pace. He has to go to treatment out of state, but this

allows him to work ahead on the days he has to go out of

state and still stay caught up with his class, caught up

with his lessons, and not ever miss anything.

And he's still going to be GATE tested and be

able to go and be able to succeed at a higher rate than he

would if he had missed that many days at public school.

My daughter is in seventh grade, and she was

having issues at school with other students, being

bullied, and she hated school.

This format has allowed her to excel, allowed her

to have one-on-one interactions with her teacher and

regain her confidence in school again. And she has been

excited about school again, and it has made a world of

difference for us.

I believe this format also helps our students to

excel in college because this is what college is going to

now. College is now an online format where you need to be

able to be accountable for yourself and learn to pace

yourself in order to succeed. And that's what our

students are being able to do.

Nobody is holding their hands to show them how to
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do it. There is a certain amount of self-discipline

involved in this format, and I believe it's raising good

students and good people.

And I would hate to lose this opportunity for the

future of Nevada students because I believe this is what

more people need to turn to in order to succeed as the

schools get worse and worse in our state.

Thank you for your time.

(Applause.)

MR. PELTIER: Chairman Johnson, if it would be

okay with you guys down there, a break for the court

reporter may be in need.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Yes. Now is the tenth person

up in the north so we will take a break for -- we'll take

a five-minute recess. Is that enough, Danny?

MR. PELTIER: Yes, that will do.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: All right. We'll take a

five-minute recess, and we'll come back and do the third

ten here in the south.

(Recess taken.)

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: So we'll take our first three

back here in the south. Rhiannon Greiner, Rikki Greiner,

and then Michelle Spiger.

RHIANNON GREINER: I'm Rhiannon Greiner.
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R-H-I-A-N-N-O-N, G-R-E-I-N-E-R.

I am a past student and an older sister to a

student at Connections Academy. I previously had gone to

a performing arts academy school here, and I had

dislocated my kneecap, and I couldn't do my major anymore.

I was given the option of doing online schooling

or public schooling, and I wanted to go back to public

school. I went to my public school, because they said I

was breaking my contract with my private school, that I

could not attend their school until the next year.

So I went to another online school that wasn't

Connections Academy, and they didn't help me, and my

credits suffered.

My 11th-grade year, I went to Connections

Academy. My grades did great. I soared with flying

colors through that school. But because I wanted to

finish my senior year at a traditional high school, I did

so.

And kids like me who want to go a traditional

high school their senior year should be able to without

knowing that a school that helped them so much is getting

closed down. Just because I didn't graduate with them,

they're suffering. But they helped me, and they helped my

little brother.
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He cannot go to a public school. He has

ulcerative colitis, and he spends a lot of time in and out

of the hospital. He got held back in eighth grade due

this. He's spent so much time in and out of the hospital

that I want to be there for him, but due to public school,

I can't. I can't be there for him.

My freshman year, he had a routine procedure but

was put into the hospital for a week. I wanted to leave

to see him to make sure he was okay. And I was told that

if I left and didn't turn in my project, I would have

failed that class. So they want me to put a project over

the life of my brother. And the public school system

shouldn't do that.

Connections Academy let me do my schoolwork by

the side of my brother. They understood that if I was

helping take care of him when my mom was working to

provide for us, they understood if a project would be

turned in late.

And I just want to say that they shouldn't have

to suffer because I wanted to go to a traditional high

school, so I could have a traditional prom or a

traditional yearbook. It shouldn't be their fault.

You guys should be looking at the grades and the

testing scores of the kids who actually are succeeding in
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elementary school, middle school, and even up to 11th

grade. It shouldn't be on graduation rates. Thank you.

(Applause.)

RIKKI GREINER: Hi. I'm Rikki Greiner.

R-I-K-K-I, G-R-E-I-N-E-R. I'm here because my son,

Brendon, back in 2013, was diagnosed with UC. He was

finishing his -- it was the summer before he went into

eighth grade. He started eighth grade at a

brick-and-mortar school. He wasn't always excited about

school, but he always went.

About a quarter way into his eighth-grade year,

he started having extreme difficulties, ended up missing

over half of a year of his eighth-grade year due to

medical issues. He has ulcerative colitis, and he was

hospitalized quite a few times.

So they told us he was going to fail, and they

would -- that we needed to find something else for him

because, obviously, a brick-and-mortar school wasn't for

him at this point.

So after doing some research, we found

Connections Academy, and it's been his lifesaver and ours.

Back in November -- he's been there since 2014.

He finished his eighth grade year. They held him back

since he had missed so much of regular school. He
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finished his eighth grade with A and Bs. He is now a

ninth-grade student and finishing that up. He's actually

almost done with all of his classes because he likes

learning this way.

Back in November, from November through January,

he was hospitalized pretty much consistently for having

his colon removed and then complications after that.

Without the ability to have Connections Academy

to be able to continue his schooling, he would be

repeating -- he would be losing all of his credits for

ninth-grade year, with his teachers, who called while he

was in the hospital, who were actually concerned about the

fact that he wasn't getting things done as usual.

In a brick-and-mortar school, he never had

teachers care. He was just a student, and because he

wasn't supremely gifted or really low on the bottom, he

was in the middle, and I was lucky if they even knew who

he was.

Here, the teachers actually called with concern

when he was wasn't getting things done. His counselors

called to make sure that he was going to be okay. And

then all of his teachers worked with us on completing work

for that semester so that he didn't lose out on credits

because he was stuck in the hospital.
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Without NCA, he wouldn't be getting an education

because he can't go to school. He can't sit in a

classroom for hours without having to get up to use the

restroom 20 times. And not to mention --

MS. OSBORNE: Three minutes.

RIKKI GREINER: -- getting bullied and picked on

at school because -- so please, don't close them down. He

needs it. Thank you.

(Applause.)

MICHELE SPIGER: Hi. My name is Michele Spiger,

M-I-C-H-E-L-E, S-P-I-G-E-R. I'd like to thank you for

listening to me today.

My daughter Tessa is a sixth grader at

Connections Academy. She started with online school in

the beginning of her fourth grade year. I have two other

daughters that go to a brick-and-mortal school. Now, this

is a junior at a magnet school, but my middle daughter is

a freshman at our zone school.

So I have three kids, three different types of

schools, all of them excelling, all of them are straight

As, and all exceeding expectations on state testing. I'm

actually a pretty proud mom.

But why would I go to the hassle -- and sometimes

it is kind of a hassle -- of sending my kids to three
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different kinds of schools? Well, that's because they're

three unique individuals with three distinct learning

styles. And because of that, school choice and options

that meet the needs of individual students should be

protected.

My daughter started at Connections Academy

because the unique learner that she is. She faced

challenges with hearing due to misdiagnosed ear infections

and problems with her eyesight due to ocular motor

dysfunction.

She started behind in a brick-and-mortar school,

was misunderstood often, and fought her way to catch up.

She did go from being in the lowest reading score

her first-grade teacher had ever seen to a perfect CRT

reading score in third grade. But it was costing her.

She spent most of her recesses inside. She got to school

early and stayed late because she simply needed more time.

Time is in short supply in the brick-and-mortar

classroom on a good day. Throw in a field trip, fire

drills, STEP testing, spirit weeks, and assemblies, it's

even harder to come by.

Now, at Connections Academy, she has time to read

every single page of her textbooks twice, and she actually

does that because that's the kind of learner she is. She
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also has the time to jump on the trampoline or run around

outside in between lessons.

She is thriving in this school, and I could tell

you all the wonderful ways this online school has

benefited her. Like, for example, in her middle school

experience, she's been able to take electives like sign

language, Spanish, and digital arts, where her zone middle

school, she's got band, choir, and explorations to choose

from. She's also in gifted and talented classes and is

two years ahead in her math class.

But I only have a few minutes so there's one more

thing I'd like to say. Our neighborhood high school where

I have another daughter who is a freshman was featured in

the news just a few weeks ago for having multiple fights

in one day. My freshman, who was there, witnessed this,

and one is in very close proximity to her. And it really

shook her up.

I don't understand how 40 kids in an overcrowded

classroom in an overcrowded school can be a better

alternative. If her high school gets any more dangerous

or my daughter continues to feel unsafe, I want to have an

options like Connections Academy so she can continue to

take AP classes and can get a quality education that's on

par to be state tested -- as a home schooler, she wouldn't
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be held to the same to the standards as she is at

Connections Academy.

MS. OSBORNE: Three minutes.

RIKKI GREINER: So I urge you, consider the

stories and look beyond this data that doesn't tell the

whole story. Please don't close our school. Thanks so

much for your time.

(Applause.)

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Just to make note, there are

two other microphones just in case it's easier for someone

to reach the other two.

Next three, we have Tessa Spiger, Maima

Benjelloun -- Benjamin? Benjelloun. Excuse me, and then

Katelynn Abbott.

TESSA SPIGER: Hi. My name is Tessa Spiger.

That is T-E-S-S-A, S-P-I-G-E-R.

Before I went to Connections, I was always behind

in my work. I used to be weeks behind, which caused me to

never truly understand what I was learning. And I was

always trying to catch up.

When I started Connections, my grades improved.

I was able to take the time to really learn my subjects

and not skim through them. I began to truly understand

what I was learning.
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Also, I am a better person because of

Connections. Every time I take a district survey, it has

asked questions like: Have you seen a student pulling a

knife? Because at brick-and-mortar schools, stuff like

that can actually happen.

I am less likely to be affected by peer pressure

because of Connections. My sisters go to the

brick-and-mortar school and are surrounded by foul

language and bad influences all day long. Connections

Academy has been nothing but good for me and many others.

And it would be a tragedy if that goodness closed down.

Thank you.

(Applause.)

MAIMA BENJELLOUN: Hi. I'm Maima Benjelloun,

M-A-I-M-A, B-E-N-J-E-L-L-O-U-N. I am also a new appointed

board member, but today, I am a parent first. And for

that reason, my husband is going to speak on my half and

on behalf of our children.

(Applause.)

JAOUAE BENJELLOUN: Good morning, chairman and

board members. My name is Jaouae Benjelloun, spelled

J-A-O-U-A-E, B-E-N-J-E-L-L-O-U-N. I'm a father of six

children.

Eleven years ago, I was in introduced to
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Connections Academy in Pennsylvania.

Excuse me. Can I have your attention, please?

You have given me three minutes to speak so I need you to

look me in the eye and listen to me. It's very important.

(Applause.)

JAOUAE BENJELLOUN: Do not be looking at your

computer. I'm going to tell you my story.

I have six children, one of whom graduated at the

age of 14. He became the student body president of UNLV.

He has a bachelor. He is pursuing a Ph.D.

My daughter graduated at the age of 16. She's a

psychology major, and she's about to graduate.

My 16-year-old graduated at 16, and he's majoring

in electronic -- electrical engineering, honor college.

And you're still looking at your computers.

Thank you so much. You are still looking at your

computer, and you don't want to listen. It's very

important.

My 15-year-old, she's standing right there. She

did four years in high school in one year.

The problem we have as parents and students and a

board member, I want you to answer a question for me.

What makes a school a great school? You know the answer?

It's giving the opportunity.
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Connections Academy give opportunities to

students like my children who excel very well and to those

who do not have a chance.

So if you are making your decision based on

numbers, you are completely wrong, and you need to look

how graduate at your high school, how to graduate at your

college, and how you are sitting in that place because you

must have received a chance and an opportunity.

Don't close this school. Thank you.

(Applause.)

KATELYNN ABBOTT: Good morning. My name is

Katelynn Abbott. K-A-T-E-L-Y-N-N, A-B-B-O-T-T.

Before I start, I would like to read a letter

from a parent who could not make it here today. Her name

is Cheryl Tracy, C-H-E-R-Y-L, T-R-A-C-Y.

Hi. My name is Cheryl Tracy, and I am a

grandmother, caregiver and learning coach for Kayla Tracy.

Kayla used to attend Brown Middle School where she learned

numbers --

MS. OSBORNE: Can you please slow down a little

bit for the court reporter, please. Thank you.

KATELYNN ABBOTT: Yes, ma'am.

She learned numbers like 420 and 69, which are

not numbers a 12-year-old old lady should know. Her
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grades were Cs and Ds.

Kayla hated school. She hated being around

people. Kayla suffers from PTSD and severe anxiety

attacks. The PTSD was a direct result of witnessing a

domestic violence assault. While she was not involved in

the assault, she did see my husband, her grandfather, be

attacked by a family member.

Since enrolling Kayla at Nevada Connections

Academy, Kayla enjoys school. She actually likes speaking

to her teachers. Her grades are As and Bs. She does her

work with no reminders or arguments. She is on the Honor

Roll. She is student of the month. She's flourishing

now.

If you close Nevada Connections Academy, Kayla

would fall into a depression and her grades would bottom

out. I cannot plead with you enough to please keep our

school open.

Kayla starts high school next year, and she truly

needs this school to finish her education. We are in the

process of training a PTSD service dog which actually gets

Kayla to leave the house. If the dog were fully trained

or Kayla felt comfortable, she would be attending this

meeting.

Personally, I am having some health issues that
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will require ASAP surgery or I would be there today as I

had planned to be. Please accept this letter as my

request to the board in lieu of my attendance.

Sincerely, Reverend Cheryl D. Tracy.

(Applause.)

KATELYNN ABBOTT: Her story is unique, but it's

not the only one. And this is a short-term consequence.

I am teaching my students short-term versus long-term

consequences of economics, but it applies to our entire

life.

Short-term consequences are a lot of what you're

hearing today, but I beg you to think of the long-term

consequences.

My parents don't have high school education. My

father doesn't read very well. I learned at a young age

to refinance our house because somebody let him slip

through the cracks. He worked twice as hard, and I've

worked twice as hard.

And if I was able to focus on school as he had

attended -- as he had intended and not have to have worked

to help pay bills, college entrance fees, AP exams, if he

had the proper education that I am begging you to give

these children, I would not have been working since I was

15 and held three jobs.
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I beat a statistic because I've worked hard, and

I had a great father and mother who beat the odds. But

that's not possible for everybody. A choice is an option

that they should be given. If my father was given a

choice and if he could read words and have basic economic

awareness, I guarantee you that I would not have had the

three jobs and would have had a childhood, which I did not

get to experience.

So let's give our children, your children, our

grandchildren, and future children, please give them the

choice of a proper education so that they can enjoy their

childhood and their future. Thank you.

(Applause.)

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: All right. We're going to

read the last four.

I have Suzanne Galliher, Courtney Kelly, Levette

McEavey, and then this is Christine Dzarnoski. Thank you

so much.

SUZANNE GALLIHER: Hi. My name is Suzanne

Galliher. S-U-Z-A-N-N-E, G-A-L-L-I-H-E-R. I am an eighth

grade special ed teacher. I have a parent that has not

been able to make it and she's asked me to read this

letter for her. It's Catelind White. C-A-T-E-L-I-N-D,

W-H-I-T-E.
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CCSD has been in decline for decades, but it hit

a milestone in 2016, becoming the lowest-ranked school

district in America. It shames me, and should shame you.

The children coming up today in Clark County live

in a high-tech world, and we're facing them through an

antiquated system that has changed little since the 19th

Century. The world has changed. Our schools must change.

My sixth grader has been enrolled in Connections

Academy only since last September, but her entire

educational environment has been virtual. Having spent

seven years as her learning coach, I can tell you that

this school, NCA, is exceptional. It has been an amazing

experience for both of us.

Her teachers are absolutely there for her each

and every day, a tremendous source of support and

encouragement. She talks to them consistently and sees

them and follows students at sponsored events each month.

She's gained solid subject mastery, have confidence in

herself and her skills. She's a happy kid, and I'm a

happy mom of an honor roll student.

The problem today, as I understand it, involves

high school students who came to NCA only as a last

resort. Personally, we know of two different families

with students who, unable to function scholastically in a
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brick-and-mortar school, took the last option left,

virtual charter school.

If a kid is unwilling or unable to apply

themselves, what do you think happens when they get a

laptop and are left at home without any supervision?

That's like buying a junker, putting it in a garage,

expecting to wake up the next morning to a new Maserati.

I quit my job seven years ago because I felt that

here in Clark County, distance learning was my child's

best chance. I wanted more for her than a lifetime of

low-paying service industry jobs down on The Strip. I

didn't want her to be exposed to a school system that

seems to spend more effort on wrangling students than

educating them. But we put her first because it was the

right thing to do.

Unfortunately, there are too many parents and

students who are just plain unwilling to make any kind of

investment in education. And honestly, it makes me so

angry.

This school district is dead last in the nation,

and the irony is we're all here, fighting to save an

incredible school because Clark County has failed.

Nevada Connections is a model of modern

education. Please don't take Katy's future away. Let me
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tell you --

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Three minutes.

SUZANNE GALLIHER: -- I left CCSD because the

elementary schools had 45 kids in each of the classrooms.

That's 45 kids --

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Thank you so much. Three

minutes. Three minutes.

(Applause.)

COURTNEY KELLY: Hi. My name is Courtney Kelly,

C-O-U-R-T-N-E-Y, K-E-L-L-Y. And I was going read for

Cheryl Tracy, but Katelynn Abbott has already done that.

So instead, I have Lisa Sill.

LISA SILL: Hello. My name is Lisa Sill,

S-I-L-L, and I'm a teacher at Nevada Connections Academy.

I'm thankful for the opportunity to briefly touch on my

NCA story.

I went to a baseball game last week, and I was

greeted by a parent who was there. He recognized me

because I met him at various field trips that he attended

with his son. Not only was I able to recognize him, but I

was able to tell him about his child's progress in my

class, the most recent assignment that he turned in, and

what he was doing in his other classes.

When the student and his mother arrived, they
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came to my section to meet me and my family and the rest

of our baseball team, and it was the first time that I had

met the mother because she doesn't attend the field trips

because she works in a local high school in Clark County.

I could go on to provide many of these stories,

but I will go ahead and let the families tell their own

NCA stories.

The reason why we're here today is because of our

graduation rate and the decision to possibly vote to close

our school. Our teachers are some of the most dedicated

teachers I've ever worked with who are willing to put in

the extra time and effort to help our students work

towards a shared goal.

As you know, our graduation rate for students who

were enrolled at Nevada Connections Academy for the full

four years of high school was actually higher than other

public schools throughout Nevada.

I believe that says that our school is a

successful option for students. After all, our students

are required to take the same exact standardized test as

every other school in the state of Nevada, yet our

graduation rate for those enrolled for the full four years

at our school is higher. That says a lot.

NCA shouldn't be closed because we accept
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credit-deficient students and help them to work towards

being successful graduates, even if it means graduating

after their cohort year. I can't help to think that those

credit-deficient students may have graduated on time if

they had enrolled at NCA prior to spending years failing

at their zone school.

As educators, parents, and community members, we

should be focused on strategies to help those students

become successful graduates instead of closing the door on

them along with the thousands of students who are enrolled

and thriving.

Please consider the negative impact our students,

teachers, and families in the community would face if

Nevada Connections Academy were no longer an option.

I am an educator. I've worked at Nevada

Connections Academy for nine years. I love my job, and I

work much more closely with my students than I ever did in

the zoned public schools. I rarely met any families and

parents when I was in a traditional setting.

Please help us to save our school. Thank you.

(Applause.)

LEVETTE McEAVEY: Hello. My name is Levette

McEavey, L-E-V-E-T-T-E, M-C-E-A-V-E-Y, and I am one of the

school counselors here at NCA. I stand before you today
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as a 20-year public school veteran, having worked in

schools from kindergarten to high school.

I have had the pleasure of working with my

students here at NCA for the last two years, and I have

realized that my students are here because they are having

success, and sometimes for the very first time.

Some of my students here at NCA aren't dropouts.

They are pushed out. It's common for me to get a phone

call from a parent or a new student that has been told

from their zone school that there is no way they can

graduate. And I'm proud to say today that NCA is able to

put together educational plans that lead to graduation for

most of these students.

Let me share one of the stories from one of my

students. She says: NCA deserves more credit than it's

getting. NCA's given me my only shot of graduating high

school at all. I have a chronic illness and a depression

that left me in a terrible state. And Connections Academy

graciously accepted me into their school, knowing this and

my limitation, and has been nothing but God-sent to me.

They've worked with me for so many things, and

they are truly loving and accommodating to their students.

I was hospitalized earlier last year, and the staff was

just so amazing to me. And although I wasn't truly in the
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state to finish the semester, they were actually genuinely

concerned about my health and didn't want me to push

myself.

No other school, public or other, was ever this

kind to me. I cannot physically attend the public

real-life school. Connections is honestly the only thing

giving me any hope of graduating high school at all.

I don't believe it's fair to judge them for a low

graduation rate when the students being enrolled are

already behind in credits. Credit-deficient students here

are coming in with a disadvantage, and it shouldn't truly

matter if it takes them a bit longer to graduate.

What should truly matter is that we are able to

graduate regardless of this fact. Yes, we take a bit

longer, but we are being judged by our actual work and

effort, not just being rushed along by a system that just

sees us as a number that needs to be raised.

If NCA gets shut down, I'm not sure if I will

ever have a chance to graduate from high school. There is

no other place I can go. I am sure there are other

students here in NCA in similar situations. Some of us

didn't come here because it was a choice. For some of us

it's our only hope.

If the State is concerned about graduation rates,
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then they shouldn't take away some people's only hope of

actually doing something. You are taking away so many

futures and complicating so many lives because we are only

being viewed as a percentage, not as people.

I am pleading to you now, not only because NCA is

all I have, but because NCA is just an amazing school. I

mean, what other school would motivate me to write a

letter like this at 5:30 a.m.?

Just please think about the students affected and

not the numbers on a paper. That's all I'm asking.

Thanks.

(Applause.)

CHRISTINE DZARNOSKI: Good morning. My name is

Christine Dzarnoski. C-H-R-I-S-T-I-N-E,

D-Z-A-R-N-O-S-K-I. And I'm going to read a letter. I'm

the K-8 assistant principal. I'm going to read a letter

from one of my former students.

To the people who want to shut down my school, I

am writing you because I know that you think it's a good

idea to close our school. But I want you to know why you

shouldn't.

I know that everyone says they want to do what's

best for our education. But for me, Connections Academy

is the best. I went to a regular public school for one
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and a half years, and it was not the best for me. I have

Asperger syndrome, and so some things are harder for me.

When I was in regular school, I got really

stressed, and it ended up making me very sick when I was

throwing up at school every time I was there. I even had

to go to the hospital to make sure I was okay, but it was

just stress.

My mom put me in Connections Academy, and now I

am not stressed so much. I get to learn really cool

things but do it at home. All the teachers I've had have

been really great, and I like talking to them. I don't

have anyone being mean to me or making fun of me anymore.

When I have a bad day, my mom tells me to take a

break, and then I can come back later and finish. Don't

get me wrong; I work really hard, but now I'm able to do

things in my home and with my mom.

Sorry, incoming call.

My teacher is always there if I need extra help

or if I just want to tell her a joke. This means a lot to

me and I'm sure lots of others, too.

Thank you for listening. Sincerely, Dane Pinktal

(phonetic).

And I also wanted to share a personal story. I

stand before you as a former teacher and also a sister of
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a former student at another visual public school. My

experience at NCA as a teacher is incomparable. Most

importantly, though, my brother, who was 17 at the time,

was told he was not going to be able to graduate, and his

options were to either drop out or attend adult high

school.

As mentioned earlier, they are supposed to allow

him to continue his education until he's 21. And instead,

they pushed him out. Unfortunately, he chose to drop out.

Had I known what I know now about NCA, he would have been

able to stay enrolled and graduate. This school gives a

chance to every student, every day. Thank you.

(Applause.)

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: I know that wasn't Danny who

we heard, but we will take the next two from the north.

MR. PELTIER: Yup, I'm back. All right.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Oh, it is Danny. Next ten

from the north, please.

MR. PELTIER: All right. We have Richard Hanson,

Debora A. Schultz, and Jennifer Slytter.

RICHARD HANSON: Hello. My name is Richard

Hanson, H-A-N-S-O-N. I represent my son, Nicky Hanson,

who is third grade with the NCA. He was born with a

partial gene duplication. Part of this affects his
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nervous system.

We went, before he started kindergarten, to the

local school districts, and because of their restrictions,

which I understand, when he needed to get up, at that time

at kindergarten, about every -- about 15 minutes is all he

could last sitting still. And this was physical.

They said, "Well, we'll have an aide take him to

another room or out to the hallway until he can relax

again."

Well, we thought, that's fair to the other

students, but at the same time, he's missing -- going to

miss a tremendous amount of learning time himself.

So we checked with private schools, and we

checked with online schools. And we're so happy that we

did pick NCA.

All four of his teachers have been very helpful

with us, always answered any questions we had. Plus now,

in third grade, he's worked hard to control himself, and

he can sit still for about a half hour, and then we let

him get up until he can relax again. This is something he

couldn't do in a regular school.

He's a straight A student. And to show what he

has learned, we have other relatives and friends who have

children in the regular school systems, and both myself
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and my wife have no problem if they have a -- want help

with a report or if they just need help with a class

because they haven't gotten the answer in the regular

school, which we've had to remind Nicky, even on some of

these students that are all the way up to sixth grade, but

like fourth, fifth, sixth grade, when they're studying for

the test -- a test, quit giving them the answers because

he knows all those answers already, even at the fifth-,

sixth-grade level.

So please don't close this school, not just for

him, but for any student that has to have a different way

to learn. This is the only way that's possible for him to

actually get to graduate with a regular degree and go on

to college as he works at it. Thank you.

(Applause.)

DEBORA SCHULTZ: My name is Debora Schultz,

D-E-B-O-R-A, S-C-H-U-L-T-Z.

And I'm going ask that the camera be put back

onto the board so that I can look directly at the board as

I am delivering my presentation, please. Thank you.

My name is Debora Schultz. I just spelled it for

you. And I am sincerely hopeful that the board members

are listening very carefully to all of the comments and

have not made a decision to close our school already.
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However, I have been reluctant to speak because I

feel as if many of our public comments are being passed

over as pathetic, sad stories that tug on people's

heartstrings; and that those stories are not worth

anyone's time, despite the fact that they are the true

stories for our school and families and the reason they

needed an alternative educational choice.

It seems that despite this, the only thing that

members of the board want to hear is facts. So I would

like to share some facts with the board.

Fact number one, not all students are being

raised with the stability of a two-parent family with

enough money to feed, clothe, and provide for the health

and well-being of all family members.

Also, these families cannot afford to send their

children to private schools with tuition costs of

thousands of dollars per year. This leads them to rely on

their zone schools to provide the best education for their

children. This does not always happen. That is a fact.

Fact number two, many families are dealing with

an illness, medical diagnosis, or simply a conflict with

teachers or other students in their zone school where

their students feel threatened and are more concerned with

getting through the day without getting injured rather
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than getting schoolwork completed.

Some feel like no one in their zone school cares

about their success, and they want or need someone to care

about them and their future. Other families are trying to

provide their students with the ability to advance

themselves in a sports or career interest while still

gaining a certified public education during a time which

allows them to complete their goals.

Fact No. 3, NCA is trying to prepare all students

to attend college or trade schools or jump right into the

workforce. Many of the traditional schools have failed at

preparing students for these options and are not even

being held accountable for that.

Instead, our school is being threatened with

closure because we are taking in these students who have

not had success at their zone schools and trying to help

them to graduate, even if it's a year late or so.

It seems hard to believe that this board, who is

for choices by nature of its name, charter school, not all

schools should be the same, would want to close a school

that is taking the students who are cast out from their

other schools and probably even from society because we

can't graduate all of the students by the time they were

supposed to graduate.
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I am worried that many more students will drop

out because they don't have the choice they need to be

successful anymore. I am also afraid that none of the

testimonies will even be taken into account because the

board only sees the numbers and not the heart of the

problem, which is not the sad, pathetic stories.

The really heart of the problem is the one that

proves that the zone schools are pushing these students on

us so that their numbers look better, knowing --

MR. PELTIER: Three minutes.

DEBORA SCHULTZ: -- that -- what the board is

concentrating on. Thank you.

(Applause.)

JENNIFER SLYTER: Good morning. My name is

Jennifer Slyter, spelled J-E-N-N-I-F-E-R, S-L-Y-T-E-R.

This is our sixth year with NCA. My daughter is

in seventh grade, and my son is in fourth grade. I don't

have a sad story. I'll just tell my story.

Even before I had kids, I knew I wanted to be the

one to teach them. I tried to do some on my own for the

first two years of my daughter's education. However, I

really didn't know what I was doing, and I didn't want her

to fall behind her peers.

After researching different public virtual school
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options, I decided to go with Connections Academy because

they teach you how to teach your children, and that's what

I needed.

We need the structure, accountability, and

flexibility that this school provides. They have given me

all the tools I need, and my only regret is not enrolling

my daughter from the very beginning.

She was even able to take a speech class through

a virtual school. The school sent her a webcam, a special

headset, so her and her speech teacher could see and hear

each other. Even though it was all online, it was very

beneficial to her, and she no longer needs to be in speech

class.

She has learned to be independent and rarely

needs my help anymore. She is excelling in all of her

classes.

As for my son, I fear that he would not have done

well in a traditional brick-and-mortar school due to his

high energy level and short attention span. He may even

have been labelled a problem child, simply because a

teacher in a regular school wouldn't have been able to

give him the time and attention he needs due to a

overcrowded classroom.

However, we can take breaks as needed, and he's
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doing very well.

They're both very bright kids, score above

average on their ASVAB tests, honor roll, straight A

students, blah, blah, blah. But the curriculum is tough,

and it challenges them every day to do their best.

We love the teachers at NCA. We've gotten to

know them very well through the online lessons, field

trips, web mails, everything. They're easy to reach by

phone and web mail, and they've been supportive to our

family in every possible way.

We still keep in touch with many of them, even

though my kids are no longer in their classes. You can

tell that they definitely care about the kids here at NCA.

We need this school. I recently gave up my

full-time work-from-home job to be an even better learning

coach to my kids, especially my son. That's how important

this school is to us.

Thank you for listening, and please consider

keeping our virtual school as an option for not only my

family, but many others.

(Applause.)

MR. PELTIER: Chair Johnson, I have four

visitors' cards left here that I'm going to read.

And to members of the public up here in the
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north, if you have yet to submit a card and would like to

speak, just go ahead and bring it up now.

I have Reva Rindy on behalf -- Reva -- Reva Rindy

on behalf of Barbara Gamble. I apologize. Rowena

Sandoval, Cindy Cortez, Jason Evans.

REVA RINDY: Good morning. My name is Reva

Rindy, R-E-V-A, R-I-N-D-Y, and I am reading a letter from

an NCA parent directed to Mr. Gavin. Her name is Barbara

Gamble. B-A-R-B-A-R-A, G-A-M-B-L-E.

Mr. Gavin, this letter is in regard to possible

closing of Nevada Connections Academy and to inform you of

the detrimental aspects of that decision.

When my son attended his locally zoned school, he

gave up his summer vacation, attended football camp, made

the team, and then was discriminated against by not being

allowed to play in actual games due to his autism. This

destroyed my son emotionally.

Additionally, the bullying that took place was

never seen by school staff. Only seen was his reaction to

the bullying. The end result was my son, who was a sweet

young man, was on the brink of suicide.

Mr. Gavin, I do not know if you are a parent or

not, but I can tell you as a parent of an autistic child,

I have watched him struggle and overcome a lot in his
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life, but he has never been able to escape the bullying

that takes place in traditional public schools.

My son, who has been attending Nevada Connections

Academy for a while now, is no longer suicidal. He is

away from the bullying and the discrimination. The

teachers are always there to help him, and the counselors

call and check on him regularly. There is always

communication between NCA and us.

I believe that, in my heart, that NCA saved my

son's life, literally. Taking away this charter school is

an extremely bad decision. There are many families who

attend NCA for similar reasons.

Thank you for your time. Sincerely, Barbara

Gamble.

(Applause.)

ROWENA SANDOVAL: Good morning, and thank you for

the opportunity to speak to you today. My name is Rowena

Sandoval, R-O-W-E-N-A, S-A-N-D-O-V-A-L. I have proudly

been a Nevada Connections Academy parent for eight years.

Nevada Connections Academy plays a great role in

my life. My two daughters, Isabel, seventh grade, Lucy,

sixth grade, have been with Connections Academy since

kindergarten.

I have also just gotten guardianship over my two
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grandchildren, one of whom, Esmeralda, started as a

kindergartner this year.

I would like to take a moment of your time and

tell you why Connections Academy is important to us.

My stepdaughter, now 23, went through the public

school system when we moved to Carson in 2005.

Unfortunately, it was a struggle for her to cope with all

the distractions and requirements that come along with a

traditional public school.

She bounced around from middle school to an

alternative high school, then to an opportunity high

school. Her grades were never above a D, and she was

always getting in trouble. We were always in meetings

with teachers, principals, and counselors to try and

figure a solution. We even got her outside tutoring and

did different approaches at home.

We realized that, even with all we were trying to

do to help, her issue was being in that environment. We

were never able to find the right fit for her, and she

became a statistic and dropped out.

After struggling with our oldest, we made the

decision to do as much as we could as parents to give our

children every chance to flourish and succeed. That is

when we found Connections Academy.
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I am grateful to have the opportunity to stay at

home with my children and watch as they enjoy learning. I

am involved directly with their schoolwork so there is

never confusion of what is going on. There are no

distractions, and they can work at the pace that they are

comfortable with.

They set their own goals for the day without me

having to tell them what to do. It is so great to see

them be self-sufficient that I know there will be no

struggle when they must be on their own in college.

They are receiving a great education. I have

never met a teacher in our eight years of being with

Connections that does not put the child first. Every

teacher we have come in contact with is professional,

knowledgeable, caring, and always looks for the best

interests of my children.

I know that this is not the right fit for

everyone, but as a parent, I have the right to have a

choice in how my child will be learning. I know that had

we enrolled my eldest in Connections Academy, she still

would have been too far behind in credits to have

graduated on time. I believe that situation is seen far

too many times.

But when you look at children like mine, you will
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see that they are right on track with everyone else in any

other school system.

Connections Academy is a great part of our life,

and we are thankful to have found it and wish to continue

for many more years to come. Thank you.

(Applause.)

CINDY JORQUEZ: Good morning. My name is Cindy

Jorquez. Name is spelled C-I-N-D-Y, J-O-R-Q-U-E-Z. And

I'm a credentialed pastor, and as such, I'm a leader in

our local community. But more importantly, today, I'm a

mother of a fifth grade Connections Academy student.

When my daughter was nearing school age, I began

researching the options for her education. I finally

chose Connections Academy for many reasons, but for the

sake of time, I'll just name a few today.

First of all, the high-quality curriculum and the

structure that Connections provides in both online and

offline materials. Also, it is my hope that my daughter

will reach her full potential in life and not be limited

by location, by grade, or by age.

Through Connections, she's now in fifth-grade

gifted and talented, sixth-grade math, and is finishing

this school year with an overall score of 95 percent in

all of her classes.
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As parents, we're held accountable by the school

for our children's attendance, completion of schoolwork,

and participation in mandatory state exams. Connections'

teachers are easily accessible, care about the students as

individuals; and because it is an online school, they

prepare the students for the future in an increasingly

digital world beyond the physical classroom.

Since Katy was in preschool, she was wanting to

grow up to be in political leadership. NCA gives her

education, inspiration, and flexibility to pursue her

dreams. This is evidenced by school field trips to the

State Capitol, Supreme Court, governor's mansion, and

other similar places.

She's also been able to personally attend

political rallies, and more recently, she's had the honor

of being mayor for a day for the City of Reno with Mayor

Hillary Schieve.

Because of our work, we travel extensively

throughout the U.S. NCA offers a flexibility and

technology that allows our daughter to join us, enabling

her to get hands-on experiences from everyday life to

attending business meetings, conferences, seminars,

district and national councils, and visiting national

parks, museums, and historical landmarks. Talk about
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career preparedness.

While traveling, we have access to Katy's

teachers and schoolwork. And when an Internet connection

is not available, she is able to do her offline schoolwork

from provided printed materials.

The bottom line is this: As parents, for

whatever reason, we all choose to educate our children

through Connections Academy because it is the best choice

for our families and for our students.

If you close NCA, the problems won't be solved.

They'll just be moved to a different location, and

actually, as you have heard today, we will create more

problems in the process. So I ask you to keep the school

open, not only for students who struggle in school

environments, in other school environments, but also for

those who chose to excel beyond the status quo and

those --

MR. PELTIER: Three minutes.

CINDY JORQUEZ: -- who will be our future leaders

in our communities, in our states, and in our nation.

Thank you.

(Applause.)

JASON EVANS: Jason Evans. J-A-S-O-N, E-V-A-N-S.

I'm a science teacher at Nevada Connections Academy.
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So you have heard a lot of stories here today,

stories from a lot of individuals coming from a lot of

different places, but numbers matter, too. So I would

like to give you some numbers.

But first, you know, we are the net underneath

the cracks for those students that slip through. And I

personally have lost count of how many conversations I've

had with students who have told me if it weren't for NCA,

I'd be a dropout.

There are so many potential future students who,

if not for NCA, they would be a dropout. Now, the purpose

of any public education system is to help produce

productive members of society that will contribute to the

economy, that will provide an addition to the tax base,

that will keep the economic machine going.

So I want to give you some numbers from a study

from the Center for Labor Market Studies about high school

dropouts. This is a national average, but it's probably

comparable to Nevada.

Average lifetime earnings of a U.S.-born high

school dropout was $595,000. High school graduates earned

an average of $1,066,000 over a lifetime.

Social welfare costs, just under 33 percent of

high school dropouts receive food stamps compared to 17.3
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percent of high school graduates and 8.6 percent of

associate's degree holders.

Here's a big one. Incarceration rates among 18-

to 34-year-old males. 14.7 percent of high school

dropouts were incarcerated in 2010, while only three

percent of male high school graduates spent time behind

bars.

For every single student that we can prevent from

dropping out and actually graduating, take the wider

picture. What is the lifetime savings to the state

taxpayer based on that over a life of receiving government

aid, of interactions with law enforcement, of possible

incarceration?

For every single one that we can save from

dropping out -- and I personally know there are a lot who

would be dropouts -- that is the investment in the future.

That is contributing to the economy. That is lowering the

taxpayers' burden to take care of those individuals. So

we should be offering every single chance we can take to

prevent even one high school dropout.

The National Labor Board has suggested that the

biggest thing we could do to lower and prevent high school

dropouts is by increasing their choice, because we have an

educational system right now that is dated, that has not
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really kept up with the times. And we have such a diverse

population in our state, it is simply not going to work

for a lot of people.

You've heard many reasons here today. You'll

probably hear some more. But whether they were guided to

us --

MR. PELTIER: Three minutes.

JASON EVANS: -- or they were kicked to us or

found their way to us on their own, every single dropout

we can prevent is a boon for the economy of the future.

Thank you.

(Applause.)

MR. PELTIER: Chair Johnson, as it stands now,

that concludes the public comment for Reno.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Thank you, Danny. Here in the

south, we have eight more. This is Christa Casillas.

Thank you. Kristie King and Nathan King, and then Pamela

Newborn -- Newburn will be the first three.

CHRISTA CASILLAS: Hello. My name is Christa

Casillas. C-H-R-I-S-T-A. Last name, C-A-S-I-L-L-A-S.

I'd like to thank you all for listening to us today,

especially the man in the middle there. I don't know your

name.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Mr. Johnson.
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CHRISTA CASILLAS: Mr. Johnson. Thank you. I

noticed you've been extremely attentive. And least of all

to Mr. Gavin, who I think has picked his head up once or

twice in the last three hours. I find it actually very

disgusting that he sits with his back to us while everyone

pours their heart out.

Anyhow, I would like to read a few letters from

my students. So I am speaking on behalf of three

students, at three minutes per student. I probably won't

need that long. However, I just want don't want to be cut

off, please. Thank you.

The letters that I'm reading represent the

demographic that we are handling at our school. And you

guys have listened to all the stories. You guys know what

we're dealing with. I don't understand why we're here.

We have a ton of work to do.

Right now, our students need us. And right now,

we are fighting to keep our school open. This time that

we're spending right here, right now, is counterproductive

because, like I said, our students need us.

This is the first one. Tyler Fornier (phonetic)

is his name. Hello. Here is my NCA story.

I have been homeschooled since first grade. This

is my first year at Nevada Connections Academy. I am now
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in the eighth grade. We have done several curriculums

over the years, but I am really enjoying NCA and have

learned so much in my first semester.

I am an athlete, and being an NCA student allows

me to fully train for my sport, which is baseball. I am

able to train during the school day hours because I

usually work in the mornings and evenings and on my

schoolwork.

I attend strength and conditioning twice a week,

speed and agility three times a week, and regular team

trainings four to five days a week. We travel on weekends

to tournaments.

If it weren't for the NCA option, I would not be

able to excel at both school and baseball. I hope to get

an academic and athletic scholarship to college, play MLB

baseball, then attend law school and then become a lawyer.

I feel that my hopes and dreams will be able to

become a reality because I am able to attend NCA.

Nevada Connections Academy is a rigorous program

that is challenging, yet fun. There are definitely

challenges for me, but with my learning coaches' help and

also all of my teachers, I am able to still maintain As

and Bs with my rigorous athletic schedule.

The administration and teachers are all so very
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kind and helpful. I enjoy my lessons, and I really enjoy

working at my own pace. I finished the first semester

ahead schedule, which is a great accomplishment for me.

The whole program is a necessity for so many kids and

families with all different types of backgrounds and

lives. We need to keep NCA in Nevada for students.

MR. PELTIER: Three minutes.

CHRISTA CASILLAS: Okay. That was -- thank you.

And then for my next student --

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: So if you want to submit the

others --

CHRISTA CASILLAS: I'm not through on my phone,

and I really feel that those kids deserve their three

minutes. They weren't able to make it here today, but

they took the time to write the letter. I won't need

three minutes for the other ones, but I think it's really

important that you guys hear them.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: So what we'll do is we'll have

you come back around, and then you can -- we'll let the

others who --

CHRISTA CASILLAS: Okay.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: -- are here, and then we'll

come back around. Thank you.

(Applause.)
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KRISTIE KING: My name is Kristie King.

K-R-I-S-T-I-E. Last name K-I-N-G.

This is our sixth year at Nevada Connections

Academy. My son is a GT student. He has excelled

excessively at this school. Allows us to have a lot more

family time together. I'm directly involved in schooling,

which I believe helps to excel him and to learn more and

to also associate what he's learning with everyday life

that's happening currently.

Nevada is at the bottom for graduation, for

education in general. Closing NCA will ensure that we

stay at the bottom.

If the kids cannot graduate on time, our goal is

to have the kids graduate, to get a high school diploma,

and that should be our ultimate goal, whether it's four

years or five years. Thank you.

(Applause.)

NATHAN KING: Hello. My name is Nathan King.

N-A-T-H-A-N, K-I-N-G. First of all, I would like to thank

all the parents and the students that came up here to

share their stories. Unfortunately, I don't think the

board has heard a lot of them.

I was going to give my story, but I'm afraid it's

not going to be heard. So instead, I have to question why
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it seems that they aren't listening to us because these

aren't just sob stories that we're trying to create to

save our school. They're real, and we're trying to give

our reason. And it seems unfair that you're going to shut

down our school without a fair trial. Thank you.

(Applause.)

PAMELA NEWBURN: Hi. My name is Pamela Newburn.

P-A-M-E-L-A. Last name Newburn, N-E-W-B-U-R-N.

I actually wasn't going to speak today until I

heard -- I'm a teacher at NCA. I wasn't going to speak

today until I heard Caitlin speak. She inspired me.

That's what our students do. They inspire us.

You might have heard her, and I want you guys to take a

good look because not only is she adorable -- which you

are -- she has thrived and flourished at our school.

You might have her heard her mom say she didn't

talk until she was five. I taught her in third grade.

She is a seventh grader now. Do you know how much courage

it took for her to get up here and stand up here and face

you guys? She's so brave, and she's made so much

progress.

I swear, if you look in the dictionary under

thrive or flourish, you will find Caitlin. I promise you.

When she was in third grade with me --
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(Applause.)

PAMELA NEWBURN: -- and for those of you who have

ever taught or know third grade, right, third grade is

multiplication facts until you want to cry.

So for Caitlin, who has struggles with attention,

I would tell her, run around. Your mom will shout the

facts to you and you will answer the facts as you run

around. And she did. And she learned her multiplication

facts. That is why we are such a great place.

She was just showing me pictures of -- she went

with Miss Sill and did a frog dissection. But Caitlin is

the reason we do what we do. Caitlin is the reason I do

what I do. And Caitlin is the reason you should keep our

school open. Thanks.

(Applause.)

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: All right. Next, we have

Keith Figueroa, Lamesha Young, and Robert Young.

KEITH FIGUEROA: Good morning, board members. I

want to ask -- I usually do this to my Uber passengers.

Let's do a reality check. Take your annual salary, times

it by the age, and divide it by ten.

If you guys have calculators, you guys do the

same thing, too. Times it by two. Do you have an amount?

Throughout the year. You are underpaid. You are not even
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the one percent. The 90 percentile. You are just like

us, the 99 percent, along with these other parents who

have problems with kids that didn't have the proper

education or financial stability to help with the public

school system.

Now, as a Uber driver, I come across parents.

They come across problems with their students not being

picked up by the bus because they're not in that two-mile

radius. It's below the two-mile radius. During these

times, it's not even safe to have a child walk beyond

one-mile radius to school. That's how parents are

feeling.

So to teachers, thank you, Ms. Schultz, who has

the balls to speak out and represent these parents. She

gets to talk to us one on one, not as a teacher, but who

gives a damn about the students to excel.

When I look at these students with all these

physical problems, I can see they give a hundred percent.

Just look at these parents and students.

One of my friends asked me, "Keith, wouldn't you

love to run a company?" Okay. I'll run this company.

What is their statement? No family left behind. Guess

what? My wife and I, we found a school that believes in

the same theory. No student should be left behind.
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That's what the NCA stands for, and that's why

these parents are standing up today and speaking out and

saying, look, when we are in this school, there's no fear,

being afraid, but all the same encouragement to excel.

You go to a public school, there's built-in fear.

That's not what they want.

So it's like you got a good system and a bad

system. You are trying to infiltrate a good system into

the bad system. It won't work. You have to understand.

It's just like if you are a nonsmoker going to a

smoke-filled room. How would you feel? That's how these

parents would feel if their kids went back to the public

school system run in the same way. It's all about the

numbers. Their kid is a number.

With NCA, they don't look at numbers. They look

at them as a student. What is their goals? How they can

help that student to excel.

(Applause.)

MR. PELTIER: Three minutes.

KEITH FIGUEROA: Thank you.

(Applause.)

LAMESHA YOUNG: Hello. My name is Lamesha Young.

L-A-M-E-S-H-A. Last name, Y-O-U-N-G.

We've been in Connections for almost two years,
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but we feel like we've been there since day one.

This is my older son, Robert. He's in the

seventh grade. He was bullied. We've been through three

public schools, the last one resorting in a change of me

deciding that I want to teach him. I want to be part of

his education.

I have Aiden in the back. He's a third grader.

He's excelling. His fluency with reading has come up a

whole lot. He's never been in a public school because he

says to me, "Mom, I don't want to go." Why? Because with

his brother being bullied, he was little, he has seen

that, and he didn't like it.

So therefore, Aiden is able to get up and go and

do what we wants, when he wants. He complete his work.

He's A/B student first semester. We're at the last

semester here, last quarter. He is a A/B student.

Robert, same way. Robert's ending his semester

with five As -- four As -- four As and two Bs.

It was a struggle when we came in. Don't get me

wrong. The curriculum is challenging. Yes, it is. But

at the same time, we chose to do this. I chose to do this

as his mother. Dad goes along with it and trying to help

out when he can because he has to work.

NCA works for us. NCA is the only school that we
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have been into to where we felt wanted. There's teachers

here that we know, that we have a connection with. They

call us; we call them.

I had a trying time when we first started.

Mr. Scariotta told me, "Mom, don't. Don't jump off the

ledge yet." I was afraid because I didn't know if I had

the energy and the strength to get through.

Obviously I do have the strength. I have the

strength to sit up here and see you guys face to face.

I'm actually sad that the situation is going on because

there's so much in the world that's going on. But I have

faith, and faith out rules everything. Thank you for your

time.

(Applause.)

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: All right. Next three are

Orianna Chun (phonetic), Cherie Allison, and then

Christina [sic] Casillas is going to come back around.

Is Orianna here? All right. We'll come back.

She can go last. And then we'll start with Cherie

Allison.

CHERIE ALLISON: Thank you for the chance to

speak today. My name is Cherie Allison. C-H-E-R-I-E,

A-L-L-I-S-O-N.

Our children that are aged 13 and 10 have
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attended Nevada Connections Academy for the last three

years. We have a severe environmental health issue that

prevents us from going into several places.

I looked -- when we moved here three years ago, I

looked for a school for my kids. My son is in gifted and

talented, and it was very important for me to be able to

provide him with the education that really challenged him.

And so we looked and we looked, and I went to

school after school. I worked with the Clark County

School District to find a school. They wouldn't let me

transfer him to a school that worked for him. They said

there's absolutely no reason why he can go to a school

that's out of his zone.

So I started looking at charter schools. We went

to every charter school. We got in every lottery we

could. Our names were never called.

I went and I got to a private school. We looked

at the budget, we looked at the schooling, and we could

not afford it. And so one day, we found Nevada

Connections Academy.

And for me, as a mom and as a nurse, I am so

thrilled with the education that my kids are receiving

through Nevada Connections Academy. My husband is

pre-med. He's going to become a doctor.
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My son, his education as a gifted student is more

tailored to him now than it ever was in public school.

I have always said I would never be a

homeschooling mom. But the relationship that I've been

able to build with my kids through this program -- every

single teacher, what is the one thing that they want?

They want the parents to get involved. Right?

This program has allowed me to get involved in my

kids' education to the point where I have seen growth, our

relationship is deeper, and my kids are learning at a

faster rate. They get their lessons done so quickly, and

we have time to volunteer, to give back to our

communities, teaching them to go and observe careers.

What kind of career do you want to be?

Music. All of the things that kids are not

getting in traditional schools, we're able to give to our

kids because we have time to take them out into the

community and give back.

And so thank you for letting me speak today. And

I really hope that you will consider this huge option. If

my kids were to go into a building that has environmental

problems for them, they wouldn't be able to continue their

education there. And so we are safe in our home, and they

don't have to miss any school. They don't have to keep
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looking for a school.

Nevada Connections Academy has been the answer

for us, and it would be very devastating for our family if

you closed this school. So thank you for letting me

speak.

(Applause.)

CHRISTA CASILLAS: Did my three minutes start

yet?

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Now it starts.

CHRISTA CASILLAS: Okay. All right. So this is

for another student. Her name is Erica Lightfoot. Last

name, L-I-G-H-T-F-O-O-T.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: And just for the record, would

you mind saying your name one more time, please.

CHRISTA CASILLAS: Christa Casillas.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Thank you.

CHRISTA CASILLAS: Okay. My name is Erica

Lightfoot. I live in Hawthorne, Nevada. I am 13 years

old and in eighth grade. I go to an online school named

Nevada Connections Education.

I have been in this school for about four years.

In my old school, I was bullied so bad that I thought I

wasn't important.

When I started here, I felt like I was just as
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important as any other child here at NCA. If I didn't

know something, then all I would have to do would be

either pick up a phone or call them or just web mail them.

I would get a clear answer each time.

I'm proud to say that I have learned more than I

was learning in my old school. I started this program in

the beginning of my fifth-grade year. That first year, I

got really far behind because I was learning at a

third-grade level.

I'm proud to say, over the four years of being in

this school, I have made great friends, both being

teachers and students. There is a huge incline in my

vocabulary, writing, and my social skills.

I guess I have time for the other one.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: You do.

CHRISTA CASILLAS: Okay. So let me get to her.

Okay. This is from another student of mine that's -- she

was having some issues. Okay. I just lost it. I'm so

sorry. Is my time ticking?

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: It is.

CHRISTA CASILLAS: It's loading. Can I come

back?

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: One more time. We'll let you

back for a last time.
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CHRISTA CASILLAS: Thank you.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: While you're waiting, we'll

ask Nathan Held.

NATHAN HELD: Thank you very much for giving me

this opportunity to speak to you. It means a lot to be

able to express myself for my school.

Hello. My name is Nathan Held, and I have been

with Connections Academy for four years now. Connections

Academy is very important to me because of how much it's

helped me since I joined.

I went from being a bad student and a social

outcast to having a good social life and being a honor

roll student.

Even more important than my improving grades was

the flexibility that allowed me to keep working through my

medical dilemma. I had been diagnosed with Chiari

malformation, where a part of your brain hangs through the

hole where your spine meets the skull; hydrocephalus,

which is the overproduction of fluid in the brain;

syringomyelia, which is a cyst in the spine. And I have

an unnamed scarring condition which causes scar tissue to

be produced at a much higher rate than normal.

In the last three years, I've had eight brain

surgeries. On more than one occasion, I have needed to
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travel for medical care.

Assuming I was still at a public school, I would

have miss two full years of school if you combine all the

time spent having surgeries, dealing with appointments,

traveling, waiting out recovery time, and everything else

that comes with the process.

To put that in perspective, it's over 380

absences that I, instead, worked and thrived during,

thanks to Connections Academy. Only Connections Academy

could have provided what I needed. Since it was an online

school, I was able to get back to work within two weeks of

my surgeries rather than six weeks minimum at a public

school.

They were always able to provide alternative

activities that could get the point across when I was

physically unable to complete something. Most

importantly, however, was the fact that despite everything

I've been through, I still got straight As in honor

classes.

Shutting the school down would directly harm

special needs students like me. Please keep in this mind

when you make your decision. It's very important.

(Applause.)

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: All right. We'll come back.
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Is it loaded up?

CHRISTA CASILLAS: Yes.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: All right.

CHRISTA CASILLAS: Okay. So last but not

least --

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: One more time for the record,

please.

CHRISTA CASILLAS: Christa Casillas.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Thank you.

CHRISTA CASILLAS: Kaylee Watson is the student I

am speaking for. Last name, W-A-T-S-O-N. First name,

K-A-Y-L-E-E.

So Kaylee wrote: I feel like I owe it to the

school so I should just share.

And she writes a little warning. It kind of gets

dark.

I've never really shared this with anyone before.

When I first moved to Las Vegas, I didn't know a single

person here. I was thrown in school literally two weeks

after we moved. School was so bad for me that I had panic

attacks every day. And if I didn't have a panic attack

that day, I probably wasn't there.

I started missing school so much that I was

pretty close to getting in trouble for it. School here
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brought me down so much that I was so close to killing

myself. I was so close that I even planned in my mind how

I was going to do it and when.

My mom ended up having to put me in NCA. When I

first started, I felt so welcomed. I stopped having panic

attacks. I found it so much easier to do work, I started

getting passing grades, which I'm not used to so it was

exciting for me.

I feel like being put in this school and having

immediate support was one of the reasons I didn't do it.

And still, to this day, I have amazing support from my

teachers and counselors.

So that's from Kaylee.

And I just want to say that we get such a diverse

group of kids, but they're bullied. And as a parent, I

can't even imagine having to send my kid to school every

day, having to experience that, or the parent who said

that they had to push their kid out of the car when they

were experiencing such horrendous treatment at school.

Another parent who said it's a war zone. It's so scary to

even send our kids to school.

But we have kids who are doing all kinds of

fabulous things. There's kids who also have medical

issues. There's all kinds of kids that need us.
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So I would hope that you guys would pay

attention. Especially you, Mr. Gavin. Thank you.

(Applause.)

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Is there any public comment in

the north?

MS. OSBORNE: There isn't any.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: All right. That concludes

agenda item No. 1.

(End of Agenda Item No. 1, Public Comment.)

-o0o-
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STATE OF NEVADA )
) ss.

COUNTY OF WASHOE )

I, STEPHANI L. LODER, Certified Court Reporter in

and for the County of Washoe, State of Nevada, do hereby

certify that on Thursday, May 25, 2017, at the Grand

Sierra Hotel, in the Nevada Room, located at 2500 East

Second Street, Reno, Nevada, I reported the

videoconferenced public hearing in the matter entitled

herein;

That the foregoing transcript, consisting of

pages 1 through 141, inclusive, is a true and correct

transcript of the stenographic notes of Agenda Item No. 1,

Public Comment, taken by me in the above-captioned matter

to the best of my knowledge, skill, and ability.

As I was not present in the room with all of the

participants, the appearances on the cover page are from

my understanding of who was present via videoconference

and telephone during the proceeding, and that speaker

identification was made to the best of my ability through

voice recognition;

I further certify that I am not an attorney or

counsel for any of the parties, nor a relative or employee

of any attorney or counsel connected with the action, nor
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financially interested in the action.

Dated at Reno, Nevada this 20th day of June,

2017.

/s/ Stephani L. Loder
Stephani L. Loder, CCR #862
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RENO/LAS VEGAS, NEVADA; THURSDAY, MAY 25, 2017; 8:01 A.M.

-o0o-

(Agenda Item No. 1, Public Comment, was
reported, transcribed, and bound under
separate cover in Volume I, after which the
following proceedings were had:)

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: We will move on to agenda item

No. 2, approval of the April 28th, 2017, board meeting

action minutes. Is there any discussion? Questions?

MEMBER SNOW: I move for approval. This is

Member Snow.

VICE CHAIR MACKEDON: Member Mackedon. Second.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: All in favor of approval of

the April 28th board meeting action minutes?

ALL: Aye.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: All right. Before we move on

to action item No. 3, we're going to take a five-minute

convenience break, and then we will reconvene.

(Recess taken.)

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: I apologize for the delay.

We will move on to agenda item No. 3, which is

the public hearing to make a determination regarding

whether to take action regarding notices of -- notices

sent to Nevada Connections Academy on September 30, 2016,

and February 10, 2017, pursuant to the notice of intent
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issued to Nevada Connections Academy on September 30,

2016, and notice pursuant to NRS 388A.330 issued on

February 10, 2017.

And in accordance with NRS notice -- NRS

388A.330, the board will consider whether the deficiencies

included in the notice of intent and notice pursuant to

NRS 388A.330 have been corrected to the satisfaction of

the board. Possible actions include a determination that

the deficiencies have or have not been corrected to the

satisfaction of the board.

If the deficiencies noted in either notice have

not been corrected, the Board will consider if any

accountability action prescribed in NRS 388A.330 is

appropriate.

Possible actions pursuant to either notice

include no action, reconstitution of the governing board,

or revocation of the written charter no sooner than the

end of the 2017 academic year.

For this matter, I actually am going to provide

Member Guinasso with the authority to preside over the

hearing.

Member Guinasso.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

As we say, this is the time and place for the
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public hearing required under NRS 388A.330(3) to make a

determination regarding whether Nevada Connections Academy

has corrected certain deficiencies it was notified of on

September 30th, 2016, as well as on February 10th, 2017.

Specifically, pursuant to NRS 388A.330(2), Nevada

Connections Academy was placed on notice that the State

Public Charter School Authority intended to revoke the

written charter of Nevada Connections Academy due to a

high school graduation rate for the immediately preceding

school year that was less than 60 percent, in violation of

NRS 388A.330(1)(e).

In this regard, Nevada Connections Academy is

further put on notice that for the 2015 graduating cohort

as defined by NAC 389.0246, their graduation rate was

35.63 percent.

Meanwhile, for the 2016 graduating cohort, the

Nevada Connections Academy was put on notice that the

graduation rate was 40.09 percent.

Nevada Connections Academy was given at least

30 days to correct the referenced deficiencies in

accordance with NRS 388A.330(2)(b).

Now, if the Authority's board concludes that the

deficiencies and Nevada Connections Academy that they were

notified of about were not corrected on or about the
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deadline provided in the September 30th, 2016, notice and

the February 10th, 2017, notice, this public body will

then consider whether to reconstitute the governing body

of Nevada Connections Academy or whether to revoke their

written charter.

Mr. Whitney, have the appropriate notices been

posted and provided to the parties for this public

hearing?

MR. WHITNEY: (No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Mr. Whitney, would you

mind taking a microphone, please, and repeating?

MR. WHITNEY: Thank you. This is Robert Whitney.

Yes, the appropriate notices have been posted

and -- for this meeting and also sent to the parties.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: And, Counsel, could you

please put your appearances for the record.

MR. OTT: Deputy Attorney General Greg Ott on

behalf of SPCSA staff.

MS. GRANIER: Laura Granier on behalf of NCA,

Nevada Connections Academy.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you. Now, Counsel,

as I explained, there are two primary issues that must be

decided with respect to the notice of intent that was

issued by NCA -- issued to Nevada Connections Academy.
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And with regard to the September 30th, 2016,

notice of intent, as I understand it, the first issue to

decide is whether the Nevada State Public Charter School

Authority can establish by a preponderance of the evidence

that Nevada Connections Academy has failed to correct the

deficiency in its graduation rate.

And I think to decide this issue, the board must

hear evidence and argument regarding whether, for the 2015

graduating cohort at Nevada Connections Academy as defined

by the NAC -- that is NAC 389.0246 -- that the Connections

Academy graduation rate was less than 60 percent.

The second issue under that would be whether

Nevada Connections Academy corrected or proposed

corrections to this deficiency; and then thirdly, whether

the corrections or proposed corrections are sufficient to

correct the noticed deficiency.

After those issues are decided, then the next

major issue that's presented to this board is if the board

finds that Nevada Connections Academy Nevada has a

graduation rate less than 60 percent and it has not

corrected this deficiency, then this board will have

the -- I'm sorry, the Authority will have the burden to

prove by a preponderance of the evidence whether it is

lawful and appropriate to either reconstitute the
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governing body of Nevada Connections Academy or to revoke

Nevada Connections Academy's written charter.

Now, with regard to the February 10th, 2017,

notice of intent, the issues are essentially the same,

except the relevant cohort is for the 2016 school year.

Before I go any further, are there any objections

to the issues as I have stated them or any other issues

that either of you believe that this board must address

before we move forward with today's hearing?

MS. GRANIER: Yes. I have some questions about

the process, but I also would request clarification and/or

state an objection.

You referenced NAC 389.0246 as defining

graduation rate, and I don't believe that is accurate.

Maybe there is a miscitation in there.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. So for the record,

what I'll do is, rather than go back and get the NAC, what

I'll do is I'll just strike the reference to that and let

the two of you argue what the relevant law is relative to

the graduate -- I was just trying to summarize the issue,

not really make an argument for either.

MR. OTT: Deputy Attorney General Greg Ott. I

believe that citation defines graduating cohort, not

graduation rate. So I believe that's what it's calling
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for.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: That's right. That's

what I understand, too. So but with regard to the

graduating cohort or the graduation rate, I'll let the two

of you argue what the relevant law should be.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you. And then with respect

to the process, will you explain to us, as far as opening

arguments and witnesses, how this will be broken down?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yes.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: That's next.

MS. GRANIER: Okay.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. I noticed in

the pleadings that there was some argument about Open

Meeting Law complaints or, that is, the past meetings that

were alleged not to have complied with the Open Meeting

Law. I don't know that the Authority has jurisdiction to

decide whether or not it has violated the Open Meeting

Law.

Legal counsel, Mr. Whitney, with regard to the

meetings in question, was it your legal opinion that this

board had complied with the relevant provisions of the

Open Meeting Law?

MR. WHITNEY: Mr. Chair, this is Robert A.
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Whitney.

I do believe that the board did comply with the

Open Meeting Law at its prior meetings on this matter.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So the presumption that

this board works under is that when our legal counsel

tells us that we're in compliance, we presume that our

legal counsel is correct and will defer to his legal

opinion.

So what I'd like is to make a motion for this

board to either approve or disapprove, and as the motion,

finding that this Authority has both complied with the

Open Meeting Law based on legal opinion of board counsel

and based on what has been argued in the pleadings.

Can I get a second?

VICE CHAIR MACKEDON: Melissa Mackedon, second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. Any

discussion? All right.

All in favor of the motion, please signify by

saying aye.

ALL: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Aye. And none opposed.

So motion carries.

So let me go ahead then and just explain the

process. What we're going to start out doing today is
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looking at the exhibits that have been submitted, and

we'll mark and admit them up front so that as we go

through the hearing, we don't have to deal with the kinds

of objections that may slow the hearing down.

What I'd like to have in that part of the process

is if there are any objections to the materials that are

presented, those objections be made up front. We can make

a note of what those objections are for the record and

then make a decision on whether to admit or not to admit

those exhibits.

We're going to confirm the list of witnesses to

make sure we know who is testifying. If those people are

in the room, we would likely ask them to be excused from

the room if they're going to be witnesses to the dry

testimony.

And then what we're going to do is take opening

statements not to exceed 15 minutes on whether the Nevada

State Public Charter School Authority can establish by a

preponderance of the evidence that Nevada Connections

Academy has failed to correct the deficiency in its

graduation rate. So we'll just start out with that first

issue, and we'll hear the Authority's case in chief.

We'll hear after that the Nevada Connections

Academy's case in chief. And then after each party has --
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during your case in chief, after each party has questioned

each witness, what we'll have is an opportunity for board

members to ask questions of the witnesses.

And then, Counsel, at the conclusion of board

member questions, we'll each have an opportunity to ask

questions of the witnesses and follow up to what the

members have asked so that there's nothing hanging. If

there's a question you might want clarification on,

already answered, then you have that opportunity.

After your respective cases in chief on that

first issue, the Authority will hear closing arguments.

And that is the board will hear closing arguments. And

the Authority will provide the first closing argument. At

the conclusion of their closing argument, the board will

have opportunities to ask questions of what was

represented and the arguments that were made.

And then after that is concluded, then the Nevada

Connections Academy will have its opportunity for closing

argument. At the conclusion of your closing argument,

board members will then ask Connections Academy for

answers to questions. And then the Authority will get a

final rebuttal closing argument. And then that will then

result in the issue -- that issue being submitted for the

board for a decision.
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The board will deliberate publicly on deciding

the first issues that were presented, and then a motion

will be taken to direct the prevailing party to prepare

findings of fact and conclusions of law consistent with

the board's decision.

The findings of fact and conclusions of law, just

for your information, Counsel, we'll ask that those be

completed within 20 days of our decision, provided to

opposing counsel on the 20th day.

The opposing party will have five days to prepare

a letter with any objections to the findings of fact and

conclusions of law. And then when the board reconvenes

next month, the board will approve those findings of fact

and conclusions of lawyer, having considered any

objections that were raised by the non-prevailing party.

Thereafter, I will proceed to engage the

foregoing process to address the second issue, and that is

if the board finds that Nevada Connections Academy has a

graduation rate of less than 60 percent and that has not

corrected that deficiency, the Authority will have the

burden to prove by preponderance of the evidence whether

it is lawful and appropriate to either reconstitute the

governing body of Nevada Connections Academy or revoke

Nevada Connections Academy's written charter. So we'll
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follow that whole same process to get to a conclusion on

that second issue.

Are there any questions first of counsel with

regard to the process we're about to embark on? Or any

objections?

MR. OTT: Deputy Attorney General Greg Ott. I

have one question.

With regard to the questioning of witnesses from

the board, does that come after cross-examination from

opposing counsel?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yes. So after the

counsel of both have had their opportunities to question

the witness, then we'll give the opportunity for board

members to ask questions of those witnesses as well.

Are there any other questions or objections?

MS. GRANIER: Just one other objection. Just for

the record, we did submit a motion for recusal or

disqualification. We received an order from board Chair

Johnson. We did request that that be considered by the

full board.

But based on my discussion with you during a

break, I understand, Acting Chair Guinasso, your

conclusion is that we are not entitled to have a full

board consider that motion.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I believe that motion has

already been decided by the chair. So there would be no

reason to bring that back up unless there was a board

member who, by motion, wanted to move to bring that issue

to the full board for consideration.

Hearing no motion in that regard, the decision of

the chair will stand, and that will -- the motion and the

opposition that were filed will be a part of the record

along with the decision.

So if any party disagrees with that or wants to

make that an issue on appeal, then that will serve as the

record as to the arguments that were made and the ultimate

decision that was made.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. Having heard

a number of questions or objections from counsel, I just

want to make sure, are my fellow board members okay with

the process that's been laid out? Any questions about the

process? All right.

Well, let's go ahead and mark and admit evidence,

and I'm going to start backwards because there was some

questions that went forth asking for a clarification as to

why evidence and witnesses were presented after the last

hearing. Because the last hearing was continued due to a
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medical emergency, and then a significant amount of

exhibits and new witnesses were proposed for this hearing.

There is also a motion filed objecting to late-filed

evidence and pleadings and witnesses.

And so what I'd like to do is first ask: Has the

board had an opportunity to review both the material that

Nevada Connections Academy has provided with regard to why

they believe that evidence should be considered by the

board, even though it was filed after the last

continuance? And have they had the opportunity to review

Mr. Ott's objection?

If I could just get a yes or no for the record.

MEMBER JOHNSON: Member Johnson, yes.

MEMBER LUNA: Member Luna, yes.

VICE CHAIR MACKEDON: Member Mackedon, yes.

MEMBER GARDNER: Member Gardner, yes.

MEMBER SNOW: Member Snow, yes.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Then what I'd like

to do is make a motion to not admit any evidence or

pleadings that were filed after the last continued

hearing. And if I could get a second on that, we can take

some discussion.

MEMBER GARDNER: Member Gardner. I second that

motion.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. So with regard to

the evidences submitted after the fact, that is after the

March 30th hearing, Mr. Ott submitted objections that are

really consistent with the way that I had conceived of

that -- of the motion to continue. And that was, it was

for a medical emergency only, and that on the -- on the

day that the hearings were originally scheduled for,

Nevada Connections Academy was prepared with the evidence

that it needed to proceed along with the witnesses that

were prepared to proceed.

And one of the concerns I have about taking on

all this additional evidence and, as well as the

witnesses, is we budgeted for a three-day hearing. If we

have to hear from what looks to be 52 witnesses instead of

the original 12 plus four that were optional witnesses in

your original witness disclosure, there's no way that

we're going to be able to get this hearing done in the

three days allotted.

But with regard to the documentary exhibits, it

seems to me -- and maybe we could go through these one by

one.

It seems to me that either the documents are not

relevant to the issues that are squarely presented to you

as I have stated them, or that they're redundant. That
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is, the documents have already been submitted in prior

submittals that we're already going to consider.

So maybe, Mr. Ott, before we vote on the motion,

can you maybe just summarize your position for the board?

MR. OTT: Certainly. Just to restate our

objection, the reason for the continuance in March was the

medical emergency. There was never any request from NCA

to supplement or augment the record or any representation

that they were unprepared in March.

For the record, we likely would have opposed

those motions. So obviously having not seen them, I can't

say for certain, but we likely would have opposed them.

And the late disclosure of exhibits, contrary to

what was in NCA's explanation, is burdensome for staff.

Contrary to their assertion, all of these documents were

not in our possession. Significantly, the items from

Dr. Garza that were Exhibits U and going downward were not

in the SPCSA's possession.

And there were, by my count, over 2200 pages of

exhibits in addition to the additional 30 witnesses. So

we feel it would be extremely burdensome to admit these,

and that was the reason for our objection.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Ms. Granier?

MS. GRANIER: Thank you. We are not suggesting
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and never suggested that we were not prepared to proceed.

That is absolutely correct that the March hearing was

continued for a medical emergency.

There was never a deadline or a requirement for

pre-disclosure of any documents other than in this

Authority's order, prehearing order, that said in order to

present an exhibit at the hearing, we have to first show

it to opposing counsel. That was it.

So our expectation was we were coming with more

exhibits than perhaps we had disclosed because that was a

voluntary disclosure.

So these are not new exhibits. They are

documents that were in existence, with the exception of

Dr. Garza. However, we had third-party validation, and we

fully intended to present that at that hearing.

I don't know of any Nevada law, and there was

nothing in the order that required that pre-disclosure.

The only reason, frankly, we disclosed them when we did in

May was because Director Gavin was making representation

to third parties that we were not going to be allowed to

present what is absolutely material evidence to you about

the graduation rate, the calculation of the graduation

rate, and the students who make up that graduation rate.

When we heard that through a third party, we
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figured he sometimes has knowledge that we don't relative

to how these things proceed, so we'd better go ahead and

make a disclosure in plenty of time so that there would be

no prejudice.

So in accordance with the prior order that said

make disclosures of your witnesses five days ahead of the

hearing, we did that, and we provided the update to be

sure there would be no prejudice.

But with the exception of Dr. Garza's reports, as

you noted, Member Guinasso, many of these materials are

either available to the Authority, or they have been

previously provided.

We certainly have no desire to take up more time

or present evidence that is redundant, but I also think

that relevance is not an applicable standard under Nevada

law for an agency hearing. We have -- we should be given

a full and fair hearing to present the evidence that we

believe is important to your consideration of this very

serious issue.

So I would request -- you know, there's a very

limited standard for exclusion of evidence under NRS 233B,

and I would ask you to follow that. And it would not

provide for exclusion of any of this.

There is no prejudice. Mr. Ott has had them. He
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raised an objection that they were not previously marked.

They are all Bates labeled so they are easily identified.

And Mr. Whitney, I believe, will correct for the record,

as Mr. Ott was aware because he was copied on an e-mail,

that I actually reached out to Mr. Whitney before we made

this voluntary disclosure over a week ago to say, "How

should we mark things to keep things orderly?" And he

said we would deal with it at the hearing. So there is no

prejudice.

With respect to time, we absolutely are very

respectful of all of the time in three days, and we

believe we can complete the hearing in three days. We

want to be able to put on all of our evidence.

If we cannot put on all of these witnesses, we

certainly will take a look and prioritize which ones we

want to put on, but we would be -- ask to be given the

opportunity to present to you what we believe is material

to your decision today.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you. Just to

question -- I was having a hard time understanding this.

Why weren't these 2200-plus pages disclosed before the

last scheduled hearing? Because they were all available,

as you have said, except for maybe two of the exhibits.

And it seems like if they were material to your argument,
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that you would have presented them in preparation for the

last scheduled hearing because, as you have already

stated, you were fully prepared to go forward on

March 30th of this year.

MS. GRANIER: That's absolutely right. If you

look back at the order that this Authority board issued

for the hearing and how the hearing would proceed, the

requirement in that order was that, prior to presenting

evidence, documentary evidence for the hearing, it had to

be shown to the other side. There was no disclosure

deadline or prehearing disclosure required.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: That's not my question.

My question is: Why didn't you present these documents

and these witnesses prior to the last hearing?

MS. GRANIER: Because I did not know there was a

requirement, any pre-disclosure requirement. It was not

in the order, and it's not required under Nevada law.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay.

MS. GRANIER: I didn't know until I heard that

Director Gavin was telling people --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. That -- that

answers my -- any other questions from any of the other

members regarding this issue or any other discussion? All

right.
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Before we move forward with a vote, Mr. Whitney,

did you want to make a clarification for the record with

regard to the Bates-stamping issue?

MR. WHITNEY: Thank you, Mr. Chair. This is

Robert Whitney.

I do want to say that Attorney Granier did reach

out to me prior to the hearing. She sent an e-mail to me.

And I -- frankly, I had forgotten about the fact that

there had been mention of Bates stamping previously in an

order. So I did respond to her.

I did say several exhibits have already been

received. The board is going to mark both parties'

exhibits at the hearing itself, and admission of the

exhibits will be determined at the hearing.

And so I know on three of the opposition, there

was a mention of that. And so that is the e-mail about

NCA disregarding the scheduling order. But that was the

e-mail that I did send to Ms. Granier.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Just rest assured that no

exhibit is going to be excluded because it wasn't numbered

or Bates stamped. It would have been convenient to have

Bates stamp numbers at the bottom like the Authority did.

But we can certainly clear up the numbering and all those

issues as we go through the exhibits and mark them.
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So with that, any other comments that either

counsel would like to make before we take a vote on the

motion? Okay.

MR. OTT: Sorry. Just briefly. There is

reference to written or documentary evidence being

disclosed in the notice of the March hearing to be

exchanged by March 24.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Say that -- could you

repeat that?

MR. OTT: Yeah. So in the notice of the hearing

issued by -- the February 10 notice does say: Nevada

Connections Academy and the Authority staff must exchange

written or documentary evidence they wish to be considered

by the Authority board by no later than 5:00 p.m. Pacific

time on March 24, 2017.

And a similar one is included in the December

e-mail, but that was for a prior hearing. The March one I

thought was the relevant...

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you. Member

Gardner?

MEMBER GARDNER: Just a quick question. The

supplemental exhibits that you guys provided after the

March hearing had been continued, were those prepared at

the March hearing? Were you planning on using those at
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the March hearing, or were those things that were done

afterwards due to the extension?

MS. GRANIER: Many of them were prepared at the

March hearing. Some of them did not exist at the March

hearing such as the exhibits Dr. Garza did prepare.

Again, we didn't believe there was any prejudice. We had

not previously disclosed them.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: The court reporter is in

Northern Nevada, right? Can the court reporter read back

the original motion.

MS. OSBORNE: I'm sorry, could you ask that

again, please.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I just need the court

reporter to read back the original motion before we vote

on it.

MR. PELTIER: Please stand by. We just need one

moment to locate that within the transcript. She is going

through it right now.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you.

If you can't get to it, then what I'll do is I'll

just summarize it, but the motion as it was stated earlier

will stand. So maybe what I'll do is I'll just summarize

what the motion is.

Again, I believe the motion was to exclude
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late-filed evidence and pleadings and witnesses that were

presented in accordance with the objection that was

submitted by the Authority's attorney.

The second was provided by Member Gardner. All

those in favor of that motion, please signify by saying

aye.

ALL: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Aye.

Any opposed?

(No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. So the motion

carries unanimously. All the evidence that was submitted

after the March 30th, 2017, hearing date and all the

witnesses that have been presented and the pleadings

related thereto will be excluded.

So that brings us to the original exhibits that

are on file. What I'd like to do is go to the Authority's

exhibits, and I believe there are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 --

there are 13 total exhibits.

Ms. Granier, do you have any objections to any of

the exhibits the Authority has submitted?

MS. GRANIER: I'm sorry. I thought you were

going to go through them one by one so we would have the

ability to consider authenticity or any other objections.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Sure. I can do that if

you would like.

So with regard to Exhibit 1, I understand

Exhibit 1 of the Authority's exhibits to be cohort

graduation rates. I'm going to mark that as Exhibit 1.

Are there any objections to that exhibit?

MS. GRANIER: I'm going to object that it appears

to be an incomplete version. So it's -- you know, that's

my objection. Incompleteness.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Mr. Ott, any response?

MR. OTT: What do you mean by incomplete? What's

missing?

MS. GRANIER: Well, I can't tell. I don't know

where this came from or what the complete version is other

than there is a reference to Nevada Report Card at the

bottom. So if it's an issue of something that can be

taken judicial notice of to see the full version, then

that might be acceptable, if that's a practice this board

will recognize.

MR. OTT: This did come from Nevada Report Card.

I can have someone authenticate it, or the board can take

judicial notice that these are the items on the Nevada

Report Card. Either is fine with us.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: We'll have you
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authenticate it with your witnesses at the appropriate

time, but for now, I'll make a motion to admit Exhibit 1.

Could I please get a second?

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Member Johnson, second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. All those in

favor?

ALL: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Aye.

Any opposed?

(No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay.

(Motion to admit Exhibit No. 1 made,
seconded, and unanimously carried.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Exhibit 2. This is, as I

understand it, the Authority's exhibit. I'm going to mark

it as Exhibit 2. It's a notice of intent to revoke

written charter dated September 30th, 2016. Any

objection?

MS. GRANIER: No.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. That will be

marked and admitted as Exhibit 2.

(Exhibit No. 2 admitted.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Authority's Exhibit 3, as

I understand it, is a notice of intent to revoke the
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written charter dated February 10, 2017. I'm going to

mark it as Exhibit 3. Any objection?

MS. GRANIER: No.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. That exhibit has

been marked and admitted as Exhibit 3.

(Exhibit No. 3 admitted.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Exhibit 4, as I

understand it, is the State Public Charter School

Authority's minutes from the February 26, 2016, meeting.

I'm going to mark it as Exhibit 4. Are there any

objections?

MS. GRANIER: It's more a question, I would say,

than an objection. With respect to any minutes of this

Authority, I would think those would be subject to your

judicial notice, and I'm just asking if you will be taking

judicial notice of any such minutes.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yeah. We can certainly

take judicial notice of the minutes, but what I would do,

since it was specifically offered as an exhibit, we'll

mark it as such. And absent any objection, I'll take --

I'll make a motion right now to accept Exhibit 4.

Can I get a second?

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Member Johnson, second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. All those in
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favor?

ALL: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All those opposed?

(No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. None opposed.

(Motion to admit Exhibit No. 4 made,
seconded, and unanimously carried.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I actually didn't do that

for 3 and 2. I probably should do that. I'd like to move

that Exhibits 2 and 3 be admitted as Exhibits 2 and 3.

All those in favor?

ALL: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any opposed?

(No audible response.)

(Motion to admit Exhibit No. 2 made,
seconded, and unanimously carried.)

(Motion to admit Exhibit No. 3 made,
seconded, and unanimously carried.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. All right. Now

I'm going to Authority's Exhibit 5. It purports to be the

State Public Charter School Authority's minutes from

July 29th of 2016. I'm going to mark it as Exhibit 5.

Are there any objections?

MS. GRANIER: No.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. I'll move to
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accept Exhibit 5.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Member Johnson, second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. All those in

favor?

ALL: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any opposed?

(No audible response.)

(Motion to admit Exhibit No. 5 made,
seconded, and unanimously carried.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. Exhibit 6 is

the Authority's exhibit. I'm going to mark it as Exhibit

6. It purports to be Nevada Connections Academy meeting

minutes from January 25th of 2017. Are there any

objections?

MS. GRANIER: Subject to proper authentication,

no.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. So, Mr. Ott, at

the appropriate time, authenticate that.

But notwithstanding the authentication objection,

I'll move to accept Exhibit 6.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Member Johnson, second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All those in favor?

ALL: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any opposed? Okay.
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Exhibit 6 is admitted.

(Motion to admit Exhibit No. 6 made,
seconded, and unanimously carried.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. There's also

Authority's Exhibit 7. This purports to be the charter

school agreement. I'm going to mark it as Exhibit 7. Are

there any objections?

MS. GRANIER: No.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: No objections.

Therefore, I move to accept Exhibit 7.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Member Johnson, second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All those in favor?

ALL: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any opposed?

(No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Motion carries.

(Motion to admit Exhibit No. 7 made,
seconded, and unanimously carried.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Exhibit 8 purports to be

the State Public Charter School Authority's minutes for

the meeting on March 25th of 2016. I'm going to mark it

as Exhibit 8. Are there any objections?

MS. GRANIER: No.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Hearing no
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objections, I'd like to move to accept Exhibit 8.

MEMBER JOHNSON: Member Johnson, second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All those in favor?

ALL: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any opposed?

(No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. Motion

carries. Thank you.

(Motion to admit Exhibit No. 8 made,
seconded, and unanimously carried.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Exhibit 9, Authority's

Exhibit 9. I'm going to mark it as Exhibit 9. It

purports to be Nevada Connections Academy graduates and

nongraduates over time. Any objection?

MS. GRANIER: Yes. I think it lacks foundation.

I would like it to be authenticated. I'm not sure who

prepared it, and I'm not sure what it purports to

represent or the basis for any evidence that it is

purporting to be demonstrative of.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Mr. Ott?

MR. OTT: Well, it's just a graphical

representation of the graduation rates contained in

Exhibit 1. We can authenticate it at the time, but it's

just the numbers in a graphical format.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. I'd like to move

to accept Exhibit 9 pending authentication.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Member Johnson, second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All those in favor?

ALL: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any opposed?

(No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. That exhibit

will be Exhibit 9.

(Motion to admit Exhibit No. 9 made,
seconded, and unanimously carried.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Exhibit 10 purports to be

the State Public Charter School Authority's meeting

minutes from March 25th of 2013. I'm going to mark it as

Exhibit 10. Are there any objections?

MS. GRANIER: No.

(Discussion off the record.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Let me restate that. I

said it was from March 25th. It's actually from March

22nd.

So I'd like to move to admit Exhibit 10.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Member Johnson, second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All those in favor?

ALL: Aye.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any opposed?

(No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Motion carries.

(Motion to admit Exhibit No. 10 made,
seconded, and unanimously carried.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Exhibit 11 appears to be

an exhibit regarding Nevada Connection Academy's

graduation rates over time. I'm going to mark it as

Exhibit 11. Any objection?

MS. GRANIER: Yes. I think it needs proper

authentication, and which may include additional

objections when it's attempted to be authenticated,

including a lack of foundation.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Mr. Ott?

MR. OTT: Yeah, we can authenticate it at the

time. It's the information in Exhibit 1 displayed in a

graphical format.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Pending

authentication, I'm going to move to accept Exhibit 11.

MEMBER JOHNSON: Member Johnson, second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All those in favor?

ALL: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Any opposed?

(No audible response.)
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Exhibit 11 is

marked and admitted.

(Motion to admit Exhibit No. 11 made,
seconded, and unanimously carried.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Exhibit 12, Authority's

Exhibit 12 purports to be State of Nevada Office of the

Comptroller Fiscal Report for -- Mr. Ott, is it fiscal

year 2011?

MR. OTT: It's a number of fiscal years starting

with 2011 and moving forward.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Thank you. So I'm

going to mark that as Exhibit 12. Are there any

objections?

MS. GRANIER: Again, I think it should be subject

to proper authentication, unless you're taking judicial

notice of it.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Subject to

authentication at the appropriate time, Mr. Ott, I'm going

to ask that this exhibit be admitted. I make a motion to

have this exhibit admitted.

MEMBER JOHNSON: Member Johnson, second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. All those in

favor?

ALL: Aye.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Aye.

Opposed?

(No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Motion carries.

(Motion to admit Exhibit No. 12 made,
seconded, and unanimously carried.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: And finally, we have

Authority's Exhibit 13. It purports to be public dollars

invested in NCA. That is the Nevada Connections Academy.

I'm going to mark it as Exhibit 13. Are there any

objections?

MS. GRANIER: Yes. I would request proper

authentication, which may lead to foundation objections

depending --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Mr. Ott? Oh, sorry.

Excuse me.

MS. GRANIER: -- depending on the information

provided when it's attempted to be authenticated.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you, Ms. Granier.

Mr. Ott?

MR. OTT: So this is, again, just a graphical

representation of the amounts contained in Exhibit 12. We

can authenticate it at the time.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Subject to
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appropriate authentication, I move to accept Exhibit 13.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Just quickly, with this --

there's a noticed -- a noted typo in one of the -- this

appears to be a noted typo?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: We'll ask Mr. Ott.

MEMBER JOHNSON: Mr. Ott, there appears to be a

noted typo in this exhibit. I just want to make sure it

is a typo. Goes fiscal year '13, fiscal year '14, fiscal

year '13, fiscal year '16.

MR. OTT: That's, in fact, a typo.

MEMBER JOHNSON: Okay.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So what should that read?

2015?

MR. OTT: Correct. It corresponds to 2015 in

Exhibit 12.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: When you authenticate

this document, will you be sure to correct that with the

person authenticating the document?

MR. OTT: (No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Can I get a second

to the motion?

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Pending authenticate --

second. Member Johnson.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. All those in
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favor?

ALL: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Any opposed?

(No audible response.)

(Motion to admit Exhibit No. 13 made,
seconded, and unanimously carried.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. So that

concludes what I have for the Authority's exhibits.

Mr. Ott, did I miss any of your exhibits?

MR. OTT: I'm sorry, could you restate that?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Did I miss any of your

exhibits? I think that concludes --

MR. OTT: No. No. That was all the exhibits we

had.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. So then we're

going to go ahead and move to Nevada Connections Academy's

exhibits.

Ms. Granier, what I did is that, originally you

submitted an Exhibit A, which was your cure letter. And

with that, there were exhibits attached to that letter.

And so I want to be able to acknowledge those exhibits and

mark those as we go through, so that if you need to

reference them during the hearing you can and we know what

exhibit they are as it pertains to the evidence for the
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Authority.

So I want to start with Exhibit A, and that is

the letter from Ms. -- it looks like it's from

Ms. Granier, and it's a -- it purports to be a cure

letter. And what I'd like to do is mark it as Exhibit A.

And just with respect to the letter alone, not

the exhibits attached, are there any objections to the

letter?

MR. OTT: None to A.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. So hearing no

objection, I'd like to move to accept Exhibit A.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Member Johnson seconds.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. All those in

favor?

ALL: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any opposed?

(No audible response.)

(Motion to admit Exhibit No. A made,
seconded, and unanimously carried.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. Now, with

regard to the exhibits attached, I'm -- there's

Exhibit A-1, and I believe it's a letter from Ms. Granier,

and it's an e-mail. It's an e-mail.

Can you tell us what that is that's attached to
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your letter? It looks like an e-mail from you.

MS. GRANIER: I'm sorry. Could you help me where

you are in the exhibit binder?

MEMBER JOHNSON: It's in Exhibit 2, and then the

last page says Exhibit 1.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you.

MEMBER JOHNSON: You're welcome.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So, you know, what I have

here --

MS. GRANIER: Okay. So I see. Sorry for the

confusion.

We submitted some of the same exhibits that were

attached to the December cure letter. Instead of

producing them twice, we submitted them just once with the

March cure letter. So the next exhibit I believe would be

the March cure letter, and then the exhibits for both are

attached to that behind tab 2, that follow tab 2.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So the March cure letter

as I have it here -- let me just go back. It's the one we

just admitted as Exhibit A is dated March 24, 2017?

MS. GRANIER: Actually, I think the first cure

letter behind tab one of our exhibit binder is our

December 2nd cure letter, and that was what we had

identified as Exhibit A.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. I was actually

looking at the March 24th, 2017, cure letter. So maybe I

missed something. All right. Thank you.

Then I'm going to -- when I made my motion, I

thought we were talking about the March 24th, 2017, cure

letter, and I wasn't clear about that. And I marked that

as Exhibit A. And so was it the rest of the board's

understanding that we were dealing with the December 2nd,

2016, cure letter?

(No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. Then just let

the record reflect that Exhibit A is actually the

December 2nd, 2016, cure letter.

Bear with me just a second. I was working from

the wrong binder. I apologize.

MS. GRANIER: Okay.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So then what we'll do is

what -- so you have, attached to this cure letter, you

have an Exhibit 2, and we have an Exhibit 3, and we have

an Exhibit 4, and -- trying to see here. You have an

Exhibit 5 and an Exhibit 6, 7, looks like through 11.

Eleven exhibits; is that right? Yeah. Looks

like 11 total exhibits.

What I'd like to do is mark each of those A-1
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through 11. And I'd like to ask Mr. Ott with respect to

each of those exhibits that are attached to that cure

letter, if you have any objections to any of those

exhibits.

MR. OTT: Bear with me. I was working off the

same binder you were. Give me one second.

So yeah, we would have a relevance objection to

7. It's a four-year-old comment from a board member. The

law has changed. Minutes would be relevant, not the

comments.

Relevance exhibit to -- or relevance objection to

Exhibit 8. It's legislative history.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Legislative history, you

said?

MR. OTT: Correct.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. And what's your

objection?

MR. OTT: It's relevance. There's no unclarity

in the statute.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any other objections?

MR. OTT: Exhibit 9, don't know what it -- where

it comes from. It lacks authentication.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So that's an

authentication objection?
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MR. OTT: Correct.

Exhibit 10 appears to be the same exhibit that

NCA objected to lacking authentication.

And Exhibit 11 I'm going to object to as a

document regarding settlement discussions pursuant to NRS

48.105. So it shouldn't be admissible in this proceeding.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Can you restate your

objection to 10 because I didn't really understand that

one.

MR. OTT: Yeah. That was because I was hedging

my bets.

I don't think I'm actually going to object to it.

I think it is the same exhibit that we have as Exhibit 6.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. So we'll withdraw

that objection. But no objection to A-1, A-2, A-3, A-4,

A-5, A-6 or -- A-6, right? There's no objections to those

first ones.

MR. OTT: Correct. And the objection to A-10 is

withdrawn.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. No objection to

A-10.

So I'd like to move to accept exhibits marked

as -- exhibits that have been marked as A-1, A-2, A-3,

A-4, A-5, A-6, and A-10. I'd like to ask -- or move that
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those be admitted.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Member Johnson, second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. All those in

favor?

ALL: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any opposed?

(No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Motion carries.

All those have been admitted.

(Motion to admit Exhibit Nos. A-1, A-2, A-3,
A-4, A-5, A-6, and A-10 made, seconded, and
unanimously carried.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Now, with regard to

Exhibit A-7, I'd like to move, notwithstanding the

objection to A7, that that basically -- I guess it's a

hearsay statement -- be -- well, actually, there was an

objection made, and I hadn't heard from Ms. Granier on

that objection.

So what's your response to his objection on A-7?

MS. GRANIER: Thank you. His objection was that

it is not relevant.

It is absolutely relevant. It relates to this

ongoing discussion of the graduation rate for the school.

It is actually from materials that Mr. Ott and his clients

raised in the course of these proceedings over this
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graduation rate dispute citing to a school improvement

plan that was prepared and presented in 2013.

So staff itself has used this document in other

fashions, and it is relevant.

I also do not believe a relevance objection is

appropriate for exclusion under 233B.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you for that.

So we've heard the objection. We've heard the

response. I'd like to move, notwithstanding that

objection, that A-7 be accepted by the board.

All those in favor -- or sorry. Can I get a

second?

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Member Johnson, second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All those in favor?

ALL: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any opposed? Okay. So

A-7 will be marked and admitted as such.

(Motion to admit Exhibit No. A-7 made,
seconded, and unanimously carried.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: There was an objection to

A-8, and that would be the legislative history. Do you

want to respond to that objection?

MS. GRANIER: Thank you. Yes, I would. Same --

excuse me.
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I would raise the same issues, that I do not

believe relevance is an appropriate basis to exclude, but

in addition to that, it is highly relevant.

One of the fundamental legal disputes at issue

before you is the legislative intent and how these

statutes related to graduation rate being a trigger for

closure are to be applied.

So it is squarely at issue, and it is for this

board to decide based on all the evidence. So evidence

should not be stricken material to that.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Thank you.

So we've heard the objection and the response to

the objection. I'd like to move that A-8 be admitted.

Can I get a second?

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Member Johnson, second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. All those in

favor?

ALL: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any opposed? Okay.

Motion carries. That exhibit will be marked and admitted

as A-8.

(Motion to admit Exhibit No. A-8 made,
seconded, and unanimously carried.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: There was an objection to
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Exhibit 9 regarding authentication.

Ms. Granier?

MS. GRANIER: We intend to provide proper

authentication when we present our witnesses.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you. So subject to

proper authentication, I'd like to move to admit

Exhibit 9 -- Exhibit A-9.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Member Johnson, second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. All those in

favor.

ALL: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Any opposed?

(No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Motion carries.

(Motion to admit Exhibit No. A-9 made,
seconded, and unanimously carried.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: And then finally, there

was an objection to A-11. And the objection had to do

with this document being a part of settlement discussions?

MS. GRANIER: Yes. I would like to respond to

that.

It absolutely was not. At the time this document

was going back and forth between the parties initially,

there was no pending litigation. There had been no notice
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of intent to close.

This was a draft contract that was provided to

the school following this board's directive in July

of 2016 that the parties try to work together to come up

with benchmarks and a charter contract for NCA.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Ms. Granier, what date

was this? What date is this document purported to have --

MS. GRANIER: I was looking for that. I think

that's a fair question. And I don't see that it's obvious

from the document, but I certainly, I believe, can provide

e-mails to identify that because it was being e-mailed

back and forth between Mr. Ott and myself.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Mr. Ott, do you have any

recollection as to what date this document might have

associated with it?

MR. OTT: I don't have a recollection. I could

try to determine from my e-mail as well, but I don't have

a recollection.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Well, out of an abundance

of caution, because I don't know if it was a part of

settlement discussions because I don't have the e-mails,

for the time being, what I think I'm going to ask is to

move to reject this exhibit, but I'll give you an

opportunity later in the proceedings, if you can show an
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e-mail that this was -- predates the litigation and all

that, then we can revisit that.

But for now, what I'd like to do is move to

reject A-11. Can I get a second?

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Member Johnson, second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. All those -- oh,

go ahead. Discussion?

MEMBER GARDNER: Sorry. Member Gardner, just

discussion. I'm going to be a yea to deny this, but only

subject to the -- if we get e-mail showing this was not

settlement discussion of this, we will get another vote on

it.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: And just for

clarification, that would be our intent is to look at this

again with your e-mails.

So all those in favor of rejecting A-11, please

signify by saying aye.

ALL: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any opposed?

(No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. So motion carries.

(Motion to reject Exhibit No. A-11 made,
seconded, and unanimously carried.)
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I'm now going to move to

what looks to be -- I'm going to call it Exhibit B, and it

looks to be a March 24th, 2017, cure letter from Nevada

Connections Academy to the Authority.

Mr. Ott, any objections to that letter?

MR. OTT: I'm having some confusion. Are we

proceeding from the binders provided by NCA today? Is

that what we're going from, or from the -- because the --

it looks like the documents that have been provided are in

a different order than they were provided previously. So

I'm just confused because I know that some things have

already been excluded previously.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yeah. Thank you,

Mr. Ott. I was going from what was on -- I prepared a

binder based on what was online and put it in that order.

And I found myself quickly being out of order and

referencing the wrong documents.

For the time being, I'm going to go off the

binder that was just provided this morning. And then

if -- once we get to the documents that were excluded that

came after March 30th, we'll stop in the process here.

But I think in the interest of all of us looking

at the same document at the same time without any

confusion, and being that this is the binder that
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Ms. Granier has prepared so that she can effectively give

her case, we're just going to just go off of her binder

for the time being, unless you have an objection to that.

MR. OTT: I don't. I just think that there's --

they're not in the same order. So we may get to documents

prior to -- we may get to documents quickly that have been

disclosed later.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: That have been disclosed

or been objected to --

MR. OTT: Yes. Well, so for instance, looking

ahead to No. 4, I believe that's one that was disclosed

after the March meeting, just by the fact that it's

relatively early on in the binder that NCA has provided

today.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I see.

MR. OTT: And I could be wrong about that.

MS. GRANIER: No, you are wrong. I believe that

we prepared this binder. And as somebody mentioned

earlier, the more recent exhibits provided are at the end.

But we can keep going or I can -- if we wanted to

take a five-minute break, I can even shoot someone an

e-mail and try to find out very briefly so we don't delay.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Why don't we take five

minutes just to make sure we're all on the same page with
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regard to what exhibits we're looking at because my binder

looks different than your binder as well. And I was

really just going off of what was uploaded onto the

website in preparation for the hearing.

So let's just take five minutes and get it right.

(Recess taken.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Let's get back on the

record. We took a five-minute recess just to make sure we

get our binders straight.

What I'm going to do is I'm going to work from my

binder and cross-reference Ms. Granier's binder.

And then, as we go through, if things need to be

clarified or put into perspective, I'm going to rely on

the counsel to kind of help me get it right.

MS. GRANIER: Yes. And the person that I did

call does believe that that will work. It appears that A

through T were all previously submitted.

And then after that they were later -- but I

would ask that some of those that were later still be

considered in case they are subject to judicial notice or

were already in the Authority's possession.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I gotcha. Okay. We'll

work through this. My goal, by the way, is I'd like to

get all of this exhibit stuff taken care of before lunch.
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So if we go a little bit after 1:00, is there any

objection to that, because I think it would be inelegant

to stop in the middle of all of this and reconvene after

lunch.

Is that okay? Is everybody okay with that?

So what I'm going to do is mark as Exhibit B a

March 24, 2017 cure letter, because that's what I have

here in front of me.

So is there any objection to just the cure letter

that's dated March 24, 2017?

MR. OTT: So this was disclosed after March?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: No, this was before.

This March 24, 2017 was actually disclosed before the

March 30th, 2017 hearing.

MR. OTT: Are we talking about Exhibit 2?

MEMBER JOHNSON: It's 2 in the binder but we'll

label it --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I'm going to label it B

All the Authority exhibits are numerical. All the

Connections Academy will be letters.

MR. OTT: So even though it's labeled VV on your

exhibit, it will be B?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: It will be B. And I

noted that earlier when I was looking through the ones
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that you had objected to that they were actually -- there

were some that were redundant; that is, they were already

submitted previously.

And so this will help clear some of that up. So

some things that were excluded and things that were added

after the fact will actually be admitted because they were

submitted before but you produced them twice, it appears.

All right. So any objection to what has been

marked as Exhibit B, the March 24, 2017, I'm calling it a

cure letter?

MR. OTT: No.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: No objection. I'd like

to move to accept that document as Exhibit B.

MEMBER JOHNSON: Member Johnson, second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. All those in

favor?

ALL: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Anybody opposed?

(No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Motion carries.

(Motion to admit Exhibit No. B made,
seconded, and unanimously carried.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Now that letter has a

number of exhibits attached to it, if I'm correct. Are
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those exhibits the same exhibits that were a part of the

first cure letter?

MS. GRANIER: Yes, those were the ones I think we

just marked as A-1 through 11.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. And there are no

additional exhibits as a part of that second cure?

MS. GRANIER: Correct.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So we will note that all

the exhibits that are referenced in Exhibit B have been

dealt with as Exhibits A-1 through 11. So just clear for

the record.

And we won't mark these exhibits differently.

All right.

So then Exhibit C, I'm going to call it, it's the

Charter School Agreement from 2013, at least that's what I

understand it to be.

Ms. Granier, is that correct?

So are there any objections to this document

being admitted, Mr. Ott?

MR. OTT: No objection to that. I believe it's

also our Exhibit No. 7.

I did want to just raise one point with regard to

1 through 11 of Exhibit A. Those were not all exhibits to

the December letter, correct? Because you add additional
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exhibits to the March letter that were not one of the

December letters. So it might be better to reference

those as B-1 through 11, instead of A-1 through 11.

Just so it doesn't look like they were attached

to a different letter than they were attached to. And if

I'm getting us off topic because I know we were talking

about the charter agreement, I apologize.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Let's table the

discussion on the charter agreement for the time being and

take a step back to what we've marked as Exhibit B.

Would you like to respond to that?

MS. GRANIER: I have no objection to labeling

them B-1 through 11. They are attached to the March

letter.

And what we did to avoid duplication was not be

redundant in the December letter. So I can't as I sit

here say that all of them were attached in December.

I do know they were all attached in March. I

have no objection to calling them B-1 through 11 instead

of A-1 through 11.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. For clarity sake,

and for the record, so we don't have any confusion at some

later point, what I'm going to do is I'm going to amend my

earlier motion with regard to the exhibits that were
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previously marked as A-1 through 11 and ask that they be

marked B-1 through 11.

Can I get a second for that?

MEMBER JOHNSON: Second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All those in favor?

ALL: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any opposed?

(No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Motion carries.

(Motion to admit Exhibit Nos. B-1 through
B-11 made, seconded, and unanimously
carried.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Continuing to what I've

marked as Exhibit C, the charter agreement. Mr. Ott, do

you have any objections to that other than it's already

your Exhibit 7.

MR. OTT: No objection.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I'd like to move to

accept Exhibit C.

MEMBER JOHNSON: Member Johnson, second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. All those in

favor?

ALL: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any opposed?

(No audible response.)
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Motion carries.

(Motion to admit Exhibit No. C made,
seconded, and unanimously carried.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Now, moving on to what

I'm going to mark as Exhibit D, and I'm calling this what

looks to be the Charter School Performance Framework; is

that right, Ms. Granier.

MS. GRANIER: I'm sorry, which tab are you

behind?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I'm looking at -- I'm

sorry -- Evaluation of Good Standing. I got ahead of

myself.

So what I'm marking as Exhibit D looks to be

something that's called an Evaluation of Good Standing.

Is that right?

MS. GRANIER: Which tab is it behind in the

binder? I'm sorry.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I'm not sure in your

binder. I'm just working off the original submittal.

MR. OTT: Behind tab No. 5.

MS. GRANIER: Yes, that is correct.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Exhibit D.

Mr. Ott, do you have any objections to that

document?
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MR. OTT: Relevance objection and authentication.

But it only speaks to academic years '14, not the years in

question.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Ms. Granier, would you

like to respond?

MS. GRANIER: I will say it's absolutely

relevant. Goes to the school's performance and academic

achievement which is directly at issue in a closure

proceeding, when considering the closure of the school.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Notwithstanding the

relevance objection, I'd like to move to accept what's

been marked as Exhibit D.

MEMBER JOHNSON: Member Johnson, second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All those in favor?

ALL: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any opposed?

(No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Motion carries.

(Motion to admit Exhibit No. D made,
seconded, and unanimously carried.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Now, I am going to mark

as Exhibit E something that looks to be the Charter School

Performance Framework, Exhibit E.

So it would be -- on the top of it, it says
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"Charter School Performance Framework." It's page numbers

1 -- it has page numbers 1 through --

MEMBER JOHNSON: Behind tab No. 12.

MS. GRANIER: I'm just a little nervous

presenting my case. Are we not using the exhibit binders

I provided for the hearing?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: You know, I'm just going

off of what the order that these are on online because

it's the way I have them in my binder because I was

getting lost.

We can still use your binders. We're just going

to have to skip around in your binders in order to get

through this.

Because I actually prepared in advance. So I've

got all these in my document in front of me here, and

trying to make sense of it all right now.

MS. GRANIER: And if Member Johnson -- if someone

would keep cueing me which tab, that would be great. So I

can keep up.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Again, it looks -- what

I'm marking as Exhibit E is something that has marked on

top of it, it says "Charter School Performance Framework."

Is that right?

MS. GRANIER: Yes.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any objection, Mr. Ott?

MR. OTT: So this is D, which is 12 in your

binder?

MEMBER JOHNSON: E as in Edward.

MR. OTT: E as in Edward. Yes, there's a

relevance objection. The Charter School Performance

Framework is not attached to their contract in their

written charter. So it's not subject to them, so it's not

relevant.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Ms. Granier?

MS. GRANIER: Thank you. It's absolutely

relevant. It was adopted by this board. And it's an

applicable rule and policy that this Authority applies to

every charter school it sponsors under Nevada law.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Notwithstanding

the relevance objection, I think we as a board can give

this document the appropriate weight, once it's presented

by Ms. Granier.

So with that in mind, I'd like to move to accept

what's now been marked as Exhibit E, the Charter School

Performance Framework.

MEMBER JOHNSON: Member Johnson, second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All those in favor?

ALL: Aye.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any opposed?

(No audible response.)

(Motion to admit Exhibit No. E made,
seconded, and unanimously carried.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I'm moving on to what I'm

marking as Exhibit F, and it looks to be an e-mail from --

it's dated February 29, 2016, from Patrick Gavin to Laura

Granier and Steve Werlein.

MEMBER JOHNSON: Behind tab 13.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Which would be in your

tab 13. Is that right, is that the e-mail?

Any objection, Mr. Ott?

MR. OTT: Certainly there's a relevance objection

prior to any NOCs being issued.

MS. GRANIER: It's absolutely relevant. It was

in response to the first time this school was notified it

was subject to a possible Notice of Closure when it

appeared on the February 2016 agenda with no notice to the

school.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Thank you.

Notwithstanding the relevance objection, I'm going to move

to accept what's been marked as Exhibit F.

MEMBER JOHNSON: Member Johnson, second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All those in favor?
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ALL: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any opposed?

(No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Motion carries.

(Motion to admit Exhibit No. F made,
seconded, and unanimously carried.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Now I'm moving to what

I'm marking as Exhibit G, and this document, at the top,

says "Minutes of the Senate Committee on Education."

MEMBER JOHNSON: Tab 7.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Dated April 3rd, 2015.

Okay. Is that right, Ms. Granier?

MS. GRANIER: Yes.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any objection, Mr. Ott?

MR. OTT: Yes, it's a partial document,

incomplete, and it's irrelevant. It's legislative history

and the language in the statute is clear.

MS. GRANIER: The full version is publicly and

freely available online on the Nevada Legislature's

website.

And I think for those reasons you also could take

judicial notice, it's absolutely relevant given the issue

in these proceedings about legislative intent and the

closure statutes.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Mr. Ott, what would be

the utility of having a full version, what would be the

need for that?

MR. OTT: Just context, for the conversations.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I think Ms. Granier is

right about the judicial notice issue.

Notwithstanding your objections, I'm going to

move to admit what I've marked as Exhibit G.

Can I get a second?

MEMBER JOHNSON: Member Johnson, second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All those in favor?

ALL: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any opposed?

(No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Motion carries.

(Motion to admit Exhibit No. G made,
seconded, and unanimously carried.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. I'm marking as

Exhibit H an e-mail that looks to be dated August 7th,

2015. It's from Patrick Gavin to Ms. Granier.

MEMBER JOHNSON: Tab 8.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any objection, Mr. Ott?

MR. OTT: Relevance. I'm not sure what the

purpose of this document is.
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MS. GRANIER: Yes, it is relevant. It reflects

the dialogue between the parties and the school's attempt

to collaborate as is required under Nevada law, with the

authorizer, regarding the upcoming applicability of the

very statute that is at issue today.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Notwithstanding

the objection, I'd like to move to accept what's been

marked as Exhibit H.

Can I get a second?

MEMBER JOHNSON: Member Johnson, second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All those in favor?

ALL: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any opposed?

(No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Motion carries.

(Motion to admit Exhibit No. H made,
seconded, and unanimously carried.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Now, I'm marking as

Exhibit I what looks to be a pleading that says:

"Declaration of Jafeth Sanchez in Support of Motion for

Temporary Restraining Order and Preliminary Injunction."

Is that right? That would be under tab 27 in

Ms. Granier's binder.

MS. GRANIER: Yes, that's correct.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. Any

objection, Mr. Ott?

MR. OTT: No, no objection.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Hearing no

objection, I'd like to admit -- move to admit what's been

marked as Exhibit I.

MEMBER JOHNSON: Member Johnson, second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All those in favor?

ALL: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any opposed?

(No audible response.)

(Motion to admit Exhibit No. I made,
seconded, and unanimously carried.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. I'm marking as

Exhibit J a document that is dated November 30th, 2016,

and it says it's the Transcript of Proceedings Regarding

Plaintiff's Motion for Temporary Restraining

Order/Preliminary Injunction.

I'm not sure what tab number that is in your

binder, Ms. Granier.

Tab No. 15.

MS. GRANIER: That's not what I have for tab 15.

Yes, that is 25.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: 25. Okay. I apologize.
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I had the wrong one as well. So it's your tab 25.

So I'm marking that as J. Any objection,

Mr. Ott?

MR. OTT: Yes. Relevance. The transcript of a

judge's comments are not relevant; the order is.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Ms. Granier?

MS. GRANIER: I think the transcripts of the

judge's comments are relevant. They were made in open

court and they are material to the issues at the heart of

this proceedings, the closure, and the contract

negotiations and the graduation rate.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you.

Notwithstanding the objection that was made, I'd like to

move to accept what's been marked as Exhibit J.

MEMBER JOHNSON: Member Johnson, second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All those in favor?

ALL: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any opposed?

(No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Motion carries.

(Motion to admit Exhibit No. J made,
seconded, and unanimously carried.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I'm marking as Exhibit K

a document that looks to be the September 28th, 2015
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minutes of the State Public Charter School Authority.

September 28, 2015, under tab No. 10.

Okay. Any objection, Mr. Ott?

MR. OTT: Yes. Relevance. This is apparently

offered for the purposes regarding a Nevada Virtual

Academy, which is not relevant to the proceedings against

Nevada Connections Academy.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Ms. Granier?

MS. GRANIER: I think as minutes of the

Authority, it's subject to judicial notice. But in

addition to that, it is highly relevant. As the judge

noted, it is important for this board to apply the same

rules consistently to all charter schools.

So we think, with respect to especially whether

the cure is acceptable and whether there's been

appropriate collaboration as required under the

performance framework and Nevada law, this is absolutely

relevant.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So just for

clarification, one of your arguments is going to be: If

we get to the issue of cure, whether or not Nevada

Connections Academy is being treated fairly relative to

how other charter schools have been treated in a similar

circumstance; is that right?
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MS. GRANIER: That's correct.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you.

Notwithstanding the objection, I'd like to move to accept

Exhibit K as marked.

MEMBER JOHNSON: Member Johnson, second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All those in favor?

ALL: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any opposed?

(No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Motion carries.

(Motion to admit Exhibit No. K made,
seconded, and unanimously carried.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I'm marking as Exhibit L

what looks to be an e-mail. It's dated September 22nd of

2015. And it's an e-mail from Carolyn McIntosh to Patrick

Gavin.

Someone help me with what tab that is. Tab 11.

Okay. And is that a correct description?

Mr. Ott, do you have any objection?

MR. OTT: Same objection regarding accountability

actions of other schools. Also, there's no showing that

Nevada Virtual Academy and Nevada Connections Academy are

similarly situated.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Ms. Granier?
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MS. GRANIER: And that will be one of the

arguments we will make when we put on our case. So it is

absolutely material to that, and the different treatment.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Notwithstanding

the objection, then, what I'm going to ask is that we go

ahead and admit what's been marked as Exhibit L.

MEMBER JOHNSON: Member Johnson, second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All those in favor?

ALL: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any opposed?

(No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Motion carries.

(Motion to admit Exhibit No. L made,
seconded, and unanimously carried.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I'm marking as Exhibit M,

it looks to be, at the top, it says: "Proposed Regulation

of the State Public Charter School Authority." The date

has crossed out September 28, 2016, and then on the next

it says November 1st, 2016.

Tab 23 in Ms. Granier's binder.

Okay. So is there any objection to that,

Mr. Ott?

MR. OTT: Yes. Lacks foundation. I don't know

what this document is. And it also is not relevant to --
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the final language of the document would be relevant, not

the intermediary language.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay, Ms. Granier?

MS. GRANIER: The document, as is clearly

reflected on the first page of it, is from the LCB. So it

is publicly available. So it can be easily identified and

confirmed.

So it is subject to judicial notice. It is a

draft regulation. And we think the dialogue of the

adoption of the regulation is relevant to the issues at

hand regarding closure.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I need to understand

something about this document, because it's not the final

regulation; it's a draft regulation.

And so I am trying to understand how this draft

regulation relates to the case that you intend to put on,

rather than just having the actual regulation that was

adopted.

MS. GRANIER: There are some concerns we have

about process and whether the proper regulations required

under Nevada law have been adopted and how they have been

proposed by the Authority staff. So that's how we

intended to make use of this.

I would ask if you -- I either ask for a break or
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for you to defer consideration of admission of this to the

hearing when we can demonstrate how we would make use of

it.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay, Mr. Ott?

MR. OTT: I don't see that this is a regulation

regarding closure. So I'm still confused as to how it's

relevant to -- and it's an intermediate reg about

something other than closure. So I remain puzzled.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I tend to agree. What

I'm going to do is I'm going to move to reject this

exhibit.

However, Ms. Granier, if later you want to

attempt to reintroduce it and you can draw a stronger case

between how this is relevant to the issues presented, and

then we'll relook at that at that time.

Can I get a second?

MEMBER JOHNSON: Member Johnson, second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All those in favor?

ALL: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any opposed?

(No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Motion carries.

(Motion to admit Exhibit No. M made,
seconded, and unanimously carried.)
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I'm marking as Exhibit N,

a document that is dated September 30th, 2016. It says

"Notice of Intent to Revoke Written Charter," but it looks

like it's written to a Ms. Sanchez.

What tab is this for -- tab 21. Wait for

Ms. Granier to get there.

And so, Mr. Ott, do you have any objection?

MR. OTT: No. I'll note for the record it's our

Exhibit 2 as well.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: It's your Exhibit 2 as

well. Okay. So hearing no objection to Exhibit N, I'd

like to move for its admission.

MEMBER JOHNSON: Member Johnson, second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All those in favor?

ALL: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any opposed?

(No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Motion carries.

(Motion to admit Exhibit No. N made,
seconded, and unanimously carried.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I'm marking as Exhibit O,

looks like it's titled "A Briefing Memorandum." It's to

the State Public Charter School Authority board. It's

from Patrick Gavin, and it's dated September 23rd, 2016.
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September 23.

On the Authority website it would have been N.

Let's look at tab 20. R056 -- R0456. 546, I'm sorry.

R0546.

All right. There it is. It originally looks

like it was submitted as its own exhibit; is that right?

MS. GRANIER: You've identified it correctly.

And it's behind tab 20 and that is the Bates number I

have.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you.

Any objection, Mr. Ott?

MR. OTT: None.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Exhibit O as in Oscar.

Exhibit O as in Oscar. So hearing no objection, I'm going

to move to accept Exhibit O as in Oscar.

Can I get a second?

MEMBER GARDNER: Member Gardner, I second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Member Gardner seconds.

All those in favor?

ALL: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any opposed?

(No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Motion carries.

(Motion to admit Exhibit No. O made,
seconded, and unanimously carried.)
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Exhibit P. I'm marking

as Exhibit P, it looks like it's an index of documents

uploaded at Epicenter on December 2nd, 2016.

And it has documents numbered 1 through 14. And

it has, looks like at the bottom, this would be what I

think Ms. Granier's law office would have a unique set of

numbers for each document. 4241743.1, at the bottom.

MS. GRANIER: We don't have that in our binder.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I will withdraw that

marking, and we won't call it Exhibit P. It won't be

considered.

MS. GRANIER: I'm sorry. It might be helpful,

because it does document a list of documents that we

uploaded to Epicenter in December. So they would have

been available to the Authority.

So it might be useful as you consider other

exhibits.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Gotcha. So that actually

is a good point. So let me withdraw that. What I'm going

to do is I'm going to mark it as Exhibit P.

It will be called the Index of Documents uploaded

to Epicenter on December 2, 2016.

Any objection, Mr. Ott, to that being admitted?
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MR. OTT: No.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Hearing no

objection, I'd like to move for its admission.

MEMBER GARDNER: Second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Member Gardner seconds.

Okay. All those in favor?

ALL: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any opposed?

(No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Motion carries.

(Motion to admit Exhibit No. P made,
seconded, and unanimously carried.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So I'm marking as Exhibit

Q a document that says, at the top of it, it looks like

it's July 29th, 2016. Looks to be meeting minutes of the

July 29, 2016 -- July 29. It's tab 19. And it's a

July 29, 2016 document. It's the Nevada State Public

Charter School Authority meeting.

Any objection, Mr. Ott?

MR. OTT: No. Just note for the record that it's

also our Exhibit No. 5.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: It's also Exhibit 5.

We're calling this one Q. Exhibit Q. So I'd like to move

to admit as marked Exhibit Q.
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MEMBER JOHNSON: Member Johnson, second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. All those in

favor?

ALL: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any opposed?

(No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Motion carries.

(Motion to admit Exhibit No. Q made,
seconded, and unanimously carried.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Exhibit R. Marking as

Exhibit R a document that is dated September 23rd, 2016.

Looks to be meeting minutes of the Nevada State Public

Charter School Authority. It's tab 20. 534 and 532. It

starts at R0534.

Do we all have the same document? Okay. So I've

marked it as Exhibit R.

Any objection, Mr. Ott?

MR. OTT: The only objection, I guess it's

actually a clarification, a portion of it is highlighted,

as has been done with a number of documents.

As long as we're clear that the highlighting was

done by counsel and not appearing on the original

document.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I always find highlights
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highly persuasive. Just kidding. No, we'll note that.

Thank you.

Noting that, what's been marked as Exhibit R, I'd

like to move for admission.

MEMBER JOHNSON: Member Johnson, second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All those in favor?

ALL: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any opposed?

(No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. Motion

carries.

(Motion to admit Exhibit No. R made,
seconded, and unanimously carried.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I'm marking as Exhibit S

a document that's dated March 25th, 2016, the Legislative

Counsel Bureau, looks like it's a partial transcript of a

legislative hearing.

MEMBER JOHNSON: Bates No. R0276 is where it

starts.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Tab 15.

MS. GRANIER: It's a partial transcript of an

Authority board meeting, yes. It's confusing because it

took place in the legislative building.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So it's actually one
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of -- the Authority board meeting of March 25, 2016.

Thank you for that clarification.

Mr. Ott, do you have any objection?

MR. OTT: Perhaps just clarification. Is the

representation of counsel is that the excerpt is

everything regarding this meeting, this item, and nothing

else? Is that why it's an excerpt?

I want to make sure the context is complete, if

that's what you're going for.

MS. GRANIER: If it's the whole transcript, is

that what you're asking?

MR. OTT: It says it's an excerpt. Doesn't it?

Partial Transcript of Proceedings.

MS. GRANIER: It does say that. If it's a

partial transcript, it would be because it's only, yes,

the NCA portion of the agenda, the NCA agenda item on that

date.

MR. OTT: Based on that representation from

counsel, I have no objection.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Hearing no objection, I'm

going to move to admit what's been marked as Exhibit S.

MEMBER JOHNSON: Member Johnson, second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All those in favor?

ALL: Aye.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any opposed?

(No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Motion carries.

(Motion to admit Exhibit No. S made,
seconded, and unanimously carried.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I'm marking as Exhibit T,

it says, "Nevada Connections Academy" on the top. It

says, "2016 Graduation Rate Analysis."

MS. GRANIER: 38.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yes, tab 38, it looks to

be.

Tab 38. Just double-check. Actually, tab 38 is

a little bit different. This has -- it's not tab 38.

MS. GRANIER: Oh, I think I may know what's

happened here. What you're referring to still is an

analysis by Dr. Garza.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Let me look at the back

here. It doesn't have any person's name. Let me pull it

out of my binder.

You've got it, Mr. Ott? Thanks.

Which one is that, which tab?

MR. OTT: I don't have it as a tab. I was just

providing her so she could see what it was.

MS. GRANIER: I believe -- I'd like to
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double-check -- but I believe it's already in as an

exhibit, subject to proper authentication, as Exhibit B-9.

Yes, it's already in as B-9.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So it's already in as

B-9. Then we won't mark that as Exhibit T. We'll

recognize that that's already B-9 and it's been admitted

subject to authentication.

So then what I'm going to do is mark as Exhibit

T, looks to be the August 24th, 2015, meeting minutes of

the Nevada State Public Charter School Authority.

August 24. Looks to be Tab 9.

All right. So any objection to Exhibit T,

Mr. Ott?

MR. OTT: Yes. This is a partial document. So I

don't know what the context of the remainder of it is.

Also, I believe this is being offered for the

accountability -- to demonstrate the accountability of

other schools. So we have a relevance objection to that

as well. It also has the highlighting issue.

But as long as we're understanding that that was

done by counsel, that's not a problem.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So relevance, it's a

partial document, and you don't like the highlights?

Okay. Ms. Granier?
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MS. GRANIER: As far as the partial document, the

full one is available easily online and subject to

judicial notice.

It's just the minutes from this Authority's

meeting. With respect to relevance, again, we have

concerns that we were not treated as other schools, in

particular with respect to this document, and demonstrates

that Dr. Gavin had recommended and actually requested that

that charter school's board appear before this board to

have a dialogue about what was going on with the school.

We asked to do that. And we were denied it as

improper for our board to get to talk to you guys ahead of

time about what would be an acceptable cure.

So it demonstrates that we're not being treated

under the same rules.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Is there any reason why

we don't have the whole document? Was it just you were

just trying to give us the relevant portions?

MS. GRANIER: That's correct.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Notwithstanding the

objections that were made, I'd like to move to admit

what's been marked as Exhibit T.

MEMBER JOHNSON: Member Johnson, second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. All those in
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favor?

ALL: Aye.

(Motion to admit Exhibit No. T made,
seconded, and unanimously carried.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. That concludes all

the exhibits that I have that were submitted prior to the

March 30th, 2017 hearing that was continued due to a

medical emergency.

Were there any exhibits that I missed from that

timeframe?

MS. GRANIER: I was told that Exhibit J on the

website, the September 2015 -- something from

September 2015 on the website, Exhibit J, was skipped.

But I don't have that in front of me.

MR. OTT: I think, is that the 9-28-2015 minutes

regarding Nevada Virtual?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yeah, it's Exhibit K now.

So relying on the two of you, I don't think I

missed anything from the timeframe. All the other

documents that were submitted after that time were

excluded, except in so much as they were redundant

documents that we just marked and admitted.

MS. GRANIER: I'm sorry. I'm just trying to

double-check that. Could I have a moment? Thank you.
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I do have behind tab 19 as Exhibit P in our

binder the 7-29-2016 minutes of the Authority board.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Which tab again?

MS. GRANIER: It's behind tab 19. It appears

there might have been two documents in tab 19 are the

briefing memo and the minutes.

MR. OTT: Exhibit P -- my notes reflect being

Exhibit P being entered as Exhibit Q, marked as Exhibit Q.

Exhibit HH was not discussed. That was submitted

after March. That's what my notes reflect.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: That's correct.

MS. GRANIER: I'm sorry, Exhibit HH was the July

29, 2016 staff briefing memo from the Authority? I have

that as Q.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Member Gardner.

MEMBER GARDNER: This is member Gardner. Just

maybe an idea that we could do right now, if we go to

lunch right now, give the attorneys a chance to go over

everything, make sure we didn't miss anything, and you can

bring it up after lunch. Gives them time to go through it

and not try to do it right now on the fly.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I think that's a

reasonable request. What I'd like to do, though, before

we go is I want to make sure that we know what witnesses
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we have and so -- and if there are any objections to the

witnesses that have been offered.

The witnesses that the Authority has presented

are Patrick Gavin, the executive director for the

Authority. And then Russ -- how do you pronounce his last

name?

MR. OTT: Keglovits.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Keglovits, spelled

K-e-g-l-o-v-i-t-s?

MR. OTT: Correct.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. And he's the

Assistant Director of Accountability for the Nevada

Department of Education Data and Accountability?

MR. OTT: Correct.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Ms. Granier, do

you have any objection to the witnesses that are being

proffered by the Authority?

MS. GRANIER: No, I do not.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. I have 12

witnesses that are being proffered by the Nevada

Connections Academy and others that were listed if the

need arises. There were four others. So for a total of a

potential 16 witnesses.

I have Steve Werlein, a NCA school leader. Joe
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Thomas, NCA school principal. Victoria Neer, NCA

assistant school principal.

Lisa Malabago, NCA Manager of Counseling.

Levette McEaddy, NCA high school counselor. Gina Hames,

NCA high school advisory teacher, Grad Point Coordinator.

Brian Rosta, Director of Schools, Connections

Education. Matt Wicks, VP of Data Analysis, Connections

Education.

Tiberio Garza, Visiting Assistant Professor of

UNLV College of Education. Richard Vineyard, Ph.D.

Patrick Gavin, who has already been included as a

witness. He's director of the State Public Charter School

Authority.

And then Maria Hiett. And then the other four,

if the need arises, witnesses were Dianne Karp, NCA

special ed teacher. Jamie Smith from the NCA. Lisa Sill

from the NCA. And Alison Thomas from the NCA.

Is that all of those witnesses?

MS. GRANIER: No, there were two more that were

supplemented on March 24th, prior to that March 30th

hearing. Liam Hill and Jafeth Sanchez.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Say that again for me.

MS. GRANIER: Sure. Liam Hill, L-i-a-m, and

Jafeth Sanchez, J-a-f-e-t-h.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you.

Mr. Ott, do you have any objections to any of

those witnesses?

MR. OTT: No, not at this time.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. So we'll go ahead

and recognize all of the witnesses. Anybody that's been

named as a witness, unless they're sitting with you at the

table during the course of the hearing, could you just

advise them to not be present in the hearing room. And

when it's their time to testify, we'll bring them in one

at a time.

Okay. And with that I think what we'll do now is

take a lunch break. If you find that I've missed an

exhibit that was submitted prior to the March 30th

deadline, would you let me know and we'll clean that up

after lunch.

And then just be prepared, we'll start with

opening statements when we come back. What's the

timeframe that we scheduled for lunch, because I don't

remember?

12 to 1. So let's come back -- so let's come

back at 2:30. It's 1:26 now. So we'll come back at 2:30.

(The noon recess was taken at 1:26 p.m.)
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RENO/LAS VEGAS, NEVADA, THURSDAY, MAY 25, 2017, 2:30 P.M.

-oOo-

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: We're going to get

started. Okay. Excellent. So we'll reconvene the

hearing. It's now 2:32. We had ended for lunch with the

marking of exhibits and the acceptance of witnesses.

So, before we proceed any further, I just want to

make sure, did I get all the exhibits that were submitted

prior to March 30th?

MS. GRANIER: There is at least one question.

And then I was hoping we could go through the ones that,

even though they weren't submitted, they were already

available or should be judicially noted.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. All right.

MS. GRANIER: So the one that is in question that

we left on the break, and Greg and I discussed, is that,

it's behind tab 19, and in our binder it was identified as

HH behind tab 19. And there was an HH and a letter P.

And I have that you admitted the July 29th, 2016

staff briefing memorandum as Exhibit Q. Is that correct?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: That's what I have, too.

MS. GRANIER: Okay, and then that leaves -- the

other item behind our tab 19 was the seven -- July 29th,
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2016 minutes of the Authority meeting.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: (Indiscernible).

MS. GRANIER: Behind tab 19, the July 29th, 2016,

Authority minutes meeting. So, maybe to kind of keep

everything in order, if you decide to admit it, it could

be proposed to be admitted as part of Exhibit Q.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: And that's the briefing

memorandum that appears on tab 19?

MS. GRANIER: It's the meeting minutes behind

that briefing memorandum. I think the briefing memorandum

is Exhibit Q.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I think what we admitted

as Exhibit Q was the meeting minutes, but we didn't get

the memorandum in.

MR. JOHNSON: I've got the memorandum, but not

the meeting minutes.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay, gotcha. So why

don't we go ahead and combine the two so that it's one,

Exhibit 2, unless, Mr. Ott, you have some objection to

that.

MR. OTT: No, that's fine.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. So I'll take

a motion to amend Exhibit Q to include both the minutes

and the briefing memorandum. What I have as Exhibit Q was
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actually the minutes, but I didn't have the briefing. So

I've got these July 29th, 2016 minutes. And this briefing

is supposed to go with that.

MEMBER GARDNER: Member Gardner. I make a motion

to combine what is current Exhibit Q to include the staff

briefing memorandum for 7-29-2016 and the minutes of the

SPCSA meeting 7-29-2016 as well.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Thank you. I'll

second that. So it's been marked as Exhibit Q, has now

been combined to include both July 29, 2016 meeting

minutes with what I understand to be the briefing

memorandum provided by Patrick Gavin on that same date,

with respect to agenda Item 14, Nevada Connections Academy

graduate rates.

All those in favor?

ALL: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any opposed?

(No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Motion carries.

(Motion to revise Exhibit No. Q made,
seconded, and unanimously carried.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any other cleanup issues

like that we needed to address?

Oh, you wanted to look at the ones that we've
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excluded, and for what purpose?

MS. GRANIER: Because some of them were

previously provided. For example, I think Member Gardner

had asked if some of the exhibits were ready for March.

And clearly, actually, some of these exhibits

were ready in December, and they were in the hearing

binder I provided at the December hearing that did not go

forward.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Were they provided before

the hearing?

MS. GRANIER: Yes, I had all the hearing binders

ready to go for that December hearing. And I believe one

was left with Danny Peltier in the north.

And we had clearly not just disclose it, but we

had it waiting as an exhibit with multiple copies.

So for things like that and then also anything

that is either publicly available or is actually came from

the Authority or is in the Authority's possession, I would

ask that you consider those for possible judicial notice,

or to allow them because the law is clear, as we put in

our brief, that there's a requirement that there be some

sort of prejudice for exclusion on the documents, even if

they were late.

And so --
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: The other piece to it,

though, is that you're asking us to make decisions without

providing the documents. And as an Authority member who

wants to be able to read all this stuff and be able to

understand what's being argued, not having those documents

as a part of the original materials to prepare for the

hearing, and then just to dump on us basically another

2,200-and-some-odd documents after the hearing was

continued was not just a lot to put on the Authority's

attorney, but also on the people that you're asking to

make a decision.

So, Mr. Ott, did you want to respond to that?

MR. OTT: No. Well, yes. There are some

documents which are duplicative of documents in ours, and

I'm happy to go through those to make sure that she can

make use of the documents that we've already admitted.

But I don't see the need to go much beyond that.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. So let's start

there. What are the duplicative documents? We'll start

with tab 80. I think tab 80, what's behind tab 80 is

redundant, we've already admitted.

MS. GRANIER: I don't have a copy, I'm sorry.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I'm sorry, I'm going off

of my own -- we've admitted the cure letter from March 24,
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2017, so that would have been your Exhibit VV.

MS. GRANIER: Okay. So exhibit -- it's behind

tab 14, and it would have been Exhibit BB. And all of the

attachments have been admitted.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yeah, so we've already

admitted that document.

MS. GRANIER: I'm sorry, what's the exhibit

number?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: In your exhibits it was

VV. In ours I think it's B and B-1 through B- --

MS. GRANIER: Oh, got it. Thank you.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: We've already admitted

that. That was submitted a couple of times actually in

your submittals. Then your Exhibit WW was a memo from

concerned parents and educators. That was not a part of

the materials that were submitted and is not redundant in

any way.

So that was excluded by prior motion earlier

today. Exhibit XX, the Every Student Succeeds Act High

School Graduate Rate Nonregulatory Guidance, that was not

provided prior to the last hearing and so that was

excluded. And I don't know that that's duplicative of

anything.

MS. GRANIER: If I could just clarify that. We
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provided that for convenience. It doesn't really need to

be an exhibit because it's federal nonregulatory guidance.

It's like a regulation; it's not quite a regulation, but

it's --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: If that comes up in your

argument, or, like, with the witness that you're dealing

with, we can probably just take judicial notice of a

document like that. And so then, just moving on to

Exhibit YY, it was a resumé of a new board member, Nema --

MS. GRANIER: That's fine.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: What's that?

MS. GRANIER: That's fine. We can leave that one

alone.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Does that go to your

cure?

MS. GRANIER: Yes.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: That one -- because one

of the proposals, one of the things would be

reconstitution.

MS. GRANIER: That's correct. And I couldn't

have had her resumé because lots of new information that

became available to us.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: This came available after

the March --
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MS. GRANIER: That's correct.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So with regard to Exhibit

YY, I'd actually like to mark that as -- we're at T now.

I'd like to mark that as U. Because that would have been

a document that would not have been available prior to the

last hearing, and really goes to one of the issues that

we're going to be facing later today, or maybe tomorrow or

some point, and that is reconstituting the board and who

you might be presenting in that regard; is that right?

MS. GRANIER: Assuming the Authority carries its

burden and prevails on the first --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: On the first issue.

MS. GRANIER: If we were to win on the first

issue, then I guess --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I'll mark it as U, but

we're not going to admit at this point. We'll leave it

excluded. But if we get to the second issue and we start

talking about reconstitution of the board, then perhaps we

can reconsider. But we'll mark it as U for now.

MR. OTT: Just noting that that document, if it

was not available before the March meeting, would have

been submitted after the cure period had closed. So it

couldn't be considered a cure because it was outside the

cure period.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. That makes

sense. I'm just going to mark it. We're not going to

admit it. But I want to give Nevada Connections Academy

an opportunity to renew their argument regarding that

exhibit.

And then, Mr. Ott, you can renew your objection,

and the board will consider it at that time. Is that

okay?

MR. OTT: That's fine. What's it marked as?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I'm going to mark it as

U, Exhibit U. It comes after T. But again it's not

admitted. It's just marked for future reference.

Following that we have Exhibit ZZ.

MS. GRANIER: This also is a document that was

not available at the time of the last hearing. It was an

e-mail sent out by the Authority on May 4th. It's highly

relevant to the graduation rate and the credit deficiency

issue.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I'm going to mark this

only. So, we're at U. I'm going to mark it as V. We're

not going to admit it, but I'll give -- at the time that

this becomes a part of the witness examination, if you

want to renew your offer, Mr. Ott, you can renew your

objection, and we'll look at that again on its own.
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MR. OTT: I'll renew my objection. I'm a little

concerned that we're rehearing the same motion that we

already heard this morning going through the arguments one

by one.

I thought we were going to see some things that

we could take judicial notice of that were duplicative of

things that were already in, not necessarily go through

each one, but I will renew my objection to that.

MS. GRANIER: I appreciate the opportunity to

make a record as to each of these documents and why

they're being excluded -- or possibly why they should

properly be considered.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Well, we did already

exclude all of these documents by earlier motion. And

that's true.

We should really look at -- what I was really

looking for is what's duplicative and what we can take

judicial notice of.

I'm just marking -- I'm marking documents that

don't fit within either the judicial notice category or

the redundant category. I think that will make it easier

with regard to future disputes over what was excluded and

not.

It will make it easier for us to know which
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documents of the group of documents that we excluded

actually had some bearing on today's hearing.

I think that would be helpful for making a good

record. And so let's -- why don't we just focus on

identifying duplicative records and identifying things we

can take judicial notice of, and then if there's anything

else, Ms. Granier, you just want me to mark, then we can

do that.

MS. GRANIER: Yes. So if you continue on to what

was behind tabs 37 and 38, we did submit a report from

Dr. Garza prior to the March deadline.

This was an updated version of that report. But

I do have copies available of the previously submitted

report.

So if you are excluding the updated report, I

would ask to be allowed to admit as an exhibit the report

that was previously provided prior to the March hearing

date.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Mr. Ott?

MR. OTT: What was previously provided?

MS. GRANIER: He had a 2016 date of validation

report for NCA.

MR. OTT: Can you direct me to where it is in the

document?
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MS. GRANIER: I have copies of it. Because it

was updated, we provided copies in the binders of the

updated version, and that's what we disclosed. But we had

previously disclosed the prior report that was prepared

for the March hearing.

MR. OTT: Right. I'm asking where is the

disclosure of the prior report so I can look at the

document?

MS. GRANIER: Well, it would have been in the

disclosure we provided you five days prior to the March

hearing.

MR. OTT: So which number is it?

MS. GRANIER: It's not.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: That wasn't in any of the

exhibits that --

MS. GRANIER: That I proposed.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: -- that we reviewed prior

to the March 30th hearing. We didn't receive that

document.

MS. GRANIER: No, you did. It was disclosed. It

was on our list of disclosures.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I don't recall seeing

that document. It wasn't in the A through T documents

that were on the Authority's website.
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MS. GRANIER: I'm certain it was prepared and

submitted. Can I take a moment off the record to call my

assistant to find out where we might find it?

Or do you want to move on and do that later?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yeah, let's just move on

and do that later. I'll mark it for the time being just

as W.

I'll mark it as W. But I don't recall that

document ever being submitted either in its original form

or in its updated form.

MR. OTT: Is that all of 37 that you are marking

as W?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yes.

MR. OTT: I would also note for the record that

the Exhibit AB that was provided to us via e-mail was

blank. So there was no information in it at all.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. That was AB?

MR. OTT: AB, correct.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: And it's AB and AC

that were -- or are we just dealing with AB?

(Discussion off microphone.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Well, the AC is the

validation. So we've got U -- I've marked U and B and now

this one that was Exhibit AB, I'm marking W. And then --
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I don't see any other, I see an e-mail dated 5-3-2017,

that was Exhibit AR. And it was an e-mail regarding the

confidentiality agreement. That comes after the -- this

would have been after the last hearing date.

MS. GRANIER: It does. That was not available,

and it is material to the cure portion of this proceeding.

So I would ask that at least be marked for further

consideration.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So I'm going to mark that

as X. And then I think that's all of the documents that

came, that weren't available prior to the March 30th, 2017

hearing. Those are all the documents that were not

physically available.

MS. GRANIER: I think that is correct. There

is -- behind tab 40 is the Authority meeting transcript

from the May 2016 hearing, which again is highly relevant

and material. And it's available on the Authority's

website, although we had to pay a significant amount of

money to get a paper copy of it to put in the record for

this proceeding.

I think you can take judicial notice of it. And

I would ask that you allow that to be marked as well.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Which one is that again?

MS. GRANIER: Behind tab 40, and it's AH.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: AH. I'll mark it as Y,

but, again, it's been excluded. We'll mark AH as Y.

So the rest of the documents in question, I

believe, were available and could have been produced

before the March 30th, 2017 hearing. And there are some

redundant documents in here that we've already admitted.

Unless there's anything else you want me to mark,

Ms. Granier, I think we're going to leave it at that.

MS. GRANIER: And I don't see declarations that

are behind tabs 28 to 30; certainly were in the

Authority's possession. They were part of the litigation,

so I don't see how there's any prejudice. I would ask

that those be marked. They're highly relevant to the

issues at hand.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I think that those

documents really could have and probably should have, as

counsel as argued, have been produced prior to the last

hearing.

So we'll leave those unmarked for now. And plus

these individuals, I think a few of these folks you're

going to have testify, right?

MS. GRANIER: A few of them. Some now are either

unavailable or you have excluded them.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: And these declarations
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were prepared for another proceeding, not this proceeding?

MS. GRANIER: For a related proceeding.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right, so, we'll just

leave those as is. And if you need to make arguments

about them later you can. Any others?

MS. GRANIER: With respect to documents that we

did include in the December hearing binders, are you

allowing those to be used or you're not?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I have no idea what was

provided in the December hearing binders because we

actually weren't given those.

When we came to that hearing, my recollection was

that we had to end the hearing before we could get to it,

because the room didn't have enough space, and there was

an allegation we may be in violation of the Open Meeting

Law if we were to proceed. So I don't know that we have

those binders or were provided those binders.

MS. GRANIER: A copy of the binder -- I have

binders here, and they were not distributed, you're

correct, because the hearing never commenced. But a copy

was provided to Mr. Peltier up in the north. So there's a

record of what was available for that hearing.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I think what we asked for

was that all your documents be produced prior to the
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hearing. And if those documents were going to be used at

the March 30th hearing, that I would have expected those

to have been produced prior to that hearing so we would

have had the benefit of having those in our list of

documents that we would be considering for today's

hearing. And I don't think that that happened.

And, so, I think we'll leave those as is for the

time being, unless, Mr. Ott, you have anything to say

about that.

MR. OTT: No, I don't believe I received a copy

of that binder either. So, no, I would prefer they be

excluded.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. So I think we've

got all the exhibits that we're going to admit. I've

marked a few additional ones just to make it clear for the

record that those were documents that are purported to be

documents that couldn't have been produced prior to last

hearing.

We haven't admitted those, but at such time they

become relevant and Nevada Connections' presentation and

they want to renew their request to admit those documents

at that time, we'll hear that argument at that juncture.

So, that being said, let's revisit what we're

doing. We're about to take opening statements. And I
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really want your opening statements to be focused on the

two notices of intent that were provided -- one on

September 30th, 2016, and one on February 10th, 2017 --

regarding whether the Nevada State Public Charter School

Authority can establish by a preponderance of the evidence

that Connections Academy has failed to correct the

deficiencies in its graduation rate. And as we talked

earlier there's some sub-issues involved in that.

And I think talking a little bit about the

graduation rate and understanding where that graduation

rate comes from and being able to establish that their

graduation rate is below what the statutory standard is, I

think it would be important for us to hear, along with

sub-issues that I outlined earlier today.

Let's not talk about cure or reconstitution or

closure until we get through this section of the hearing.

I just want us to be focusing on the alleged deficiency

and establishing that piece, or that first issue before we

move on to the second issue, as I mentioned earlier.

MR. OTT: Okay. So the initial phase is just

going to be limited to whether the announced graduation

rate has been met. We won't discuss the cures in the

initial phase?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yeah, we won't deal with
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any of the proposed cures -- well, yeah, so what we're

going to do is -- actually I misspoke. I apologize for

that.

We'll look at these graduation rates. We'll look

at whether Nevada Connections Academy corrected or

proposed corrections to this deficiency and then we're

look at whether the corrections or proposed corrections

are sufficient to correct the deficiency. So, those are

the issues I want you all to address in your opening and

in your initial case in chief.

MR. OTT: Mr. Chair, I have one prior issue that

I'd like to raise briefly, because it will affect the way

that we present our evidence, if I may be heard.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yes.

MR. OTT: So, earlier during the presentation of

the evidence, I moved to exclude certain evidence based on

NRS 48.105 regarding settlement discussions.

There have been allegations in pleadings about

efforts to compel a school to do certain things.

Discussions were had between the Authority and

the school. After threat of litigation, some of the

discussions before they filed first suit, some discussions

after.

And I'm moving to exclude all evidence of
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settlement discussions regarding the cures, not

necessarily because I don't want to talk about them,

because I want the Authority to be on record of what it

wants to do with regard to this.

Because having those settlement discussions be

subject, be admissible as evidence in future Authority

proceedings, could cause the Authority or schools to be

less willing to negotiate freely, less willing to offer

solutions, less willing to propose certain items if they

know that those items could later be admitted at a hearing

regarding accountability.

So, in the spirit of NRS 48.105, even though some

of the discussions happened prior to the school

instituting suit, our request is that settlement

discussions, including the discussions regarding the

contract that was redlined back and forth, be excluded.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Before I let you respond.

I just want to understand what's being presented here. So

which exhibits are you referring to that would fit under

that objection?

MR. OTT: So the exhibit, I believe, was B-11, is

the draft Authority contract, which was not accepted yet.

And I think that there was a discussion about whether or

not that contract had been presented prior to or
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subsequent to the initiation of litigation by NCA.

My reading of NRS 48.105 is that it involves a

contested claim. It doesn't necessarily require

litigation to be commenced for it to be triggered.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: My recollection on that,

though, was that the Authority at some point last summer,

I think in July or August, had directed the Authority and

Connections to reach some sort of an agreement on how to

proceed forward given the concerns about graduation rate.

And we were looking for a contract that we could review

and approve.

Ultimately, there was no contract that was

consummated for whatever reason. Perhaps we would hear

about that, perhaps we wouldn't. I guess that's the point

of your objection.

So I'm having a hard time still understanding the

application of NRS 48.105, relative to the fact that we,

kind of, as a board, gave that authority. I gave that

direction, I think, the first time, last July.

Don't quote me on that. I'm just going off the

top of my head. We gave the direction to negotiation that

agreement, before there was any Notice of Intent that went

out, I believe.

MR. OTT: So, there was an agendized item for the
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issuance of a notice pursuant to NRS 388A.330 and it was

not acted upon. And it was clear from the Authority's

discussions that the board would prefer that the staff

reach out and try and enter into negotiations to bring a

joint recommendation.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So the board's direction

was that we didn't want to negotiate that contract in an

open meeting. We wanted our staff to negotiate that

contract, because that's really what staff's function is.

So how does that fit as a settlement discussion

exactly if it's coming at board direction for you to

negotiate a contract that ultimately doesn't get -- I'm

just trying to understand that piece?

MR. OTT: Well, litigation was being threatened

by NCA for a considerable amount of time going back to, I

think, February of last year, 2016. So efforts to resolve

the potential Notice of Closure also would be efforts to

resolve potential litigation.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Gotcha. Any other

questions from anybody on the board for Mr. Ott before I

let Ms. Granier respond?

Ms. Granier, go ahead.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you. 48.105 is absolutely

not applicable. There was no pending litigation. I'm not
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even sure there were threats of litigation.

In February of 2016, the school was put on agenda

with no notice of foreclosure. The board did not act. We

were put on again in March. The board did not vote to

close and then said prepare our grad rate improvement

plan.

And as you just recalled, Member Guinasso, in

July after appraising that plan in May, in July you did

direct staff to go work out the terms of a charter

contract with us, and that's what we were doing. There

was no litigation.

There was no Notice of Intent to close. In fact,

we thought we had reached solution, and we were simply

trying to reach terms of an agreeable charter contract, as

you directed.

So, 48.105 doesn't apply anyway. Even if it did

apply, or even if there were settlement discussions going

on so that it could apply, it would not apply to exclude

this evidence, because it's very clear the reasons that

Mr. Ott does wants you to not hear that evidence is that

Director Gavin was putting the school in a position of

either waiving their rights of judicial review or facing

closure, and therefore under 48.105 it can be used as

proving bias or prejudice of a witness.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Just a couple things,

again from my recollection. I think as a board we gave a

direction, that that particular provision -- and I don't

recall when I gave that direction, I think after it was

brought back to the board and there was some dispute over

that.

But this board gave direction to have that

included as an essential term in the contract that we were

trying to negotiate.

But I do recall, at least from the pleadings that

we have on the Authority side, is the first lawsuit was

actually commenced, I think, August 28th.

And so the reason why we held -- we didn't admit

Exhibit B 11 -- was because I wasn't sure the date of that

document. So if the date of that document is post

litigation --

MS. GRANIER: It's not. I understand. I need to

offer you the e-mail. I understand.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: We're letting you renew

that later. So with regard to, I guess, to your point,

Mr. Ott, I think we'll leave Exhibit B-11 as excluded.

But if it turns out that that document was

prepared prior to August 28th, which I think was the first

litigation, and it was pursuant to board direction to
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negotiate a charter contract, then I'd be inclined to want

to recommend the inclusion of that document to the board

and see what the board says at that time.

MR. OTT: Just to clarify, Director Gavin was

told that the school would see him in court in February of

2016. So there was a threat of litigation. And to -- so,

I guess --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Let me stop you for a

second. Really it's already excluded now. If they

provide additional evidence and argument as to why it

should be included later, we'll go through this again and

you can make your arguments when litigation was threatened

or not.

I don't have the knowledge of what happened last

February because I wasn't a part of this body. And I only

know what I was present for. If there's additional things

we need to consider, let's consider that after perhaps an

e-mail or something validating the date of that document,

and then we can revisit these arguments then if that's --

MR. OTT: I just note that this is going to be an

evidentiary objection that's going to be raised when

Director Gavin testifies because someone is going to ask

him about those conversations, and there will be an

objection based on NRS 48.105, and I was hoping we could
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deal with it before his testimony rather than break in the

middle and have this discussion. But if you want to do it

at the time we can do that.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: If the document gets

produced, we'll deal with it again. Hopefully you're

working with your assistant getting some sort of

validation on that issue.

MS. GRANIER: Yes.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Are there other pieces or

documents that you're concerned about that are

settlement-related documents that we --

MR. OTT: Not documents. More thinking about

testimony.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. So if those

questions are raised during his testimony I would expect

appropriate objection and response, and then we'll rule as

a board on those issues as they come up in his testimony.

Is that fair to everybody?

MS. GRANIER: Yes.

MR. OTT: Certainly.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. So why don't we go

ahead and start with opening based on what we've asked you

to address in this first part of the hearing. I'm going

to set my timer.
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We've only allotted 15 minutes for opening. Let

me ask you both, is 15 minutes enough time to give an

appropriate opening.

MS. GRANIER: Yes.

MR. OTT: Yes.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Then let me just get my

timer ready here. Mr. Ott, please proceed.

MR. OTT: Thank you. The Authority's obligation

under NRS 388A.330 and this first phase of the hearing is

simple: Has NCA corrected the deficiencies to the

satisfaction of the sponsor within the time prescribed in

the notice?

Questions about what should happen if the school

did not correct those deficiencies cannot be considered in

this phase. The only questions before the Authority are

whether the graduating cohorts for 2015 and 2016 were

below 50 percent, and if so whether the corrections

proposed by NCA are sufficient to correct them.

The first part of that is straightforward. The

Department of Education calculates those numbers. We will

have a representative from the department here to explain

how that is done, why it is done that way, and what role

the school plays in validating that data.

The department will testify that the adjusted
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cohort graduation rate for NCA was 35.63 percent for 2005

and 40.09 percent for 2006.

The executive director of the SPCSA will explain

that the SPCSA uses adjusted cohort graduation rate and

has since before his hire. You'll also hear NCA propose

several alternative graduation rates for your

consideration.

Most of these rates exclude various categories of

students from consideration based on different legal

theories. You've seen legal arguments about graduation

rates in prehearing briefing, and you'll hear why

measuring different slivers of the student population is

more relevant than measuring the entirety of the

population.

What you'll not hear from NCA is any testimony

regarding how their alternative graduation rates would

affect statewide graduation rates, or that the Legislature

intended the term "graduation rate" to mean anything other

than the adjusted cohort graduation rate calculated by the

Department of Education and used by the SPCSA.

The second part of the hearing will be NCA's

proposed cures and whether they're sufficient to correct

the deficiency.

The proposed cures that will be presented are
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those NCA is putting forth to correct the deficiencies as

set forth in the notices.

There will be two cures evaluated -- one proposed

in response to the 2015 graduating cohort on December 2,

2016, and the other proposed in response to the 2016

graduating cohort dated March 24, 2017.

You'll hear NCA describe several cures in

response to the 2015 graduating cohort. These cures

generally fit into three categories.

The first is a request for the SPCSA to use a

different graduation rate calculation excluding certain

students. Both the Department of Education staff and the

executive director of the SPCSA will address why these

changes to calculations are not appropriate.

The second is some measures that NCA has

undertaken to increase its graduation rate through

academic changes. Because of various delays in this

hearing you'll have the advantage of seeing the benchmarks

NCA suggested to evaluate that plan.

And testimony will show that the graduation of

the most recent year fell well short of their target. You

will also hear that the NCA's five-year cohort graduation

rate, as calculated by the department, remains well short

of 60 percent.
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The third are proposals to restructuring NCA

including a request to reconstitute its governing board

over the next three years or to create a school within a

school where it could place all its credit-deficient

students and thus increase its graduation rate.

You'll hear the executive director of the SPCSA

discuss reconstitution of governing bodies and when such

changes are appropriate and show a reasonable likelihood

of success and why NCA's school within a school is a

flawed concept.

There's also a final proposal to have NCA impose

a financial penalty for failure to graduate its students

instead of revoking the school's charter or reconstitute

its governing board. No evidence will show any link

between a financial penalty and a proposed graduation rate

increase.

Finally, you'll have an opportunity to review

NCA's renewal back in 2013 where it was tasked with

creating a plan for a graduation rate improvements.

And you'll hear testimony about the failure of

the graduation rates to rise after the implementation of

that 2013 plan.

Once the evidence of the graduation rates and

NCA's proposed cures has been submitted, you'll be asked
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to make a determination regarding whether NCA has cured

the deficiencies regarding the 2015 and 2016 graduating

cohorts. The evidence will show it has not.

That's all I have.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you, Mr. Ott.

Ms. Granier.

MS. GRANIER: If I can have a moment to set my

own timer to keep track of my own time.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: No problem.

MS. GRANIER: Okay.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Ready? Time's starting.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you. There is no definition

of graduation rate under SB 509 codified in NRS 388A.330.

That is at the heart of this matter here.

We are not asking you to redefine the graduation

rate. We are asking you to do exactly what the

Legislature intended you to do.

You will hear that SB 509, that is now the

trigger -- that now provides for the trigger provision

that you're considering to close a school, was initially

proposed with a mandatory closure.

It was "shall," that you shall close a school, a

high school, if it has a graduation rate from the prior

year of below 60 percent.
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After significant deliberation, testimony

consideration, the Legislature very intentionally changed

that "shall" to "may."

And it is very clear on the record, based in part

on Director Gavin's testimony that you, of course, would

not just look at a single data point. You would consider

all compelling evidence relative to that data point.

But the Legislature very intentionally gave you

the discretion to, yes, take a look if that single data

point is below the 60 percent for a high school. But to

consider all of the compelling evidence.

So what you will hear from us is not that we're

telling you how to redefine graduation rate the way the

NDE calculates it for purposes of federal reporting.

The Nevada Legislature very clearly could have

adopted that federal definition and incorporate it into

that statute. It did not because the point was they never

intended it to be used the way it is being used, to

attempt to shut down a school serving over 3,300 Nevada

students across our state in grades K through 12, which

raises another legal problem with this proceeding looking

to close a grade K through 12 school when the statutory

language is clear that as a trigger for possible closure

of a high school.
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We are not a high school. We are a K through 12

school. And what you will hear is that after the

Authority staff said, well, you can sever your charter and

we'll just close your high school, we proposed the concept

of a school within a school.

And you'll hear in the second half of this

proceeding if we get there why we believe that was an

appropriate cure responsive to your staff's request.

You will hear that over and over and over again

this school has taken a careful look at this and responded

to every request your staff and this Authority board has

made to address this issue. The school has worked

diligently and it is improving.

Yes, we have cured the deficiency. We came up

with a highly praised graduation rate improvement plan

that we presented to this board in May.

And we have the transcript of that proceeding

where some of the then-board members praised it, including

Member McCord, for its transparency, for its very clear

action to be taken.

Director Gavin gave us comments and reviewed that

document and he had no criticism of it other than he

wanted to see benchmarks.

So you are going to consider today closing a K
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through 12 school which serves, as you heard, students who

have medical issues; are pursuing extraordinary dreams as

dancers, artists, athletes; who have overcome

extraordinary challenges and thanks to NCA they have

stayed on track.

This is their school of choice. They're learning

sign language. They're learning Mandarin. They have

incredible opportunities available to them in rural areas

of Nevada that are otherwise not available to them that is

threatened here today based solely on the consideration of

a single data point, which is flawed when reviewed in

isolation without looking at the students who are behind

that data point.

Again, we are not asking you to recalculate.

We're asking you to look at what does that data point

mean.

What is the student population that makes up that

35 percent or 40 percent? And does it reflect the

achievement of this school? Because that's what should be

considered if you're going to close this school is how is

this school achieving. Not how did other schools achieve.

And what you will hear is that if you actually

look at the data that we've presented to staff but has

been rejected based on the single data point, what we have
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demonstrated and you will hear that has been validated

from a third-party expert, independent, is that if you

look at every single student, as we did, in the NCA high

school, in the 2016 cohort, 49 percent of those students

came to Nevada Connections Academy at least one semester

behind.

That is why this single data point is low. So

you are not holding Nevada Connections Academy accountable

for its performance. You're holding Connections Academy

accountable for that prior school performance.

The school that left that student credit

deficient, which NCA welcomed with open arms and is

effectively serving, are the same students that are

causing us to be here today.

What you will hear from experts is that the data

shows that if you look at this calculation and you remove

those students who came to Nevada Connections Academy at

least a semester behind, our graduation rate, calculated

in accordance with the federal reporting requirements

other than considering those students, is 62 percent,

which means we are not subject to closure under the end of

the permissive closure provision.

You have adopted a state public charter

performance school framework. And you must follow that.
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You have a charter contract with the school, and you must

follow that.

What you will hear is that your staff has ignored

both of those and refused to consider any data or

information about this school's performance other than

this single data point.

As many of you already know, it violates your

adoptive performance framework to even be subjecting us to

a closure hearing without having considered that other

information.

If you measure NCA based on its performance with

these students, you will see and you will hear from the

evidence presented, that students who have been with

Nevada Connections Academy for all four years of their

high school graduate at a rate of over 80 percent, which

may be the highest of any high school in the state.

You'll hear from experts about that.

That's a true measure, as you will hear from

education policy experts, of how this school is

performing -- not holding it accountable or penalizing it

for the credit-deficient students that it accepts from

other schools.

This began in February of 2015 and you'll hear

that as well. You need to hear the full timeline to
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understand how this happened and why we're here and

consider whether the deficiency has been cured.

Because in February of 2015, again, in violation

of your own adoptive Charter School Performance Framework,

without any communication or so much as a phone call, much

less a notice of concern or notice of breach which are

required under your own performance framework, NCA was

placed on agenda for possible closure in February of 2015.

You will hear the evidence that not only did we

not only have any notice of that, even a phone call from

Director Gavin as to why we were on that agenda, even when

we followed up with him he initially said the matter was

with counsel and still wouldn't explain to us why we were

on that agenda.

You're going to hear evidence that the only

concern the Authority staff has identified with this K

through 12 school is this single data point.

And you're going to hear that this school, as

last rated, was in good standing and in fact the middle

school is a four-star middle school out of a five-star

rating. So it was one of the highest rated middle schools

in our state. That's what you're going to close down over

a single data point.

You're going to hear what the Legislature
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intended, which is the compelling evidence around that

data point.

Yes, you want to know, and we want to know, why

was it 35 percent. You're also going to hear that we

prepared this graduation rate improvement plan, and that

it's working.

While we're not where we hope to be because we

continue accepting credit-deficient students, even though

we've had one in almost every two students in the 2016

cohort came to us so far behind and credit-deficient, we

increased our graduation rate by five percentage points in

that year, implementing the graduation improvement plan.

That is significant. It is working. You are

going to hear that state law requires collaboration.

State law, your performance framework, NACSA, they all

recommend that for high stakes decisions -- and no one can

suggest with a straight face this is not a high stakes

decision -- that you gather and analyze a rich body of

multi-dimensional body over the operational period of the

school.

If you actually do that, you will see the

evidence is clear it would be arbitrary, capricious and

violation of law to close this school.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you.
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Ms. Granier, anything else?

Okay. So why don't we go ahead and move to the

Authority's case in chief.

MR. OTT: The Authority would call Director

Gavin.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Before we proceed, I just

want to check in, Carson City, how is our court reporter

doing?

MR. PELTIER: I don't know if you guys can hear

me. We've lost connection. Give us a moment, please, to

see what our tech guys can do. Hold on one second,

please.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: When did you lose

connection?

MR. PELTIER: All comments were recorded. We

lost connection about two minutes ago -- can you hear us?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yeah, we can hear you

fine. I'm concerned about how much of the presentation --

was it five minutes or --

MR. PELTIER: I would say that we missed -- we

missed about three minutes of Ms. Granier's, the end of

her opening statement.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Can those

statements be made available to those who are there in the
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north in the form of a recording?

MR. PELTIER: Yes. The recording has continued

to hold. I'm also logged into the system. That link will

be made available to any member of the public who wishes

to view it.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. So just make sure

that the people there where you're at understand that what

they missed they can review via recording.

Presently we can't see --

MR. PELTIER: We're going to need a five-minute

recess because we're going in and out and we've lost

connection again.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. We'll take a

five-minute recess to address the --

MR. PELTIER: We're going to redial in. So

you're going to lose us for one second and I'll have our

tech people here at the Grand Sierra redial.

(Recess taken.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: We can see you and hear

you. So does that mean that the technical difficulty is

fixed?

MR. PELTIER: As it stands now, the technical

difficulty is fixed. If we lose connection again, I will

pop on through my other connection in the hard line and
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let you know. But as it stands now --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay, that's great. Now,

I wanted to check with the pace of the discussion. Is the

court reporter okay with the pace in which we're talking

presently?

MR. PELTIER: A little bit slower would be a

little beneficial.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Counsel, just keep that

in mind with regard to our court reporter in the north.

And, Mr. Gavin, no coffee for you this afternoon

(laughter). Just take it slow.

Up in the north, we're about ready to convene

here. So what we're going to do is go ahead and swear in

the first witness, which is the Authority's witness,

Patrick Gavin.

(Witness sworn.)

PATRICK GAVIN

Called as a witness on behalf of the Authority,

was sworn and examined as follows:

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. OTT:

Q Mr. Gavin, could you please spell your last name
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for the record.

A Gavin, G-a-v-i-n.

Q And where are you currently employed?

A I am employed by the State of Nevada at the State

Public Charter School Authority.

Q What's your position there?

A I'm the executive director of the Authority.

Q How long have you held that position?

A Since July of 2014.

Q Can you briefly explain the positions that you

held prior to accepting a position with the SPCSA?

A Certainly. Most recently I did development

consulting, new school development work for charter

networks around the country. Prior to that I spent some

time in the classroom.

And prior to that I was an administrator for a

multi-state charter network operating at the time out of

DC and in Baltimore. I was there for a number of years.

And prior to that I worked for a string of different

education management organizations, all involved in the

charter sector for 19 years.

Q So you've been involved in the charter school

sector for 19 years?

A That's correct.
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Q And can you give some time frames as to how long

you filled those different roles within that 19 years?

A Sure. My first position I was in for a total of

five years between the first company and then the company

that acquired it, doing school development work.

During the second employment period was

approximately three and a half to four years, with a large

multi-state education management organization, first doing

school development and then school operations and

turnaround.

Then I worked for a supplemental educational

services provider primarily providing services to charter

schools in the northeast and Mid-Atlantic.

After that I worked for Friendship Schools in DC

for a period of four years doing strategy, human capital

and general administration, including work involving

turnarounds of large comprehensive high schools.

And then, as I mentioned before, I was also a

mid-career teacher at Teach For America at a KIPP school

outside of Boston. And then I also did school development

consulting for a number of different organizations around

the country.

Q And for those who don't know what is KIPP?

A KIPP is the Knowledge is Power Program. It's a
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network of charter school networks around the country,

serving, at last count, I think, close to 100,000

students. I could be wrong on that number, but it's a

very large number of students across the country. It's

generally considered to be the highest achieving charter

schools in the nation.

Q You mentioned turnaround sector a few times in

your background. Can you explain what you mean by that

and give a little bit more detail about your experience in

that area?

A Sure. So the fact of the matter is that since

the inception of charter schools, beginning in the early

1990s, there have been some schools that have struggled.

And since essentially the inception of the

movement there have been a variety of strategies that have

been used to try to improve those schools.

But the evidence shows rather convincingly that

absent some kind of substantive, significant intervention,

such as a massive change in governance and leadership, it

is very unlikely that a school will turn around.

Generally speaking, the trajectory of a school

during its first three years is predictive of how it will

perform for the remainder of its lifespan.

Schools that underperform during their first
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three years of operation are generally unlikely to do

anything other than perform at a middling level if that.

Most of them continue to perform at rather low levels.

And that is certainly consistent with the

experience I've had with schools that have not had those

kind of substantive interventions.

Q And the experience you mentioned with schools not

having substantive interventions, is that experience with

the SPCSA or in your professional life prior to joining?

A In my professional life and based on the general

body of research in the area of school restart and other

turnaround mechanisms.

Q So both professional career before and during

your career with the SPCSA?

A Most of this is during my professional career

prior to, but certainly looking at the internal

turnarounds that schools have attempted to implement

during my tenure at the SPCSA, we've not seen massive

changes.

Q I want to discuss the SPCSA in general a little

bit. Can you tell me approximately how many employees the

SPCSA has?

A I have nine people on staff right now. We

currently have three vacant positions that we're hoping to
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fill in the next two to three months. And then we also

have a couple of positions we're hoping to be able to add

in the next interim.

Q A couple. How many?

A That would be four additional FTEs, assuming that

the budget closes as we hope by sine die.

Q How many schools does the SPCSA currently

sponsor?

A The SPCSA currently sponsors 25 schools which

operate 40-plus campuses across the state, 31,000 students

in total.

Q What was the SPCSA operating budget for the past

fiscal year?

A The total amount of legislatively approved

dollars to the SPCSA was approximately $6 million,

$1.5 million of that was operating dollars for staff. The

remaining money was monies we directed to schools to

support their academic efforts through federal funding.

Q So $6 million went to you. 1.5 paid for staff

and 4.5 was passed through to schools?

A Staff, buildings, et cetera. But yes.

MS. GRANIER: I'd like to lodge an objection

based on relevance. You've reminded us to be mindful of

the purpose of this hearing and the issues at hand.
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And I'm not sure what the Charter School

Authority's number of employees or budget has to do with

whether or not we have triggered SB 509 and/or cured that.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you, Ms. Granier.

(Audio cutting out).

Thank you, Ms. Granier. Thank you, Ms. Granier.

Mr. Ott?

MR. OTT: There's been the allegation that the

SPCSA is required to provide cures to schools and to tell

schools how to solve their problems.

The staffing and the budgetary limitations of the

SPCSA are relevant to show that the Legislature did not

set up the SPCSA to function as a large district like

Clark County, which solves the problems for its schools.

It merely provides minimal services where the

schools are empowered to be autonomous entities to solve

their own problems. That's why it's relevant.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. We'll let you

proceed with a short leash in this regard and try to wrap

that piece up and we'll move forward.

BY MR. OTT:

Q I'll move straight into the oversight. So thank

you. What sort of oversight does the SPCSA provide for

the schools that it sponsors?
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A Thank you for the question. We provide academic

oversight based -- Patrick Gavin, for the record. Sorry,

I'm trained to do that legislatively.

So we provide academic oversight particularly in

ensuring that schools are meeting their statutory

obligations in terms of academic performance. We also

provide financial oversight.

We do have a financial framework that we utilize

to provide schools with feedback on where they are in

terms of their finances, and then finally with regard to

organization based on verified complaints or evidence that

is brought to our attention. We do site schools for

organizational issues as well.

Q Does staff approve academic programs?

A We do not.

Q Who determines the academic programs of the

schools?

A The governing body of that school, most likely in

consultation with their school leader.

Q What is the process if a school wants to change

its academic program?

A For nonmaterial changes, which is to say going

from one textbook to another, for example, that would

strictly be a local control matter. If there were some
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significant change -- for example, in the instructional

model, moving, for example, from a Montessori school to a

school where students sit in rows and get direct

instruction -- that would be a material change and a

material amendment to the school's charter that would

require at least notification and discussion with the

board of the Authority.

Q Forgive the obvious question, but are all SPCSA

schools public schools?

A Yes.

Q And as public schools, do SPCSA schools have any

ability to exclude students who wish to apply there?

A They do not. Actually, let me be very clear.

There's a small subset of schools who have a

mission-specific enrollment preference to serve high-need

populations, most known as what is called is the at-risk

provision of the enrollment section of the statutes.

Q Would these be schools that qualify for the

alternative performance framework or other schools as

well?

A It could potentially be other schools as well.

So, for example, the statute would, for example, permit,

based on these carve-outs, a single-sex school as well.

There may be some federal concerns there as well.
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But the state law does provide for that. So there are a

couple of different categories that schools are allowed to

create a mission-specific preference for.

Q So absent those schools that are either in the

alternative performance framework or have that

mission-specific goal, is there any ability of a school to

not accept a student who applies there?

A As long as there's space available in the given

grade, there's absolutely not -- any (indiscernible) to

that.

Q I'd like to discuss some of statutory obligations

contained in NRS and raised by NCSA -- or they've been

raised by NCA.

NRS 388A.171A, and I'll read it: "The SPCSA

shall, in consultation with the department and each board

of trustees of a school district and college or university

within Nevada's System of Higher Education that sponsors a

charter school, review all statutes and regulations from

which charter schools are not exempt and determine whether

such statutes and regulations assisted or impeded the

charter schools in achieving their academic fiscal and

organizational goals and objectives."

Can you explain briefly how the SPCSA fulfills

that duty?
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A This is a new provision that was adopted in the

last session, and we've implemented as follows. First, as

part of regular meetings of the Nevada Association of

School Superintendents and engaging with the state

superintendent of public instruction during that, we did

create, both for traditional public and for public charter

schools there was a review of a broad range of statutes

and regulations related to charter schools.

We also surveyed charter schools regarding areas

of significant concern to identify those areas that were

the highest priority for other statutory or legislative

changes, recognizing that -- sorry, statutory regulatory

changes, recognizing that especially on the statutory side

it might not be possible to change everything at once.

So trying to identify the most, the biggest pain

points for schools. The areas we focused on was notably

related to funding.

So we worked -- I worked closely with Chair

Woodbury of the Legislative Committee on Education during

the interim on a number of areas related to funding, most

notably working with her on a BDR, a Bill Draft Request,

to be clear, to provide for charter schools have access to

class size reduction funding in grades 1 and up for the

first time.
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Similarly, we advocated very, very strongly to

provide for charter schools to receive more equitable

access to federal funds.

Those were two critical areas. Additionally, an

ongoing pain point for schools has been teacher licensure

and providing schools with access to teachers coming from

alternate routes to licensure. And that is something

we're actually working on right now currently in statute

to address.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: May I interrupt for a

second? I didn't catch the statute that you referenced.

MR. OTT: NRS 388A.171(1)(a).

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you.

BY MR. OTT:

Q Is it the SPCSA's interpretation that this

section obligates staff to tell schools how to correct

their deficiencies?

A It is not.

Q Next section is NRS 38A.171(1)(c) [sic]. This

obligates the Authority to make recommendations to the

state board and the department concerning any changes to

regulations that would assist charter schools in achieving

their academic fiscal and organizational goals. Can you

--
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A The Authority works closely most of the

regulations that were identified, impacted, that were

those adopted by the Department of Ed.

And we worked closely with the Department of Ed

to draft clarifying language in a number of those areas to

ensure that it was much clearer to schools what their

obligations were and how they could comply with them, and

also as much as possible to minimize some of the

challenges that schools have communicated before with

relation to regulatory issues.

We conducted that work throughout the fall and

spring of 2015 and 2016. The state superintendent

ultimately did hold a workshop and hearings on those

matters. And I believe the most recent hearing on it was

just about a month ago.

Q With regard to the last portion of that statute,

which says achieving their academic fiscal and

organizational goals, can you talk a little bit about how

the SPCSA interprets that section?

A Sure. So in regard to academic goals, we wanted

to make it very clear how academic performance was going

to be calculated, particularly for multisite schools.

With relation to organizational performance, that

was actually something we worked on more in statute and
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that is something that's actually in AB 49 now.

With regard to financial performance, there

are -- there's extensive clarification both in terms of

what requirements apply to charter schools, most notably

government accounting standards and also the provision of

significantly greater support in areas like the selecting

of independent auditors to ensure that schools have the

professional guidance that they need to ensure they're

doing what they need to do.

MR. PELTIER: Nora, I don't think you're on mute.

If you would be so kind to check that. We're getting

background noise from you.

MEMBER LUNA: (Phone interruption.)

MR. PELTIER: One moment. I'm going to try to

call her.

(Discussion off the record.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Please proceed, Mr. Ott.

BY MR. OTT:

Q Moving on to NRS 38A.199, subsection 3, [sic].

This one says, "The State Public Charter School Authority

shall periodically evaluate and make decisions concerning

the number of persons employed by the State Public Charter

School Authority and the qualifications and compensation

of such persons based on guidance from the National
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Association of Charter School Authorizers or its successor

organization.

"An assessment of the strategic plan for

recruiting operators of the charter schools prepared

pursuant to NRS 38A.223 [sic] and the needs of the charter

school sponsored by the State Public Charter School

Authority."

Can you explain how the SPCSA fulfills that duty?

A Sure. The board has been actively engaged in the

revisions to our strategic plan. The original strategic

plan was adopted in 2012 or 2013 prior to my arrival.

It gave extensive revisions and consultation

regarding that plan from about May of '15 onwards to about

December of last year -- sorry, May of '16. My apologies,

May of '16 through the end of last year.

And then with regard to the NACSA component, we

engaged in an open procurement and received bids from a

variety of vendors. Ultimately, due to pricing, NACSA was

the entity that was selected to provide that analysis.

And we did indeed, as a result of that, adopt or

recommend to the governor a variety of additional

positions and some additional changes to how we are

organized, et cetera.

Some of those recommendations were incorporated
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with the governor's recommended budget and some were not.

And additionally we also attempted to address some of

those issues in statute as well. And some of those I

believe are moving through and others are not.

Q The next one involves you personally. It's

388A.196, subsection 4. It says:

"The executive director of the SPCSA shall ensure

that the autonomy provided to charter schools in this

state pursuant to state law and regulations is preserved."

Can you explain how you personally fulfill that

duty?

A We -- I endeavor as much as possible to stay out

of day-to-day operations of schools. And we have very,

very limited interaction with schools on a day-to-day

basis.

We do not select school leaders. We do not

select teachers. We do not evaluate the implementation of

instruction.

We do not -- we don't interfere with the

day-to-day operations of schools. What we do is that we

evaluate the outcomes versus the inputs. At the end of

the day the governing bodies and school leaders are the

individuals that have the autonomy to make the decisions

about what is best for their students. We do not have
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that authority.

Q How important do you view the concept of autonomy

to charter schools?

A Without autonomy, a charter school is just a

district school.

Q Is it your interpretation as executive director

that this section obligates you to tell schools how to

correct their deficiencies?

A I would actually say that this section forbids me

to tell schools how to correct their deficiencies. I'm

not supposed to be directing people's operations.

Q One other question: Do you have the power to

approve deficiencies as an executive director -- to

approve a deficiency cure? Apologies.

A I do not.

Q If a school were to propose a deficiency cure

that you deemed satisfactory, what would happen in that

scenario?

A I would need to make a recommendation to the

board of the Authority, and they would ultimately make the

determination as to whether that cure was satisfactory.

Q So you could propose a cure, but it still may not

be acceptable to the Authority?

A That is correct.
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Q Moving on to NRS 388.223(2)(f):

"Each sponsor of a charter school shall develop

policies and practices consistent with state laws and

regulations governing charter schools, which must include

a description of how the sponsor will maintain oversight

of the charter schools which it sponsors, which must

include an assessment of the needs of the charter school

that are sponsored by the sponsor that is prepared with

the input of the governing bodies of such charter

schools."

Can you explain how staff fulfills that duty?

A We have historically done that through our

strategic plan and for schools that operate under a

charter contract through the full performance framework.

Q Subsection (2) says:

"A strategic plan for the oversight and provision

of technical support to charter schools that are sponsored

by the sponsor in areas of academic, fiscal and

organizational performance."

Can you explain how staff fulfills that duty?

A We have proposed particular supports for schools

in the agency's strategic plan, most notably by leveraging

their limited federal funds to be able to create a

community of practice for schools to be able to work
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together.

I would note that we have historically requested

the Authority to, as the fiscal authority, to provide

additional direct technical assistance to schools in areas

such as governance, financial management and academics

that would be strictly voluntary for schools to opt into,

or to strategically reimburse schools for seeking out

services to improve their performance.

All of those requests have been rejected by both

the governor and the Legislature as being improper

interference with the operation of schools.

Q Finally, section 388A.226(1)(b) says that:

"The sponsor of a charter school shall provide

technical and other reasonable assistance to charter

schools for the operation of a charter school."

Can you explain how staff fulfills that duty?

A We have a number of staff members where that is

their primary, if not exclusive duty. For example, we

employ individuals with expertise in special education,

work on a consultive basis on schools providing technical

assistance, oversight and where appropriate support where

there are issues, for example, where parents have

complaints. Given our role as a local education agency,

this is an area where we do have some authority.
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We work very, very hard, particularly in

conjunction with the governor's office of finance in the

Department of Education, to ensure that the schools that

we sponsor remain in full compliance with federal law

particularly when it comes to the use of federal funds.

Because we are a state agency and the schools are

our sub-grantees, they're effectively treated as

subsidiaries of the agency for that purpose.

Additionally, we have subsidized a variety of

supports for schools, most notably the purchase of

infinite campus and that subscription on an annual basis

to provide schools with a mechanism for reporting data to

the Department of Education and providing technical

support in that area, including a subscription for an

extensive library of training tools through Infinite

Campus University.

(Interruption of audio).

MR. PELTIER: Director Gavin...

THE WITNESS: We provide as a support to schools

in providing multiple measures to the Authority we

purchased for every school a full gamut of ACTS buyer

assessments both for those schools that are currently

under the Academic Performance Framework and also

particularly in times of assessment transition, that
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there's a single stable metric that all schools know that

they can look at to provide additional information to the

Authority about their performance. So those are a couple

of things.

(Discussion off the record.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Perfect. We will

proceed and just pray that the voices aren't ghosts or

other things.

Go ahead and proceed, Mr. Ott.

BY MR. OTT:

Q With regard to the list of statutes that I just

listed off to you, is the SPCSA's interpretation that any

of these sections obligate the SPCSA to tell schools how

to correct their deficiencies?

A It is not.

Q I want to talk a little bit about written

charters and charter contracts. Can you explain the

difference between a written charter and a charter

contract?

A Certainly. A written charter is the legal

construct under which charter schools operated prior to

the adoption of Assembly Bill 205 during the 2013

legislative session. A written charter is composed of a

written agreement that is executed between the sponsor and
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the school and then the entirety of documents that were

submitted by the school in relation to its charter

application and subsequent amendments.

The charter contract is a new construct that was

created effective with the passage of Assembly Bill 205 in

2013.

And it provides for essentially a performance

agreement which incorporates within it a statutorily

mandated performance framework, which includes both

academic, organizational and financial accountability

provisions that have to be adopted by the sponsor.

Q When do schools transition from written charters

to charter contracts?

A There are two ways that can occur. No, really

three. The first is at the time prior to the expiration

of a written charter, a school may apply to transition to

a new six-year charter contract. That's what we

colloquially term a renewal.

Secondly, there is the provision for a school to

ask to transition early to apply for a charter contract.

We historically have not seen many schools do that.

And finally there's the provision within the

statute that was adopted in 2015 through Senate Bill 509

that provides that a sponsor may require a school to
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transition to a charter contract as a condition of

awarding an amendment to a charter.

And it has been the practice of the board, of the

Authority, since July of 2015, to have that be a

requirement for all member requests.

Q The charter agreement held by NCA is Exhibit 5,

staff Exhibit 7, I'm sorry. Can you explain if this is a

written charter or charter contract?

A The document is a written charter.

Q You've heard some testimony and seen some

allegations regarding the SPCSA performance framework.

Are you familiar with that?

A I am familiar with it. It was adopted in June of

2013 by the Authority pursuant to its authority under

Assembly Bill 205.

Q Is it incorporated into NCA's written charter?

A It is not.

Q Why not?

A NCA operates under a written charter. While

we've historically provided schools with information

regarding how they perform under that framework so that

they will have a sense of where they are particularly as

they lead up to renewal when we've had updated data. It

does -- as a matter of law, it does not apply to schools
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that are under a written charter.

Q Is it an obligation that it be incorporated into

charter contract?

A It's an explicit requirement of the statute that

the written charter be incorporated into the charter

contract.

Q Does the SPCSA have a form charter contract

publicly available?

A Yes.

Q Where is it located?

A It's been posted on our website since 2013 and

has only seen minor revisions, most notably some changes

related to, statutory change regarding gender-identity

discrimination that was incorporated in as a result of

recent statutory changes.

Q Moving on to notices of closure generally. When

the SPCSA issues a notice pursuant to NRS 38A.330 [sic], a

school may have failed to meet one of the standards

articulated in that section, does staff of the SPCSA

generate proposed corrections to the deficiency for the

school?

A We do not.

Q What role does staff have in the generation of

corrections to the deficiency?
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A We do not generate corrections.

Q Does staff generally provide feedback on what its

recommendation would be on school's proposed corrections?

A We have certainly done so in the past when

schools have come forward with proposed cures.

Q With regard to the NCA September 30, 2016,

notice, during the period indicated on the notice from

September 30 to December 2, 2016, did you receive any

requests from NCA to give you recommendations regarding

proposed cures?

A I did.

Q What was that?

A I believe we were asked to -- we spoke with them

on the phone at least three times, to my recollection,

regarding prospective cures.

Q This is with regard to the September 30, 2016

notice?

A My apologies. I believe we received a very

late-in-the-day notice approximately two days prior to the

final due date for documents. I was out of state at the

time. And as -- what I recall concerned me the most was

there was no mechanism by which the school could actually

adopt a cure because there was no meeting scheduled for

that school's governing body when they could have actually
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taken action prior to the due date.

Q NCA makes reference in some of its pleadings to a

November '14 cure proposal. Do you know what they're

referring to there?

A I must confess I don't recall that exact one.

There have been a lot of cure proposals.

Q Well, at any time did you receive a litigation

settlement marked confidential pursuant to NRS 48.105 from

NCA during that period?

A Yes, we did receive such a offer of litigation

settlement.

Q Did you consider that a cure proposal at the time

you received it?

A I did not.

Q Did you --

A We had been -- the school had filed litigation

against us in August and then followed up with additional

litigation about a month later. And there was ongoing

court activity at that point in time. So I viewed it as

an attempt to settle those legal disputes.

Q So with regard to -- putting that aside, let's

talk about the other item that you mentioned, which was a

request to discuss. How far into the time to cure the

deficiencies was this request received?
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A You're speaking again of the request following

the first notice of potential closure?

Q Correct. Still with regard to the September 30

notice, and I'm not talking about the NRS 48.105

settlement proposal, but a request that you indicated

previously you may have been out of town.

A It was very late November. It was

approximately -- I believe it was less than two full days

prior to the due date for the cure, for the proposed cure

to be uploaded into EpiCenter.

Q Do you know if anything else happened immediately

prior to that request from NCA?

A Not that I recall.

Q Do you know if there was a court hearing

regarding that motion for preliminary injunction --

MS. GRANIER: Objection; leading.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Hold on just a second.

There's been an objection. What was the question again?

MR. OTT: Did he recall if there was a court

hearing on that day?

THE WITNESS: I believe I actually --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Wait. And your

objection --

MS. GRANIER: And it's a leading question. The
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prior question was, do you remember anything that

happened. When he answered "No," then counsel is telling

him what happened. It's clearly a leading question on

direct examination. It's improper.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I'll allow a little bit

of leeway in that regard. But try to ask questions that

aren't quite as leading. Thank you.

THE WITNESS: To be clear, I thought you were

speaking about other things besides the litigation matter

that we had just discussed.

BY MR. OTT:

Q So moving on from that, let's talk about the

February 10, 2017 notice. During the period indicated on

that notice, from February 10, 2017 through March 24,

2017, did you receive any requests from NCA to give your

recommendations regarding cure proposals?

A We did receive -- I believe we had about three

different, separate phone conversations regarding -- at

least three that come to mind for me -- regarding

potential cures.

Q Did you discuss what staff recommendations would

be regarding the cures proposed by NCA?

A When schools, when the school proposed a

particular cure, we would certainly express what potential
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concerns we would have with the appropriateness or

applicability of that cure.

Q When you are providing your recommendation, what

do you take into account when you are formulating that

recommendation?

A So, I think one thing to be very clear about is

we were subject to ongoing litigation in that area.

And I felt it was important to be conservative

with regard to what information, what was stated from my

side, because it had been my experience that discussion --

that information from such discussions was being used in

various kinds of filings related to the Authority. So

there's that.

Generally speaking, the approach that I have

taken is communicating what potential legal pitfalls or

whether or not the cure is potentially permissible. And

emphasizing, I think, is always the importance that we

focus on outcomes versus inputs.

Q Do you consider whether the cure would be

effective to turn the school around?

MS. GRANIER: Again, it's leading.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I'm going to allow the

question. Go ahead and ask.

THE WITNESS: I do, yes.
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BY MR. OTT:

Q Do you consider whether the cure would be

acceptable to the board?

A I absolutely do.

Q During those March telephone conferences, did you

propose any cures of your own?

A No.

Q Why not?

A As I believe I stated earlier, we were in --

there's a litigation that is technically, I guess, still

ongoing. So that was certainly an area of concern. And

more broadly is as I think we've discussed previously,

it's not the role of the Authority staff to prescribe

cures to a school.

Q So with regard to NCA's proposed corrections to

the September 30 notice, did the SPCSA receive a summary

of the corrective actions proposed by NCA?

A We did receive a summary of the corrective

actions, yes.

Q And what about a response to the February 10,

2017 notice?

A As part of the -- as the February -- sorry -- as

part of that, basically everything we received was

essentially during those telephone calls, there were a
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variety of conceptual cures that were proposed. And then

there was some final -- and in the school's final filings

to the board they did outline a list of potential cures

that might be sufficient in their view.

Q I'd like to go through some of the things that

were included in those September 30 and February 10

letters that have been introduced as NCA's A and B.

First, I'd like to talk about graduation rate.

NCA's requests that the SPCSA use a different graduation

rate for its NRS 38A.330 analysis. Does the SPCSA

calculate that graduation rate?

A We do not. We have no authority to calculate a

graduation rate.

Q When you say "no authority," what do you mean?

A There's no statutory authority for the State

Public Charter School Authority to calculate a graduation

rate or for any other local education agency to calculate

a graduation rate. That authority is reserved for the

Department of Education.

Q What does the SPCSA use as a graduation rate?

A We use the four-year adjusted cohort graduation

rate that's calculated by the Department of Education

pursuant to state and federal law and to the agency's

approved Elementary and Secondary Education Act
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application with the federal government.

Q Do you know how long the SPCSA has used that

graduation rate?

A I believe the adjusted cohort graduation rate was

adopted in either 2011 or 2012. In either case it

predates my position at the Authority.

Q Do you know what was used before then?

A Historically, there were a variety of

self-reported graduation rates that in some cases allowed

school districts and charter schools to exclude certain

students from the calculation.

The National Governors Association a number of

years ago adopted a policy platform by which the vast

majority of states moved to a single coherent national

standard for graduation calculation called the Adjusted

Cohort Graduation Rate to ensure that we were comparing

apples to apples not just across districts but in between

states as well.

Q We talked previously about some of your ability

to request regulatory or statutory changes. Have you ever

considered requesting a statutory change to allow you to

calculate a different graduation rate?

A We have not.

Q Is it something you might consider in the future?
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A I would note, so that in previous testimony

before legislative bodies, I have actually advocated for

the calculation of graduation rates even beyond the fifth

year. Those were not acted upon.

Q When you say "calculation of graduation rates

beyond the fifth year," you had just talked about the

adjusted cohort four-year graduation rate. Is there also

a fifth-year graduation rate?

A There is a fifth-year graduation rate that is

reported by the department, yes.

Q Do you know what the NCA's fifth-year graduation

rate is?

A The most recent graduation rate that was

calculated for the fifth-year was approximately three

points higher, if I recall correctly between the -- so

that would be the '13-'14 graduation rate for that cohort.

Q And does the Department of Education publish its

graduation rates on a website?

A Yes, the fifth-year graduation rate as well as

fourth-year graduation rate, both of which are cohort

calculations, are published on Nevada Report Card.

Q Has the SPCSA received complaints from schools

about the department's graduation rate?

A I think it's fair to say that Nevada Connections
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has reported that it does not agree with that particular

calculation, but the Authority does not have any role in

determining what that grad rate is to the degree that a

school wishes to dispute the four-year adjusted cohort

graduation rate or the fifth-year grad rate calculation.

That is a matter they would have to take up with the

Department of Education as the body which makes those

determinations.

Q Do you recall when you first heard a complaint

regarding the graduation rate from the school?

A I can't specify a specific date, no.

Q You already testified that the SPCSA doesn't have

input into the graduation rate. Does it in any way verify

or confirm the calculation?

A The role of the Authority is strictly to

facilitate the uploading of data into the Bighorn Database

between schools and the department. We do not perform any

analysis or make any modifications to the data.

We simply take one spreadsheet that is for a

single school and then combine that into a single

spreadsheet for the entirety of the charter school sector

or the entirety of the state charter school portfolio.

Q Also included in NCA's December 2, 2016 and

February 10, 2017 letters is a reference to a graduation
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rate improvement plan dated May 16, 2016. That plan is

now more than a year old. Have you had a chance to review

it?

A I have.

Q In your opinion as executive director, is the

May 16th plan sufficient to correct the deficiencies as

noted?

A As I think we've discussed previously, it's not

the role of the Authority to approve academic programs.

The primary concern that I had initially and have always

had with the improvement plan was the provision of clear,

measurable targets based on the Adjusted Cohort Graduation

Rate and ensuring that there was no ambiguity regarding

what the school was accountable for.

I would also note that while -- what's really

critical to think about in terms of program is that the

program is usually not the question. There are programs

that are implemented in charter schools and district

schools across this state that perform -- that result in

very high performance at some schools and poor performance

at other schools that have very similar demographics.

The critical question seems to be not what is

done necessarily in terms of the program, but by whom it

is done and with what degree of fidelity with regard to
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execution. And that really gets to the heart of school

operations in terms of who does what and how frequently

they do so. That is far, far outside the scope of the

rule of the Authority.

Q Did NCA propose any interim benchmarks along with

its graduation rate improvement plan?

A It did. It was sort of a stepped-up series of

targets between the 2015-'16 cohorts all the way up to

2018 or 2019.

Q Do you remember what the benchmark was for 2016?

A It was 45 percent.

Q Did they meet that benchmark?

A They did not.

Q Were either the notices of the deficiencies the

first time that NCA was asked to improve its graduation

rate?

A No.

Q When was it previously requested to improve its

graduation rate?

A The school was requested to improve its

graduation rate as a condition of renewal in 2013 when its

initial written charter expired and it applied for a new

written charter prior to the adoption of Assembly Bill 205

in the 2013 session.
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Q Do you know if a plan was submitted to the SPCSA?

A I do not.

Q Would that have been before your time with the

agency?

A It would, yes.

Q Are you aware of any goals contained in that

plan?

A I have subsequently, as a result of the filings

in this case, seen a copy of that plan, so I am familiar

with some goals that were outlined in that plan, yes.

Q Do you know if there were any graduation rate

goals?

A There was a goal, I believe, of getting the

school to 100 percent graduation rate.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Excuse me, Mr. Ott.

You're talking about a document from 2013. I just want --

is that in our evidence?

MR. OTT: It's not. It's -- go ahead.

MS. GRANIER: It was a document I proposed to put

into evidence, and Mr. Ott refused to allow it. He

objected to it being admitted.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: And this is a previous

plan, a 2013 plan?

MR. OTT: The 2013 graduation rate improvement
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plan, correct.

MS. GRANIER: And based on the fact that he's now

opened the door and is asking questions about that plan,

and we have it available as an exhibit, I would ask that

it be admitted as the best available evidence so I can

conduct effective cross-examination using that plan.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I think that's a fair

request since we're now talking about a prior plan. So do

you recall what we marked that as?

MS. GRANIER: It's behind tab 4. I don't believe

we marked it.

MR. OTT: Correct, it was tab 4 for prehearing

briefing disclosure Z.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Bear with me. I'm just

trying to find that binder. What exhibit was it labeled

as?

MS. GRANIER: Tab 4, and it was prehearing brief

exhibit 3 -- or Z, but it wasn't marked at all.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Exhibit Z, okay. It says

on the top of it, it says, NCA 2013-2014 School

Improvement Plan.

Mr. Ott, is that the one that you're questioning

Mr. Gavin on?

MR. OTT: Correct.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So our last document, I

believe, was marked at Y, so we'll call this exhibit --

we'll mark it as Exhibit Z. I'd just make a motion to

accept this document as Exhibit Z.

MEMBER JOHNSON: Member Johnson, second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Member Johnson seconds.

All in favor?

ALL: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any opposed?

(No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: The document has been now

entered as Exhibit Z.

(Motion to admit Exhibit No. Z made,
seconded, and unanimously carried.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Please proceed.

BY MR. OTT:

Q If you could take a look at Exhibit 4 in that

binder marked Exhibit Z. If you could go to page R0174.

A Yes, I can see it.

Q Did you see the line there that says Overall

Graduation Rate?

A I do, yes.

Q And what is the graduation rate for NCA?

A In the notes, the graduation rate for NCA is
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36.1 percent.

Q Is that consistent with the ACGR that's

calculated by the Department of Education?

A That is indeed consistent with the Adjusted

Cohort Graduation Rate.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Let me interrupt. What

page are you guys on?

MR. OTT: R0174.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you.

BY MR. OTT:

Q I don't have any more documents about that

document, but Ms. Granier may shortly. So, moving on to

the reimbursement penalty, which was discussed in

Connections' proposed cure. Contained in the March 24,

2017, but not the December 10 letter, is NCA's proposal of

a reimbursement penalty.

Have you had a chance to review that?

A I did.

Q In your opinion as executive director is the

reimbursement penalty sufficient to correct the

deficiencies as noted in the February 10, 2017 letter?

A It is not.

Q Why not?

A It does not address the underlying issue of
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ensuring that the school gets more than 60 percent of its

students and hopefully well more than 60 percent of its

students to graduate within four years.

Q So what would that penalty do?

A What that penalty would effectively do would be

to take money out of the school that the school could

hopefully use to provide for more intensive interventions

and supports for the young people who the school states

enter the school credit deficient or otherwise disengaged

from school. So the penalty would actually hurt children.

Q By reducing the number of DSA dollars that would

go to the school?

A That is correct.

Q While we're discussing DSA dollars, let me direct

your attention to Exhibit 12 of the SPCSA's staff's

prehearing statement.

A I'm looking at it. The binder here got a little

messed up, but, yes, I can see it.

Q Are you familiar with those documents?

A Yes, these are reports from the DAWN System,

which is the statewide accounting system for all Nevada

state agencies operated by the office of the state

controller. And this demonstrates the payments that were

paid out from the distributive school account to the
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Nevada Connections Academy charter in 2011, 2012, 2013,

2014, 2015, 2016 -- and to be clear, these are fiscal

years -- and then the payments, as of the time this report

was generated, for fiscal year 2017.

I would note that the number here is current only

through February which would mean that this school is due

a number of additional payments based on the total

payments that were calculated as likely due to the Nevada

Connections Academy. The full amount calculated by the

Department of Education to the best of my recollection was

$22,265,000.

MS. GRANIER: Objection. I'm going to object

based on relevance and prejudice. First of all, these

numbers are not for just the NCA high school. They're for

the K through 12 school.

And second of all, you've reminded us several

times this hearing is solely about whether our graduation

rate is acceptable under Nevada statute, whether we have

cured and whether that's been effective.

But third, it is misleading because these numbers

are not disaggregated to show how much of this money was

spent on the K through 8 school which is not at issue,

which Director Gavin has said he has no issue with, versus

the high school.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Mr. Ott.

MR. OTT: The school operates under one charter.

There's no ability for the SPCSA to take action against

portions of a school which is under one charter. So just

as the money is not disaggregated, the charter is not

disaggregated.

It's one school which is a high school under

Nevada law, so the amount of money that it gets is

relevant in that they have repeatedly said that it's the

SPCSA's obligation to propose cures.

So if you look at the financial commitments that

the state makes to the school and then also to the

Authority, it's clear that the school's in a much better

position to be able to charter its own autonomous course

and propose cures than the Authority is.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: To understand your

position, what you're saying is that the money that's been

expended by the state are the resources that are available

to the school to address its educational programming so

that it can meet the statutory requirements for remaining

a charter; is that right?

MR. OTT: Correct. I think it's also relevant,

as we've heard public testimony, saying if a school can

help one child, that that school should be allowed to
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remain open, that the cost of the school is relevant to

the decision that the Authority may ultimately make.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: We actually have admitted

this exhibit. Ms. Granier, I suppose your objections

might be good for argument regarding admitting this

exhibit. So it's part of this record now.

The questioning related thereto I think is

appropriate, as was stated by Mr. Ott, for purposes of

talking about who is responsible for cure and who has the

resources to address cure and that sort of thing, I think.

MS. GRANIER: Well, the SPCSA certainly is in

possession of how many students are in each grade at NCA.

So the SPCSA certainly had the ability to

identify how much of these funds are attributable to NCA's

grades 9 through 12 versus K through 8. They had the

ability to provide that evidence and did not do so.

MR. PELTIER: Ms. Granier, the court reporter is

having trouble keeping up with you. Could you please

repeat that?

MS. GRANIER: Yes. That it is within the

Authority's ability. They have the data and the

information to identify how many students are served by

Connections Academy in each grade, and then they could

have calculated and provided everyone the evidence of how
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much of this money is attributable to NCA's high school

students.

They did not do that. And the form in which it

is presented, for 32 -- over 3200 students throughout the

K through 12 school, it is misleading and prejudicial to

consider it the way it's being offered.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Mr. Ott.

MR. OTT: Certainly counsel can address with her

own witnesses, or through Director Gavin if she wants to,

the breakdown of students in the particular school and why

she feels that the numbers are more appropriate or should

be smaller.

But this is certainly relevant to publicly to

post the DSA dollars that go to the school.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: We'll allow that line of

questioning. I think you get to choose what arguments you

get to make and which arguments you don't get to make

based on the evidence. And you get to ask the witness

about this particular exhibit.

Ms. Granier, you'll certainly be able to

cross-examine and provide more clarity with regard to how

this breaks down and make your arguments in that regard.

I think everybody gets what they want in that regard.

Thank you.
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MR. OTT: And I was just going to ask the board

take judicial notice of Exhibit 12, since it's publicly

available. My notes had it was not marked, but if it has

been, that's fine, too.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: We have it marked as

Exhibit 12 pending authentication. So we'll go ahead and

take judicial notice of it because it's a document that is

prepared by a government entity and considered

appropriately authenticated.

MR. OTT: Thank you.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I assume you can go ahead

and proceed with your questions.

BY MR. OTT:

Q Can you, Director Gavin, direct your attention to

Exhibit 13.

A I have it in front of me.

Q Can you explain what that document is?

A This document shows for, from fiscal years 2011

to 2013, the increase in Distributive School Accounts

money that were paid to Nevada Connections Academy.

So each of these dollar amounts associated with

the bar matches the total amount of dollars that was paid

out to the school each year, each of the DAWN download

files.
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Q And Chair Johnson previously indicated that there

may be a typo on this document, in that the year 2013 is

listed twice.

A So I would observe that in 2014 the total amount

was 13 million 068.327; and if you'll give me a moment

I'll pull up the 2015 DAWN download.

The 2015 DAWN download data, which is this piece

of paper right here -- so at the top of it, this is the

page that is marked, that is numbered P138.

The total obligations that were paid out by the

controller's office were $17,778,000 -- sorry -- $778,053.

That matches exactly the number that is in the

column that is second from the right, which is erroneously

marked 2013. It should have been -- 2013 should have been

marked 2015.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Mr. Ott, did you ask who

created this document to him?

MR. OTT: I did not.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. That's probably an

important authentication question.

BY MR. OTT:

Q Do you know who created this document?

A This document is an automatic report that is

generated from -- at the object transaction level of
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detail from the DAWN System operated by the Office of

State Controller.

So this is a direct report generated from DAWN.

And I believe it was generated by Mr. Ott's office.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Are we still talking

about Exhibit 13?

THE WITNESS: My apologies. That was the DAWN

data, and this chart was created by Mr. Ott's team, as I

understand it.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: And for demonstrative

purposes related to the other exhibit that's been already

been admitted?

MR. OTT: Correct.

MS. GRANIER: We don't have a witness from

Mr. Ott's team, so you're basing it on the fact that

someone showed it as demonstrative evidence. I want to be

sure.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yes. That's what I was

just clarifying; it's demonstrative evidence of the prior

exhibit that -- I think it's Exhibit 12. So it's

summarizing what they believe is important about

Exhibit 12.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you.

MR. OTT: Correct, Your Honor. I move admission
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of Exhibit 13 based on that.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. We take notice of

this. The document's been appropriately authenticated and

will remain admitted.

BY MR. OTT:

Q Moving back to the reimbursement penalty. Has

the SPCSA performed any analysis to determine what sort of

reimbursement penalty the proposal would amount to?

A I think it's very difficult to know without

knowing how many kids are actually going to get caught up.

What is very clear is that means there would be a

diminution of the dollars that goes to support those kids.

As a charter school, the full amount of dollars,

the school has significant discretion about how it directs

those.

So it's possible, for example, that they're

directing more dollars towards the high school. But any

way you slice it, these are dollars that are coming out of

the school's accounts that could be benefitting children.

Q Does the reimbursement penalty, as you understand

it proposed by NCA, increase the likelihood that students

will graduate?

A I don't believe it does, because it takes dollars

out of the classroom and away from children.
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Q Moving on to reconstitution. An item contained

in both the September 30, 2016 and March 24, '17 letters

is the reconstitution of NCA's board.

Have you had a chance to review these proposals?

A Yes, I have.

Q And I note that they're, I believe, Exhibit 1 and

Exhibit 2 in NCA -- sorry, Exhibits A and B in NCA's

binder.

Is there any difference between the two proposals

that you're aware of?

A Mr. Ott, I just want to be clear here because the

binder I'm looking at has all numbers. So I want to make

sure I'm looking at the right document when I'm referring

to it.

Q Correct. You're in tab 1 and tab 2. Find the

reconstitution page for you. Page R003, paragraph 4,

talks about reconstitution. As well as R0013 of paragraph

4 as well.

A The most significant difference is that the

document in tab 1 specifically states that the school will

replace a board member every six months; whereas, the

document in tab 2 says the board -- the school commits to

replacing one board member annually or potentially as

quickly as every six months.
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So that one would give the school significantly

more flexibility in terms of when it replaces members of

its governing body.

Q And just to be clear, the one-year timeframe is

contained in the March 24, 2017 letter, correct?

A That is correct.

Q Let's discuss the more aggressive approach first,

the September 30, 2016 letter with replacement every six

months, complete reconstitution by June 30, 2019.

In your opinion as executive director, is that

reconstitution plan sufficient to correct the

deficiencies?

A It is entirely inadequate.

Q Why is it insufficient?

A Reconstitution, that is to say, a restart of the

school's governing body only works if it is a wholesale

change.

The same individuals who have perpetuated the

woeful underperformance of this school should not be in a

position to choose their successors.

Q What about the March 24, 2017 proposal of a new

board member once a year?

A That is even less adequate, because it simply

prolongs the period of time when the individuals who have
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failed to oversee the school and ensure its success remain

in power.

Q Sorry. Repeat that.

A Remain in power.

Q In your time as executive director of the SPCSA,

have you had cause to recommend approval of a school plan

involving reconstitution of a board?

A I have.

Q What made that proposal different from this one?

A In that proposal, the board agreed to step aside

and allow the reconstitution to occur almost immediately

in the event that a qualified governing body could not be

found in time.

There was a provision for a very short-term

receivership with the sole purpose of recruiting a new

governing body, and ensuring that the financial and

organizational store was minded in the absence of a full

board.

Q Was there any provision about what would happen

if reconstitution was unsuccessful in that plan?

A In the event that reconstitution is unsuccessful,

the school would close.

That is also consistent with the statute which

says that a school's governing body can only be
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reconstituted once.

Q Is there evidence supporting reconstitution of a

governing body as an effective means to significantly

increase graduation rates?

A Yes, there's a growing body of evidence that

charter school restart, primarily through the replacement

of the governance and the new governing body choosing if

it wishes to select new management or reshuffle folks as

it feels appropriate, is a very strong, and frankly one of

the most evidence-based forms of turnaround, one of the

few areas, for example, in the school improvement research

where we see any material difference or sustained material

difference in pupil outcomes.

The precedence for this includes a number of math

charter school restarts in the Philadelphia area. The

restart of Harlem Prep in New York City comes to mind.

And then also Trenton, New Jersey is another one.

There's a fair body of data.

Q What do the national results show as essential

elements of reconstitution plans?

A The wholesale replacement of the governance

followed or in parallel with the replacement of

management, or the reorganization of management.

It could just be the right people are just in the
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wrong places on the bus or that the governing body has

chosen to direct the school's resources and activities in

unproductive directions.

Q Are those elements present in either of the

reconstitution plans presented by NCA?

A They are not.

Q Has the SPCSA adopted any regulations regarding

the reconstitution at this time?

A We have not.

Q Moving on to the academic interventions that are

contained in the deficiency correction letters.

NCA discusses the progress of academic

intervention in both the December 2 and March 24th

letters.

Have you had a chance to review those progress

reports?

A I have.

Q Are the academic interventions as stated therein

sufficient to correct the deficiencies?

A These are interim programmatic assessments. It

is impossible to know how predictive they are, of whether

a student will pass the end of course, the HSPE, or will

graduate on time or even within a fifth-year.

Q Is the progress or the promise of any or all of
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these academic interventions listed in the March 24, 2017

or the December 2, 2016 letters sufficient to correct the

deficiencies, in your opinion?

A The information that is provided here is

insufficient for one to make such a determination.

Q How many charters does NCA have with the SPCSA?

A One.

Q What grades are covered by that charter school?

A K through 12.

Q Does the SPCSA consider NCA a high school?

A We consider it a high school because it serves

students from grades nine through 12.

Q Does the SPCSA also consider it a middle school?

A Yes.

Q Has the Authority ever suggested that the school

consider bifurcating its charter as alleged in the

December 2 and March 27 letters?

A I'm not aware I've ever suggested such a thing,

no. I can't speak to what other parties may have said.

Q Do you know what those references are to, the

references to bifurcating a charter?

A Yes, I believe you're talking about the concept

of the school splitting its high school out from -- so

having one charter for the K through eight and one charter
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for the nine through 12, have that bifurcation.

Q Yes.

A And I believe we brought feedback back to the

school why we felt that would be inadequate.

Q Has the school sponsored by the SPCSA ever

bifurcated its charter?

A No.

Q NCA has proposed a school within a school in its

letters, which proposes would serve all students who

enrolled at NCA credit-deficient and those students would

have separate codes be included in that school's

graduation rate.

Would this proposal correct the deficient

graduation rate at NCA?

A No, it would simply segregate out those students

into a separate program of some kind.

Q Has the NCA filed any paperwork necessary to

create a new charter school necessary for this proposal?

A It has not.

Q Has it demonstrated any success in dealing with

these credit-deficient students?

A There's no evidence to support that

determination.

Q Are there any other virtual schools currently
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attempting to serve credit-deficient students?

A Yes.

Q What actions did that school take to serve that

population of students?

A That school amended its charter, number one, to

limit its enrollment policy to students who met the

criteria for enrollment in an alternate education.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Let me interrupt for a

second, because we're talking about "that school." And I

don't know what "that school" is.

BY MR. OTT:

Q Which school are you speaking of?

A I'm speaking with regard to Beacon Academy of

Nevada.

Q Do you want me to restate that question?

A Sure.

Q What actions did Beacon Academy do to serve that

population of students?

A Beacon Academy, first of all, submitted a charter

amendment to serve -- to limit its enrollment to those

students who were credit-deficient as defined under SB 460

and Nevada regulation which is to say two or more years

behind academically in terms of credit accumulation.

They also -- there were a couple of other
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subcategories of students, most notably adjudicated youth,

students who are on individualized education plans and

students who were adjudged in need of supervision or

suspended or expelled.

So they included all those categories of eligible

students in their new revised mission-specific enrollment

policy.

They also agreed to additional contractual

elements as part of that transition.

Q Assuming for a moment that NCA was able to

overcome all the hurdles to opening a new school to make

this school-within-a-school concept possible, when is the

earliest that schools who submit applications for new

charters would be able to open?

A A school which submits -- so the deadline for

Notices of Intent for the upcoming charter applications

was April 15th, if I'm recalling correctly.

The next round of applications of Notice of

Intent will be October 15th, which would allow for a

January 15th application due date.

The Authority typically takes approximately six

months to fully review and vet an application, which would

mean a decision would not happen until June or July, and

the effective date for such a charter would be one year
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out to provide for sufficient time for the school to stand

up.

Q So you mentioned a couple of months without

years.

A Sure. So let me just do the math here for a

second. So that would mean the earliest such a school

could open, based on the current and existing regulations,

is 2019. Under the charter.

Q Again, assuming that there was -- that NCA was

able to open this ALT Ed-specific school within a school,

would NCA have any ability to restrict students from

attending NCA's general population school based on this

other ALT Ed school that it opened?

A Not under existing law.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I'm going to interject

for just a second. I'm going to give you all the

ten-minute warning.

I think we have to be out of here at 5:00. Is

that right? Is this venue only open until 5:00. So we

have to conclude at 5:00. So how much more questioning do

you think you have?

MR. OTT: I could probably almost get done or

close to it.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: The plan is to finish
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questioning with Director Gavin. That will give you the

evening to prepare your cross and then we'll start the

process at 8:00 in the morning.

Is it okay if we went a few minutes over in this

room?

MR. OTT: I think the problem is in the north.

We don't have it until 5:00.

(Discussion off the record.)

MR. PELTIER: We were given permission to go to

about 5:15, they were kind enough to allow a little bit of

flexible time there. So in case we go a little bit over,

the north is okay.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I think we'll be able to

finish the questioning based on that representation, and

then we'll start with cross-examination of Mr. Gavin

tomorrow morning. Thank you.

BY MR. OTT:

Q Thank you.

One of the items that's been discussed today is

your May 27, 2015 testimony in front of the Assembly

Education Committee, wherein you state the following:

"In cases where a school has a 27 or 37 percent

graduation rate and is not classified as an alternative

school, that is the kind of thing I think we would all
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agree is not acceptable; that we would need to ensure that

we are looking very carefully at what that is, and if

there's some kind of compelling explanation, certainly

taking that into account but also holding any school

that's at that level accountable."

That quote is in -- I have Exhibit 8 to NCA's

Exhibit 1, but that was before we changed things this

morning. So let me confirm that.

It's now Exhibit 8 to NCA's Exhibit 2.

MS. GRANIER: B.

MR. OTT: 8 -- B-8.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: We're looking at Exhibit

B-8?

MR. OTT: Yes.

BY MR. OTT:

Q Which, in your binder there, would be 2. Yeah,

tab 2.

A What's the number?

Q Sorry. R0098.

A A lot of paper in here. I want to make sure I'm

in the right place.

Q This has also been highlighted. For the record,

I read the full quote, not just the highlighted portions.

A Yes. Thank you.
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Q So you can take a look at that to look at your

own words if you want. But I would like you to explain

what you meant by "compelling evidence" that you would

find persuasive to allow you to recommend that a school

with a graduation rate below 60 percent to remain open.

A So to be clear, the language was "compelling

explanation" not "compelling evidence." So with regard to

compelling explanations, the kinds of matters that came to

mind were flooding, for example, or some other natural

disaster that might result in a school having a

significant disruption. Fire, those kinds of things,

where students might be significantly displaced. So that

would be the kind of example that would come to mind.

A momentary aberration, so the school has

historically had a very high rate and then there's a

precipitous drop for some reason. That would certainly be

something to look at more.

Additionally, on the positive side, I would say a

school that's had -- that may have a 60 percent rate -- or

I'm sorry, well below 60 percent rate for its adjusted --

four-year adjusted cohort but consistently were showing

significant progress well above the 60 percent number for

students at a fifth-year level.

So that would demonstrate that students may be
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coming in behind, but the school is rapidly catching them

up.

Q So a very strong five-year cohort graduation rate

could be compelling explanation, I think you've just

testified.

What about a school with significant numbers of

pupils obtaining adult ed degrees?

A Students who are attaining adult ed degrees or

who are in a GED program are counted as non-graduates for

the purposes of the federal calculation.

And charter schools themselves are not authorized

to operate either adult ed or GED programs using their DSA

dollars. So that would not count.

They would have to go somewhere else, to someone

else's program in order to do that, which would mean the

school had not kept them and accelerated them.

Q Do any of NCA's explanations for its graduates

rise to the level of compelling explanation that it would

cause you to recommend a school to avoid accountability

consequences there?

A No.

Q Are you familiar with the percentages of -- well,

are you familiar with the term "IEP"?

A Yes.
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Q What does that mean?

A Individualized Education Program or Education

Plan.

Q How about FRL?

A Free and Reduced Lunch.

Q ELL?

A English Language Learner.

Q Are you familiar with the percentages of IEP, FRL

and ELL students at NCA and across the state?

A Yes.

Q Do you know if NCA's IEP population is higher or

lower than the state as a whole?

A It is lower than the state as a whole.

Q Do you know if NCA's FRL population are higher or

lower than the percentages of the state as a whole?

A It is lower than the state as a whole.

Q Do you know if NCA's ELL population is higher or

lower than the percentage in the state as a whole?

A It's not only lower, it is dramatically lower.

Less than one percent of students at Nevada Connections

Academy are English language learners.

Q I want to direct your attention to Exhibit 1 in

the staff's binder. Are you familiar with that document?

A I am, yes.
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Q Can you explain what it is?

A It is a report generated from Nevada Report Card,

a statewide online database of school accountability data.

Q And for what years does it have accountability

data?

A Accountability years 2011-12 through 2016-17. So

that is to say for students who graduated in the school

year 2010-11 through school year 2015-16. This is the

four-year.

Q And are you familiar with the way Nevada Report

Card works?

A I'm familiar with the way Nevada Report Card

works, yes.

Q And are you able to request different fields put

into reports?

A Yes. There are a variety of checkboxes and

whatnot to be able to get the data points you want.

Q And what has been included in this report?

A The columns include accountability year. So the

name of the school, number one, to the accountability

year.

So the name of the school, number one, to the

accountability year, through the class of, which is to say

the graduating class year, as I noted before.
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So, for example, the class of 2011 would be those

students who are seniors in 2010-2011. The total number

of students, the total number of graduates, transfers out,

students who are classified as dropouts, students who are

classified as non-graduates and then the graduation rate.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Excuse me, Mr. Ott.

Earlier the objection on this document was that it was

incomplete.

And so I just want to understand, for purposes of

what the document represents, it was selected that way

because this particular tool can be manipulated to give

different sorts of data.

MR. OTT: Correct. You can pull different fields

down and create customized reports. So these are the

fields that have been -- these are the fields that have

been selected for this particular report.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So were you the one that

selected these fields?

MR. OTT: I was.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Thank you.

THE WITNESS: I would also note for the record

that -- and I can't say this is occurring here, because

it's publicly available data. For end sizes of less than

10, the public data is suppressed because that would
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result in potential identification of individual students.

So where you see this little blank line, that

could be a 0, or it could be any number less than 10. Ten

or less.

MR. OTT: I'd ask the board take judicial notice

of the form.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: We'll take judicial

notice of this database with the notation that you

selected this particular field of information for

demonstrative purposes.

BY MR. OTT:

Q Director Gavin, can you also look at Exhibit 11

and explain that exhibit, if you know what it is.

A This is a line graph representing the graduation

rates of Nevada Connections Academy for each of these

accountability -- this is actually the graduation year in

the lower -- on the X axis. On the Y axis, you see the

percentage of graduation rate.

The orange line across the top, with that 60, is

the minimum statutory cut-off of 16 percent. And then the

blue line with data points ranging from 26.5 to 40.09

represents the four-year Adjusted Cohort Graduation Rate

for Nevada Connections Academy between the graduating year

of 2011 and the graduating year of 2016.
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MR. OTT: I'd ask the Authority take notice of

this for illustrative purposes as well.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I wasn't clear, who

created it?

MR. OTT: I created it with Director Gavin.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you very much.

We'll go ahead and receive it as demonstrative evidence.

MR. OTT: That is all I have. I would like to

just run through my notes quickly to make sure I don't

have anything else.

I can do that now, take five minutes, or do it

quickly tomorrow morning. Whatever the board pleases.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: We'll go ahead and let

you have this evening to go over your notes. If there's

any cleanup you want to do, we'll do that first thing in

the morning, with very limited time, because we want to

move through the rest -- you have another witness and

Ms. Granier has cross-examination to give on this witness,

which I'm sure will take some time, as well as I'm sure

board members have questions of Director Gavin.

So we will conclude -- or I say we'll go in

recess for today until tomorrow at 8.00 a.m.

Director Gavin, you're still under oath, and I

direct you not to speak to anybody about your testimony
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here today. Probably shouldn't interact with any board

members while you are under oath and still giving

testimony at this point.

And I would just direct the board members that we

shouldn't be talking about the case outside of the hearing

room here in the public forum. And when we resume

tomorrow, we'll proceed to pick up where we left off here.

Again, if you have cleanup, Mr. Ott, we'll let

you do that and we'll jump right into Ms. Granier's

cross-examination.

Any other matters before we close or recess? All

right. So this hearing's recessed until tomorrow at

8.00 a.m. Thank you.

(Proceedings adjourned at 5:01 p.m.)

-o0o-
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STATE OF NEVADA )
) ss.

COUNTY OF WASHOE )

We, DENISE HINXMAN and STEPHANI L. LODER,

Certified Court Reporters in and for the County of Washoe,

State of Nevada, do hereby certify that on Thursday,

May 25, 2017, at the Grand Sierra Hotel, in the Nevada

Room, located at 2500 East Second Street, Reno, Nevada, we

reported the videoconferenced public hearing in the matter

entitled herein;

That the foregoing transcript, consisting of

pages 1 through 200, inclusive, is a true and correct

transcript of the stenographic notes taken by us in the

above-captioned matter to the best of our knowledge,

skill, and ability.

As we were not present in the room with all of

the participants, the appearances on the cover page are

from our understanding of who was present via

videoconference and telephone during the proceeding, and

that speaker identification was made to the best of our

ability through voice recognition;

We further certify that we are not attorneys or

counsel for any of the parties, nor relatives or employees

of any attorney or counsel connected with the action, nor
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financially interested in the action.

Dated at Reno, Nevada this 16th day of June,

2017.

/s/ Denise Hinxman
Denise Hinxman, CCR #234

/s/ Stephani L. Loder
Stephani L. Loder, CCR #862
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-o0o-

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: We will go ahead and

resume the hearing. We took a recess at 5:10 last night.

This is the continuation of a public hearing that's

required under NRS 388A.330(3) to make a determination

regarding whether Nevada Connections Academy has corrected

certain deficiencies it was notified of on both September

30th, 2016, and February 10th, 2017, in a letter that

we've been -- in letters we've been referring to

colloquially as notices of intent.

When we left off, Mr. Gavin was still under oath;

and I told Mr. Ott that if he had any cleanup or a few

additional questions, we'd allow for that. But before we

get started with the witness, just a few logistical

issues.

Firstly, I wanted to deal with the schedule of

witnesses. I think both counsels wanted to try to map out

where we were going with the witnesses so that we could

give the witnesses an idea of when they would be asked to

testify.

So Mr. Ott or Ms. Granier, one of you, did you

all agree on a schedule?
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MR. OTT: We discussed briefly. Ms. Granier

estimates about -- she'll spend most of the morning with

Mr. Gavin.

Our other witness, Mr. Keglovitz, I have coming

to the north at 11:00, and anticipate he will not take

long from our perspective.

I don't know what order Ms. Granier plans on

calling her witnesses, but there's only three that I

anticipate having substantial time to cross.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO. Okay.

MR. OTT: Those would be Richard Vineyard,

Mr. Werlein, and Tiberio -- Dr. Tiberio Garza.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay.

MS. GRANIER: And I did indicate it will be at

least 11:00, I think, possibly longer for my

cross-examination of Director Gavin.

I have our NCA board president, Jafeth Sanchez,

who is only available until 1:30 today. And so I was

going to ask if possibly we can take a later lunch if we

need to, to squeeze her in as my first witness while I

have her.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Mm-hmm.

MS. GRANIER: And then -- well, that's all.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. I think that's
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fair. So what we'll do is we'll get through Mr. Gavin's

testimony, Mr. --

MR. OTT: Keglovitz.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: -- Keglovitz's testimony.

I anticipate that will close your case in chief.

MR. OTT: Yes.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: And then we will switch,

and you'll have your first witness. After your first

witness, we'll go to lunch.

So let's plan on lunch around 1:30 like we did

yesterday. Of course, we'll take a few convenience breaks

in the morning as we have opportunity.

Just logistically here, everybody who is here,

if -- instead of entering and exiting through the door

here that's signified exit, if you wouldn't mind going

around through this opening and through the door over

there.

What that will do is that will prevent you from

walking in front of the camera and will minimize the

disruption during the hearing. So if you would just allow

us that courtesy.

And I just want to make sure, nobody that's

sitting in the audience today are witnesses, right? Just

as a reminder, we've excluded all the witnesses from the
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room. All right.

And then one thing I neglected to do is after

Mr. Ott had authenticated Exhibit 12, I forgot to note

that it was properly authenticated and admitted into the

record. So let the record reflect that Exhibit 12 is --

was properly authenticated and entered into the record.

Yeah?

MS. GRANIER: I'm sorry. Thank you. One more

cleanup item on the exhibits.

It seemed like you and Mr. Ott had a similar

binder, I guess, of the exhibits that were uploaded to the

Authority's website.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yes.

MS. GRANIER: But I don't know how or who

determined what exhibits got uploaded. And I'm afraid

that we -- I know that some were missed that, in fact,

were uploaded to Epicenter.

So can we establish for the record who decided

what was uploaded? And then I would like the opportunity

to provide you -- we have screen shots of Epicenter to

show when they were submitted, and I would like the

opportunity to supplement the record with those exhibits.

MR. OTT: I can speak to when my binder was -- or

how my binder was created, if that's helpful.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: My binder was created

from the website. So I just went and downloaded all that.

MS. GRANIER: Okay. And who determined what

exhibits got uploaded to the website?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I'm not sure about that.

Can you answer that, Mr. Ott?

MR. OTT: So my understanding is that everything

that was submitted was sent to Mr. Peltier, and he

uploaded those to the website. I did not prepare my

binder from the website. I prepared them directly from

the submissions that you e-mailed to me directly.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Let me ask Danny because

Danny is actually here.

Danny?

MR. PELTIER: Yes, Member Guinasso?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Are you the one

responsible for uploading documents onto Epicenter?

MR. PELTIER: No. Schools are responsible for

uploading documents into Epicenter. I upload documents to

the -- our website.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Oh, I gotcha. Okay. So

there's a two-step process. The schools upload to

Epicenter, and then you take what's been uploaded and put

it onto the website; is that right?
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MR. PELTIER: Not necessarily. It depends on

what type of documents.

The Epicenter gets all sorts of different

reports. The vast majority of those reports are not

uploaded to our website unless explicitly asked to take

the document from Epicenter and put it on the site.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. So I need somebody

to just kind of walk me through the process.

So when Nevada Connections or the Authority wants

to make evidence available to the public, how does --

what's the -- can you take me from start to finish?

MR. PELTIER: Typically, what I would do, is I

would contact either Greg Ott or Executive Director Gavin

to see what they had received. There's not a compliance

requirement built into Epicenter that would be for

evidence. So typically I would get documents from them

and then upload from that to the website.

I know it's kind of complicated.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Yeah. So

there's -- but you're not exercising any editorial

authority. That is, you're not deciding which things get

uploaded --

MR. PELTIER: No.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: -- and which things
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don't. Is that --

MR. PELTIER: No. Absolutely not.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So whatever is sent to

you, you just upload it when it's sent to you; is that

right?

MR. PELTIER: That is correct.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Ms. Granier, do

you have any other questions?

MS. GRANIER: Just to be clear, then, the only

exhibits that actually got uploaded by Danny to the

Authority websites were the ones that Greg Ott or Patrick

Gavin directed be uploaded to the website.

MR. PELTIER: That is -- no.

MR. OTT: I think that's a misstatement.

When you send me stuff, I forward it to Danny.

If he needs additional information, he asks me. I know

Robert has sent him stuff as well, just to make sure that

everything that you have sent has gone to him so that he

can upload it.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. Danny, can

you answer Ms. Granier's question?

MR. PELTIER: No. That is not correct. It is

not only at the direction of them. It's just they tend

to get -- Robert Whitney will send stuff. If anyone
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requests that I upload it, I upload it.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you. And I didn't mean to

make that overly broad. I'm just trying to, I think, make

the clear record.

How did you know -- who told you what exhibits to

be uploaded to the website for this hearing?

MR. PELTIER: Both Deputy Attorney Whitney and

Deputy Attorney General Ott. I also was in contact

with Jenny Sparks at --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. So --

MR. PELTIER: -- the law office, who also would

talk about exhibits.

MS. GRANIER: And did you upload exhibits to the

website at the request of Jenny Sparks?

MR. PELTIER: She never requested explicitly that

I upload, but documents were sent back and forth.

MS. GRANIER: Okay. And is there a paper trail,

e-mail trail, or some record of which exhibits Mr. Whitney

asked you to upload and which exhibits Mr. Ott asked you

to upload?

MR. PELTIER: There may or may not be. Some of

those requests may have come by phone, and I don't have

access to the full archive of my e-mail so I would not be

able to answer that question at this time.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Let the record

reflect that, for every Nevada State Public Charter School

Authority meeting, that the primary means through which we

get the information for the hearing is through the

website.

And so what precipitated this hearing is not any

different than what's precipitated every meeting that the

State Authority has had for at least the last year that

I've been on the board. And so I think that should

satisfy the record.

But if you believe that there were things that

should have been uploaded that weren't -- and it's either

through inadvertence or -- I don't think there was any ill

intent, but if you do think so, I'd like to see what those

documents are so we can consider them.

MS. GRANIER: Sure. And I wasn't suggesting

there was any ill intent. I just want a clear record of

the process. So thank you.

And I do know of some because we identified them

yesterday. And in fact, one of them is very critical

because it is Dr. Garza's report that, in fact, was

uploaded on March 27th, prior to the last hearing.

So we can either do that now or as it comes to

the exhibit, whichever --
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: But it wasn't marked or

admitted at all?

MS. GRANIER: It was not, because you did not

have evidence of it being uploaded to Epicenter.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Was it submitted after

March 30th or before --

MS. GRANIER: No, it was not. It was uploaded to

Epicenter on March 27th.

MR. OTT: Was that Exhibit AB?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: It wasn't --

MR. OTT: Because the Exhibit AB that I

received --

MS. GRANIER: No, it was not Exhibit AB.

What I explained yesterday about Exhibit AB is

that Exhibit AB was an updated report from Dr. Garza that

was produced after the March hearing date. It updated the

report that he prepared and we uploaded to Epicenter on

March 27th, which is the exhibit that I think would be

properly before you, even with your exclusion.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Which tab number is it?

MS. GRANIER: It's not a tab number. I have

copies for everyone as exhibits, but it's not a tab number

because we had intended to use as an exhibit the updated

report. But given your ruling yesterday about this
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deadline to submit exhibits, the only one that I can offer

you that was submitted before the March 30 hearing is the

one I'm referencing that was submitted on the 27th.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Which -- the reports that

you're talking about, which one is the one that's critical

for your presentation?

MS. GRANIER: Well, I would prefer to use the

updated reports, but if I'm not allowed to use those,

then, at a minimum, I would like to use the one that was

submit --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: And which tab are the

updated reports --

MS. GRANIER: AB and -- yeah. It's -- they're

behind tabs 37 and 38.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Tabs 37 and 38. Do you

have a copy of that, Mr. Ott?

MR. OTT: Well, I don't have -- well, a copy of

AB that was sent to my office was blank. So we would

object based on --

MS. GRANIER: Actually, I have a follow-up e-mail

from my staff at my office that they sent you a follow-up

e-mail explaining that there was some technical error, and

they did provide you the substance of those documents. So

if necessary, I can get copies of that e-mail proof,
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but --

MR. OTT: When was that sent?

MS. GRANIER: Immediate -- like the same day or

the next day that AB was originally submitted because of

the technical problem with computers was recognized.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: What we're going to do is

we're going to mark this document titled the Supplement to

Data Validation Report, Nevada Connections Academy, 2016

Data. We're going to mark that as -- we left off with Z

yesterday so we will mark it as AA.

And, Mr. Ott, you have an objection to that

document so why don't we get your objection for the

record.

MR. OTT: Sure. Just so that I'm clear, is that

the entirety of tab 37? Is that what we're marking?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yeah, I believe that's

the entirety of the report.

MS. GRANIER: And then tab 38 is the 2015 report.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. And then

we'll mark what is in tab 38 titled the Validation Report,

the Data Validation Report, Nevada Connections Academy

2016 Data, we'll mark that one BB.

All right. So let's start with your objection.

MR. OTT: My notes reflect that 37 was already
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marked -- or AB was marked as W yesterday. Is that

correct in your notes?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: AB is marked as W? I

don't recall that. Let me double-check, though.

Actually I did. I marked it. You're right. I

marked it yesterday as W. So just strike what I just

said.

I did mark the Validation Report in tab 37 as

Exhibit W, but we didn't admit it. But new information is

being presented with respect to when it may have been

uploaded to Epicenter but perhaps not put on our website.

And so if that is the case, do you have the

document or something you can show me?

MS. GRANIER: Yeah. So just to be clear for the

record, that is not the document that is -- that was

submitted March 27th. It was a similar report from

Dr. Garza, and I have copies for all of you today. This

was the updated version of that report.

So I would prefer to use the updated version, but

if you're sticking to your deadline of March 30th, it

would not be these documents; it would be one that I would

hand out to you.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So the updated document,

which tab is that again? Is that --
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MS. GRANIER: That is 37 and 38.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: 37 and 38. All right.

So we'll mark those collectively as W because I don't

think it makes sense to separate them. And under normal

circumstances, if you'd had an updated report that you

wanted to update, that that would be considered.

So let me ask Mr. Ott about his objections to

this particular document.

MR. OTT: So the same objections to W as

yesterday, as it being late disclosed.

With regard to the new document that she's

talking about, I'm unsure -- I'm unclear if that is

somewhere in the various disclosures of NCA or if it was

not ever disclosed as evidence for this hearing.

MS. GRANIER: So again, it was uploaded to

Epicenter on March 27th to be used as evidence for this

hearing. I have copies of it right here if you would like

me to hand it out to everyone.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: But it was never a part

of the binder, your binder?

MS. GRANIER: No, because the binder that I

brought to the hearing had what I thought we were going to

use, which was the updated report.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. So what you have
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copies of is the old report?

MS. GRANIER: Yes. That was uploaded to

Epicenter before the March hearing.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: But the updated report is

in the binder under tab 37 and 38. All right.

MR. OTT: So I'm sorry. If you --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yeah. I'm just thinking,

but go ahead.

MR. OTT: So March 27th is when it was uploaded?

MS. GRANIER: Yes.

MR. OTT: So that was three days before the

hearing, not five days. So even at the earlier date, it's

still late, and we'll object based on those grounds.

Also, it's clear to me that it's not been

disclosed as evidence for this hearing. It's not

contained in any of these binders. So I'd object on those

grounds as well.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: We'll keep it marked. I

think having copies of the original document for

everybody -- I think if you would provide a copy to

Mr. Ott so he has that.

We're likely going to go through the entire day

and into tomorrow. So when that document becomes relevant

to your presentation, if you want to make an argument as
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to why it should be included at that point, then we'll

take that argument and let Mr. Ott make his objections.

I'm trying to just balance this idea that, you

know, documents should be produced to the Authority for a

hearing like this prior to the hearing in accordance with

the prehearing order. That helps the parties know what's

going to be presented at the hearing. Also helps board

members who have to make very difficult decisions have all

the information they need, you know, in lead-up to the

hearing so they can ask good questions and so that they

can make rational decisions.

And so I think a lot of that went into -- a lot

of that sort of thought went into why the late-filed

documents -- I'll call them late-filed because they came

after March 30th -- were excluded.

That being said, I don't want to inhibit you from

putting on your case, and so I'm allowing some leeway with

some of these documents that we've identified and marked

so that you can make a good record on those particular

documents.

And if the board so desires, we can reconsider

those individual documents as documents that may be

admitted at some point during your presentation.

So I'm just trying to balance those interests
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because I think Mr. Ott brings up good points. I think,

but at the same time, I don't want to inhibit you from

putting on the best case you can.

So with that said, are there any other cleanup

matters?

MS. GRANIER: There are other exhibits that we

have proof were uploaded to Epicenter prior to the

March 30th hearing. They were not included on the

website. They were not addressed yesterday. I'm happy to

get us going this morning and just address them as I'd

like to use them, or I can identify them now, at your

pleasure.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Do you have, like, a list

of them?

MS. GRANIER: I have a couple that stand out in

my mind.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Well, why don't we get

into our testimony. If you could put together a list of

those, and then at some juncture, we can deal with them in

bulk or, as you suggested, we could deal with them as the

hearing progresses.

Again, if there was some technical issue that

prevented documents from being uploaded, then we need to

deal with that.
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And so let's make sure we do deal with that

because, again, I don't want you to be prejudiced because

there was some technical glitch. That wouldn't be fair.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. Is that

acceptable to you, Mr. Ott?

MR. OTT: Sure.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. So any other

preliminary matters. Yes?

MR. WHITNEY: I didn't want to really belabor

this matter, but it concerns -- about the record.

What I'll do, when I get exhibits from Attorney

Granier or Attorney Ott, is I will forward those to the

board members after I receive them, normally on the same

day. Sometimes if they're later, on the day after.

I don't recall ever -- except for I know a few

days ago, I did receive an e-mail concerning the record

and -- from Danny asking for certain documents, but I

don't recall doing anything that would be considered

directing what should be in the record.

I do remember getting requests for documents

to -- for the record, but I don't -- again, I don't

remember. And that's -- my procedure is I will forward

documents I receive from Attorney Ott and Attorney Granier
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to the board.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: That's right. That's an

important part of the process.

So when we consider these documents and the

Epicenter representations, perhaps you can alert your

assistant to flag the corresponding e-mail because I'm

sure she would have e-mailed that to Mr. Whitney, and then

Mr. Whitney would have e-mailed those documents to us.

MS. GRANIER: Actually, we were directed to

upload them to Epicenter. We were not directed to e-mail

the documents to Mr. Whitney. I thought Mr. Whitney's

point was simply that he wasn't directing Danny what to

do.

MR. WHITNEY: Yeah. That was honestly what --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Is that what it was?

Okay.

MR. WHITNEY: Yeah.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. So there's

not -- sometimes your assistant sends documents to

Mr. Whitney and sometimes not; is that right?

MS. GRANIER: I don't think that she -- I don't

know that she ever sent him exhibits. She sends him

correspondence for me.

MR. WHITNEY: She will -- to the best of my
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knowledge, I've received every exhibit that was submitted

in these matters from both attorneys. And so she will

submit --

MS. GRANIER: Okay.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So we'll get -- what

typically happens is your assistant sends an e-mail with

pleadings and exhibits, and then those will get forwarded

to us. I typically don't -- yeah? Yeah. Sometimes

directly, Member Luna says.

So we'll print those out. At least I will. I'll

print those out and prepare them for the binder. And then

I'll check what I have against what is on the website and

make sure that I have everything that's supposed to be

in -- you know, everything I need to be prepared for the

hearing.

But again, if there's a technical glitch, let's

just deal with that and make sure that we're not unfairly

excluding documents that weren't available because of some

technical issue.

MS. GRANIER: Very good. Thank you.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. Perfect.

So, Mr. Gavin, you're still under oath. Why

don't we go ahead and have you take the stand.

Oh, right.
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I was just told that we can't delay lunch until

1:00 or 1:30 because we have a union issue, I think, in

Northern Nevada. So we'll have to take the lunch as close

to noon as we possibly can. Okay. All right.

So let's proceed. Mr. Ott, did you have any

cleanup questions?

MR. OTT: I don't have any cleanup. I'll pass

the witness.

PATRICK GAVIN,

having been previously duly sworn, was examined

and testified further as follows:

CROSS-EXAMINATION

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q Good morning, Mr. Gavin.

A Good morning, Ms. Granier.

Q Would you please turn to tab 36 in the binder in

front of you. And for the record, that was marked as

Exhibit V as in Victor.

UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER: This is not -- this

your binder or --

MS. GRANIER: Yes.

UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER: Okay.
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MS. GRANIER: Sorry.

MR. OTT: I don't believe this has been marked as

evidence so I'm going to object to the reference to it.

MS. GRANIER: I believe it was marked as

Exhibit V as in Victor, as I said.

MR. OTT: I believe it was marked but not

admitted.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Marked as B?

MS. GRANIER: V as in Victor. Tab 36.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Is it the e-mail?

MS. GRANIER: Yeah.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. And then that was

previously excluded, right?

MS. GRANIER: No. I thought it was marked but

not -- or if it was excluded, I have the opportunity to --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: It's marked right now.

MS. GRANIER: Yeah.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So let's talk about that

document before we have the witness...

So Mr. Ott, what is your objection?

MR. OTT: So this was one of the late-disclosed

documents. That was my initial objection. I'm looking at

the document now.

MS. GRANIER: And with respect to that, and it
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was a long day, so I honestly can't remember if it was

admitted or excluded, but I do remember some of the

quote/unquote late documents were allowed over the

objection because they clearly were not available at the

time of the March hearing. And this clearly was not

available at the time of the March hearing.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: What I did is I marked

them for this point so that Mr. Ott could renew his

objection and the board would have an opportunity to

reconsider those documents.

MS. GRANIER: Okay.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So we're dealing with

what has been marked as Exhibit V. It is an e-mail

purported to be from a Mr. Jurgensen to Charter Schools;

is that right?

MS. GRANIER: Yes.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Mr. Ott, your

objection, please?

MR. OTT: Appears to be hearsay. Not sure how

it's relevant. So in addition to the late disclosure,

hearsay and relevance.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Ms. Granier?

MS. GRANIER: Evidence at an administrative

agency hearing is not usually excluded on the basis of
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hearsay. We can certainly speak to that it's not offered

for the truth of the matter asserted so it, therefore, is

not hearsay anyway.

In addition to that, it is highly relevant. It

appears to be -- the title and the subject matter of the

e-mail is credit deficiency collection. Attachments are a

weighted funding credit-deficient collection.

It is highly relevant to the issues we are

discussing today regarding the credit-deficient population

that NCA serves, how that should be factored into your

decision.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. And the date of

this document is May 4th, 2017, so it wouldn't have been

available prior to the last hearing?

MS. GRANIER: Correct.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. If there's a

board member who wants to make a motion to accept this,

I'll take a motion.

MEMBER JOHNSON: Member Johnson will move to

accept the evidence.

UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE SPEAKER: I second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Just discussion, I

think I agree with Ms. Granier that there's a lot of

leniency when it comes to a hearsay document in an
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administrative proceeding.

Let me just ask this before we vote on it. Is

the person -- Jurgensen, is that person a person who's

going to testify at all during these proceedings?

MS. GRANIER: No, but one of the recipients is

identified as one of our witnesses. And Mr. Gavin, who

was cc'd on it, I believe the person who sent it works

under his direction.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. And then with

regard to relevance, I'll let you establish that with

the -- in your examination and in your argument.

I want to note that this document's unique from

the other ones that were excluded in that it was not

available prior to the last hearing. And so with that,

all those in favor of accepting this document?

UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER: Mr. Chair, I'm really

sorry. Just for the record, can the motion include

Exhibit V? Because it --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: If it didn't say accept

Exhibit V, then let's amend the motion just that it

would -- that we would be accepting Exhibit V.

MEMBER JOHNSON: Member Johnson moves to accept

Exhibit V as Victor.

MEMBER LUNA: And Nora Luna seconded.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. All those in

favor?

ALL: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Aye.

Any opposed?

(No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. Motion

carries. You can use the document.

(Motion to accept Exhibit No. V made,
seconded, and unanimously carried.)

MS. GRANIER: Thank you.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q Mr. Gavin, have you ever seen the document we

just marked as Exhibit V before?

A I recall seeing the e-mail, yes.

Q What is it?

A It is an e-mail from a member of my staff to all

schools in response to a legislative request for certain

information for the purposes of fulfilling the request to

the Legislature.

Q And who was the request made to?

A It was made to all charter schools. Actually

it --

Q I'm sorry. Go ahead.
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Who was -- you're asserting that this request was

made by the Legislature?

A That is correct.

Q And who did the Legislature make that request to?

A It made that request to the Department of

Education, and the Department of Education then

established a data collection for every school district in

the state and every local education agency to require

schools to upload certain information to the -- to a

database that is maintained by the Department of

Education.

Q And so was that somehow directed to you for the

Charter Authority?

A It was directed, I believe, in this case, it

appears it was directed to Ms. Jurgensen.

Q So you would have no discussions prior to --

about this e-mail before Ms. Jurgensen sent it?

A I believe I let her know that there would be an

e-mail coming.

Q Okay. And what is your understanding of the

information that is being requested by this e-mail?

A That it's information that the Legislature needed

in order to make a policy determination.

Q And that's as much as you can tell us?
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A Yes.

Q So you're not aware that it's asking for

information about credit-deficient students?

A It does say weighted funding credit-deficiency

collection. So I guess, yes.

Q Did you read this e-mail before just now?

A I don't recall if I did or not.

Q Okay. Would you take a minute and familiarize

yourself with it now.

A Mm-hmm.

I have reviewed it, yes.

Q Okay. Having reviewed it, does it refresh your

recollection as to whether you read the e-mail before this

morning?

A No, it does not.

Q Okay. And it is requesting, it looks like,

information from charter schools that you sponsor about

the number of students that are credit-deficient that

those schools serve; is that an accurate characterization?

A It is believed that it appears to be requesting

self-reported data from schools regarding a variety of

things.

Specifically, it asks for the district

identification number; the district name, which would be
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State Public Charter School Authority in this case; the

school ID, which is a code specific to each charter

school; a descriptive name; then a unique identifier for

each student if there is a -- that is on the state side;

if there is any local unique identifier that is different;

an ethnicity code; a free/reduced lunch code that is

either a one or a zero; an IEP code saying yes or no, the

student has an IEP; a one or a zero related to whether the

student is an English language learner; a one or a zero

related to whether the student is gifted and talented.

And then a -- and then it appears that it is also

asking for the total number of credits that a student

received -- earned at the end of the 11th grade and at the

end of 12th grade.

Q Thank you. And it's fair to say you've been

highly active in the current legislative session regarding

education and charter school policy?

A Actually, I would say I've been less active than

I would like to be, but I've certainly been active, yes.

Q Fair enough. How frequently are you at the

Legislature on average?

A At least an hour a day.

Q Okay. And in the course of that involvement with

the Legislature, do you have any understanding as to why
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the Legislature is interested in receiving this

information?

A My understanding is that legislators were

interested in looking at a variety of characteristics in

determining potential mechanisms for funding schools and

school directs with relation to the weighted funding

formula.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Ms. Granier, I'm just

going to interject. The original objection was relevance,

and I --

MS. GRANIER: I'm getting there.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: -- allowed some leeway.

And just like I gave Mr. Ott some leeway, I'm giving you

that leeway. But I just want to advise you that it's a

short leash, not a long leash.

MS. GRANIER: Understood. I'm getting there. My

next question should help reflect to you why this is

relevant.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q And with respect to the Legislature looking at

weighted fund for credit-deficient students, would you

agree there is at least an inquiry as to whether

additional funding might be necessary to serve

credit-deficient students?
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A That, I believe, was certainly one of the things

that was under consideration. I was not present at the

hearing where that -- where that bill was discussed so I

can't speak to either what was discussed during that

hearing.

And my understanding is it's up in a work

session. So I have no idea what the ultimate

determination of the Legislature will be.

Q Okay. Have you received any responses to this

e-mail request, or do you know if your staff has received

any responses?

A I'm not aware of any responses.

Q Have you yourself ever considered the

difficulties schools might face when serving

credit-deficient students?

A Absolutely.

Q And so you acknowledge that there are challenges

for schools that receive students that are

credit-deficient when they arrive?

MR. OTT: I'm going to renew my relevance

objection. This whole line of questioning is about

speculative future legislative activities that would not

affect any of the graduation rates under consideration in

this hearing.
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MS. GRANIER: Actually, that question had nothing

to do with future and legislative intent. That question

had to do with Mr. Gavin's expertise about challenges

schools face in serving credit-deficient students, which

is materially at issue here today because we believe it is

compelling evidence as to the grad rate.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: One of Ms. Granier's

central arguments, as I understand it, is that their

school serves a disproportionately large credit-deficient

population. And so I'll allow some questioning along

those lines so that she can try to establish that argument

through the testimony.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you. Can we get the court

reporter to read my question back, please? I don't know

that I can get it exactly as I did.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yesterday that was

difficult. Let me find out if it's --

MS. GRANIER: Okay.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Madam Court Reporter, can

you read the last question back?

MS. OSBORNE: Hold on just a sec. We have to get

the mic over to her.

(The record was read by the reporter as

follows:
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"Question: And so you acknowledge that

there are challenges for schools that

receive students that are credit-deficient

when they arrive?")

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Go ahead and

answer the question, Mr. Gavin.

THE WITNESS: I believe I said yes, I am aware

that schools that -- any school, which would be any school

in the state, that receives a credit-deficient student --

and I'm not aware of any school in the state that does not

receive credit-deficient students -- has to meet that

student's needs, and that that is more challenging than

meeting the needs of a student who arrives on grade level.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q Thank you. And yesterday, you testified as to

NCA's population of English language learners. Do you

recall that testimony?

A I do recall that, yes.

Q Okay. So what is NCA's population of

credit-deficient students?

A That is not information that is reported as

part -- under Nevada Report Card.

Q Do you have access to that information?

A I believe that you provided self-reported data
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over a year ago in relation to a potential consideration

for adding NCA as a potential alternative ed school. I

don't have that in -- I don't have that number off the top

of my head, no.

But I do recall that it was well below the

statutory cutoff for a school to be considered as a school

serving alternative education students, which is to say

that it was not dissimilar, to the degree that we know,

from any other comprehensive high school in the state.

Q And when you say to the degree that we know, to

what degree do you know how many credit-deficient students

are served in other comprehensive high schools in the

state?

A That is a very good question, Ms. Granier. As

that information is not reported statewide, there is no

way to know that.

Q So when you said just now under oath, to the

degree that we know, what is the degree that you know?

A That is purely anecdotal. That is a fact, yes.

Q Okay. And when we provided you the information

of the number of credit-deficient students we have served

in the 2015 and 2016 year cohorts relative to this matter,

did you review that information?

A Can you please repeat the question?
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Q Sure. NCA provided you information relative to

the 2015 cohort as to the number of credit-deficient

students it served within that cohort.

A Is there an exhibit to that effect?

Q My question to you is simply: Do you dispute

that?

A You're asking me to -- whether I have reviewed

something when I don't have -- I don't -- I don't know

what document you're referring to.

Q Okay. We'll get there. We'll get to the

documents.

Do you have any recollection that you reviewed

information from Nevada Connections Academy about the

number of credit-deficient students it serves?

A I specifically recall the information that was

provided to the board back in either May or June of 2016

related to the total number of students who were -- who

met the statutory definition of being credit-deficient of

more than two years, which was the information that we are

permitted to collect via statute.

Q Okay. And did you take some time to review that

information?

A Absolutely.

Q And so what's your recollection of that
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information?

A That you serve far less than the number of

students necessary to qualify as an alternative education

school.

Q Understood, but relative to the number of

credit-deficient students that other high schools serve in

the state.

MR. OTT: Objection. Asked and answered. We've

already gone through the data available for other high

schools in the state.

MS. GRANIER: I think that's an improper speaking

objection, and I would ask that you admonish Counsel not

to make suggestive objections to the witness as to how he

should respond.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: It was a valid objection,

but overruled. You can continue to ask this line of

questioning.

But when you're referring to documents, let's

make sure we know what the document is that you're

referring to and the date so that we don't cause the

witness to try to speculate because what you may have in

mind is the document that's at issue, and what he may have

in mind may be two different things, and I just want to

make sure we're good on that.
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MS. GRANIER: I understand, and I appreciate

that. And right now, I'm just trying to -- I am just

referring to the collective discussions that NCA has had

over the past year and a half with Director Gavin on this

issue.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. That's great,

okay. And I'll allow the questioning. It was brought up

during direct. You know, I'll certainly allow you some

leeway to ask some cross-examination questions on those

issues.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you.

So I'm sorry, Madam Court Reporter, now I'm

remembering I need to slow down again. Would you read

that last question back for me.

(The record was read by the reporter as

follows:

"Question: Understood, but relative to the

number of credit-deficient students that

other high schools serve in the state.")

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q So the question I was trying to pose before the

objection was you keep referring back to the Alternative

Performance Framework, and I just want to be clear so we

can save time here.
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I'm not asking you questions about whether NCA

serves the 75 percent required for that, to meet that

framework or apply for it.

What I'm asking you is: How does NCA's

credit-deficient population compare to other high schools

in the state?

A The only other high schools that I can compare it

to are other high schools that are sponsored by the

Authority because that is the only -- and schools that

submitted that information. There are high schools that

serve a higher portion of credit-deficient students than

NCA.

Q Which ones?

A Beacon Academy of Nevada which has a

significantly higher graduate rate than NCA.

Q Beacon Academy was also subject to closure

proceedings similar to NCA?

A That is correct.

Q And did you take into account relative to those

closure proceedings the number of credit-deficient

students that Beacon served?

A The school offered entry into a settlement that

allowed the school to transition to the Alternative

Performance Framework.
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Q But my question for you is a little bit different

than that. Not the ultimate outcome. Did you take into

consideration, relative to those closure proceedings, the

number of credit-deficient students that Beacon served?

MR. OTT: I'm going to object as vague. What do

you mean by his consideration?

MS. GRANIER: The witness didn't say that he

didn't understand the question. So again, I think it's an

improper attempt to coach the witness, making these types

of objections.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I don't discern that, but

nevertheless, I think the questioning that you're getting

at is fair questioning.

Mr. Gavin, listen to the question, and then

respond to the question presented.

Can you just repeat the question? And maybe

restate it so that it's a little bit clearer. So just --

I think you were asking about whether credit deficiency

was considered during the --

MS. GRANIER: I got it now. Thank you.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q Relative to the closure proceedings for Beacon,

did you consider the number of credit-deficient students

Beacon was serving?
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A I made the same recommendation with regard to

Beacon as I did with NCA in terms of the issuance of a

notice intent to revoke --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Mr. Gavin, I believe the

question is: Was credit deficiency considered?

THE WITNESS: Yes. And since the school did not

meet the statutory threshold for inclusion in the

Alternative Performance Framework, that was one of the

grounds that we -- that prompted the recommendation to

issue a notice of intent to revoke -- I'm sorry, in that

notice to terminate the -- terminate the charter contract

of Beacon Academy.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q Do you recall meeting with Jafeth Sanchez, board

president, myself, and Mr. Werlein and Mr. Ott around

September of 2015?

A I do recall there was a meeting, yes.

Q Okay. And do you recall, at that meeting, NCA

raised this credit-deficiency issue with you?

A Not specifically, no.

Q Okay. Do you recall that, at that meeting, you

made reference to the fact that you did not believe that

NCA served a greater population of credit-deficient

students than the traditional public high school in Clark
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County, for example?

A That -- that sounds consistent with my belief,

yes.

Q Okay. And that belief was solely based on

anecdotal information based on your testimony today.

A It was based on the -- yes. That is accurate.

Yes, because there is -- again, this state does not and

has not ever publicly reported this data point that you're

referencing.

Q And have you ever made representations to this

board about how the credit-deficient population that NCA

serves compares to other schools in the state of Nevada?

A I have absolutely made the assertion that it is

less than the 75 percent that is required under law. And

hence, it is no different than the broad range of schools

that service students across this state.

Q And again, to try to -- being sensitive to

everyone's time today, I'm not asking you questions that

relate to whether NCA hits that 75 percent threshold. So

I just want to be clear with you again to try to save

time.

My question to you is: Have you ever made

representations to this board about how NCA's

credit-deficient population compares to other high schools
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in the state?

A I believe I've answered that question to the best

of my ability.

Q And what's your answer?

A I just -- again, I have -- I have made

representations to this board that the school, based on

its own self-reported data, does not meet the 75 percent

threshold of students who are more than two years behind.

And as such, it is no different than the broad

range of schools that service students across this state

that are not a part of the Alternative Performance

Framework.

Q Do you have any recollection of making

representations to this board in public meetings, recorded

public meetings, that NCA does not serve a greater

credit-deficient population than other high schools in

this state?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Ms. Granier --

THE WITNESS: I believe I've answered that

question.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I believe he did answer

that question. You might not like the answer, but --

MS. GRANIER: It's not that I don't like the

answer. I don't think he did answer my question. I'm
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trying to get specifically, again -- I don't think it

was -- I think that representation has been made. I think

it was made apart from the 75 percent issue that Mr. Gavin

keeps directing us to.

It was made relative to the issue you're

considering today, and I think the representation left the

impression on board members that NCA doesn't serve any

more credit-deficient students than every other high

school in this state.

And we have just heard that there is no evidence

to support that statement. It is clearly just anecdotal.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right.

MS. GRANIER: So I think it is material to

decisions that have been made before this board today and

also to today's hearing.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Remember to slow

down for the court reporter and --

MS. GRANIER: I'm sorry. Thank you.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I get your argument, and

I think everybody up here gets your argument. With regard

to the questioning, he's answered the question.

If you want to impeach his question [sic] because

you believe that you have a document or you have some

other testimony that can impeach what he's just said, then
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you certainly have the right to do that.

But asking the same question and hoping for a

different answer, I think, would be somewhat futile at

this point.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q You heard, before we got formally started with

your cross-examination today, some discussion about a

report from Dr. Garza. Do you recall that?

A I do recall that discussion, yes.

Q And it has been established that that document

was uploaded to Epicenter prior to the March 30th hearing.

MR. OTT: Objection. It hasn't been established,

and it's not a document that's in evidence.

MS. GRANIER: Okay. I'll rephrase.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q Do you dispute that that document was uploaded to

Epicenter prior to the March 30th hearing?

A I have no knowledge of that.

Q Of whether it was or it was not?

A That is correct.

Q Okay. Have you ever reviewed the document?

A Since it is not in evidence, no, I have not.

Q Okay. How do you go about preparing -- strike
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that.

What information did you review prior to making

your recommendation to the Authority that NCA had not

cured?

MR. OTT: Can I just object because there's two

relevant cure periods, and so we can clarify?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yeah. You know,

actually, that's a good point.

Why don't we start with the first notice of

intent and the cure period, and then go to the second

notice of intent, and then talk about that cure period.

MS. GRANIER: Okay.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I think it's a good

question. And your question is: What information did you

review in considering whether there was a cure or not?

And so but let's make sure we're clear about

which cure period we're talking about.

MS. GRANIER: Fair enough. Thank you. Actually,

I'll go in the reverse order just because of the document

I'm referencing.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q So relative to your decision as to whether you

believed NCA had adequately proposed a cure to the

February 2017 notice of intent, what evidence did you
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review?

A It is my understanding -- and I wish to be

really -- that the -- you and your office, Ms. Granier,

let's say, your law office sent a large volume of exhibits

and other information prior to the deadline that was set

forth in the notice which -- and I believe -- and I can

look through here to get the exact date. I believe it was

in Exhibit 32.

Q That's okay. I don't need the date.

A No. No. I wish -- I would like to answer your

question.

There was deadline that was specified for

documentary evidence to be considered by the Authority

board of no later than 5:00 p.m. Pacific time on

March 24th.

I would note that we did request that all

information be uploaded via Epicenter, as I believe you

were well aware. Your office submitted the vast majority

of its evidence via other means, primarily via electronic

communications to Deputy Attorney General Ott.

To my knowledge, I have reviewed everything that

was submitted by you prior to March 24th at 5:00 p.m. So

yes.

Q So I apologize. Here's a better question for
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you.

As you sit here today, I understand it's your

position that NCA failed to propose an adequate cure in

response to your February 17 notice of intent.

A That is correct.

Q And that's a very serious allegation given the

32 -- over 3200 students here that we're talking about

today. So I would just like to have a very clear record.

As you sit here today, what is your best

recollection of the evidence you considered in making that

decision?

Without reference to vague volumes of documents

or when they were submitted, I just want to know what your

recollection is as to what evidence you thought was

important to review in reaching your determination.

A Ms. Granier, you submitted a letter proposing

specific cures. That information was reviewed, and it was

found lacking. If you would like to go through that

letter, I'm happy to.

Q Okay. Other than that letter, did you consider

any other evidence relative to whether it was appropriate

to recommend closure of NCA?

MR. OTT: Objection --
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BY MS. GRANIER:

Q Based -- for the failure to cure the notice of

intent issued in February 2017.

A Ms. Granier, you provided a letter proposing

cures, and we review -- I reviewed that letter and any

supporting documentation referenced in that letter to make

a determination.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I'm just going to

interject here. Seems to me the question is pretty

straightforward.

And that is, as I understood the question, what

information -- in the information that was provided to you

by Connections Academy, what information was important to

you that resulted in the conclusion that the cures that

they proposed were not adequate.

Is that right, Ms. Granier?

MS. GRANIER: Yes. Thank you.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Could you answer

that question?

So you reviewed all that information. We've

established that. Now, of the information that was

provided, what were -- I don' t know. I don't want to put

words in your mouth.
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BY MS. GRANIER:

Q What was material to your decision?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: And maybe we could make a

list of those things.

MS. GRANIER: That would be great.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: And if you want to go

through the letter, that may be helpful as well.

THE WITNESS: It would be helpful if you could

refer me to the appropriate exhibit, Ms. Granier.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q I can refer you to the letter, and then if

there's anything you considered in addition to that

letter, I would like to know that.

The letter is behind tab two of the binder that's

in front of you.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So that would be, I

believe, Exhibit B?

MS. GRANIER: B, yes. Thank you.

THE WITNESS: Okay. Thank you, Ms. Granier. I

appreciate the clarification as to what I'm looking at

here.

The letter contains, if I'm correct, six specific

statements related to proposed cures. The first is the

argument that this school -- that the Authority must
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calculate the graduation rate --

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q I apologize for interrupting you. I'm just

trying to save time for everyone.

I'm not asking you to go through why or why not

the arguments in our cure letter were acceptable to you or

not. I just want to make sure you understood my question

and Member Guinasso -- Chairman Guinasso's clarification,

which is we're just looking for a list of the evidence

that you considered to be material to your decision. So I

just want to save us all time.

A Okay. So with relation to statement one, we

reviewed the applicable statute.

With relation to bullet No. 2, let me -- and

allow me to make sure I'm refreshing my memory with this

document.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So just for our

edification, I just want to understand. So we had the

question. The answer was you relied on the information

that Connections provided to you which is codified in the

letter marked as Exhibit B.

And now what we're doing is pointing out the

pieces of that letter that were determinative in your

consideration; is that right?
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THE WITNESS: That is correct.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay.

THE WITNESS: So with regard to point one, yes.

We reviewed the applicable statute and disagreed with your

conclusion.

With regard to point two, we reviewed the

applicable statute and disagreed with your argument.

With regard to point three, you reference, for

example, the graduation improvement plan that you

provided, the May graduation rate improvement plan. And

you also -- and you note that the school has -- wanted to

propose a revised benchmark.

This school set a target in its graduation rate

improvement plan of 45 percent for '16-'17. It did not

meet that target.

Your attempt to retroactively ask for a separate

benchmark and target would be more advantageous is -- was

reviewed and was rejected.

You then again argue for a --

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q I'm sorry.

A -- separate --

Q Before you move on to that, just to be sure, was

that the only reason you rejected the graduation rate
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improvement plan in bullet point No. 3?

A There's more stuff in bullet point No. 3, I

think, so I just --

Q Okay.

A -- wanted to go through that.

So I just looked at the next page.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Just for clarity, we're

still in bullet point No. 3?

THE WITNESS: Mm-hmm.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you.

THE WITNESS: You then propose a financial

penalty, which I believe has been discussed previously.

But I reviewed this, and we do not have the Authority to

assess any type of financial penalty to a school. There

is no mechanism in statutes for us to take payments from a

school related to a penalty, nor would ---- nor does the

Department of Education.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q Is there a -- and on that note, is there a

mechanism in a statute that allows you to require a

charter school to waive its rights to judicial review if

in a contract with you?

MR. OTT: Objection. NRS 48.105 settlement

discussion we had discussed about previously.
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MS. GRANIER: I haven't made any reference to any

settlement discussion. It's just a question about what he

says he's allowed to do under statute, which he brought up

relative to the financial penalty.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: And I agree. I will

allow the question.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you.

THE WITNESS: This gets to advice that I've

received from counsel that I think is covered by

privilege.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q And I don't -- I definitely don't want you to

tell me advice from counsel. My question doesn't require

that.

It's simply: You stated that there is not

statutory authority for you to collect such a financial

penalty as was proposed. So I'm -- as part of a cure.

So what my question to you is, simply, since

you're looking to statutory authority for your ability to

accept proposals, is there statutory authority for you to

force a school to waive its rights to judicial review in a

contract with you?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Ms. Granier, before he

answers that question, I just want to note, was that
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addressed in this letter, the judicial review issue?

MS. GRANIER: Actually, it was because one of the

exhibits -- thank you for bringing up that point.

Exhibit B-11 was part of our proposed cure. And

that was a draft charter contract that we submitted back

to the Authority asking if that was an adequate cure

because the Authority had proposed that a contract could

perhaps provide a cure.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: But this B-11 was not

included as yet because you were going to provide some

documentation with regard to its date.

MS. GRANIER: Yes, and I do -- I did find the

e-mails -- well, two things.

First of all, I did find e-mails last night that

are being copied this morning to show that the first

contract was exchanged prior to litigation commencing.

That would be a different version of the contract, though.

This version of the contract that has been marked

as B-11 is the version of the contract that NCA sent to

Mr. Gavin as part of its proposed cure in the letter that

he is reviewing with us right now.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. All right. That

makes sense to me.

You can answer the question to the best of your
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ability, Mr. Gavin.

THE WITNESS: Based on the representations that I

received from counsel, and based on the decisions of this

board, it is my understanding, yes, that we do have that

authority to impose -- or to have that be a negotiating

point. Yes, absolutely.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q Okay. And I'm not asking the same question. I'm

just trying to get my question that I did ask answered.

I'm not asking you about any advice you received

from counsel or any direction from this board.

My question is, simply, can you identify a

statute which gives you the authority to do that?

A This is a contract, and it is subject to contract

law, which means that, with regard to areas of policy and

how this school chooses to -- and the relationship between

this school and the Authority with regard to how it

conducts its business and for what is accountable, that

there is -- that the contract -- that that is permissible

under contract.

I would note also that your representation that,

at any point, that we stated that the school had to waive

right to judicial review is inaccurate.

Q Okay. Thank you.
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A Let me be very clear about what the intent --

what was -- we specifically said the matters that will be

subject to review by the court are whether or not the

school met the target.

I believe that that -- I think that provides

ample judicial review in the event that we erred in some

way in the calc -- and we were wrong in terms of what the

graduation rate was that was reported by the State.

Q So since you brought that up, I'd like to explore

that a little bit further.

It would prohibit the school from challenging in

court if we had a disagreement on how you reached that

rate. Not an error -- you're talking about a mathematical

error, if I understand you correctly.

But if we had a disagreement, as we do here today

in these proceedings, about the relevant factors to

consider with respect to that rate, that would not be

allowed to be subject to judicial review under the

provision you proposed in that contract.

A The Authority does not calculate a graduation

rate. That is the domain of the Department of Education.

Q So my question to you is not whether you

calculate a graduation rate.

My question to you was -- you said I was
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misrepresenting that there was a requested waiver of

judicial review in the contract provision.

My question to you is whether, if the school

disagreed with you about the number -- how you were using

that provision in the contract to say a receiver should be

appointed, for example, to that school, would they be able

to seek judicial review under that contract provision?

MR. OTT: I'm going to object as speculative.

The document's not in evidence so there's no language to

anchor the statement.

MS. GRANIER: And Mr. Gavin opened this up. He

testified about the language and what it was and what it

meant and said that I was misrepresenting. So I should be

allowed to pursue this line of questioning.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So here's -- Mr. Gavin is

not an attorney so he's not going to be able to answer

legal questions.

MS. GRANIER: I understand. I understand.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: But he can speak to the

intent with regard to negotiations.

And I think the reason why you're bringing up

judicial review is, as a part of what the Authority wanted

as a part of the cure, I mean, that is they wanted to

limit judicial review. If I understand this right, they
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wanted to limit judicial review to what Mr. Gavin just

testified to as a part of an acceptable cure.

So insomuch as you want to explore that intent

and why that would be an effective cure, a part of an

effective cure in his opinion, I think we're on point.

But if you're asking him to make legal

conclusions and give --

MS. GRANIER: I am not.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: -- legal analysis, try to

just avoid that.

MS. GRANIER: I am not. Thank you. I'm not.

He stated what the law was, and he stated what he

thinks about contract law and that the Authority can do

these things under contract. So I was just exploring that

because he --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: He didn't answer your

question directly. You asked for a statute --

MS. GRANIER: Exactly.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: -- and he's talked about

contract law.

So probably would have been better to say yes or

no to that question. And some of these questions are yes

and no. So in that regard, it would speed things up a

little bit if, in response to questions that are yes or
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no, you answer yes or no or I don't know. And then if you

want to provide an explanation, of course, you can do

that. I think it will help speed things along, though.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you.

THE WITNESS: I'm sorry. Could you repeat your

question?

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q Yes. Was it your intention that the school would

not be able to raise certain arguments about the trigger

for appointment of a receiver to a judge with the

provision included in that contract that I referred to as

a judicial waiver?

A The intention was to define on the front end what

the applicable law was, and that is to say the graduation

requirement that is set forth in the statute.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I wasn't sure, Mr. Gavin.

Was that a yes or a no?

THE WITNESS: I'm -- I -- I'm --

MS. GRANIER: That's the problem.

THE WITNESS: I'm really unclear here as to --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Let's take a

two-minute recess.

Mr. Ott, would you take some time with your

client? I just -- one of the things that's difficult for
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us is there are questions being asked, and they're yes or

no questions or I don't know. And so maybe you could talk

to your client about addressing those questions like that.

And then we can come back and just make sure

that, you know, we're answering the questions that are yes

or no, yes or no.

And then if you want to provide an explanation at

that point, that's always fine. But it's hard for us to

understand what the answers to the question are when a

question is asked and then there's a different narrative

that's provided.

MS. GRANIER: And I appreciate that very much.

So thank you for that.

I would ask that you -- I do not think that's

appropriate while the question is pending. I would simply

ask that he answer the question that is pending, and then

I would be happy to take that break to save us all time.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yeah. That would be

good.

And, Mr. Ott, if you have objections or want

to -- just let me know. It's just I'm struggling up here

to follow the testimony because, you know, the questions

aren't being answered as directly as I think they need to

be.
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THE WITNESS: And I apologize. That's not my

intent. So let me be very direct.

Yes. Yes. That is correct.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q Yes, that was your intent?

A Yes.

Q Okay. Thank you.

MS. GRANIER: Now we can take a break.

MEMBER JOHNSON: The last question -- I'm now

unclear as to what the last question was. I know I got --

MS. GRANIER: It related to whether it was

Mr. Gavin's intent that the school be limited with respect

to the arguments it could raise in judicial review.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: But in answer to your

previous question, it wasn't to foreclose judicial review

in its entirety, if I understood your testimony correctly;

is that right?

THE WITNESS: That is accurate, yes. Thank you,

Mr. Chairman.

MEMBER JOHNSON: The question was: Was it the

intent to --

MS. GRANIER: -- limit the arguments that NCA

would be able to raise to a court?

THE WITNESS: Yes. The intent was to define the
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scope of what was in dispute. So yes. Affirmatively.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. If you want

to continue, we'll continue.

Mr. Ott, if you want to talk to your client, I'll

let you.

I want to make it clear that there is a question,

and then there's an answer. And if you can't answer the

question for some reason, just say that. But if it's a

yes/no, answer yes/no. If you need to provide an

explanation, provide an explanation. But let's try to

avoid the narrative piece of it unless the question calls

for a narrative.

THE WITNESS: And I apologize. This is the first

time I've ever been cross-examined. So this is rather new

to me.

MS. GRANIER: Are we taking a break?

(Discussion off the record.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yeah, that's good. All

right.

Just when you're asking your questions to elicit

a yes/no answer, maybe make it clear that you're looking

for a yes/no answer. And then if he wants to provide an

explanation, then he can provide that. That might be

helpful for a person who hasn't testified before in this
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capacity.

MS. GRANIER: I'll try to keep that in mind.

Thank you.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you.

MS. GRANIER: Are we taking a break?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: No. I guess we're going

to go forth.

MS. GRANIER: Okay. Very good.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q So back to Exhibit 2, the cure letter and your

analysis of this cure letter. I believe -- and if I

misstate, please correct me.

But I believe it was your testimony just a little

bit ago that you had no statutory authority to require

such a financial penalty or collect a financial penalty;

is that correct?

A Yes.

Q And just now, we are clear that you have not

identified any statutory authority to limit a school's

ability to raise certain issues on judicial review. Yes

or no?

A I don't know the answer to that.

Q Okay. I believe that's inconsistent with your

prior testimony just now.
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So you believe there's a statute that is clear

that you can limit a school's ability to raise certain

arguments on judicial review?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: He just said he didn't

know the answer to that question, I believe.

MS. GRANIER: Well, I know, but the answer before

we thought we were going to take a break was -- I'm sorry.

That was a different question. Okay.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q So you don't know if there's a statute?

A I'm not attorney. I don't know.

Q Okay. Are you aware -- so you can't identify any

statute that allows you to do that, as you sit here today?

A That is correct.

Q Okay. But you did include such a provision in a

proposed contract with a school that you deemed an

acceptable cure?

MR. OTT: I'm going to object to the reference to

the contract. It's not in evidence.

MS. GRANIER: Okay. We've marked it as B-11, and

it's part of the school's proposed cure.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yeah. I'm going to make

a motion now, considering that it was a part of the

proposed cure letter that was -- that's now been marked as
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Exhibit B, that we go ahead and allow B-11 in.

I still would like to know the date of that, but

because that was -- whatever the date was, it was sent

with, I think, the March 24, 2017, cure letter.

I don't think that's a settlement negotiation.

It's a part of what you're statutorily obligated to do,

and that is propose a cure.

So I'd like to move for admission of B-11. Can I

get a second?

MEMBER JOHNSON: Member Johnson, second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. All those in

favor?

MEMBER JOHNSON: Aye.

MEMBER LUNA: Aye.

VICE CHAIR MACKEDON: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Aye.

Any opposed?

(No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Motion carries.

So B-11 is now a part of the record.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you.

And I apologize, Madam Court Reporter. Could you

read the last question back before the motion?

THE COURT REPORTER: Yes. Just a moment.
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MEMBER GARDNER: This is Member Gardner. Member

Guinasso?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yes. Yes, Member

Gardner?

MEMBER GARDNER: I apologize. I don't know if

you -- sorry. I don't know if you heard my nay on that

last motion.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. So it was -- for

the record, Member Gardner, on the last motion, voted no.

Member Mackedon, Chair Johnson, myself, and Member Luna

voted yea.

MEMBER GARDNER: Do you mind if I do a quick

explanation why?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Not at all.

MEMBER GARDNER: I apologize for missing the time

frame.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I should have asked for

discussion. I apologize for that.

MEMBER GARDNER: It's my understanding, based on

the questioning that we've had today, that that discussion

that B-11 was actually done after litigation had begun and

was likely a settlement document.

I don't believe a settlement document should be

allowed as an exhibit in this because that would be
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excluded under the settlement document clause.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yeah. I think we noted

that the one thing that -- I think that transforms this

document a little bit is the fact that it was submitted

with a cure -- a proposed cure letter that we've admitted

into evidence and is referenced in that letter. And so I

think, on that basis, it falls outside of the purview of

the settlement discussions.

So I just want to make that clear for the record

in terms of the thinking as to why we allowed that

document in because it was not a part of settlement

negotiations as much as it was a part of the proposed cure

that NCA was proposing, if I understand that correctly.

MS. GRANIER: You do. I would like to add just

one thing quickly so we have a very clear record and I

haven't created any misconception here. And that is,

there are many versions of that contract.

There was, yesterday, discussion of the fact that

the first version of that contract which was proposed by

the Authority was provided to the school prior to any

litigation. And I do have evidence of e-mails to

demonstrate that, but that was a different document that

we were talking about yesterday.

The document that is attached as B-11, you are
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correct, was part of our cure, and so it was submitted as

part of the cure letter.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: That's great. Appreciate

the clarification. I just think, in deciding whether the

cure is effective or not, we need to consider that

document as a board. It's a part of the cure, not

necessarily a part of a litigation settlement, as far as I

read it. At least the way that it's presented with this

Exhibit B.

So anything further, Member Gardner? Okay.

MEMBER GARDNER: No. That was it. I just wanted

to get that objection. Thank you.

(Motion to accept Exhibit No. B-11 made,
seconded, and carried, with Member Gardner
voting nay.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Madam Reporter, we have

been awful to you.

MS. GRANIER: Sorry.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I would hate to be in

your job right now, trying to keep track of our

discussions. But nevertheless, there was a question

pending before we had this brief discussion on the prior

motion. Can you get to that question?

THE COURT REPORTER: Yes. Just a moment.

(The record was read by the reporter as
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follows:

"Question: But you did include such a

provision in a proposed contract with a

school that you deemed an acceptable cure?")

THE WITNESS: Yes.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q And based on that answer and a prior answer about

your ability to contract with schools and some flexibility

to contract about things, why couldn't you enter into a

contract with the school, from your perspective, to

provide for such financial penalty if you deemed it

appropriate?

A We do not administer distributive school account

funds. We do not have -- there is nowhere in the statute

that provides for us to receive any payment from schools

other than -- so that is a -- so that was the -- that was

certainly a concern.

And then additionally, as I -- as I think I

discussed yesterday, it also seemed, frankly,

inappropriate in terms of taking funds away from students

that -- funds the school could use to serve what you have

stated yourself is a high-need population.

Q And again, I'm sorry. That wasn't my question.

My question to you wasn't whether you deemed it
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appropriate.

In fact, I said if you deemed it appropriate, is

there a reason you think you could not include such a

provision in a contract as a cure?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I think he answered and

said that there was no authority. I think he answered

that question.

MS. GRANIER: Well, he did, and his reason was

because there was no statute. And then I went through

several lines of questions about there not being a statute

about a provision for a contract. And so I'm trying to

follow up on the previous line of questioning.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Maybe just

rephrase the question a little bit to get to the point

you're trying to make. That would be good.

MS. GRANIER: Okay.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. Thanks.

THE WITNESS: I am not aware of any statute that

permits us to accept that kind of a payment or penalty

from a school.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q And is that the reason -- strike that.

So do you believe you need express statutory

authority for any provision you include in a contract with
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a charter school?

A No.

Q Okay. You spoke yesterday of your experience

over 19 years in the charter school industry. Do you

recall that?

A I do.

Q Are you familiar with any financial mechanisms in

other states such as Florida and Texas where online

schools are paid based on their level of performance and

student achievement?

A I am aware of that, yes.

Q Okay. I think I had interrupted you. You were

going through your list of all of the evidence you

considered in reaching your determination that the school

had failed to adequately address the notice of intent from

February 2017.

A Yes. So we -- I think we just touched on that

calculation, the penalty.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: And we're still on point

No. 3; is that right?

THE WITNESS: Yes. And I believe -- I'm just --

it appears that everything else under bullets 1 --

subpoints 1 and 2 of -- and again, just to be clear, I'm

looking at number R -- the page number R0012, and now
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moving to R0013.

So I think that -- so I think everything else

here is related to the penalty under point 3.

With regard to point 4, the points here relate to

a proposed cure that would provide that the school would

reconstitute its governing body based on one member a

year. We determined that was insufficient.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q Why was that insufficient, while you're there?

A Number one, it would involve the school

continuing to self-perpetuate its governing body. This

level of replacementship is really no different than what

many boards do on a regular basis anyway.

So and most importantly, it does not provide for

the full replacement of the board, and it provides for an

acceptable degree of continuity between the existing board

and the future -- and any future board.

So it is not a reconstitution. It is simply --

it's no different really than what we see in the bylaws of

a lot of schools that turn people out or what have you.

Q Every year?

A That is certainly something that has been

observed across the country, yes.

Q Are there bylaws of charter schools in Nevada
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where they replace their board members every year --

A I'm sorry. Individual board -- so like term

limits or what have you. I'm aware of a number of schools

that do have term limits for board members, yes.

Q And is the term limit just one year?

A That's ultimately the discretion of that school.

Q Right, but are you aware of any term limits where

you have a charter school and the board replaces the

members every -- a member -- every member just serves one

year?

A I don't believe -- that is not what I was saying.

Q Okay. Yesterday, on this issue, you testified

that -- I think you said something like there's a growing

body of evidence that wholesale replacement of the

governing board has been proven to improve graduation

rate.

Did I understand that testimony correctly?

A I think I spoke more broadly of school

performance, yes. And I believe I referenced a number of

initiatives around the country where there is documentary

evidence of that.

Q So is there any evidence that you're aware of

that wholesale reconstitution of the board makes a

dramatic change to a graduation rate issue?
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A I can't speak to that specifically.

Q Okay. So with respect to the growing evidence

that you were speaking to yesterday, can you give us very

specifically what that evidence is?

A I believe I spoke specifically yesterday about a

number of restart initiatives, and reconstitution is a

form of restart. Specifically, the Harlem Prep restart in

New York City. A number of restarts conducted by -- as --

by Mastery Charter Schools, and I would note restart as

well as charter conversion of an existing public school to

a charter school in the city of Philadelphia, those are

the two that specifically came to mind at the time.

Q So I just want to be sure I have a very clear

record on this.

With respect to your example that you were

relying upon yesterday when you spoke of this growing body

of evidence, do you know what the circumstances were for

Harlem Preparatory?

A In the case of Harlem Prep, there was an existing

school called Harlem Day which had -- had initially had

strong academic -- or relatively strong academic

performance in the early years of its charter term and

then saw a significant decline in performance, and that

remained sort of at a very low level for a number of
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years.

At the time -- in the lead up to the renewal

period for that particular school, the governing body of

that school, the board, approached its authorizer and

suggested the opportunity to effectively restart the

school through what I believe the term of art used in New

York by the charter schools is a restructuring RFP whereby

that board agreed to step aside, and a new board and a new

management team were brought in to restart that school.

Q And what were the -- if you know, what were the

problems the school was facing relative to its

performance, even just generally speaking? Was it just

the high school graduation rate?

A No. It was elementary and middle school test

scores.

Q Okay. Anything else?

A That's -- that's the best of my recollection.

Q Okay. Any financial issues?

A No. None at all.

Q Okay. Any other performance-related issues?

A Academic performance was the primary issue.

Q Okay. And with respect to Mastery Charter School

restarts, can you be specific about any examples --

A Sure.
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Q -- we can look to for evidence?

A So Mastery has done extensive work both in the

restart of traditional public schools, including high

schools, to -- and specific example I was thinking of was

with relation to a charter school in the city of

Philadelphia, the Hardy Williams Charter School, formerly

known as Renaissance Advantage Charter School, and that

was also a school that had had very low test scores for a

number of years.

And the governing board of that school, I

believe, voluntarily, after multiple contentious issues

between them and their sponsor, ultimately asked -- and I

don't recall if this was done through an RFP or not --

ultimately asked Mastery to come in and restart that

school.

Q Okay. Thank you. So yesterday when you made

references to these schools, I understood it to be in the

context of your statement that, again, there's a growing

body of evidence that replacing governing boards is

important to our cure that we're proposing here, to make

a -- to increase the graduation rate.

A Is there a question?

Q Did I misunderstand that?

A The replacement of a governing board is one of
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the statutory tools that a sponsor has to improve

academic, organizational, and financial performance.

Q Okay. And maybe I wasn't clear with my question.

Yesterday, you recall your testimony was there is

a growing body of evidence that replacing governing boards

is effective in increasing graduation rate?

A Yes.

Q Okay. And then --

A I'm sorry. I think I said school performance

more broadly. I don't recall I said --

Q Okay.

A -- graduation rate.

Q I thought you -- my notes said graduation rate,

but I'm sure the record will reflect whatever you said.

So we'll say --

A And to be clear, I think my intent was to speak

more broadly.

Q Okay. So to speak more broadly to school

performance. And then you provided examples that you

just --

A Mm-hmm.

Q -- gave us more detail on.

Do you have any examples that there is any

evidence at all that reconstituting a board effectively
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increases a graduation rate?

A We have a statute that provides -- so no.

Q Thank you. Okay. And I'm sorry, I'm just trying

to make sure we kind of address topics as you go through

them. So I did interrupt you. So if you could proceed

with all of your list of all of the evidence you

considered as to whether or not NCA cured responsive to

the February 2017 notice of intent.

A Okay. So I believe, then, we were on to point

No. 5.

With regard to point No. 5, these are all

programmatic changes which may or may not improve student

performance. There was no evidence provided to

demonstrate that the school was -- that these were

actually at this -- were increasing graduation rates.

So while it is encouraging, for example, to

see -- or may be encouraging to see that there was a

75 percent pass rate with summer school, it is unclear

what this means in terms of whether students are likely to

graduate on time. So they are inputs.

There are leading indicators, and they're not

something we can rely on to make a determination of

whether the school has effectively closed the gap.

Q What, if any, investigation or analysis did you
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undertake to determine beyond the information provided

here as to whether the graduation improvement plan was

working or not?

A We reviewed the information that the school

provided.

Q All of the information the school provided?

A To the best of my knowledge, yes.

Q Okay. And you -- strike that --

I believe, based on your representations prior to

today and part of the reason we're here today is you

believe the school's four-year cohort graduation rate for

2015 was around 35 percent? You might have a more precise

number than I do.

A If you will allow me to refer to the exhibit --

Q Of course.

A -- I can give you --

Q Sure.

A -- the exact number.

So I just want to clarify, were you saying for

the graduating year of 2015 or 2016?

Q 2015 first, please.

A 2015, it was 35.63 percent.

Q And what was it for 2016?

A 40.09 percent.
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Q And that's how much of an increase?

A About four and a half percentage points. It's a

little less than that. 4.4, somewhere in there.

Q And so is that not evidence that the

graduation -- that the -- the performance measures, the

programmatic changes that were being made were helping?

A Incremental improvement from a school that is

currently 20 points below the statutory minimum graduation

rate of 60 percent, based on that track record, it would

take five years for this school to achieve a minimally

acceptable graduation rate.

Q And I understand, Director Gavin, that we all

would like things to happen more quickly, but my question

to you was not: Was it fast enough for you?

My question for you was: Wasn't that nearly five

percentage point increase in a single year some evidence

that the changes this school was making in response to

your concerns were actually working to improve the

graduation rate?

A No. It was inadequate.

Q Why not?

A Because it was insufficient to close the gap on

the trajectory the school itself had set, which was

closing the gap within three years.
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Q Okay. Again, my question is: Was that

evidence -- I'm not asking you if it was sufficient to

close the gap as quickly as you wanted. Okay?

My question is: Was it some evidence that the

school's changes were working to, in fact, improve the

graduation rate by almost five percent in one year?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Ms. Granier, I believe he

answered the question.

MS. GRANIER: It's a yes or no question, and he

did not.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: He answered no, and then

he provided an explanation, if my recollection is correct.

MS. GRANIER: Well, okay.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: If you don't like his

explanation, cross-examine him on that explanation.

MS. GRANIER: I understand. I don't think he

answered my question, but I'll try --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: He said no. He said no,

and then he provided an explanation. That's what I heard.

MS. GRANIER: Okay.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q Do you have any evidence as to what caused NCA's

graduation rate to increase five percentage points in one

year?
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A No.

Q Do you have any opinions?

A No.

Q Did you conduct any analysis?

A No.

Q Did you conduct any research?

A No.

Q Okay. Isn't it true that in discussions with me

and members of NCA, you expressed your acknowledgment that

if a school's graduation rate increased too quickly, you

would have to question the legitimacy of that and what was

really going on with the students?

A To the precise -- to -- not precise -- so no.

Not to -- not in the way you just characterized it, no.

Q Okay. Could you correct me?

A Yes. I did certainly say that a significant

spike in any academic indicator would certainly merit

scrutiny. But by the same token, we have seen schools

that have posted dramatic graduation rate improvement

over -- in just one year.

Q What schools?

A Silver State went from zero to 40 percent in one

year.

Q How many students?
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A I don't have that number off the top of my head.

Coral Academy also saw a dramatic increase. I

want to say from the high 60s up to the low 90s in just a

single year.

Q And how many students were there?

A I don't have that number off the top of my head.

Q Okay. But you would agree with me that

mathematically, the smaller the school population, so if

you had five students, if you could go -- fairly easily go

from zero to 40 in a single year?

A Yes. That is accurate, but you can also see

dramatic declines as a result of a small size of students

as well.

Q And is Nevada Virtual Academy another school that

made dramatic increases in its graduation rate in a single

year?

A Nowhere near as dramatic as the other two schools

I cited.

Q How dramatic?

A I don't recall that information off the top of my

head.

Q More than ten percentage points?

A I don't recall.

Q But they got themselves above the 60 percent
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threshold?

A I believe that is accurate, yes.

Q Okay. Within a year?

A Yes.

Q And did you ever raise any concerns about how

they did that?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Ms. Granier, I think

that's a little bit off topic at this point. How they did

it or what his concerns were, I don't think are germane to

the ultimate arguments that you're making on the issues

that are presented before us.

MS. GRANIER: Well, they actually are -- I would

respectfully disagree with you, and I'll explain why.

Some of the exhibits that we introduced into

evidence yesterday that I would like to now use for

examination of Director Gavin are very relevant to this

point of some schools being treated differently.

They also are very germane to concerns Director

Gavin had raised as to, you know, acknowledging that an

increase, for example, in ten percent in a given year for

a school that serves this many students would be perhaps

questionable.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Well, with regard to the

school year just questioning about, maybe lay a little bit
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of additional foundation --

MS. GRANIER: Sure.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: -- so that we understand

where you're going with it in terms of I think your

argument is these schools are somehow being treated

differently than Connections.

MS. GRANIER: Fair enough. I will do that.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q Okay. So if you would turn to Exhibit 10 in the

binder in front of you. And for the record, this has been

marked as Exhibit K. And that is excerpts of the minutes

for the Nevada State Public Charter School Authority

September 28th, 2015, board meeting.

Are we in agreement there?

A Yes.

Q Okay. If you would turn to the second page of

that document, so it's Bates labeled R0214.

A Mm-hmm.

Q Actually, I'm sorry. I'd like you to look at the

sentence that begins on the previous page. But before I

ask you specifically about that, were you present at this

meeting?

A I was.

Q Okay. Do you have a recollection of this
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meeting?

A I do.

Q Okay. And would you read that -- those two

sentences into the record that begin "Member Mackedon

asked" at the bottom of R0213.

A "Member Mackedon asked why messages she had

received on social media were saying NVVA would be

enrolling K-11 and not K-12."

Q And the following sentence?

A "Member Mackedon said the school had made a

decision to stop enrolling new 12th graders until the

school had a more robust credit recovery program."

Q And at this time, had NVVA amended its charter to

only serve K-11?

A It had not.

Q Had you provided them some sort of authority to

stop accepting 12th graders?

A We had not.

Q Does her reference to having a more robust credit

recovery program suggest that the 12th graders that were

being turned away were perhaps credit-deficient?

A That's speculative.

Q Well, do you know?

A I don't know.
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Q Do you know whether turning away 12th graders who

are credit-deficient could have a dramatic increase of the

school's graduation rate?

A That would be speculative, but it's certainly

possible.

Q Okay. Well, I don't need you to speculate. You,

at this time, were considering very serious high-stakes

decisions against this school, correct?

A I believe that -- not at this board meeting, no.

Q Well, during this time period?

A Broadly speaking, yes.

Q And in fact, you had been possibly pursuing

high-stakes decisions against this school for several

months.

A That's a fair characterization.

Q Okay. So in the course of pursuing those

high-stakes decisions, did you become very familiar with

the population or the circumstances of this school?

A I was certainly very familiar with the school's

performance.

Q Okay. And was one of your concerns about the

school's performance their graduation rate?

A Historically, yes.

Q Okay. And not historically, but at this time in
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September of 2015, were you concerned with NVVA's

graduation rate?

A I believe so, yes.

Q Okay. What, if any -- strike that.

Do you believe it was a violation of state law

requiring that charters accept all students for enrollment

to turn away 12th graders as Ms. MacIntosh said she was

doing?

A If that actually occurred, yes, it would be.

Q Well, we don't have to speculate. The minutes --

do you dispute that the minutes say that Ms. MacIntosh

said the school had made a decision to stop enrolling new

12th grade students?

MR. OTT: I'm going to make a relevance objection

to this entire line of questioning.

MS. GRANIER: I have established the relevance

about schools being treated differently. This is a

substantial factor in graduation rate, and one school has

been allowed to simply stop enrolling 12th graders. And

as a result, they are no longer subject to the closure

proceedings we are.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay.

MS. GRANIER: So the schools are not being

treated with the same rules.
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MR. OTT: In order for that argument to work, I

think she has to establish that the schools are similarly

situated and being treated differently. She's established

that the school's graduation rate as reported by the

Department of Education is above 60 percent. Or at least

she's testified to that.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. Response?

MS. GRANIER: I'm sorry, I didn't -- what is --

what is your argument?

MR. OTT: My argument is that your argument for

the relevance is that similarly situated schools are being

treated differently. And you have said that the

graduation rate for Nevada Connections was higher than 60

percent, which means it is not similarly situated.

MS. GRANIER: For the purposes of this

proceeding, if I need to lay more foundation, I will. But

my argument is that NVVA was a K-12 school, as was NCA.

These schools were subject to the same high-stakes

decisions during the same time period. Actually, NVVA was

subject to it much longer.

Yet NVVA was allowed to just stop enrolling

credit-deficient 12 graders to dramatically increase its

graduation rate and is now not subject to the closure

proceedings that NCA is.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yeah, I get your point,

and I have allowed evidence and argument on the assertion

that the Authority is treating different schools

differently. Whether they're similarly situated or not,

we'll leave that to argument. But we'll allow questioning

so that you have evidence to later make the argument that

I think you would like to make later.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: But I understand. We get

your point.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you.

So I apologize, Madam Court Reporter. Could you

read back the last question before Mr. Ott's objection.

(The record was read by the reporter as

follows:

"Question: Well, we don't have to

speculate. The minutes -- do you dispute

that the minutes say that Ms. Mackedon [sic]

said the school had made a decision to stop

enrolling new 12th graders?")

THE WITNESS: Yes.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q You dispute that that's what these minutes say?

A The question was that Ms. Mackedon said that. I
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don't believe that's what that says.

Q If I said Ms. Mackedon, I apologize.

The minutes reflect that Ms. Macintosh said the

school had made a decision to stop enrolling new 12

graders until the school had a more robust credit recovery

program.

Do you dispute that statement in the minutes?

A I do not dispute that statement.

Q And who is MacIntosh, if you know?

A Ms. MacIntosh is the former head of school for

Nevada Virtual Academy.

Q And so, if you know, was Ms. MacIntosh the head

of school of Nevada Virtual Academy at the time of this

meeting?

A She was.

Q If you will turn to the next tab, tab 11, which,

for the record, has been marked as Exhibit L. Can you

just first lay some foundation, tell us what this document

is?

A This is an e-mail that was sent by Ms. MacIntosh

prior to the meeting that referenced -- that is discussed

in the preceding tab.

Q To you?

A Yes, to me. Yes.
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Q Okay. And if you look at the second paragraph of

this e-mail, Ms. MacIntosh is saying to you, Nevada

Virtual was unofficially, quote, restricted, end quote,

from marketing enrollment to the school since June 2013.

Do you know what she meant by that?

A I do.

Q Can you tell us for the record, please.

A Ms. MacIntosh contended that, regardless of

whether this Authority had actually imposed such a

restriction, which it had not, that the school was in some

way precluded from marketing itself.

At no point did this body ever restrict the

school's ability to market itself.

Q Okay. And then she says: Finally, in the

July 13th, 2015, SPSCA meeting, the unofficial anecdotal

restriction was lifted.

Did I read that correctly?

A You read that correctly, yes.

Q Do you have any understanding as to what

specifically she was referring to when she says an

unofficial anecdotal restriction?

A My recollection is that, at that meeting,

Ms. MacIntosh asserted that the school had been in some

way restricted and that the members of the board quickly
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addressed that that was, in fact, an inaccurate statement,

and that at no point did the board ever restrict her or

her school's ability to market itself. That was

ultimately a decision that school and its governing body

made.

Q And then would you turn to the backside of that

same page. So we're still on Exhibit L, tab 11. Can you

just tell us for the record what that document is?

A This is an e-mail from former Authority Member

Robert McCord to myself, citing a particular statute.

Q And can you just explain to us, what was the

dialog going on here?

A There wasn't a dialog because I did not respond

to this e-mail. But Member McCord was -- it appears that

Member McCord reviewed a statute specifically with

relation to hold-harmless calculations for schools. And

he -- and he was making an argument that Nevada Virtual

was, in fact, in violation of that statute.

Q And what, if anything, did you do to follow up on

Member McCord's e-mail to you?

A Well, prior to this e-mail, we turned over this

information to the Department of Education and requested

that they investigate as it was a matter that was under

their authority pursuant to subsection 4 of this statute.
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Q And do you know what, if anything, ever came of

that investigation?

A I can't speak to an investigation by another

agency.

Q Understood. I just wondered if you ever learned

what came out of it.

A My understanding is that there -- that there

are -- there's an ongoing review of a variety of issues.

Q Okay. There has been no -- has there been a

notice of intent to close NVVA based on their graduation

rate being below 60 percent for their high school?

A Based -- no.

Q Why not?

A Because the graduation rate for NVVA is above

60 percent.

Q What is it?

A I believe it's -- was around 67.

Q But in 2015, September of 2015, it was below the

60 percent?

A That is accurate.

Q And as you sit here today, you can't remember by

how much?

A I want to say it was in the mid 50s.

Q Okay. If I could take you back to Exhibit 2, to
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continue speaking to all of the evidence you relied upon

in your recommendation that NCA had not cured the

deficiency identified in the 2017 notice of intent, with

just one follow-up relative to the programmatic changes

that you characterized under the heading Academic

Interventions on the page marked R0013 and R0014.

A Mm-hmm.

Q Was there -- did you conduct any research or

analysis to try to determine whether these proposed

changes to academic interventions or -- would be effective

at increasing NCA's graduation rate?

A These are programmatic inputs and appropriately

implemented with appropriate personnel and an execution.

It is -- I certainly think it is possible, if not

likely, that the school would see a significant increase

in its graduation rate.

Q Thank you. So on to the next heading. If

there's nothing else you want to add about your thoughts

on academic interventions? If there is, I'd like to give

you that opportunity; but if not, we can keep proceeding

through the letter to explain your list of evidence.

A Keep going.

Q Okay. Go ahead.

A Okay. That concludes the four -- sorry, five
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bullet elements.

The school then outlines a couple of additional

items -- oh, no, I was wrong. Sorry. It's a little

confusing because the numbers kind of break up here.

So this subheading about efforts to locate

withdrawn students, this -- the school discusses that it

has continued to try to track down kids who have left.

The school also in this -- at the very bottom of this

page, R0014, the school makes an inaccurate assertion

regarding the Every Student Succeeds Act and what is

required under that law.

Q Would you be specific about that, please.

A You state that students whose enrollment last --

sorry.

It should be noted that new federal guidelines

under the Every Student Succeeds Act requires dates to

implement a partial attendance requirement, CSO

111(c)(4)(f), to assess -- to assign accountability to the

schools who have had the greatest impact on a student's

success or lack thereof in graduating on time.

That is based on my reading and based on

memoranda that were provided to this body by our Deputy

Attorney General and also correspondence from the state

superintendent. This is an inaccurate interpretation of
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ESSA. I would also note that it is inconsistent with the

State's now adopted ESSA plan.

Q Okay.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Just for the record, ESSA

is the Every --

THE WITNESS: Every Student Succeeds Act. For

the court reporter, it is capital E, capital S, capital

SA. So and then it is -- it is commonly pronounced ESSA.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q And so my next question about ESSA, since you

brought it up, but I am not asking you a legal question.

So let's start with that.

Is it your understanding that ESSA intends that

states be allowed to consider, relative to performance,

how long a student has been enrolled in the current

school, current high school?

A That is one of the options that states have under

ESSA, yes.

Q Thank you. And with --

A This state has not exercised that option.

Q Thank you. With respect to this discussion on

R0014 and 15 that the school is providing you in its

March 24th letter relative to efforts to locate withdrawn
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students, do you recall having discussions with the

school, specifically Mr. Werlein, regarding this issue?

A I recall that this was a topic that was discussed

on at least one occasion, yes.

Q Okay. And that one occasion was in September

of 2015 in a meeting with Mr. Ott, myself, and NCA board

president Jafeth Sanchez?

A That is correct.

Q Okay. And during that meeting, it was discussed

that the school believed and I believe -- well, let me

rephrase.

In that meeting, it was discussed that the number

of students who had withdrawn and then not been located,

so it hadn't been identified where they had enrolled, if

anywhere, when they left NCA, was a significant factor in

the low four-year cohort graduation rate for NCA at that

time?

A I recall that that is something the school

stated, yes.

Q Did you disagree with that statement?

A I believe that the reason that this topic was

brought up was that the Department of Education had made a

determination that the school was inappropriately

assigning students who had withdrawn back to their sending
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high school, and that it had conducted an audit and had

issued findings and imposed corrective actions on the

school with relation to the practice of the school of

sending a form letter to sending districts that said

Student X used to attend NCA and now does not, and we

are -- and so we are presuming that they have gone back to

district.

Q And I do recall it was a lengthy discussion

because you did mention that there was some possible

compliance issue.

Can you identify whether there actually was ever

a compliance letter or corrective action taken by NDE

against NCA on that issue?

A That's a matter that's in the domain of the

Department of Education so I can't speak to that.

Q Well, I believe your testimony was just that they

issued findings and imposed corrective action. So I'm

just trying to understand the basis of that testimony.

A Yes. My understanding is that the school

received a memorandum from the Department of Education

identifying this issue and identifying a certain count of

students for whom the records appeared to be inaccurate.

Q Okay. But you can't give us any more details

than that?
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A I was not privy to that. That was a discussion

that the Department -- again, this was a matter that we --

that school district raised the issue to us in the

department. We turned it over to the department for

investigation and action. And then the department took

whatever action it deemed appropriate as the entity which

has the authority in that area.

Q Sure. But you were copied on the letter. Do you

dispute that?

MR. OTT: Objection. What letter?

MS. GRANIER: The letter he just mentioned that

came from NDE following their investigation.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Is that letter in

evidence?

MS. GRANIER: No, but he -- I'm sorry.

Mr. Gavin brought it up and made a factual

assertion under oath, and so I'm exploring the basis of

his knowledge for having made that assertion.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: What he recollects about

the letter then?

MS. GRANIER: Yes. And when he said he didn't --

then he said, well, that's up to the other agency so I

wouldn't know.

So my question is: Were you copied on that
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letter?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: On the letter from NDE

to --

MS. GRANIER: Yes.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. All right. You

can answer the question.

THE WITNESS: I believe I was, yes.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q Okay. Thank you. Do you recall telling the

school in that meeting they needed to be more diligent

tracking down these withdrawn students?

A Absolutely.

Q Do you recall making the suggestion that the

school hire a private investigator if necessary to find

these students?

A I believe we discussed a variety of strategies,

and I did reference that it was my understanding that

there were -- there are other states in other school

districts in other states that have employed strategies

like that as a mechanism for determining where students

for whom -- whom they could not locate have gone.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Ms. Granier, can you help

us out here just with time frame of the discussions? Is

this during the cure period?
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MS. GRANIER: September of 2015.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: 2015. So this is before

a cure period?

MS. GRANIER: Correct.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. Okay. And

why are we talking about before the cure period?

MS. GRANIER: Sure. Because the school actually

reached out to Director Gavin following the passage of SB

509 to take affirmative action and try to deal with their

sponsor and say: We know we have, you know -- our

four-year cohort graduation rate is below that 60 percent

threshold. So we want to work with you, and we want you

to understand why it is so, so that you can understand

that it is actually not a reflection of our performance.

These withdrawn students made up a significant piece of

that.

And so when we approached -- we set a meeting

with Director Gavin to, again, more broadly speak on SB

509, he spent most of the meeting talking about this

issue.

So I want to have a very full record of the

advice that we got from the sponsor and the action that

the school took responsive to that advice to try to

address this graduation rate issue.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. So just to be

clear, there's a September 15 meeting. It was a meeting

to address graduation rates below the statutory

requirement.

MS. GRANIER: Yes.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: And during that

conversation, there were suggestions made, and you're

exploring the suggestions.

MS. GRANIER: Yes.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. I'll allow it

for a little while longer, but if we could --

MS. GRANIER: I'm almost finished.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Thanks.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you.

Sorry. Could we have the court reporter read my

last question?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Madam Court Reporter,

before I interrupted, could you read the question that was

pending.

(The record was read by the reporter as

follows:

"Question: Do you recall making the

suggestion that the school hire a private

investigator if necessary to find these
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students?")

THE COURT REPORTER: There was an answer to that

question so there was no question pending.

MS. GRANIER: I'm sorry.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: What was the answer?

(The record was read by the reporter as

follows:

"Answer: I believe we discussed a variety

of strategies, and I did reference that it

was my understanding that there were --

there are other states in other school

districts in other states that have employed

strategies like that as a mechanism for

determining where students for whom they

could not locate have gone.")

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you very much.

All right. Proceed.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q And I just want to, again, for our clearness of

record, I want to make sure.

You mentioned that it might be a good idea for

the school to hire a private investigator to track down

these withdrawn students and address this issue.
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A That was one of a number of potential strategies

that were discussed, I believe.

Q Thank you.

A Based on the school's own assertion that the

primary -- one of the primary contributors to its low

graduation rate was not being able to locate students to

be able to account for them in the cohort.

Q Did you ever do an analysis of how much these

withdrawn students were impacting NCA's graduation rate in

the relevant year?

A I believe that the withdrawals are incorporated

into that -- into the adjusted cohort graduation rate

calculation.

Q Okay. My question to you is -- I agree with you

that the NCA's graduation rate was lower because there

were students who had left, and we did not know where they

had went. So we are on the same page there.

My question to you is whether you ever conducted

any analysis to determine how many percentage points did

those students who had withdrawn contribute to the low

graduation rate to evaluate really how that relates to the

performance of the school.

A No.

Q Okay. And as you sit here today, did you do that
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for the 2016 cohort?

A No.

Q When you reviewed this information on R0015,

where the school's reporting to you the diligent efforts

it undertook to try to track these students down, did you

have concerns that the school had not adequately addressed

your issue?

A Based on the information provided in the letter,

it was unclear what this meant.

Q It was unclear to you?

A Yes. Of an initial group of 279 students. It

doesn't say out of what full number. So there's no

information -- there's nothing in here, for example, that

says that you have been able to -- you know, just because

the student has been located, contacted, does not mean

that the student is now enrolled in a new high school.

It doesn't tell us anything about -- perhaps the

school [sic] has moved out of -- nothing in this

information provides any contextual information to make a

determination about whether this will materially improve

the graduation rate for the upcoming year.

The fact that students have been located and

contacted says nothing about how they are currently

situated and so that there could be any degree of
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prediction of what this would mean for the school.

Q So did you communicate to the school that there

was additional information you needed to fully understand

the relevance of this information?

A Ms. Granier, this is your client's cure. It's up

to you to make the --

Q That's a yes or no question, Mr. Gavin.

A Absolutely not.

Q Thank you.

MR. OTT: Just for the record, while there's a

pause, we're at two hours. I think the court reporter is

okay.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. How are we doing

in terms of your outline?

MR. PELTIER: She would love a break.

MS. GRANIER: I have a ways to go. But yeah --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Well, I'll let you --

MS. GRANIER: You want me to wrap up --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Is this a good place --

MS. GRANIER: I can do just a few more questions

on this, and then we can break. Does that work?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yeah, yeah, that would be

good. All right. So we're going to take -- we're going

to wrap up this line of questioning, and then we'll take a
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ten-minute break.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q So looking again at R0014, under efforts to

locate withdrawn students, the second paragraph under that

heading says: Of the 279 students without a verified

transfer-out status, it should be noted that many were not

enrolled at NCA for even a full academic year.

Did I read that correctly?

A That is what that sentence says, yes.

Q And do you have any reason to question the

accuracy of that sentence?

A No.

Q And do you believe that -- strike that.

Can you offer any opinion as to how well NCA

served those 200 and -- the numerous students who were not

even enrolled with NCA for a full academic year?

A No.

Q And then the next sentence says: Students whose

enrollment lasted from one day to eight months numbered

160.

Did I read that correctly?

A Yes.

Q Do you have any reason to dispute the accuracy of
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that statement?

A It's self-reported data, but I have no reason to

dispute the accuracy.

Q Okay. And can you express any opinion on NCA's

performance in serving those students whose enrollment

lasted from one day to eight months referenced in that

sentence?

A No.

Q And on the next page, under the table you see,

there is an explanation of additional actions taken by the

school, correct?

A Yes.

Q To investigate students' whereabouts and

statuses, the school employed the following: Members of

the school's administration and administrative support

team dedicated additional time to employ nontraditional

means, social media, for example, to locate students both

in and out of state.

Did I read that correctly?

A Yes.

Q And for brevity -- I know the document's in the

record -- I'm just going to summarize that there was also

door-to-door canvassing, and there was the hiring of a

privacy investigator.
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Is it your position that the school

inadequately -- made inadequate efforts after you raised

the concern of not tracking down these students to

actually find them?

A We are not concerned with effort. We are

concerned with results.

Q It's a yes or no question.

A I can't speak to that.

Q Okay. Well, what else do you believe that the

school should have done to better track down these

students than what they listed here for you than they did?

A It is not the role of the Authority to propose

cures or to suggest strategies. We are concerned with the

outcome.

Q Okay. As you sit here today as the school's

sponsor, what other action could the school have taken to

better locate these students that is not identified here?

A That's up to you -- that's up to your client. No

idea.

Q Okay. And then the results here reported are

that of the initial group of 279 students, only 35 remain

as not having been located and contacted.

Did I read that correctly?

A That is correct.
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Q Any reason to dispute the accuracy of that

statement?

A Not the accuracy of that statement, no.

Q Okay. So given that the school identified all --

located all but 35 of 279 students, you don't think the

school made a very strong effort to diligently locate

these 279 students?

A So for -- the issue is -- the question is not:

Could you locate them?

The question is: What is going on with them and

what is the school's impact on those students?

Q Well, once they --

A That's not discussed here.

Q Excuse me. Once they have left NCA, NCA no

longer has an impact on them; is that correct?

A No.

Q No. Okay. How does NCA continue to impact

students that have withdrawn?

A By determining where they went and whether or not

they are currently enrolled in a traditional high school,

if they are out of state, if they are enrolled in adult ed

or -- or a GED program or some other intervention. If

they died, which is unfortunately something that does

happen occasionally.
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So none of that is reflected in this statement.

All it says is we found them. Doesn't say anything about

what they're up to now and whether this in any way

materially impacts which bucket of students -- these

students -- this -- which bucket -- which category. If

they're a transfer out to a legitimate thing or -- that

accounts for the purposes of -- I apologize. I'm

rambling.

Says nothing about what's happening with those

kids so that we would have any indication of whether this

will materially impact the school's cohort graduation

rate.

Q And the next sentence says: Action going

forward.

Do you see that?

A Mm-hmm.

Q And it says: In addition to the school's

standard withdrawal procedures, these enhanced methods

will be used when needed before the students' scheduled

cohort graduation year to improve the number?

Did I read that correctly?

A Yes.

Q Do you have any reason to think that NCA is not

implementing as stated there?
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A No.

Q Okay. And then it says: In addition, NCA

believes the results of this work will increase its

previous year's cohort graduation rates and asks the

Authority allow for that and consider it relevant to these

proceedings.

Did I read that correctly?

A You did read that correctly.

Q And did you consider that relevant to these

proceedings?

A No.

Q Why not?

A Because we do not have the authority to calculate

an adjusted cohort graduation rate or to retroactively

apply some calculation. That is the domain of the

Department of Education.

Q I understand that. So I'm not asking you to

recalculate. And I don't think the school was asking you

to recalculate anything here.

What it says is: Will you just consider the

information relevant to the proceedings?

So did you consider using the four-year -- when

you use the four-year cohort graduation rate as you are

here to say it is a determinative factor of how a school
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is performing, did you consider that the number of these

withdrawals that had not been located would impact that

number and not reflect on the academic performance of this

school?

A No.

Q Okay. And on the next page -- I'm sorry.

MS. GRANIER: That concludes that line of

questioning if you would like to take a break.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you, Ms. Granier.

What we'll do is we'll take a ten-minute break,

give the court reporter a chance to shake her hands out

and clear her mind, and we'll come back here. It is now

10:15. We'll be back and start at 10:25.

(Recess taken.)

CHAIRMAN GUINASSO: Thank you. We just have got

to wait for one more member. We don't quite have a

quorum. We've got three.

Okay. We have a quorum now. Member Gardner

wanted to make a statement.

So Member Gardner, go ahead.

MEMBER GARDNER: Thank you, Member Guinasso.

This is Member Gardner.

I just wanted to put on the record that I'm

having a little concern with how we're allowing the
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questioner to inform the witness how to answer,

specifically regarding requiring them to do a yes or no

answer. I think that's stretching it a little bit.

I just wanted to make sure my objection was put

on the record. Thank you.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Thank you, Member

Gardner.

MS. GRANIER: And for the record, I apologize. I

was doing that because I thought that's what Member

Johnson had asked me to do to help the witness who said it

was the first time he's ever been cross-examined.

So I'm happy to do either. I just -- let me know

what you guys prefer.

MEMBER JOHNSON: If it's going to be yes or no,

allow it to be yes or no, but then allow for the narrative

so that you get your direct answer and whatever

substantive information he needs to add after.

MS. GRANIER: Fair enough. I don't mean to cut

him off.

MEMBER JOHNSON: So that's all I wanted to make

sure, that if you have a yes or no question, he can then

answer --

MS. GRANIER: Okay.

MEMBER JOHNSON: -- with the affirmative or
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negative and then provide context.

MS. GRANIER: Fair enough.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Perfect. Okay. And

we'll proceed accordingly. Thanks for those comments,

Member Gardner and Chair Johnson. All right.

We'll go ahead and resume the cross-examination.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you. And to Member Gardner's

point, Mr. Gavin, I just want to give you the opportunity.

If I cut you off by doing that, that was not my intent.

So if you need to add anything to any of your

answers from the last few minutes, please take the

opportunity to do so.

THE WITNESS: Thank you. I have nothing to add.

MS. GRANIER: Okay. Thank you.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q One last question on the topic we left before the

break on these withdrawn students.

You do agree that the number of students who were

withdrawn and then not accounted for, for where they

reenrolled, would have an impact on NCA's four-year cohort

graduation rate?

A Yes. The failure of the school to appropriately

account for where its students went would absolutely have

an effect on the graduation rate.
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Q So if they tracked them down and did provide the

information of where the student had reenrolled, it could

significantly impact the graduation rate?

A It would -- it could certainly impact what -- the

graduation rate that was calculated by the department,

yes.

Q I think your point with respect to the

information contained in Exhibit 2, the school's cure

letter, was that the school didn't provide you the

information in this letter as to how much finding those

withdrawn students would increase the school's four-year

cohort graduation rate?

A I think my point was actually more that, in order

to even consider this, there would actually have to be an

argument provided and evidence. There was not.

Q And did you ever advise the school that you

needed that additional information to make use of the

information provided here?

A No, I did not.

Q Okay. Moving on to the next page, the heading

is: Third-Party Data Validation of Relevant Data,

correct?

A Yes.

Q So I should just for a moment let you proceed. I
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think you're continuing for the record with your list of

all of the evidence that you considered relative to

whether NCA adequately responded to your February 2017

notice of intent.

A Certainly. So this is -- again, this is a letter

dated March 24th, which was the deadline for the

submission of the cure and all evidence supporting the

cure. And this discusses that the school is continuing

to -- has attempted to contract with somebody. For

whatever reason, that did not work out, and that now

you're working with someone new. There is, again, no

evidence provided.

With relation to No. 6, let me just peruse it

very quickly.

No. 6 is another attempt to argue for the

calculation of an alternate graduation rate, and that is

inappropriate.

The subsequent paragraph starting with the

statute, again, proposes a legal argument which can be

discussed here.

And then the final piece here is related to this

bifurcation question. And I believe we have -- I believe

this is already something I've discussed that we don't

have the authority to bifurcate a charter.
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And then there is, again, a hypothetical question

of this final paragraph related to if such a school were

provided -- were allowed, then the school would

essential -- would sever that high school from its K

through eight charter.

And again, this appears to be based on a legal

argument which I'm sure you will make during the course of

these proceedings.

Q Thank you. And I have some follow-up questions,

but before I do that, was there any other evidence or

information that you considered relative to whether NCA

adequately responded to your 2017 notice of intent?

A No.

Q Did you conduct any other research or review or

consideration of any other information than what is

included in this letter and its attachments?

A No.

Q Relative to the third-party validation, isn't it

true that came about as a result of NCA discussing with

you that a significant component of the four-year cohort

graduation rate was students who arrived at NCA

credit-deficient, and you explained to the school that you

did not have adequate staff to review that data, and so

the school would have to pay to have it validated if it
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would be appropriately considered by this board?

A I think that is accurate, yes.

Q And the school did that, correct?

A That is not reflected in this letter.

Q This letter is reporting to you and attaching a

contract from AdvancEd, correct?

A Which, according to your own letter, did not

conduct that review and terminated the contract.

Q And while we're on that, do you have any

understanding as to why AdvancEd terminated that contract?

A I have none.

Q Have you ever had any discussions with anyone

from AdvancEd about the work they were to be doing for

NCA?

A That is a difficult question to answer because

there are probably dozens, if not hundreds, of individuals

in this state who work for AdvancEd in some capacity or

another, including, but not limited to, school leaders for

a number of our charters.

Q So do you have any recollection of ever talking

to anyone from AdvancEd about the work that was being done

for NCA?

A Yes.

Q Tell us about that, please.
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A We have been have -- I have been having ongoing

conversations with AdvancEd's director for the State of

Nevada, Pam Salazar, related to the accreditation process.

They were doing some work in partnership with authorizers

in other states.

And I did ask -- and following your -- following

the information -- around the time that we found out that

you guys were working with them, she and I did -- I did

ask her some questions about accreditation in general and,

in particular, how AdvancEd went about accrediting charter

schools in the state.

Q And what in that conversation related to NCA?

A I think I mentioned that you guys were doing work

for -- that you had contracted with them.

Q And that was the extent of the conversation?

A Yes.

Q Okay. So you have no understanding why AdvancEd

would suddenly, without explanation, terminate their

contract with NCA?

A I have been told nothing that would give me any

information on that.

Q And you could not help explain why they had --

AdvancEd conveyed that they had the impression the

authorizer would be unhappy with them if they continued in
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this work?

A I do not.

Q And isn't it true you are aware that NCA did

retain, after AdvancEd terminated this contract, Dr. Garza

to conduct this third-party validation?

A I am aware that that is something you have

asserted here, yes.

Q And I think earlier -- correct me if I'm wrong.

Earlier you weren't sure if you had reviewed Dr. Garza's

report which was uploaded to Epicenter before the

March 30th hearing.

A I have not reviewed it because it was uploaded

past the deadline.

Q Okay. You don't dispute that it was uploaded

prior to the March 30th hearing?

A I do not.

Q Okay. You agree with me that enrolling students

who come to NCA credit-deficient will adversely impact

NCA's four-year cohort graduation rate?

A Yes. I think that is true for any public school

in the state.

Q And --

A That's part of the job of being a public school.

Q Have you ever looked at how much that impacts
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NCA's four-year cohort graduation rate?

A No.

Q Did you review -- strike that.

Did you recall, at the March 2015 board meeting

of this Authority, there was direction that the school

should prepare a graduation rate improvement plan?

A I do recall that, yes.

Q And isn't it true that the school provided you

drafts of that improvement plan to solicit your comments

and input?

A Yes.

Q And did you review that plan to provide that

input?

A Yes.

Q And did you -- as you sit here today, are there

concerns that you raised with respect to the substance of

that plan that the school failed to address?

A Yes.

Q What?

A Specifically, the inclusion of any of the

arguments in Appendix D with something that we were very

clear was inappropriate.

We also noted that, with regard to the

interpretive charts that were provided throughout the
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plan, that until such time as there was a rigorous

third-party validation of that information, well, it would

be -- we weren't in a position to determine the accuracy

of that information.

I think those are two substantive issues that we

did raise.

Q Okay. So you told the school that Appendix D

should be removed?

A Yes. I believe we noted that on a number of

occasions, that that was an area of concern.

Q Did you put that in writing to the school?

A No.

Q Okay. And --

UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER: Is it possible just

to clarify what exhibit we're on?

MS. GRANIER: Sure. We're on Exhibit B-4.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q It jogs my memory. Before the break, you

testified that Nevada had adopted its ESSA plan?

A Yes.

Q Is that accurate?

A That Nevada has adopt -- has -- that Nevada has

approved an ESSA plan and submitted it to the Department

of Education for review. So yes.
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Q So who approved it?

A The State Board of Education.

Q Okay. It has not received final approval by the

Nevada Department of Education; is that correct?

A The Nevada Department of Education, yes. They --

the Nevada Department of Education authored the document,

and then it was approved by the state board.

Q Very good. Thank you.

So excuse me. Looking in particular first at

Appendix D, which you have told us you told -- suggested

the school remove from its graduation rate improvement

plan.

A Mm-hmm.

Q That begins at R0075.

A Mm-hmm.

Q That document is entitled Policy Considerations,

Application of Existing Law, and Potential Regulatory

Changes. Did I read that correctly?

A Yes.

Q Do you think there are sections of this appendix

or statements in this appendix that are inaccurate?

A I don't believe there are any inaccurate

statements in here. I would say that most of this is

argument.
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Q Argue -- okay. That's your characterization.

Do you dispute that most of this is properly

characterized as policy considerations?

A I do not -- I do not dispute that, no.

Q Okay. So D-1 is with a heading: Transiency Rate

and Impact on Learning.

Did I read that correctly?

A Yes.

Q Is it your understanding that what that section

of the document is referring to is a policy; someone

looking to actually understand how well a school is

performing academically may want to take a look at the

transiency rate of the students enrolled, how it might

impact learning?

A Someone might wish to do that, yes.

Q Is that your understanding of what that section

is discussing?

A No. That is not my understanding at all.

Q What's your understanding?

A My understanding is that the school is creating

an argument for the things it thinks that the Authority

should consider.

Q Okay. Well, this is included in the school's

graduation rate improvement plan, correct?
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A Yes.

Q And that's the school's document to try to do

better and help others understand how it's performing

relative to graduates from its high school.

A The purpose of the graduation improvement plan is

to put in place an improvement plan for the graduation

rates.

Q And do you dispute --

A Period.

Q Sorry. Were you finished?

A I said, period.

Q Okay. So do you dispute that this document does

that in its entirety?

A It -- you would -- it also -- there are other

supplemental elements that are not germane to the

improvement rate, to the improvement plan.

Q Okay.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I think that last

question was also unclear with regard to the term

"document" because you were referencing Exhibit D, and

then he was talking about the entirety of the plan.

MS. GRANIER: I was meaning the entirety of the

plan.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you.
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MS. GRANIER: Thank you.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q In section D-6, there's a heading: Multiple

Accountability Measures. And the first sentence of that

reads: Graduation rate is one metric among many metrics

that determine a success of a school.

Did I read that correctly?

A You read that correctly.

Q Do you disagree with that policy statement?

A That is not a policy statement. It is a

statement of -- it is an opinion.

Q Did you disagree with it?

A No.

Q Okay. State proficiency, student growth, and

college and career readiness are some measures that states

are using to determine school performance.

Did I read that correctly?

A That is an accurate reading.

Q Do you disagree with that?

A It is a statement of how other states are doing

things. So I don't disagree that that is -- that that's

something you're saying.

Q Well, did you disagree that some states take into

account all of those measures?
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A No.

Q Okay. And isn't it true that, in fact, in

Nevada, as a sponsor, you are to consider all of those

factors in how well a school is performing academically?

A No.

Q Why not?

A The statute very clearly sets several triggers

for both voluntary and discretionary -- for both voluntary

and mandatory closures.

Q I understand that. My question is different than

that.

Aside from the closure statute, any --

A That's all we're talking about here, Ms. Granier.

Q Are you refusing to answer my question? I'm

trying to pose a question, and my question is -- I'll just

try again. I'm sorry.

A Please.

Q My question to you, sir, is: Aside from the

closure statute, as a sponsor, are you obligated under

Nevada law to look at these other metrics to determine how

a school is performing academically?

A Yes.

Q Have you looked at those metrics for Nevada

Connections Academy?
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A Based on the most recent data available, yes.

Q And how is Nevada Connections Academy doing?

A As of 2014, the last year for which there was

data available, the Authority determined that while the

school was -- it was -- it was not in a position where it

was woefully underperforming.

Q It was actually in good standing according to a

letter from the Authority; isn't that true?

A Yes.

Q And since 2014, the school has continued to

administer standardized tests, correct?

A Yes.

Q And the State continues to collect data on how

the students at the school are performing on those tests;

is that correct?

A No -- no -- no data has been -- has yet been

issued with relation to academic growth, for example, or

other key elements -- other key data points.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Mr. Ott, would you

stipulate that the only issue that we're considering

relative to NCA's deficiency is the graduation rate, not

test scores or other factors of school performance?

MR. OTT: Yes.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. So if you
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wanted -- if that stipulation would satisfy the need --

MS. GRANIER: It actually doesn't because -- I

appreciate that, but our argument is that Nevada law

requires that -- and this statute that is relevant and at

issue today requires consideration of those other metrics

as to how the school is performing and whether it would be

legally appropriate to close the school. So --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: That would be good for

argument. I just don't know that it's appropriate for

questioning because the -- what is being considered, as I

understand it, is a notice of closure based on a

graduation rate that falls below the statutory standard.

MS. GRANIER: I understand. And my legal

argument is that that is not an appropriate basis in

isolation to close a school. And in order to establish a

good record that the school is absolutely performing under

every single academic measure and metric, then that single

data point, I need to lay my factual foundation to

establish that.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I think that argument is

premature, though, because keep in mind, we're still

establishing, one, that the graduation rate was below the

60 percent during the relevant period; and two, whether

your client's proposed cures are satisfactory.
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If, when we decide -- after we decide that, then

we can talk about -- if we even get there -- whether or

not closure or reconstitution are appropriate.

MS. GRANIER: Okay. So I would be allowed to ask

my questions at that -- and lay the factual foundation at

that phase?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yeah. It's a two-part

hearing.

MS. GRANIER: I understand. It's just we talked

a lot about cure yesterday on his direct examination, and

I didn't object to that because I do think they're really

intertwined, right, with whether we satisfy the defect.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Well, cure -- cure was

appropriate because, again, that's the first part of this

hearing. As I explained yesterday, we're dealing with

whether the graduation rate is deficient and whether an

appropriate cure has been presented.

But whether or not closure is appropriate or

reconstitution, that's premature because we haven't really

decided that first issue. So I'd like to decide the first

issue.

And it may be in your favor and we don't even

have to have the discussion about closure or

reconstitution. But if it isn't in your favor, then we'll
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have a hearing just focused on those issues. And you can

talk about overall school performance and other factors

that should be considered when making that weighty of a

decision.

MS. GRANIER: Okay. Understood. Thank you.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q Then if you would turn to Appendix C of Exhibit

B. That's the graduation rate improvement plan we're

talking about. B-3. Excuse me. B-4. So I'm looking at

Bates numbers R0072.

A Mm-hmm.

Q And this talks about NCA's anticipated four-year

adjusted graduation rate 2016. Did I read that correctly?

A Yes.

Q And the school goes on to lay out in detail how

many students in each grade are credit-deficient and by

how many credits; is that correct?

A It does provide such information as of 2015, yes.

Q Okay. And this -- do you recall this was in

response to a request by Member McCord, as an example, for

very specific information as to how many students were

credit-deficient and how severely credit-deficient they

were?

A I believe that's accurate.
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Q And C-2 provides additional information regarding

withdrawn students; is that correct?

A Yes.

Q Is the information provided under C-2 sufficient

or more sufficient or address your concern that you raised

earlier about the information about withdrawn students

that the school had provided in the March 2017 cure

letter?

A No.

Q Can you explain why not?

A This is for a previous year.

Q Okay. But far as the elements of the information

you're looking for, for 2015, does it include everything

you thought was important?

A I would like the opportunity to --

Q Of course.

A -- review the language. Thank you.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: While Director Gavin is

reading that, I was wondering, Counsel, on this issue of

credit-deficiency that's been spoken about the last two

days, is there any dispute that there are credit-deficient

students at Nevada Connections?

MR. OTT: There's not a dispute that some number

of credit-deficient students exist.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: It's just the number that

we --

MR. OTT: And I think everybody agrees that it's

somewhere between zero and 75.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay.

MR. OTT: Because 75 would qualify for the

Alternate Performance Framework, and we know that it --

there are some there.

MS. GRANIER: 75 percent, not --

MR. OTT: Correct.

MS. GRANIER: -- 75 students.

MR. OTT: Correct. I apologize.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Sure. So somewhere

between zero and 75 percent, because if it was over

75 percent, then there would be qualification for the

Alternate Performance Framework. Okay.

MR. OTT: There could be. There's other factors,

but yeah.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: And so the dispute right

now is just the number of credit-deficient students and

how that might impact graduation rate?

MS. GRANIER: Yes.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. Is that

right, Mr. Ott?
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MR. OTT: That's my understanding.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: And what's the number

that you're asserting? Because it wasn't clear in the

questioning. What number are you asserting are

credit-deficient? Is it the 49 percent?

MS. GRANIER: Well, for 2016 cohort at the time,

yes. 49 percent were credit-deficient at the time of

their enrollment.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. And, Mr. Ott, that

number is a number that you would dispute?

MR. OTT: It's not a number that we would

stipulate to. It's self-reported data, which means it's

the school that reviews the transcripts, and the school

makes the determination of what credit-deficient is.

So it's not a number that's provided by the

Department of Education that we would rely on.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Thank you. I was

just trying to see if, with regard to that issue, that we

could agree that there are some level of credit-deficient

students, and then we wouldn't have to delve too much

deeper into it, but I'll let you proceed.

MS. GRANIER: I appreciate that. And on that

issue, I have a few more points from Director Gavin. And

I think most of that is going to come from the expert
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witnesses we intend to put on later.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Perfect. Thank

you.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q Have you had a chance do review that?

A I have, yes.

Q Okay.

A So the school, first of all, discloses that

44.6 percent -- that is to say 231 students -- are --

withdrew from the school in -- as of the date of this.

And, of course, that number could have gone up or down.

The school then identifies at least one subset of

such students, stating that the majority appear to have

transferred to either an adult ed program, stating that

that is at 39.4 percent, and -- or a GED program,

13.4 percent.

So those -- for a total of -- I'm assuming --

it's not clear from this, but it appears that that one --

that that total number is 122. Since the end size is not

discussed in the prior -- in the prior sentence, it's not

clear that that can truly be concluded, but that's

possible.

So that certainly provides some information

regarding some subset of students, yes, and where they've
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gone for last year.

Q And so with --

A That's of the date of that -- as of the date of

this report, which I believe was May.

Q So was there additional information you feel that

the school should have provided with respect to withdrawn

students than was provided here on this issue?

A It certainty does -- the school does not identify

the number of dropouts, for example. The school does not

identify students who have moved out of state, which is

another category. The school does not identify students

who, God forbid, may have passed away. Hopefully, none

did.

So it is unclear what the total number of kids is

who can be accounted for.

I would also note that it would appear that the

data points that are cited and called out here relate to

122 students in the school. That makes a legal argument

related to what -- how the graduation rate should be

calculated.

Q And I'm not seeking -- there's clearly no

agreement between us as to that legal argument. So I'm

not asking you about that.

I am just asking you -- I'm trying to get to if
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the -- it sounds like the school -- you felt that the

school could have included additional information on these

withdrawn students. Is that what you're saying?

A I think that's a fair statement, yes.

Q Okay. Thank you. So when you reviewed this

document and you were consulting with the school and

giving them your comments, did you give them that comment

so they could address this?

A I believe that what I stated at the time was

that, since none of this information had been reviewed by

a third party, that it actually reviewed all the evidence,

supporting evidence, that we weren't in a position to say

one way or another what these things were. I viewed this

as a very preliminary plan.

Q And with respect to the information not being

reviewed that's why the school was having -- paying to

have it validated by a third party?

A Yes.

Q Okay. So would it -- it would have been helpful,

perhaps, for the school to know if there was additional

information that you thought should be included so it

could also have that reviewed by a third-party validator.

Would you agree with that?

A I think we were very clear on what the elements
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were of the -- to make a calculation of the adjusted

cohort graduation rate. I also believe we were quite

clear about the level of scrutiny that we would like to

see with relation to that.

I also believe that we were very clear it was our

preference that the third-party validator be jointly

selected and that we have input in terms of how that

review was conducted to ensure that these issues were

addressed.

Q And so my question is very narrow, and that is

simply: With respect to any information you thought was

lacking in section C-2 when you reviewed this information

in April and May of 2016, did you identify that missing

information so the school could add it?

A I believe I was very consistent in saying that we

needed to see third-party validation of this data and that

we wanted to ensure that we could work with this school

and provide input in how that was done.

Q And again, I'm not disputing that you asked to

have it validated by a third party?

What I'm trying to get at is: Did you identify

the additional information that you just said was lacking

from this section so that the school could then provide

that information, that data, to a third-party validator?
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A Again, the feedback we provided was predicated on

the understanding that we had at the time that the school

would be working with us to select that validator and

oversee their work.

So it did not seem necessary at the time to tell

the school all the things that it was lacking when we had

a plan in place for how we were going to identify those --

the gaps and fill those in.

Q So did you ever identify that you thought there

was a gap here for the school?

A There are gaps all over this document,

Ms. Granier.

Q I just want to talk about this gap right now,

please.

A So no.

Q Okay. Thank you.

When you say there are gaps all over this

document, did you advise the members of this Authority of

those gaps when the school presented it to the Authority

at the May 2015 board meeting?

A I don't believe we enumerated every gap, no. We

certainly identified specific areas of concern. And the

key -- and I believe we were very clear that what we were

going to focus on in this plan was not these data points
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at this point because that was a later discussion that

would involve that third-party validator, but rather the

programmatic inputs, which I think we were very clear, we

were rather agnostic on.

They seemed to be potentially impactful. But

again, without -- and I believe I said at the -- I believe

I said -- on a couple of occasions, I noted to you and

Mr. Werlein that there was a lack of specificity here.

And I understood that you guys wanted some flexibility,

but it made it harder to understand exactly how this would

work.

For example, which students would be selected for

which interventions and how that would work, how

frequently it would occur, that sort of thing.

But at the end of the day, it is not our job to

micromanage schools or to tell them how to run their

programs. So we opted to defer to you as the experts

about your students and what your students in your school

needed.

The thing I think we were very clear on was the

need for this document to be updated to include the -- to

include measurable benchmarks that the school would commit

to. And that really, since we were ultimately -- our

entire job is to focus on outcomes, not on inputs or on
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intermediary measures, that was the thing we were most

concerned about. Or targets. How you got there was

significantly less relevant to us.

Q Would you -- excuse me. Would you turn to page

R0035 of that same document. That document, being NCA

Graduation Rate Improvement Plan.

A Yes.

Q When you -- and take as much time as you need,

but when you look at section 2.4 which is entitled Earlier

and Increased Intervention, which describes a multitiered

approach to curriculum instruction and which students

would fall into which tiers, is that where you're saying

there's a lack of specificity?

A So I think as -- I think, again, this was an

evolving document. We went back and forth a number of

areas, and certainly the school did provide more

specificity.

I think one thing that was rather unclear to

us -- and I recall asking about this -- was how many of

these kids are -- would be in each of these categories

right now.

But at the end of the day, I recognized that

that -- that that's ultimately your school's decision and

your client's decision about how you choose to do this
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work. So it is not our place to micromanage or to quibble

with what the school does.

My general impression, if I recall, on reading

this section, on the varying iterations, was I was

surprised, frankly, that it took the discussion of closure

for what looked to be fairly commonsense approaches to

meet the need of students, to begin the adoption of all

these interventions.

Q Did you express that to the school?

A I believe I asked -- I certainly think I asked

that question, sort of how much of this stuff is already

going on and how much of it's new.

Q And do you remember what the answer was?

A I think the answer was: Some of these things

we've started doing very recently, and some of these are

things we're going to put in place now.

Q Okay. And other than providing specifics as to

how many students are in each category and how

credit-deficient they are, is there other specificity you

think is lacking?

A Again, this is the school's plan for how it

chooses to improve. We are focused on one thing and one

thing only, which is the outcome.

So to the degree that the school feels that this
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is adequate and it's going to get them to where they need

to be, that is ultimately the school's decision.

Q But you did review the document as the sponsor

and based on your 19 years of experience in the charter

school industry with turnaround schools -- including with

turnaround schools, correct?

A Yes.

Q So given your review of the document with all of

the expertise on turnaround schools, did you find

fundamental flaws in this document and its ability to

actually achieve its objective of increasing the

graduation rate?

A As I believe I've stated previously, we are

agnostic on the inputs. At the end of the day, we are

focused on outputs.

What is not reflected in this document and cannot

be reflected in any kind of high-level plan is how this

will actually be executed and by whom and with what degree

of fidelity. And those are -- and that ultimately I

think, you know, is much more important than the specific

interventions, is what you actually do and how well it

works and how you adjust your work.

So that's a -- that -- and again, that is very

much deep-in-the-weeds school operational decisions that
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are not the purview of this agency or this board to

provide -- to provide input on because we just simply

cannot know enough about how that actually works at your

site level.

Q You testified yesterday that you comply with NRS

388A.171 that requires you to review statutes and

regulations from which charter schools are not exempt and

make recommendations concerning changes that would assist

charter schools. Do you recall that?

A I do.

Q Okay. And do you recall that you have stated to

me on more than one occasion that we should go to the

Legislature in the 2017 session and seek enforcement

authority and possible criminal penalties against schools

who are unlawfully excluding students from their

enrollment or counseling them out to gain the graduation

rate numbers?

A I do recall that.

Q What efforts have you undertaken during this

legislation -- legislative session to do that?

A I did -- I broached this with a number of

legislators, and there was a lack of interest. Hence, we

have worked on it in regulation, and there is currently

regulation that is pending that the Department of Ed will
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adopt to -- to -- to strengthen the consequences in such

areas.

Q Would you agree it's not your statutory

obligation to advocate for closure of a school rather than

making recommendations to changes to the law that would

assist charter schools in reasonably achieving their

academic goals?

A Can you repeat the question?

Q Sure. It's not your -- would you agree that it

is not your statutory obligation to advocate for closure

of a school rather than making recommendations to changes

to the law that would assist charter schools in reasonably

achieving their academic goals?

A That's sort of that -- I would like to be able to

give a yes or no answer, but I feel like I have to state

what my position is to be -- just because it's a little

bit hard. I want to make sure I don't say the wrong

thing, sort of the succession of notes and whatnot.

So to be very clear, I do not believe -- I

believe that it is absolutely our duty to advocate for the

closure of schools based on performance matters.

I do not believe that it is our job to lobby for

specific policy changes to benefit specific schools.

Q What about to the detriment of specific schools?
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A To the degree it's good policy, it is not --

that's -- we're agnostic on whether it hurts or hinders if

it is the right thing to do.

Q As long as it's good policy for the students in

the state?

A Yes.

Q Okay. Have you lobbied to any legislators on

language this session relative to this closure proceeding?

A I have been asked questions by a -- legislators

with relation to this closure proceeding, but I have in no

way lobbied legislators related to this closure

proceeding, no.

Q You haven't represented to a state senator that

NCA actively markets to draw credit-deficient students to

their high school?

A I believe I have certainly represented that you

actively market and as -- and that -- and that that

marketing may -- you know, is so broad that it may, in

fact, result in students being attracted who are -- who

will struggle.

Q But your remark was not that we intentionally

target credit-deficient students in our marketing efforts?

A I don't believe that was my remark, no.

Q Okay. Did you represent to a state legislator
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that we had refused an audit?

A I don't believe I used those words, no.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Ms. Granier, I've allowed

a lot of questioning on this just out of deference, but

could we just get back to the issues?

MS. GRANIER: Yes. Yes, we can. I would just

like a follow-up because he said not in those words. So I

would just like to know, for the record, what the words

were.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay.

MS. GRANIER: But then I will move on. Thank

you.

THE WITNESS: Yes. So I believe that there was a

legislator who asked what we had -- you know, what we were

doing to find out what was going on.

And I represented that we had discussed with the

school jointly identifying a third-party auditor to go

through the entirety of the records and to make -- and to

validate what was actually happening at the school so that

we could provide a complete picture.

And that to date, that collaborative approach had

not occurred and that, instead, the school had on its own

retained a third party and was pursuing its own

validation.
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BY MS. GRANIER:

Q And the initial third party that the school

retained for the validation, AdvancEd, you agreed to that

third party, correct?

A No.

Q Director Gavin, do you dispute that, in a

telephone call with me, you agreed to the use of AdvancEd

as a third-party validator?

A I have no recollection of ever discussing

AdvancEd. I didn't -- I don't believe I knew that they

were even engaged in the work until you provided a copy of

the contract.

Q And are you referring to the contract that was

attached to the March 2017 cure letter?

A Yes.

Q Okay. Would you please turn to tab one in the

binder in front of you that has been marked as Exhibit A.

A Yes.

Q Would you please look at page 6 of that document.

Actually, let me go back for a minute.

You did receive this letter that is addressed to

you dated December 2nd from Nevada Connections Academy on

my letterhead, Davis Graham & Stubbs, correct?

A Yes.
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Q Okay. Did you read it?

A Yes.

Q Okay. And on page 6, there's a heading that says

Third-Party Data Validation of Relevant Data, correct?

A Yes.

Q And it says: At the direction of the SPSC's

governing board and staff, NCA entered into a contract

with a third party, AdvancEd, to conduct analysis of our

high school data relevant to taking a hard look at the

graduation rate and how NCA's enrollment of

credit-deficient students, for example, impacts that rate.

Did I read that sentence correctly?

A You did.

Q Would you like to amend your prior testimony from

a few minutes ago that you did not know until March

of 2016 that we had -- 2017 that the school had retained

AdvancEd as a third-party validator?

A If that -- that -- if that was how my statement

came across, that was not my intent. I knew in December

at this date, and I -- because that's when I saw the

contract when it was -- because it was attached to this --

to this -- this cure proposal.

Q And did you object to AdvancEd as the third-party

validator once you learned at least in December?
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A We were going to have a hearing and discuss those

matters, and it did not occur.

Q Okay. And then when -- did you notify NCA that:

I'm not satisfied with your choice on AdvancEd?

A It is not the -- it is not the role of the

Authority to dictate a cure for the school.

Q Correct, but you just said that you --

A This was your final cure.

Q Okay. And then there was another cure in March

of 2017, correct?

A Mm-hmm.

Q Is that a yes?

A Yes. That is a yes.

Q Okay. And so if the school -- if you had told

the school that you were unhappy with AdvancEd after

receiving this letter in December, at least the school

would have had the opportunity to address that before it

received your February 2017 notice of intent, correct?

A As I recall, we were in the midst of litigation

from August onwards. And as a result, we did not provide

any direct recommendations with regard to how the school

chose to conduct its cure.

Q You did give feedback to the school about what

your thoughts were on proposed cures in that time period,
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did you not?

A Yes.

Q And did you ever, in those discussions, raise to

the school that you were unsatisfied with the selection of

AdvancEd as a third-party validator?

A The school never raised that as a cure during the

discussions, to my knowledge -- to my recollection.

Q It had been previously presented to you in this

letter dated December 2nd, correct?

A Again, this was your cure for the notice that

was -- that was -- that was -- it submitted on the

deadline for the school. It is not the role of the

Authority -- it is not our role to tell you, after the

fact, what you should and should not do.

Q I understand --

A I had no knowledge of what you were choosing to

do for this new cure until you provided your -- other than

what you represented to us in telephone conversations.

And at no point did the topic of AdvancEd come up.

Q When the school was having discussions with you

following that December 2nd letter, was it your

understanding that the school was seeking your feedback

and thoughts on the cure that it had proposed?

A No.
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Q Isn't it true that, following the submission of

the December 2nd cure letter, it was the Authority's

position in its prehearing brief to this board that the

problems you had with that proposed cure were that it

didn't provide -- it proposed things that were not

approved by the NCA board?

A I do recall that that may have been part of

Deputy Attorney General Ott's brief, yes.

Q And do you recall that in response to that, the

school took the issues to the NCA board and got

authorization and then provided you proof of that

authorization?

MR. OTT: If there's a document, could we refer

to that?

MS. GRANIER: Well, I remember sending you the

minutes, and they are in the record somewhere. So we can

if you want to take the time. I was trying to speed

things along, but...

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yeah. The -- go ahead

and proceed with the questioning.

I would just, for both counsel, I think we've

been pretty good about giving leeway to both in terms of

questioning and all that. You both are good attorneys,

and you have some good questions. But some of the lines
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of questioning have -- I guess I'll put it this way.

You've got two attorneys on the board and several

non-attorneys. And what we need from you all is to help

us understand, one, whether the 2015 and 2016 graduating

cohort was less than 60 percent. We need help with

understanding if that was the case, was there corrections

or proposed corrections to that deficiency.

And then finally, we need to know, you know,

whether those corrections or proposed corrections are

sufficient to cure that deficiency.

And so insomuch as you all can help us with those

questions so we can get through the first part of the

hearing, I think it would -- you know, I think it would

help us get to a conclusion.

Again, I don't want to tell you how to litigate

your cases, and you all may need to make a record for

various arguments that you want to make. And I respect

that. But as board members listening, those are the

issues we have to decide.

And some of what you guys have covered has been

very, very helpful; and others have been -- it's been

harder even for me to kind of follow where we're going

with some of this stuff.

But again, it's your cases to litigate. I'm just
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offering that to you from a board member's perspective,

listening carefully to everything that's going on.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you. And this line of

questioning is, I think, at the heart of this matter.

We're talking about the feedback we got on our cure.

Director Gavin has asserted a statement that is

inconsistent with my recollection, being involved directly

in these discussions that AdvancEd was agreed on.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Just remember, I don't

mean -- I'm sorry to interrupt you. But just remember,

it's ultimately the board's responsibility to decide

whether the cure was appropriate or not. So insomuch as

you want to impeach Director Gavin not recommending, so

ultimately Director Gavin would be charged to recommend to

us one thing or another.

So if he didn't recommend that the cure was

appropriate, then insomuch as you want to impeach that to

help us decide whether the cure he proposed is appropriate

or not, that would probably be most helpful to us, I

think.

MS. GRANIER: Fair enough.

MR. OTT: And the reason for my interjecting was

because I actually don't know that that document is in the

record. I know that we offered it subject to
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authentication, but it has not been admitted yet. And so

it's Exhibit 6 in our binder if you wanted to refer to it

and stipulate to have it come in at this point.

MS. GRANIER: Sure.

MR. OTT: I don't know where it is in your --

MS. GRANIER: We can just use yours. That will

be quicker.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. So the document,

what's being referred to as Exhibit 6 -- and Exhibit 6 was

admitted pending authentication -- we're stipulating to

it's authenticity, and, therefore, it's admitted.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. Thank you

both.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q Director Gavin, looking at your own Exhibit 6

that you have provided for this hearing, does it refresh

your recollection that in response to your concerns raised

that the NCA board had not approved provisions, elements

of their proposed cure, that the school, in fact, did take

it to the governing board, got that approval and provided

it to you?

A No. This does not address the concern at all.

Q Okay. I think my question was just, do you still
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dispute that the NCA board addressed your concern that had

been identified in your prehearing brief to this Authority

before the December hearing that the cure was inadequate

because elements weren't approved by the NCA board?

A Yes.

Q Did you identify then also in that prehearing

brief or otherwise to the school that AdvancEd was not an

acceptable third-party authorizer to you?

A That would have been a matter that would have

been discussed during the hearing, I believe, based on --

and, really, I think it comes down to, given the scope of

the contract, I think it would have come down to we would

have had to ask a number of questions of AdvancEd in

relation to what they did and how they did it to get a

sense of -- of -- of where we -- of what was going on.

Q And did --

A We provided the school well in advance of -- I

want to say in -- during the summer with one potential

list of particular protocols that should be followed to

ensure that -- the accuracy of the information that was

being provided.

I did not, for example, see that in that -- in

the -- in the contract that was, again, provided as the

final cure for the first notice.
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The final cure for the first notice was due in

December. This set of minutes is for Wednesday,

January 25th, 2017, which is well outside the scope of

when the deadline was to have submitted a complete cure to

the Authority.

The fact that the school's board retroactively

approved something after the date of the hearing that was

ultimately postponed does not in any way address the

concerns that were raised in that prehearing brief.

Q And my question was very simple, and that was:

In that prehearing brief or otherwise to the school, did

you ever raise your concern about their selection of

AdvancEd as a third-party validator?

A The first I recall of a selection of AdvancEd

with any information about the contract was in this letter

dated December 2nd, which was submitted immediately prior

to the hearing or very shortly -- shortly before the

hearing. This was --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Before you go into the

narrative, could you just answer a yes or no to that

question for me so that I understand what the answer is.

THE WITNESS: No.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay.

THE WITNESS: We did not. You provided a final
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cure, and that's it.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q And prior to NCA's submission of its final

proposed cure to your February 2017 notice of intent, did

you ever advise NCA prior to that that you had a problem

with AdvancEd given that you clearly knew about AdvancEd

as of December 2nd?

A No.

Q You testified yesterday about your compliance

with the Authority's obligation expressly set out in NRS

388A.223. Do you recall that testimony?

A Can you remind me what 388A.223 is just so I

can --

Q Sure.

A -- make sure I am remembering the right thing?

Q Yes. It is entitled: Duties and powers,

development of policies and practices, grounds for

revocation of sponsorship.

A Yes.

Q Okay. Are you familiar with the statutory

requirement under that section, NRS 388A.223, that, as a

sponsor of charter schools, this agency has a duty to

adopt a policy for appointing a new governing board of a

charter school for which the governing body is
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reconstituted under NRS 388.330?

A Yes.

Q Has this agency adopted any such policy?

A We have attempted to do so.

Q When?

A It was part of the original rulemaking workshop

that we put together in -- oh, gosh, probably August or so

of 2016.

Q August of 2016?

A Yes. That sounds right.

Q And what is the status of that proposed policy?

A The Legislative Counsel Bureau determined that we

did not have statutory authority to adopt that policy.

Q So as you sit here today, you have no policy

for -- as required under NRS 388A.223 for appointing a new

governing board for a charter school?

A That is correct. The Legislative Counsel Bureau

has determined that we do not have the authority to adopt

such a policy.

Q Well, just for the record, can you clarify, was

it because of something that was in the policy as opposed

to define that, under the statute, you are required to

adopt a policy?

A No. It was related -- it was related to the
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statutory construction.

Q Okay. And since the statute makes reference to a

policy as opposed to a formal regulation, have you

attempted to adopt a policy just to give everyone guidance

and clarity as to how this would proceed?

A It is my understanding, based on advice from the

Legislative Counsel Bureau, that such a policy would be

treated as a regulation and, hence, we do not have the

authority to adopt it.

Q Okay. So how will you go about appointing new

board members if your recommendation is accepted and the

NCA board is reconstituted?

A I don't believe I have made such a recommendation

yet.

Q Okay. I'll defer that question to the second

half of the hearing if we get to that part, in the

interest of time.

You also are aware of NRS 388.223(2) which

mandates that as a sponsor of charter schools, you develop

certain policies and practices consistent with state law

governing charter schools?

A Yes.

Q And you are aware that, within that mandate, you

must adopt a policy that provides a description of how the
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sponsor will maintain oversight of the charter schools it

sponsors?

A Yes.

Q Where could I find the Authority's policy on

that?

A Again, that was a matter that we attempted to

adopt in regulation, and we were informed that we did not

have the authority to do so.

Q Okay. And the statute says: The policy must

include an assessment of the needs of the charter schools

that are sponsored by the sponsor that is prepared with

the input of the governing boards of such charter schools.

Is that true?

A That is true.

Q And what input have you gotten from the NCA

governing board about their needs for that policy?

A We conduct a rulemaking workshop where this topic

was part of the scope of the original workshop.

Q Are you aware of the statutory mandate that you

have a policy that describes the process of evaluation for

charter schools that you sponsor?

A Yes.

Q Where is that policy?

A Again, it was incorporated in -- it was part of
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the rulemaking initiative that we began over a -- almost a

year ago -- over a year ago now. And the Legislative

Counsel Bureau determined that we did not have the

Authority to adopt such a policy.

Q So is it your testimony, as you sit here today,

that this board has no policy that describes how charter

schools will be -- that you sponsor will be evaluated?

A That is correct.

Q Okay. What about the performance framework?

A The performance framework specifically applies to

charter schools that are under charter contracts.

Q Where is that? Strike that.

The fact that it applies to schools that are

under charter contracts does not necessitate that it does

not apply to other charter schools, does it?

A Nothing in the statute says that the performance

framework applies to charter schools under written

charters.

Q Does something in the statute say it does not

apply?

A The performance framework is -- it is -- the

explicit construction of the statute, if I recall, is that

the performance framework shall be adopted by the sponsor

for incorporation into a charter contract.
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Q I think it's -- I would ask that if I -- is it

for incorporation, or is it a mandate that for charter

schools that enter into a contract, it is a mandatory part

of that contract so it requires that it be included in any

charter contract?

A I believe it is both things.

Q Okay. Can you tell me the statute where it

supports that that performance framework would not apply

to a charter that is not under a contract?

A I am not an attorney. I don't have the statute

in front of me, but I believe that the statute is quite

clear in that area.

Q And as sponsor of NCA, have you -- has it been

your position that that performance framework does not

apply to NCA?

A Yes.

Q And you have reached that conclusion on your own

based on your review of Nevada law?

A Are you asking me if I have received legal advice

in this area?

Q I don't want you to provide me -- disclose

anything your attorney has told you. I'm just asking so

that I have a clear record of why it is you believe that

performance framework does not apply to NCA.
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A I believe that the law is quite clear on that

matter.

Q Based on your own review?

A I think we are -- I don't know how to answer that

without endangering privilege.

Q Okay.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Do you have a statute

that you want to show him?

MS. GRANIER: No, because I don't think there is

one. I'll get to the one I think he's talking about.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q You are familiar with NRS 388A.226, correct?

A Can you remind me again what that is?

Q Sure. You talked about it yesterday. It's

entitled: Duty to provide information and assistance.

A Mm-hmm.

Q Yes?

A Yes.

Q And you testified yesterday that you believe you

complied with all the requirements under that statute.

A Yes.

Q And NRS 388A.2261 requires that the sponsor of a

charter school provide, quote, reasonable assistance to a

charter school for its operation. End quote.
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A Yes.

Q Is that your understanding?

A Yes.

Q It also requires that you provide appropriate

information, education, and training to a charter school

and the governing body of a charter school concerning the

applicable provisions of this title and other laws and

regulations that affect charter schools and their

governing bodies; is that correct?

A That is correct.

Q What have you done to comply with that provision?

A We publish --

MS. GRANIER: Can I rephrase that question -- I'm

sorry -- in the interest of time? And if you want to let

him answer, that's okay. That was just a really broad

question, and I should narrow it more relevant to this

proceeding, was my thought.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yeah, please do.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q What have you done to comply with that statutory

requirement relative to informing, educating, and training

NCA and its governing board about the provisions of --

that are at issue today in this proceeding?
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A To the extent permissible under statute, we have

complied with that.

Q I need factual acts that you -- is what I'm

asking for, that you undertook to comply with it.

A Under existing law, we are not permitted to

actually implement that section of the statute. We have

requested funding explicitly to do so, both in the 2013

session and -- sorry, the 2015 session and in the session

we had -- we asked for specific resources to provide that

level of training.

In neither -- in neither session were those --

were those investments of training and resources

authorized. Consequently, it would be a violation of

statutes and actually a crime for me to furnish resources

for which there was no -- for which there were no moneys

appropriated.

Q Okay. So I think that addresses -- I understand

your response with respect to training. Is it your

testimony that you took no acts as the Authority to

provide NCA or its governing board information as the

statute requires about the relevant provisions of statute?

A I think we have engaged in extensive discussion

in this area. That's what this process is.

Q Prior to being subject to closure proceedings,
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what acts did you or your staff undertake to provide

information to NCA and its governing board that is

required by this statute relative to 388A.330?

A And could you again cite the specific

requirement?

Q Sure. It says: Provide appropriate information.

So I'm focusing on that. It also says education and

training, but: Provide appropriate information to a

charter school and its governing body of a charter school

concerning the applicable provisions of this Title 388A

and other laws and regulations that affect charter schools

and their governing bodies.

And I limited my question so that we don't spend

unnecessary time here to just those statutes under 388A

that are relevant to today.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Ms. Granier, I just want

to understand something. In terms of the purpose of the

questioning, is it your contention that because this

training on these different areas wasn't provided, that

the graduation rate has fallen below 60 percent?

MS. GRANIER: No. That's a fair question. Thank

you.

It is my contention that Mr. Ott and Mr. Gavin

have consistently refused to provide the school
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collaboration or any -- even any input about what is an

acceptable way to cure this deficiency because they have

said it is not required under state law.

I believe it is absolutely required, and I think

this was a relevant provision to that.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay.

MR. OTT: Misstates our position, but that's

okay.

MS. GRANIER: You can go ahead correct your

position.

MR. OTT: Well, we have stated that we provide

feedback on proposed cures as to what the recommendation

for staff would be to the board, but we do not propose

cures.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. You can proceed.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you.

THE WITNESS: So yes, we have provided feedback

on proposed cures.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q My question was prior to initiation of closure

proceedings, what information did you give NCA or its

governing board of what the statute requires?

A We circulated to all charter schools the

information related to Senate Bill 509 and have certainly
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included schools in any rulemaking that we have

undertaken.

Q Okay. And the information you circulated on SB

509, was it just a summary of the bill and what it does?

A I believe we provided a copy of the bill, and we

have posted it -- and we have posted it on our website.

We have also posted on our website links to all of the

relevant NAC.

Q And you don't believe that, within that

obligation or any other provision of Nevada law, it is

appropriate for you as a sponsor to provide reasonable

guidance to a school as to how to cure a deficiency under

which it is threatened with closure?

A I do not.

Q Under NRS 388A.229, as sponsor of a charter

school, you have a statutory obligation to ensure

collection, analysis, and reporting of all data results of

pupils enrolled in the charter school on statewide exams

to determine whether the charter school is meeting the

performance indicators, measures, and metrics for the

achievement of proficiency of pupils.

Do you agree with that?

A Yes.

Q Okay. And have you complied with that statutory
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obligation with respect to NCA?

A Yes.

Q And have you analyzed, relative to your

recommendation for these proceedings, any of that data

that you have collected?

A We collect that data on behalf of the Department

of Education, and we provide it to the Department of

Education for analysis.

Q And so is the answer, no, you have not analyzed

it relative to these proceedings?

A We have analyzed the data. We have taken the

data reported by the Department of Education, and we have

utilized it.

Q And what data would that be?

A The four-year adjusted cohort.

Q Anything else?

A There is no other information that is relevant to

these proceedings.

Q Okay. Yesterday you testified that when you

provided testimony to the Legislature in 2015 relative to

this trigger for closure of charter schools, and you made

reference to where schools had a low graduation rate, you

would consider a compelling explanation.

Do you recall that?
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A I do.

Q And your testimony was that what you meant by

that was a compelling explanation would be a flood or some

sort of natural disaster.

Is that accurate?

A That was one of the things I believe I

enumerated, yes.

Q Okay. So you agree that there is discretion

under the statutory provision to consider explanations

such as that?

A Yes.

Q So how do you draw the line as to what is a

compelling explanation?

A I believe I stated on the record what were

effectively very unique circumstances that would impact

only one school or a subset of schools for circumstances

that were outside of their control. So floods, fires,

et cetera.

The other area I believe I referenced was

certainly the other piece of contextual information that

would be very informative and would absolutely be

something that I think should be discussed by the board in

making any determination would be if, notwithstanding a

low four-year adjusted cohort graduation rate, if the
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charter school were demonstrating dramatic improvement for

kids who were credit-deficient through a five-year cohort

rate that was at or well above the 60 percent mark.

Q And I believe relative to your example yesterday,

you agreed that if students were displaced as a result of

a natural disaster, you would not -- you would take that

into account if those students affected the graduation

rate of the school that took them.

Is that fair?

A I believe that was one example I gave, yes.

Q Okay. So if we're talking about displaced

students, who are credit-deficient, who are being

counseled out of their zoned schools, would that also be

relevant to how a school is performing based on their

four-year cohort graduation rate?

A If it was proven and the Department of Education

had made a determination that that violation was

occurring, then yes.

Q And maybe I should -- I'll maybe ask this

differently.

If you had a school that graduated a hundred

percent of the students that it took, you agree that would

be a good school?

A For the purposes of this narrow element of law,
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yes. That would be a successful outcome. Absolutely.

Q Okay. So if a hundred percent of the students

that enrolled in a school came to that school two years

behind, but they graduated a hundred percent of those

students, would that school be successful in your mind?

A Based on the parameters you have stated, I could

not determine that.

Q Well, would you find any fault with that school

for the fact that they enrolled all of their -- that the

students they all enrolled were all credit-deficient?

A That school would be eligible for inclusion in

the Alternate Performance Framework.

Q And I understand that, and so I'm not arguing

with you about that. I'll stipulate to that.

My question is: Judging that school based on its

own performance, would you take into --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Based on performance

relative to what standard, Ms. Granier?

MS. GRANIER: Relative to the standard we're

applying here today.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: The statutory standard?

MS. GRANIER: That's correct.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay.
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BY MS. GRANIER:

Q It would be impossible for that school to meet

that statutory standard. Even if it kept -- even if it

served those students in such a way that they accumulated

credits on track every semester they were with that

school, that school would not meet the statutory minimum

that you are applying here today.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. So why don't you

ask him the question with that standard in mind.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q That's my question to you. Thank you.

A So I believe that my testimony has been quite

consistent that, in reviewing the performance of a school

under the Alternate Performance Framework, there are other

indicators that are to be applied.

So I believe I've been very clear that the

60 percent is not -- for a school that is under the alt

framework, the 60 percent number requires other contextual

information in order to make that determination.

MS. GRANIER: I don't think my question has been

answered, but I think it goes to the second half of the

hearing. So I will defer it for now, as long as I can

come back to it?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yeah, yeah.
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MS. GRANIER: Okay.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: If it goes to whether to

reconstitute or close the school, if that's the purpose,

then we can wait for that.

MS. GRANIER: Yes. Thank you.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q You are familiar with NRS 322B, the Nevada

Administration Procedures Act?

A Generally, yes.

Q And you previously have taken the position that

NRS Chapter 233B does not apply to your agency?

A I believe that this hearing is being conducted in

accordance with 233B.

Q So I wasn't talking about today, but previously,

you have taken the position in prior years that 233B was

not applicable to your agency.

A That is an argument that has been made in the

past, yes.

Q By you?

A Yes.

Q Okay. But you -- strike that.

I think yesterday you spoke of an organization

called NACSA?

A Yes.
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Q And you seemed to have a high opinion of NACSA

or -- strike that.

Have you retained NACSA to provide services in

creating policy and practices for the Authority?

A Yes.

Q And you have been satisfied with their services,

relatively speaking?

A Generally, yes.

Q NACSA made a presentation to the entire Authority

board in July of 2015 and, in that presentation, was very

clear that 233B applied to this agency.

Do you recall that?

A I recall that there was -- that NACSA said yes,

that it most -- I believe they said it most likely did

apply, and they also recommended that we seek clarity in

the statute to ensure that we were directly exempted.

Q Clarity in the statute or and amendment to the

statute?

A I believe those are the same -- I think the

statute needs to be clarified.

Q NRS 230 --

A Because -- go ahead. Sorry, go ahead.

Q No, no. I don't want to cut you off. Please,

finish your answer.
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A 233B explicitly exempts contracts. A charter

contract is clearly a contract. The written agreement and

the written charter also take the form of a different kind

of a contract.

So based on that provision, it is unclear in my

view of whether 233B actually applies. But I am not an

attorney so, ultimately, that's a decision that someone

else will have to make at a later date.

Q Understood. Has your agency adopted rules of

practice -- strike that.

NRS 233B.050 requires every agency to adopt rules

of practice setting forth the nature and requirements of

all formal and informal procedures available. Are you

familiar with that provision?

A I don't recall that provision explicitly, no.

Q Okay. Do you dispute that it's part of the law?

A I'm not an attorney so I don't know that I'm in a

position to...

Q Okay. You are the person who decides what rules

of practice to recommend the Authority adopt as executive

director of the agency?

A I certainly would have a role to the degree that

occurs, yes.

Q Well, who else -- who else at the agency decides
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what rules should be proposed to this board for adoption?

A Presumably members of the board themselves could

propose things.

Q Okay. Other than members of the board, is there

anyone?

A It would just be me.

Q Okay. And has your agency adopted rules of

practice for the requirements of a formal hearing such as

the one we're in today?

A No.

Q Have you proposed that they do so?

A No.

Q And how long have you been director?

A Three years.

Q Okay. Have you -- strike that.

You testified yesterday that you are absolutely

not involved in the daily operations of a charter school,

correct?

A That is correct.

Q Okay. Are you aware of a requirement that your

staff has asserted relative to use of substitute teachers

for special ed who are licensed in a different state?

A I am aware of that, yes.

Q Okay. And have you imposed any requirements on
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schools' use of such substitute teachers in its day-to-day

operations?

A I believe that the statute is quite clear that

teachers who are -- who teach special education and

teachers who are -- who provide English services to

English language learners -- sorry, ELL teachers must hold

a Nevada license. I think that is explicit in the

statute.

Q So you --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Can I interrupt just for

a second? Not to interrupt the questioning. I just

wanted to give you the five-minute warning for lunch. Due

to union considerations in the north, we have to break at

12:00. So I think we've got maybe a five-minute cushion.

So we can go to 12:05 without making anybody upset.

Is that right, Danny? If we went after 12:00,

would we be okay?

MR. PELTIER: We are open to go whenever you guys

want. The -- 12:00 o'clock, 12:30, 1:30, we're okay

either way. Just for the court reporter's sake, a break

would probably be better sooner rather than much later.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. All right. I was

told earlier that there was some restriction due to a

union contract up there that we couldn't go until 1:00 or
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1:30. Is that not correct?

MR. PELTIER: Their lunch is scheduled for a

certain time. If it goes past that, it is incumbent for

us, both -- probably NCA and whoever is paying for the

meeting, would make up a cover for the lunch.

Am I stating that correct, guys?

UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER: Yeah.

MR. PELTIER: Yeah. So basically that's --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Then --

MR. PELTIER: That's -- we weren't trying to make

a big deal of it.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Oh, sorry. I just didn't

want to -- I didn't want to incur additional charges or,

you know, put us in a position where we were acting

outside the rules of that facility.

But if we can finish the cross-examination of

Patrick Gavin before we go to lunch, that would be

preferable. And I don't -- I don't know that I want to

end at 12:05 in that regard.

So do you think you have maybe 30 more minutes of

questions, or what do you think?

MS. GRANIER: I would actually think if I can go

until 12:05, over the lunch break, I will review what else

I have, and it will really speed it up as opposed --
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay.

MS. GRANIER: -- to trying to do it in --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: What about your 1:30

witness?

MS. GRANIER: I know.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: We'll have to push that

person back to later in the afternoon, I think.

MS. GRANIER: She's gone. She's gone.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Can she appear by phone?

We can accommodate her by phone.

MS. GRANIER: I would appreciate that. I will

check with her. I'm not sure if she's available by phone.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay.

MS. GRANIER: If not, is there any possibility we

could go out of order or take a break and come back and

finish Mr. Gavin?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Mr. Ott, would you have

an objection to pausing your case in chief to include a

witness like that?

MR. OTT: This is Ms. Sanchez?

MS. GRANIER: Mm-hmm.

MR. OTT: How long are we talking about with her?

MS. GRANIER: I don't think long. Maybe half an

hour for me.
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MR. OTT: I think -- I think as long as it's

brief. I just don't want to inconvenience my witness as

well, but I --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: What time is your witness

due?

MR. OTT: My witness is in the north outside. I

told him to show up at 11:00.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right.

MR. OTT: I assume he's there.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So we'll probably need to

take your witness first and then bring her -- I'm sorry

for that because we've got two witnesses waiting, and I

want to be respectful of both of their time.

So if she's not available later in person, then

we can take her by phone. Hopefully she can still be

available by person later in the afternoon.

MS. GRANIER: Okay.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: If that works. Again,

because we've got two persons waiting.

MR. PELTIER: Member Guinasso, I was just given

information from NCA regarding the 1:30 witness. And they

said they would be contacting Ms. Granier right now to

discuss that. Maybe we could take a quick break, and that

may clarify our schedule for the remainder of the day.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yeah. Let Ms. Granier

finish her line of questioning here. I did interrupt her,

and I apologize for that. I was just trying to be mindful

of the time.

So go ahead and finish your line of questioning,

and then we'll take a break. We'll take a break for

lunch, I suppose, and get things cleaned up so we can have

our afternoon witnesses.

MS. GRANIER: Okay. Thank you.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Madam Reporter, can you

read back the last question and answer if there was one?

(The record was read by the reporter as

follows:

"Question: And have you imposed any

requirements on schools' with issues of

substitute teachers in day-to-day

operations?

"Answer: I believe that the statute is

quite clear that teachers who teach special

education and teachers who provide

English -- services to English language

learners -- sorry, ELL teachers must hold a

Nevada license. I think that is explicit in

the statute.")
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you. All right,

Ms. Granier.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q Your agency has mandated that schools such as NCA

administer the ACT Aspire; is that correct?

A Yes.

Q And what was the purpose for that?

A To provide additional data points related to

school performance so that schools, especially during this

transition period, would be able to provide additional

performance data in context.

Q And has that data been compiled and provided to

schools?

A Every school has access to that data.

Q And yesterday I believe you testified that there

is no evidence that NCA is effectively serving

credit-deficient students.

Am I recalling that correctly?

A Based on the information that has been provided

to us, yes.

Q And what, if any, research did you do in order to

reach that conclusion?

A We reviewed the data that the school itself
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provided prior to the deadlines.

Q The cure letter that we went through earlier?

A Yes.

Q Okay. You did not undertake any attempts to

review or investigate that further?

A There is no -- we do not have the information to

possibly be able to do so.

Q And you didn't review Dr. Garza's report that was

provided on March 27th?

A We did not because it was submitted outside of

the deadline -- after the deadline.

Q Are you familiar with GradPoint?

A I have heard of it.

Q Do you have any understanding as to what it is?

A My understanding is it is a -- it is a credit

recovery tool that schools can utilize, one of many such

tools on the market, to help students to recover credits.

Q Do you have any concerns with NCA's use of

GradPoint to help credit-deficient students get back on

track or accumulate credit towards graduation?

A That is a programmatic area that is ultimately

the discretion of the school.

Q You testified yesterday about massive disruption

being necessary in order to change a graduation rate, I
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think.

Am I recalling that correctly?

A I believe it was to improve school performance.

Q Fair enough. Thank you. You made that

clarification earlier.

Do you have examples in Nevada of where such

massive disruption has effectively increased the

graduation rate in any schools in Nevada?

A The statute only was adopted in 2015 that permits

this. And to date, no school has -- that has been subject

for procedure -- has -- we have not implemented that in

relation to graduation rates.

MS. GRANIER: I'm at sort of a natural breaking

point if you want --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Oh, okay. So what we'll

do is we'll continue with the cross-examination after

lunch.

Mr. Ott, you'll get an opportunity for redirect.

Keep in mind the board, at the conclusion of your

questioning, will have some opportunity to question the

witness. I don't imagine that would take longer than

30 minutes, but maybe it will.

I just tell you that to let your witnesses know

what to expect for the afternoon. We've still got a
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little bit more work to do with Mr. Gavin, I believe. And

then we'll be able to bring them aboard to give their

testimony.

So right now, it is 12:04. Let's take 45 minutes

for lunch today instead of an hour, and we'll come back at

12:50 p.m. and resume. Thank you very much.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Nobody should discuss the

case outside the room.

And, Mr. Gavin, you're still under oath. So

thank you.

(The noon recess was taken at 12:04 p.m.)
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RENO/LAS VEGAS, NEVADA, FRIDAY, MAY 26, 2017, 12:52 P.M.

-oOo-

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Let's get back on the

record. We took a recess for lunch. We had concluded

with the line of questioning in Mr. Gavin's

cross-examination by Ms. Granier.

I don't have any preliminary matters to deal with

for the afternoon. We'll just proceed where we left off.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q Director Gavin, if would you turn to tab 2 in

your binder, which has been marked as Exhibit B.

A I'm there.

Q Okay. So for the record that's NCA's proposed

cure letter to you dated March 24, 2017?

A Yes, that is correct.

Q And if you would turn to page R0108, behind that

tab which has been marked as Exhibit B-11.

A Yes.

Q You agree this is a version of the charter school

contract that was being negotiated between you and Nevada

Connections Academy?

A That is correct.

Q And you agree that Nevada Connections Academy
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submitted this version of contract for your consideration

as part of its proposed cure?

A It is incorporated, yes, into that filing.

Q Okay. And what is it about this contract that is

not acceptable to you to cure the deficiency we're here

for today?

A There are a variety of areas, but most certainly

the most substantive relate to section 8.1.5.1 related to

the -- particularly this penalty language, which, again,

we feel is improper.

Additionally, there are several other core

elements of the contract which the school has proposed to

omit, most notably the dispute resolution section.

But at the end of the day I think the most

substantive piece relates to that calculation piece for

this penalty.

Q So if -- excuse me, I just want to make sure I

understand your answer. If section 8.1.5.1 were removed,

would it be acceptable?

A That is difficult -- ultimately, that's not my

decision; that's a decision for the board to make.

Q Would you recommend that it would be an

acceptable cure?

A Keeping in mind that I have not discussed this
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with counsel, so there may be other areas in here that he

may recognize are more problematic than I'm aware of,

because I'm not an attorney. Generally speaking, I think

that this has most of the elements that we feel are

important.

Q Okay. In the interest of time, as long as if we

get to that portion of -- strike that. Acting Chair

Guinasso, I just have a question:

Will we have a separate portion of this hearing

where we address the adequacy of the cure, or is that part

of what we're doing now?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I think that's part of

what we're doing now. We're dealing with graduation rate,

the proposed cures and the adequacy of this cure. So that

would be appropriate for now.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q Thank you. I do need to get a bit more detail.

So subject to legal advice of counsel, as

authority director negotiating the contract, you believe

it is acceptable with the removal of 8.1.5.1?

A Just to be clear, not with the removal, but with

the changing of the language to be at least, for example,

with anything with relation to the penalty piece, that

certainly strikes us as improper.
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Q So remove the financial penalty; is that what you

mean?

A Yes.

Q Okay. And what else, if you would, please?

A Ms. Granier, I think it is rather challenging,

since this is an artifact of a particular point in time.

And we've not sat down and negotiated some of these terms.

So I think it's really hard without having

essentially a negotiation during this testimony for me to

say that with any degree of -- I think it's very -- it's

challenging for me to understand perhaps some of the

issues that may be important to you in here and what you

mean by them.

Q So let me be clear. I'm not trying to negotiate

with you here in the hearing. What I'm trying to do is

the school submitted this draft to you as part of its

proposed cure.

And I understand that we are here today because

it is your recommendation to this board that it was not --

the cure was not adequate.

So I am trying to establish my record and have my

own understanding as to what provisions of this contract

you deem to be unacceptable relative to that proposed

cure.
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A I'm afraid you have me at a disadvantage,

Ms. Granier. So you're also asking a very different

question than what, when I reviewed this, how I determined

whether this was, in fact, an acceptable cure or not.

Q That's the question I meant to ask. So will you

answer that one?

A Sure. This contract -- this proposed contract

effectively just keeps everything as it is. This does

not, for example, deal with issues such as potential

change of governance that you've mentioned in your cure.

It does not address third-party validation. So

there are a variety of things that are not incorporated in

here that are incorporated in your cure. So at least

based on my reading. If I'm wrong, then please correct

me.

So one of my primary concerns is that the

language of this contract is different from -- in order

for this to be a part of the cure, it would actually have

to be reflective of all the elements of the cure that

you're committing to.

Q Had you ever told the school that, when you were

giving us feedback on this -- strike that. As part of our

discussions about an acceptable cure, when the school

asked you for feedback, we were talking about and
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exchanging drafts of this contract, correct?

A That is not my recollection at this point in

time. I believe the last time we exchanged a draft of

this contract was back in the fall. And this is your

cure, if I recall correctly, for the March -- for -- this

is the March letter.

Q That is correct. So you have no recollection of

phone calls or at least a phone call with yourself,

Mr. Ott, me and Mr. Werlein, where we spoke to you about

revising this draft contract and what would be an

acceptable penalty provision, meaning the judicial review

provision and modification to that, to get us to an

acceptable contract?

A I do remember that discussion, yes. I don't

remember seeing this document.

Q When we had that discussion, did you tell the

school: Make sure that any elements in your cure about

third-party validation and other things are -- make sure

you add those when you send your draft over?

A I didn't realize that I needed to provide legal

advice to a school that already has an attorney.

Q Okay. I believe -- strike that. Is it your

recollection that what the parties were discussing was

that we thought we for the most part had, after having
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spent significant time working on this contract together,

an agreeable contract with the exception of that judicial

waiver provision?

A That is my recollection, yes.

Q Okay. And that version of the contract did not

have reference to third-party validation and a change in

governance that you just referenced?

A Ms. Granier, without having seen the entirety of

your cure, it would be difficult to know what should or

should not be included in the contract.

Q Okay. I'm sorry. I guess I misunderstood your

testimony.

I thought we just established that when we were

all having these discussions about an acceptable contract

that could get us to an acceptable cure, we had narrowed

down our discussion to just the issue of the judicial

waiver provision.

A Again, there are a myriad of statements or

commitments, whatever you want to call them, that are made

in this proposed cure. We went through that this morning.

Q Yeah. I just want to focus on the contract. I

don't want to focus on -- I'm sensitive to everyone's time

here, including yours. I'm very focused on this contract

as just the single element of the cure. What was wrong
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with this contract as we sent it in as part of the

proposed cure?

A I believe I've already answered the question to

the best of my ability.

Q Okay. When you received this version of the

contract as part of our proposed cure, did you review it?

A I did.

Q Okay. When you reviewed it, what sections of the

contract did you have a problem with?

A I believe I just stated what those were.

Q Okay. So it was that there was no provision in

this contract for a change in governance?

A Again, it was that this contract is not

reflective of the cure that is proposed. And in my view

all of those elements need to be reflected. Otherwise,

this document here is nothing but empty promises.

Q Okay. So if we agreed that everything in that

document was incorporated into this contract, and then we

took out the penalty, the financial penalty that you said

is not acceptable, then is this contract an acceptable

cure? Do we have an acceptable cure?

A Since I believe we've already made clear some of

the concerns we have with the inadequacy of the letter or

of the conditions that were stated in the letter, no.
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Q Okay. With respect to --

A The cure has to be treated as a single piece.

And while we may -- we may wish, there may be specific

deficiencies in specific areas, the cure is one -- it's

ultimately one set of commitments from the school.

Q Okay. So this was with respect to the cure

proposed for March 2017. Now I want to talk to you about

the cure proposed for the 2015 cohort.

A Uh-huh.

Q You had also indicated that the version of the

contract by itself that you proposed with the judicial

waiver provision would have been an acceptable resolution,

had you not?

MR. OTT: I'm going to object. That refers to a

document that's not in evidence.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I don't know what

document -- you're talking it's another iteration of this

contract; is that what you're saying? It's a different

iteration?

MS. GRANIER: It's a public record. It was

attached to this board's -- it was attached to staff's

recommendation, I think, in the July -- it would have been

the July or September meeting. So I think it can be

judicially noticed.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Was that the one

where you're directed to work out certain provisions that

weren't acceptable to the board at the time?

MS. GRANIER: Yes.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. And that would

have been -- that wouldn't have been part of a cure

because you hadn't been notified, no Notice of Intent had

gone out at that time; is that right? Or was that dealing

with the Notice of Intent from January of 2016 or

February 2016?

MS. GRANIER: No. That is correct. It was to

avoid the Notice of Intent from issuing.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Maybe if we can

avoid referring to that document because we just don't

have it here, and I don't recall what that had in it. It

would have been different from this document.

MS. GRANIER: I'd like to make an offer of proof

so that I can have the opportunity to provide that

document and revisit this.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay, that would be fine.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q You did offer -- strike that. Would you have --

you entered into a contract with Beacon Academy that you

deemed an acceptable cure and therefore did not pursue
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closure proceedings against that school, correct?

A That is correct.

Q And would you have entered into a similar

contract with Nevada Connections Academy to avoid the

closure proceeding?

A Yes.

Q Okay. Thank you.

And I would request, given that that Beacon

Academy contract is a public record, as it would have been

approved by this board, that you take judicial notice of

it and that it be made part of our record.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Is that one of the

excluded documents?

MS. GRANIER: No. It's just -- I'm just asking

for judicial notice of something that I think --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Of the Beacon, of the

Beacon contract?

MS. GRANIER: Yes.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: And for what purpose?

MS. GRANIER: To demonstrate what the director

deemed to be an acceptable cure. And he said would have

been an acceptable cure for NCA.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: It doesn't really go to

the argument that you're making that it's now being
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treated differently, does it?

MS. GRANIER: No. It goes to the argument of

what was an acceptable cure.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: What would have been an

acceptable cure for Nevada Connections doesn't necessarily

mean that that would be acceptable for Beacon or vice

versa, I don't think, right?

MS. GRANIER: Actually, Director Gavin offered

NCA the same contract as Beacon. And if we had just

signed that, waiving our rights to judicial review, we

would not be sitting here today. So I think it is very

material.

MR. OTT: I think that mischaracterizes the

representation. I believe I sent a copy of that contract

saying this is an example of a document that has been

approved by the board, so that you were fully advised of

how other schools had been treated.

MS. GRANIER: You did, but Director Gavin

attached to his staff report and recommendation to this

board at the July 2016 board meeting that we be required

to enter into that exact same contract. That's what I'm

requesting judicial notice of.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Let's stay focused on

your proposed cure and not the cure for another school. I
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don't think we'll include that as a part of the record,

because those are different circumstances and not directly

applicable to -- at least you haven't established that

they're directly applicable in this case, unless I'm

missing something.

MS. GRANIER: I'm afraid maybe I'm not being

clear. So let me give this another try. The witness just

testified under oath that he would have allowed NCA to

enter into a contract similar to Beacon and that would

have been deemed an acceptable cure just like it was for

Beacon.

We were offered -- this can come in through

future testimony. So you will hear from other witnesses

that the school was told if they had just signed that

contract -- the only objectionable provision in the

contract was the judicial waiver provision.

Otherwise, we were at contract and we would not

be here. So it is highly relevant to this proceeding what

is an acceptable cure.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: How about if we

stipulate -- if I recall correctly, and this is a matter

of record -- the board actually gave specific direction

that that provision be included in the contract for Nevada

Connections. And so that was definitely an expectation
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that the board had given.

And I don't think Director Gavin would have had

the ability to negotiate a contract that didn't include

that provision.

And so if that accomplishes the same purpose,

that is, that we take judicial notice of specific board

direction to include a waiver of certain aspects of

judicial review for certain issues, then I think it

accomplishes the same purpose without including another

school's contract.

MS. GRANIER: I think it may as long as -- well,

I guess the question is if we are in agreement, that if

that provision had been included, that would have been an

acceptable cure, which is --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yeah, that would have

been presented back to the board, I think, in September or

October, when the deadline -- I think Chair Johnson gave a

specific deadline on that, and that would have come back

to us for consideration and approval, I would imagine.

It's hard to rewrite history when those things

didn't happen. But I do recall the specific board

direction.

And, Mr. Ott, you can correct me if I'm wrong on

this point, but the specific board direction is that we
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had to have not a waiver of judicial review in total, but

just a waiver with respect to most issues except for

how -- what was the number?

MR. OTT: There were specific benchmarks included

in section 8.1.5.1 and it was limitation on what the court

could look at if those specific benchmarks were not met.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: That's right. That's

what I recall, too. And in so much as that was an

acceptable cure, and I think that goes to your questioning

of Director Gavin, I think that accomplishes the same

purpose as incorporating by reference the Beacon Academy

contract that did have that provision that the board had

asked for.

MS. GRANIER: Right. And, unfortunately, in July

of 2016 this board directed staff to negotiate mutually

agreeable terms. So I'm not sure if you were on the board

then.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: That was my first

meeting. So July was my first meeting. And then the

subsequent month, I think August or September, I think we

asked for that provision to be included.

MS. GRANIER: So at the July board meeting, at

your first board meeting, apparently, the morning of the

meeting, for the first time Director Gavin attached the
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Beacon contract to his board recommendation related to

NCA.

And the recommendation was: Approve the

benchmarks and approve this grad rate improvement plan

subject to the condition that NCA sign this contract.

And the board -- I objected to that because we

had never seen the contract -- and the board responded to

that and said: Go negotiate mutually agreeable terms.

And then when we were not able to negotiate

mutually agreeable terms, then, yes, in September this

board directed.

I'm not trying to re-debate this with you. It is

history. I'm just trying to make a complete record.

So if we can stipulate that the minutes and the

supporting materials from those board meetings can be part

of the record, which I think you can judicially notice

anyway, then I think we can move on.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I think any reviewing

court would be able to take judicial notice of those board

actions, I believe.

Mr. Ott, what's your perspective on that?

MR. OTT: I think the judicial review is fine.

I'd like to know, is it just those two board meetings that

we're talking about?
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: When we gave specific

direction to -- first, I remember Ms. Granier's point.

We gave specific direction and negotiate mutually

agreeable terms, we gave a timeline, I believe, with that,

yes, September 27th.

And then it came back to our attention that the

judicial review piece was not acceptable to Connections.

And so the question for the board was: Did we want that

term or not?

And I think the board decided in that meeting, it

would have been the September meeting, that that term had

to be a part of the contract.

So that's what I recall with regard to the

timeline of events, July, August and September, there

would have been some discussion of this issue in all three

of those meetings, I believe.

MR. OTT: That's fine. I was just trying to see

if those minutes were already in the record somewhere.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yeah, I think a few

are -- the July 1, I know, is. I'm not sure about the

August, perhaps September. I just can't recall.

MS. GRANIER: I can't either, and I was trying,

just in the interest of time.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: That's fine. So if you
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want to reference those as a part of the record later on,

if they weren't included, which I think they were, we

wouldn't object to that.

And I think you'd have a right to that -- again,

that's just assuming there's some adverse outcome of this.

I don't know that that assumption holds at this point.

Still got a lot of work to do.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q One more question on the cure issue relative to

the contract. As executive director of the authority, why

do you believe, to have an acceptable cure, that contract

must include a provision that the school not raise certain

arguments on judicial review, aside from the fact that the

board directed that language be in there? Just as

director, why is that necessary to you?

A We want to have clarity on what the actual

expectations are for both parties.

And we continue to disagree strongly regarding

what the school believes are potential acceptable

extenuating circumstances. And the school continues to

articulate views -- interpretations of the law that we

believe are inaccurate.

And much of that language is directly embedded
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throughout the improvement plan. And my concern is that

for us to accept that as is, as your plan and your

beliefs -- and you're entitled to believe what you want,

or your client is entitled to believe what they want --

without us on the other side making it very clear what we

will and will not consider and what we are both mutually

agreeing we will and will not consider, is critical.

Q So if we were clearer as to what you would and

would not consider, could the school retain the right to

seek judicial review of your decision?

A So I'm a little bit perplexed, Ms. Granier. If

we made it very clear that the contract has a termination

provision in the event that the school does not hit

benchmark X, Y or Z, in each of the given years, and it

was abundantly clear that that was the sole basis for the

decision, then I think -- then I would be fine with that.

I think that gets at the exact same thing.

Q So to make sure I'm understanding you, what

you're saying --

A I'm not an attorney here, so...

Q I understand that. I'm just trying to make sure

I understand. That's all. I'm not asking for a legal

interpretation.

But if the contract -- what you're saying is what
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would be acceptable to you would be if the contract said

your benchmark is 40 percent in 2016, if you don't hit

that 40 percent, we will appoint a receiver and we all

agree that the only thing we will look at is the four-year

cohort graduation rate to determine whether you hit that

40 percent, then you would be fine with judicial review?

A Absolutely. And I believe I've made this clear

at a number of prior meetings. And I thought I'd

mentioned this earlier.

But I want to be 100 percent crystal clear. It

was never our intent, or anything I've ever argued for, to

prevent judicial review of that determination.

If the graduation -- if the authority had erred,

had misread the information in Nevada Report Card, then

that would be absolutely grounds for judicial review and

overturning.

Q But if the school sought to challenge whether it

is appropriate to have that hard trigger and close a

school based just on that one data point, you would not

agree to judicial review of that issue, in its part of the

contract?

A That is correct.

Q Okay. Thank you.

It is true that you stated, in the course of the
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last few weeks, that you might have ideas to share about

how to solve this matter but would not share them with the

school unless they entered into a confidentiality

agreement; is that right?

MR. OTT: Objection, relevance and settlement

discussions under 48.105.

MS. GRANIER: And I don't want to talk about

settlement discussions. This was a precondition to

Director Gavin sharing ideas about an acceptable solution.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So your question is

whether he would share those ideas if a confidentiality

agreement was signed?

MS. GRANIER: Well, close. He said he wouldn't

unless a confidentiality agreement was signed. I'm just

trying to confirm that for the record.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I think he just answered

that question, but I wouldn't go too far --

MS. GRANIER: I agree.

THE WITNESS: Yes.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Before you go to the next

line of questioning, I want to understand something in

terms of the questions that were just asked.

The limitation on judicial review was with regard
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to the benchmarks, and that was what was in dispute.

And what the school wanted was the ability for

judicial review for other issues but I didn't get -- you

presented some issue, too, that I didn't quite --

MS. GRANIER: It really goes back to what we're

talking about here, which is taking into account, is the

school's grad rate 45 percent because of poor performance,

because of the kids that it housed long enough to actually

serve and have an effect on are getting behind?

Or is the school's graduation rate 45 percent

because 50 percent or 49 percent of the kids who are

hitting the door of that school are already a semester or

more behind when they get there. That's the issue that

the school wants to preserve the right to challenge.

MR. OTT: 40 percent, right? You said

45 percent.

MS. GRANIER: I don't think the number matters.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I get your point.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q If you would turn to the documents behind tab 3

in the binder in front of you. And we've marked it for

the record as Exhibit C.

A Yes.

Q What is that?
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A So, again, this is the charter school agreement

between Nevada Connections Academy and the State Public

Charter School Authority which was entered into in 2013.

Q And this says, "Currently the effective agreement

under which NCA is operating"?

A That's correct.

Q If you would turn to page 2 of that document, I

would focus your attention to paragraph 4, student

achievement. If you would take a moment to review that.

Let me know when you're ready for some questions.

In this provision, the school is agreeing to

report to the authority, you, on a regular basis, "the

academic progress of the school in meeting standards of

achievement set forth in the application, meaning their

charter school application, as required by NRS 386.605 and

NRS 386.610."

Did I read that correctly?

A You did.

Q And has the school failed to report to you as

required under this provision of their contract?

A No.

Q Okay. And then it says, "Additionally," and

there are three bullet points, "the sponsor shall base

evaluation of student achievement on the academic
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performance indicators and measures set forth by the

performance framework and the Statewide System of

Accountability," with a citation to NRS 385.3455 through

385.391. Did I read that correctly?

A Yes.

Q Have you based your evaluation of student

achievement on the academic performance indicators and

measures set forth in the performance framework and the

Statewide System of Accountability for NCA?

A NCA has received an annual star rating consistent

with the Statewide System of Accountability, and NCA has

also received a performance framework.

The most recent performance framework issued for

any school in the state was in 2014 due to the pause in

accountability and the lack of available data. I would

note that there is also additional statutory language that

supersedes this.

Q So what is your testimony about what you have

done to evaluate student achievement on the academic

performance indicators and measures set forth in the

performance framework for NCA since 2014?

A As I just testified, there is insufficient data

to calculate a performance framework since 2014.

The State Board of Education initiated a pause
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for one year. We then had a statewide data irregularity.

And, finally, we do not yet have growth data.

The next time the authority will be in a position

to issue a performance framework will be this coming fall

once those data points are available.

Q And the second bullet point says, "The

performance framework may include school-specific

performance goals to the extent such goals meet the

sponsor's expectations for rigor, validity and

reliability." Did I read that correctly?

A Yes.

Q Do you know, as you sit here today, what are the

school-specific performance goals for NCA?

A I am not aware of any charter amendment that has

ever been filed by NCA to amend its performance framework

to incorporate any mission-specific indicators.

Q Okay. And does its existing performance

framework include measures or indicators for evaluating

academic performance?

A Yes.

Q And is it your testimony that there's no way --

there's no information for you to look at to conduct any

kind of evaluation of student performance at NCA since

2014, as provided under that framework?
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A There's insufficient data on which to base a

calculation.

Q That there is some data?

A There is some data, but it is incomplete.

Q What data is there?

A There's initial status proficiency data that was

based on last year's test scores. There's no information

regarding academic growth, which I believe both this

school and the authority believe is the most important

measure of school performance, is how it's actually

impacting the students it gets.

Q And with respect to the data that you do get,

have you looked at that?

A We have.

Q For NCA?

A Yes.

Q And does it create concerns that would rise to

the level of recommending closure based on that data?

A No.

Q And the third bullet point says, "The sponsor

shall evaluate the charter school at least annually

consistent with the indicators and measures set out in the

performance framework in the Statewide System of

Accountability."
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And based on your previous answers, my

understanding would be you have not been doing this

because of the pause?

A That's correct.

Q Okay. When was the last time you had a site

visit at NCA to evaluate what it is they are doing and

understand what they do?

A I've been to the school at least on two

occasions. The specific requirement of the performance

framework document is that there be a midterm site visit.

The school is currently just about at that point. And

then prior to renewal that there also be a site visit.

So there are those two things. I would also note

that the authority has not been permitted to conduct

performance, to conduct site visits as this is a matter

that has been, again, repeatedly requested in budget

requests and both the governor's office and the

Legislature determined were inappropriate uses of state

funds at the time.

This upcoming biennium will be the first time

there will be any resources apportioned for site visits.

I would note that it will continue to be quite

challenging despite the dramatic growth in the state

portfolio. For example, we had a reduction in our
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authorized amount for travel to be able to conduct site

visits, to have staff conduct that work.

Q And NCA's location is in Washoe County; is that

correct?

A That's correct.

Q And you reside in the area, Northern Nevada?

A I do.

Q And all of the time since you've been considering

recommending closure of this school, have you ever gone to

the school to see what it is actually doing and understand

its performance and interaction with its students?

A There's no requirement to do so in order to make

a recommendation for closure.

Q Is that a no?

A That is a no.

Q Thank you. If you would turn to tab 12, if you

would, which we've marked for the record as Exhibit E, and

go to what's face labeled R -- well, first of all, look at

the front page of that document. What is it?

A This says Charter School Performance Framework.

Q Look at R220, under section two, it is the

heading: "Objective of the Charter School Performance

Framework." Do you see that?

A Yes.
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Q And if you go down to the fourth paragraph, it

reads:

"The objective of the charter school performance

framework is to provide charter school boards and leaders

with clear expectations, fact-based oversight and timely

feedback when ensuring charter school autonomy."

Did I read that correctly?

A You did.

Q When is the first time you notified NCA they

would be subject to closure because of their four-year

cohort graduation rate?

A When the board authorized us to issue a notice

based on that. I do not have the authority to issue a

notice on my own.

Q You have the authority to make a phone call and

let a school know that you will be recommending this,

right?

A Yes.

Q But you did not do that with NCA?

A I did not.

Q And what fact-based oversight have you provided

to NCA relative to the closure proceedings and your

recommendation?

A We notified you of the fact that your graduation
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rate was less than 60 percent.

Q If you go down to the next paragraph it says, "In

addition to achieving this objective, a performance

framework should deliver important secondary benefits."

Did I read that correctly?

A Yes.

Q And under the second data point, or bullet point,

it says, "Comprehensive information for data-driven and

merit-based charter renewal and contract revocation

termination."

Did I read that correctly?

A You did.

Q And other than the single data point of the

four-year cohort graduation rate, what comprehensive

information that was data-driven and merit-based did you

consider before recommending that this school be

considered for closure?

A Pursuant to the statute, the single data point is

sufficient.

Q And if you turn to the next page, page 4, under

the heading Academic Financial Organizational and

Mission-Specific Indicators, do you see that?

A Yes.

Q For Academic, it says, "Academic achievement
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determinations for all schools will be based on student

progress over time (growth), student achievement (status)

and college and career readiness."

Did I read that correctly?

A You did.

Q And is your -- again, just for the record -- is

your recommendation for closure of NCA based on your

belief that -- or based on any information that reflects

student progress over time, student achievement and

college and career readiness, other than that single

four-year cohort graduation rate?

A It is not.

Q And do you conduct the annual review for NCA that

is required on the same page under the next heading?

A We do.

Q And have you raised any concerns with NCA that

would rise to the level of even needing to notify this

board other than this single, four-year cohort data point

for the graduation rate?

A We do not.

Q And on the next page, if you go under the heading

section 4 Performance Framework Process Description.

A Uh-huh.

Q And you go to the fourth paragraph. About midway
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through the paragraph, there's a sentence that says --

it's discussing reviews of the school's academic,

financial, organizational and mission-specific

performance; is that correct, that paragraph is?

A You're talking about the paragraph that starts

with "Every charter school"?

Q Yes.

A Yes.

Q And then it says, "The parameter of these

analyses are indicated in detail in Appendix A, quote,

'detailed academic performance indicator descriptions.'"

Correct?

A Yes.

Q Then in the next paragraph, it says, "Site visits

afford a sponsor with an opportunity to appreciate a

qualitative aspect of the school not directly measured in

ways other than observation or personal interaction."

Did I read that correctly?

A Yes.

Q Okay. And you're familiar with the intervention

ladder that's proposed or that's included in this

performance framework?

A I am.

Q And that intervention ladder that's set forth on
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the next page of this document provides that for a level

one there will be a Notice of Concern. Is that correct?

A That's correct.

Q And when did you issue NCA a Notice of Concern,

if ever?

A We did not.

Q Okay. And then this explains if schools enter

level one and get the Notice of Concern and then fail to

adequately address that Notice of Concern, they will be

escalated to level two in which case they get a Notice of

Breach; is that true?

A That is correct for elements that are under the

performance framework, yes.

Q When, if ever, did you send NCA a Notice of

Breach?

A We did not, because the statutory provision

supersedes the performance framework.

Q Did you issue a Notice of Concern or a Notice of

Breach to NVVA?

A We did.

Q And was one of the reasons for that notice --

strike that. Was it a Notice of Concern?

A There was a Notice of Concern issued and a Notice

of Breach issued.
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Q And was the fact that their graduation rate was

below the 60 percent one of the reasons?

A The notices were issued prior to the adoption of

that statute.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: For the record, can you

clarify the school we're talking about?

MS. GRANIER: Oh, NVVA.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: NVVA.

MS. GRANIER: Nevada Virtual Academy.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Madam Recorder, NVVA is

Nevada Virtual Academy.

THE WITNESS: I believe I answered the question.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q Okay. So following the passage of SB 509, is it

your testimony that you terminated pursuing action under

the Notice of Breach that you had issued to NVVA?

A No.

Q Why not? Strike that. I thought it was your

testimony that the Notice of Breach didn't apply anymore

because of SB 509. Did I misunderstand?

A You misunderstood, yes.

Q So following passage of SB 509, the Notice of

Breach is still --

A In effect for NVVA, yes.
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Q And it's still part of the process under the

performance framework?

A Yes.

Q Okay. Thank you.

And under section 6 on the next page of this

document, it says, "High stakes decisions."

Are you following me?

A I am, yes.

Q And it reads: "The Authority will consider the

collective record of a school's academic, financial,

organizational and mission-specific performance when

making high stakes decisions through the academic

performance framework. Though the academic performance

framework will be the most important factor in most

decisions."

Did I read that correctly?

A I don't believe you did. I think you said

performance framework when you meant to say performance.

Q Fair enough. Other than that?

A Other than that, I believe it's accurate.

Q Okay. Thank you.

And I think you've already answered this, but

just to be clear on the record: You have not considered

this collective record in making your recommendation to
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issue a Notice of Closure for the school?

A That is correct.

Q Looking at Appendix A on R0226, this again, under

the performance framework adopted by this agency, there is

a weight given for evaluation of academic performance for

high schools to three different factors, correct?

A That is correct.

Q And where does graduation rate fall?

A I believe it falls under college and career

readiness.

Q Okay. And what percentage of that is considered

for the detailed academics performance indicator under the

performance framework? It's on page R0226, I think.

A Thank you. I was going to the actual data

further down. R0226. I'm sorry. Yes, college and career

ready. I thought you were asking specifically on grad

rate as a component of that. I misunderstood. I

apologize. 30 percent.

Q Okay. That's a good point. Thank you. As far

as that 30 percent goes, is then the high school four-year

cohort graduation rate just a piece of that college and

career readiness factor?

A Yes, it is.

Q Okay. And what percentage is that of that
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factor?

A I don't recall specifically. I don't see here on

this document. It may be embedded somewhere else. But it

is certainly in the guidance document that we have

prepared for schools related to the performance framework

showing sort of that general calculation piece and what

way is what, but I don't have it off the top of my head.

Q Fair enough. It's higher than 30 percent,

obviously?

A Oh, yes.

Q Thank you.

I'm almost done. Just a couple more quick

questions. Yesterday you mentioned that in November of

2016, NCA contacted you two days or requested a meeting or

phone call with you two days before its cure deadline to

try to get your feedback on its proposed cure; is that

correct?

A I believe you contacted our counsel, but yes.

Q And you refused to communicate with the school at

that point about its proposed cure?

A We were in the midst of litigation and we

declined to discuss that, yes.

Q So it wasn't because it was just -- I got the

impression it was because it was two days before the
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deadline and you said you were out of town.

A I was out of town, but at the end of the day it

was really about the lack of -- we were in the midst of

litigation and that was discomfiting.

Q So aside -- other than that, you could have made

time for a phone call to give the school feedback on their

proposed cure at that point, before their deadline?

A We could have, but we were not required to.

Q Okay.

A And I would also note again that the school --

there was no evidence to suggest that the school's board

had actually adopted a cure or even had a meeting

scheduled to be able to adopt a cure prior to the

deadline.

Q The request was simply to discuss a proposed cure

with you; isn't that true?

A True. But I distinctly remember checking to see

if you had a meeting scheduled.

Q If you would turn to tab 4 in the binder, and

we've marked that, for the record, as Exhibit Z.

A Yes, I've seen this.

Q It is entitled "NCA 2013-14 School Improvement

Plan." Correct?

A Yes.
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Q So it is a school improvement plan as opposed to

a specific plan focused on improvement of the high school

graduation rate, correct?

A Based on the title of the document, if that's

what you're asserting, yes.

Q Okay. Well, take the time you need to review it

so you can respond to my question, based just not on the

title, but the document itself, please.

A It certainly contains other indicators beyond

graduation rate.

Q So unlike the graduation rate improvement plan

presented to this board in May at their request, and with

your collaboration, this 2013 school improvement plan does

not solely focus on how to intervene and create academic

measures to try to be very focused on improving the

graduation rate?

A This is -- this was your client's internal

document, Ms. Granier. There certainly are other things

being looked at here besides the graduation rate. So...

Q If you'd turn to R0176.

A Uh-huh.

Q It has a summary of NSPF and charter school

framework performance data content area overview; is that

right?
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A Yes.

Q Okay. Did you ever notify Nevada Connections

Academy before this hearing that you believed that the

Charter School Authority Performance Framework does not

apply to them?

A I don't recall.

Q Okay. I think I have two more questions and I'm

done with this portion of it.

I just need to make sure I understand your

position on credit deficiency relative to the proceedings

today.

So I want to give you a hypothetical: Assume in

a given cohort, 84 percent of credit-deficient

non-graduates arrived at Nevada Connections Academy in

their 11th or 12th grade year?

A Okay.

Q Assume that 80.4 percent of those

credit-deficient non-graduates arrived one semester or

more credit-deficient.

A Okay.

Q Would that information be relevant to your

decision as to whether to recommend closure of a school

for a graduation rate below 60 percent?

A There's insufficient information to make that
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determination.

Q What other information would you need?

A Specifically whether the student was in the 11th

or the 12th grade, because, clearly, you have more time to

catch a student up who is in the 11th grade than the 12th

grade.

Q Additionally -- and I just want to be clear --

what percentage of students did you say would meet this

standard?

I said in a given cohort, 84 percent of

credit-deficient non-graduates arrived in their 11th or

12th grade year.

A What percentage of all kids is that?

Q 80.4 percent.

A Of the entire school? You're saying 80 percent

of the full school was to some degree, was one or more --

Q I'm sorry, let's say 50 percent of the entire

school.

A 50 percent of the entire school?

Q Yes.

A Of the entire school or the entire cohort?

Q I'm sorry. The entire cohort.

A So, then, the other 50 percent should be on

track.
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Q Correct.

A Okay. So if that were the case, you would have

met -- your client would have met its performance target

for this part of the improvement plan that it missed.

Q That wasn't my question, Director Gavin. Madam

court reporter --

A Let me -- without the entirety of the information

it's very hard to make suppositions. So let's make -- so

50 percent is only 10 points below the 60 percent

threshold, which means you need, effectively, 10 percent

of those kids need to be able to graduate on time. So

certainly we would be looking at the number of kids who

got caught up.

And especially for an 11th grader, being able to

make up five classes is certainly something that is

possible within a two-year period. So that's one example.

Similarly, to the degree that this school was

continuing to keep the student engaged, students who -- so

it was kids who are taking summer school, doing whatever

else, loading on more credits to be able to get caught

up -- that would certainly be important. And that would

likely result in a lot more kids graduating on time.

And then for those kids for whom, despite that

level of acceleration, were not meeting that target of the
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four-year, if they successfully persisted and graduated at

the fifth-year -- I would note, just to be very clear,

that this school, like all others in Nevada, has until on

or about September 30th of each year for students to

actually meet, to actually earn the credits necessary to

be counted as part of the cohort.

So it's not simply who walks in May. So, again,

there's a lot more time for kids to catch up, assuming

that the school was diligently servicing those students

and engaging them and ensuring that they persist in the

school.

So it really would come down to how many of those

kids were actually making it over the line in four years

and how many were making it over the line in five years.

Q And would your answer be the same if I said

assume they were all in the 12th grade when they entered

NCA?

A Yes.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you. That concludes my

questioning for this portion of the hearing.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Mr. Ott, redirect.

MR. OTT: Thanks. I'll try to be brief.
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REDIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. OTT:

Q Director Gavin, is this proceeding going under

the performance framework?

A It is not. This is based on provision of the

statute that provides for closure of a school if a

graduation rate is below 60 percent.

Q And do you know when that statute was adopted?

A In 2015, with the passage of Senate Bill 509

which aligned the accountability requirements for charter

schools with those that are imposed on traditional public

schools as well.

The same criteria that can get a charter school

subject to closure under this statute also render a

traditional public school eligible for entry into the

achievement school district.

Q So did you follow the performance framework

processes when proceeding with this Notice of Closure?

A Since the performance framework does not apply to

this proceeding, it is a matter of statute, no.

Q Okay. We discussed the Alternative Performance

Framework a little bit earlier. Can you just give some

explanation of what that is?

A The Alternative Performance Framework is another
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lens of accountability that was adopted through Senate

Bill 460 in the 2015 session.

The statute provides that if a school has a

mission to serve a certain student population and more

than 75 percent of those students, of the students

enrolled in the school are members of that population --

and, broadly speaking, those are students who are two or

more years behind in credits, students who are

adjudicated, students who are adjudged in need of

supervision, students who have been suspended or expelled,

students with IEPs -- the unduplicated count of those

students is greater than 75 percent, then the state board

can choose to include such a school under this Alternative

Performance Framework instead of under the traditional

Nevada School Performance Framework, the five-star system

that we're all aware. The state board adopted regulations

pursuant to that, I believe, in June or so of last year.

Q Just to clarify, I think you said 70 percent and

75 percent.

A 75 percent, I apologize if I misspoke.

Q Okay. Does the SPCSA currently have any schools

under the Alternative Performance Framework?

A Not currently, no.

Q Would the SPCSA support an application from a
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school attempting to enter into the Alternative

Performance Framework in the future?

A We have done so. We have schools that have

amended their charter contracts to provide for a

mission-specific enrollment preference so that they can

reach that 75 percent threshold.

Q Is your understanding -- do you have an

understanding of what the Alternative Performance

Framework, what problem it was meant to solve by the

Legislature?

A It was meant to solve the problem of how to

effectively deal with --

MS. GRANIER: I'm sorry, I'm going to object. I

think it calls for speculation. He's asking Mr. Gavin to

interpret what was in the minds of legislators.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Maybe you could rephrase

the question.

BY MR. OTT:

Q Certainly. You've testified before that you had

been on the legislative grounds frequently and as some of

your statutory duties require you to be there. Were you

present during the negotiation and/or hearings regarding

the adoption of the Alternative Performance Framework?

A I was.
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Q Did you observe testimony regarding that bill?

A I did.

Q Were there problems that were brought up in that

testimony?

A Yes, there were.

Q Can you explain what those problems were?

A The primary problem that was identified by both

traditional public and public charter schools was that for

schools that serve more than 75 percent of students who

are two or more years behind, that it is very difficult,

if not impossible, to catch those students up within their

required -- within a four-year time period.

And the Alternative Performance Framework was --

one of the primary reasons for creating it was to ensure

that there was a mechanism for fairly measuring the

performance of that unique sub-population of schools.

There were other kinds of schools as well, like

schools that serve 100 percent students with disabilities

with profound needs. A couple other categories there,

but...

Q And there are schools currently in the

Alternative Performance Framework now?

A There are, yes.

Q For schools that do not qualify for the
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Alternative Performance Framework, because you just said

75 percent is the threshold, would the SPCSA entertain a

request to modify enrollment criteria to allow it to --

for it to seek admission to the Alternative Performance

Framework?

A Yes. And we have done so in the past.

Q When you're thinking about a school that would

make that sort of request to serve that sort of

population, what kind of a window for a transition would

you allow, or recommend to be allowed?

A Without knowing the totality of circumstances,

particularly the total number of students who currently

meet the criteria -- so that's sort of what the gap is --

but two years would seem to be a reasonable time period,

generally speaking.

Q Yesterday you testified that a five-year

graduation rate calculated by the Department of Education

that exceeded the state minimum could be a compelling

explanation that would allow you to recommend a school to

remain open despite a graduation rate below 60 percent.

Do you remember that testimony?

A I do.

Q What is the reason that could be a compelling

explanation?
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A Because such a school is demonstrating that it is

taking students who were behind and is keeping them

engaged and getting them on track to a diploma in five

years, which is a great outcome for those kids.

Q So the Alternative Performance Framework for

schools over 75 percent, for schools that may be just

below, they have the ability to transition into the

Alternative Performance Framework; additionally, you said

you could look at the five-year cohort graduation rate to

look at schools that are effectively serving

credit-deficient students.

Is there any other method that would be

persuasive for schools attempting to serve a high

credit-deficient population?

A I can't think of any at the present time.

MR. OTT: That's all I have. I'll pass the

witness.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you, Mr. Ott. Now

is the time that we've designated for board member

questions.

What I'd like to do before I ask my questions is

open it up to board members who have questions they'd like

to ask of Mr. Gavin.

MEMBER JOHNSON: Member Gardner, are you going to
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ask a question?

MEMBER GARDNER: Yes, I would like to.

MEMBER JOHNSON: Go ahead.

MEMBER GARDNER: This is Member Gardner.

As far as I understand, the whole purpose of this

first round is to decide whether the 60 percent number was

hit or not.

Director Gavin, could you just answer that, the

question: Was the 60 percent graduation rate that's

required by statute hit or not?

THE WITNESS: It was not, Member Gardner.

MEMBER GARDNER: Okay. Thank you. That's all

the questions I have.

MEMBER JOHNSON: This is Member Johnson. I just

wanted to go back to, I guess it's Exhibit B -- it's

stamped R0013.

I'm sorry. Yep -- I may have lost my page, but

the question from me was around the school within a

school. And I can't remember which page that's on now. I

think it's R0016.

And I think I may have missed the point of why

you mentioned that would be an ineffective cure. And I'm

sorry -- you may have very clearly explained it, but I

think I may have missed your rationale.
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THE WITNESS: There are currently no provisions

in law or regulation providing for a separate school

within a school. That would require, among other things,

for the Department of Education to adopt regulation

permitting it and issuing a separate school code for that

separate program.

To my knowledge, there is no current policy that

permits that.

MEMBER JOHNSON: So it's a policy, not

necessarily --

THE WITNESS: It's an illegal impossibility at

the current time. So that's an impractical issue.

MEMBER JOHNSON: An impracticality, not

necessarily ineffectiveness? Meaning --

THE WITNESS: I think the other important

questions to consider, which we do not have evidence

related to, are: Does the school and does the current

operator, the educational management organization, operate

similar schools, similar alternative education schools

around the country; is there a track record of that either

within the existing program that the school can build a

business case for, or is there a track record of success

in doing that on the part of the operator?

Because I would assume this would either have to
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be an amendment or a new charter application, depending on

how the school chose to proceed. We have received neither

an amendment application nor a charter application.

MEMBER JOHNSON: Thank you.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Member Luna.

MEMBER LUNA: Member Luna.

Director Gavin, earlier there was the discussion

about the percentage of credit-deficient students that

Nevada Connections Academy serves and the fact that this

is not a data point that is required to be submitted by

schools.

THE WITNESS: That is correct, Member Luna.

MEMBER LUNA: Are there independent, like,

education agencies or universities, that have that, that

give, like, an average of the credit-deficient number of

students that high schools serve or by area or in Nevada

or anything like that?

THE WITNESS: To my knowledge, there is not.

MEMBER LUNA: Okay. And the other question is

around the performance framework. I guess in the years

that we've been developing this, I'd always understood in

our discussion is that it would be when the schools

transfer from the written charter to the charter contract,

had never occurred to me that schools thought they were
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falling underneath that.

So what -- do other schools that are written

charters -- are other schools confused and think they're

operating under the performance framework or how was that

communicated?

I mean, I understand it's usually communicated

when their written charter ends and we talk about the

charter contract.

THE WITNESS: I can't say what other schools may

or may not think.

MEMBER LUNA: I guess my question is have other

schools that you know of been confused and talked to you

about what falls under --

THE WITNESS: No, not to my knowledge. In a year

when there's been data available we've issued it as an

informational item to those other schools as well.

MEMBER LUNA: And they know that it's coming or

they know they would be transferring to that?

THE WITNESS: Yes.

MEMBER LUNA: Thank you.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Member Johnson.

MEMBER JOHNSON: I wanted to understand: Are

there only two categories, then, for schools; effectively,

those who have 75 percent of their students -- 75 percent
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above of their student population who are deficient -- and

then everyone else?

THE WITNESS: Generally, yes. I would just amend

your statement to clarify that it's 75 percent

unduplicated count of a number of high need categories,

with credit-deficient usually being the one that's the

largest.

But students with IEPs; students who have been

adjudicated, expelled or suspended students; students that

have habitual discipline problems, that sort of thing --

there's a list of about a half dozen criteria that are in

the statute and in the regulation.

MEMBER JOHNSON: But there are no --

THE WITNESS: There's no third category, right,

for the in-between. That's correct.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Anybody else?

VICE CHAIR MACKEDON: Melissa Mackedon, for the

record. I just have one question, Director Gavin.

There were a lot of questions about: Did you or

your office or your staff take into consideration things

like transiency rate when you were considering the school?

And I just -- my understanding, and please

correct me if I'm wrong, is that it's the school's

responsibility to take those things into account prior to
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opening the school and having a solution to those problems

on the front end before they open the school, correct?

THE WITNESS: That is correct.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Anybody else?

MEMBER JOHNSON: Director Gavin, do you know if

in any statutes or law or how things are, that transiency

and credit deficiency are considered to be equal in terms

of how -- so someone's transiency rate and then the credit

deficiency of a student, those two things are separate,

are those two things separate categories when defining

demographics of students?

THE WITNESS: The transiency rate is a

self-reported number from schools that is reported to the

Department of Ed on an annual basis.

This credit deficiency question is not something

that is currently tracked by the state.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Anybody else?

MEMBER LUNA: Member Luna. I have another

question around the performance framework.

So does the statute preclude you or the Authority

from following the intervention ladder with schools that

do not have the charter contract?

THE WITNESS: No, I don't believe so, no.

MEMBER LUNA: Okay. Is there a reason why those
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things wouldn't have been considered? Or were they

considered?

THE WITNESS: Regardless of whether the school

operates under a charter contract or a written charter,

the requirements related to 60 percent graduation rate,

bottom five percent of schools -- elementary, secondary --

or elementary, middle schools in the state -- or any other

area of deficiency that's identified by the department,

those are a separate statutory section.

And so they're not conflated as part of the

discussion around the performance framework. So it's been

our interpretation that those are separate and distinct.

MEMBER LUNA: Thank you.

MEMBER JOHNSON: In relation to the graduation

rate, again, I think we just established there are

effectively two categories of schools, 75 percent and

above -- and I know you had lots of language with that --

and then everyone else, regardless of what their

percentage of credit deficiencies are, even though it's

not tracked by the state.

Do they all -- does every school under

75 percent -- do they all have to use the same calculation

for graduation rate as reported by Nevada Report Card or

any other Department of Education, are they all --
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THE WITNESS: The state only calculates one

four-year -- adjusted -- four-year adjusted graduation.

MEMBER JOHNSON: That's how everybody --

THE WITNESS: Everybody is measured by that, yes.

MEMBER JOHNSON: -- who is not in the alternative

framework.

THE WITNESS: And even for the schools in the ALT

framework, that data point is at least calculated to the

degree the end size is sufficient.

Actually, no, regardless, they'd still be

calculated; it's just whether it would be reported or not.

MEMBER JOHNSON: But it is all-encompassing of

all schools regardless of the student population?

THE WITNESS: Yes.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Anybody else? Okay. I

have some questions.

First I wanted to know, does the Authority have

the authority to disregard NDE data regarding graduation

rates?

THE WITNESS: No.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Is there an expectation

that action be taken when graduation rates fall below

60 percent?

THE WITNESS: Yes.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: What is that expectation?

THE WITNESS: As part -- the department, as part

of its oversight of sponsors, requires sponsors to provide

evidence of what interventions they have taken with regard

to schools that are underperforming according to any of

these statutory designations.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: What sorts of

interventions would be acceptable interventions with

regard to schools that fall below the 60 percent

graduation rate, once we're notified, or once the

Authority is notified of that by NDE?

THE WITNESS: Among the things that the

department has identified are closure or reconstitution of

a charter, or the school entering into a performance

compact as part of -- and to keep in mind that this is

language that is used for not just for charters but for

district schools as well.

So regardless of whether you're a charter school

or district school, a similar letter goes out asking what

the agency, what the sponsor is going to do.

So a performance contract with measurable

outcomes is another element of this. Most of our charters

are under something like that already.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: When a school doesn't
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meet the 60 percent threshold, is there discretion not to

provide a Notice of Intent with regard to closure or

reconstitution? Or is it something that we are required

to do?

THE WITNESS: It is permissive.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Permissive. Because the

language that somebody was saying earlier is it's "may,"

right?

THE WITNESS: Yes, it's "may."

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Is it "may" with regard

to taking those actions, or "may" with regard to taking no

or some action?

THE WITNESS: I believe it is "may" with regard

to -- may take action or may not take action.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. With regard to

cure, you said that you had no power to approve a cure; is

that right?

THE WITNESS: That is correct.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Who has that power?

THE WITNESS: The board of the Authority.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So what is your role with

regard to any proposed cure?

THE WITNESS: To review it and provide my

recommendation to the Authority.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: In that regard, how can a

school know if a cure is going to be recommended or not

without feedback from you?

THE WITNESS: The statute does not provide any

requirement that the agency or the board provide feedback

related to a cure. The statute says that within that cure

period, the school has an obligation or has a right to

take whatever corrective actions are appropriate.

And then you as the sponsor determine whether you

are satisfied by the steps taken by the school.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So your responsibility is

to take whatever the proposed cure is and present it to

the board, whether it's sufficient to you or not

sufficient?

THE WITNESS: That's correct.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Would that come with a

recommendation?

THE WITNESS: Historically I've provided staff

recommendations.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: And in this instance,

what's your recommendation with regard to the

September 30th Notice of Intent?

THE WITNESS: My recommendation, and I believe

this is further discussed in the briefing from Deputy
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Attorney General Ott, which goes through the reasoning for

this, that the cure is insufficient.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. With regard to the

February 2017 Notice of Intent, what is your

recommendation?

THE WITNESS: Our recommendation is that the cure

was insufficient.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. With regard to the

graduation rate, are there consequences for not adhering

to the four-year cohort grad rate; that is, are we

required to follow some federal guidelines in order to

continue to receive funding?

THE WITNESS: The calculation of the four-year

cohort, and as Ms. Granier has noted, the new federal law

does give states a couple of different options about how

to comply with this, but there's absolutely a requirement

that the school, that the state use at least one of -- use

one of the calculations mandated by the Feds.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. Nevada has

adopted one of those calculations?

THE WITNESS: That is correct.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: That's not within the

purview of the Authority. We get that information from

NDE. So NDE is responsible for that calculation, right?
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THE WITNESS: That is correct.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Do we have the ability to

scrutinize NDE's conclusions regarding grad rate?

THE WITNESS: We do not.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: We have to accept the

grad rate as it's presented?

THE WITNESS: That is correct.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. You talked a bit

about restart versus as a -- you talked a bit about

restart and reconstitution. And you used the terms

interchangeably.

And I was wondering, are those the same terms;

when you say restart, is that the same thing as

reconstitution, or are they different concepts?

THE WITNESS: Sure. That's a really good

question. So restart, generally speaking, is a

comprehensive school improvement strategy by which either

there is a wholesale change in governance and management,

which is what we term in our statute reconstitution, or

the closure and reopening of the school, which is actually

what in our statute we term as a restart from a statutory

perspective.

And that is an area that the department has the

authority to adopt regs on with relation to restart
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through the closure and reopening process. Those regs are

in process now. And I don't know when they will be

adopted.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: When you have a school

like Connections Academy that has K through 12 and is

responsible for all those students, is restart or

reconstitution relative to just the high school something

that's -- is that an available option going back to kind

of the school within a school concept?

THE WITNESS: I don't believe so, no.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Why is that?

THE WITNESS: Because a charter school is defined

in statute, that is a school that's created under Chapter

233 -- sorry, not 233B -- 388A and serves any combination

of grades between kindergarten and 12.

So a charter school is a school. NCA is one

school for the purpose of the statute. So there is no

mechanism for us certainly as a sponsor to intervene in

just one subsection of the school.

We couldn't just replace board members who

oversee the school or just close the high school and

reopen it.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: And there's an exhibit

that says that Connections Academy at one point was in
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good standing. Is that for the whole school, or just for

K through 8?

THE WITNESS: That good standing letter was sent

out in the fall of 2014 during -- after the last

calculation of the performance framework, which again

we've provided information only to some schools and

contractually to others.

And it is also -- and I would note that the

issuance of that predates even the drafting of Senate

Bill 509 or the Governor's mandate to draw a line in the

sand regarding the persistent underperformance of schools,

most notably through the creation of the Achievement

School District, which, again, is essentially the restart

program or the reconstitution program that is provided to

traditional public schools that have persistently

underperformed, including but not limited to schools that

have a 60 percent -- a graduation rate below 60 percent.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Is Nevada Connections

Academy a school that has consistently underperformed

relative to graduation rate?

THE WITNESS: Yes.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Since their first

approval of their charter contract, if I'm saying that

right, has there been a time when they've graduated more
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than 60 percent based on the available data that we have?

THE WITNESS: The data I have goes back to 2011,

which I believe was when it was -- either 2011 or 2012

that the adjusted cohort graduation rate was adopted by

the state.

So that data point is -- no, the highest the

school has ever been is 40.06 percent, I believe.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: But in 2013, their

charter contract was renewed, notwithstanding the fact

that they were under the 60 percent graduation rate?

THE WITNESS: Their written charter was renewed;

that is correct.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Was there some agreement

or some expectation that they would improve that

graduation rate at that juncture?

THE WITNESS: I was not present. I did not work

for the Authority in 2014; but based on my review of the

minutes from that meeting, the board vote was to approve

the renewal contingent upon the adoption of a graduation

rate improvement plan.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: After the enactment of SB

509 with the new authority to reconstitute or close based

on graduation rate, did you evaluate the portfolio of the

Authority and determine who was falling below those
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standards and have any kind of plan of action to address

schools that were falling below the statutory

requirements?

THE WITNESS: I did review the graduation rates

of all schools in the portfolio following the passage of

SB 509 and then annually upon the release of new

graduation rate data.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: And the actions that have

ensued over the last year and a half or so have been as a

result of that review?

THE WITNESS: That is correct.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: With regard to the ALT

framework that's been discussed by both parties, does

credit deficiency of a student qualify a student to be

considered under the ALT framework?

THE WITNESS: Based on the regulations that have

been adopted by the State Board of Education, a student

must be two or more years behind in credit deficiency.

So it is insufficient to be half a semester, a

semester or two semesters. That's a hard-and-fast

requirement for the department.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: You had hard-and-fast

numbers with regard to students on IEPs, students on FRLs

and students that are ELL, free and reduced lunch, English
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language learners, and students with disabilities, the

individual education plans.

I guess what I'm wondering is: Did you say

earlier that we have no way to quantify how many students

within each school are credit-deficient?

THE WITNESS: There is no data that's reported

statewide for that.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: How would we know whether

credit deficiency was impacting a school's performance or

their ability to reach the 60 percent threshold? How

would we know that?

THE WITNESS: We would need to have a third-party

come in and do a comprehensive evaluation, starting with

transcript review and validation and determining when

every student entered the school, what their level of

credit deficiency was at that point, tracking what their

level of credit accumulation has been since they entered

the school.

For those students who do exit the school,

determining where they went. And hopefully they went to

some other regular K through 12 educational institution so

they're still -- someone is still serving them and getting

them on a track to a diploma.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Is it possible for a
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school to perform well and not be able to graduate

students at a more than 60 percent level?

I mean, because I think that's what I'm

understanding is part of what's been presented to you is

that there's this school that's performing well in other

areas but with regard to graduation rate has consistently

not met the standard.

THE WITNESS: I believe I referenced both schools

in the ALT framework. There are other ways of measuring

their impact on students beyond just a four-year cohort.

I believe I also stated in other testimony in the

event that a school had a lower grad rate or even a grad

rate higher than 60 percent but then they were showing a

significant increase -- perhaps it's 10, 15, 20, 30 points

higher for students who are graduating in the fifth

year -- that would be evidence that the school is taking

kids in and is getting them caught up.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Let me approach this

another way. With regard to the approval of this charter

school, was it the understanding that they would be taking

credit-deficient students and being able to help those

students successfully graduate on time?

THE WITNESS: This charter school was approved in

2007, which predates not just my tenure with the
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Authority, but even the existence of the Authority itself.

So I don't know that I'm in a position to speak

to what was in the minds of other state board members or

others.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Should we consider credit

deficiency? Should we be considering this as a factor in

why the school is falling below the 60 percent threshold

consistently since 2011 --

THE WITNESS: If we accept it for this school,

does the 60 percent cut-off matter? Why do we even have

it in statute? Why do we have an intervention like the

Achievement School District or closure or reconstitution

or restart of a school?

We set what is a de minimus threshold of

60 percent, which I would note was also incorporated under

the State's NCL waiver. So the State has, for a long

time, since 2011, has had a list of what used to be called

underperforming schools and is now called the Rising Stars

List.

And any school other than a school that is in the

ALT framework, that graduates less than 60 percent of its

students, is automatically on the Rising Stars List.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Can a student be

college-ready and not have graduated high school? Let me
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put it another way: Is having a high school, graduating

high school a precursor to getting into most colleges?

THE WITNESS: Yes, except under very rare

circumstances.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: And so graduation rate is

an important factor with regard to whether or not students

are ready to go to college? Would that be a fair

assessment, in your opinion?

THE WITNESS: Yes, I think that's accurate.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. And so we give

graduation rate a heavy consideration, not only because

it's required by statute, but because it's determinative

of whether kids are going to go on and get into higher

education; is that right?

THE WITNESS: Yes. I would also say that

graduation rate is, to my knowledge, the sole metric that

is tracked by the state, which -- where there is full

accountability for that pupil throughout the entirety of

their school career.

So when we were looking, for example, of student

growth on the SBAC, for example, that calculation, the

student growth percentage, is essentially the difference

between the score the student received in this year at

that school versus prior year at that school.
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So a student who moves, leaves school, transfers

somewhere else, drops out, whatever else it might be, does

not, quote/unquote, for purposes of determining student

growth.

So schools effectively only get measured on just

about every other academic indicator based on those

students who persist in the schools.

Whereas, grad rate, you are accountable for that

student until such time as they're handed off to someone

else and that record follows that kiddo regardless of

where they may go.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Now, I was concerned

about graduation rate as it pertained to missing students,

as I understood it. There were 279 missing students that

Connections went -- tried to identify. And I think they

were able to identify what happened to all but 35. Is

that --

THE WITNESS: If I recall correctly from the

information provided, and I would encourage you to review

the record to be sure on this, the information that was

reported by the school was that there were 239 kids or so,

and I could be wrong on the precise number, there was some

number around 239, for whom the school did not know where

they had gone initially.
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The school said that it had reached -- it had

contacted in some way, shape or form -- social media,

private eye, like friends calling everybody, whatever it

might be -- many of those students and there was some

number that they did not have tracked down yet.

There's nothing in the information that was

provided by the school that identifies how many of those

students were in all these categories.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I guess the only reason

I'm asking that question is I'm just wondering how does --

does that affect graduation rate?

THE WITNESS: It absolutely does.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: If you can find all

200-and-some-odd students, we'd expect that to have an

effect on the graduating cohort, right?

THE WITNESS: Yes. Up or down. It could have an

up impact, assuming that the student has gone to some

other high school. Or if the student has not gone on to

another high school or is in ALT ed or in adult ed or in

the GED program, for example, then they would be counted

as a nongraduate.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Have you identified

whether the efforts taken by Connections with regard to

locating students had any part to play in the five percent
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increase from one cohort year to the next?

THE WITNESS: That's an excellent question,

Member Guinasso. I don't believe there's anything

specifically in the record from the school with regard to

disaggregating out the impact of that versus the other

interventions. I think that's a good question that I

don't believe I have the answer to.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: There were other

interventions, and I won't go through all of them, in the

interests of time. But with regard to the different

things that were proposed and were implemented, was there

any evidence that those efforts are responsible for the

five percent increase?

THE WITNESS: It is unclear what contributed to

the five percent increase, the almost five percent

increase.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. When you make a

recommendation to the board regarding whether to approve a

cure or not, what are some of the factors that go into

your decision whether to recommend a cure to us or to not

recommend a cure or to remain neutral?

THE WITNESS: It's a really good question.

Certainly the aggressiveness of the goal -- first of all,

is there a goal that's measurable and that the school has
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said they will commit to. Whether that will get the

school to an acceptable level, typically, within a

three-year period, I think, is what we've historically

discussed with schools, that's certainly an important

piece of it.

On the program side, as I've said before, we are,

generally speaking, agnostic. We just simply don't know

enough about the inner workings of a school, and even

something like a site visit would only give us relatively

superficial information because ultimately it's the

day-to-day execution that matters, because anyone can make

things look good for a couple of days. And so that's

certainly an element of this as well.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So just to summarize the

factors, because I was just keeping a list so I understand

when a recommendation comes to us, one way or the other,

what you're thinking about, I've summarized your list as:

The cure should have measurable outcomes; that they should

be attainable outcomes; and an ability to execute on the

proposed outcomes.

THE WITNESS: Now to be clear, what I was saying

was with regard to the programmatic elements, whether it's

a particular piece of software or a counseling strategy or

something else, we are, generally speaking, agnostic on
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those because ultimately the larger question is whether

the school will actually execute on those things.

So the demonstration of execution is based on did

you meet the target or not.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: The ability -- do you

consider capacity? That is, okay, we have measurable

outcomes, we have outcomes that we think are attainable.

Do you assess capacity to execute on the proposed

measurable and attainable outcomes?

THE WITNESS: Not presently, no.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. But capacity,

isn't that generally something we consider when we approve

charters in the first place?

THE WITNESS: We do when we approve a charter,

yes.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: But not when we're trying

to assess a cure for deficiency?

THE WITNESS: That is correct.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Does leadership

matter? Leadership and governance, does that matter with

regard to the factors that you consider when making a

recommendation regarding a proposed cure?

THE WITNESS: Leadership and governance are the

key interventions or the keys to the theory of change for
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charter schooling, particularly on the governance side,

the creation of an independent, self-perpetuating board

that is accountable under performance contract and does

whatever it takes to meet, to ensure that the individuals

it oversees -- the school leader and folks underneath

them, vendors, whomever else -- are executing in a way

that is going to allow them to reach those goals.

So, yes, it's very important. In terms of making

a recommendation, certainly with regard to -- our

fundamental supposition is that if there is a performance

issue, it's a failure of governance and of leadership;

hence, the intervention such as reconstitution.

In lieu of doing that, because we recognize that

that is something that people may find very disruptive or,

more importantly, in lieu of closure, because we're

certainly very cognizant of the impact that has on kids

and families, and I take that very, very seriously -- in

terms of those matters, these kinds of cures that result

in some kind of a performance commitment presuppose that

the school believes it has the capacity to do the work.

The proof will be in the pudding, and that's also

why we typically have had in these contracts a provision

that provides for, in lieu of closure, something like a

restart or reconstitution to ensure that the adults can be
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held accountable but the disruption to students is

minimized.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So just to make sure I

have a complete list, the factors are measurable,

attainable and then leadership, but currently capacity is

not a consideration.

Is there any other factors or considerations that

go into your recommendations regarding whether a cure

is -- whether we should consider a cure or not consider a

cure as a board?

THE WITNESS: I want to be really clear: I'm not

sure if your encapsulation of "attainable" captures this,

so I want to make sure I get this on the record.

The critical question is will this get the school

from its current level of underperformance to an

acceptable level of performance, even a minimally

acceptable level of performance, like 60 percent, within

three years or less?

So if we look at the performance settlement that

was entered into with Silver State, there was a three-year

timeline, if I recall correctly. There's the assumption

of a three-year timeline also with Discovery as well.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So attainable means that

whatever the measurable outcomes are, that they have to be
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attained within a three-year timeframe?

THE WITNESS: Yes, the final target, yes.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: In your consideration.

And you already explained leadership. Are there any other

factors that you consider?

THE WITNESS: No.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. So then I want to

ask you, with regard to the proposed cure that has been

presented to us in two different letters, in your opinion,

are there measurable outcomes in the proposed cure?

THE WITNESS: Yes.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: In your opinion, are

those outcomes that are measurable, are they attainable

within three years?

THE WITNESS: They are.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: And with regard to the

leadership aspect of this, does Connections Academy

currently have the leadership to execute on these

measurable and attainable performance measures?

THE WITNESS: Again, I believe I said that that's

not something -- while that's critical, it's not something

we currently look at. So I don't go out and evaluate

principals or school boards.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right.
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THE WITNESS: Again, the critical question is

also is there a clear commitment with those metrics to

ensure that if the school does not meet them, that the

Authority has the authority to intervene appropriately?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So another factor that

you just gave me then is commitment. So I'm just going to

add that to my list. And a commitment, I would assume --

and you can correct me if I'm wrong -- would be codified

in a contract; is that correct?

THE WITNESS: That's correct, yes.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: And we spent some time

talking about a contract that was a part of a proposed

cure, and the main issue -- you identified some issues,

but from the board's perspective, didn't the board give

you direction to make sure that judicial review was

limited to specific performance measures?

THE WITNESS: Yes, that is correct.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right.

THE WITNESS: And in exchange for that, we also

said that we would ensure that the school would not close

in the event that the authority had to intervene instead,

an option like reconstitution of the governing body or

receivership, again because we recognized that for many

kids and families, this is a very valuable option.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So as consideration for

exercise -- in consideration for the Authority not

exercising its statutory right to initiate closure

proceedings, you're asking for Connections to give up a

right, and that would be the right to judicial review

except for those -- what's that, the --

THE WITNESS: Performance metrics.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Performance metrics.

THE WITNESS: Yes, I think that is one way of

characterizing it. I would also note it was an attempt to

ensure that the opinions of the board regarding what the

policies of the state should be, what the policies of this

agency should be were not raised down the road by us

essentially accepting their plan, including their

opinions, which, again, they're very much entitled to.

We needed to make sure that we were not in some

way tacitly, or in writing, committing that we either

agreed with or endorsed or felt that we were bound by

their particular interpretations or the policy that they

would like to see implemented in this state.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: But you wouldn't have

been able to approve a cure that didn't include what the

board had directed you to include in the commitment piece

of the factors that you considered, and that commitment
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would be the contract that we're talking about; you

wouldn't have been able to approve that, knowing that the

board gave you direction not to do that; is that right?

THE WITNESS: That's correct.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Two more questions and

then we'll stop. One of the things I'm troubled by is,

when a school finds itself in the position that it's

deficient and they're searching for a cure to get back on

track and to address the deficiency, how is it they're

supposed to know whether what they're proposing will

ultimately be acceptable to the board?

I mean, how is it they are -- how is it they're

going to know that those factors that you consider

attainable, measurable, leadership, commitment, how are

they going to know without some kind of communication from

you in that regard?

THE WITNESS: So I believe that in each of the

situations where we've contemplated a closure, we had

significant discussion on the front end regarding the need

to have measurable targets that the school would commit to

as a condition of ongoing operation.

So I believe, certainly, we have been very clear

with Connections, with Discovery, and with Beacon, which

are the three schools for which this board has issued
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notices of intent, that a critical component of any cure

is -- and this is to be clear, these are cures for

academic deficiencies, is -- are those measurable targets.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. This will be my

last question. Two small questions and that is did -- it

would appear to me that there was a lot of communication

between you and Connections prior to the lawsuit being

filed against the Authority; is that correct?

THE WITNESS: That is correct.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: But after the lawsuit was

filed, your communication with Connections changed; is

that right?

THE WITNESS: That is correct.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: And how so?

THE WITNESS: We became significantly more

risk-averse, given the fact that many of the things that

we had discussed as part of this, of our attempt to get to

an appropriate agreement that met the needs of both

parties were introduced in litigation.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So those communications,

instead of going directly to you and working with

Connections the year or so before the lawsuit was filed,

stopped and all those communications then had to go

through your attorney, right?
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THE WITNESS: Yes.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you. I don't have

any further questions. We'll go ahead and take a

five-minute -- we'll take a 15-minute break. We'll

reconvene at 3:00. If any members have any follow-up

questions, we'll take those.

And then if counsel has any follow-up, we'll

allow for that and then we'll be complete with Mr. Gavin.

(Recess taken.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I want to thank our court

reporter for hanging with us. I know it's not the easiest

job, but we sure appreciate her efforts.

We'll go ahead and resume the hearing. It's now

3:01. We were in the middle of board questions of

Mr. Gavin. I'd like to find out if there's any other

board members that have any additional questions.

MEMBER JOHNSON: Thank you. I just had two

questions, Director Gavin. You mentioned that you may

take action, and it's not mandated that you do so. Can

you help us understand what determines whether you take

that action or not and how that is -- so what determines

whether you take that action or not?

THE WITNESS: Patrick Gavin, for the record. So

Member Johnson, I just want to be clear here. When you
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say "you," do you mean me or do you mean you meaning one,

like the Authority, which is the Authority that ultimately

takes action.

MEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, thank you for help

clarifying the "you." Yes, one, the Authority.

THE WITNESS: Since the passage of the statute,

the Authority has issued notices whenever there has been a

performance issue related to a school in the event that

there were, for example, like we talked about the ALT

framework issue or a school that had experienced some kind

of external act of God, what have you. That would

certainly be an issue that would be brought up.

Let me be really clear, though, it is my intent

that whenever there is a performance issue that is brought

to the board, for the board to consider, whether it wishes

to issue a notice or not.

So certainly in the event that there were those

kind of mitigating factors, I think it still requires that

the board ultimately have the information and make the

decision.

MEMBER JOHNSON: So uniformly you have taken

action and you determined that although it says "may,"

effectively you're going to take action at any point where

there is -- where there's a trigger point?
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THE WITNESS: So let me be clear. In the event

that there was something that was mandated, such as, for

example, the automatic closure provisions for a school

that gets, that achieves a one-star rating for any three

out of five years, I would bring that recommendation to

the board, but I would make it very clear that the board

has a legal obligation to issue that notice and it would

be in violation of statute if it does not do so.

That is a very different -- actually, to be very

clear, in the event of something like auto closure, some

of these procedural elements related to notice and whatnot

do not apply. We've never had one of those. So hopefully

it's something we never have to deal with.

But just to be very clear, I think it is not my

role to decide what does and doesn't merit board action.

MEMBER JOHNSON: My last question, this goes back

a little bit, is there any way for us as a board or even

you as an authority to determine if NCA is significantly

different than any other high school in terms of the

number of or the percentage of credit-deficient students

who are on their campus?

THE WITNESS: There's no way for me or for the

board to do so based on the information that's publicly

available.
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MEMBER JOHNSON: With information available,

would you assume that NCA is identical to any other school

in terms of the students credit-deficient or percentage of

students who are credit-deficient?

THE WITNESS: I'm sure there's a range across the

state. So, for example, Davidson Academy or a CTE magnet

school where there are admissions criteria, is unlikely to

have many if any such students -- but for a traditional

zoned comprehensive high school, based on the state's

graduation rate as a whole, it would certainly seem very

likely that there are a large number of credit-deficient

students at most of those schools.

MEMBER JOHNSON: Which would mean, then, you

would evaluate all schools equally, right, given, unless

they fall into the certain framework, because there's no

way to determine whether one school is significantly

different in terms of credit-deficient students, all

schools get treated equally?

THE WITNESS: That is correct.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Anybody else?

Mr. Ott, since it's your witness, do you have any

follow-up?

MR. OTT: I don't.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Ms. Granier, do you have
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any follow-up?

MS. GRANIER: I do. Thank you.

RECROSS-EXAMINATION

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q I recall Member Luna asking you about

applicability of the Charter School Performance Framework

to NCA, do you remember that?

A I do.

Q Could you turn back to tab 12, the Charter School

Performance Framework; and for the record we've marked it

as Exhibit E.

Turn to the first page. Not the cover page,

but -- that's right. Section 1, Introduction: The very

first sentence of this document reads:

"This document describes the Charter School

Performance Framework, the accountability mechanism for

all charter schools sponsored by the State Public Charter

School Authority."

Did I read that correctly?

A You did.

Q Is there anywhere in this document where there's

an exception made for Connections or for schools that are

operating under a charter agreement?
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A Not within this document, no.

Q There is nothing in Senate Bill 509 currently

codified in NRS 388A.330 that would prohibit you from

issuing a school a Notice of Concern before putting the

school on an agenda for a possible issuance of a Notice of

Intent, as you did for NCA, correct?

A That is true.

Q You spoke about expectations of the Nevada

Department of Education in response to, I think, Member

Guinasso's questions to you, correct?

A Yes.

Q Has the Nevada Department of Education told you

that you should not issue a Notice of Concern under the

performance framework to a school before you put them on

agenda for issuance of a Notice of Closure?

A They have not.

Q And you identified three items you said were

acceptable methods of intervention with respect to the

Nevada Department of Education when you have a graduation

rate performance issue, correct?

A Yes, that is correct.

Q And who at NDE tells you this?

A I'm sorry, can you repeat the question? I just

want to make sure I get the full thing.
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Q Who at the Nevada of Department Education tells

you this?

A Can you repeat the "this"? I got a little

distracted.

Q What the acceptable methods of intervention are

for you to undertake or for the Authority to undertake.

A That was a letter directly from the state

superintendent.

Q Dr. Canavero?

A Yes.

Q And what was the date of that letter?

A December of 2016.

Q And did that letter preclude the possibility that

there might be other acceptable methods of intervention?

A I believe it was rather prescriptive.

Q Are you sure that it prohibited any other

possibility of any other method of intervention?

A I can tell you that the follow-up letter that we

received from the Department commended us on the actions

that we were taking with relation to the schools that were

on the Rising Stars List. It is also my understanding,

but I do not have -- that other sponsors that did not take

the intervention -- did not take measures consistent with

those outlined in the memorandum, received much -- very
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different correspondence from the Department.

Q Have you asked Dr. Canavero if there's another

possible method of intervention that would be acceptable?

A I have not.

Q Member Guinasso asked you if reconstitution for

just the high school would be a possibility for NCA as a

K-12 school; do you recall that?

A Yes.

Q And you answered no?

A That is correct.

Q Couldn't NCA request that you allow the school to

amend its charter to bifurcate the high school from the K

through eight grades?

A NCA could request that.

Q In which case that would be a possibility?

A I would recommend that the board not approve

that.

Q But it's legally possible?

A You have the right to request an amendment. I

don't believe that there's a legal mechanism to allow for

this, especially given the poor track record of NCA would

preclude the issuance of a new charter or an amendment to

that charter.

If we were to approve a new charter for NCA, we
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would essentially allow any other low-performing operator

from anywhere in the country, we'd be creating a

precedence to allow those folks to come here and operate

with impunity.

Q Didn't you come up with a creative solution for

an amendment to the charter for Beacon Academy?

A We did.

Q And did that include a charter amendment?

A It did.

Q Thank you.

Has NCA consistently underperformed relative to K

through eight?

A The school is currently a two-star school at the

elementary level and has been for two consecutive ratings.

And it will be -- in the event the school does not receive

a rating higher than the two-star level this coming year,

it will be determined to be persistently underperforming

in conformance with the regulations adopted by the

Department of Education. And it will also be subject, the

school will be subject to a Notice of Intent to revoke for

that as well.

Q But it is not currently, correct?

A It is not currently.

Q And the middle school is currently a four-star
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middle school, correct?

A That is correct.

Q You testified I believe in response to one of the

board members that "NCA's 2013 renewal was expressly

conditioned upon the school's adoption of a graduation

rate improvement plan," do you remember that?

A Yes, that is my understanding based on my review

of the minutes.

MS. GRANIER: Member Guinasso, I do not have

those minutes but they are a public record and I believe

that is inaccurate and it is material to this hearing.

I would ask you take judicial notice of the

meeting minutes from the Authority's approval of the 2013

renewal of NCA's charter contract, or charter.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: They're Exhibit 10. I

believe they are Exhibit 10 to the Authority's exhibit.

MS. GRANIER: Okay. Then I'll look at those in a

minute. Thank you.

THE WITNESS: I'd be happy to read that into the

record.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q Sure. Where?

A This is page P115 of the binder. So that's page

9 of the minutes. This is in tab 10.
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"Member McCord motioned with the approval for the

terms specified under statute with provisions that Nevada

Connections Academy must create a clear plan for math

proficiency improvements and high school graduation rates.

Member Abel seconded it. The motion carried unanimously."

Q And do you think there's any evidence that that's

not part of the 2013 plan that was prepared?

A Can you remind me of the tab that your plan is

in?

Patrick Gavin, again, for the record. As I

believe you're aware, Ms. Granier, you stated that this is

a full school improvement plan. So there are a variety of

things in here.

I'm just going through it now. Give me a moment.

Specifically on page R0179. This appears to be the

school's own sort of internal performance targets. So

this would include certainly the improvement plan.

About midway down the page, the column under

Measure says "Graduation and post-secondary plans."

And the metric here says "100 percent of full

academic year 12th graders will graduate and be accepted

to one or more post-secondary options, two- or four-year

college, accredited vocational school, and/or military

service branch."
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The goal here listed 100 percent. And the

baseline range is a rather perplexing range versus an

actual baseline number of 58 to 95.

So I would also note that these targets are

inconsistent with the adjusted cohort graduation rate.

The school -- it is entirely possible that all students

who were fully enrolled for the 12th grade year could

graduate on time and still have the school be under

60 percent.

Q Okay. And the approval didn't say anything about

the 60 percent, because that wasn't in place at the time,

correct?

A That is correct. But certainly the adjusted

cohort rate graduation metric rate was, and I would note

that the school itself, in its sort of state of -- the

state, for lack of a better term, so its own reporting of

where it was.

I'm just looking at the page now. Excuse me for

a second. This is page R0174. The school itself reported

to the state again. This is about midway down the page

and it is a -- it is right above a highlighted element.

So it's about two rows down from this bold

college and career readiness metric. It says, "Graduation

rate" -- I'm sorry "Overall graduation rate."
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It says, "NCA 36.1," and then "NV" meaning

Nevada, actually "63.08," and these are consistent with

the adjusted cohort, four-year adjusted cohort graduation

rates for the school. So even in 2013 the charter school

acknowledged in its own internal documents that the school

had a graduation rate of 36.1 percent based on the ACGR.

Q Right. The four-year cohort graduation rate. So

do you have any knowledge of discussions the school had

with Dr. Canavero about the fact that that was in part

because the school was getting enrolling students who were

credit-deficient when they arrived at NCA?

A I was not privy to those conversations.

Q You would agree with me, though, that there is a

key difference between a school having credit-deficient

students and having a lot of students who are already

credit-deficient when they enroll at that school, correct?

A So for a school that caused the deficiency as a

result of failing to educate the student, failing to

engage them, et cetera, yes, that is clearly a distinct

difference. It is not something that is currently

captured in any metric calculated by the Department of

Education.

Q With respect to that metric calculated by the

Nevada Department of Education, that is required for
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federal reporting purposes, correct?

A Yes.

Q The federal government does not mandate that this

board use that graduation rate to consider whether it

should close this school, correct?

A The federal government does not mandate that.

The plain reading, the plain language of the statute says

the graduation rate. There is only one graduation rate in

the state of Nevada for four-year students, that is, the

four-year adjusted cohort graduation rate. There is no

other that's reported by the department. That's the only

one we have.

I would also note that pursuant to the state's

contract or its grant agreement with the federal

government, one of the key performance indicators for this

state being eligible for certain federal funds is that the

school -- is that the state show an annual decrease in the

number of low-performing schools, and that includes but is

not limited to schools that have a graduation rate below

60 percent.

Q And wouldn't the school's proposal to create a

school within a school resolve that issue, because if you

calculate the graduation rate for Nevada Connections

Academy without consideration in 2016 for the 49 percent
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of that cohort that came to Nevada Connections Academy at

least one semester behind, its graduation rate would be

over 60 percent?

MR. OTT: Objection; assumes facts not in

evidence.

MS. GRANIER: We will put on witnesses that will

testify to this. So it is not yet in evidence. So I'll

phrase it in the form of a hypothetical to address the

objection.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yeah, that would be good.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q Okay. So assume that to be the case, please.

A Could you repeat the question?

MS. GRANIER: Madam Court Reporter, I apologize,

could you please read it back.

(Record read.)

THE WITNESS: That might solve the school's

problem, but that assumes that we have the authority to do

it and that the Department of Education would issue a

separate school code acknowledging that there was a

separate school or a school within a school for NCA.

There's no precedence for the creation of a school within

a school for a charter school.

Q Was there any precedent for the contractual
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agreement you reached with Beacon for a creative solution?

A There was not, but that was also something where

it was a short-term solution to allow the school to

transition. What you have proposed is a permanent

solution that requires the action of agencies other than

ourselves.

Q Why does it require more than an amendment of the

charter?

A Again, the state Department of Education

determines what a school is for the purposes of issuing a

school code. And that would be the only way to create a

separate accountability report for this hypothetical

school.

Q When NCA proposed this for its cure, did you

check with the NDE to see what their reaction would be?

A We have discussed this concept with NDE

previously and it has been rejected.

Q Did you discuss it with them after NCA proposed

this as a cure?

A I did not, no.

Q You testified in response to one of the board

members' questions that following the passage of SB 509

you reviewed the graduation rates of the schools that you

sponsor, correct?
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A That's correct.

Q When did you do that?

A I reviewed -- as I said before, I reviewed it

shortly after the passage of SB 509, and also once the

2015 graduation rates were posted by the department.

Q So SB 509 was passed in June of 2015, correct?

A Yes.

Q So you reviewed it in maybe June or July of 2015?

A Yes.

Q So when we met with you in September of 2015, had

you reviewed NCA's graduation rate?

A Yes.

Q And you made no mention to NCA in that meeting

that you were considering issuing a Notice of Closure to

the school at that time, correct?

A I was not considering it at that time.

Q And, in fact, you told NCA, "You're not on the

radar, I have bigger fish to fry"?

A Yes, that is true. And to be very clear, that

was after I was very clear that we weren't in a position

to make determinations until data was actually released,

which it had not been for the 2015 year, which was the

year in question.

And we also had not at that point reviewed all
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the implications of the statute, and I was still in

discussions with counsel on those matters.

And as I think you were aware, there were other

more immediate pressing issues related to school

performance that were occupying our attention.

So, yes, I absolutely did say I'm not in a

position to discuss that right now, we did have more

immediate issues, bigger fish to fry.

Q And Member Guinasso asked you about whether there

was a lot of communication between NCA and yourself a year

before the lawsuit was filed, do you remember that?

A Yes.

Q And you said there was?

A Yes.

Q Okay. But you did testify earlier that you did

not even call Connections Academy or give them any notice

before you put them on the February 2016 agenda for

possible Notice of Closure?

MR. OTT: Relevance. That's been answered

already.

MS. GRANIER: What's your objection?

MR. OTT: Relevance. It's already been answered.

MS. GRANIER: I'm following up on the board

members' questions, which raised the issue of how much
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communication occurred between the school and Mr. Gavin.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I'll allow the question.

MS. GRANIER: Go ahead.

THE WITNESS: I did not call the school, no.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q And then after that February board meeting, when

the school first reached out to you, first Mr. Werlein and

then myself, your initial response was "that matter is

with counsel," correct?

A I believe that was prior to the board meeting,

not after the board meeting.

Q Okay. So that was February of 2016?

A Correct.

Q And the litigation was initiated in August of

2016, correct?

A The initial threat of litigation was made in

February of 2016.

Q When was the lawsuit filed?

A August of 2016.

Q Okay. So we're talking about six months, right?

A Yes.

Q So it wasn't a year?

A Okay. That's a --

Q There was no communication prior to the February
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agenda. And following the February agenda there were a

couple of phone calls before the March board meeting,

correct?

A Yes.

Q And then following the March board meeting, there

were a few phone calls to go over the graduation rate

improvement plan that was submitted in May, correct?

A That sounds correct, yes.

Q And then following that there were discussions

about the contract and the benchmarks?

A Yes.

Q Are you familiar with the Nevada Association of

School Boards Annual Report?

A No.

Q Isn't it -- so you have no reason to dispute that

in fact information about the number of credit-deficient

students in high schools in Nevada is, in fact, publicly

available information?

MR. OTT: Is this a document that's in evidence?

MS. GRANIER: I can take judicial -- they can

take judicial notice of it, and it is follow-up to

determine the credibility of a statement that was made in

response to the board members' questions.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I can't take judicial
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notice of a document I don't have. If I can't see it, I

can't take judicial notice of it. But if you want to

produce that later with another witness just to reinforce

the point you're trying to make, I'm happy to look at it.

But I can't take judicial notice of something I haven't

seen.

MS. GRANIER: Fair enough. Thank you.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q I think you also said there is not any way for

you to determine how many credit-deficient students there

are at the school; is that correct?

A That is correct.

Q But, in fact, NCA has provided that information

and also at your request hired a third party to validate

that information, correct?

A You have stated that you've hired a person and

there's a person who is waiting to testify.

Q Fair enough. It is possible actually to obtain

that information, is my point, in a reliable manner?

A That is a matter that remains to be seen based on

the testimony of your witness.

Q My question is not whether we have provided it.

I understand you want me to produce the witness to explain

that.
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My question to you is:

It is physically possible to gather the data

about how many credit-deficient -- how many students

enrolled at NCA and were credit-deficient when they

enrolled and then have an independent party audit the

information to confirm that that is an accurate number?

A That is technically accurate, yes.

Q You spoke of a possible -- one of the elements I

think you said that you communicated to Member Guinasso is

a necessary element of cure was leadership.

A I think I tried to be very careful to say that

while that's a critical element, it's not something we

consider because it is subjective.

Q If I understand you correctly, you also felt that

limiting the school's right to judicial review also was a

critical element of the cure?

A I believe what I said was that determining on the

front end what we were actually going to -- what the

school would be held accountable for and what -- and

agreeing to that on the front end and then having a court

determine whether the school had or had not met that

requirement was important, yes.

Q And one of the penalties to the school, if it

didn't meet that benchmark, would be appointment of a
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receiver, correct?

A That would have been one option, yes.

Q And currently, because there is no policy and

there's no -- strike that. There is no current pool of

board members sitting available ready to serve on a

reconstituted NCA board; is that true?

A To my knowledge, there is no one waiting in the

wings, no.

Q And we heard earlier this board doesn't even have

a policy as to how that reconstitution will occur?

A That is correct.

Q I understand from prior discussions you and I

have had that what you would see would happen is a

receiver would be appointed to reconstitute the board; is

that correct?

A That is one mechanism that's been used in the

past. The school could certainly propose other

mechanisms. We have negotiated a variety of terms with

schools in order to get to a satisfactory result.

Q And with respect to the examples of schools in

Nevada where a receiver has been appointed, the cost has

been, at a minimum, $24,000 a month for that school in

Nevada taxpayer money; is that correct?

A That's probably true, yes. And ideally we would
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be able to find someone local without having to be in a

position to do these things on very short notice, which

has unfortunately been the case in a couple of

circumstances.

With more time, more notice, more ability to

recruit, I think that those issues, some of those issues

could be addressed.

It's very hard to do that when we are fighting

down to the mat, we're on the mat until just about a

minute before the end bell, and then we're trying to do

something at the very last minute.

Q Is that why Joshua Curran was the only name of a

receiver you proposed to the district court for one of

those instances?

A We instituted an RFP process and Mr. Curran was

ultimately the only respondent. And he was -- and

ultimately it was the agreement of the Silver State board

that he was an appropriate receiver. So they voted and

accepted that.

They could certainly have asked us to continue

the procurement process. So with the consent of the

Silver State board, that was the name that was forwarded

to the district court, as part of the joint petition from

both parties.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Why don't we move on from

this line of questioning, because I think now we're

talking about another school.

I understood where you were going a few minutes

ago with regard to the costs of the cure, if there was a

breach. And I think we've gotten that point.

MS. GRANIER: I have two or three more questions

on this and then I'll move on.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: On Silver State?

MS. GRANIER: Just the receiver.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: How does that --

MS. GRANIER: It goes to motive and credibility.

MR. OTT: Receivership hasn't been proposed.

MS. GRANIER: It is in the contract that

Mr. Gavin proposed we enter in. It would be an automatic

trigger for receivership.

It's also a possibility if the board was to be

reconstituted given that there's no standby board. I'll

limit my questions to just a few more --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Can you please slow down.

MS. GRANIER: I'm sorry. I will limit my

questions to two more that just go to credibility.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Let's just move on from

this line of questioning. I just don't see how it's
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helping us. If you want to revisit these questions, if we

get to the second issue regarding possible reconstitution

or closure, perhaps we can deal with it then.

But I've allowed some leeway on the receivership

issue as it stands now. I'd just like to wrap this part

of the day up, if we could.

MS. GRANIER: Yes, I'll revisit it if we get to

the second part of the hearing. Okay. Thank you.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q The only other question I have is, are you

familiar with transformation specialists in states such as

Utah and Georgia?

A I don't have a great deal of familiarity, no.

Q Is it your understanding that at a high level

these are specialists that can independently evaluate what

a school is doing right, what is working, what is not?

MR. OTT: Objection. He just said he didn't know

what it was.

MS. GRANIER: I'm just following up with a simple

high-level question. If he says I don't know, I'm

finished.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Go ahead.

THE WITNESS: I'm not -- what are the two states

again in question?
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BY MS. GRANIER:

Q Utah and Georgia.

A I don't have information to be able to give an

answer.

Q Would that be something that you would at least

be willing to look into to evaluate whether the

requirement to retain such a transformation specialist

could be part of an acceptable cure for NCA?

A Without knowing anything about this concept it's

very difficult -- you're putting me on the spot,

essentially, again asking to negotiate while I'm on the

stand.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Perhaps put that to the

board in your closing argument when we go to talk about

potential cures.

MS. GRANIER: Okay.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any more questions?

Mr. Ott, anything further?

That concludes Mr. Gavin's testimony. Mr. Ott,

who is your next witness?

MR. OTT: Russ Keglovits.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Are you getting Mr.

Keglovits? While we're waiting, I understand this to be

your last witness for your case in chief. It's 3:37 now.
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I'm sure we can get through this witness based on your

representations of the scope of what he's going to be

testifying tomorrow. That means that your case in chief

will begin -- what I'd like to try to be able to

accomplish is that with regard to the first set of issues,

if possible, if we can get to some resolution on that.

And if we can get resolution on the first set of

issues based on this three days of work, there may be a

need for another hearing date; there may not. And so

let's see if we can try to accomplish that goal.

I know Mr. Gavin was also listed as one of your

witnesses. I think you've had some opportunity to

question him. So with regard to -- if we start at 8:00

tomorrow, and we're here to 5:00, if we could plan to get

your case done around 3:00, 3:30, that would give some

time for closing arguments and some time to deliberate.

That would wrap up the first issue. I doubt,

based on what I understand the witnesses to be, that we'll

get to the second issue. If in fact that ends up being a

result of this board's action. So just as a heads-up in

terms of the way I'm thinking about how things are going

to play out.

MS. GRANIER: I appreciate that. Just two quick

things on that. In addition to Ms. Sanchez, Mr. Wicks was
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to catch an 11:00 -- he's changed his flight, so he'll be

here tomorrow.

But the other thing I just want to tell you is I

have a preplanned trip out of the country from June 15th

through the 28th I cannot move. And I know scheduling has

been an issue in the past. I just want to be totally up

front with that.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: We'll work with you -- I

may be presuming too much. I don't know what we're going

to decide tomorrow. I honestly don't. So whatever comes

up tomorrow, then we can worry about schedules if that

becomes relevant.

Mr. Keglovits, is he ready? Just to be clear, I

don't want to intimate that I'm trying to cut your

presentation off. So if it ended up going later, we end

up going later. But I was just expressing kind of

aspirations of what we'd like to try to accomplish.

MS. GRANIER: I appreciate that. Is there a

desire to try to go later tonight as opposed to going

later tomorrow night?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: If I could have gone to

midnight every night, that would have been preferable.

But I think we're limited to this room to 5:00,

unfortunately.
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MR. PELTIER: The witness is here.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. Mr.

Keglovits, you've been called to testify on behalf of the

Authority.

I just need to swear you in. Raise your right

hand, please.

(Witness sworn.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you very much.

Mr. Ott.

RUSSELL KEGLOVITS

Called as a witness on behalf of the Authority,

having been sworn, testified as follows:

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. OTT:

Q Good afternoon. Can you spell your last name for

the record.

A For the record, my name is Russell Keglovits.

Last name is spelled K-e-g-l-o-v-i-t-s.

Q And where are you currently employed?

A I'm currently employed with the Nevada Department

of Education in Carson City, Nevada in the office of

Assessment Data and Accountability and Management.
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Q And what is your position there?

A I am the Assistant Director of Accountability.

Q Approximately how many Department of Education

employees are in the Office of Assessment Data and

Accountability Management?

A There are approximately 24 employees in this

office. Six of these employees report to me. One staff

member is responsible for federal reporting. One member

is responsible for state reporting, including the cohort

graduation rate, and approximately 1.5 employees are

responsible for school accountability.

Q And is that office sometimes known as ADAM?

A Yes, that is the acronym for my office.

Q Okay. Can you describe what the office does

generally?

A ADAM is responsible for administering state

assessments for information technology including managing

the state's Student Information System and accountability

reporting, including federal EDFAX, state statutory

reporting requirements and school accountability,

including star ratings.

Q And are you familiar with the Department of

Education's Nevada Report Card website?

A Yes, I am.
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Q Can you explain what information that website has

on it?

A The Nevada Report Card website contains all of

the required NRS, the statutory reporting requirements

that the Department of Education is required to report on.

It includes information about student demography,

assessment results, graduation rates, discipline data and

a host of other required data elements.

Q And as part of your duties, do you participate in

the calculation of the graduation rates for the Nevada

Department of Education?

A I do not directly compute those rates. I

supervise a staff who oversees the cohort validation

process.

Q Is part of your responsibility to determine how

the graduation rate is calculated?

A No. We rely on the federal regulations, the Code

of Federal Regulations, 200.19, in particular, and this

regulation outlines how the adjusted cohort graduation

rate is determined.

Q So your role is limited to implementing the

calculation?

A That's correct.

Q Can you explain the process that the Department
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of Education uses to calculate graduation rates?

A Yes, beginning in around mid-September, early

fall, the state education agency, in this case the

Department of Education, opened a data validation sign-off

and lock tool.

This is a tool that we open up for districts and

charter schools to validate their statewide cohort from

the previous school years. This information shows the

ending status of students in their cohort, along with

other demographic information, such as race, gender,

special population membership.

The DVSL, the Data Validation Signoff Lockout, we

refer to it as DVSL. It serves as a reflection of the

information in the local Student Information Systems. So

local education agencies and charter schools use this DVSL

system to identify any ending status discrepancies.

They then make changes to any of those

discrepancies in their local student information systems

and then each night, during this validation process, the

system is refreshed and they can see and verify that their

changes have been made.

This process goes on until about December, and

local education agencies and charter schools then agree to

the status of the data in the DVSL. It is then locked,
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and we then compute the adjusted cohort graduation rate

according to the Code of Federal Regulations.

Q Does the department calculate any graduation

rates other than the one you just described based on 34

CFR 200.19B, I think?

A No, we do not.

Q Do you currently calculate a fifth-year

graduation rate?

A Yes, we do. And it, too, is in accordance with

the Code of Federal Regulations you cited.

Q I'll get to the fifth-year graduation rate in a

minute. Other than the fifth-year graduation rate, do you

calculate a sixth year?

A Not currently.

Q Are there any others other than the four-year and

fifth-year?

A No, there are not.

Q Okay. The term "graduation rate" is used in NRS

388B.200 to establish eligibility for conversion to an

achievement charter school.

Has anyone from the department's achievement

charter school made a request for ADAM to calculate a

different graduation rate for it?

A Not that I know of.
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Q Do you understand the ASD to use the same

four-year graduation adjusted rate for eligibility

purposes?

A Yes, that's my understanding.

Q Is this calculation used for every district and

charter school throughout the state?

A Yes, it is.

Q Do you know if this calculation is used by states

other than Nevada?

A Yes, it is, all states are required to use this

methodology.

Q Can you describe to me what composes the

numerator and the denominator of the graduation rate?

A The numerator is the number of graduates. The

denominator is the number of graduates plus non-graduates

in the cohort.

Q When you say "graduates," what's included in

"graduates"?

A We have a number of ending status codes that

count as graduates, but typically these are high school

students that earn a regular, advanced or adult diploma.

Q And the denominator is the adjusted cohort minus

those transferring out?

A Correct. We also subtract out any student who is
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deceased or emigrated to another country.

Q Okay. So it's deceased, another country, and

transfers to other states or districts?

A I'll check my notes. Just to be clear about a

transfer-out, a transfer-out is a student who withdraws

from their original school and enrolls in another

diploma-granting institution, those are considered

transfers outs. And there's official documentation that

needs to be available or submitted in order for that to be

an official transfer out.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Mr. Ott, I notice that

your witness is referring to some notes or documents. Can

those documents be made available, since it looks like

he's using them to refresh his recollection?

MR. OTT: Sure. He can give them to Mr. Peltier

after.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Maybe upload them to the

website so they're available to us and also to opposing

counsel.

MS. GRANIER: I don't want to hold us up, so if I

could just have the opening to recall him once I get those

and review them, if I have further questions.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yeah, that would be fine.

BY MR. OTT:
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Q So the numerator is students graduating with a

regular or advanced high school diploma; is that correct?

A Correct, as well as adult education diplomas.

Q So adult education diplomas do get calculated

into the numerator?

A Yes. But those are for institutions granting

adult diplomas.

Q If an institution had a student transfer to

another school that granted an adult graduation diploma,

that student would get calculated out based as a

transfer-out?

A Yes, they would.

Q The full formula would be students with a regular

or advanced high school diploma or adult diploma divided

by the cohort as established in ninth grade, plus

transfers in, minus students who transfer out, emigrate to

another country or are deceased?

A That's correct.

Q I ask you to refer to Staff's Exhibit 1, marked

P002, which should be around there somewhere. I think

NCA's binder. Ours is the smaller one.

A Repeat the exhibit.

Q It's P002. It's Exhibit 1.

A I've found it.
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Q Is the graduation rate included in that exhibit

calculated using the process that you just described?

A Yes, it is.

Q What was the graduation rate calculated by ADAM

for Nevada Connections Academy for 2015-16?

A The accountability year 2015-16 was associated

with the graduation rate of 35.63 percent. The class of

15-16 had a graduation rate of 40.09.

Q Class of 15-16 would have been the accountability

year of 16-17; is that correct?

A Correct.

Q I believe you just described earlier with the

lock provisions the validation process for the data used

in this calculation. Do you know if that validation

process was used in this calculation?

A Yes, it was.

Q Is that process the same for every charter school

and district in the state?

A Yes, it is.

Q I want to ask you a couple of questions about

dropout rates. As part of your job duties, do you do any

work with dropout rates?

A Here again, I supervise the staff that is

responsible for these calculations.
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Q Does the Department of Education calculate

dropout rates?

A Yes, we do. These are annual dropout rates.

Q How are these calculated?

A Sorry.

Q That's perfectly fine. How are these calculated?

A So these are prior school year dropouts based on

a validation day, which for us is October 1st.

We wait an entire year before counting a student

as a dropout. So, for example, a student from the 2016

school year who is a dropout must first appear in that

2016 validation count day file and must fail to reappear

the following October 1st, 2017.

Q How does the department determine if the student

fails to appear for the following year?

A If they're not in the validation day file -- and

here I should add that it is a locally submitted data

file, the department really doesn't do this calculation.

We provide the methodology, the business rules to

districts. They provide it to us.

Q Districts and charter schools just report the

data and the state publishes, more or less?

A That's correct.

Q Are the dropout rate calculations and the
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graduation rate calculation related?

A These are not related in any way.

Q So the two separate calculations and the

reduction in dropout rate would not necessarily affect the

graduation rate calculated by NDE?

A That is correct.

Q Put another way, it's possible for a child to be

a non-graduate, a non-dropout and or a non-graduate and a

non-dropout?

A Non-graduate and a non-dropout? Correct.

Q Moving on to the every Student Succeeds Act, as

we've been referring to it earlier today, do you know what

the Every Student Succeeds Act is?

A Yes, I do.

Q Has the Every Student Succeeds Act affected the

way the graduation rate is calculated by NDE?

A Not at this time.

Q Why not?

A It doesn't take effect until the 17-18 school

year and the provisions that we see in ESSA do not require

a change.

Q Do you know if there's been any decision to

change the way it's calculated in future years?

A I do not know of any decisions to change our
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methodology.

Q I want to ask you a couple of questions about the

five-year graduation rate that I mentioned earlier. You

said NDE calculated a five-year graduation rate.

Can you explain how that's calculated, briefly?

A Yes, it's exactly the same as the four-year

cohort graduation rate; the process for validating this

data is the same. But it's just allowing students one

additional year to graduate.

So if their original graduating class was the

class of 2016, we'll be looking in 2017 to see if those

who were non-graduates graduated.

Q Okay. So for the four-year graduation rate, the

cohort locks in the ninth grade, then you evaluate their

end status at the end of four years; and for a fifth-year

graduation rate, you would lock that cohort in the 9th

grade and then just evaluate that status after the fifth

year?

A That's correct.

Q And it's pursuant to the same federal statute or

same federal regulation, excuse me?

A Yes, it is.

Q Do you know what the five-year graduation rate

was for the most recent school year for Nevada Connections
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Academy?

A Here I'm referring to the document available on

the Nevada Report Card. I'll make this available to

Mr. Peltier.

For Nevada Connections Academy, the 2014-15

five-year graduation rate was 40.93 percent.

Q And do you know what it was for the state as a

whole?

A My apologies, I think you asked that. It was

72.03 percent.

Q You're right. I asked for NCA first. Then I

asked for the state.

Thanks. That's all I have for you, Mr.

Keglovits.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you, Mr. Ott.

Ms. Granier.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you.

CROSS-EXAMINATION

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q Good afternoon, Mr. Keglovits. I'm Laura

Granier. I represent Nevada Connections Academy.

A Hi.

Q Hi. Do you know for what purpose the government
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adopted the four-year cohort graduation rate?

A I actually don't know the history why it was

adopted. I was reading the CFR in preparation for today,

and this is a No Child Left Behind, it's all wrapped up

into that legislation, from the best I can tell. I think

it was an attempt to unify the methodology.

Q And it was created -- strike that. You mentioned

in your direct examination that all states are required to

use this same methodology for calculating the four-year

cohort graduation rate, correct?

A That is my understanding, correct.

Q And that is for purposes of states reporting to

the federal government, correct?

A Correct.

Q Are you aware of a mandate that states use that

graduation rate to make a determination as to whether or

not to close a charter school?

A I know of no federal mandate to do so.

Q You made reference to the local districts, LEAs,

providing the data to the NDE; is that right? And then

Mr. -- is that a yes? Sorry. For the record, I need you

to say yes instead of nod.

A I have to ask a clarification question.

We were speaking about cohort, and we were
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speaking about dropouts. So dropouts provided by LEAs,

the cohort is LEA data that we reflect in our data

validation system to the LEAs.

Q Okay. And for charter schools sponsored by the

charter school -- State Public Charter School Authority,

would that data be provided to you by the State Charter

School Authority or the charter schools themselves?

A The charter schools themselves.

Q If you could turn to -- there should be a large

exhibit binder in front of you or nearby that has "Nevada

Connections Academy" on the front of it.

A I think it's being retrieved right now.

Q If you would turn to tab 7 in that binder. And

for the record, we have marked that as Exhibit G. So I'll

represent to you that -- to familiarize you with what I'm

reading from.

On the front page of this document, it says --

it's an excerpt. It doesn't say that, but it's an excerpt

of the minutes of the Senate Committee on Education, 78th

session, April 3rd, 2015.

Is that the right document? Are you looking at

that document?

A Yes, I am.

Q Okay. So I'll represent to you these are minutes
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from the Senate Committee on Education meeting in the 2015

legislative session.

If you would turn to the last page. In the

bottom right-hand corner you'll see a Bates No. R0206.

Do you see that page?

A Yes, I do.

Q I'll direct your attention to the next to the

last few lines on that page, where it says "Dr. Canavero,"

do you see that?

A Yes, I do.

Q And is Dr. Canavero our current acting state

superintendent?

A Yes, he is.

Q He's not acting, he's our current state

superintendent, right?

A He's the current one and he performs the role

well.

Q I agree with you. Thank you.

And Dr. Canavero is quoted in the Senate

Committee on Education minutes as saying "The NDE can

create through regulation if necessary a flexible

graduation rate requirement." Did I read that correctly?

A That's what I see written here as well.

Q Do you have any reason to question that that's an
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accurate statement made by Dr. Canavero?

A Not at all.

Q Thank you.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Is that all?

MS. GRANIER: Yes.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Mr. Ott?

MR. OTT: Nothing for me.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you for testifying

today. You are now free to go.

I forgot. Thank you for the reminder.

Questions from the Board? Any questions from the

Board?

MEMBER JOHNSON: I just have a clarifying

question, I'm sorry. Can you please -- this is Member

Johnson -- explain the graduation rate formula one more

time. I was scribbling notes. I don't think I got it as

clearly as I needed to.

THE WITNESS: Is that directed to me? Okay.

Yes.

MEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, it is.

THE WITNESS: Cohort graduation rate is a ratio.

Numerator consists of the number of graduates. The

denominator consists of the number of graduates plus the

number of non-graduates.
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MEMBER JOHNSON: It's that simple?

THE WITNESS: It is that simple.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I actually did have one

question that was in follow up to the last question that

was asked of you regarding Mr. Canavero's statement. I

was wondering: Has a flexible graduation rate requirement

in fact been adopted by NDE?

THE WITNESS: Not that I know of.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Do you have any idea why

or why not?

THE WITNESS: It would be speculation, and if

that's acceptable testimony, I can tell you a little bit

about what I know about our process.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: No, I wouldn't want you

to speculate. If you don't know, that's okay.

THE WITNESS: I don't know why.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you. Any other

board member questions? Go ahead.

MEMBER CORBETT: This is Member Corbett, for the

record.

You referred to the fifth-year graduation rate

with the NAC and then the general five-year graduation

rate for the state. To your knowledge, are they identical

populations?
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THE WITNESS: No, they are not identical

populations in all instances, because there are still

students that can transfer in and/or transfer out during

that fifth year. It's possible for that population to

change.

MEMBER CORBETT: So would you say there are other

variables involved, experiences, et cetera?

THE WITNESS: Yes, I agree with that statement.

MEMBER CORBETT: Thank you.

BY MR. OTT:

Q If I could clarify. Maybe give a little bit more

detail to what I think Member Johnson was trying to get

at. So, I'm sorry, not Member Johnson.

So with regard to graduation rate, you said it

was graduates over graduates plus non-graduates, correct?

A Correct.

Q And you said graduates is comprised of three

different types of diplomas, correct?

A Correct.

Q And those were regular, advanced and adult,

correct?

A Correct.

Q And in the denominator we have graduates and

non-graduates. Is the denominator also the graduating
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cohort?

A Correct, the entire set of students in the

numerator and denominator is the cohort.

Q So the cohort gets established by students

enrolled at ninth grade, correct?

A Correct.

Q And are there specific rules that allow that

cohort to change regarding students who are added to it

and students who may be subtracted from it?

A When students enroll in the ninth grade, they're

assigned what we refer to as an original year of

graduation. That original year of graduation does not and

cannot change for students under the adjusted cohort

graduation rate methodology.

Q But a student -- okay. So if a student transfers

to another school, they would leave the cohort of that

school that they were originally in and be added to the

cohort of the new school, correct?

A Correct.

Q And what are the other ways for a student to be

subtracted out of a cohort of the school that the student

originated in in ninth grade?

A They emigrate to another country or pass away.

Q Could they also move out of state?
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A Correct. They would be considered a

transfer-out.

Q Okay. Last question. Director Gavin just told

me I should be calling you Dr. Keglovits. So if you are a

doctor, I apologize for calling you Mr. Keglovits.

A I am not, but I appreciate the honor. Thank you.

Q Director Gavin is trying to get you a raise.

But I have no further questions.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Ms. Granier, do you have

anything?

MS. GRANIER: I do not.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any board members? Last

chance? All right. Thank you, Mr. -- Dr. Keglovitz,

appreciate your time.

MEMBER GARDNER: This is Member Gardner.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Mr. Keglovits, we

actually have a member on the phone that I forgot to ask

if he had any questions.

Member Gardner, do you have a question?

MEMBER GARDNER: Quick question with regard to

one of the last questions, the same one you touched upon.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Please go ahead.

MEMBER GARDNER: Okay. Thank you. I was

wondering if Dr. Canavero or anybody at the NDE, Nevada
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Department of Education, has asked for or ever used an

alternative to the graduation rate.

THE WITNESS: Prior to 2011, the graduation

methodology rate was referred to as the Lever Rate. That

was before the regulations were adopted across the

country. There was a time in the distant past when a

different rate was calculated, but we have since changed

to conform to the requirements.

MEMBER GARDNER: Would it be fair to say that

since 2011, for every charter school, for every school,

they've all been subject to the same standard?

THE WITNESS: Yes, that is correct.

MEMBER GARDNER: Okay. Thank you.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Ms. Granier, go ahead.

MS. GRANIER: Mr. Keglovitz, when you say "all

charter schools" and "schools are subject to the same

standard," you just mean they're all required to report a

four-year -- they all have their own graduation rate

number that is calculated based on this four-year federal

cohort rate for federal purposes, correct?

THE WITNESS: That is correct.

MS. GRANIER: Okay. Thank you.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you. Anybody else?

All right.
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In all seriousness, Mr. Keglovits, appreciate you

making the time. I know you had to wait a while, but we

appreciate you making yourself available to testify today.

Have a good Memorial Day Weekend.

Mr. Peltier: Member Guinasso, if Mr. Keglovits

did not refer to everything in this --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Only what he referred

to -- we only need the documents that he referred to,

Danny.

Mr. Peltier: Thank you. One other point that

I'd like to make the board aware of. While assisting Mr.

Keglovits, my computer froze for a minute. I can -- the

court reporter was able to get the transcript, but the

recording stopped for, I don't know, a minute.

And then it was rebooted. So I wanted to make

you aware of that during this testimony that occurred.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. So we'll probably

have to make the transcript available publicly at some

point. So that's how we'll cure that issue.

So there will be a public -- there will be the

recording of this meeting that will be made available to

the public, as well as the transcript when it comes

available. And that should, if one or the other fails, we

should have a complete record one way or the other.
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MR. PELTIER: Wanted to let you know.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Appreciate it. It's

4:14. We have time, since I'm assuming, Mr. Ott, you're

going to rest your case?

MR. OTT: Yes.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Based on that fact, we do

have time to start your case in chief, Ms. Granier, if you

wanted to call your first witness.

MS. GRANIER: I will call Dr. Jafeth Sanchez.

Before I do that, though, I would like to make a motion

based on the evidence that has been presented for judgment

as a matter of law against the Authority, if you would

allow that motion to be heard.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Let's hear your

motion.

MS. GRANIER: Okay. You have a threshold

determination to make as to whether the Authority has

proved by a preponderance of the evidence that Nevada

Connections Academy has not corrected the alleged

deficiencies, and whether it's lawful and appropriate to

reconstitute or revoke the charter.

If you determine that NCA has cured the noticed

alleged deficiencies, then we don't proceed further in

this hearing, in accordance with your order.
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If the board determines that NCA has a graduation

rate of less than 60 percent for purposes of Senate

Bill 509 now codified as NRS 388A.330, which the Authority

had the burden of proving by a preponderance of the

evidence, then we will move forward, and that Nevada

Connections Academy has not adequately cured that

deficiency, then we will move forward with the next phase

of this hearing so you can determine whether it is lawful

and appropriate to close this school or to reconstitute

its governing board.

Under the order issued rescheduling the hearing,

you identified the deficiency under 388.330 that the

school's graduation rate was below 60 percent.

We have heard evidence that that number is below

60 percent if you calculate it based on the four-year

cohort graduation rate, which is commonly used for federal

reporting purposes.

There is no definition of graduation rate under

the statute, under Nevada law. And, in fact, the

legislative history is clear that that was not what was

intended, that in fact the representation was made to

legislators that your board, based on Mr. Gavin's

testimony, was not going to use this with a single data

point to shut down a school.
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The Legislature changed the language of the

proposed bill from "shall close a school," a mandatory

closure for having a grad rate of less than 60 percent, to

"may," to provide you discretion.

That discretion requires that you listen to all

of the compelling evidence. And as Mr. Gavin conceded, a

compelling explanation when you consider whether that

trigger is appropriately, is appropriate for you to

proceed.

Mr. Gavin admitted that that discretion does

exists. He believes you should exercise that discretion

when there's a natural disaster, and that's why the rate

is below 60 percent.

But he also referred to a natural disaster

resulting in displaced students. Well, that's

precisely -- we don't have a natural disaster, but we have

displaced students.

We have students that have come to this school

credit-deficient. And that is the only reason this

school's graduation rate is below that 60 percent when you

calculate it under the four-year federal cohort.

Therefore, provided Mr. Gavin's own testimony

about that discretion and how you consider graduation

rate, you should grant this motion.
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In addition to that, Mr. Gavin testified today

that considering the fifth-year graduation rate would be

reasonable relative to this issue.

So, again, there's a concession. But this is not

this single data point without consideration of who those

students are. You heard Mr. Gavin agree that there is a

major difference between a credit-deficient student who

became credit-deficient at Nevada Connections Academy and

they are fully accountable for that.

Versus a credit-deficient student who was one or

more semesters behind when they hit the door of Nevada

Connections Academy, and that is 49 percent of our student

population.

In addition, you're considering whether or not

Nevada Connections Academy, whether the Authority carried

its burden of proof that under these circumstances Nevada

Connections Academy did not cure the defect in a

reasonable way.

What you heard from Director Gavin was that he

flat out refused to give the school guidance as to what

would be an acceptable cure. For the first time today,

Nevada Connections Academy heard, in response to Acting

Chair Guinasso's questions, what the necessary elements

were for an acceptable cure.
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We've heard various explanations as to why he

refused to talk to us, whether it was because we had

initiated litigation, whether it was because he had no

obligation under the law, whatever the reason, it is clear

to you from the evidence presented already there was no

clarity to the school as to what would be an acceptable

cure. And I'm not even sure there is any clarity even

today after they have presented their case in chief.

The Nevada Connections Academy, at this board's

request back in May, after having been up for a Notice of

Closure in March of last year and having the board vote,

after hearing from the school, that board voted not to

move forward with Director Gavin's recommendation and

Notice to Close be issued.

Instead, that board said: You need to come up

with a plan to address this graduation rate issue. And we

did.

In May we came back with a Graduation Rate

Improvement Plan, which was part of the cure. And,

frankly, it cured the defect. Director Gavin has no

substantive criticism.

He said he's agnostic as to the programmatic

changes in there. So he does not dispute that the

programmatic changes that we presented, that the
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intervention that we presented can actually cure this

issue.

He has concerns about the timeframe in which it

will be done. But we also heard that it could be of

concern if the school's graduation rate increases too

dramatically.

So should there be transparency and

accountability? Absolutely. And we have never fought

that. We have been absolutely transparent with the

numbers.

We came to you. We explained why the rate is

what it is. And it's not based on a reflection of this

school's performance.

And Director Gavin failed to present any

evidence -- the Authority failed to present any evidence

to you that in fact this number represents NCA's

achievement failures. Director Gavin refused to look at

information presented to him, uploaded in Epicenter from

Dr. Garza, who was our third-party validator of all of

this data.

He was not looking for a solution, unfortunately.

He was looking to tell you to close this school.

Under the law, the Authority bears the burden of

proving that there was not an acceptable cure. We have
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provided you -- I will say -- a first-of-its kind possibly

in the country -- a first-class graduation rate plan that

this board praised.

We've provided you evidence that it's working. A

five percent pitch point increase over the course of the

last year.

Director Gavin had no evidence that that wasn't a

direct result of the Graduation Rate Improvement Plan.

We have also indicated through our proposed cure

an absolute willingness to work with all of you and your

staff to try to find a path forward if there are more

requirements that you want to impose to address this

issue. We came back with all kinds of proposals.

First, we were told that it needs to be approved

by the board. We had it approved by the board. Then we

were told it still doesn't address the issue. So we came

back with this idea of a school within a school, which I

still submit to you there was no evidence presented to you

that that is not legally permissible.

And in fact Director Gavin just said it will take

too long, I believe, and that it's unprecedented.

Well, the Beacon Academy's contract was also

unprecedented. But my contract -- this Authority let that

school have a transition period where they became, chose
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to enter the Alternative Performance Framework.

So there's precedent for finding creative

solutions and doing it by contract and approving it by

this board.

We have offered all of those things which

demonstrate an absolute willingness to address the real

issue and give you all of the data that demonstrates what

the real issue is.

And for all of those reasons, the Authority has

not carried its burden, and we ask that you grant us

judgment as a matter of law.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you, Ms. Granier.

Mr. Ott.

MR. OTT: Thank you. So the graduation rate is

clear and uncontroverted. Below 60 percent. You heard

Mr. Keglovits state there's only one graduation rate

calculated in Nevada.

You heard Director Gavin say that's the

graduation rate they use for accountability purposes.

You heard Mr. Keglovits say that that's the same

graduation rate that the ASD uses for accountability

purposes.

There's only one graduation rate. Everybody

knows what it is. Exhibit 1 in our binder clearly shows
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it was 35 percent for the first year in question and

40 percent for the second year in question.

So the Authority has clearly met its burden with

regard to those two items.

With regard to the third component of this first

phase, which is the feasibility of the cure, first I want

to address the allegations about refusing to provide

feedback.

The evidence does not reflect that the Authority

refused to provide feedback to a cure.

You heard Director Gavin testify about multiple

phone calls with NCA to do exactly that during the

February-to-March cure period.

The fact that those phone calls were unsuccessful

or the fact that they were unwilling or unable to come up

with a cure that was satisfactory, does not mean that the

authority did not provide all the feedback that it should

have.

The only time there was any failure, testimony

has shown the only time there was any failure to respond

on behalf of the Authority to a request from the school

was after their motion for preliminary injunction was

denied on November 30th, a verbal request from their

counsel to counsel for staff to talk about cure is
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approximately 48 hours before the two-month cure period

had ended.

There was no board meeting scheduled. Director

Gavin was out of town. And based on the heightened

litigation environment we denied the request to talk about

cures on an expedited basis.

So that's the only time that there was ever a

failure to participate with the school. And that was not

in response to a written cure proposal, that was a

response for a request for a conversation.

There wasn't a document presented that says, hey,

tell us what you think about this. It was, hey, can we

talk?

That's something that I think needs to be cleared

up. And then with regard to the feasibility, to the

acceptability of the plan: One of the things that was

very clear that Director Gavin mentioned was that the

client had benchmarks.

And when you look at their December 2, 2016 plan,

on page R003, it says:

"With respect for measuring the school's progress

in implementing that plan, NCA has proposed benchmarks of

reaching 45 percent by 2016."

The benchmark for 2016 for the plan that they
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proposed was 45 percent. The graduation rate was

40 percent. So they didn't meet their own benchmark that

they proposed in their plan. The plan has been in place

for a year now.

The only information that we have is that it's

not working, it's not doing what they told us it was going

to do.

Furthermore, this is supported by the fact that

the evidence shows, in 2013, the school was renewed

contingent upon it coming up with a plan to improve its

mathematical performance and graduation rate performance.

That was 2013.

We're still at 40 percent for their graduation

rate. The history has shown that this school's graduation

rate improvement plans do not succeed.

Now whether that's because of an inability or an

unwillingness or ineffective implementation is not

something that the authority has the staff or the

expertise to know, but they can judge the results.

We've had two plans. We've had no successful

implementation. None of the benchmarks that they proposed

have been met, and the graduation rates are clearly below

60 percent. So our position is that the motion should be

denied.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you, Mr. Ott.

MS. GRANIER: May I have a bit of rebuttal since

I made the motion?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Sure. A reply.

MS. GRANIER: The graduation rate is not defined

in NRS 388, but is at issue here today. As you heard,

Director Gavin was very involved in the decision to enact

that provision.

And he could have offered that the statutes say

the graduation rate shall be the federal four-year cohort

graduation rate. He didn't. The Legislature didn't say

that either.

So you should not just assume, as Mr. Ott is

asking we all do, that that was the single graduation rate

at issue there.

The fact that he says there was no board meeting,

there was no board meeting scheduled for NCA, there's no

requirement that a proposed cure be already approved by

the NCA board.

And as we have demonstrated -- in fact, the

board, NCA board, ended up approving precisely what we had

proposed.

So that's not an excuse to refuse to meet with

the board. And he brings up that Director Gavin was out
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of town even though Director Gavin said it didn't matter

that he was out of town; it was solely because we had

litigated.

And yes, we did. But we were pursuing our legal

rights and that is our right to do in this country and

under our Constitution.

And we shouldn't be punished for that, which is

basically what I'm hearing happened here. He would talk

to us about a proposed cure to punish us because we had

sued.

That is not an excuse. It doesn't excuse him

from his statutory obligation under NRS 388 to create an

environment, your obligation under NRS 388, to create an

environment in which charter schools can flourish.

Ask yourselves: Is that the environment where

you have a director who is refusing to explain what is an

acceptable cure or give guidance until this hearing as to

what is an acceptable cure, who, for the first time in

this hearing, claims that the state performance, that the

Charter School Performance Framework that you adopted

doesn't apply to this school even though that document

clearly says that it does.

He has -- the Authority has statutory obligations

to provide schools information, to provide them reasonable
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guidance with oversight. There's an obligation to even

give feedback to an applicant about how to cure their

deficiencies so somebody who doesn't even have a charter

gets feedback on how to cure their deficiencies. But a

school that's been operating for 10 years and successfully

graduating students with a four star middle school is not

entitled to feedback on the cure or to understand what the

elements are of a proposed cure.

So I submit to you there is not even so much as a

policy in place as to how a board would be reconstituted.

The Authority has not met its burden for you to

move forward.

With respect to the benchmarks that Mr. Ott

references that he says the school failed to meet, that is

an inaccurate representation.

One of the bones of contention in that contract

and setting those benchmarks was we said we can't tell

you -- we can't pick a number without knowing what our

population will look like next year.

And here's a good reason why: Because in 2016,

by October, we had 600 new credit-deficient students.

So we said we need to work with you to figure out

how we set this benchmark with the understanding that you

will at least consider the new credit-deficient students
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we brought in.

So did we hit the 45 percent? No. But if you

calculated it based on consideration of those factors

which we identified relative to the benchmark we provided,

we met and exceeded that benchmark; it was 50 percent.

As far as the 2013 plan goes, it was a very

different plan. It was not the 2016 graduation rate

improvement plan you can't, as Mr. Ott, suggested judge

the effectiveness of the 2016 plan based on a 2013 School

Improvement Plan.

And Director Gavin himself conceded and

affirmatively testified that there was not any reason to

believe that the plan itself and the substance of the plan

itself would not be effective.

Thank you.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you, Ms. Granier.

Before we take a motion, are there any questions

that any of the members have from the parties regarding

the motion and the opposition to the motion?

MEMBER GARDNER: This is Member Gardner. I have

one.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yes. Please go ahead.

MEMBER GARDNER: From the argument, this sounds

like a motion to decide the entire case, not to decide
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just the first standing, whether the 60 percent was hit or

not.

Which one are we doing? Are we doing this motion

for the entire case or just the first 60 percent?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: You know, that thought

had crossed my mind, but as I understand the motion,

Ms. Granier is saying that because there's no specific

definition of graduation rate in the statute, that the

evidence that's been put forth by the Authority that the

graduation rate is less than 60 percent is not valid.

And even if it were valid, that there were

several proposed cures offered that they believe are

sufficient that should have been fully considered and

recommended to this board for approval.

Is that an accurate summary of your motion?

MS. GRANIER: Yes.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So I don't think it's a

motion to decide the whole case, per se; but based on the

evidence we've heard right now to make a ruling.

And so my inclination would be to take this in

pieces and based upon the evidence that's been presented

to this point to determine as a matter of law whether or

not the Connections Academy is deficient and not met the

60 percent graduation rate requirement that is in statute.
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But I would concede there's no definition of

graduation rate, which really leads -- Member Gardner, if

you don't have any question, I do have a question myself

about this graduation rate, lack of a definition, but I

want to defer to you before I proceed to any more

questions.

MEMBER GARDNER: That's fine. I appreciate you

explaining the motion. That's all I wanted. I was

confused at the scope of the motion.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you.

I think the question I have is: If we accept

your argument, Ms. Granier, that there is no definition of

graduation rate, then this statute that we have has no

meaning because we would never be able to consider -- we'd

never be able to issue an intent to close or reconstitute,

because we would never know whether a school was truly

below 60 percent or not.

So absent some definition in statute, I imagine

we would have to defer to what the Nevada Department of

Education has determined is the graduation rate absent

some compelling reason not to use their definition of

graduation rate or their application of what a graduation

rate is.

Can you help me with that?
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MS. GRANIER: Yes. Thank you for the question.

There is the commonly known graduation rate calculated for

federal purposes.

But as we have not discussed much here today but

we have pointed out in briefing beforehand, we're talking

about Nevada law.

And Nevada law also, in other provisions, says

that you shall not for accountability reporting count

students who receive a GED or go on to adult ed as

dropouts.

And this is related to calculating the graduation

rate. So I think step one is you, at a minimum, for

purposes of closure, need to consider under Nevada law

that you don't count those students in that graduation

rate.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Mr. Ott, any

comment on that question I presented to Ms. Granier

regarding what the appropriate definition of graduation

rate is?

MR. OTT: I think that you heard Director Gavin

testify what the Authority uses as graduation rate and

what Mr. Keglovits testified, that that's the only

graduation rate calculated.

I agree that the Legislature must have intended
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that a graduation rate be used when they passed this

statute.

And in the absence of any other graduation rate

calculated by the Department of Education, I think that's

the only one that can be reasonably used.

You also heard that is the one that is used for

the Achievement School District, which is 388B, which is

another statute, also using the term "graduation rate."

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: With regard to graduation

rate, of course I could Google it. I just Googled what is

the definition of high school graduation rate.

And I think that when you're construing a statute

and trying to understand the meaning, you have to take the

plain ordinary meaning.

And if it's ambiguous, then I guess you go to

legislative intent, and I don't have the legislative

history in front of me with regard to the intent of what

the Legislature wanted when it said use a graduation rate.

But before I even get to the ambiguity, I don't

know that there's ambiguity in that term "graduation

rate." It would appear to me that "graduation rate" would

mean what the Nevada Department of Education says it means

and how it calculates that graduation rate.

And so I would like to make a motion before we
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decide your entire motion, that this board will adopt the

graduation rate -- or for purposes of understanding what

"graduation rate" is, that this board will use the

information provided by the Nevada Department of Education

in making that determination for purposes of this case.

Could I get a second for that motion?

VICE CHAIR MACKEDON: Melissa Mackedon, second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any discussion on whether

we should use the Nevada Department of Education's

calculation of graduation rate?

All those in favor?

ALL: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any opposed?

(No audible response.)

(Motion made, seconded, and unanimously
carried.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So we've made a clear

record as to what we're using in terms of calculation of

graduation rate.

So then the next motion I'd like to make is that

based on the evidence that's been presented by the

Authority, that it appears as a matter of law that the

Nevada Connections Academy for cohort year 2015 and cohort

year 2016 has not achieved a 60 percent or higher
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graduation rate.

Can I get a second for that before there's

discussion?

MEMBER CORBETT: Member Corbett, second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Member Corbett seconded

the motion.

Is there any discussion on the motion?

(No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. Hearing no

discussion, all those in favor of that motion, please

signify by saying aye.

ALL: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Anybody opposed?

(No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. So the motion

carries.

(Motion that, as a matter of law, the Nevada
Connections Academy for cohort year 2015 and
cohort year 2016 has not achieved a
60 percent or higher graduation rate made,
seconded, and unanimously carried.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Now, with regard to the

issue of cure, I'd like to hear Connection Academy's

arguments regarding cure.

And now the issue of -- some of the issues that

were talked about with regard to the letter that you've
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presented both in December and in March, I think -- I

don't think I'm prepared to entertain a motion or give a

motion that would decide the issue of whether cure is

adequate, because, really, as a board this is the first

time we've had an opportunity to consider the entirety of

the proposed cure.

I would say, though, that one of the elements of

cure that we've already decided and that Connections

Academy has been well aware of, is that whatever contract

was entered into would have some limited judicial review

as exchange for the consideration that we would not

initiate closure or reconstitution proceedings.

So, as we proceed forward with the hearing to

deal with the issue of whether the cures that you have

proposed are adequate, I just want you to keep in mind

that that was something that the board has already decided

previously.

And we'll entertain argument as to why you think

that that is inappropriate so that we can reconsider that

past action.

So it's not like we're bound by that past action,

but as you can imagine, if we've already decided that as a

board, your burden is going to be particularly high with

regard to that particular issue as to explaining why
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that's inappropriate.

So what I'd like, Mr. Ott, since we've already,

since we've decided one of the substantive issues, I'd

like you to prepare proposed Findings of Fact and

Conclusions denying Ms. Granier's motion and finding that

as a matter of law that we are relying on the graduation

rate that's provided by the Nevada Department of

Education; and that we find as a matter of law that the

graduation rate for the 2015 and 2016 cohort years was

below the 60 percent.

Yes, Ms. Granier.

MS. GRANIER: So my understanding is I made a

motion to dismiss and you could grant or deny that.

I was in no way waiving my right to put on our

case in chief on those issues. So I would ask you to

reconsider, rather than ruling completely on the merits,

because we have witnesses, Matt Wicks is one, Dr. Vineyard

is another, that will testify about the graduation rate.

And it's relevant to the issue you're saying you

just decided.

So my experience has always been, if a motion to

dismiss is denied, then you go forward with the case on

the merits, not that we would have judgment against us

without putting our case on.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Well, the way that I

received Mr. Ott's rebuttal to your motion was that he was

arguing that the evidence that as was presented by the

Authority satisfies the threshold issues; that is, whether

the graduation rate from Connections was less than

60 percent.

And I included the issue of graduation rate only

because you have brought that up as an issue of ambiguity

in the statute.

But I think you are right. You would otherwise

have a right to rebut the evidence. Then that would be an

opportunity -- I don't know, Mr. Ott, what's your position

on this?

MR. OTT: I think she's right.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yeah, I think she's

right, too. However, so what I'll do -- I think with

regard to the graduation rate definition, I think we'll

leave that as it is, that the issue of what this board

considers the graduation rate, that will ultimately give

some definition, I think, to you as to what we're working

with.

I mean, if the issue is what is graduation rate

that we're considering for purposes of these proceedings,

then the answer should be clear and unambiguous, and that
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is that we're using the rate provided to us by the Nevada

Department of Education.

I'm going to leave that motion intact, but I'm

going to move to strike the latter motion with regard

to -- with regard to whether you've met the 60 percent

threshold, because I think you do have a right to give

some rebuttal testimony.

And I was premature to address that issue in a

motion absent your ability to offer evidence and argument

regarding the same.

(Motion to strike previous motion.)

MS. GRANIER: I appreciate that. And just one

more thing is on even the adoption of what you will

consider for graduation rate, I intended for our witnesses

to provide you material information on whether you do

accept the federal four-year cohort rate as the graduation

rate for purposes of the statute.

So I would ask you to give us the opportunity to

do that.

I also have some concerns that you adopting what

graduation rate means under that statute the way that was

just offered by motion could possibly be ad hock

rulemaking.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yeah, I wouldn't consider

it ad hoc rulemaking. With regard to this hearing and the

proceedings, the issue you've raised is whether -- is that

you're alleging there's some ambiguity in the term

"graduation rate" per the statute.

The Authority has said that there's no ambiguity;

that if I'm correct here, you've said that we use the

graduation rate prescribed by the Nevada Department of

Education.

So they're the authority on this, ultimately.

What I will say is that if you want to continue to make

arguments about whether NDE -- whether the standard that

we're using is appropriate, you can still make those

arguments.

But I wanted to be clear in denying your motion

what this board's disposition. So if you were to make

that motion in writing and they were to make an opposition

motion, I would imagine I would have to write an order

that said we believe graduation rate means X, Y and Z.

So the purpose of my motion was to ultimately

respond to what you were arguing and give you a clear

understanding of why we reached the conclusion to deny

your motion.

But that being said, let me move to strike the
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finding -- or the motion of the board finding that Nevada

Connections Academy has not satisfied the 60 percent

graduation rate pending Connections Academy's ability to

provide evidence and argument regarding the same.

Can I get a second?

MEMBER SNOW: This is Member Snow. I second it.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Member Snow seconded it.

All those in favor, signify by saying aye. All those

opposed?

(No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. So nobody's

opposed. All right.

So that leaves us with: I'd like to make a

motion just formally denying the motion that was presented

asking for judgment as a matter of law.

Can I get a second for that?

MEMBER CORBETT: Member Corbett, second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Any discussion?

MEMBER LUNA: Can you explain that?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I tried to take the

motion in pieces. Now I'm basically just tying this up --

I tried to take -- let me back up.

I tried to take Ms. Granier's motion in pieces,

to address different pieces of it before I denied the
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motion, before I made a motion to deny her motion in

total.

And so now that I've dealt with one of the pieces

of -- one of the essential pieces of her motion, I'd like

to move to deny her motion in total, which would in effect

not allow her to have judgment as a matter of law relative

to the issues we're considering right now.

Does that make sense? All right. Let me try

again. The motion that's before the board is whether

there should be judgment as a matter of law.

MEMBER LUNA: What does judgment as a matter of

law mean?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Basically assuming all

the evidence that's been presented by the Authority,

assuming all the evidence presented by the Authority, that

the Authority hasn't met its burden to prove that, one,

Nevada Connections Academy has not satisfied the

60 percent graduation rate requirement for cohort years

2015-2016.

And two, that the proposed cures were not

sufficient to cure that deficiency.

So what I'm proposing is that for the time being

we deny that motion. I don't think that the law would

require at this point that we render a judgment in that
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regard.

Mainly because our definition of graduation rate

really flows from what NDE has said the graduation rate

is.

I'd be interested to hear what Nevada Connection'

arguments are in their case in chief with regard to why we

shouldn't follow NDE's graduation rate, and why they think

that, if we discarded NDE's graduation rate, why -- what

the graduation rate would otherwise be, and why we should

adopt that as our view in this situation.

And I think that would be a good place for us to

focus on. And then we can deal with also the proposed

cures, again keeping in mind that some of the ideas, even

though you've put them in writing, haven't really been

fully considered and discussed by the board with Nevada

Connections.

So with that, is there any further questions on

the motion? Can I get a second for the motion to deny

Ms. Granier's motion to dismiss?

Thank you, Stavan seconded the original motion.

Is there any discussion? All those in favor of denying

the motion, signify by saying aye.

Any opposed?

(No audible response.)
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. So the motion

carries unanimously.

(Motion made, seconded, and unanimously
carried.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right, Ms. Granier,

just because your motion was denied doesn't mean that

we're not going to listen intently to your case in chief.

I think there's some arguments you'd like to make.

And one of the things, I think given we only have

a few minutes, I don't think we'll be able to get your

witness on, right?

MS. GRANIER: I was going to ask if there's

any -- I will lose her if I don't get her on today. Is

there any chance we can go til 5:30?

MR. PELTIER: Member Guinasso, we'd like to have

some discussion that we'd like to bring to the board from

up in the north.

It was brought to my attention that Ms. Sanchez

will be unable to testify beyond 5:00 p.m. this afternoon.

If it is okay with the Chair, she said she's

available tomorrow between 1:00 and 3:00 p.m. to call in

or video conference in. We have that capability with

staff.

She would be put on the screen either via video
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or phone. I just wanted to let you know that's where

we're at with that and let you guys determine that with

Ms. Granier.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yes. Thank you, Danny.

Is that acceptable, to you, Ms. Granier?

MS. GRANIER: Yes. I would just ask if for any

reason that does not work and we can't get Ms. Sanchez,

would we be allowed to substitute a local board member who

could appear in Las Vegas?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I think I would be

inclined to consider that for sure. And so we'll plan on

contacting Ms. Sanchez tomorrow at 1:00, and we'll just

make that a hard and fast time when we talk to her.

So let Ms. Sanchez know that and make all the

arrangements so that we can video feed her in.

The one thing I want to tie up before we leave is

two things: Danny, how long do we have after five, can we

go until 5:15?

Mr. PELTIER: I'm getting a no by the court

reporter; she is not able to go past 5:00 p.m.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. Let me think

about this. I think there's an exhibit, and it's Exhibit

W, if I recall correctly.

And If I'm correct about the exhibit with the
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exhibit, it would have information --

MR. PELTIER: Mr. Guinasso.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yes.

MR. PELTIER: The court reporter is -- can't go

on.

THE COURT REPORTER: We can't write longer than

an hour and a half without a break. We've gone two hours.

And we'll be disabled if you keep doing this to us. I

have to take a break.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: We've got four minutes

until 5:00.

THE COURT REPORTER: I'm packing up.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Which company is this

court reporter from?

THE COURT REPORTER: This is my company.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. All right. All

right. I appreciate your time.

THE COURT REPORTER: You can record it and we'll

transcribe it later.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: We'll just stay on

record.

THE COURT REPORTER: I will not be disabled, and

neither will the court reporters who work for me.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I understand. Thank you.
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We'll rely upon the recording of this next 15 minutes, if

that's okay with the parties. We'll get those

transcribed. It's not going to be for too long.

MS. GRANIER: We're just talking about exhibits,

I take it, procedural stuff?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yeah, exactly.

MS. GRANIER: That's fine.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: And really, because I

think this is important to this next piece, to your case

in chief, is that this Exhibit W was evaluation report of

a 2015 graduation analysis.

For tomorrow morning, when we first come, if you

could just be prepared to argue why we should. I think it

goes to your arguments regarding whether the graduation

rate that we've applied in this case is correct; and even

if it is correct, if you take into account

credit-deficient students, which I think that record has

some discussion about, based on what you've said, that it

could alter what the graduation rate would ultimately be.

So if you could consider arguments for that tomorrow

morning.

And Mr. Ott, if you can consider arguments as to

why we shouldn't be considering that, I think the board

should hear that first because, if I understand your case
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correctly, that would be a document that would be referred

to at different points during tomorrow's hearing; is that

right?

MS. GRANIER: Yes, that's right.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. All right. Any

other preliminary evidence or issues or anything else

before we close?

MR. OTT: Just so I'm clear what we're arguing

about, because we had -- at least my records reflect tab

37 is marked as W. And then also, today, opposing counsel

presented this document, which I wrote W on as well.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yes.

MR. OTT: And that may be my fault, so I

apologize.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: We've included that with

Exhibit W.

MR. OTT: It's 37 plus this.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yes. Bates number is

1153, and it ends in 164.

Are there any other preliminary issues?

MS. GRANIER: I'm sorry. When you say "be ready

to argue about the admissibility of that exhibit," are you

referring to the fact that, just offering that it was up

loaded to Epicenter on the March 30th hearing?
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: If you could get it to us

tomorrow.

MS. GRANIER: I have it right now but I can wait

until tomorrow.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Why don't you present it

tomorrow, because I want to be respectful of people's

boundaries that they've set for us with regard to the

meeting space. I don't have anything else, but what we'll

do is we'll reconvene, we'll take a recess, reconvene at

8.00 a.m.

We're scheduled here until 5:00. Again, my

intent would be to see if we could get through your case

in chief and maybe get to closing arguments around three

or four so we could decide this first set of issues, and

that will set the table for any future hearings, if we

need any future hearings.

All right. Thank you very much.

MEMBER LUNA: Member Guinasso, I want to remind

you I'll be up north tomorrow. So if there's any

documents like that, if you can make sure that Danny has

access to them too so I can get a copy of them.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: For sure. Thank you for

that. And please tell the court reporter that we don't

want her to be disabled either. So all right. Give her
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our affection.

MS. GRANIER: I think you should already have the

actual -- I left a copy of the actual -- so what I'll have

is the Epicenter screen shot.

MEMBER JOHNSON: For those by telephone tomorrow,

what's the way we can get -- are there any additional

supplemental documents?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Besides than what's in

the binder?

MS. GRANIER: The screen shot and -- I don't

think so, other than I do have -- I was wanting to use

demonstrative evidence and there will be posters. I could

try to get you an e-mail, like a --

MEMBER JOHNSON: If you could, please.

MS. GRANIER: -- the slide, the PowerPoint.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you. All right.

Thank you very much. Have a good evening.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you.

(Proceedings adjourned at 5:02 p.m.)

-o0o-
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STATE OF NEVADA )
) ss.

COUNTY OF WASHOE )

We, DENISE HINXMAN and STEPHANI L. LODER,

Certified Court Reporters in and for the County of Washoe,

State of Nevada, do hereby certify that on Friday,

May 26, 2017, at the Grand Sierra Hotel, in the Nevada

Room, located at 2500 East Second Street, Reno, Nevada, we

reported the videoconferenced public hearing in the matter

entitled herein;

That the foregoing transcript, consisting of

pages 1 through 363, inclusive, is a true and correct

transcript of the stenographic notes taken by us in the

above-captioned matter to the best of our knowledge,

skill, and ability.

As we were not present in the room with all of

the participants, the appearances on the cover page are

from our understanding of who was present via

videoconference and telephone during the proceeding, and

that speaker identification was made to the best of our

ability through voice recognition;

We further certify that we are not attorneys or

counsel for any of the parties, nor relatives or employees

of any attorney or counsel connected with the action, nor
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financially interested in the action.

Dated at Reno, Nevada this 19th day of June,

2017.

/s/ Denise Hinxman
Denise Hinxman, CCR #234

/s/ Stephani L. Loder
Stephani L. Loder, CCR #862
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RENO/LAS VEGAS, NEVADA; SATURDAY, MAY 27, 2017; 8:01 A.M.

-o0o-

THE COURT: Call this hearing back in session. I

wanted to welcome everybody. I know it's Memorial Day

weekend, and we've been here two days and really got a lot

of work done.

I wanted to thank -- before the day got out of

hand, I wanted to thank the hosts of both the properties

and the technicians for taking care of us and making this

a pleasant experience. I wanted to thank the court

reporters who have worked diligently to keep up with us.

I wanted to thank the staffs of both the

Authority and Connections Academy for being here even on a

Saturday. I know this is not everybody's normal workday.

And I wanted to thank the families that have shown up

consistently for the last couple days to observe and be a

part of the process.

I think what we're embarking upon is important.

It's important for the school choice movement. It's

important for the autonomy of charter schools and for

accountability, understanding that with autonomy comes

accountability.

And I think it's important for fairness and due
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process. And I hope at the end of this that everybody

will think, regardless of the outcome, that there is, you

know, fairness and due process provided to everyone.

So with that being said, just some logistical

things. We will take lunch around noon. That's our

intent. But our lunch period I'd like to limit to

30 minutes given the amount of time that we have today,

because I'd really like to get through the first set of

issues and come to some conclusion on this first set of

issues by the time we conclude today.

We will take 15-minute breaks. The first one I'm

intending for us to take will be around 10:00 a.m. The

second one would be around 2:00 p.m. And then a short

break around 4:00, probably before we do -- before we

deliberate or before closing arguments, whatever seems to

be appropriate in the late afternoon.

We'll be flexible, but I just wanted to give

everybody an idea of what -- the way I'm conceiving of the

date in terms of breaks.

We're going to work really hard. We're going to

get through, hopefully, a number of witnesses and then get

to our closing arguments with regard to the first set of

issues that have been presented.

So with that being said, yesterday we left off
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ready to take the Connections Academy's case in chief.

And I discerned that an important part of their case in

chief was their data validation report that has been

previously excluded.

And my concern yesterday is that it may have been

available sooner based on the representations of counsel.

But -- that is that some of this may have been available

as early as, it looks like, December and then a supplement

provided on March 27th.

My concern is that we just didn't get this to

review it, and it wasn't a part of our record.

Can you explain what happened, Ms. Granier?

MS. GRANIER: Sure. So what happened was

actually, in December, we had been under contract with

AdvancEd. We had agreed upon having AdvancEd be a

third-party validator for the data we were going to

present to you, and Dr. -- Director Gavin had agreed with

that as well.

In our December 2nd cure letter, that is

reflected. The work for the validation had not yet been

completed.

Unexpectedly, AdvancEd terminated the contract,

apparently out of concern they would upset the authorizer

if they did this work for us.
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So we retained Dr. Garza so that we would have

someone to validate our data. He completed his first

report before the March hearing, and I have distributed to

you a copy of the Epicenter screen shot to demonstrate and

prove that we did, in fact, upload his first report prior

to that March 30th hearing.

Following that, we did have him provide updated

validation information for the 2016 year and for the 2015

year cohort that we provided five day -- at least five

days before this hearing, which was in accordance with

your order. The order of the Authority said, to use

exhibits, we would have to show them to opposing counsel

before we presented them to you.

Mr. Ott made reference to something in the notice

letter that actually came from Patrick Gavin that said

something about uploading documents we would use at

hearing to Epicenter by a certain deadline.

I am not aware generally that a party to a

contested proceeding gets to set the rules about

disclosure requirements. As you know, there is no policy

this board has adopted. There are no regulations. And

under Nevada law, under 233B, it is clear that, unless

prejudice can be shown, this information should come in.

There is no prejudice here. It was provided with
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plenty of time for opposing counsel to review it. We do

apologize. We understand you're a volunteer board. We

certainly weren't trying to overload you with more

information. And we intend to, through the witness, walk

you through all of that information so that you have

plenty of time to review it and ask any questions you

have.

But it is absolutely material to the issues here

today and our ability to fully present our case.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you.

Mr. Ott?

MR. OTT: Sure. So I'd like to discuss the

documents separately, if I could, because the objections

changed slightly from my perspective.

First, I think that the testimony yesterday was

that Director Gavin said he didn't recall discussing it,

and hence not that he approved of them. There hasn't been

any testimony about why they may have terminated their

contract. So counsel's representation is just counsel's

representation. It's not based on any evidence that's in.

Discuss the supplemental doc first because that

was what was first in time. That was the document that

was provided yesterday. It says that it was sent to

Patrick Gavin and to members of the State Public Charter
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School Authority. That's what the letter on the front

says.

I don't know if it was. I don't believe I ever

received it until it was provided to me yesterday. The

board would know better than I if it was sent to them or

Mr. Whitney.

Actually, Patrick, do you know if you received

this in, March, or do you recall?

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR GAVIN: I've never seen the

document.

MR. OTT: Okay.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Let me ask you this,

Mr. Ott. Did you have time to review this document last

night when I brought it to your attention?

MR. OTT: I did.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. And so if it were

admitted, would you be hindered in any way from

cross-examining the witness who would ostensibly

authenticate the data that's contained therein?

MR. OTT: Not with regard to this document.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay.

MR. OTT: With regard to the second document,

yes, but I'll get to that subsequently.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Thank you.
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MR. OTT: So in addition to not ever having been

sent to me, this says it was uploaded to Epicenter. All

the other documents -- and apparently, according to this

Epicenter printout that was provided by counsel, nothing

else from the March hearing was uploaded to Epicenter.

Everything else, to my knowledge, was sent to me with a

carbon copy to Mr. Whitney. That was the way documents

they were presenting in March were disclosed.

I am unaware of any representations to anyone

that this was a supplement or that there was a request to

provide a supplement. As counsel mentioned, there is the

notice letter setting forth a March 24th deadline. So

this would come in after that deadline.

It was submitted differently from every other

document that they submitted in advance of that March

hearing, and I don't know that there was any way for us to

know that it was coming in advance of that.

So with regard to things that were submitted

before, I think it's, in character, different from the

other evidence that was submitted. And I don't think it

was available, so to speak.

Additionally, having looked at the document last

night, I do have objections based on the content of the

document. It contains improper legal conclusions such as,
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according to Nevada state law, which I think is an

improper legal conclusion to be included in this sort of a

data validation document.

So now I would like to move to the supplemental

or the tab 37, which I think is the -- what counsel

characterized as a supplemental report from Dr. Garza.

So the supplemental document, in addition to

adding great detail to the 2016 analysis, seeks to conduct

entirely new analysis on the 2015 data. So the document

from March analyzed the 2015 cohort.

Then they go back in May and get the data from a

year earlier which was clearly available to them at the

time in 2016. Or at the time in March when they would

have had the expert conduct the additional report.

So the only reason that that 2015 data wouldn't

have been available in March would have been failure of

diligence of the party. And that's not a reason to allow

any of the 2015 data to come in when it's later disclosed

in March.

Additionally, the prejudice with regard to the

supplemental document, yes, it was disclosed the five days

before. We've already gone through that was not

anticipated by the amended hearing. It was anticipated

that all the documents would have been disclosed prior to
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March.

These documents were included in a document

submission of about 2200 pages of documents five days

before hearing, which is extremely onerous for the board

and for us to review.

This document also contains the same improper

legal conclusions talking about when Nevada law is

applied. So it's improper for that reason. Additionally,

when you look at tab 37, it's composed of a number of

different documents. One of the documents, the initial

document, appears to be validation from Dr. Garza. And I

say that because it says that he conducted the validation.

There's other documents behind it starting at

R0756, R0760, R0761, and R0763; that have no discernible

source or created. And despite the Authority or the NCA's

contention that this is an updated version, there's no

discernible document in March that ties to those

supporting May documents.

There's also a CD with -- apparently containing

personally identifiable information of students. It's

been marked as confidential. But even in its

confidential -- with it being marked as confidential, I am

unaware of any parental consent allowing that in

information to be disclosed even to the board or to the
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Authority.

I didn't have the time to do a FERPA analysis to

see if there's an exception that it fits into. Assuming

that counsel has already done that and there is no FERPA

issue, but I don't know. I just wanted to flag that issue

for counsel and for the board because --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Is the CD a part of this

production? I didn't see that. I mean, is it a part of

the -- what you're --

MR. OTT: It's in tab 37.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Is it? Okay. All right.

Go ahead. Sorry.

MR. OTT: So that was the last of my objections.

So I wanted to flag that issue. And I don't know if

there's a statute excepting it.

Generally FERPA doesn't allow for the disclosure

of student information without parental consent. There

are statutory exemptions. I'm not sure if it fits into

one or not. But counsel may have --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I'm assuming that the

data that's contained in that confidential file is the

data that your expert relied upon to reach his --

MS. GRANIER: That's exactly right. Thank you.

And absolutely, in an abundance of caution, if there's any
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concern, we would withdraw it and request permission to

research that.

We were trying to provide you total transparency

and all the information the expert relied upon. That is

all.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Mm-hmm. All right.

MS. GRANIER: Could I respond to the other --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Please, Ms. Granier.

MS. GRANIER: With respect to -- first of all,

with respect to the Epicenter issue, all I provided you

this morning was the screen shot on the Dr. Garza report

that was provided to prove that that was uploaded to

Epicenter prior to the March 30th hearing.

There is another Epicenter document that shows

everything else was uploaded to Epicenter. That's how

everything was provided. So I'm confused by Mr. Ott's

representation because his client's own letter said:

Upload everything to Epicenter. So we did that. Or the

school did that because we don't have access to Epicenter.

So that's why that's the only document on here.

Everything else for the March hearing also was

uploaded to Epicenter. That's the first issue.

The second issue is, behind tab 37, yes, it is a

report for 2015 and 2016. It was not a lack of diligence
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on our part. Quite frankly, it was what I believe and --

tortious interference with our contract with AdvancEd by a

third party that led us to have to go find another expert

to conduct this.

We may proceed with that separately, but there

was an intervening cause here that resulted in our need to

go spend more money and more time to complete this

analysis.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So you had a hard time

with the party you were contracting with? There was some

difficulty in --

MS. GRANIER: Actually, everything was fine with

them.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay.

MS. GRANIER: And suddenly, it was represented to

me from someone at the -- you know, with the party we

contracted with, AdvancEd, that they suddenly had concerns

that our authorizer -- they do a lot of work with

different state authorizers, and that our authorizer might

have concern with them doing this work.

That was the reason for my questions for

Mr. Gavin yesterday. And if needed, I would ask to

supplement the record with evidence of that, that they had

concerns about doing this work as a result of something
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that was said to them by -- possibly by your staff.

So they terminated the contract without any

notice to us very late in the game. And we went and

retained another expert to do this work. So it was

absolutely not a lack of diligence on our part.

We have provided you the -- you know, the

additional information that is behind tabs 37 and 38,

frankly, could all just come in through Dr. Garza's

testimony. Again, we wanted to try to be helpful to you,

to give you and create for the record the opportunity to

have a written report.

It gave counsel, frankly, more ability to prepare

for cross-examination rather than just hearing it on the

fly verbally. He had the written document to review for

more than five days.

With respect to his reference to us producing

2200 pages before the hearing, at least 1100 of those

pages was one exhibit, and it was e-mails from a public

records request relating to Mr. Gavin that goes to his

credibility, frankly, and his impartiality in acting as

staff relative to this proceeding.

So you know, the suggestion that counsel couldn't

get through all 2200 pages, if he had bothered to look

exhibit by exhibit, it would not have been any prejudice
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to him to look at them ahead of time and prepare for the

hearing. Again, I would refer to your order that said

just show them to him in advance of presenting them to

you, which we clearly did.

With respect to the documents that he references

behind tab 37 and 38 that he says have no discernible

source, again, this is backup information, data that our

expert relied upon. He can explain the source of the

information when he is on the stand.

So if you have concerns with that, authentication

or otherwise, we can address that with the witness.

With respect to his objection that there's legal

conclusions in the document, again, I think that can be

addressed by how much weight you, as a board, gives to

him. It can be addressed through cross-examination of

whether he's qualified to give legal conclusions. That is

not a reason to strike the entire document.

But if, for some reason, you felt that needed to

come out, then the document could be redacted so that the

board and the evidence doesn't reflect what -- if, in

fact, those are legal conclusions. I haven't had the

chance to look.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you for that.

Mr. Ott?
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MR. OTT: Yes. I think it's important to

understand exactly what was uploaded to Epicenter because

my understanding is that this has December uploads, and

then it has March 27 upload. I don't see anything else

from that March hearing.

Is it your representation that there's another

document that shows that everything was uploaded?

MS. GRANIER: Yes, it is my representation. That

is my understanding. And I did not bring it because it

was not in dispute prior to just now.

All of those exhibits already had been admitted,

but I'm happy to take the time to get that if it's

necessary.

MR. OTT: I think it is important because we --

nothing that we can see in Epicenter shows that there was

that upload, and I think that that's important for whether

the board -- well, I think it's important to get that

narrowed down because there's a material dispute as to

what was actually uploaded.

And we can pull up Epicenter as well and look at

that, and we don't see any evidence of that.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Would you be able to

supplement the record with that within, like, seven days?

MS. GRANIER: I would. And also, Mr. Werlein can
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testify to what his staff did.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. That would be

fine.

Go ahead.

MR. OTT: And additionally, with regard to this

tortious interference claim, clearly they were able to get

the 2016 data to Dr. Garza in time for him to permit some

analysis that was contained in the March 27 upload.

There's no reason why they couldn't have also sent the

2015 data for him to do the same analysis, to have it be

included in the same preliminary report that was in March.

There's nothing from March, from 2015, prior to

May. So whether or not there is, you know, this claim of

AdvancEd, there's nothing saying that the 2015 and '16

data was treated at all differently. So at a very

minimum, the 2015 data should all be excluded.

MS. GRANIER: And I would just say, again, there

is no prejudice. And this board, frankly, should have

concerns about why such material information is -- someone

is trying to prevent you from reviewing that information

that is so important to the decision that you are making

when there is no prejudice.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. I think we've

heard enough argument on this document.
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I'm inclined to treat it as an expert report.

And because you have the expert here to testify, I think

that you can go through the process with regard to both of

these documents of authenticating the report and talking

about the report.

I agree with you. He's ultimately going to be

testifying about his conclusions so these reports would

actually be helpful to understanding -- better

understanding his testimony.

Whether this was uploaded to Epicenter or not

uploaded to Epicenter, I just think the importance of this

expert report to the case that you're putting on really

mitigates the -- what I don't understand about how

Epicenter works and how -- what was uploaded and what

wasn't. And I don't want that confusion or those issues

to prejudice your client.

In addition, I would say that with regard to the

legal conclusions that are contained therein, this board

can assign this expert's report its appropriate weight. I

don't think we should be looking to nonlegal authority for

legal opinions. So we will treat those with the

appropriate weight.

And with regard to the confidential information,

in my motion here in a second, I'm going to ask that we
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just keep that excluded because I don't think that that's

necessary, and I don't want to inadvertently subject your

client or our Authority to a complaint that confidential

information was disclosed or discussed in a place where it

shouldn't have been.

So with that, what I'm going to do is I'm going

to move to accept what we have previously marked as

Exhibit W, which would include the validation report and

the supplemental report, but exclude the confidential

information that was provided with it.

Could I get a second?

MEMBER SNOW: This is Member Snow. I'll second

that motion.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Any discussion

before we...

Member Mackedon? No? Okay.

VICE CHAIR MACKEDON: (No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Member Johnson, any

discussion?

MEMBER JOHNSON: None from me.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. All those in

favor?

MEMBER JOHNSON: Aye.

MEMBER LUNA: Aye.
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MEMBER GARDNER: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Aye.

Any opposed?

(No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. The motion

carries. We'll accept a -- I'm sorry.

VICE CHAIR MACKEDON: Jason, I'm a nay.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Was that a no, Melissa?

VICE CHAIR MACKEDON: Yeah. Sorry. Sorry.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: The motion carries with

Member Mackedon voting no.

(Motion to admit Exhibit No. W made,
seconded, and carried, with Vice Chair
Mackedon voting nay.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I think this document --

again, I just want to note for the record, this document

is important. Last night we made a determination that the

NDE's graduation rate was the graduation rate that we're

applying in this case.

And so I think what you have to present could

have some bearing on that ruling, and so I want to give

you a fair opportunity to address what you believe should

be the graduation rate because if we don't have a way to

anchor ourselves to what graduation rate is, then we don't

have an ability to conduct these sorts of accountability
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actions in any circumstance.

And so -- and I think that would be an absurd

result based on what I understand the statute to say and

what I understand its intent. And so just understand that

we're trying to give you as much opportunity to put on

your case as we can.

We did exclude a bulk of the documents that you

had provided late. But as with this document, if there

are other essential documents that are central to your

case that you need us to reconsider, I don't want you to

feel like you can't make that motion at some point during

the day.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you. And with respect to the

confidential documents, would you give me permission to

collect those CDs just in an abundance of caution so that

there's no claim that anyone had the chance to look at

them? Thank you.

And in the north, could we -- if I could ask

Erica, you need to collect them and work with Danny to

make sure that any copy of the binder removes that CD.

MR. PELTIER: Yes, we can confirm that.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yeah. They were also --

I should note for the record, they were e-mailed to us.
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And so I would direct the board members who received that

e-mail to delete it. And if you have made physical copies

by chance -- it's a thousand pages, I think. So if you

have made physical copies by chance, please destroy those

copies.

Notably, I didn't address the tortious

interference claim. That's really outside of our

jurisdiction to decide. Just need to note that for the

record. I didn't ignore your argument. I just don't

think we have the jurisdiction to decide that issue or the

competence at this point. So we'll let you raise that

issue in another forum.

Just give me a second. I need to get another

notepad.

Okay. So I think with that, are there any other

preliminary evidentiary issues or issues before we start

Ms. Granier's case in chief?

Okay. Not hearing any, Ms. Granier, you can

proceed with your case.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you. I'd like to call

Dr. Richard Vineyard who is up in Reno.

MR. PELTIER: One moment. Erica is grabbing him

right now.

MS. GRANIER: I hope. I was told he would be.
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MR. PELTIER: Erica is grabbing him right now.

Just give us one moment.

MS. GRANIER: Okay. Thank you.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Are you ready?

THE WITNESS: Yes.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. I forgot the name

of your witness. I apologize.

MS. GRANIER: Dr. Richard Vineyard.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Dr. Richard Vineyard,

could you please raise your right hand.

RICHARD VINEYARD, Ph.D.,

having been first duly sworn, was examined

and testified as follows:

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. Thank you.

You may proceed.

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q Good morning, Dr. Vineyard.

A Good morning.

Q Would you please spell your last name for the

record.
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A Last name, Vineyard, V-I-N-E-Y-A-R-D.

Q Thank you. Are you currently employed?

A Yes, I am.

Q Would you tell us about that.

A I'm currently employed as an education consultant

for the Public Consulting Group.

Q And what is the business of the Public Consulting

Group?

A The Public Consulting Group is a national

consulting company. We work with -- the company works

with public agencies, states, school districts, hospitals,

state agencies, to find resources to help them do their

jobs better.

Q Thank you. And prior to joining -- strike that.

When did you join PCG?

A I started work at Public Consulting Group in

September of 2015.

Q Prior to joining PCG, where were you employed,

and what did you do?

A Before I was working for the PCG, I worked for

17 years at the Nevada Department of Education. I started

in 1998. From 1998 until 2011, I was the state science

specialist doing curriculum standards and assessment. And

I was assessment director of the Office of Standards,
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Curriculum, and Assessment.

And then in 2011, I became a state assessment

director, and I was the assessment director from 2011

until I retired in 2015.

Q Would you give us some information about what you

did as state assessment director?

A As the assessment director for Nevada, I was

responsible for overseeing the work of our assessment

office which included managing the assessment contracts

with vendors to do our state criteria and reference tests

for grades three through eight and our high school

proficiency exam for high school students, and then the

transition of those assessments to the Smarter Balanced

Assessment System that we moved to in 2014 and '15, and

then also the alternate assessments for students with

significant disabilities.

I worked on the standards in all areas, and

usually the arts, math, science, and also did a little bit

of work with the English language learning assessments,

the WIDA assessments, and then also ran our contract with

ACT when we brought back the ACT as an 11th-grade test for

all students which was required for them to participate

starting in 2015.

Q Thank you. So in your many years with the Nevada
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Department of Education, it sounds like you had a broad

and deep range of experience involving how the State

measures student achievement?

MR. OTT: Objection. Improper leading question.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: If you can rephrase.

MS. GRANIER: Sure. I'll rephrase.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q In the number of years that you served for the

Nevada Department of Education, can you describe for us

your experience and involvement in measuring student

achievement.

A The student achievement in Nevada was measured --

when I first started, we had a norm reference test that

all students took once in elementary school, once in

middle school, and once in high school.

In 2003, after the enactment of the No Child Left

Behind Act, we actually started -- we developed and

started administering tests in English language arts and

mathematics for all students in grades three through

eight. And then we added the science tests in grades five

through eight.

From before I started at the Department of

Education until -- I think this is the last year that

they're actually being offered, we had a high school
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proficiency examination which all students had to pass all

parts of to graduate from high school, which was reading,

math, writing, and science.

And so those are the instruments we used to

measure student achievement.

Q And in the course of your work at NDE, were you

involved at all in the development of policy with respect

to how the State measures student achievement?

A Policy, yes. Policy as being the -- working with

the committees, working with our state school board to

establish the levels of proficiency that students were

required to meet to be classified as proficient or

non-proficient.

Those were part of our contract work with our

vendors, and I was in charge of overseeing those

committees and bringing those results to the State Board

of Education.

Q Were you involved at all in development of or

amendments to the Nevada Administrative Code governing

education in Nevada?

A Based on legislative changes and requirements,

yes. Over the 17 years I was there, I participated in

writing and promoting changes to the Administrative Code

in several areas.
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Q Are you familiar with the Nevada State

Performance Framework?

A Yes, I am.

Q Would you explain to us what that is?

A The Nevada School Performance Framework is a --

it's the set of rules and requirements that the State uses

to evaluate school performance based on different measures

of student performance, including areas like attendance

and test scores and the rate that they earn credits in

addition to -- and it's actually a second generation of an

earlier School Performance Framework which is based on No

Child Left Behind, meeting or not meeting passing scores

in various categories.

Q When -- do you know when the current Nevada

School Performance Framework was adopted?

A The -- I don't remember the exact year. I think

it was in 2010 or '11 when we actually started rating

schools based on the School Performance Framework, and

that was based in part because we, at that point, we added

the growth measure, The Nevada Growth Model evaluations to

the student performance on test evaluation to broaden the

scope of data that we used to evaluate schools.

Q And do you know why that was done? Why were

additions made?
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A And from 2003 when we first started giving the

criteria and reference tests until 2009, schools were

rated entirely based on whether or not students met a pass

or a proficient score on the tests in English language

arts and mathematics.

There were overall scores. There were scores for

girls and boys separately. There were scores for five

ethnic categories and three special groups, students with

IEPs, students on free or reduced lunch, and students with

low SES.

And the criteria were you had to make the passing

score for every category for every test in order to be

considered proficient. If a school missed the proficient

score in any one of those categories for either ELA or

math tests, they were put in the category of schools in

need of improvements based on the simple single score of

that test given one time a year.

In 2009, the State Legislature passed the

Department of Education tasked with working with our state

board to come up with a measure for growth, academic

growth, so we would have a separate and additional measure

of student performance to include in the calculation of

whether or not schools were meeting their needs.

The idea being that for some students, if they
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came in behind on their academics, they could still -- if

a school was performing adequately, it could still give

them a year's worth of growth or more in a school year,

even though they hadn't reached that proficient score in

fourth-grade math if they had been behind in third grade.

So that's when we worked for about two years to

define and refine our model, our growth model, which was

then included as a component in the Nevada School

Performance Framework and is actually probably a bigger

addition to the total growth.

Growth measures are a larger part of the total

than proficient scores because that was considered to be,

by the State Board of Education, a more important measure

than whether or not they scored a particular rate on a

single test.

Q So if I understood you correctly, it was

important to the State Legislature that the students'

growth during the time they were at that particular school

that was being reviewed was important to consider for

school performance?

A Yes. That was the primary reason that we were

asked to develop a growth model for Nevada because it was

considered that it was the -- the growth of a student over

a year at that school was more important than whether or
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not they actually met, you know, made a 63 percent versus

a 62 percent on the test.

Q And if you know, was that because how a student

showed up at the school when they got there shouldn't

penalize the school that was taking them when that school

is evaluated with respect to the school's performance with

the student during the time they're at the current school?

MR. OTT: Objection. That's a leading question.

You're asking him to testify as to Legislature's intent.

MS. GRANIER: And I don't want him to testify to

the Legislature's intent. He worked -- I understand he

worked in this for years and actually helped create the

State Performance Framework. So I just want his

understanding from his expert position.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Ask him for his

understanding. That would be good.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q Dr. Vineyard, based on your extensive work in

this area for so many years on those Nevada State

Performance Framework -- Nevada School Performance

Framework, could you give us your understanding, please.

A I don't know if the -- if the discussion was -- I

don't remember a lot of discussion about students'

transferring into a school below grade level and that
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growth being an important category to offset that

consideration of them coming in behind and having -- and

the school being responsible for bringing them up to grade

level.

I do know that it was more probably related to

students' moving in from other states or students' moving

between school districts and not being at the grade level

or where they were for their new school or moving in as --

and learning English as well as learning the content that

they were trying to learn.

So it was probably more a consideration for those

factors than moving between -- than moving in below a

grade level.

Q And is it your understanding that the goal was to

be sure that the school was being measured based on the

services it provided and how the child grew academically

at the school as opposed to how they arrived?

A That's exactly the reason that the growth model

was put in place. It was a tool to measure how well the

teachers and the school programs at that site were doing

relative to educating children at that grade level.

Q Are you familiar with the State Public Charter

School Performance Framework?

A Yes. I had read through it before, and I
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reviewed it yesterday.

Q Okay. And for your convenience, if you want to

refer to it for any reason, it is marked as Exhibit D for

this hearing, and it's behind tab 12 in the large binder

that is beside you, the large black binder.

I'll let you turn to that, and then I'd like to

ask you a few questions.

A Okay.

Q Just overall, having worked so extensively with

the Nevada School Performance Framework and then having

looked at the Charter School Performance Framework, do the

overall goals and objectives seem consistent to you?

A Actually, I think they do. The overall goals,

the -- and certainly the -- as a foundation for the

charter school evaluations, it seems as if they use the

star ratings based on the Nevada School Performance

Framework as a starting point for making the additional

decisions about where a school falls in the range of

ratings that are available.

What isn't as clear to me, looking at this School

Performance Framework is they talk about -- the charter

School Performance Framework, is that there are a number

of criteria and that they provide -- and at the beginning

of the Appendix A, they give a breakdown of minimum scores
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to be in to fall into certain places within the framework,

but then there are no scores attached to any of the values

in their tables that would indicate how they arrive at

those numbers.

So it's -- I could guess, but I'm not going to.

Q With respect to the -- how the performance

framework is set up, the charter School Performance

Framework, though, in that it looks at a number of metrics

to measure performance and achievement, is that consistent

with the Nevada State -- Nevada School Performance

Framework?

A Yes. It does seem to take into account variables

beyond just performance on a single test or a graduation

rate or a score on an ACT test.

Q So is it your understanding, over the course of

all of these years, at the direction of the Nevada State

Legislature, the Nevada Department of Education has looked

at student achievement at a school and a school's

performance based on a number of metrics and no single

data point?

MR. OTT: Objection. Improper leading question.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Could you just rephrase?

MS. GRANIER: Sure.
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BY MS. GRANIER:

Q I've been asked to rephrase my question,

Dr. Vineyard. So my question to you is: Do you have any

observations relative to the State Legislature's directive

and the Nevada School Performance Framework and how the

NDE considers school achievement relative to looking at

just one data point or trying to look at multiple measures

and metrics?

A It was clear from the directions that we were

given in 2009 to look at and create a growth measure for

schools that -- and then subsequently taking that -- those

tools to the State Board of Education for approval and

then -- they're in regulation as well, I believe -- that

the intent is to use multiple data points to measure

school performance rather than a single data point.

Q Thank you. And based on your experience,

extensive experience in education and having worked at the

Nevada Department of Education for 17 years, do you have

any opinion as to why it's problematic to rate school

achievement based on a single data point?

A Well, I mean, any single data point isn't going

to give you a full picture of performance of a school.

And certainly, test score performance was never going to

be a tool that could be used in the long run. It could --
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we started off, and it seemed to be okay; but under No

Child Left Behind, by 2014 -- and again, this is one of

the reasons that we were asked to make the change -- it

would have required that a hundred percent of the

students -- in order to be considered not in need of

improvement, a hundred percent of the students would have

to be proficient at reading and math in a school in every

category, including students with disabilities and

students who are English language learners, for a school

to make the proficient cut score.

So it was -- a single measure is just a -- it's

not a broad enough interpretation of the work of the

school.

Q Thank you. And specifically with respect to a

high school, you're familiar with the four-year cohort

graduation rate for high schools?

A Yes, I am.

Q Do you, based on your experience and your work at

the Nevada Department of Education, have any concerns with

the potential closing of a school, K through 12 school,

based solely on the four-year cohort graduation rate for

the high school?

A Again, for a K through 12 school to be evaluated

solely on graduation rate for a small part of their
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population would seem to be problematic.

The cohort graduation rate is a measure of

graduation of a specified group of students at a school

site, but you don't join that cohort or become part of

that equation until you enter ninth grade. So anybody

from K through eight would be impacted even though they're

not part of the equation.

Q And with respect to the high school, what about

closing a charter high school based solely on that

four-year cohort graduation rate, not taking anything else

into account?

A Again, I think that would be -- I don't think I

could justify that -- making that decision based on a

single data point.

I mean, certainly, when you look at either the

Charter School Framework, Performance Framework, or the

Nevada School Performance Framework, in the Nevada School

Performance Framework, which I'm much more familiar with,

graduation rate as a metric is only 15 out of a hundred

points towards the total; whereas, participation in

college and career readiness assessments or being on track

to graduate or growth in ELA and math are much more

impactful measures, at least in terms of adding value to

the total.
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And so it seems like it would be a challenge to

justify that position to close the school based on that

one measure, which is only one-seventh of the total, and

even less of a total as part of the -- if you combined the

NSPF with the Charter School Performance Framework.

Q Can you explain to us if a student -- I'd like

you to help us understand the four-year cohort a little

bit better.

Under the four-year cohort graduation rate, if a

student who is supposed to be in the 12th grade were to

enroll at NCA three days before the end of the school

year, would that -- and that student actually had only

accumulated one semester of credits or even four semesters

of credits, and they did not graduate within their

four-year cohort, would they be counted against that high

school's graduation rate that they enrolled in three days

before the end of the school year?

A Based on the formula that is used by the State,

which is the one required by the U.S. Department of

Education for federal reporting, yes, they would.

If they're enrolled at the school and if they --

and at graduation in 12th grade, and they're part of --

and they started school four years previously in ninth

grade, then they would be part of that calculation. They
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would be part of the denominator of that equation, of the

total number of students in the population relative to the

number of graduates.

Q And does that four-year cohort graduation rate

take into any consideration that that school that just

took that student had nothing to do with their education

prior to that and had only enrolled them for three days

before they were counted against their graduation rate?

A Unfortunately, the way the equation works is it's

based on enrollment, when that cohort started and who's

enrolled at graduation. So it is a simple measure of a

total number of student there who are in that ninth grade

in that cohort year versus the number of graduates. That

doesn't take into account anything about when they

enrolled or how long they've been at the school, as long

as they're -- yeah.

If they transfer out, and the school has a record

of where they went, then they can take them out of the

equation. But otherwise, any school that's enrolled --

any student that's enrolled in that school at the end of

grade 12 counts.

Q And based on your decades of experience in

education and your 17 years at the Nevada Department of

Education and work on these policy issues, do you believe
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it is appropriate to judge a school's performance based on

a credit-deficient student that was credit-deficient when

they enrolled in that school?

A My personal opinion, I don't think it is. I

think it's a -- there are too -- there's too many

opportunities, then, for schools to -- if they take these

students -- and they're public schools, so if they want to

enroll, they almost -- they have to let them enroll. And

we want them to be in school.

But it is a -- to penalize them for taking

students that are not at grade level or not on grade level

in terms of credits, then it seems -- so it just doesn't

seem to be a very sound policy to penalize them for

enrolling students when they're not going to have a chance

to be on track to graduate on time.

Q And so would it be an important factor for an

authorizing body such as this, making a high-stakes

decision on closing a school, to consider relative to that

four-year cohort graduation rate how long the students in

the high school that were part of that cohort had been

enrolled at that high school?

A I think it would be. And based on my opinion and

my work, I think it would be a challenge for a school like

Nevada Connections Academy to only count those students
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that were there at the beginning of ninth grade and

actually stayed all four years.

I haven't seen the numbers for this year, but I

would anticipate that there's a significant turnover

between ninth, 10th, 11th, and 12th grader. So you might

have the same number of students all four years. Probably

the number of students, the percentage of students that

are the same throughout all four years is probably not

going to be a large number, not like a large comprehensive

high school that would have -- you know, majority of the

same students who started in ninth grade would be there in

12th grade.

But there should be some flexibility afforded for

those students that move in partway through high school.

I don't -- and some of those would be, you know, on track

to graduate; others might not.

But I think to have only one system that works

really well for a school like Reno High School or Clark

High School in Las Vegas, and then apply that system to

all schools, doesn't represent the kind of flexibility

measurement that should be afforded.

Q So if I understand, is what you're saying that

while all schools in the state report a four-year cohort

graduation rate consistent with the federal requirements,
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the federal reporting requirements, using that single data

point to make a closure decision for a charter statewide

online school might not be appropriate from a policy

standpoint?

A Yeah. I think from a policy standpoint, it would

be hard to defend.

Q If you could look at the population of students

that were with Nevada Connections Academy from ninth

through 12th grade and measure that graduation rate for

them, do you think that would be a fair measure to reflect

how the high school is performing, or at least one fair

measure?

A Again, I think that could be part of the

graduation rate calculation that you'd want to look at to

see how the school was doing with students who had been

there, enrolled for all four years, to see that they're

making adequate progress towards graduation throughout

their tenure at the high school.

Again, I don't know what percentage of the

graduating students that would be. But it would -- it

would be an important -- it would be important to know as

one of -- in terms of considering that rate versus the

rate of the overall graduation population for students,

all the students that were there at the end of grade 12.
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Q Could you envision a successful, high-performing

high school that did not have at least a 60 percent

four-year cohort graduation rate because it enrolls

continuously a number of credit-deficient students that

are credit-deficient when they enroll?

A I can't imagine that kind of a school. I think

it would be necessary then to understand how, when you say

they're a highly successful school, how we're measuring

that success.

If it's that they're -- if we're measuring

success in that the students who enrolled, regardless of

when they enroll, are earning credits that would keep them

on track towards graduation once they enroll, so if a

student, for instance, came into the school at the

beginning of 11th grade and they had only had five credits

instead of what the anticipated -- like 11 credits we

would anticipate them having when they started 11th grade,

if they would then earn five or six more during that next

year, we would say they'd be on track and making progress

if they're not falling farther behind.

If that's how you're going to measure success,

then I think I could imagine a school that wouldn't make

60 percent graduation rate that could still do that kind

of academic work.
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Q Thank you. So I'd like to ask you to answer a

hypothetical to sort of apply what I think you just --

what you just told us. Let me describe a graduating

cohort of an imaginary school for you.

50 percent of the cohort entered the school as

freshmen. A hundred percent of them graduated after four

years. The other 50 percent in the graduating cohort

entered the school as juniors, a full year behind in

credits needed for graduation.

Every single one of these students accumulated

credits at a normal pace from the moment they entered the

school, but none of them graduated within their four-year

cohort.

Would you consider that to be a school that

should be subject to closure because they don't have a

60 percent four-year cohort graduation rate?

A Based on those, that scenario, I would say that

school is actually doing a pretty good job. I would not

want to close that school.

Q And can you explain to us why -- explain why you

would say that?

A So the numbers would say that, for students who

were there at the beginning of ninth grade, the school

provided the resources and support for them to actually
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earn credits on track and for them to graduate within four

years, and for those students who came in at 11th grade

behind a year, under the scenario that you described, when

they got to the end of 12th grade, they would have, I'd

say, 17 credits out of the 22 and a half that they needed.

And if they continued on that trajectory, they

would graduate in five years, not four. So it would seem

to be that the school is doing its job in terms of

educating those students to be ready for college or

career.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Ms. Granier, Member

Gardner asked to make a comment or a -- he has a question

about your line of questioning. So I'm going to give him

an opportunity to make that question on the record.

MEMBER GARDNER: Thank you very much. This is

Member Gardner.

I'm a little concerned with this line of

questioning. These are policy discussions that the

Legislature shouldn't have.

The fact is that the law says 60 percent. I

don't see -- this guy has a lot of experience, and I

appreciate that, but a discussion of what should be is not

before us.

Before us is there's the statute and what we are
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obligated under the law. I just wanted to put that

objection on the record.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you. May I respond briefly?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Please.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you. Thank you for the

comment, Member Gardner. I certainly appreciate your

concern for what the statute says.

And Senate Bill 509, which I'm going to get to in

a moment, which was codified into 388 and 330, which is

what is at issue here today, initially was proposed with

language that said a high school shall be closed if, in a

preceding year, its graduate rate was less than

60 percent. It changed to May, and we want to talk about

the importance of that.

But in addition to that, graduation rate was not

defined within that statute, even though it very well

could have been. So one of our arguments here is you

don't -- graduation rate in that statute was not the

four-year federal cohort graduation rate.

Even if you assume it was, in order to use it,

use that as a proper metric for accountability, and

certainly a high-stakes decision as this to close a

school, you must take into account the students that are

being served and where they became credit-deficient.
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So the point of this expert testimony, coming

from someone who worked at the Nevada Department of

Education, worked with the Nevada Legislature, and has

decades of experience in these policy issues is to simply

put before you an expert who can say, you know, here -- if

you're looking to sponsor high-quality schools, and you're

looking to make sure that your charter schools that you

sponsor and our state as a whole is serving -- some of our

most at-risk youth, including credit-deficient students,

you don't want to apply your discretion in a way that

shuts down schools and leaves some of our most at-risk

youth without an option.

MEMBER GARDNER: I guess what my concern was is

just that I was in the Nevada Legislature in 2015. I was

there when we were debating this. These are the arguments

that we had. We had these debates. We had people talking

about it. They're all in the minutes. They're all in

videos.

That's not what's before us today. That's what

my concern is. Our concern is that the policy has been

set, whether for good or bad, and we are now stuck with

the statute, and that is where we're at. Whether we wish

it was different, I don't see where that line of

questioning is going to bring us.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I don't -- I don't

necessarily disagree with Member Gardner, but I do want

you to have an opportunity to put on your case and make

your argument. So I'll allow the line of questioning. I

think we understand what you're arguing, and so I'll let

you continue.

But just note Member Gardner's objection in that

regard, and -- my mic went out. I'm sorry.

Just help us to understand what -- help us to

understand through the testimony what you're trying to

argue relative to the issues that are presented to us

today.

MS. GRANIER: Sure. Thank you.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: One clarification before

you move on. I just wanted to understand your

hypothetical.

You said if you had a student population and

there was a certain number that started at ninth grade and

concluded at 12th grade, and a hundred percent of those

graduated, over a student population that entered

credit-deficient in 11th and 12th grade; is that right?

MS. GRANIER: That was half of. So half of the

student population was there their whole time in high

school; half of the student population came one year
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behind as juniors.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: As juniors, 11th grade.

All right. And then how many of those, that 50 percent

graduate? Zero percent?

MS. GRANIER: Well, zero would -- they would

be -- it would be impossible to graduate them within the

four-year cohort. They would all be considered

nongraduates under the four-year cohort, the 50 percent

that came a year behind.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. I just wanted to

understand the hypothetical. Thank you.

MS. GRANIER: Mm-hmm.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q Dr. Vineyard, are you aware of NRS 388A.330 which

is at issue here in this proceeding where the State Public

Charter School has the discretion to revoke a high

school's charter if the school's graduation rate for the

preceding year was less than 60 percent?

A Yes. I'm aware of that regulation.

Q Okay. And are you aware that, as originally

proposed, the bill that became the provision codified

included a mandatory closure, shall close a high school if

the graduation rate falls below 60 percent?

And for the assistance of the board and for the
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record, I'm going to take a moment first before you answer

that to ask Acting Chair Guinasso to please take judicial

notice of the -- I've provided a copy of the draft bill

prior to amendment that reflects that. I handed it out

before we started here.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yeah, I recall.

MS. GRANIER: It's entitled Senate Bill 509,

Committee on Education. The date is March 23rd, 2015. It

says referred to Committee on Education.

In the interest of paper and space, I did not

print the entire thing because it was, I think, 80 pages

long. But there is the first page, and then the next two

pages are the relevant provision, which is section 28 of

the draft bill as it was proposed.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yes, we received that

prior to the hearing. And since it's a public document,

we will go ahead and take judicial notice of it.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I'm sorry, Mr. Ott. I

didn't give you an opportunity to object.

MR. OTT: I was just going to make a relevance

objection. The statute is clear; therefore, the

legislative history is irrelevant.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yeah. I think this -- I
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think if I understand the argument, you're wanting to

argue something about legislative intent; is that right?

Or with regard to discretionary authority versus mandatory

authority?

MS. GRANIER: Yes, that's correct.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I'll allow it for that

purpose.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q So Dr. Vineyard, do you have a copy of the

document I just described in front of you?

A Yes, I do.

Q And have you had a chance to review it?

A Yes, I did.

Q And does this version of that Senate bill from

March of 2015 reflect that the original language would

have required closure of a high school based on if it had

a graduation rate for the immediately preceding year less

than 60 percent?

MR. OTT: Objection. Misstates the document.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Maybe have the witness

review the document and arrive at the conclusion that he

sees from what he's read.

MS. GRANIER: Sure.
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BY MS. GRANIER:

Q Dr. Vineyard, if you could look at section -- I

think you were just looking at section 28.

Could you tell us what the effect of that

provision would have been based on -- or what it says it

would have been based on the language of this initial

draft of this legislation?

A This version says that, in section 1, that a

sponsor of charter school shall reconstitute the board.

Q I think the relevant language is at the very top

of the last page, 40. It begins: Or has a graduation

rate.

A Yeah.

Q It's a big section so that might help.

A Yeah. So it's -- this would indicate that a

charter school shall, if a high school receives three

consecutive end ratings in the lowest possible category or

has a graduation rate for the immediate year less than

60 percent, the Authority can consider closure.

Q And the language there is "shall"; is that

correct?

A That's correct.

Q In this initial draft. Okay. So the initial

draft that you're looking at appeared to mandate closure
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for a high school based on this?

A Yes.

Q But you have had a chance to review NRS 388.330

as the Legislature actually adopted it and that "shall"

was replaced with "may"; is that correct?

A That's correct.

Q Based on your experience and work with the Nevada

Department of Education and implementation of the Nevada

State Performance -- School Performance Framework, is it

your opinion that was a good change? The "shall" to

"may"?

A I think it is a good change. I think it does

then allow the inclusion of other metrics beyond the

graduation rate in the decision as to whether or not to

close a school. Otherwise, it would not be possible to

include things like growth rate or students' making

achievement at ninth grade.

The other components of the School Performance

Framework wouldn't be relevant.

Q And I'll represent to you that later in this

hearing, we will present witnesses who will testify that

if you look at the graduation rate for Nevada Connections

Academy of students who have been with the school for all

four years of high school, that rate exceeds 80 percent.
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Based on your experience, is that a good

graduation rate?

A 80 percent would be among the top 10 or

20 percent of all the schools in the state.

Q In the course of your work in both the private

sector now and previously with the Nevada Department of

Education, do you have any knowledge of how school

performance is considered in other states?

A In most other states at this point, there is some

measure. There is always a status measure of proficiency

included in a school performance measure. Many states

also include -- most states include some measure of growth

performance. A number of other states, probably about

half, actually have annual testing in subjects in high

school. So they would actually have a measure of growth

that they would include in terms of more data for

evaluating how schools are doing in terms of educating

students.

So the inclusion of multiple measures for

evaluating schools is everywhere. I wouldn't say it's a

hundred percent across every school in the country, but

it's in the majority of states.

Q And I'll also represent to you that we are here

today because the four-year cohort graduation rate for
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Nevada Connections Academy is below the 60 percent

threshold if you calculate it under just the federal

guidelines, without consideration of anything else, so not

as set forth under NRS 388.33B, but instead, looking just

at that four-year federal cohort rate.

The Authority's staff's position is that the

Nevada Connections Academy had a four-year cohort rate of

around 35 percent for 2015 and around 40 percent in 2016.

Is a five percentage point increase like that in

a year a significant improvement in your opinion, based on

your experience?

A I think a five percent increase would be a

significant improvement. I think it's probably, you know,

like Washoe County School District as a whole, they're

hoping to improve five percent over the next several

years. So it is improving as you get higher and, you

know, there's less room to move, but yeah. So a five

percent growth rate, increase in graduation rate over a

year is significant.

Q And if a school that enrolled -- especially a

school that enrolled a number of credit-deficient students

had a dramatic increase in a year, much more than five

percent, say, ten percent, would that give you question

to -- as to how that could be possible from an academic
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achievement standpoint?

A Yes. Actually a ten percent increase in

graduation rate over a single year would be -- I would

want to look at the data. I would want to see how that

was achieved and to -- and look at the numbers. If it's

ten percent of a relatively small population, then that's

easier than if it's ten percent of a much larger group.

Q And back to that five percent improvement for

Nevada Connections Academy, does your opinion of how

significant an increase that is change any if you know

that in the course of that year, the school actually

continued to enroll additional credit-deficient students

that came to the school and were counted, included in that

graduation rate?

A Yes. I mean, if they increased their graduation

rate by five percent and also added a number of

credit-deficient students to the denominator of that

equation, then that is more -- that would have more impact

on my thinking of how significant the change would be.

Again, I would need to look at the data to be

able to judge.

Q Is it possible, though, of course depending on

the data, that there could be an even more significant

academic achievement improvement than is reflected in that
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five percent given that the school continued to accept

even more credit-deficient students in its high school?

A That would be an interpretation of the scenario,

yeah. If they added greater numbers and they still showed

achievement, you'd want to look and see what the

graduation rate would be if they just used those students

that were enrolled at the beginning of that school year

and not included the ones enrolled during the year.

MS. GRANIER: That's all I have for now. Thank

you very much for your time this morning, Dr. Vineyard.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Mr. Ott.

MR. OTT: Thank you.

CROSS-EXAMINATION

BY MR. OTT:

Q Good to see you again, Dr. Vineyard.

A Yes. It is good.

Q I didn't know you could see me. But yeah.

So just a couple initial questions. Did you or

your employer have a contract with NCA?

A No.

Q So you're not being compensated for your

testimony here today?

A Oh, I -- yes. I didn't have a contract with NCA.
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I was retained by the law firm.

Q So you have a contract directly with the law

firm?

A Yes.

Q What is -- how much compensation are you getting

for your work with NCA?

A We set an hourly rate. I haven't figured out how

many hours it will be yet.

Q Okay. What is the hourly rate, please?

A $160 an hour.

Q Thank you. I want to talk a little bit about the

scope of the contract. Have you done any analysis of

NCA's data?

A I have not. I've looked at some preliminary

numbers, but mostly I have gotten the information from

the -- from NSPF, in looking at Nevada Report Card, and

I've talked with the principal.

Q Okay. So the hypotheticals that have been asked

of you today are based just on the hypotheticals, not any

independent analysis you've done in NCA's data?

A That's correct.

Q Okay. During your time at NDE, did your office

calculate graduation rate?

A Yes, it did.
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Q And earlier in her question to you, Counsel used

the term "graduation rate." Did you know what that meant?

A It -- graduation rate meant several things during

the 18 years that I was at the Department of Education.

Currently, they calculate the federal cohort graduation

rate because that's what's they report to the federal

government for state purposes.

But graduation rate has been calculated

differently at other times.

Q When did the current definition come into effect?

A The current --

Q If you remember.

A -- definition came into effect probably around

2011 or '12 when we started applying for federal waivers

from NCLB, and part of the requirement for getting those

waivers from some of the other requirements is that we

changed the way that we report graduation rate. And

that's when it was set up and adopted -- or we started

reporting it that way in Nevada.

Q And since that time, has there ever been another

definition of graduation rate that you have understood to

be used in this state?

MS. GRANIER: For what -- objection. For what

purposes? Vague.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Could you just restate

the question?

MR. OTT: Sure. I guess -- I'll restate the

question.

BY MR. OTT:

Q So when Counsel used the term "graduation rate,"

you didn't ask for clarification. Did you understand that

to mean the rate that's in effect since 2011?

MS. GRANIER: And I'll object. Again, I used the

term "graduation rate" in a multitude of questions. So

which question are you referencing, Counsel?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I think I'm going to

allow the question to clarify what the expert understands

to be graduation rate. So go ahead and ask the question,

but try to be clearer in terms of what context you're

asking that.

MR. OTT: Sure.

BY MR. OTT:

Q During the context of the questioning, the term

"graduation rate" was used. What did you understand that

to mean?

A In this context, I understood it to mean the

four-year cohort graduation rate.

Q Okay. Thank you. During your 17 years at NDE,
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you said you worked on various policy changes and changes

to the Nevada Administrative Code; is that correct?

A Yes.

Q Did you ever seek to define graduation rate in

the Nevada Administrative Code?

A Personally, I did not try and work on the

regulation about defining graduation rate, no.

Q Do you know -- do you have any recollection if it

was ever considered?

A I do know that when we moved from the earlier

graduation rate calculation, the lever rate, to the cohort

graduation rate, that was a topic of intense discussion.

And we did make many changes to our internal policies and

regulations and also with -- in working with the

Legislature and the State Board of Education to make the

changes to -- from the previous rate to the cohort rate.

Q But there was no regulatory or legislative change

to make a definition?

A I don't think so. I think we always fell back on

the federal definition of what it was. And when I talked

to colleagues at the Department of Education who are still

there, still calculate those rates, when I asked them

about the definition, they pointed me to the federal law.

Q Okay. Thank you.
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You talked a little bit about the Legislature's

emphasis when developing the growth model, and my notes

said that was from 2009; is that correct?

A 2009 was when we were asked to start developing

the growth model, yeah.

Q Okay. And Legislatures change, and the emphasis

of how they look at data changes over time; is that

correct?

A People change. I guess we'd say Legislatures

change, too.

I don't know the Legislature. You know, they --

yeah. It's different people every year. So yeah, they

change.

Q And were you involved in the legislative

discussions regarding the enactment of SB509 which you

testified about previously in the 2015 legislative

session?

A Not personally. In the 2015 session, all of the

communication between the Department of Education and the

Legislature were handled by the superintendent and the

deputy superintendent.

Q Okay. I'd like to go back to the document that

counsel was referring to, which was the prior draft of

SB509. Could you just read section 28(1).
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A Section 28 (1) reads: The sponsor of charter

school shall reconstitute the governing body of a charter

school, revoke the written charter, or terminate the

charter contract of the charter school if...

Q Thank you. So in your testimony earlier, I

believe you stated that it was mandatory that the school

would be closed if its graduation rate fell below

60 percent. That's not what that section says, correct?

MS. GRANIER: Objection. He didn't read the

entire section. He only read the first portion without

the rest of the language that we were talking about

earlier.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Mr. Ott, direct him to

the section.

MR. OTT: Sure.

BY MR. OTT:

Q You can go ahead and read -- which section is it?

A Subsection A.

Q Yeah. Go ahead and read subsection A if you

want. Go ahead and read subsection A.

A It continues. So following the "if," there's a

colon, and it says subsection A: If the charter school is

a high school that receives three consecutive annual

ratings established as the lowest rating possible
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indicating underperformance of a public school as

determined by the department pursuant to the statewide

system of accountability for public schools or has a

graduation rate for the immediately preceding school year

that is less than 60 percent.

Q Okay. So going back to my previous question, you

testified earlier that that law in that form would have

required closure of a charter school for a graduation rate

less than 60 percent. That's not what the law actually

says; is that correct?

MS. GRANIER: Objection. Mischaracterizes what

the law says.

MR. OTT: The law clearly allows for

reconstitution or closure. It doesn't just require

closure. Just trying to clear --

MS. GRANIER: Okay. Okay. I'll withdraw my

objection.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you.

BY MR. OTT:

Q You can answer the question if you remember it.

A Yeah. Yeah, it does say reconstitute the board

or terminate. So it's not a requirement.

Q So even -- thank you. So even in this earlier

version, the board had some discretion as to what do to a
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school with a graduation rate that fell below 60 percent;

is that correct?

A Based on that reading, yes.

Q Okay. So is it fair to say that that earlier

reading or that earlier version allows for either

reconstitution or closure of a school below 60 percent?

A That's what it says.

Q And the version that was eventually adopted makes

it permiss- -- makes it not mandatory. So it would allow

for reconstitution, closure, or no action; is that

correct?

A Yes. The change in the verb from "shall" to

"may," that's how I would interpret that change.

Q Okay. You testified earlier that you thought

that that was a good change to the law. I think that was

based on perhaps the prior understanding of the law.

With that clarification that I just made, does

that give you any cause to reconsider how you interpreted

that change?

A No, it doesn't. I think that the option to take

no action is one that would be an important one for the

board to have, have access to. And I think the change

from "shall" to "may" made that possible, whereas before,

they would have had to either reconstitute the board or
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terminate the school.

Q Okay. Let's talk about a fifth-year cohort

graduation rate for a minute. Did you calculate that --

did your office calculate that while you were at the

Department of Education?

A Yes, it did.

Q And do you have any understanding of -- well, how

do you feel about that metric generally?

A I think -- actually I think it's a pretty good

metric. There are a number of reasons that students might

take more than four years to graduate. Some are just not

ready. Some come in behind. And I think it's an

important piece of information to have if we were going to

evaluate how our schools are doing.

And unfortunately, it's not part of the

calculation that's used in this law or in this School

Performance Framework to evaluate schools. The fifth-year

rate is nice to know, but it doesn't really account for

school performance in terms of the metrics that are used

for star ratings and those kinds of things.

Q What do you think the use is, the utility of the

five-year graduation rate? What does that metric help you

understand?

A If a school had a high five-year graduation rate,
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I would want to know what the student population looked

like, what the demographics of the student population

were, and also if the fifth-year graduation rate were

more -- if it was a significant increase over the

four-year rate.

I mean, if we're talking about adding two or

three percent, which, as a fifth-year graduate over four,

that's nice. If it's 20 percent, I would want to know

something more about the school.

Also within the existing School Performance

Framework, 64 percent graduation rate is the minimum rate

you would need to get any points toward that measure in

terms of the School Performance Framework.

So a school that could have 63 percent above the

target for Connections Academy would still get zero points

for graduation based on NSPF; whereas, a school with --

you know, if they had added three or four percentage

points more based on adding the fifth-year cohort into

that total, then they would get the majority of the points

towards that measure.

Q Counsel asked you a couple questions about

credit-deficient students and enrolling. Is it fair to

say that a fifth-year cohort graduation rate would give

you a better understanding of how credit-deficient
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students are served because it allows an extra year for

those students to graduate?

A I'm not sure I understand your question. The --

yeah, I guess I don't understand how enrolling students

that are not on track, but calculating a fifth-year rate

but not including it in the decision about school

performance doesn't seem to make sense.

Q Okay. So let me clarify. You testified earlier

that you don't think it's appropriate. If I

mischaracterized, please correct me. But I think you

testified earlier that you don't think it's appropriate to

base accountability decisions on a single data point; is

that correct?

A That's correct.

Q And some of the questions that counsel asked you

earlier were about enrollment of credit-deficient

students. Do you recall that?

A Yes, I do.

Q So if we're looking at a school and you don't

think it's appropriate to use just the four-year cohort

graduation rate, and credit-deficiency is an issue that

the school puts forth as having affected negatively that

four-year graduation rate, would the fifth-year cohort

graduation rate be something that would lend some insight
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as to whether the school was effectively serving those

credit-deficient students?

A Yes. If that's the context of your question, I

think fifth-year graduation rate would be an important

measure to add. But currently it's not part of the

measure.

Q Correct, but it is calculated by NDE, correct?

A It is, and it's reported.

Q So correct. And it's reported statewide,

correct?

A Yes, it is.

Q So the board could take notice of that and should

consider that metric, in your opinion.

A Yes. I would think that would be something that

they would want to know.

Q Thank you. I want to talk about data generally

because you know a lot more about it.

We talked about the department reporting some

data. Does the department report data on credit

deficiency?

MS. GRANIER: Goes beyond the scope of the direct

examination.

MR. OTT: I'm not limited to the scope of the

direct examination in NRS 233B.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I'll allow the question.

THE WITNESS: I guess I'm trying to remember. I

don't think we -- the department does report on credit

deficiency. There's a -- they report on the number of

students at grades nine and ten that are on track to

graduate based on credit accrual. Those are part of the

performance framework. But they don't report specifically

on credit deficiency.

BY MR. OTT:

Q When you are talking about -- well, strike that.

Earlier, Counsel asked you a question about a

hypothetical graduation rate, and you responded it would

be within the top 10 to 20 high schools in the state. Do

you recall that question and answer?

A Yes. She said a graduation rate of 80 percent

would be -- and where I thought that would be. I thought

it would be among the top grades in the state, yes.

Q Sure. And if I recall that hypothetical

correctly, it was based on the school excluding any

students that enrolled after ninth grade or

credit-deficient.

MS. GRANIER: Objection. That misstates the

question. I didn't say the school would exclude those

students. I said that the calculation would not include
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them for those purposes.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Is not include and

exclude different?

MS. GRANIER: No. I want to clear that this

school has never excluded those students. We have always

taken them. The way the question was phrased --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: We're talking about a

hypothetical that you presented, though, not actually --

it wasn't actually NCA --

MS. GRANIER: Yeah, no. I represented that the

testimony will be that NCA's rate for students it serves

for four years will be 80 percent. So he's --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. So let's use the

word "not include "rather than "exclude."

MS. GRANIER: In the rate.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: In the rate, yeah.

MR. OTT: Yeah. And it wasn't meant to say

anything about enrollment.

BY MR. OTT:

Q So let me rephrase the question, Dr. Vineyard.

So the hypothetical was talking about excluding

from the calculation of the rate certain students who

enrolled after ninth grade; is that correct?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Again, "not include."
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BY MR. OTT:

Q Not include in the calculation students who

enrolled after the ninth grade; is that correct?

A I think that was the scenario, yes.

Q And when you said top 10 to 20 schools in the

state, when you were comparing that to the rest of the

schools in the state, that was based on graduation rate

for those other schools that would include the entirety of

their cohort; is that correct?

A Yes. But their entire cohort for ninth grade,

and so it's a -- the comparison is -- you know, only the

students who started in ninth grade in the school and

continued on for four years there to graduate versus a

school that would use -- I mean, essentially, at most

comprehensive -- the majority of students at most

comprehensive high schools, that's the scenario that they

follow. They come in as ninth graders and graduate from

that same high school.

And schools where that isn't the case, where

there's significant transients, then their graduation

rates are impacted, and not -- perhaps not the extent

as -- the same extent as a school like Connections Academy

where they have so many transient students.

But if you looked at the graduation rates for
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students at high school where they -- if you did follow

the same students from ninth grade to 12th grade to the

high school versus the students who transferred in partway

through high school, there would be a difference in the --

I anticipate there would be a difference in the graduation

rates.

I haven't done the analysis so I wouldn't say for

certain, but I anticipate that would be the case.

Q So in order to really say where that school would

rank, in a fair comparison, you'd have to do a statewide

comparison; is that correct?

A Yes.

Q And the State doesn't currently provide that

data, correct?

A Again, we've talked about a lot of different data

sets. Which one are you talking about?

Q Sure. Apologies. So the data that I was talking

about was a data that only tracked students enrolled in

the ninth grade and did not include students who enrolled

after that.

A Yeah. If -- the State doesn't track those

students. That would be -- we could -- it could be

inferred from looking at the student information system

data, but it's currently not tracked or reported.
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Q So when a school generally produces data that is

unable to be compared statewide, how should this board

evaluate or consider that data?

A Again, I don't understand your question.

Q Okay. So we just talked about a hypothetical

where you were given -- you were asked to calculate -- you

were given a hypothetical graduation rate based on data

where there's not a statewide comparison, correct?

A I think, you know, the statewide comparison in

terms of what I said was that if they had a graduation

rate of 80 percent that -- and I hope I didn't misspeak,

but I don't think I said that that would put them in the

top 10 or 20 schools in the state. I said that percentage

would be in the top percentage, top 10 or 20 percent of

all the schools in the state. And that is above -- that's

sort of the target level.

80 percent is what most schools hope to reach.

And so if -- so based on the calculation that they would

make, if they could show a calculation and identify the

students and the data and have a justification for why

they were included in that calculation, then I think that

would be something that would be of interest, knowing that

it isn't a complete picture of the school because there

are so many students that do transfer in and out after
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ninth grade.

Q You said 80 percent is a goal that schools seek

to reach. When you said that, do you mean 80 percent of

all students or 80 percent of just the students that they

have enrolled in the ninth grade?

A The goal is for 80 percent of all students or

higher. In some schools, I mean, you have -- some schools

have a much higher graduation rate than 80 percent, but

they also have much smaller populations and the students

in those schools with those high graduate rates tend to

stay for all four years.

Q So what I'm trying to understand is when the

board is presented with data about not including certain

portions of the graduation rate, and we don't have

comparable information from other schools or from across

the state, should the board view that information

skeptically because there's no apples-to-apples

comparison?

A It's definitely a challenge. And the question

you ask, you know, it's -- to say that you're going to

evaluate a large comprehensive high school's graduation

rate versus a subset of students from another school,

certainly if we wanted to go in, we could pick a subset of

students at any high school and calculate a rate for them.
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And we wouldn't -- you know, that would be an

interesting fact, but it wouldn't be a number that we'd

want to compare broadly with other school unless we

actually picked the same group from another school in the

same way.

So your point is taken if you're asking to

compare only the students who stayed in Connections

Academy for four years versus other schools that -- where

they calculate based on a hundred percent of the students

that are there at the end of the grade 12, that wouldn't

be a fair comparison.

At the same time, if you looked at students --

maybe it would be a comparison, a fair comparison if you

looked at other schools like Connections Academy that have

the same sort of demographic background and make a -- and

then it would be a better measure.

Q Thank you for that. When you say demographic

background, what do you mean?

A I mean -- when -- I say demographic, maybe that's

not the correct term. Terms like the students that --

schools with a really high transiency rate, where lots of

students transfer in and out. Where there's a large

number of students that transfer in for a few months or a

year, they earn credit, and they transfer out again.
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They come in credit-deficient and never catch up.

Or they come in at the beginning of 12th grade a year

behind, and they -- they earn credits, but they don't earn

credits to graduate in four years, even though they might

be on track for a fifth-year graduation.

Q Can you just define transiency rate so that we're

clear what the definition is?

A The transiency rate, the way I'm looking at it,

the students who transfer in or out of a school and don't

stay an entire year, or they aren't there -- more broadly,

they transfer in partway -- if we're talking about the

cohort, the four-year cohort, they transfer in or out of

the school sometime during that four-year cohort. So

they're not there at the beginning, or if they are at the

beginning, they transfer out partway through their time

there. So it's a movement of students between schools.

Q And what would -- you talked about a high

transiency rate. What did you mean by a high transiency

rate?

A I think in some of these schools like Connections

Academy, the turnover is above 50 percent during a year.

Q So above 50 percent you would consider to be a

high transiency rate?

A Yes. I mean, it's --
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Q Okay.

A -- 20 percent would be high, but -- if you look

at it relative to a regular, you know, comprehensive

school. But some of these -- I'm saying some of them are

much higher than that.

Q Okay. I want to go back to the data point that

we were talking about versus -- with regard to statewide

data versus data which maybe we don't have statewide

comparisons for. And this is a long question so if I --

if you don't understand it, please ask me to rephrase.

You talked about multiple measures being

something that the board should consider when faced with a

closure revocation or no action decision -- closure

reconstitution or no action provision.

When the board is presented with certain data

where there is statewide data available and other data

where there is not statewide data available, do you think

it is fair and appropriate for the board to place more

emphasis on data where there is statewide data available?

A I think that if the board wants to make

comparison and using data that are not collected for every

school -- and there are a lot of data collected for every

school that are not a part of this conversation yet --

then I think it's -- before making that kind of decision,
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I think it would be incumbent on the board to find out

what the comparative data might be.

In terms of when I was thinking of -- when I was

talking about multiple measures and in terms of -- and in

addition to graduation rate and things that would be

easily available through the student information system

would be the number of credits that students at that

school earned during that year.

Were they -- was the school doing an adequate job

of getting them to be successful in their courses and

earning credits towards graduation?

And again, they might not be on track to graduate

with their four-year cohort, but if they came in deficient

and they're making progress, this is the same argument of

the growth model. If a student comes in in third grade

and they're only reading at a first-grade level, but the

teacher at that third-grade classroom helps him actually

get from -- maybe not all the way to fourth-grade level,

but to get to three and a half, then that -- even though

they're not proficient on the fourth-grade test, they're

still making great progress and growth.

And that's the same kind of argument that would

be made for earning credits at a school with students

coming in behind the curve in terms of credits towards
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graduation.

Q I know that we're getting close to 10:00 o'clock,

and so I want to be respectful of the reporter. I just

want to try to clarify this one point.

So the board will be taking -- will be having

evidence presented to it. Some of that we have

apples-to-apples data for. Some of it we don't.

Is it your testimony that data where there is not

apples-to-apples testimony statewide should be given the

same weight as the statewide validated data from NDE.

MS. GRANIER: Objection. It's vague, apples to

apples. We don't have apples to apples because the cohort

rate doesn't consider the makeup of the student population

and whether they were credit-deficient when they enrolled

in the school. That's part of our argument. So it is not

apples to apples.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I'll note the objection

but allow the question.

THE WITNESS: I think the data should be

considered whether they need to be -- whether they can be

weighted the same as other data and whether our

comparisons -- it would be a question for the board. But

I don't think it should be dismissed just because there

aren't comparisons available for every other school.
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BY MR. OTT:

Q So it would not be inappropriate for the board to

place more weight on data that has statewide comparisons;

is that correct?

A Yeah. The board -- they could do that. Yes.

MR. OTT: Let's take a break, if we could.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. All right. And

you'll continue after the break.

MR. OTT: Just a little bit.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: We're going to take a

15-minute break. It's 9:57. We'll come back here -- it's

9:58. We'll come back here at 10:13.

(Recess taken.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So we're going to

reconvene. It's 10:13. Took a 15-minute break. Mr. Ott

was in the middle of his cross-examination.

Mr. Ott, continue.

MR. OTT: Thank you.

BY MR. OTT:

Q Dr. Vineyard, you talked previously about the

importance of growth data in a -- in both the Charter

School Performance Framework and the Department of

Education Performance Framework. Do you recall that?

A I missed the beginning of that. What kind of
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data?

Q Growth data.

A Growth data, yes.

Q Okay. So --

A I --

Q -- absent growth data --

A Okay. Go ahead.

Q Go ahead. No, you can finish. I didn't mean to

cut you off. I'm sorry.

A I was -- so finish your question. Growth data is

important, an important measure. And it's not easily

available at high school.

Q Okay. So absent growth data, would it be

appropriate for the State to provide a charter school

performance rating with just status in proficiency?

A It would be possible. I don't know if it's

appropriate.

MR. OTT: Okay. And that's all I have, actually.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you. Redirect?

MS. GRANIER: Thank you.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q Dr. Vineyard, Mr. Ott asked you if you were being
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compensated for your testimony here today or if you were

under contract for work you were doing.

Would any of your statements or opinions under

oath today be different if you were not being paid as a

consultant?

A No, they wouldn't. This is -- charter schools

and the application of NSPF to ratings is something I've

been thinking about and working on for a long time.

Q And again, the use of -- strike that.

Mr. Ott asked you several questions about

generally the graduation rate and what people use as the

graduation rate and what the NDE talks about being as the

graduation rate, and I think your answer generally was the

federal four-year cohort.

Is that a fair characterization?

A That's the rate that the NDE calculates now

because that's the one that they report. As I also said

earlier, in the -- in earlier years and in the transition,

they did calculate multiple rates and reported them

differently. So -- but that's -- they calculate the

cohort graduation rate now, and -- because that's the one

that's required by federal reporting.

Q And so it is required by federal reporting, but

are you aware of any federal mandate that states use that
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as a graduation rate to consider school performance for a

proceeding such as this one?

A I'm not aware of any federal regulation or law

that would indicate that, no.

Q And are you aware of any federal regulation or

law that would somehow mean the State's receipt of federal

funding jeopardized if it considered anything other than

that federal cohort rate for these types of decisions?

A No, I'm not -- I don't think of anything that

way. The only thing that is -- again, the cohort rate was

required as part of the waiver applications that -- for

relief from some NCLB requirements indicating that we were

going to take a different look at our school

accountability measures.

Q And Mr. Ott was making statements about trying to

make apples-to-apples comparisons using statewide reported

data.

Is it your opinion that when you look at the

four-year cohort graduation rate for a school like Nevada

Connections Academy that serves a high population of

credit-deficient -- students who are credit-deficient when

they enroll at the school, that that rate makes an

apples-to-apples comparison to your traditional zoned

public high schools?
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A I don't think it's a apples-to-apples comparison

based on those measures because of the way that the

student populations are high school students, and they go

in grades nine, ten, 11, and 12.

But the students and the -- the way they enroll

and how they come into the school and leave the school

aren't comparable. I mean, they come and leave, but

they're -- then, as I said before, the number of students

that come into a school like Nevada Connections Academy,

even if they are on track, it still impacts their

graduation rate.

Q And Mr. Ott also asked you: Could this board

give more weight to data that is available statewide than

data that might not be?

Do you remember that question?

A Yes, I do.

Q And do boards such as this or the NDE generally

adopt policies such as the Nevada Performance Framework

and the Charter School Performance Framework that

establish what weight is given to, for example, the

graduation rate in looking at school performance?

A I think the School Performance Framework and the

Charter School Performance Framework both, by the way that

they're structured and the way that they make their
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calculations, provide weightings for the contribution of

the various measures towards the total. So I think they

do -- that is a way that is -- the comparisons are made.

And I think, just to add, in terms of the

apples-to-apples comparison, I think there are a number of

different data points beyond graduation rate that are

collected, even at schools like Nevada Connections Academy

and other online schools that could be compared and that

are not part of the graduation rate.

One would be the percentage of ninth-grade

students, the students there during their ninth-grade

year, that make adequate progress towards graduation.

That would be an apples-to-apples comparison that could be

made as well.

Q Any others?

A Well, the participation, I mean, other criteria

that are part of NSPF that are -- that are -- the

participation in AP and advanced coursework, that's

something that's collected across all schools.

The -- I'm trying to think. Without having it in

front of me, I'm sort of -- can I look?

Q Testing? Yes. Yes, of course, you can look.

A I mean, so the participation in the ACT, SAT

participation, the percent of students needing
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remediation, the average daily attendance, the -- I think

an important measure in -- and we haven't talked about

it -- would be the gap in graduation rates between the

school and -- and -- and the identified groups.

My impression is that for the kind of offerings

that schools like Nevada Connections makes, that students

with IEPs perhaps -- and I don't have the data, but based

on what I have known from other schools and from my work

in the past, that the students with IEP actually might

actually graduate at a higher rate than students without

because of the kind of the least-restrictive environment

that the opportunities that the instruction and the online

instruction provide.

So there are a number comparisons that could be

made that, apples to apples, that are not simply

graduation rate.

Q Thank you. And just because something isn't

reported statewide, does that mean there's not a reliable

way to get that data in a method that this board should

consider it material to its decision here today?

A Again, just because it's not reported already

statewide, I think that in the School Performance

Framework, they probably also -- and again, I would have

to go back and look. There are probably data that are
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collected through the Nevada Report Card that could be

used for comparison purposes or the information, if it was

deemed really critical to make this kind of decision that

could be generated in a report through the same system,

the data that are collected from every school, but not the

reported, you know, already.

Q And if they -- couldn't the Authority require or

accept data collected by a school and perhaps validated by

an independent third party?

A I guess, could they accept it? That would be --

you know, if it's verified by a third party, then that

would probably make it easier to accept. Again, have to

look at the source of the data to see where the data were

generated originally to know for sure.

But -- and I think, in many ways, that's

something we're going to be asking more and more for our

schools to do is to decide on which data they want to use

for school accountability. That's one of the changes I

think is being contemplated.

Q When information such as the four-year cohort

graduation rate is reported statewide is provided for this

board for consideration in a high-stakes decision such as

this, is it your opinion that it is part of the

responsibility of the board to really examine the
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information behind that number or that data to make -- to

have a meaningful understanding such as the students that

were included in the cohort and how long they were in

attendance at that school?

A I think it would be -- I would hope that the

board would want to have an understanding of the data more

than just the final results on a page. But it would --

you know, whether it should be a requirement, I'm not

sure.

Q And I think you might have said in your

testimony, unless I got my notes wrong, you made a

statement along the lines of the fifth-year cohort is not

used in this law or it's not -- were you saying that it's

not being used by Authority staff under these purposes,

and that's why we're here in this proceeding?

A What I think I -- what I meant was that the

decision and the values that are used to award points

towards the proficiency -- toward your start rating or

your decision of whether or not you're making adequate

yearly progress at a school are based on the four-year

cohort rate.

And even though we calculate a fifth-year and

sometimes even a sixth-year rate, you know, it's possible

those numbers are -- add to the story of the school, but
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they're not part of the calculation of NSPF or those

Charter School Framework.

Q They're not specifically identified in the

framework, but would they be information within the

measurable -- strike that.

Would it be information you would expect a board

to consider in making a determination about school

achievement under either of those frameworks?

A Again, the board isn't required to use those

numbers to make that sort of consideration, to make that

judgment, but I think they do add significantly to the

narrative of the school around how they're working

relative to student achievement.

Q Do you think it's a material consideration to

really effectively evaluate school performance, in your

opinion?

A I think you would -- in making this kind of

decision, I think you would want to know what the

fifth-year rate was.

Q And when we talk about the fifth-year rate, even

if you calculate a fifth-year cohort rate, could you --

could that number still be misleading the same way the

fourth-year cohort rate is because it depends on the

student population?
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In other words, you may not -- you may have

credit-deficient students that have come into that fifth

year so it's not necessarily reflecting whether the school

improves that much, you know, just by adding that

fifth-year cohort.

A Yeah. I think that would be something you could

say.

The other argument that I would make is if the

students are sticking around for a fifth year as part of

that cohort, that the school has given them a reason to

stay enrolled, and that the -- that if they're not making

progress at that level, then I think there's something

other than the student population changing that would -- I

would want to look at to see what the roots were for that

result.

So I think a fifth-year cohort, I think it means

that they're actually engaged enough with the school to

stay, and so I think you would be looking for -- I would

be looking for something other than transients in and out

to explain changes in the rates.

Q I guess, generally speaking, if you consider the

fourth-year cohort to try to determine, did a particular

student make it through this, the same high school within

four years, and then you're generally looking at the
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fifth-year cohort as the same set -- this same set of

students made it through, but in five years, that is very

different from looking at a fifth-year cohort when it's

not the same set of students because, for example, you get

a lot of students in their 11th- or 12th-grade year that

enroll in this school significantly behind.

Is that a fair statement?

A Yeah. The way you stated it, if that's the case,

then it wouldn't be -- it's the same argument as for the

four-year cohort rate.

If the student population is changing

dramatically during the time of measurement, you know,

from ninth grade to 12th grade or from 10th grade to 13th

grade, then yeah. Then the comparisons -- you could make

them, but it's not -- you're not comparing the same

things.

Q So just to make that a little more clear to

further understand, for Nevada Connections Academy, if

their fourth-year cohort rate is 40 percent, and then

their fifth-year cohort rate is 42 percent, but they

continued to enroll more credit-deficient students, that

doesn't necessarily mean -- it doesn't, again, really

accurately reflect the school's performance because it's

not accounting for the fact of the credit deficiency when
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the student enrolled at NCA.

Is that fair?

A Yeah. I think, again, not knowing exact numbers,

yeah, it would be a fair statement in terms of that

scenario, yeah.

Q Thank you. And you are familiar with

Dr. Canavero?

A Yes, I know him.

Q Did you work with him for a number of years at

the Nevada Department of Education?

A I worked with him quite a number of years, from

the time he first came to the Department of Education and

then after he left and went over to lead the Charter

School Authority, and then when he came back as deputy

superintendent and then superintendent.

Q In the course of this proceeding, the Authority

is looking at this 60 percent issue, but they're also

looking at how and if the school adequately cured the --

if they do conclude we were below the 60 percent and that

was a deficiency, they're going to look at how and if the

school properly cured that deficiency.

Can you -- is there a way -- if part of that cure

would be for the school to provide the data to demonstrate

that students are coming to that school credit-deficient
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and have an independent party validate that data, and that

demonstrated that, if you take into account those

credit-deficient students and the four-year cohort

graduation rate, that school's graduation rate is above

60 percent, do you think that would be something

appropriate for this Authority board to consider either

with respect to the alleged deficiency or the cure?

A And if I understand the question right, so it's

whether or not the documentation of the credit status of

the students enrolling in the school should be considered

as part of the -- and how -- and what I didn't hear was

whether or not you're asking if those students are then

making, you know, credit -- adequate yearly progress

towards graduation, because they come in credit-deficient

and they stay credit-deficient, then that's -- that -- I

mean, that doesn't help.

Q Right.

A But if they're making progress, they're

accelerating towards graduation, then I think those

numbers would be of interest.

Whether or not they would be -- you would be able

to weight them the same as the cohort rate, I don't know.

But they would -- they should be of interest to the board

to know more about how the school is doing relative to the
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population they are serving.

Q And is that something, based on your experience,

that could be included in a charter contract or maybe by

regulation to create sort of a set of rules, policy

guidelines, standards that could be followed with respect

to these issues and charter school accountability for this

board?

MR. OTT: Objection to the extent that it calls

for him to make a legal opinion about regulations.

MS. GRANIER: I'm not asking for a legal opinion.

Just his own.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: His opinion about what?

MS. GRANIER: About whether, you know, it could

be something included in regulation or a charter contract

to set up these types of standards or reporting guidelines

for a school as part of a cure.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So you want him to let

you know whether the fact of credit-deficient students and

their progress, even if they don't graduate, should be

included in a contract?

MS. GRANIER: What I'm trying to establish here,

to give you some context, is that Mr. Ott has raised, gee,

there's only statewide data available. Okay? And we're

trying to establish that our cure and part of our cure
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provided you reliable information. And we asked for the

staff's input as to how we could make that information

even more reliable and we did what was asked.

But if there are other criteria to make that data

more available, we would be happy to hear them. I think

there is information, important information out there.

And you don't have to take the school's word for it.

There's ways to get independent parties to look at it to

confirm that these numbers are legitimate.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So what do you want him

to say? You want him to say that including some of these

standards in the contract would be a fair cure?

MS. GRANIER: Not a fair -- well, I wasn't

exactly asking him for a cure but, you know, a mechanism

that you could set up to provide for consideration

relative to the graduate rate.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yeah. Okay. Ask him

that. That would be good.

MS. GRANIER: Okay.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q Did you hear all of that, Dr. Vineyard?

A Yes, I did.

Q Could you respond to that question, please?

A I think, you know, to all parts of it, you know,
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entering into this kind of a process to make decisions

about how we're going to collect data and what kinds of

data we can collect and how we might use it, the first

thing we would do, and the first thing we did at the

department is we would talk about setting up what we call

business rules about how -- which -- you know, how we

would collect data, which pieces would be included, how

they would be weighted.

So I think in terms of setting up some

definitions or business rules within the charter or the

contract, if there are special circumstances around

awarding a contract to a school, would be an important

consideration to make.

Again, what those might be would be up to the

Charter School Authority and the charter school board. I

mean the board of the school and the Charter School

Authority Board.

Q Thank you. If you would turn to tab seven in

that binder in front of you. For the record, we've marked

that for the purpose of this hearing as Exhibit G. And

just to familiarize yourself with the document, this is an

excerpt of the minutes of the Senate Committee on

Education from April 3rd, 2015, and the 78th session.

Do you see that?
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A Yes, I do.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Which exhibit are we on?

MS. GRANIER: Exhibit -- tab seven, Exhibit G.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q And I think you have testified you have known

Dr. Canavero or worked with Dr. Canavero for a number of

years and the fact that he is the current state

superintendent of education?

A Yes.

Q Would you have any reason to question the

reliability or credibility of a statement that

Dr. Canavero made particularly to the legislative

committee?

A No. No, I wouldn't.

Q And would you turn to the last page of this

document, please. Do you see, toward the end of that

page, a bold header of Dr. Canavero and then a statement?

A Yes, I do.

Q Would you read into the record for me that

statement by Dr. Canavero before this legislative

committee.

A The statement from Dr. Canavero, he is deputy

superintendent for student achievement at that time. It

said: It would be difficult to provide a definite number.
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Approximately 20 schools would immediately qualify based

on students' behavioral profiles. And --

Q I'm sorry. I meant the one underneath that.

A Oh.

Q The next to the bottom.

A The next one. Okay. So the next statement from

Dr. Canavero says: The NDE can create, through

regulation, if necessary, a flexible graduation rate

requirement.

Q Do you disagree with that statement?

A No. We -- like I said, we created the graduation

requirement that was used before the federally mandated

cohort requirement. You know, I think that's one that we

would -- the State would always calculate it and report

because it is part of the U.S. Department of Education

requirements, but the State is not limited to only

calculating graduation in one way.

Q And you were talking about a number of other

information data that is collected statewide that we

haven't talked about today. Is testing another data point

that is collected statewide that hasn't been discussed

yet?

A Testing in terms of like for high school, what is

the high school proficiency exam, and now it is the
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end-of-course exams, yes. It's collected at every school,

yeah.

Q And for that -- so that is something that could

be -- you could look at that for Nevada Connections

compared to other high schools throughout the state?

A Yes, it could. Unfortunately, for this

graduation class this year and next year, the students had

to sit for those tests, but there were no passing criteria

established until the students graduated to next year.

Q And with respect to the 2015 and 2016 cohorts, is

there data that's been reported?

A Those students would still be part of the high

school proficiency exam. So those data should have been

collected, yes.

Q Thank you. Would a four-star middle school be

among the highest rated in the state, if you know?

A A four-star middle school? Well, there are

only --

Q Yes.

A To be a five-star school at a middle school is

pretty extraordinary. So four star would put them in the

top quarter, anyway, of all the middle schools in the

state, yes.

Q So would it be a good policy decision, in your
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opinion, to shut down a four-star middle school based on

the four-year graduation cohort rate in a K-12 school?

A I don't think that would be a good policy

decision. My opinion, no.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you, Dr. Vineyard.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Board members, any

questions? David -- Member Gardner. I'm sorry.

MEMBER GARDNER: Thank you very much. Just a

couple questions.

You had previously mentioned that a five,

four-and-a-half percent increase over one year would be

considered a really good increase; is that correct?

THE WITNESS: Yes, I did.

MEMBER GARDNER: Would a four percent growth over

five years be considered good as well? And we're talking

about graduation rate. I apologize.

THE WITNESS: Four percent over five -- if it's

annual growth, four percent annual growth over five years

or four percent over a total -- a total over five years?

MEMBER GARDNER: It would be a total over five

years.

THE WITNESS: That would be -- growth would --

any growth would be good, but it certainly wouldn't be as

good as five percent in one year.
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MEMBER GARDNER: Okay. Just a couple more

questions.

Under Nevada law, a charter school is a public

school. Are they allowed to exclude certain students?

THE WITNESS: No, they're not.

MEMBER GARDNER: So no school would be allowed to

say that we're not going to let credit-deficient students

come into our school; is that correct?

THE WITNESS: That's right. As a public school,

they accept all the students that are eligible, yeah.

That apply.

MEMBER GARDNER: Okay. Were you involved with

the Nevada Department of Education last session when SB

509 was created?

THE WITNESS: I was working at the Department of

Education at that time, yes. But again, the -- the

interactions between the State Department of Education and

the Legislature during that session were managed by

Superintendent Erquiaga and Deputy Superintendent

Canavero.

MEMBER GARDNER: Just two more.

You had mentioned possibly there being different

calculations. Are there different calculations for

graduation rate for any schools in this state, that you
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know of?

THE WITNESS: At this time, the only rate that's

calculated by the Department of Education is the four-year

cohort rate.

MEMBER GARDNER: And so schools that are online

are treated the same as -- brick-and-mortar schools are

treated the same as your geographically zoned public

school, correct?

THE WITNESS: That's right. Connections Academy

is treated the same as Del Sol High School or Reno High

School. They fall under the same rules unless there is an

alternative framework, but very few schools qualify to be

considered under that framework.

MEMBER GARDNER: Okay. And thank you for that.

Just one final question, something I like to do when I

have hearings.

Did you speak with anyone during the break

regarding your testimony?

THE WITNESS: No, I didn't.

MEMBER GARDNER: Okay. Thank you very much.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Member Luna?

MEMBER LUNA: Thank you. Nora Luna.

Since the graduation rate, I guess, was not

specifically defined in that SB 509, just in your
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experience working with the State, what do you think the

intent was? What do you think they intended to define as

the graduation rate?

THE WITNESS: When I have asked my colleagues at

the Department of Education when we were doing this,

because it wasn't specifically defined differently, the

Department of Education interpreted that as that they

would use the federally defined rate calculation. They

wouldn't -- the State wouldn't enact its own definition

separate from the federal requirement.

MEMBER LUNA: Thank you. So Member Gardner asked

if you knew if there were any schools using different

definitions. There's not. They all use the same.

Do you know if other states use different

definitions for different schools besides the alternative

framework? I mean, I know that's one, but are you aware

of any other states that have different graduation rate

calculations for different schools?

THE WITNESS: I don't personally know of states

that have -- of other states calculate graduation rates in

multiple ways.

I know that all states do use the cohort rate,

and it would be easy to determine if other states used

multiple ways to calculate and report graduation, but I
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don't have those data right now.

MEMBER LUNA: Okay. Thanks. The other question

has to do with transiency rates. Do you know if they're

calculated -- well, two.

So I think you said that Nevada Connections

Academy transiency rate, is it 20 percent?

THE WITNESS: I'm not sure exactly what it is,

but it's -- it's really much higher than a traditional

school.

MEMBER LUNA: Okay. And transiency rate

calculations, is it differentiated between in and out, or

is it just one rate? Are you able to tell how many

students came in versus how many left?

THE WITNESS: Yes you can.

MEMBER LUNA: Okay. And then, you know, the

statement you read from Superintendent Canavero about the

NDE being able to create a flexible graduation rate, I

know that the State has used different ones. The lever

and then they agreed to use the cohort.

Do you know of other times when they've talked

about or discussed and looked at different ways to create

a different -- or to make a different definition of the

graduation rate?

THE WITNESS: I would say I know it's been
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discussed widely in the department. One of the activities

that I worked on when I was there was a long process. We

were trying to come up with the Alternative School

Performance Framework, and the definition of graduation

rate as applied to alternative schools was a common topic.

I don't know as there's been a continuation of

this discussion around a flexible -- flexible graduate

rates, you know, that would apply differently to different

schools. I don't know if that's continued in the

department, but I know it's been discussed.

MEMBER LUNA: Okay. Thank you. Those are all my

questions.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you, Member Luna.

Anybody else with questions?

Go ahead Member Corbett.

MEMBER CORBETT: Thank you. Not so much a maybe

a question. Just I had the honor to work in the same

world as Dr. Vineyard for three years when I was on the

State Board of Ed, and definitely doing himself some

justice. His expertise is second to none.

That being said, I also have a similar thought

process of what Member Gardner brought up earlier at the

beginning of the questioning and really trying to

understand the line of questioning and it relates to what
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the statute says.

And so I just wanted to go on the record again to

share kind of -- and as the line of questioning has gone

on, it actually became more -- that's continued to be more

confirmed in my mind in terms of understanding the -- I

understand it's an intellectually stimulating

conversation, but in terms of the statute and its

correlation, having a hard time being able to connect it.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you for that

comment.

Anybody else with any questions?

VICE CHAIR MACKEDON: This is Member Mackedon.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yes, please go ahead.

VICE CHAIR MACKEDON: I just have one quick

question.

In your opinion, should this board, with any

school that comes before it, should we allow them to pull

out any groups of students that are problematic?

For example, if we had a one-star or two-star

elementary school, should we allow them to pull out their

ELL student or their free and reduced lunch students and

take that data into consideration rather than what the

State has calculated?

THE WITNESS: I think that the -- that would be
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an overbroad interpretation of what I talked about.

I think that there -- if they -- for any school

that wanted to have any kind of exception for students

that were -- not to include some students in part of their

calculation, I think there would have to be some

substantial justification. And I can't imagine what that

would be right now for an elementary school not, you know,

calculating all their students.

But the -- but I think that the -- that rather

than just dismiss a request based on -- because it didn't

sound -- because it was different than the other schools,

I think you would want -- I would want to -- I would hope

that the board would at least address the issues around it

and ask for justification.

Again, I don't know what that would be for an

elementary school like that, but it would be -- I would

hope that that wouldn't dismiss requests out of hand just

because they were -- they were different.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any other questions,

Member Mackedon?

VICE CHAIR MACKEDON: No.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Chair Johnson?

MEMBER JOHNSON: Yes. Thank you.

I just wanted to confirm, we, at the moment,
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do -- are we able to determine definitively a percentage

of credit-deficient students at any other schools across

the state?

THE WITNESS: Could they -- could you determine

the number -- percentage of credit-deficient students at

any -- in any school at the state? Yes, it could be

determined.

MEMBER JOHNSON: Is it -- is it a --

THE WITNESS: Those data are in the information

system, yeah.

MEMBER JOHNSON: But it is a readily available

number?

THE WITNESS: Again, I'm not sure how readily

available you would need it to be. But, you know, in the

statewide student information system, you could look at

every school to determine whether or not the students --

what the number of credits for students at the end of 10th

grade were and whether or not there's -- it's

credit-deficient is --

You know, it used to be, for a long time in

regulation, if you didn't have 11 credits when you entered

10th grade, you couldn't be an 11th grader. And so you'd

be credit-deficient.

One of the data points that's calculated as part
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of NSPF is the number of percentage of students in ninth

grade that actually have earned at least five credits by

the end of that first year. If they have, then they're

considered to be credit-sufficient and making progress

towards graduation. So those numbers are already

calculated -- or collected and reported for every school.

I don't know -- and I think those are available

for 10th grade and 11th grade, but the ninth grade ones

are already reported.

MEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. Thank you.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Any other

questions? I do -- I have a few questions.

Just for clarification, because I think Member

Gardner and Member Corbett bring up good points. My view

is similar to theirs in that we're limited with regard to

what the statute provides. You know, graduation rate,

what that graduation rate is.

And we've heard from this individual's testimony,

along with the expert from yesterday, that NDE uses a

graduation rate that's defined by the federal statute.

And so I feel somewhat constrained in that regard.

But just for clarification, I've allowed the

testimony because I think if I discern Connections

Academy's argument correctly is that there's more to the
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story besides the number, and what they're trying to do is

tell a story behind what that number represents.

And while I don't think it changes the number for

our purposes, I think it would ultimately go to what we

consider are effective cures.

And so I think understanding their argument and

understanding their analysis is important for the board in

understanding Connections Academy's position.

So I just you wanted to state that for the record

so that other board members would understand why I'm

allowing the questioning to go forward in the way that

it's gone, given what we understand our constraints are

with regard to the statute.

But that being said -- I forgot your expert's

name.

MS. GRANIER: Dr. Vineyard.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Dr. Vineyard, I

apologize.

Dr. Vineyard, was it your testimony earlier that

you said that no single data point can tell you how a

school is performing? Is that right?

THE WITNESS: Yes. I think it can give you an

indication of that, but I would want more than one data

point to make a decision.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: And we don't have any

sound from Reno.

MR. PELTIER: Stand by.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Reno?

MR. PELTIER: Can you hear me now?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I wasn't able to hear the

answer of the doctor because there's no sound coming

through his microphone.

MR. PELTIER: Okay. Dr. Vineyard, could you do a

quick check there?

THE WITNESS: Is it working now?

MR. PELTIER: Okay. Hold on one second. Let me

see if I can switch the mic out.

(Discussion off the record.)

THE WITNESS: How about now?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Perfect. So there we go.

We didn't hear any of your answer to the question.

THE WITNESS: So I guess what I had said is that,

if I remember the question, that, yeah, any one data point

would be -- might be an indication of something, but I

would want -- as a researcher, I would want more than one

data point to draw a conclusion.

So while we could -- while one data point could

give us an idea of what to look for next, I don't think it
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would be enough to make a decision.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So with regard to the

graduation rate, is it your testimony that basing an

accountability measure just on graduation rate would not

be appropriate without other data?

THE WITNESS: Yes, that is my testimony. Just

like when we used to rate schools based on whether or not

they had made adequate yearly progress in ELA and math for

all of their 35 different categories, but it was still a

single status measure of a test that was taken one day.

It's just like graduation rate. It's just one

calculation.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Now I'm looking at NRS

388A.330, and I'm in subsection one. And the language, as

it currently read, is that the board may reconstitute the

governing body or terminate the charter contract if any

one of several criteria are present. And then it goes on

to list different criteria.

And one of those criteria, for example, is if the

charter school were to breach the terms or conditions of

its charter contract. Would that sole data point be an

appropriate data point to take accountability measures

with?

And I'm not saying that's the case here. I'm
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just trying to understand your testimony with regard to

single data points and accountability.

THE WITNESS: Yeah. And I'm not sure. I think

that breaching the terms of the charter I think would

be -- would involve multiple data points. I don't think

that would be a single value like graduation rate.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: What about a failure to

deploy generally accepted standards of fiscal management?

THE WITNESS: Again, I think that you'd want

to -- so without knowing, you know, what the standards

were that had been not met, it would be -- again, you

know, I don't think that if -- I think that would be a --

again, multiple data points. I don't think it would be --

but it is one characteristic on that list, but I don't

think it's -- it's not -- I see it as a very different

kind of thing than graduation rate.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Well, what about failure

to -- what if the school had persistently underperformed

as measured by the performance indicators, measures, and

metrics set forth in the performance framework for a

charter school?

THE WITNESS: And again, I think that the

persistent underperformance would take into account all

the multiple measures that are part of that School
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Performance Framework or the Charter School Framework. So

I wouldn't point to one value.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. So let's go back

to grad rate for a second because that's in this list.

And what if we had a graduation rate that was

persistently below 60 percent?

So let me represent to you that in -- the facts

we're presented with, at least with regard to what NDE has

reported Connection's graduation rate has been since 2011

are as follows:

2011-2012, 26.5 percent. 2012-2013,

36.08 percent. 2013-2014, 33.91. 2014-2015, 37.9 --

.19 percent. 2015-2016, 35.63 percent. And then

2016-'17, 40.09 percent.

So that's a graduation rate that appears to

persistently be below 60 percent. Those are several data

points, it would appear to be.

So you know, would that be a sufficient basis to

then make some determinations about school performance?

THE WITNESS: I think the trend, you know, is --

being less than 60 percent is clear.

Again, I don't -- you know, that cohort

graduation rate does not take into account, you know, the

growth of students at the school during those years, the
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shifts in population.

So again, it's a -- it is a -- it's multiple

values for the same measure. And I think even from the

ones you read me, it does look like, at least if I am

recalling it correctly, there is at least an upward trend.

It's not a steep curve up. So it would indicate that

they're making progress towards getting closer to that 60

percent level.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: It appears to me, just

reviewing the statute, that these different factors that I

have read to you -- and here's another one.

An elementary or middle school or a junior high

school that is rated in the lowest five percent of

elementary schools, middle schools, or junior high schools

in state achievement, that would be another instance for

holding a school accountable. Also people achievement and

school performance.

And I guess when I look at the statute, it seems

to put all of these factors, any one of which would lead

to the board exercising its discretion, to either

reconstitute or terminate -- reconstitute a board or

terminate a charter contract. It seems like it puts all

of these factors on equal footing, and any one of them

could be used to hold a school accountable.
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Would that be your understanding of how the

statute is put together?

THE WITNESS: That's the way that the statute is

put together. I think it is -- because the way -- because

of the way that it's written, I think it would also -- I

interpret it as saying it was -- any one of those factors

could raise the issue with the board, and then that the

board would then have to explore in more depth to make

their decision.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: That helps. So do you

agree, then, with the Legislature's conclusion that grad

rate is as important, for example, as persistent

underperformance under a performance framework?

THE WITNESS: I think the graduation rate

calculation is an important indicator for high schools

to -- as a flag to know whether they're doing -- whether

the students are getting the best service there or not.

Again, it's one -- and I think if you saw -- if I

were on the board and I saw those low numbers, I would

want to ask more questions about the school to find out

more information about how those numbers -- what -- how

those numbers came about and what we might -- and factors

that contributed to those values, rather than, again, it's

just a number.
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So I would want to know more about how that

number was reached rather than just comparing it to other

numbers in a list.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: What would be some of

those questions that you would ask?

THE WITNESS: I think if I were -- any of those

graduate rates, I would want to know -- again, if I were

looking at the school, I would -- and I've been charged

with doing a research project to sort of explore this

further.

I would want to know sort of, again, how many of

those students were there from ninth grade to 12th grade.

How many came in at 10th grade and finished there. How

many of the ninth graders that started there transferred

out. What's the number of credits that students were

earning each year depending on their grade level. In

addition to credits, were they actually making -- were

they passing their core courses in reading, in writing, in

mathematics and science that are required under statute.

So if there -- and I would personally explore

some of the options of saying, you know the what-if

question.

So what if we accidentally calculated the rate

based on -- for the school based on those students that
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were there for all four years or for the students who were

there at least half of their time in school, at least half

of the years that they were? So they came in at least by

the beginning of the 11th grade.

So because then, I would be pretty sure that I

was basing the decision on whether or not that school was

doing its job based on students that had actually been

there enough time to be impacted by the instruction.

If a student came in at the beginning of 12th

grade and they were behind, but they -- and they didn't

graduate on time, is that -- would I want to charge that

value to Connections Academy because that's where they

were at the end of grade 12, or to the other school they

were at from grade nine to grade 11 where they didn't make

progress? So there are --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Are these the kind of

questions --

THE WITNESS: There was --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I'm sorry, I didn't

mean --

THE WITNESS: I could come up with a whole list

of questions, yes.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Are these the kind of

questions that the Nevada Department of Education would
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ask, in your experience, in terms of holding schools

accountable relative to grad rate?

THE WITNESS: I think if a rate dropped

precipitously or changed dramatically, we would have done

some exploration around, you know, the causes of that

change, but I don't think that -- I cannot say that the

Department of Education regularly conducts those kinds of

investigations or asks those kinds of questions.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Now, I wanted to

give you a few other data points with regard to what I

think we have before us as a board and get your opinion.

Presently we have Connections Academy that, as I

understand it, has a two-star elementary school. And it's

been two star for the last two consecutive years, if I

understood testimony here earlier correctly. It has a

four-star middle school, and it has a high school with an

average grad rate of 34.9 percent.

So my question for you is: What does this --

what do these data points say to you about the overall

performance of Connections Academy?

THE WITNESS: I would say it makes me curious

about the school. I think the four-star middle school is

a -- is a -- could be seen as a reflection of that the

curriculum that they're offering and the way they're
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offering it fits well with middle school students in terms

of their proficient users of computers; they're readers;

they can work more independently. And so the system seems

to provide the flexibility and options for them to make

progress.

For the elementary school, again, I have to say,

I've never really been a big fan of virtual schools for

elementary kids, just because I think it's a challenging

thing enough to learn in a group with a teacher.

To learn by yourself at a computer, even with

coaching at a computer when you're also trying to learn

how to read and learn how to interact is more challenging.

So the two stars there in terms of performance is not

something I'm really surprised about. Although I think

that I would want to know more about who those students

are and how big a population that is in the elementary

school.

The persistently -- the low graduation rates at

high school, again, I would want to know -- I would want

to start asking lots of questions from the ones I

articulated just a few minutes ago about why that rate is

low and has not come up more.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So it sounds like, based

on what you just said, that you would be concerned or that
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you share some of the concerns that we do as a board

regarding the overall school performance. Is that fair to

say? At least enough concerns to ask a lot of questions.

THE WITNESS: Yeah. So again, I think that

the -- overall, the school performance is -- raises a lot

of questions for me in terms of the way that it -- that

the middle school is doing so well and the elementary

school is struggling.

I think that they all -- all this -- all three

components of the Connections Academy school probably have

the same problems with students transferring in and out.

And but I would -- seeing these numbers -- seeing these

numbers, seeing these star ratings would make me want to

ask a lot more questions.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So in your opinion, would

our consideration regarding reconstitution of this board

or closure be appropriate?

THE WITNESS: I guess I'm not sure. Your

consideration is appropriate because it's yours. Whether

I -- I think that the -- based on the available evidence,

I would want to have a lot more than the star ratings and

the graduation rates if I were making the consideration.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. So our

consideration now of these issues, the same issues that
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you're raising, you think is appropriate given the data

points that we have been presented with; is that right?

THE WITNESS: I guess I don't understand the

question. I mean, again, the statute gives you the right

to consider it, and the points are there. It's -- again,

I think that the data points are enough to raise the

question. I don't think the data points that we've talked

about today are enough to make a decision.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Fair enough. I

don't think I have any further questions.

Any other board members have any questions? All

right.

Ms. Granier.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you.

FURTHER REDIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q I think it was Member Guinasso was asking you

about different factors in the statute, NRS 388A.330, that

could trigger possible consideration of reconstitution or

closure.

The first one in the statute is that a charter

school is a high school and receives three consecutive

annual ratings, establishes the lowest rating possible
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pursuant to the statewide system of accountability.

Would those ratings factor in more than just one

single data point?

A The ratings would, if they're based on the Nevada

School Performance Framework, would include all of the

values that are included as part of that calculation.

Q What are some examples of those measures?

A Okay. So the values that are included as part of

the high school calculation, there's proficiency rates on

the end-of-course tests and reading and math. There's a

gap analysis between the IEP, free and reduced lunch, and

English learner populations, and the state populations as

a whole in terms of decreasing the gap in terms of

performance.

There's a calculation rate. Graduation rate

counts for 15 points out of the hundred.

College career readiness, whether they need

remediation when they go to college. The percent earning

advanced diploma, participation in the SAT/ACT. Passing

the AP course, which is curious because I don't know how

you can pass that test.

Average daily attendance and ninth grade

credit-deficient -- whether or not they've made five

credits by the end of ninth grade, those are all part of
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the NSPF calculation.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Ms. Granier, I noticed

that your witness is referring to a document. Is that in

evidence.

MS. GRANIER: It is. I -- thank you for the

question. I believe he's referring to the Nevada School

Performance Framework. I handed that out to everyone

before the hearing began, and I would ask that you take

judicial notice of it as publicly available and easily

verifiable.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Mr. Ott?

MR. OTT: I don't know if it's complete. My only

concern is that it's complete. If it is, then I'm fine

with it.

MS. GRANIER: Well, it's available online so it's

pretty easy to check. Or if you want the rest of the

document --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I'll just take your

representation. Is it complete or is it an excerpt?

MS. GRANIER: Actually, my colleague, Erica

Nannani in the north printed it out. So she could tell us

if she printed out all of it. Or maybe Dr. Vineyard can

tell us.

THE WITNESS: Yeah. The values that are in the
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table that -- if it's the same one that I received, are

the complete printout of the School Performance Framework

Point Attribution Tables.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. That's great. And

which page were you looking at on that?

THE WITNESS: I was looking at the high school.

There's a section called -- in the NSPF called: How are

performance school performance scores computed? And

there's an elementary school point attribution, middle

school, and I was looking at the high school, which is the

bottom third of the table.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you. And I

apologize for the interruption.

MS. GRANIER: No, no problem. And I apologize.

I actually was -- I realized I was reading from the draft

bill. And while that was in there, that's not in the

current computation. So I just wanted to make that clear

for the record.

Thank you. Dr. Vineyard.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Did you want this

admitted as evidence or just for us to take judicial

notice?

MS. GRANIER: Actually, if you would admit as

evidence, that would be great. Thank you.
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MR. PELTIER: Chairman Guinasso, this is Danny up

in Reno.

I just spoke with Erica, and she can confirm that

the Las Vegas location and the Reno location have the same

document.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. That's great. And

I don't recall which was the last marking we gave. I'm

going to just to say our last marking was AA. Is that --

so we'll mark this BB.

MEMBER JOHNSON: Acting Chair Guinasso, is there

any way --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I'll have Danny e-mail it

to you.

MR. PELTIER: Yes, I can do that, Adam. I will

work with Erica to get an electronic copy.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. So the document

called -- it says it's -- I don't know. It says

Performance Framework. Nevada Department of Education

Performance Framework. I just marked it as BB. I'd like

to move to accept this document. Any second?

MEMBER CORBETT: Second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. Member

Corbett seconded. All those in favor?

ALL: Aye.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any opposed?

(No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. It's now in

evidence.

(Motion to admit Exhibit No. BB made,
seconded, and carried unanimously.)

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q Another board member asked you if other high

schools throughout Nevada were treated the same in that

they also report their graduation rate based on the

four-year federal reporting requirement.

Do you remember that?

A Yes. And I would say all high schools report the

four-year federal, you know, core rate.

Q And then -- and even though they all report that,

they all -- well, in this instance, is it your opinion

that Nevada Connections Academy serves potentially a very

different population than the traditional zone public high

schools?

A Without having access to all the data, I would

not be able to say definitively, but just because of the

kind of school it is and the nature of the instruction, I

would expect that the population would be somewhat

different than a traditional comprehensive high school.
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Q And I believe you were asked if NDE would ask all

of these questions in terms of holding schools accountable

under the graduation rate data point.

So my question for you is: Does NDE close high

schools based on that single data point?

A No, they don't.

Q Do they even put high schools in -- propose that

high schools be put into the achievement district based on

that single data point, if you know?

A I don't think that they have high schools or

would recommend high schools as being part of the

achievement district based on -- simply on graduation

rate.

If there were a number of factors, then, you

know, as part of the framework, then probably so, but they

wouldn't use just graduation.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Is that it?

MS. GRANIER: (No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Mr. Ott?

RECROSS-EXAMINATION

BY MR. OTT:

Q With regard to the question about the ASD that
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was just asked, what is the basis of your knowledge about

that?

A About? Again, could you clarify?

Q You just testified regarding whether or not the

Department of Education would place a school into the

Achievement School District based on the 60 percent

graduation rate.

Do you remember that?

A Yes, I do.

MS. GRANIER: I didn't say based on 60 percent.

I said based solely on the graduation rate.

BY MR. OTT:

Q With that correction, do you remember that?

A I do.

Q So what is the basis of your knowledge with

regard to that question?

A Limited. At this point, I don't -- I've

looked -- I don't think there are any high school on

the -- in the Achievement School District, but I haven't

looked at the list for this year.

Q Did you look at the eligibility list for last

year?

A Again, I think I looked at the eligible list, but

I don't know which schools from that list were actually
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selected for the Achievement School District.

Q Do you understand -- or what do you understand

the process of selection for the Achievement School

District to be?

A I'm not real familiar with that, with the final

decision about how schools are put on that list.

Q Do you know if there are multiple layers of

eligibility cuts?

A Yes.

Q So when you said you didn't think there were any

high schools in the Achievement School District, were you

talking about the final schools that were selected to be

part of the Achievement School District?

A Yes. I don't think -- I don't think there are

any that made the final cut.

Q Do you know if there are any that made the

initial qualification?

A I don't recall.

Q With regard to the -- strike that. Earlier you

testified that the source of the data was important when

considering certain data. Do you remember --

A Yes, I do.

Q -- testifying as to that?

A Yes.
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Q What did you mean when you said the source of the

data is important?

A I guess what I was thinking of is that they're --

I mean, in terms of several different factors, if it's

self-reported data from a school that's not been verified

by any other criteria, then I would maybe weight that less

than if it was data from a statewide assessment that was

scored by a vendor and reported directly to the

department.

So I would want to -- if I used data, I would

always want to know the source of the data and if it had

been independently verified or if a -- it's like asking a

student if they're happy. You know, if they say yes, then

you've got an answer, but it's not verified.

Q And when you talk about verification of data,

what do you mean by verification of data?

A I would -- verification of data would be

something that -- data that have been or could be

independently analyzed and the results of that analysis

compared to what was reported to me originally.

Q So for instance, if there was data regarding

credit deficiency, would you want to make sure that the

transcripts were reviewed so that the students were, in

fact, credit-deficient and then also review the
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calculations to make sure that they were done in

accordance with the statistical principles that you're

familiar with?

A Yes, I would. I mean, the data could be reported

by the school and independently verified through the

student information system.

Q The student information system that you just

talked about, who has access to that?

A The statewide student information system is

managed by the Department of Education. The data are

uploaded from schools and districts to the department, and

they do have -- the department asks districts to verify

that the data are correct at multiple times through the

year.

Q Does the Authority have access to that

information system?

A Since the students are part of the -- actually,

I'm not sure. If the department -- I would assume since

they are public schools, that the student information --

and they're rated for the most part using the School

Performance Framework by the Department of Education, that

those student data should be part of the same system that

manages all the student data in the state.

VICE CHAIR MACKEDON: Mr. Ott, could I -- sorry.
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I just want to make sure I understand what he's

talking about. Are you talking about what we refer to

Bighorn or Infinite Campus? I'm a little unsure what

information system he's talking about.

THE WITNESS: I'm talking about the SAIN system

which is --

VICE CHAIR MACKEDON: Thank you. Sorry.

THE WITNESS: -- which you access through

Bighorn.

BY MR. OTT:

Q So does the -- what I was trying to --

MR. OTT: Does that clarify your question,

Member Mackedon?

VICE CHAIR MACKEDON: Yes. Sorry if I missed

that.

MR. OTT: No, that's fine.

BY MR. OTT:

Q So what I was trying to get at was: Does the

State Public Charter School Authority have access to the

statewide data within that system?

A I'm not a hundred percent sure, but I would

assume that they do.

MR. OTT: I don't have anything further.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Ms. Granier?
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MS. GRANIER: Thank you.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Doctor, we really

appreciate you making time for us on a Saturday, on a

Memorial Day weekend, to be with us today. We appreciate

your testimony. You're now excused.

THE WITNESS: Thank you.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Let's see. It's

11:30. Do you want to bring your next witness?

MS. GRANIER: Sure.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay.

MS. GRANIER: I'll call Matt Wicks.

(Discussion off the record.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I really apologize. I

needed to take some time to confer with counsel on a few

issues pertaining to the rest of the day and just some of

the options that I'll bring up later on the record.

It's currently 11:48. We just took basically a

what amounted to a 15-minute break. So what I would like

to do is proceed with this witness and maybe push our

lunch back a little bit.

And is there any problem with that in Reno?

MR. PELTIER: No. I think we will -- do you have

an idea of what time you think that we're going to be

pushing that meal back to?
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: What if -- what if we

put -- well, what if we pushed it back to 1:00. Would

that be onerous for anybody?

MR. PELTIER: Just as a heads-up, with the 1:00

o'clock timeline, Ms. Granier may need to speak with

Jafeth.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Oh, we have that other

witness scheduled.

MR. PELTIER: From my understanding, that was a

1:00 to 3:00 window. I'm not sure if that still is. But

as far as we're concerned staffwise and the court

reporter, we are okay with 1:00 o'clock.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yeah. So if we have that

other witness at 1:00, why don't we just go ahead and take

our 30 minutes now. And then what we'll do is we'll start

at 12:20 with this witness. If we have to stop and bring

on the other witness, we can pause and then bring on the

other witness and then bring him back on.

MS. GRANIER: Okay.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I think that would be

the -- that will allow for the best flow with regard to

the witnesses.

So why don't we go ahead and break for lunch.

We'll come back at 12:20 and go from there.
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(The noon recess was taken at 11:49 a.m.)
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RENO, NEVADA, SATURDAY, MAY 27, 2017, 12:23 P.M.

-oOo-

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Ms. Granier, are you

ready? Are we ready -- I guess you guys said you're

already ready in Reno.

MR. PELTIER: Yes.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. All right. So

we'll go ahead and proceed with Ms. Granier's next

witness.

MS. GRANIER: Matt Wicks.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Oh, sorry.

(Witness sworn.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you.

MATTHEW WICKS,

called as a witness on behalf of NCA,

was sworn and examined as follows:

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q Would you please state and spell your name for

the record.

A Yes. Matthew, M-A-T-T-H-E-W; Wicks, W-I-C-K-S.
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Q Are you currently employed?

A Yes, by Connections Education.

Q And what do you do for Connections Education?

A My title is vice president of data analysis and

policy. And so in that role, I do a variety of policy

analysis across the many states that Connections supports

schools, as well as analyze different performance data for

the schools to identify the information that's not at the

surface level of the data.

Q And how long have you been doing that?

A I've been employed by Connections for about three

years, and I've been in this role for about 18 months.

Q Prior to this role, what did you do for

Connections?

A I was vice president of policy. So more of my

focus was just on the policy and in -- as that role

evolved, I began getting more involved in the data

analysis aspects so my role changed.

Q Prior to that, where were you employed?

A I was the chief operating officer for the

International Association for K-12 Online Learning, the

leading -- it's a nonprofit organization. It's the

leading organization for blended and online learning in

the country as well as internationally.
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Q And how long did you do that?

A I was there for about three years.

Q Prior to that?

A Prior to that, I had an independent consulting

company, serving a variety of clients in the field of K

through 12 online learning. I did that for about three or

four years.

Q Okay. And then so how long have you been

involved in education?

A I've been involved in education since 1996 and

have been involved in K through 12 online learning since

1999.

Prior to having my own independent consulting

company, when I worked for the State of Illinois, I was a

cofounder of the Illinois Virtual School, at that time

known as the Illinois Virtual High School, which is the

statewide supplemental online learning program of the

state.

Q And what brings you here today?

A Well, in my role for Connections, I get involved,

like I said, in data analysis of school performance. And

specifically in the case of NCA, since graduation rate has

been of concern, I've spent a lot of time analyzing and

understanding kind of the story behind the data for the
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past two graduation cohorts.

Q Okay. And I'm going to get to asking you to

explain very specifically what you did. But before we get

to that -- well, was there a time frame around -- were you

looking at 2015 and 2016 data for NCA students?

A Yeah. I originally began looking at 2015 data

because -- I don't remember the exact date I began working

on this, but this was the time prior to the 2016 data

being published by the State. Even before the 2016 data

was published, we began looking at it internally, but

obviously we couldn't finalize some of the analysis until

the State finally released the 2016 data so that we would

be able to know exactly which students were included and

excluded from the cohort.

Q And again, before we get into the specifics of

what you did, in your review of that data for 2015 and

2016, was there anything remarkable to you?

A Well, there are two things that stood out for me

especially. One was the percentage of students that

arrived at the school credit-deficient. When I saw that

that was roughly half -- it was just under half for the

2016 cohort, just over half for the 2015 cohort -- that

really stood out to me because that obviously has a huge

impact on what the eventual graduation rate as calculated,
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as a four-year adjusted cohort rate will do.

The other thing that really stood out to me was

the average length of enrollment of all the students in

the cohort. That turned out to be just under one and a

half years. And since the four-year, as is indicated in

the name, adjusted cohort rate, is a measurement of

performance over a four-year period, when I saw that the

average student only spent slightly under a year and a

half, then I realized that the metric was not going to be

very meaningful for NCA because the population served by

NCA didn't meet the characteristics of what the four-year

adjusted cohort was designed to measure.

Q And what was the four-year adjusted cohort

designed to measure, if you know.

A Well, it was designed to create a standard way

across states to measure graduation rate, taking into

account that there is going to be some movement of

students across the four years, what was designed

essentially with in mind that students were relatively

stable within a four-year period, and it was designed to

show that reflection of the services that a school

provided over a four-year period.

And so when you get to kind of outliers in all

the school districts and schools that exist in the country
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to a portion where the majority of students aren't there

four years, and not just a slight majority but the vast

majority, then the metric no longer serves the purpose it

was designed to measure.

MS. GRANIER: Chair Guinasso, we have -- I have

some visual aids that are demonstrative of the information

that Mr. Wicks will be testifying to. May I put them up

on the poster boards? And I can try to put them on a

PowerPoint or hand out the PowerPoint, if that would be

acceptable.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Sure. Please proceed.

MS. GRANIER: Okay. Thank you.

(Discussion off the record.)

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q Mr. Wicks, did you participate in the preparation

of the poster board that I just put on the easel that is

to your left?

A I provided the analysis that was used to prepare

the poster board, yes.

Q Can you explain to us first what analysis you

conducted, and then what is reflected in that poster board

that is entitled NCA's Four-Year Adjusted Cohort

Graduation Rates for 2016?

A So --
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UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER: [Indiscernible].

MS. GRANIER: No. I'm just using it as -- to

help you better understand the testimony that he's giving.

UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER: [Indiscernible] might

be helpful.

MS. GRANIER: I think I have -- I have printed

copies if you want me to hand them out, if that would be

helpful.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Maybe it would be just so

we can all see. I don't know -- in Reno, it's going to be

difficult, and as well for Chair Johnson, to see what you

are presenting.

MS. GRANIER: We can e-mail them to everybody.

VICE CHAIR MACKEDON: I have a handout. I've

been given a hard copy.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Oh, do you? Okay.

Maybe mail it to Robert or -- no, Robert doesn't

do e-mail outside of his office. Who do we have? Robert,

who would you like --

UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER: [Indiscernible].

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Maybe Danny, and Danny

can make sure --

UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER: [Indiscernible].

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. So just send it to
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Danny.

MS. GRANIER: Okay.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: And then Danny will send

the e-mail to all of us.

MS. GRANIER: Okay. In the interests of time, we

can -- do you want us to go ahead and proceed?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Please.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q Okay. So would you describe to us the analysis

you did and what is represented on the poster board that

has the title NCA's Four-Year Adjusted Cohort Graduation

Rates for 2016.

A Right. So in general, for the analysis of what I

did, is I took the data report that comes from the Nevada

Department of Education that identifies each student that,

as far as their graduation status and the official cohort,

whether they're a graduate, a nongraduate, or transfer

out, that data file also contains the specific codes that

are related to that.

So for example, it might show that they were a

nongraduate because they transferred to an adult education

program. Might show that they are a graduate with an

advanced diploma.

I then combined that information with information
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stored in the data system that Nevada Connections Academy

uses to get other data points about the students.

So for example, one of the graduation rates talks

about students that arrive credit-deficient. So I would

use data about their credit accumulation history to

determine which students arrived credit-deficient or not.

Q And how are you defining credit-deficient?

A I am defining credit-deficient based on the

number of credits that they earned prior to enrolling at

NCA and comparing that to the expected number of credits

that a student would earn. And the expected number of

credits a student would earn would be based on the year

and semester that they enrolled.

So for example, a student that enrolled in

Connection Academy for the first time, their first

semester of their 11th-grade year would be expected to

have earned 11 credits prior to arrival. So if you have

earned less than 11 credits, then you would be

credit-deficient.

We then further characterized my analysis,

students that were credit-deficient based on how many

credits that they were deficient. So a student that was

less than two and a half credits deficient we

characterized as slightly credit-deficient, as a student
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that was somewhere between two and a half but -- at least

two and a half but less than five, we characterized as

being at least one semester credit-deficient. They were

missing at least enough credits for an entire semester's

worth of work.

And a student that arrived five or more credits

deficient we characterized as being at least one year

credit-deficient. In other words, they were missing

enough credits that they had an entire year's worth to

make up.

Q Thank you.

A So on the poster board, you see four different

graduation rate calculations based on different rules.

The first calculation shows what the four-year adjusted

cohort graduation rate was as computed by the Nevada

Department of Education and reconfirmed by my own

analysis.

The second calculation is based on applying

aspects of Nevada state law on what students should be

considered as dropouts or not. And specifically, what was

done is any student that received an adjusted diploma,

which is essentially a student that has an Individual

Educational Plan and meets those -- quality in the

four-year adjusted cohort rate, they are classified as
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nongraduates.

And that second one there, graduate, classified

as graduates. And then certain students were removed from

the cohort entirely based on the Nevada statutes.

Specifically students that, according to their accent code

from the NDA data, went to an adult education program or

students that, based on data that we had, had earned a

GED. So you can see, based on that calculation on the

slightly different cohort of students, it goes up to

46.5 percent.

The third calculation is based on that, but then

also adds in students that have either graduated during

their fifth year of high school or are on target to

graduate at the end of this fifth year, which is obviously

coming up in a matter of weeks. So that was another

exclusion. And from there, you can see again that

graduation rate went up slightly to just over 50 percent.

The fourth calculation is a separate calculation

entirely, and that's based on this credit-deficiency that

I was discussing earlier. We said if you excluded all the

nongraduates that arrived one semester credit-deficient or

more -- so those final two categories -- if those had not

been part of the cohort, what would the graduation rate

be?
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Beyond that, using all the same rules as the

four-year adjusted cohort graduation rate. And you see in

that case, there's a dramatic increase in the graduation

rate. It goes to over 60 percent.

And then the final graduation calculation is

looking at students that spent their entire high school

career at Nevada Connections Academy. They enrolled as a

freshman, and then they stayed either until they graduated

or until the end of their senior year. And I say until

they graduated because it does include some students that

graduated in three years.

And so then if you look at that subset of all the

students, then you see that there's an 87.5 percent of

those students graduated.

And this one, this chart is very similar, except

it's not showing that final graduation rate. The four

items are the same -- the first four items on that first

chart.

Q And then did you perform the same analysis for

2015?

A I did.

Q Okay.

A The only difference between the analysis for 2015

and 2016 is because, at this point, the fifth year of high
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school has passed. We would now be in the sixth year of

high school. That calculation including fifth year is not

looking on those -- on targeted to graduate in five years.

It was the actual students that did graduate within their

fifth year.

So beyond that, the first calculation is the

four-year adjusted cohort rate as calculated by NDE. And

we can confirm the second calculation takes into those

aspects of Nevada state law converting adjusted diploma

recipients to graduates and removing students that

transferred into adult ed or received their GED.

The third one is then also excluding students

that did graduate in the fifth year. The fourth one is,

again, not related to those first three, but is looking at

eliminating all those students that arrived at least a

semester credit-deficient.

And really, that fourth calculation is really the

most significant one when you're looking about the school

because when you remove all the students that came in

highly credit-deficient, what you are essentially doing is

removing the students that some other school really failed

them, and that's why they were credit-deficient.

So it's a more accurate description of the

students that NCA actually had an opportunity to impact.
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And then finally, that fifth calculation is,

again, looking at those subset of students that spent

their entire high school career at NCA. So again, you see

that study increase.

You also, when you look at the 2016 versus the

2015, you see across the board how there was improvement

in the 2016 cohort versus the 2015 cohort.

Q That last point you made about taking into

account that certain students came to the school

credit-deficient, did you look at where those students

came from?

A Yes, I did. As part of the standard enrollment

process into NCA, we capture, if it's available, the

previous school that they attended. Obviously, we're

receiving transcripts from those schools so that's

recorded. And so we looked at where those

credit-deficient students came from, which is represented

on the right side.

And as you can see, the largest number came from

Clark County. Almost half of the credit-deficient

students came from Clark. The next largest is Washoe.

And, of course, those are the two largest school districts

in Nevada. And then you can see that 10.3 percent

represents the other districts.
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So you are really seeing in excess of 60 percent

of the students that arrive credit-deficient came from

some other school district in Nevada.

Q And I think you may have said this in a prior

poster board, but if you calculate NCA's graduation rate

without the students who arrived at NCA at least one

semester or more credit-deficient, what is the rate?

A Yeah. In the 2016 cohort, that gets to

62.2 percent, and in the 2015 cohort, it's 57.2.

Q Thank you. Will you share with us your analysis

that is reflected on the board I just put up entitled 2016

NCA nongraduate.

A Two other aspects that we looked at on the

analysis is when the student arrived and the level of

credit deficiency. It's really this combination of

factors.

Obviously, the later in the high school career a

student arrives, the less time they have to make up

whatever credits that they're missing. And the more

credit-deficient they are, the more challenging it's going

to be to make up the credits for an on-time graduation.

When you combine those two factors, you get a

student that arrives very late in their high school career

and is highly credit-deficient. That's kind of, you know,
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the killer categories, is what I have termed them in. It

may not be 100 percent impossible, but it's highly

unlikely.

So here you can see how the largest percentage of

students that came credit-deficient arrived sometime

during their 11th-grade year. That includes the second

semester of the 11th-grade year. And the next portion is

12 graders.

So between those two, 84 percent of the

credit-deficient students arrived with two or less years

to make up those credits. At the same time, you can see

that over half of the students that arrived

credit-deficient actually were in the category of one or

more years credit-deficient.

And again, if you then combine that with the one

semester behind, that's the one for the previous chart

that we said excluded the highly credit-deficient. Just

over 80 percent of the credit-deficient nongraduates were

in that highly credit-deficient, missing either at least

one semester or even the majority of them missing a full

year.

Q So just to be sure I understood what you said

correctly, 49 percent of the students in the cohort come

credit-deficient, and then within that 49 percent or 163
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students, 84 percent of them are credit-deficient by at

least a year or more, or they became in their 11th- or

12th-grade year behind?

A Yeah. Those, too. And to be clear, this chart

is focusing on the nongraduates so the 49 percent is

referring to the entire cohort, including those students

that came in credit-deficient and made up their credits

and graduated on time.

But just focusing in on that percentage of

students that were classified as nongraduates, 84 percent

of those arrived their junior year or later, and just over

80 percent arrived at least a semester credit-deficient

with half of them arriving at least one year

credit-deficient.

Q Okay. Before I put the next board up, you do a

fair amount of data analysis across various states?

A Yes. Connections supports full-time schools in

over 20 states, and I don't necessarily get involved in

every single set. I do get involved in many of them.

Q And as a professional doing that, is it important

to you that the data you're relying upon be reliable?

A Absolutely.

Q Okay. And do you feel that any of the data that

you relied upon for this analysis was unreliable in any
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way?

A No. I mean, the core of the data, first of all,

came from the Nevada Department of Education, which is the

standard I use when I'm working in other states. And then

when you look at the data that came from the data systems

within the NCA and other Connections-supported schools

use, for example, the credit information, that's the same

information that gets submitted and certified within the

Nevada Department of Education when a student is

graduating. That information is reviewed by certified

counselors when they're reviewing the transcripts so all

of the data is very reliable.

Q And it sounds like it is in most respects the

same either from the NDE or data relied on by the NDE?

A Right. NDE, of course, not just for Nevada

Connections Academy, but across all the schools in the

state, requires schools to submit various data items, and

that's, you know, what they rely on.

And so this is all either data that directly gets

submitted to the NDE or is data in the system that is

derived for everything. Not all of these items are

reported directly to NDE, but they're all based on data

that is the type of data that gets reported to them.

Q And again, did you perform this same level of
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analysis for 2015?

A Absolutely. So this is structured, you know,

similar to the 2015 cohort. And when you -- one thing

that was also of note to me as I did the two cohorts, when

you look at kind of the incoming characteristics, you

know, what percentage of students arrived

credit-deficient, you know, the level of severity, you

know, the two cohorts are very similar. Obviously not

identical.

In this case, typically, 50.3 percent arrived

credit-deficient versus the 2016 49.7. I mean, that's

just kind of the normal variability.

There was some differences in what year they

arrived, and the 2016 was more common to arrive as a 11th

grader, and the 2015 cohort was more common to arrive as a

12 grader as far as credit-deficient students, but

essentially they're very similar.

And again, if you look at where the

credit-deficient students arrived, they're very similar,

of course, by differences, as you would expect, from year

to year, but they're substantially the same type of

information.

So essentially, the input characteristics of the

two cohorts was not distinguishable other than, you know,
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the specific details, of course, were going to be slightly

different.

Q Thank you.

MS. GRANIER: I had a PowerPoint. I'm having

trouble getting it up. I have a printed version. Is it

all right if I hand it out? And I believe it's being

provided in the north as well.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yes.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q Mr. Wicks, I've handed you a copy of the

demonstrative piece that I've also handed out here. It's

entitled Nevada Connections Academy Academic Performance.

The second slide on the first page says Statewide

Assessments Overview. Do you see that?

A Yes.

Q And is this something that was prepared by you or

at your direction?

A Yes. And in fact, this is the type of analysis

that I get involved with across all the schools that

Connections supports. So this -- yeah, this is obviously

specific to NCA, but it's something that, at the corporate

level, we look across all schools.

Q And why do you do that?

A Because one of the things, you know, since, for
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the most part, except on the fewer minor exceptions from

state to state, the attendance range is across the state.

One thing we're very interested in seeing is how our

students are performing in comparison to state averages.

We think that's kind of the most accurate comparison

point.

And so we look at state assessments not only to

see in that individual year how they're doing, what are

the trends, has that school both improved from year to

year, but also in comparison to the state.

Q And so would you walk us through -- what are

you -- I'm sorry. Strike that.

In the first slide, Statewide Assessments

Overview, what's the information you've provided us there?

A Right. So different states will perform

different assessments in the case of -- and those have

changed over time from state to state, but in Nevada, for

this -- the most recent year, what data is available,

which is the '15-'16 school year, at the high school

level, except in science, they are issuing end-of-course

examples. And in science, they're still doing a grade ten

exam that's going to be replaced by an end-of-course exam

next year.

And at the three-through-eight level, for English
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language arts and math, those use the Smarter Balanced

Assessment, which is a consortium that's used in some

other states. In science, they're using a criterion

reference test and is only tested at two grade levels,

which is typical across most states.

Q Thank you. And continuing on, did you take a

look at historical performance of NCA's high school

students on the statewide assessment?

A Right, which is on the second page of this at the

end. First of all, when you start with English language

arts, you notice how NCA performs significantly better

than the state average on those two end-of-course;

assessments.

But when you look at historically, you know,

going back all the way to 2008-2009, generally, the school

has performed at or above the same level. And, like I

said, 2015-2016 shows one of the strongest performances on

English language arts.

You continue on, and you look at math, which is

an area where the school does not perform as strongly as

in reading, we generally use a criteria that if you're

within a few percentage points of the state average,

whether that's exceeding or below, that that's essentially

considered equivalent, and that's just a statistical item.
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So you -- I'm sorry? I thought I heard someone say

something.

So you can see again in math, this year, the

school performed at about the same level as the state,

which in the more recent history was fairly typical. If

you go back, you know, five, six years ago, you can see

the school was performing below the level of the state,

but they have come off.

And then, finally, you look at science at the

high school level, again, this year, they performed quite

a bit above the state average. And when you look at

historically, they've some years performed below, but

generally have performed either above or about at the

state average.

Q And when you looked at this data, did you also

consider demographic composition of the students?

A Right. So we looked -- you know, the State, in

the data that they released, breaks it down by various

subgroups. So two of the largest subgroups with NCA are

the Hispanic student population, and those students

qualify for the free and reduced lunch.

So we -- and that population, if you look --

that's both page 4 and 5 -- you can see that it stays

relatively stable whether you're looking at elementary
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middle school or high school, you know. Slight

differences, but it's essentially the same demographic

makeup across all three grade spans.

Q And what is the percentage population that you --

Nevada Connections serves who qualify for free or

reduced-price lunch?

A Across all schools, it was 43, just over

43 percent.

Q Across all grades?

A Across all grades.

Q Okay.

A It should also be noted that in schools like

Nevada Connections Academy, the free and reduced lunch

population tends to be slightly underreported. As a

virtual school, there is no lunch so they don't -- there's

less incentive for families to provide that data, but it

is the official data that is reported.

Q Thank you. And it looks like you also looked at

end-of-course ELA exams?

A Right. We then looked at -- we broke that down

not just for all students, but we broke it down for the

Hispanic students and the free and reduced lunch comparing

the performance of Hispanic students at NCA versus

Hispanic students in the state. Same thing for free and
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reduced lunch.

So for ELA, you can see, again, significant

exceeding of those across both total and in the subgroups.

That's at the bottom of page 6.

On top of page 7, where in math, we were kind of

just about at the state average. And that's also true for

the free and reduced lunch and Hispanic students, except

in one of the end-of-course math exams where the Hispanic

students at NCA significantly outperformed the state

average of NCA.

And then when you look at the science at the

bottom of page 7, again, both for overall and by those

subgroups, NCA outperformed the state average.

Q Thank you. And looking at page 8?

A Yeah. As you go to page 8, this is broken down

by the elementary school and middle school bands starting

with English language arts across the board, exceeding

those. But then you notice, again, the high school's

Hispanic students exceptionally outperformed the state

average.

When you go to the bottom of page 8 and you're

looking at the math performance, again, you're seeing both

the subgroups pretty much mirror the overall where it's

right about at the state average. In a few cases, it's
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slightly over. In a few cases, it's slightly above, but I

would characterize those as all equivalent because they're

within that range of what you would consider.

And then finally, when you get to page 9, this is

for the science assessments. And again, the elementary

level you see broken down from Hispanic and free and

reduced lunch. Those are two cases where NCA far exceeds

the state average. Throughout the rest of it, you would

either say they exceed or would be equivalent, although in

all cases, they're at least slightly over. But in some of

the cases, it's close enough that you would say

equivalent.

And I would just note, since, you know, I look at

this type of data across, you know, 20-plus schools,

Nevada Connections Academy, when comparing their '15-'16

state assessment results, is one of the strongest

performers in relationship to the state across all

Connections-supported schools.

And to be clear on what I mean, we're not talking

about the percent proficient because tests are different

from state to state. What we look at is how a school is

doing compared to the state average because that's what

really matters.

You can't make actual just proficiency percentage
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comparisons between state to state unless they happen to

use the same assessment.

Q And when you emphasize the importance of

statewide and state-reported assessments for purposes of

measuring between state to state, does that mean that you

find the data reported and relied upon related to

credit-deficiency any less material to this discussion

because it's not compared, it's not reported on a

comparable basis from state to state?

A I'm sorry. Could you repeat that question? I'm

sorry.

Q Sure. There's been discussion here that you have

not been privy to because you're excluded from the room.

But the question is, you know, before your cohort

graduation is state reported, the assessments that you

just cited are state reported. And you just made

reference to you can compare that information from state

to state.

The percentage of credit-deficient students

served by a school, some have said, is not the same type

of data point that is published statewide and comparable

state to state. Do you have a reaction to that?

A Well, it is an accurate statement that it isn't

data that's universally reported state to state because
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it's generally -- there's federal requirement which, when

there's a federal requirement is when you're going to see

that consistency of reporting from state to state.

But that doesn't mean the data isn't reliable or

relevant. And when you're looking at graduation rate, the

two factors that are most significant in determining that

is how long you served the student and how

credit-deficient they are when they arrive. That's going

to predict that.

And, you know, when I look at other states, and

I -- you know, and some schools supported by Connections

have significantly higher four-year adjusted cohort rates

with NCA, and then I look at their percentage of

credit-deficient students using the same methodology, and

guess what. It's a significantly lower amount.

So it's very predictive. The percentage of

credit-deficient enrolling is going to predict what the

graduation rate is with, you know, some level of

certainty.

Q Do you know, are there other states that use a

graduation rate other than the four-year cohort graduation

rate for accountability purposes within that state?

A Yes, there are states. Of course, all states

have to report the four-year adjusted cohort rate under
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the federal government. That's a federal requirement.

But Arizona and New Mexico, in specific, have

other graduation rate calculations that they use within

their accountability systems and for making decisions

other than what is required to be reported to the federal

government.

Because the federal government, of course,

requires certain things, that doesn't mean the states

don't have the ability to do other calculations for

decisions that are specific to that state.

Q And if --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Ms. Granier, sorry to

interrupt you. It's 1:07. I wasn't sure if you wanted to

wait to bring your other witness on.

MS. GRANIER: We told her we'd bring her on by

2:00.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you. I appreciate the

reminder.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q If you know, how do those other states approach

identifying graduation rate if they're not relying on the

four-year cohort?

A Let me start with Arizona. And I find Arizona
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specifically instructive in this purpose because when they

developed different ways of looking at graduation rates

for different populations of schools and different types

of schools, one of the types of schools, what I refer to

as AOI schools, Arizona online initiative schools, you

know, the equivalent of what NCA is -- and Yovhane

Metcalfe was the chief accountability officer for the

State of Arizona at the time.

She said her motivation for looking at those

specific schools was to identify those schools that were

receiving false positives. In other words, when you

looked at the four-year adjusted cohort graduation rate,

it looked -- there was a problem, but she knew from a

deeper dive into the data, that wasn't really the problem

with the school.

And since she had limited federal funds to apply

to providing support to schools, she wanted to make sure

that those funds went to the schools that were really

having the problem so that she was making efficient use of

the financial resources.

So in Arizona, what they used in that

accountability system is they looked at the adjusted

cohort graduation for four-year, five-year, six-year, and

seven-year. And they also looked at calculations that
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they call a persistence factor which is looking to see

what percentage of credit-deficient students continue to

enroll beyond a fourth year.

And then the best rate out of all of those is

what is used in their calculation.

Q Thank you. And do you know whether there are --

there is any report available that identifies the

percentage population of credit-deficient students in

schools in Nevada?

A Yeah. The -- let me just look at my notes so

that I'm getting this correct.

The Nevada Education Data Book, which is compiled

by the Nevada Legislative Counsel Bureau that provides

information about credit-deficient students, it isn't the

same type of calculation that has been used in our

analysis because, in our analysis, what we've been focused

on is the credit-deficiency at their time of enrollment.

And that report looks at how many credit-deficient that

are enrolled at that school in a specific amount of time.

So it's going to combine, of course, some

students that arrived at that school credit-deficient, and

it's going to include some students that became

credit-deficient while at that school.

Q Okay. Thank you. Anything else? Any other
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publicly available information that helps people

understand --

A Not that I'm aware of.

Q No. Okay.

MS. GRANIER: Member Guinasso, for the record, we

have the 2015 Nevada Education Data Book. It is publicly

available, but we had identified it behind tab 31 as a

potential exhibit. So if you took judicial notice of it,

there's an excerpt of it in the record we could mark.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Well, we'll go

ahead and take judicial notice of it.

MS. GRANIER: Okay.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Unless Mr. Ott has any

objection.

MR. OTT: I'd just like to look at it.

So this is just an excerpt. I guess we should

just take judicial notice of the whole document.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Are you okay with that?

MR. OTT: Yeah.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Then we'll take

judicial notice of the whole document. It's under tab 31.

What was the original exhibit?

MS. GRANIER: I don't believe -- it was one that

was not marked.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: It wasn't marked. Okay.

We left off at BB. So we'll mark that one as CC. I'll

move for its acceptance based on the -- what counsel has

provided. In fact, we can take judicial notice of it and

the fact that opposing counsel or the Authority hasn't

objected to it. Can I get a second?

MEMBER CORBETT: Member Corbett, second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. Member

Corbett seconds. All those in favor?

ALL: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Aye. Any opposed?

(No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. It passes.

(Motion to admit Exhibit No. CC made,
seconded, and carried unanimously.)

MS. GRANIER: Thank you. And I apologize for

this. It appears the page that was printed for the binder

was page 34 of that, and we -- what I intended to include

was page 33, which reflects the information Mr. Wicks just

testified to. So --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: We admitted the entire

document.

MS. GRANIER: Oh, okay. Perfect. Thank you.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So you can refer to any
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of it. The whole document. How many pages are in that

document?

MS. GRANIER: So the whole document is not behind

the tab. It's 200 pages, but I'm happy to submit a

printed copy for the record.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: It looks like the --

Mr. Ott, do you have the entire document there, or no?

MR. OTT: We're looking --

MS. GRANIER: It's online.

MR. OTT: We're looking at it. So yeah, I can

access it.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. That's great.

Well, then we'll just take judicial notice of the entire

document and we'll call it Exhibit CC.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q Are there any other approaches that you have seen

other states take in using a graduation rate other than

the four-year cohort rate for purposes of accountability?

A Yes. New Mexico has a very interesting system

that they use across all of their schools for their state

report card which has a system that I would call a shared

accountability system.

And so what it takes is it looks at that student,
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whether they were a nongraduate or a graduate, and it

apportions that calculation for the four-year adjusted

cohort rate based on the percent of time a student was

enrolled at that school.

So for example, if a student arrived the

beginning of the senior year at New Mexico Connections

Academy, for example, and they spent those two semesters,

that would be one-fourth of that, and the other

three-fourths would be assigned to one or more schools

that maybe they spent their first three years. Or one

school. Maybe they changed schools every year.

But whether they graduated or were nongraduated,

in this example, the school that received them as the

senior year would get either one-fourth of the credit or

one-fourth of the blame.

So it does a, in my opinion, a very fair job of

distributing the accountability for the portion of the

time that the school served that student.

The other difference that they do -- and there

might be other states, but it's the only one I'm aware

of -- is they don't compute a graduation rate until a

school has been serving high school students for a full

four years. So that school has now had a full cohort go

through. And as a result, okay, so the school that
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Connections support -- New Mexico Connections Academy,

we've never had a graduation rate calculated because we're

just now completing our fourth year of operations in that

state.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Ms. Granier, Member

Gardner wanted to interject.

MEMBER GARDNER: Hello? Check? Thank you,

Member Guinasso.

I just wanted to reiterate my objection to these

lines of questioning that don't apply to Nevada statutes.

It's nice that Arizona and New Mexico and other states do

different things than we do, but we have our laws.

This is not a policy body. We don't make policy.

The policy's already been made by the Legislature. We

just get to apply it.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I think the reason for

the questioning, as I understand it, was because one of

the other members had asked about other states.

So noting that objection, I think just a little

bit more leeway, but understanding kind of -- we're under

time constraints.

MS. GRANIER: I appreciate that. And the other

reason for the testimony is that while Nevada does have a

standard, the statute, again, gives you discretion. So
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even if you assume the graduation rate defined in NRS

388A.330 is that four-year federal cohort, you have

discretion as to whether you look at just that number to

close a school.

It is helpful certainly to consider what do other

states look at for accountability for high schools. And

so that's all -- we're just trying to show helpful

information to you in exercising your discretion.

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q And one last question for now, Mr. Wicks, is

just: In all your work across all of the states, are you

aware of any state ever shutting down a charter school

based solely on the four-year cohort graduation rate

without considering any other information?

A I'm not aware of any action that's ever been --

done that. It's the typical situation where states are

looking at a multitude of data factors both in the state

accountability systems and making any high-stake decisions

such as school closure.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you, Ms. Granier.

Mr. Ott.

CROSS-EXAMINATION
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BY MR. OTT:

Q Mr. Wicks, who made the request for you to look

at this data?

A I think that request originally came from someone

in the corporate office. I can't -- to be honest, I can't

recall the specific individual.

Q So it maybe came through the chain of command

through whoever your supervisor is?

A Right. We work in a pretty collaborative

structure within Connections. So it could have been one

of the people that provide support to Connections Academy.

It could have come from a supervisor. I don't remember.

I've been working on this for quite some time now.

Q Sure.

MR. OTT: Mr. Chair, I'd note that he's also been

making references to some notes. I'd ask that those be

made available during his testimony. He's got a folded-up

piece of paper there.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Ms. Granier, can

you make his notes available, make a copy of it, and

circulate that to us?

MS. GRANIER: (No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you. I didn't

notice that.
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BY MR. OTT:

Q So when did this request for you to embark on

this analysis come in?

A It began around the time that the Authority began

indicating that they might be issuing a notice of closure

related to the 2015 cohort. I can't recall the exact, you

know, month and date of when that is, but that was kind of

the initiative of when I was asked to specifically look at

the data.

Q Were you given any direction as to what -- for

what purpose the data would be used?

A I was told about the potential closure notice.

This was, you know, before the Authority had actually

issued any closure notice, and they wanted me to begin

looking at the data to kind of understand it more fully,

which is, as I think I testified at the beginning, part of

my job is to dig in and see what underlying information is

available in the data and kind of what that -- complete

story it tells.

Q Did you also get some sort of a notification that

you might be called to testify at some point to sort of

explain your work?

A Yes. Much later in the process because, as I

indicated when I started, no closure notice had been
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issued. But once a closure notice had been issued, yes, I

was told that there's a possibility that I might be asked

to testify at some point.

Q Is this the first time that you ever took this

deep of a dive into Nevada's data?

A Yes.

Q Had you ever received a request to do data

analysis for Nevada previously?

A Not on the graduation rate. On the state

assessment data, I had been. Although because Nevada had

statewide testing problems several years ago, the ability

to do any significant analysis was limited because the

data just wasn't published.

Q I'm aware of those issues.

Is there anyone else in your office who these

sort of data requests would come to?

A I'm sorry, could I slightly correct my previous

response to Nevada -- I had never specifically been asked

to look at Nevada's data, but in some of the data analysis

that I had done previously across all schools related to

graduation rate, Nevada being one such school, it was

included. But this was the first time I had been asked

specific to Nevada.

Q Thank you for that clarification.
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I think you indicated previously that you were

the vice president of data analysis and policy. I'm not

familiar with the structure of your office. So do you

receive all of the requests for schools to do this sort of

analysis, or could it go to some other person in your

office without you knowing about it?

A There is a research and evaluation team within

Connections Academy that organizationally is separate from

the area that I work in Connections that often does data

analysis requests across all schools. I work very closely

with that team. Although their work tends to be more

focused on state assessment results as well as internal

formative assessment results just as a focus.

So normally, graduation rate data requests come

to me. I'm the primary person in the company that works

on that type of result.

Q And how long have you been in this position? I

know that you said that previously, but I missed it in my

notes.

A I've been in this specific position for about a

year and a half.

Q So requests that had come in prior to a year and

a half, you wouldn't necessarily have knowledge of?

A Well, even in my previous position, I did, you
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know, the position I'm in now didn't exist before

I entered it. And that change was based because, in my

previous position, I was beginning to get more and more

involved in data analysis work, and the company decided

that more time needed to be allocated.

So my position was changed so I could spend more

time in that, and then my previous position was

backfilled.

Q So your previous position, you would also have

done some of this work as well?

A Correct. And when I talked about having looked

at graduation data in general, that was still in my

previous position.

Q And how long were you in that position?

A Well, I've been at Connections a little over

three years. I guess coming up on four years this fall so

the remainder of this time. So year and a half, two

years.

Q So when you got the request to perform this

analysis, who were you directed to provide the information

to?

A I was directed to provide it to a variety of

people, some individuals at the school, to provide the

information to other corporate employees within the state
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relations area, some people within legal, and then

eventually, as this work proceeded, at times to provide it

to various school counsel.

Q So was there a more formal report? I know

there's some charts and graphs, but did you complete a

report that was then disseminated?

A There was not a formal published report. There

were internal memos and documents that have been prepared

over time and then evolved because I would present certain

data. And this is typical of all the work that I do. I

do analysis, present certain data. That inevitably

results in other questions of, okay, could you break it

down this way, or this is an interesting result. So it's

evolved over time.

In the end, it resulted in specific data that I

had done that was then created in a report given to the

third-party validator on the specific items that we would

like to have validated from a third party.

Q Did you understand the task as you were given it

to prepare this data, was that to inform the -- well,

strike that.

Your testimony previously was that you understood

this to be pursuant to the closure proceeding that would

spark the request to you, correct?
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A Correct.

Q Do you understand that any analysis that you

would be performing would also be used to influence a

graduation rate improvement plan or no?

A Not when I first started, but as the process went

along, while I wasn't involved in the development of that

improvement plan, you know, I was sort of like told that

it was being worked on and that they wanted information

from my data analysis to inform the work that they were

doing.

Q So your understanding is that your data did go

towards the development of that -- to better inform the

development of that plan?

A That's my understanding, yes.

Q But that's not your shop so you don't understand

how the plan was developed.

A Right. I wasn't involved with it. I was asked

during the development to review certain portions to make

sure that the data that we're looking at was accurate from

my data analysis, you know, to make sure they understood

it, but I wasn't involved in the development of the plan

itself.

Q Want to talk to you a little bit about some of

the language that you used earlier regarding Nevada law.
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You're not an attorney, are you?

A No, I'm not.

Q So you didn't perform any legal analysis to make

any determinations on what Nevada law said?

A That's correct.

Q So where did you get the Nevada law

representations from?

A That was represented to me by either legal

counsel from Connections corporate or from the school

counsel of -- they didn't really give me interpretation of

the law because that wasn't what I needed, but explaining

what the criteria were for creating a graduation

calculation as far as what student should be included or

excluded from the graduation cohort calculation.

So for example, they informed me that -- and I

can't quote statutes or whatever the regulations are in

Nevada, but they talked about a specific regulation that

made a statement that students that transfer into adult

education system are not -- are not to be considered

dropouts.

So that translated to, in the calculation,

exclude all those students that, according to the state

report had a withdrawal code corresponding to them

transferring to an adult withdrawal. That's just one
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example.

Q Right. So the characterizations of what went

into that category that was defined in Nevada law that you

testified to earlier came either from Connections'

corporate counsel or from the school's counsel,

Ms. Granier?

A Correct.

Q Okay. Do you know who the corporate counsel was?

A Susan Saidi and Nicole Erk.

Q You also testified a little bit about dropout

rates and removing people based on dropout rates. Do you

remember that?

A I believe so.

Q Did you do any analysis of Nevada law regarding

the relationship between Nevada dropout rate -- dropouts

and graduates?

A No, I did not.

Q Did you have analysis provided to you on those?

A Yeah. That's essentially what we were just

discussing and of -- which types of things Nevada law

talked about can and can't be included as a dropout.

Q I want to talk a little about the other states

that you mentioned having various creative ways to look at

graduation rate.
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Are those all included in statute in those other

states?

A In the case of Arizona, I can't remember if it's

the State Board of Education or if it was the Arizona

Department of Education, but it was through action taken

by them in grading policy. I don't recall the specific

entity, but it was not statute.

In the case of New Mexico, I don't know

specifically what is the basis for that, if that's statute

or something else. I'm just familiar through my working

with the state accountability system in New Mexico that

that is the manner in which they calculate it.

Q In your task, as you understood it, were you

asked to do any analysis regarding the academic progress

of the credit-deficient students?

A No. And I'm sorry, if I can clarify. I was

asked to look at academic results like the performance on

state assessments, but nothing that would look at that

specifically to the credit-deficient students and

correlating that because the data that I had for

performance on state assessments was overall. So I

wouldn't be able to know that it was student A, which also

happens to be credit-deficient. I didn't have access to

data to kind of look to see how a specific student that
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was credit-deficient performed.

Q Thank you for that clarification. You testified

a lot about as to the student's starting status. I just

didn't know if you were asked to follow up with how those

students were proceeding and earning credits toward

progress or if that was outside the balance of what you

were asked to analyze?

A Oh, I'm sorry. I misunderstood your question.

I did look somewhat at that, but not in an

exhaustive manner just because that's quite cumbersome to

do. But, for example, I was asked to look at

understanding the students that came in credit-deficient

that did graduate to kind of understand what are examples

of success, not only graduating on time, but then students

that graduated in five years to try to get an

understanding of the types of successes that the school is

having on getting students to eventually graduate, even if

they come in such a state that getting them to graduate

within that four-year time frame period isn't practical.

Q So thank you. I'm going to ask you a couple

questions about the specific data for 2015 regarding the

credit-deficient students who came in less than a year

behind.

I think that that chart reflects that that was 50
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point -- I'm sorry. 50.3 percent of students came in

credit-deficient in 2015. Is that your previous

testimony?

A Correct.

Q And of those 50.3, 44.9 came in less than one

year credit-deficient; is that correct?

A That's not entirely accurate because you're

asking -- the data analysis was two different populations.

The 50.3 percent refers to all students in the cohort,

both graduates and nongraduates. And then the more

detailed analysis that was done was just on the

nongraduates so it's a different population. So I don't,

off the top of my head, know how it would apply to the

entire cohort.

Q Thank you for that clarification. So of the 50.3

that came in credit-deficient, 44.9 were less than a year

credit-deficient; is that fair?

A 44.9 of the nongraduates were less than a year

deficient.

Q 44.9 percent of nongraduates were --

A That came in credit-deficient were less than a

year. That's an accurate statement.

It would be a different calculation of all the

students because there are credit-deficient students that
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graduated that aren't part of that calculation.

Q Right. Thank you for that clarification as well.

So your analysis or your testimony has been that

roughly half the school comes in credit-deficient.

A Correct.

Q Did you do any analysis on what percentage of

that half that comes in credit-deficient is less than a

year credit-deficient?

A That detailed analysis was only done on

nongraduates, not on the whole cohort.

And if I can just explain, the vast majority of

students that come in credit-deficient are nongraduates.

And so what was of most interest to us was looking at that

subset. The students that come in credit-deficient and

graduate means we're -- you know, we're succeeding with

them. We're doing, in some cases, you know miracle work

and some cases just good work of getting them caught up.

We're interested in understanding of those

students that don't graduate in four years that come in

credit-deficient. So when we went to a deeper dive into

it, we were looking at a subset of students which were the

credit-deficient nongraduates.

Q I appreciate that. So what I'm trying to discern

is the Department of Education calculates a five-year
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graduation rate in this state. I think you testified that

you're aware of that.

A Right.

Q So if we look at the credit-deficient population

when they enroll, if those students who come in less than

a year credit-deficient proceed on track, they would be

expected to graduate in five years, correct?

A If they continue for five years, yes.

Q Correct. So if they continue for five years and

accumulate credits on track, they would be expected to

graduate in five years?

A Yes. But you make a lot of assumptions in that

statement. Students that come in credit-deficient,

especially students, and as I have testified earlier, are

frequently ones that don't come in until 11th and 12th

grade, have had a long history of academic struggles.

And so many such students come in thinking that

it's now going to kind of be a miracle, like coming to the

online school. And they realize, "Oh, I'm not going to

magically be able to make up this credit and then

withdraw."

So under those students that want to persevere,

yes, you would accept them to graduate in five years, but

that's only going to be a subset of all the students that
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come in credit-deficient. And that's true of any school.

That's not unique to Nevada Connections Academy.

Q So to the extent that the data might not

necessarily -- well, that there might be other problems,

knowing what that portion of students is that then went on

to graduate in five years, that would help you identify

whether those were issues, correct?

A Correct.

Q But that analysis wasn't done.

A No. We did look at students, as has been

testified. One of the graduation rates was looking at

some of the students that graduated in five years. That

wasn't the main focus of the analysis since the notice of

closure was related to the four-year adjusted cohort rate.

So more, the analysis was what happened in four years.

But we did spend some time looking at what a

student did in their fifth and, in the case of 2015, into

their sixth year to understand what we do.

And this is work we've been doing long before any

proceeding across all of our schools because we're trying

to understand how effective we are in serving students

that are taking longer than four years. Are there changes

that we can make to our program, offerings to better serve

their students? Are there any characteristics that help
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us identify those students that are likely to want to

persevere for a fifth and maybe sixth year versus students

that are more likely to give up?

Those are all ongoing questions and issues that

we're looking at within Connections that don't have final

answers yet and may never have final answers.

Q So with regard to the analysis -- and the reason

why I'm trying to get at the analysis of the academic

progress is because the analysis that you did based on the

students that enrolled noncredit-deficient only shows the

results of about half the school; is that correct?

A I'm sorry. Could you repeat that question?

Q Sure. It was muddled.

A To make sure I understand it so I'm answering it

correctly.

Q You performed some analysis on the graduation

rate of students who just show up on track, correct?

A Correct.

Q And based on the information that you have

brought in your chart, that provides only about half the

school, correct?

A The charts that we presented here were not just

on students that arrived on track, but it is correct that

I looked at students that arrived on track. I looked at
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students that arrived off track, but the graduation rate

data that we presented here in the different calculations

is looking at a combination of both students that arrived

on and off track.

Q Right. But if you were doing -- any analysis

that you performed on just students that arrived on track

effectively excludes half the school, correct?

A That would be correct.

Q Okay. So to look at a fifth-year graduation

rate, that would effectively include more of the school if

we were also able to look at those student who showed up

less than a year credit-deficient, correct?

A Well, a fifth-year graduation rate is actually

looking at a different population than just the four-year

graduation rate. It's all the students that are part of

the four-year graduation rate.

It includes students that enrolled in the school

for the first time for a fifth year that might be

credit-deficient. It includes students that had

transferred out of the school and were excluded from the

four-year graduation rate, the return to Nevada

Connections Academy for a fifth year.

But when you look at the number of students that

are going on for a fifth year, that's a relatively small
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percentage of the overall four-year cohort because

obviously all the graduates are already graduates.

They're not changing.

But of all of the nongraduates, many of them have

already dropped out, gone -- or gone to adult ed or gone

to GED. Or if they were still at Nevada Connections

Academy and the end of the fourth year, not all of them

decide to enroll in the fifth year.

So if you want to look at the performance of what

you do with the fifth year students, what you should be

looking at is that subset of students that went on for a

fifth year, which is something very different from a

five-year adjusted cohort graduation rate.

Q Did you do any comparison about the rates of

credit deficiency of Nevada Connections versus the state

as a whole?

A Yes. Somewhat. But the -- as I think I

indicated when that report was entered into exhibit, there

is a difference in the way I was looking at

credit-deficiency, which is looking at the

credit-deficiency upon their time of enrollment because

that's what's most relevant to looking at the impact on

graduation rate, and what the State of Nevada publishes is

the percentage of students that are credit-deficient
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enrolled at a given school, which is going to be a

combination of students that became credit-deficient as a

result of being at that school, as well as students that

came from someplace else.

So there are two difference things. So you can't

really compare them, even though they're both looking at

the concept of credit deficiency.

Q So that data that you just discussed, did that

come from the Legislative Counsel Bureau?

A Correct.

Q Okay. So is it reasonable to either disregard or

give lesser weight to that data because of the issues that

you just described?

A It has less relevance to understanding the impact

on graduation rate.

If I can clarify that, it has less relevance to

factors that are beyond the school's control for

graduation rate. The reason why I looked at the

credit-deficiency upon the time of enrollment is that is a

factor that is completely beyond the control of NCA. It's

what happened with that student and their experience prior

to arrival. Whether it was positive or negative, it

wasn't related to what NCA did with that student.

Q Do you know if Connections, Inc. operates any
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schools serving just credit-deficient students throughout

this country?

A No, we do not.

Q Do you know if -- have they considered it?

A It has been things that have been discussed, but

we don't feel like it's the most appropriate market in

that what while we attract many students that are

credit-deficient, we believe our program, the offerings

serves a wider population of students.

Q In your analysis of the LCB data that we talked

about a second ago, does it show that NCA has less

credit-deficient students in the graduating class in

Nevada as a whole?

A I'm sorry, I don't have that data in front of me

so I'd have to have that page in front of me.

Q Did you look at the -- did you look at the source

data for the LCB report?

A No, I didn't. I only looked at the LCB report

itself.

MR. OTT: Okay. I don't have anything else right

now.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Ms. Granier, any

redirect?
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REDIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q Just one clarifying thing to make sure we have a

clear record. And that is, one of the last few questions

Mr. Ott asked, he said: Is that less relevant or should

that get less weight than other factors when you're

analyzing the graduation rate?

And I understood your answer -- well, I thought

you were responding, especially given your own

clarification, that when he was referring to that, you

were talking about the LCB data because the other high

schools identified in there, some of those students could

have become credit-deficient while they were at that

school.

Is that what you were -- if that wasn't what you

meant, would you just clarify that point for us?

A Yeah. The LCB data talks about the percentage of

students that are credit-deficient at a given year. They

talk about, you know, as freshmen, as sophomores, as

juniors, and seniors. And certainly that is relevant in

understanding what the likely, you know, graduation rate

is going to be.

But it's going to, by the nature of the data,

include impacts that were based on poor performance of the
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school, and factors that weren't based on poor performance

of the school because the students came credit-deficient.

The LCB data doesn't differentiate that so you

can't determine by looking at that data what items were

the responsibility of the school and what were the

responsibility of some other entity.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Members, any

questions? I guess -- Member Luna.

MEMBER LUNA: Thank you.

Mr. Wicks, how long have you been at Nevada

Connections Academy? I know just for a year within your

position, but before that?

THE WITNESS: I'm not at Nevada Connections

Academy. I'm at the corporate entity of Connections

Education.

MEMBER LUNA: At the corporate -- at the

corporate -- just the --

THE WITNESS: At Connections Education --

MEMBER LUNA: -- last year?

THE WITNESS: I'm sorry, what?

MEMBER LUNA: How long have you been there?

THE WITNESS: Almost four years.

MEMBER LUNA: Okay. So you were there in 2013.
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THE WITNESS: Correct.

MEMBER LUNA: Because I was on the board in 2013

when we renewed the charter, and the principal at that

time assured us that they intended to be at the state

average for the graduation rate or exceeding it. And at

the time, it wasn't discussed that they would -- you know,

different graduation rate calculations.

I'm just wondering if that is -- were you

involved back then, or were you --

THE WITNESS: I was not involved in those

specific discussions at that time.

MEMBER LUNA: Okay. And then do you know what

the Nevada Connections Academy graduation rate gap is for

IEP, FRL, ELL?

THE WITNESS: No. Not off the top my head. I've

looked at it in the past, but I don't have that data in

front of me, and I don't recall what it is.

MEMBER LUNA: Okay. If you -- can you tell me

where in the materials it is in here? I've looked for it.

Or get --

MS. GRANIER: I am not sure it's in there, but I

will find out. And if it's not, we would be very happy to

supplement to provide it to you.

MEMBER LUNA: Okay. Thanks.
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The transiency rate. Can you speak to that at

all? In the materials in tab six, R0195, it describes

78 percent of the students withdrew between 2011 --

2010-2011 and 2013-2014.

Have you done any analysis where those -- what

happened with those students? Like have they graduated

or -- and the reason I'm asking is because you referred

to -- you have many students that come credit-deficient so

they were failed by their schools. I'm just wondering if

you looked at any students that left your school and see

that they have graduated so you can, you know, claim

success for their graduation.

THE WITNESS: Yeah. Unfortunately, that's not

data that would be accessible to us because once they

leave our school, we don't have access to what happens to

them at their school. That would be a violation of

federal privacy law. So we would have no way other than

if students voluntarily decided to report, which of course

would only be a subset of data. So we have no way of

knowing specifically if they graduated or not.

We have tracked -- and, of course, this gets

reported in the state of where they went. Did they

transfer to another school? Did they go into adult ed?

Did they go into GED? Or did they drop out? So there's
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certain things we can say, okay, well, we know that that's

what they did.

But even if we report that they went to a GED

program, we have no way of knowing if then they changed

their mind and later on decided to enroll in a school to

complete their high school education. Since they're no

longer a student, we wouldn't have access to that data.

MEMBER LUNA: Okay. And do you know what the

overall transiency rate is at Nevada Connections Academy?

THE WITNESS: I don't know the exact percentage,

but I know it's high because, just in general, across all

virtual schools, students tend to come for a point in

time. As I think I did testify earlier, the average

length of enrollment for the entire cohort was just under

one and a half years so --

MEMBER LUNA: Do you know if it's higher than,

like, Clark County School District? Because that's really

high, too.

THE WITNESS: I don't know off the top of my head

if it's higher than Clark County or not.

MEMBER LUNA: Is there a way to get that rate,

too, the general transiency rate?

MS. GRANIER: If it's available, we'll get it.

THE WITNESS: Yeah. I know there's
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state-reported data on that. I just -- it isn't something

that I've looked at recently so I just -- unfortunately, I

can't tell you what it is, but it is data that's out

there.

MEMBER LUNA: Right. Okay. And then the other

question, on the presentation for the academic

performance, I'm just wondering if, like on page 2 and 3,

where you give the status of 11th grade and 10th grade

math and so forth, is a student counted as an 11th grader

by their grade level, or is it the number of credits that

they have? What makes them an 11th grader?

THE WITNESS: Yeah. In this case, for the high

school, for the math and English language arts, since

their end-of-course exams would actually be dependent on

being enrolled in those specific courses and the

specific -- let me step back.

Currently, it's an end-of-course exam. And so in

this chart, since it's showing historical data that used

to not be end-of-course exams but was performed at the

11th grade, it was based -- my understanding is students

that were chronologically 11th graders.

I could be wrong about that because I'm not an

expert into all the rules of what students are and aren't

tested in Nevada.
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MEMBER LUNA: Okay. Thank you.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Any other members

with questions? Member Corbett?

Member Mackedon, go ahead.

VICE CHAIR MACKEDON: One thing I was just going

to tell you, behind tab two on R0076, there's a transiency

rates, Nora. And it compares them to other places in the

state.

My question was --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Tab two, exhibit, is

that -- Member Mackedon, what exhibit is that?

MS. GRANIER: It's Exhibit B.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Exhibit B.

VICE CHAIR MACKEDON: My question was also about

the Nevada Connections Academy academic performance. On

page 2, when you're looking at those end-of-course exams,

is that just 11th graders who took those exams?

THE WITNESS: It would be any student that was

enrolled in that course. So it could potentially be, if

you have an advanced student, it could potentially -- once

you -- Nevada made a change from doing an 11th grade

assessment to end-of-course assessment.

So when you do end of course assessments, by that

nature, you're going to have students that are in a
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variety of grades because you could have advanced

students, they'd be taking on a course sooner than is

typical. You could have students that are maybe

progressing more slowly that might be older than what's

typical. So it's not all one grade level.

VICE CHAIR MACKEDON: Okay. And that -- I know.

That's why I was asking if it was just the 11th graders

taking it or if it was anyone who took those end-of-course

exams.

THE WITNESS: Yeah. Anyway, the reference to

11th grade is because of the historical data. So in the

years prior to being in the EOC, those were 11th-grade

assessments.

MEMBER LUNA: Okay. Thank you.

THE WITNESS: And the EOCs would be any grade.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Member Corbett?

MEMBER CORBETT: Thank you. At what year, again,

was the four percent increase, five percent increase?

From what year to what year?

THE WITNESS: You're talking about the four-year

adjusted cohort graduation rate?

MEMBER CORBETT: Right.

THE WITNESS: That happened between the 2015

through the 2016 cohort.
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MEMBER CORBETT: Okay. And so this was -- I

noticed when we went statewide to that cohort, most high

schools, matter of fact, Clark County saw an increase in

graduation rate just by the recalculation of that cohort.

I remember at that time, I think Clark County

School District in itself went up about ten percentage

points in their graduation rate. So there was this kind

of this bump in graduation rates across the state at that

time once this cohort was factored in.

That being said, would it be fair to look at the

graduation rate of Connections Academy and then look at

the other high schools across the state and recognize that

none other of those high schools have a graduation rate

lower than 60 percent?

THE WITNESS: First of all, I'm a little bit

confused by your statement because, to my knowledge, there

was no change in the formula of how the State calculated

the '15 cohort and the '16 cohort. It was both the same

regulations for --

MEMBER CORBETT: You're right.

THE WITNESS: Yeah.

MEMBER CORBETT: It was the '13 and '14 and then

'14-'15.

THE WITNESS: Yeah.
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MEMBER CORBETT: And then for the second

question?

THE WITNESS: Is would it be fair to -- could you

repeat that question?

MEMBER CORBETT: Yeah, sure. So looking at the

other high schools across the state and recognizing that

they have -- none of those school have less than a

60 percent graduation rate at the high school level, would

that be an unfair comparison or fair comparison?

THE WITNESS: Well, first of all, I don't think

it's accurate that no other school in the state has a

lower than 60 percent graduation rate. But even if that

is true, I don't think it is fair to compare school to

school without looking at the nature of the students that

they receive and what percentage of credit-deficiency.

So a school that -- a theoretical school that

never received a student transfer in, that would be based

entirely on what happened at that school versus a school

like Nevada Connections Academy who receives lots of

transfers in. By nature, that's not a fair comparison.

MEMBER CORBETT: And there's a possibility that

it is a lateral --

THE WITNESS: Right. But in order to make a fair

comparison, you would have to look at a deeper level to
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understand the characteristics of that. It's certainly

possibly schools that would have similar

characteristics --

MEMBER CORBETT: Right.

THE WITNESS: -- and then that would be a fair

comparison. But in order to make a fair comparison, you

would have to look at those various characteristics and,

you know, if you wanted to do a comparison, probably

figure out what the appropriate adjustment should be based

on differences of characteristics.

MEMBER CORBETT: Right. So if I was to look at

Nevada Learning Academy for that cohort that same year,

they have a 64 percent graduation rate, which is a very

lateral system compared to Nevada Connections Academy,

where they serve the exact same population. So would that

be a lateral comparison?

THE WITNESS: Without knowing the specifics of

the data of that school of how many students come in late

and how many come in credit-deficient, I wouldn't know if

it's a fair comparison or not. And since I've only -- I

haven't done the analysis on any other school, I wouldn't

have access to that data.

MEMBER CORBETT: So it's probable?

THE WITNESS: I wouldn't say it's probable. I'd
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say I have no way of knowing if it's a fair comparison or

not.

MEMBER CORBETT: Okay. Thank you.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Any other members with

questions?

I had a couple.

Is the definition of credit-deficiency that you

are using in your analysis different than the State's

approach? Is that what I heard you testify to?

THE WITNESS: The difference is when they are

doing the measurement. So if the State is measuring at a

point in time how many students are enrolled at that

school that are credit-deficient, and what I was looking

at is when they initially enroll at the school if they are

credit-deficient.

So for example, if we have a student that came in

credit-deficient at the beginning of the school year and

we caught them up, they wouldn't be in that -- at the end

of the year, they wouldn't be in the State's one because

they're no longer credit-deficient.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I see.

THE WITNESS: It's the point of measurement where

they differ.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. So what I'm trying
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to understand, because I don't know that -- is, with your

analysis, I don't know how to compare Connections to other

schools in our portfolio of schools that we oversee or how

to compare Nevada Connections to the state as a whole,

because you have picked a standard that isn't being

applied and data is not being collected in that manner in

our state.

So it makes it hard for a person in my position

to understand overall school performance if I can't

compare your same assumptions to -- I can't take your same

assumptions and apply them to other schools.

So I guess that's more of a statement. I'm just

trying to understand how I view Connections in light of

our charter portfolio and other public schools in the

state.

THE WITNESS: I certainly appreciate that

challenge. I mean, one possibility would be to ask other

schools to do that type of analysis. But beyond that, I

think there are conclusions that can be made independent

of doing any comparison.

You can come to the logical conclusion when you

look at the percentage of students that arrive a year

credit-deficient as a senior, for example. I'm just

giving you one example. That those are students that are
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essentially impossible to graduate on time, and,

therefore, are going to count against.

So you can make some logical conclusions on the

challenges the school receives without needing to make any

comparison.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I guess because I want

to -- I think our desire, at least my desire, is to treat

all schools relatively equally relative to the standards

we hold them to.

And so if I say, well, I understand Nevada

Connections is having a hard time with 12th graders just

entering in, then I would want to be able to look at the

other schools in our portfolio and give them the same --

what I'm saying is other schools would love to have the

same flexibility in terms of how they're evaluated

relative to graduate rate, right?

THE WITNESS: I would agree. And I would expect

if the Authority was looking at a high-stakes decision

like closure at another school, that those would be

exactly the types of questions that they would be asking

that I think when the Authority is faced with this

high-stakes decision, they should be asking and digging

into the questions that are unique about that school to

understand if it's appropriate or not. And I would expect
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them to do that for any school.

A low four-year adjustment cohort graduate rate

is an appropriate trigger to say this is a school that

might be underperforming. But it should be that trigger

to ask additional questions, not the decision point,

because it's those additional questions that, as board

members, that you, in my belief, and any charter in

authority, in my belief, should be tasked with is

understanding the complete picture of the data of that

school to make a determination if it's a low-performing

school or not.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: That makes sense. I

don't think I have any other questions.

Any other members? Go ahead.

MEMBER LUNA: Can you give the rate -- I know

we're measuring it differently, but can you give -- what

is the -- what's the state average of credit-deficient

students in a school?

THE WITNESS: Well, the data from the legislative

bureau that we're talking about publishes it based on

students at a given grade level.

MEMBER LUNA: Right. Right.

THE WITNESS: They don't publish it for an

overall school. So for example, I believe when they
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looked at percentage of credit-deficient seniors, the

state average was 21.1 percent. For credit-deficient

juniors, it was 19.2 percent. For credit-deficient

sophomores, it's 14 percent. And for credit-deficient

freshman, it was .7 percent.

And, of course, that's one year, a snapshot of

time. It's going to differ.

As you can see, it increases. The longer you

have more opportunity to become credit-deficient, the

longer you're in the process.

MEMBER LUNA: So looking at the same way they

measure it, what is Nevada Connection Academy's

credit-deficient --

THE WITNESS: I don't know because we didn't do

that calculation, but it stands to reason it's going to

be --

MEMBER LUNA: Will 50 percent come in --

THE WITNESS: Credit-deficient, right.

But like I said, this would be a point of time --

in order to run that calculation, I would need to know

exactly at what --

MEMBER LUNA: How they did --

THE WITNESS: -- point they did the measurement.

You know, was it --
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MEMBER LUNA: The first day of school or --

THE WITNESS: -- at the end of school year, you

know, all of that.

And then I would have to pull a different set of

data than I pulled because what I was analyzing was the

credits they accumulated prior to enrollment. And

instead, I'd have to look at the credits they accumulated

at whatever point in time we're doing it.

Calculation could be done, but I wasn't asked to

do that, and so, therefore, I don't know the answer.

MEMBER LUNA: Okay. Thank you.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Ms. Granier, would -- two

things in that regard. One, the LCB report, could we

supplement the record with that report that we've

referenced? We'll call it Exhibit DD.

MS. GRANIER: Yes.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: And then the second thing

is, with regard to the analysis that Member Luna was

asking for, I think I'd like to look at that. I'm not

sure about the other board members, but I'd like to look

at the assumptions that the State makes about credit

deficiency and have your witness produce a report based on

the assumptions that the State makes so that we can look

at Nevada Connections in comparison to other schools based
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on the same understanding of what credit-deficiency is.

Notwithstanding, I think, some compelling points

you made about why the -- how we understand

credit-deficiency should be different, I'm really

interested in looking at kind of what -- the State

assumptions and where Nevada Connections sits relative to

State assumptions.

THE WITNESS: And if I may interject, I'm not a

hundred percent positive, but I believe the State does

indeed publish that down to the school level so it

wouldn't require me to redo that calculation.

MS. GRANIER: But if they don't, could we do it?

THE WITNESS: We could.

MS. GRANIER: I'm just making sure we can do it.

Happy to --

THE WITNESS: Yeah, we could. I would -- as you

pointed out, I'd need to know the assumptions and the

definitions the State are doing. It might require a

conversation with someone in the Nevada Department of

Education so that I'm clear on what their business rules

are so that I would be accurately reproducing that.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: That would be great. If

we could get those supplements in the next maybe 14 days.

MS. GRANIER: Okay.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: That would -- we'll

supplement the record. We'll call it -- those two

documents together, we'll call it Exhibit DD.

MS. GRANIER: Okay.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Let's see. We've --

board's asked questions. So any redirect?

FURTHER REDIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MS. GRANIER:

Q The only redirect I have is, given how interested

the board seems in being able to make comparisons, are

there other data points other than the four-year cohort

graduation rate that can be used to make those comparisons

about how the high school is performing? For example, the

testing --

A Yeah. The testing is certainly the easiest

because the State, you know, reports that for all schools.

And so I think that's significant because it shows that

the high school students are indeed academically

performing well, at least on these specific measures,

which, if the school was indeed now performing well, as

you might expect from the four-year adjusted cohort rate,

you know, this is data that, you know, should call into

question what the reliability of the four-year adjusted
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cohort graduation rate is for our Nevada Connections

Academy as far as determining if it's a poorly performing

school or not.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Mr. Ott?

FURTHER RECROSS-EXAMINATION

BY MR. OTT:

Q Does the analysis that you performed give any

sort of -- do you have any data that reflects why students

may have left the school?

A We collect data on why they chose to enroll in

Connections Academy, which is not quite the same thing as

why they left, but obviously, there is some correlation.

That data we collect, I'm not able to correlate

specific -- that data doesn't exist, at least that I have

access, for the specific students so I can't say, okay,

this cohort.

But generally, the top reason is dissatisfaction

with the local school district. It feels like it's not

meeting their needs.

Q So what I'm -- based on some of the questioning,

the question that is in my mind is if there is a reason

for the students leaving, if there's any data point that
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we have that could track that, it sounds like you don't do

any sort of satisfaction surveys or anything on exit

interviews. Maybe because those students are gone.

But so you don't have any data points that

reflect why a student would have left, correct?

A Why they left the Nevada Connections Academy?

Q Correct.

A No. We do collect it, but as you might imagine,

that's only a subset. You know, students that are leaving

are not the easiest group of students to get to respond to

a survey.

I don't recall the exact percentage, but we do

collect reasons of why they leave. I haven't looked at

that data recently so I couldn't testify to the specifics

of it. But yes, that is something that we collect across

all of our schools.

Q Have you done any correlation between students

who are struggling academically and students who end up

transferring out or leaving the school for other reasons?

A I haven't personally, no.

MR. OTT: That's all I have.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Ms. Granier,

anything?

MS. GRANIER: No.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. I think what we'll

do now -- thank you for your time and your testimony. I

know it's taken a little longer to get to you than we

thought. We appreciate you waiting and helping inform us.

THE WITNESS: You're welcome.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Have a good Memorial Day

weekend.

I think what we'll do is we'll take a 15-minute

break. We're at 2:14 now. We'll back at 2:29.

MEMBER CORBETT: Before we break --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Oh, I'm sorry. Member

Corbett.

MEMBER CORBETT: If it matters, actually, when I

said Nevada Virtual Academy, I meant -- with the 64

percent graduation rate, it's actually the CCSD Virtual

High School that I was referencing, so not Nevada Virtual.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: CCSD Virtual High School.

Okay. Just let the record reflect what Member Corbett

said to amend his comments from earlier.

MS. GRANIER: I apologize. Ms. Sanchez, I think,

is only available until 3:00.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Oh, okay.

MR. PELTIER: Chairman Guinasso, we will not be

able to accommodate that until the break occurs.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay.

MR. PELTIER: We've been at two hours now, and

the court reporter does need a break.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. We'll come back at

2:30.

And how long do you think her testimony is going

to be?

MS. GRANIER: I think her direct would maybe be

half an hour.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. We'll do the best

we can. Hopefully she has a little flexibility for us.

MS. GRANIER: I'll check.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: That would be good. All

right. Thanks. All right. 15 minutes, and we can

reconvene at 2:30.

(Recess taken.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Dr. Sanchez, this is

Member Guinasso. I just need to swear you in.

(Witness sworn.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. Ms. Granier,

please proceed.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you. Actually, Ms. Nannani

will be conducting this examination.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Ms. Nannani.
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MS. NANNANI: Can you hear me okay?

THE WITNESS: Yes.

MS. NANNANI: Okay. Erica Nannani on behalf of

Nevada Connections Academy. Dr. Sanchez, I'll be leading

the questioning today.

JAFETH SANCHEZ,

called as a witness on behalf of NCA,

was sworn and examined telephonically as follows:

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MS. NANNANI:

Q Can you please state your name for the record and

spell it for the court reporter as well.

A Sure. Jafeth. J-A-F, as in Frank, E-T, for Tom,

H; Evelyn, E-V-E-L-Y-N; Sanchez, S-A-N-C-H-E-Z.

Q Thank you. And are you currently employed?

A Yes.

Q And what is your job title?

A Assistant professor in the College of Education

in the Educational Leadership Program.

Q Okay. Thank you. And are you on the NCA board

of directors?

A Yes. I am board president.
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Q How long have you been board president?

A I have been board president for three years.

I've been a member of the board wholistically since July

of 2011. This July will be the end of my third year.

Q Okay. And would you mind telling us a little bit

about your educational background and qualifications that

pertain to your position as president of the board?

A Definitely. I've been at the institution at UNR

for five years, three years as a research assistant

professor. And my primary goal was to work with the

statewide federal GEAR UP grant which was about

$20 million that came to our state.

If you're unfamiliar with that federal grant, it

works with students from the seventh-grade year up through

hopefully the first year of their post-secondary -- some

form of post-secondary education, and have three primary

goals across the nation which are, one, to improve

graduation rates in the high school level, improve access

to some form of post-secondary education, and improve

parents' and families' knowledge for college and possible

options beyond high school.

And within the state of Nevada, our primary goal,

in addition to those three, has been to develop

cause-growing cultures within middle school that can then
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transfer to students beyond those who are in the GEAR UP

cohort.

So I specifically work with over 18 schools

across the state with various different districts across

our state in helping them to develop cause-growing

cultures at their schools and, at the same time, serving

as part of the internal evaluation to assess the work,

5,000 students' data, in regard to their progression

through being on track for some form of post-secondary

education. So now the class of 2018 and 2019 will have

the first cohort coming up next year.

And prior to that, I was a high school math

teacher. In 2012, I was the northern Nevada math teacher

of the year for the Northern Nevada Math Council. And two

years ago, this will be the conclusion of my second year

I've been serving as an assistant professor within the

College of Education in the Educational Leadership

Program.

So in that transition, I still work with the GEAR

UP grant. I write subgrants for the Nevada state GEAR UP

grant. One in particular is approximately $75,000 that

funds the teacher college program in our college works in

Washoe County School District.

And it's again to improve access to
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post-secondary education by beginning with students. For

that one, it's in the sixth-grade level up until their

first year of entrance. And it's a lot of collaboration

and partnerships at the national level, at the regional

level, state level, and of course locally within Washoe

County School District.

And within my current role as an assistant

professor, I have redesigned our entire master's program.

It's now called Nevada Leads. It's a direct partnership

with the district in which just this spring semester,

2017, we launched the new redesign in which I co-teach

with practicing principals in the school district.

And we recruited 25 current teachers from the

district who are aspiring principals because my primary

aspect -- a major component of my research is to focus on

developing high-quality school leaders within our state

and beyond.

And another aspect to my research includes gender

and ethnic equity for education, access and outreach to

post-secondary education, student resiliency, and then at

the broadest level, educational leadership practices

encompassing organizational change with a particular focus

in districts.

And in addition to that, I also have service
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components. And my service components include ones such

as this one, which is serving as a board member and board

president for Nevada Connections Academy. I'm also a

member of the Washoe K-12 Education Foundation, in which

we've fund-raised approximately $4 million over the last

few years, all to support initiatives for the

superintendent in Washoe County School District such as

Parent University and other initiatives like AVID, data

monitoring screens for principals to create family nights

that are focused on data and improvement and understanding

how data can impact progress for students.

And in addition to that, I also am a member of

the consortium, the College and Career Readiness

Consortium across the nation, which is approximately 13 --

I think it's now 12 states across the country who have

partnered to collectively collect data that is under the

same definition to be able to demonstrate progress of GEAR

UP.

And with that, I'm a partner with the National

Council of Community and Education Partnerships Program,

which is also, again, kind of the broadest level of

service.

Q Dr. Sanchez, I'm sorry. I don't want to

interrupt you. The court reporter is looking at me,
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asking you to slow down a bit.

A Okay.

Q But continue.

A So just wholistically, those are the three

components that are my primary role currently, which are

research, teaching, and service.

Q Thank you so much. I'm sorry if I cut you off.

A No, it's fine.

Q And then do you think you can describe a little

bit about your role and responsibilities as president of

the board?

A Sure. Some of the primary roles are related to

being able to conduct meetings, ensuring that the board is

an effective board, a qualified board, and then at the

same time, ensuring that, together, we're able to hold our

principal and others accountable for efforts towards

improvement -- I'm a major advocate of continuous

improvement -- and ensuring that we're familiar with the

happenings of the school, at broader levels, at more

individual levels, and understanding data and continuing

to work toward progress.

Q Okay. And on that note, can you describe for us

specific efforts, if any, that the board has focused on in

terms of new school activities to help NCA improve and
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maintain its ability to serve its students?

A Definitely. There are, of course, there are

multiple ones. So my examples wouldn't be exhaustive.

But one that has been ongoing and increasingly has

continued and been expanded has been summer support for

summer school funding in order to help students, not only

those who might be credit-deficient or behind in general,

but also, on the other side of it, for students who could

really benefit from summer courses for expansion or

acceleration.

Of course, the focus is always given to seniors

who are credit-deficient and would need it for graduation

based to our funding capacity, but in general, that's been

one major initiative.

Others have been using programs such as Study

Island or Math Skills Tutor, which was a more recent one,

increasing the way that professional learning communities

function at the school and collecting data on how teachers

are attending those, whether they're finding them

beneficial and, then, of course, have a monitoring and

implementation process continuous with that.

A major one which would be tied to the current

aspects related to why we're here are tied to the

graduation rate improvement plan. So some of those would
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include the freshman academy or senior success.

So those are seemingly opposing processes of

where the students are in their time, really capturing and

focusing on the attention of those students and success

for credit courses that can sometimes be the gatekeepers

for them. And then the senior success side of it, now

that they're further down the pipeline in high school, to

again enhance their ability to be on track for graduation.

Other ones have been opportunities for tutors.

For example, we've noted in how do you book -- I don't

know if any of you are familiar with John Hattie, but his

meta analysis includes different ways in which practices

have demonstrated effectiveness.

And so with that in mind, we've added mentoring

and understanding the teacher-to-student ratio and how

that can support aspects. And then we explore data on how

students are on track, including multiple variables that

then demonstrates that students are alarming, approaching

alarm, and what those were defined as status in terms of

whether we've had contact with them or can include

attendance or can include that they haven't submitted an

assignment.

So again, it encompasses more variables in one,

and then also contacts in general in terms of having
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teachers maintain regular contact with students in the

learning coach. So those would be some examples. But

again, it's not exhaustive.

Q Okay. I understand. And what avenues, if any,

are you exploring to ensure that NCA students are staying

on par with students nationally and in the rest of Nevada?

A A lot of the avenues for that are, of course, not

only implementation of programs like those that I've

mentioned, but also ensuring that we are making data-based

decisions, whether it be using the alarm system, whether

it's seeing their MAP scores, and where students are

identified as having deficiencies.

I don't feel very comfortable using that word,

but again, targeting areas of need or maybe through other

exams that are, again, either state-required, national, or

aspects related to what the school does in general, such

as the grades, their students are actually learning in

their courses and whether they're getting in there

regularly and accessing LiveLesson opportunities for

tutoring.

Q And in your experience as president of the NCA

board, have you seen a problem in possibly reviewing any

data with NCA's performance?

A In terms of problem, I always find that word
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unique. I definitely, in my normal role, in my normal day

job, I argue that our education system can often have a

deficit perspective. I am very much an advocate for

having an asset-based perspective and model to focus on

strengths.

If I identify aspects in which students have

struggled within our school, it has tended to be in areas

of math, in reading, and it depends on the grade.

So for example, in the lower levels, males have

often scored or have been underperforming at lower rates

than have females. But in understanding this and knowing

the national context, our school isn't unique to those

problems. And that actually tends to mirror some of the

ways in which schools at the national level,

brick-and-mortar settings have also performed, but when

comparing either grade-level success or comparing outcomes

by gender, ethnicity, IEP or LAP students.

So our school wouldn't necessarily be unique when

we explore some of those outcomes because we're able to

see if they're performing at level with the State, above

level with the State, and then having comparison to

national.

And then because of our EMO with Connections

Education broadly, we can join curriculum LiveLessons and
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be able to have a comparative perspective as to how Nevada

Connections students are performing with others. And we

typically meet or exceed the State's.

Q And regarding the events leading up to these

proceedings, can you please walk me through a quick

timeline. First, specifically, maybe you can tell me when

did the board first receive any indication that the

Authority staff was recommending closure of the school.

A When we first received indication, it would have

been last March of 2016, and that was because we saw it on

their agenda. Someone actually attended a meeting in

person, and I spoke to the board there in person. I noted

that a simple common notification prior to that, whether

it had been an e-mail or a call to me, would have

graciously been appreciated. But prior to that, there had

been no other indication.

In 2013, when Steve Canavera was director of the

Authority, we had met with him because, if I remember

correctly, I think we were up for our charter renewal, or

we were simply meeting to connect because he was in that

role. And so that part I can't remember.

But we did meet with him because we wanted to be

able to address and discuss a lower graduation rate. And

in being able to provide context in regard to who our
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students are, who we're serving, it was clear that we were

providing support for those who had felt that they had no

other option at that point, and we were still able to keep

them in some form of education and help their progression.

So ultimately we were in good standing at the

time.

And if I forward a little further, actually Steve

Canavero asked me to serve on then what he was creating

was called a governance advisory team because he felt that

we were a very strong model for effective board

governance.

And we were creating this team that would then

help other charter school boards be able to either -- we

were just at that time exploring what could be some

options such as whether we would have other board members

come and observe us or if we would create the sort of

technical manual of what would make our State more

effective in terms of the governance.

And I was on that because of serving as an

exemplary model of how to ensure that we had that

effectiveness.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Ms. Granier?

MS. GRANIER: Yeah.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I'm actually talking to
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the attorney there. There are questions being asked like:

When did you first become aware of the Authority's action?

And then those questions are followed by long, narrative

answers, which are fine, but maybe we could tighten it up

a little bit just in the interest of time.

I think you said she was only available until

3:00.

MS. GRANIER: Yes. She had --

THE WITNESS: Sure. I can do that.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you, Dr. Sanchez.

And she did say 3:15 at the absolute latest. So

thank you. We appreciate that.

THE WITNESS: No problem. If I fast-forward,

that would take us to September 1st. I believe I have it

on my -- I can't check the date right now, but I thought

it was September 1st that we initiated from Connections

Academy a meeting with Patrick Gavin. That was the first

time I had met him. And -- at his office.

We met with him because the Legislature had

passed the 60 percent graduation rate aspect, and we

wanted to be proactive and have a very collaborative and

forward-going discussion in regard to what we could do,

what strategies he had in mind to ensure that we were

moving forward, and just essentially develop an
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understanding of what our school represents and how we

could continue to make progress.

And what was stated at the end of that meeting

was that -- I don't know if I'm allowed to make quotes,

but he said, "I have bigger fish to fry."

And that's very vivid in my mind because I

remember stepping out of his office and thinking, okay, so

this kind of means that we shouldn't worry, but let's just

keep moving forward and still put some plans in place to

ensure that we are making progress.

And then from there, we didn't hear anything

until the notice in March.

BY MS. NANNINI:

Q Okay. Thank you. So I just want to back up a

bit and be clear about the timeline.

So closure first appeared as an agenda item in

March; is that what you said?

A Yes.

Q And then do you remember what happened at that

March hearing?

A They -- at the end, the board, the Authority,

voted to remove it from the agenda and to collaborate to

work on some things that would demonstrate continued

effort and improvement, which from that resulted the
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graduate improvement plan. And by May, we submitted a

graduate improvement plan.

And somehow through the summer, we were charged

with then switching to a contract rather than our charter.

And in trying to continue to be proactive and

collaborative, we worked on the charter. But then we were

asked to waive our rights to judicial review.

Q Okay. And so backing up a little bit again, you

said you met with Patrick Gavin; is that correct?

A Yes.

Q And during that meeting, what was the goal of

that meeting? Can you elaborate on that?

A The goal was to indicate that we were concerned

about and wanting to strategize for how to improve our

graduation rates and understanding the legislative passing

of the 60 percent graduation rate.

Q Okay. And did you get any feedback on the grad

rate issue or -- I'm sorry. Have you already covered

that? Can you just clarify there?

A We didn't get any feedback in terms of

strategizing.

Q Okay.

A We were essentially told that we were okay with

the statement of, "I have bigger fish to fry."
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But we were told that it would help to hire a

private investigator in order to better track our students

in case they were being counted as dropouts and they were

actually somewhere else.

And we did actually hire a private investigator.

So it would be after that.

Q Okay. And then you mentioned that, in May 2016,

NCA submitted a grad rate improvement plan to the

Authority.

A Yes.

Q What was your involvement individually, and what

was the board's involvement in creating that plan?

A The involvement was very synergistic in that

there were experts from different aspects related to

Connections Academy. So some were Connections Education

experts from our EMO, and as well as the principal, as

well as my input, and then Laura Granier to ensure that we

had some legal advice related to how we were drafting it

or our writing.

And then Steve's perspective as a principal in

being able to identify what's feasible for teachers, where

can we have buy-in, and how does this fit within what we

can financially be able to carry out. And, of course,

identifying what would be the strongest ways to ensure
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that we do see some progress that's attainable and

certainly measurable.

And so my individual involvement was tied at

various levels with that, in reviewing pieces, in having

back-and-forth conversations.

We did have, I believe, a couple phone calls with

Patrick Gavin during the time, but we were told that we

wouldn't have very specific aspects in regard to

identifying potential strategies.

And then I did also speak with Adam Johnson a

couple times.

Q And in your estimation, after working on drafting

this document, about how much time and effort was spent on

the document?

A I was incredibly impressed. I don't know that I

can quantify the time and effort, but we were all working

on it together from March through May when it was

submitted and then personally e-mailed the members the

document.

I didn't get a response after having e-mailed it

from anyone, but I did send it.

Q And what was your understanding and recollection

of the Authority's response to the grad rate improvement

plan?
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A My understanding is that it was received very

well. There were members who praised the document in

saying that it was a great model, and everyone, including

us, were excited about being able to have a year to

implement it and see what the outcome would be at the end

of '17.

Q Can you recall what specifically they commended?

A Several of the aspects that were commended would

have, one, of course, that it was submitted in a timely

manner; two, that it was strategic, and there was a lot of

thought and consideration in what could be implemented.

And the third part that immediately comes to mind

is that -- comments were that it also was very

data-driven, that it was very transparent, and that

there's clearly -- there clearly had gone a lot of work

into it.

Q And after the Authority commended the plan, what

happened from there?

A As mentioned, we essentially had no time to -- it

felt like we weren't given any time to implement it

through what seemed to have been agreed on for a year

because then we were asked to convert to a contract. I

was confused.

Q I'm sorry? What was that?
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A I just felt confused at that time.

Q Okay. And regardless of feeling that you had no

time to implement the plan, can you speak to NCA's efforts

to implement it otherwise?

A Absolutely. I mean, these are students' lives,

families' lives. These are -- this includes our

leadership. It includes our teachers and support staff.

And we had a plan in mind. It was very

data-driven, measurable, and we continued on every piece

that was noted in the graduation rate improvement plan to

implement and to monitor, and we're still in that process

as the school year is not over.

Q And can you speak to the progress of the plan at

all?

A I can. We get monthly -- when we have our board

meetings, we asked Steve to share perspectives and input

and provide updates on what's occurring. Some are aspects

related to lower percentages of students on the alarm or

approaching alarm, from that measurement.

A major one, for example, this recent board

meeting that we had, we reviewed students' courses --

course completions. Particularly, again, those gatekeeper

areas. And there was a major improvement. I think in

one, it was 12 percent. In another category -- I don't
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remember which one it was, if it was math, it was five

percent. So there was some variability.

But the increase of percentage of students from

the prior year to this year for those who are completing

their courses, so those would be some examples.

Others are related to teachers attending their

PLC meetings and the outcomes of those. So again, there

are multiple aspects to it.

I'm limited on time.

Q I'm sorry? What was that?

A So I was just saying with being limited on time,

I'm trying to be concise.

Q Okay. We understand. I only have a few more

questions.

A Okay.

Q As a board -- as president of the board, I'm

sorry, have you read anything or done any research as to

what makes up a qualified charter school board member?

A I have. Patrick Gavin sent an e-mail; I don't

remember which one it was. I want to say it was maybe

September or October of 2016, this academic year. And it

spoke to best practices of our nation's charter schools.

And so, of course, being the selected individual

for our board, I opened up the document and reviewed the
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areas that were identified as having been the strongest

components of effective characteristics for a school

board. And there were five listed.

And I explored who our board was and made a sort

of comparative analysis and identified that we were

meeting them, the first one being the ability to recruit

the best and the brightest. And we have two who have

earned their Ph.D.s, one who is working on a Ph.D., others

with master's degrees, and others with bachelor's.

The next one was about professional development.

So having board members have opportunities to pursue

professional development as board members. And I listed

in my mind the different opportunities we have, whether

its attendance at the national charter school, whether

it's Connections Education LiveLessons or meetings for

that, or whether it's something that occurs within our

state such as the NASA, National Association -- or Nevada

Association of School Boards, NASB, or NASA, which is

School Administrators. So all of those are aspects that

we are able to attend and have attended.

And the third one was variation in age, gender,

and ideology, which we also meet.

And the next one was no election so that board

members are recruited without having elections being held,
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and that's also something that we do.

And the final one was quite simply that the job

is doable. And I reflected on that one and felt that for,

you know, for many on our roles who have so many other

responsibilities in their day to day, it's seemingly less

and less doable over the last year, but we have felt that

it's doable.

Q And how would you describe the efforts to recruit

new board members? Have they been successful?

A Our personal efforts have been successful in

understanding that either there could be a

reconstitution -- I wanted to explore, you know, if we

were to be able to have a role in that process. Are there

others that we could help recruit?

Or with understanding our members and with kind

of this question of closing, are there others that might

want to help, with this particular school in mind, help

our school continue toward improvement for graduation

rates and every other aspect that we support for students'

maximum potential.

And in doing so, I did reach out to Patrick Gavin

and Adam Johnson and asked them if they could help me

because I had asked various people and our board members

had been trying. And I thought if, you know, with our
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partnership, that they could also help recruit some

individuals.

I didn't get a response from Patrick Gavin at any

point. I did send, I believe, about three e-mails at

separate instances to follow up.

I did get a response from Adam Johnson, which was

that he had asked a couple people but that neither were

interested.

And I do have a couple in mind from my end in

case we were to need new members.

Q Okay. And as president of the board, do you want

to work with this Authority toward a solution?

A We absolutely have. I mean, I would hope that my

personal engagement and presence has demonstrated that,

but also in trying to reach out. At the very first

meeting last March, I asked board members to come visit

Connections Academy, to also be accountable on their end

in regard to what was happening. We absolutely welcome

that collaboration.

I even complimented Adam Johnson on his e-mail.

I loved that he ends it with "in partnership." And so I

was optimistic that we could truly collaboratively be able

to see this graduation rate improvement plan get monitored

and follow through.
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And it's disheartening that since my almost

appeal or request, if I call it that, to come visit, I

have yet to have anybody do that from that end.

And in reviewing the framework from the

Authority, it does say at the end of the year that there

is a qualitative component, which would mean that

interviews may have been conducted or site visits. And

unfortunately, to my knowledge, it hasn't happened.

But anybody is still welcome to come, and anybody

is still welcome to collaborate.

Q Okay. And one final question in the interest of

time, Dr. Sanchez.

You mentioned that you -- that the school was

asked to sign a contract that contained a waiver of

judicial review to some extent.

Have you responded to every request of staff

other than that -- signing that contract that you were

offered?

A What do you mean by other requests? Requests

from the Authority or --

Q Yes.

A -- other requests other than the waiver?

Q Yes. So any other requests that staff made of

the school that, you know, would assist in reaching a cure
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or collaborating.

A Sure. The grad rate improvement plan was one of

the largest ones. The very beginning, if I step back from

that, was the private investigator.

We were also informed or it was mentioned that

the Authority didn't have enough support to validate our

data and that a third-party validator might be of help.

And so we did hire a third party for a

third-party validation, hired somebody, a professor out of

UNLV, and just have continued to implement with fidelity

the graduation rate improvement plan.

But -- and also, when we were asked for the

contract, we moved forward with that until we were faced

with judicial review and waiving that.

MS. NANNANI: Thank you, Dr. Sanchez. I have no

further questions right now.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Mr. Ott.

MR. OTT: Thank you.

CROSS-EXAMINATION

BY MR. OTT:

Q Ms. Sanchez, you were on the board in 2013,

correct?

A Yes.
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Q Do you recall that, when your charter was

renewed, there were any conditions on that renewal?

A I do not.

Q Do you recall --

A When it was renewed in 2013?

Q Correct.

Do you recall being required to put together a

graduation rate improvement plan in 2013?

A It would have been the school performance -- part

of the school performance plan, if that's what you're

referring to.

Q Well, my question to you is: I will represent to

you that when the board renewed the school in 2013, it did

it conditioned upon the school adopting a graduation rate

improvement plan. And I'm asking if you recall that and

implemented a plan.

A We have implemented a plan, yes.

Q Okay. When did that implementation of that plan

begin?

A It takes effect as it's submitted and approved.

Q So when was it submitted?

A I don't remember what the timeline is for that.

Q Would it have been around the time of the

renewal, so sometime in 2013, on your best recollection?
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A I believe so. I think I took position as

president in 20 -- I don't remember if it was summer of

2013 or '14.

Q But your testimony is that plan was implemented,

correct?

A Yes.

Q Has that plan been successful?

A It has. It's difficult to measure in that, as

it's been implemented, there is also variability in growth

at the school level and in the type of student that we're

receiving. So we've seen fluctuation in the graduation

rate improvement plan. It's been the most successful from

2016, and we're still waiting to see what 2017 will look

like.

Q So again, just to restate the question, in your

opinion as board member and now board president, has the

2013 graduation rate improvement plan that was a direct

condition of your renewal been successful in its

implementation?

A In contextualizing it, where some of the students

are and understanding that, yes. It has been as

successful as it can be under the conditions, but it

doesn't mean that we've seen what we would want to. So

we're still working toward growth and improvement as that
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variability grows with who the students are.

Q Did you see any need to adjust that plan prior to

learning about the Authority's potential action against

your charter?

A We did see a need. So that's part of the reason

why we had met with Steve Canavero at the time, and then

we met again in September of 2015 with Patrick Gavin. But

it was indicated that everything was going to be signed,

that we could continue to do what we were doing and

continue to work toward growth and progress.

And again, one of the suggestions was that we

might want to hire a private investigator to better

identify where our students were going, which could also

help to improve those rates.

Q How do you come to the conclusion --

A But ultimately, it was --

Q Yes. You can finish.

A I was going to say that, ultimately, with the

statement, it was clear that we seemed to be in good

standing and had a common understanding of the context of

our students.

Q How do you come to the conclusion that the 2013

graduation rate improvement plan was a success?

A By understanding in context of who the students
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are, that's always a success in that oftentimes these are

students who have no other options.

So if I, as a practitioner, in seeing that a

student can leave the education system and do nothing or

can stay in the education system, enter an online school

such as ours, and maybe not graduate immediately because

they're more than -- behind than other students, it's

still a success because any exposure to our curriculum is

still better than no exposure. And we can continue to

work with them, and maybe immediately it will look as if

there is no success, but the long-term aspects from that

are definitely also something that must be considered.

So I don't want it to seem as if I'm viewing it

as not being accountable, but rather that, in

understanding the accountability, I'm not focusing on one

measure which would be the graduation rate.

It's a single point. And in March when I

attended the meeting, I asked the board members to

consider the aspects beyond a single point.

And I remember mentioning there that in their own

classes that I teach to our aspiring principals, I tell

them that it wouldn't be effective to always make a

complete database decision on one single point without

including other context and variables in helping to
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identify that decision.

MR. OTT: Mr. Chair, I have a number of further

questions, but the witness did say that 3:15 was the

maximum time. I want to be respectful of that, and I

don't want to put her in a position of having to interrupt

me in the middle of a question. So can we check on her

time?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yeah, Ms. Sanchez --

THE WITNESS: We can go five more minutes.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Mr. Ott, how much more

questioning do you have?

MR. OTT: Much more than five.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Much more than five? 15?

MR. OTT: I could probably do it in 15, but that

wouldn't leave time --

THE WITNESS: Okay.

MR. OTT: -- for the board or anything else.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I think with her, we'll

just forego the board questioning and just have your

cross. We won't have a redirect, though. Is that okay?

MS. GRANIER: Well, so far.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yeah. Can you give us

15 minutes, Ms. Sanchez?

THE WITNESS: Sure.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Thank you.

BY MR. OTT:

Q Okay. So my question regarding -- and thank you

first. I apologize for not being polite.

So with regard to that 2013 plan, I'm not asking

you about the success of your school. I'm asking you

about the success of the implementation of the plan to

increase your graduation rate.

It sounds like -- is it fair to say that you do

not need to see an increase in the graduation rate to

judge that plan as a success?

A I think you need to see part of that, the

graduation rate, but it wouldn't be the single measure.

And I'm confused as to why you would think that that rate

or the plan itself wouldn't include the school

wholistically.

Q Well, because --

A Then I would be leaving out all the context.

Q So the reason why I'm focused on that is because

it was a condition of the board's approval of renewal of

this school. And so I can read to you the motion. It

says:

Member McCord: Motion for the approval

for the term specified under statute with
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the provisions that Nevada Connections

Academy must create a clear plan for math

proficiency improvements and high school

graduation rates.

And Member Abel seconded. The motion carried

unanimously.

So the Authority was very clear that school

graduation rates needed to improve. You then implemented

a graduation rate plan. And you're telling me that plan

is successful.

And I'm asking you if the plan can be successful

if a graduation rate doesn't improve. And I believe your

answer is yes; is that correct?

A It is successful including other context, but

focusing on one measure --

Q Okay. Hypothetically, could -- sorry.

MS. GRANIER: Can she finish her response?

BY MR. OTT:

Q Hypothetically, could the plan be a success if

the graduation rate went down?

A Including all measures and including that also

math was another consideration of that as well, it

encompassed other aspects of success.

Q Okay. Put math to the side for a second. Just
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the portions of the plan that were improving the

graduation rate, could those portions be considered a

success if the graduation rate decreased?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Mr. Ott, I think -- I'm

sorry.

THE WITNESS: They can --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I'm sorry.

THE WITNESS: They can --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I think -- excuse me. I

just want to interject here.

I think she's answered the question, and probably

not the way you want her to. But she said yes. We'll

just let the record reflect that that's the fact, and

because if you keep asking it different ways, it's just

going to be the same answer --

MR. OTT: I'll move on.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: -- at least based on the

two last questions. Thank you.

THE WITNESS: I did just want to finish my

statement. I did just want to finish my statement saying

that they can in that oftentimes, as implementation of a

program is in place, and you see those aspects of success,

that's still part of even the -- an outcome didn't fully

show through as an average.
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BY MR. OTT:

Q Thank you for that.

Is it fair to say, then, that you could consider

the 2016 graduation rate improvement plan a success, even

if the graduation rate does not improve?

MS. GRANIER: I think Member Guinasso just said

you asked her and she answered this question, unless I

missed something.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I think it's a different

question.

MR. OTT: This is about the 2016 plan.

MS. GRANIER: Okay. I'm sorry. I'm sorry. I

apologize. I apologize. I withdraw.

THE WITNESS: Are you referring to what will

happen at the end of 2017, the grad rate improvement plan

that we submitted in May?

BY MR. OTT:

Q Yes, the plan that you submitted in May, I

believe you testified you were implementing and it was

working.

My question is: Is it fair to say that that plan

you could consider a success despite the fact -- or even

if graduation rates did not improve?

A As there is growth in the graduation rate, which
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is to be seen, we are already seeing success for that by

seeing reduction in the percentage of students who were

not passing courses or who were not participating on a

regular basis or who were not communicating or logging on

regularly.

So those are, again, still areas of success in

the grad rate improvement plan that we already have

monitored and have been tracking.

Q Is it fair to characterize that as a yes with an

explanation?

A Yes.

Q Thank you. Did the board have cause to approve

benchmarks for this 2016 graduation rate improvement plan

at any time?

A Repeat that question?

Q Did the NCA board have cause to approve

benchmarks for the 2016 graduation rate improvement plan?

A And when you say 2016, you're referring to the

one that will again be at the end of this academic year?

Q I'm referring to the one dated May 2016. It's

been entered into our evidence.

A Okay. I just want to make sure I'm not confusing

it with graduation rate at the end of 2016 versus at the

end of the 2017. And we did have cause for setting
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benchmarks.

Q And did you approve benchmarks?

A Yes.

Q And what was the benchmark for the 2016 cohort?

A I don't remember that off the top of my head.

Q I'll represent to you that the document I have

says it was 45 percent.

A Okay.

Q Does that seem accurate to you?

A Yes.

Q What was your understanding of the purpose of the

benchmarks when you adopted them?

A To be able to demonstrate growth and to also to

do something in a way that's reasonable for what we know

in terms of educational growth.

So for example, across the state, from one year

to the next, the percentage grew by two percentage points,

from 70 to 72. So if a benchmark is established that's

completely unattainable, it also leads to failure in

understanding organizational change in theory.

But at the same time, in having that context, in

order to see change, we need to understand that it can be

incremental. And incremental is something that's still of

value.
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So it's trying to identify something that's not a

complete overreach, but also something that's not lowering

expectations for what we would wish to pursue.

Q Did you meet the 2016 benchmark?

A For 2017, we don't know exactly what it is yet.

Q 2016.

A If that's what you're referring to.

Q No. I'm referring to the 2016 graduating cohort.

A I believe for 2016, it was 40.9 percent, if I

remember, about 41 percent, which was approximately five

percentage points than the prior year.

And in comparing statewide, which was only two

percentage points, that shows major growth in

understanding the context of who our students are, which

is a large portion of students who, again, are

credit-deficient, are here as a last resort, have seen a

lack of support in other systems or organizations within

the public education system and so forth. So --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Ms. Sanchez --

Ms. Sanchez, I'm going to interrupt you. I did this to

Mr. Gavin as well.

When a question is asked and it calls for a yes

or no answer, could you please answer yes, no, or I don't

know? And then if you want to provide an explanation, you
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certainly can do that.

THE WITNESS: Okay.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: And please answer the

question presented.

THE WITNESS: Sure.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: That would help us in

terms of the limited time that you have.

THE WITNESS: Okay. Could you repeat the

question?

BY MR. OTT:

Q Yeah. I'll just restate that.

Did you meet the 2016 benchmark?

A No.

Q Do you know what the benchmark is for 2017?

A I don't remember it off the top of my head.

Q I will represent to you that it was 50 percent,

was what was passed in your meeting.

Do you believe, as you sit here -- or I don't

know if you're sitting, but as you're here today

testifying, that you will meet the 2017 benchmark?

A I believe we can. Part of it is seeing the

growth from last time to this time and who our students

are. So we do have more students entering who are, again,

credit-deficient. And if we approach it and if it's an
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increase from the prior year, I do think that's a value to

consider as part of the success, because otherwise, we're

just focusing on one single measure for an entire school.

Q Did the school's failure to meet the 2016

graduating -- or benchmark cause you to consider any

changes to the plan?

A To the graduation -- to the plan that was

submitted after 2016 graduation rate? Could you clarify?

Q To the plan that you were implementing and to the

plan to which the benchmarks were applied, which was the

2016 plan.

A There have been --

MS. GRANIER: I'm going to object. That

misstates -- I'm sorry. Especially because we don't get

redirect, I need to object. That misstates.

That plan was not even done until May, and we're

talking about -- of May of 2016, and we're talking about a

graduation rate that also -- and the benchmark reflected a

different calculation than Mr. Ott is using.

And that has been presented in evidence already.

He's aware of that. The witness is on the phone and

doesn't have documents in front of her. So I think the

record needs to be clear.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I appreciate the
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objection.

Just rephrase the question.

BY MR. OTT:

Q Did the graduation rate results of 2016 cause you

to consider any changes to the graduation rate improvement

plan?

A There are always changes to be considered

regardless of graduation rate because, again, there are

multiple variables that help to develop a strategy that

will serve to continuously improve.

So if I'm answering your question, there are

multiple things that would be different from the prior

piece which would include, for example, the creation of

the freshman academy or the senior success, would include

increasing funds to summer school.

So all of those are components that were enhanced

from prior years and being able to strategize or identify

aspects that were working that can then be improved upon.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Ms. Sanchez, was that a

yes or a no?

THE WITNESS: That would be a yes.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Thank you.

BY MR. OTT:

Q I want to touch on the objection that Ms. Granier
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made.

Were there any modifications to the state

graduation rate in the benchmarks that you approved?

Period.

A Modifications in the school, or are you talking

about modifications in the formal document? I'm not sure

what you're...

Q The Department of Education publishes a

graduation rate for high schools, correct?

A Yes.

Q So in the benchmarks that you adopted, was it

your understanding that you were adopting those benchmarks

based on the State of Nevada's graduation rate or on some

modification to that state graduation rate?

A We had demonstrated multiple ways in which it

could be with understanding that E-S-S-A, ESSA, that can

also potentially, because of the time the State was

considering different options for addressing the

graduation rate.

So in being proactive, we were exploring ways

that would look at the State but also potential

differences. And also, in understanding the context of

the graduation rate, we were looking at the differences

between those who were credit-deficient or those who were
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not.

So there are multiple things. I don't know if I

can -- if that's what you're asking me.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Mr. Ott, last question.

BY MR. OTT:

Q Last question. Given the actual State of Nevada

published graduation rate and understanding your student

population, do you believe that you can ever get to

60 percent on that state graduation rate, not any

modification of it?

A I believe that we can absolutely work toward

doing that. It's difficult. If anybody had solved that

or found a solution to that, every school, whether it's

brick and mortar or not, would have the direct strategy

and attain it. So I believe that we can continue to

strive for that.

I do, again, understand that, in educational

change, it is incremental growth, and it's something of

measure. But I can't -- even if I were to do a regression

analysis, it could still come up differently because

enrollment changes, types of student change, laws in the

state change, et cetera.

So I would absolutely hope that we continue to

hold everyone accountable for first doing that and in
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continuing to work toward that, but also understanding the

context behind it and the measure behind who the students

are and not focussing on one single point to determine

success.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Ms. Sanchez, it is now

3:31. I thank you for your time. I thank you for your

flexibility over the last couple of days.

I know you expected to testify sooner, and I

appreciate you being available here on a Saturday to help

us in our decision-making process.

Have a good Memorial Day weekend.

THE WITNESS: Thank you so much.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Sure, sure. Thank you.

Counsel, I just want to note for the record, each

of you got exactly 30 minutes with the witness. So I

tried to be fair in terms of the time that you had. We

didn't take board member questions in that regard, and I

don't know that that was necessary. I think you both

asked the right questions of this particular witness.

I want to take a few minutes to talk about what I

addressed with you both at around noonish or whenever it

was about how to proceed from here.

We've now been working very diligently, all of

us, I think, for three days to address the first kind of
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threshold issue. And I know we would like to take more

testimony and more evidence, and perhaps we'll have

another witness before we conclude today, keeping in mind

that I have to make time for public comment. So we'll

probably end around 4:30, 4:40. So let me just offer this

to you.

What if we were to conclude the hearing -- I

would accept, of course, the validation report. It's

already been admitted into evidence. We would conclude

the hearing. We would call for written closing arguments

that would be due ten days before the rescheduled hearing.

And I imagine we would do this rescheduled hearing

sometime in July.

The issues I'd want you to address in written

closing arguments would be whether the Nevada State Public

Charter School Authority can establish by preponderance of

the evidence that Connections Academy failed to correct

the alleged deficiency in its graduation rate.

And the three subissues to that that we talked

about at the commencement of this hearing are, you know,

whether, for the 2015 and 2016 graduating cohort at NCA as

defined or as -- probably not -- defined is not the right

word, but as referenced in NAC 389.0246, and NCA was less

than 60 percent.
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The second subissue is whether Nevada Connections

Academy corrected or proposed corrections to this

deficiency, and then whether those corrections or proposed

corrections are sufficient to correct the deficiency.

What we will do is we'll schedule a two-day

hearing in July. When we receive this -- your closing

arguments before this scheduled hearing, the first order

of business at the hearing would be to hear rebuttal

arguments because I want the closing arguments or I'd like

to see the closing arguments submitted simultaneously.

And then if either of you have rebuttal to make

relative to what was represented in the closing arguments,

we'll give -- since it's the Authority's burden, we'll

give the Authority 25 minutes. We'll give Connections

25 minutes, and then the Authority will have the final

word with the last ten minutes. So it will be an hour for

rebuttal in that hearing.

After that, the board will deliberate and make a

decision on those issues. If the board finds in favor of

Connections, then no further action will be necessary and

the two days that we've scheduled for the hearing, we

won't have any work to do.

If the board finds in favor of the Authority,

then we will commence the two days of hearings to decide
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if Connections Academy should be subjected to either

reconstitution or closure. And that two-day hearing would

ultimately cover those issues, assuming that the board

finds in favor of Connections Academy as a result of the

written closing arguments.

Now, from today's date, I would propose that you

both have the opportunity 14 -- that is 14 days to

supplement the record, because we've asked for, for

example, on CC for additional evidence to be included.

Out of fairness to Connections, if there were any

of the 2,000 documents that you thought were absolutely

essential, what I would like to see is you supplement the

record within 14 days, and then whatever the supplement is

from either of you, that you state succinctly what the

purpose of the supplement is.

And for the Authority, any supplemental evidence

that you want to submit, please mark it Sup 1, you know,

so Supplemental 1 or Supplemental 2 so that it creates a

clear record. And for Connections, you would do

Supplemental A, Supplemental B.

In addition to that, we will accept affidavits.

Since perhaps you may have wanted some additional

testimony, we'll accept affidavits within the next

14 days. After either of you receives an affidavit within
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this 14-day period, you'll have seven days to request

cross-examination of that.

So if you see an affidavit and you don't like it

and you want to cross-examine that person, it will be

incumbent upon the parties -- once we receive the request

to cross-examine, I'll send notice or -- I'll send notice

through Mr. Whitney that you're entitled to that

cross-examine. There won't be any reason to not.

But what I'll ask you to do is schedule some sort

of either telephone deposition or in-person depo, whatever

you want, but something that can allow that deposition to

take place very quickly because if you want it to be a

part of your closing argument, then it needs to be done so

that you can submit your closing argument on the deadline

that we've established.

I'm not inclined to continue this matter any

further given the fact that families are waiting for us to

make a decision on these issues.

I'd like to further propose that the transcripts

be produced as soon as possible so you have the benefit of

those to cite in your closing arguments, and that those

transcripts be provided to the board ten days prior to the

hearing as well so that when you're referencing the

transcript, we have that available to us so that we can
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review whatever pages you cite.

Along with the suggested course of action, I just

have some advice, for what it's worth. You have now both

had the opportunity to listen to members of the board, ask

questions and make comments. I would just encourage you

to tailor your arguments really to what you've heard.

And with regard to the proposed cures that have

been presented both in December and March, you may have

gotten a better sense of where the board sits and what the

board's interests are. So I'll give you the ability in

your closing argument, if you would like, to present new

elements to the cure that you believe the board should

consider based on what you have heard.

Please understand and -- at least in my view, and

I think the statute supports this. The question of an

appropriate cure is for the board to decide, not the

executive director. So I wouldn't concern yourself with

what you believe Mr. Gavin has done or not done or what

he's said or not said.

Essentially, what we are here to do as a board is

to give you de novo review of the proposed cure and make

our own decision as a body as to whether those cures are

satisfactory, and if we don't find them satisfactory, to

give you cogent reasons why we think it's not. Or if we
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think it is satisfactory, to give you cogent direction as

to what our expectations are with regard to following

through on the proposed cure.

I'd also suggest that if your proposed cure

doesn't have some limitation on judicial review, you will

be proposing a cure that will not satisfy what the board

has previously directed. And certainly, you're right to

do that if you have objections to that, but I just want to

admonish you on that.

And if you think that the limitations to judicial

review that have been discussed over the last three days

somehow are unconstitutional or unfair, you can certainly

make those arguments, but just understand that that was

prior -- you have a burden to show why the prior board

direction shouldn't be imposed as a part of this proposed

cure.

And I only offer that, again, as just my own

opinion based on the understanding of how we have gotten

here today.

So going back to the two-day hearing in July,

binders for that hearing on the second issue, let's make

sure that those are completed five days prior to the

hearing.

In that binder, you can include a prehearing memo
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addressing the second issue. You can propose witnesses to

address that second issue. And if you have any unique

evidence to the second issue, you can provide the evidence

there.

Two days before the scheduled hearing, I'd like

to have a prehearing meeting that would involve myself,

Mr. Whitney, Mr. Ott, and Ms. Granier. And the purpose of

that prehearing meeting would be simply to review what new

documents, if any, are being presented in the binder and

to consider what certain -- what objections may or may not

be raised.

Because if we can come to an agreement about the

exhibits before the hearing, it will save us a lot of time

because we spent a lot of time the first day doing what

maybe we could have accomplished maybe a few days before,

and so I want to avoid that lack of efficiency. So let's

make sure we schedule that two days before.

And then what we'll also do during that

prehearing meeting is we'll go over a hearing schedule so

that we are all on the same page about how the hearing

will progress and including the rebuttal time that we've

talked about, the deliberation time of the board, and what

we think it's going to take to adjudicate the second

issue.
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So I've said a lot there in terms of how I

propose -- what I propose to proceed forward. I've got

one other thing I want to address by motion, but let me

just ask first, out of deference to my fellow members,

does that course of action -- is that a -- is that

acceptable to the rest of my fellow members?

UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER: Is it something you

need a motion on?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Not yet. I just want to

get a sense of, you know, if any of you said, hate that

idea, I don't want you to do it, I'd want to hear that

before we did anything else. I've talked to the parties

about it, but I hadn't talked to you about it.

MEMBER SNOW: Are we going to have a limitation

or a cap on the number of days? You said two, and I would

just like to see us be able to stick to a schedule and not

have this subject to a lot of additional testimony, a lot

of additional talk, and have us make a decision. I'd be

fine with that if we could stick to two days.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Let me ask the parties.

Do you think, if we were to reach the second

issue -- and that is not a foregone conclusion at all. If

we were to reach the second issue, would two days be

enough to decide whether reconstitution or closure was
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appropriate?

MS. GRANIER: I would ask, given the gravity of

the decision, for three days given how things went this

time. If we're going to have a cap, I'd err on the side

of caution and hope that we can stop sooner.

CHAIRMAN GUINASSO. Okay. So let me amend the

plan to say that the hearing that we schedule will need to

be scheduled for three days. I agree with you, it's a

very high-stakes decision.

I don't at all regret the time we've taken to

work on this issue. When you're making a high-stakes

decision like this, I think you should take time and

deliberate, but we do have to come to a conclusion too.

So I have to weigh those two things out.

So Member Gardner?

MEMBER GARDNER: I love the plan. My only thing

is maybe we should have some clarity on how the documents

were provided, like exact dates. I know at this time, we

had some trouble between whether it's e-mailed to Robert,

whether it's e-mailed to Ott, whether it -- how -- whether

uploaded.

If we could just have some clarification about

how and where, I think it would eliminate a lot of issues

instead of us having to discuss those again.
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ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yeah. Let's make

Mr. Whitney the focal point of production. And when I

talk about having the binders prepared five days in

advance, I'm not sure, thinking logistically, because

we've got members in the north and the south, how

everybody would have a copy of that sort of a binder.

UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE SPEAKER: [Indiscernible].

MS. GRANIER: We can ship them if you want.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Would you be able to send

them to each member?

MS. GRANIER: Yeah.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: That would be great. And

then we'd all have the same documents; we're all on the

same page; there's no issue with what was uploaded and not

uploaded.

We'll still upload. Mr. Whitney, we'll still

upload then for the purposes of the public so that the

public has the same information that we have. But for

purposes of production, they'll send an e-mail to you of

what they're producing, whether there's supplements or

whether it's the binder itself or any documents, for that

matter.

But with regard to the binder itself, leading up

to the hearing, they'll provide us a copy of their binder
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five days before via some delivery method.

Does that address your concern, Member Gardner?

MEMBER GARDNER: Just one other thing. Are we

doing a, like, end-of-business 5:00 p.m. deadline, or are

we just doing a 12:00/11:59 kind of deadline for the 14

days or the five days or the ten days, any of those?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Let's do end of business.

End-of-business deadline. Is that acceptable to the

parties?

MEMBER GARDNER: I would actually recommend a

11:59.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: 11:59, okay. All right.

MEMBER GARDNER: I think it would provide -- if

they need the extra time that day, I've been in that

situation myself. So 11:59 I think would be a better time

frame.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: All right. So we'll say

-- go ahead.

MR. OTT: Considering the 14 days, and seven days

from 14 days will both be Saturdays, I will endeavor to

meet that deadline at least 24 hours early.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Let's make it -- let's

make it 14 days from Monday. So you will both have the

weekend in that regard. So then what we're dealing with
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is a 14-day deadline that starts on Monday and ends

whatever two Mondays from now --

MS. GRANIER: June 5th.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: June 5th?

MS. GRANIER: Yeah.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So -- is it June 5th?

MS. GRANIER: Oh, wait, no. It's June 12th.

Excuse me.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: June 12th, so that's two

weeks at 11:59.

I'm just trying to be fair so if those deadlines

won't work for you all, let me know, but I think that gets

us in before your vacation. And then whenever we

schedule -- now, that's the other piece of this.

I believe we're going to target some time in

July, but what we'll do is we'll have Danny coordinate

with your assistant to find a date in late July/early

August. So let's look at the window of the last week of

July, last week of August.

Members, you'll get contact about your

availability, and we're looking for three days. We're

looking for three days -- we're looking for three days

last week of July, first week of August. We should

anticipate public comment so be sure that what we --
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whatever room we schedule, we've got that taken care of.

If at all possible, if there is a space that can

allow us to work until 7:00, that would be preferable; and

that whatever court reporter that we hire, if we can have

either alternating court reporters so that we don't have

interruptions due to -- you know, due to their need to --

understandable need to have a break.

By no means am I trying to be overly critical,

but we've just got business to take care of, and some of

the stoppages have been very inelegant and have kept us

from really moving through the hearing the way that we

need to. So whoever we hire as a court reporter, let's

just make sure that they're able to meet our needs from

start to finish without interruptions in our proceedings.

Any other suggested additions or -- to this sort

of proposal?

MR. OTT: This goes a little bit to Member Snow's

concern about the time frame. Given that we have already

disclosed the evidence and the witnesses necessary for

both phases of the hearing, today, I understand

supplements that we talked about earlier today, but you

had also talked about additional witnesses in evidence for

phase two.

And I'm not clear as to what the need is since
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those should have already been disclosed as to for this

hearing.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: My hope is that perhaps

we can refine what our needs are for our next hearing, and

that we would be a little bit more deliberate about what

we want for -- because next hearing, keep in mind, will

just be -- if we have a hearing, will just be on

reconstitution and/or closure.

I would imagine if we got to that point that

Ms. Granier would want to recall, say, for example,

Mr. Gavin. There may be other witnesses that we excluded

from this hearing that may be able to speak to the second

issue.

And so, you know, I don't want Ms. Granier and

her client to leave this place thinking they have to file

something in District Court to make sure that they get a

fair hearing.

And so whatever actions we've taken today that

may have limited their presentation, what I'm trying to do

is open the door ever so slightly so that they can make

the best case that they possibly can, both with regard to

the first issue as well as with regard to the second

issue.

MR. OTT: So with that explanation, do I
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understand that the universe of people who may be called

would be limited to the people who have already been

disclosed based on either our witness list or any of her

witness list as supplemented?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I would prefer that, but

if there's a compelling reason why a different witness

should be brought forward or why additional evidence

should be considered, that's why I asked for a succinct

statement as to why that is being offered. That allows us

to evaluate what's going on, why is this coming after the

fact. And then it allows you or Ms. Granier, depending on

who is offering to make appropriate objections at that

time.

And again, what I would hope is that we wouldn't

have 53 witnesses, but what we would have is like five of

your best witnesses on the issue because that's what we

know we can get through, and we know those five witnesses

can address, you know, whatever the arguments are.

And hopefully, the prehearing meeting that we'd

have two days before would resolve any of the ambiguity so

that we have a really coherent day planned -- or three

days planned out and three days when we know we can reach

a decision.

Again, assuming if we even reach the second
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issue. I think we've got enough evidence and we've heard

a lot of testimony, maybe not enough, and that's why I've

offered the opportunity for affidavits so that if you

didn't feel like you got enough testimony in for your case

in chief, Ms. Granier, you have opportunity to supplement

that testimony with affidavits from people that could

speak to issues you want.

And the same with you, Mr. Ott. If there was

things that, you know, you heard that you wanted to -- you

wanted to add another -- you've heard some testimony, you

wanted to add another witness to rebut some point that was

made, you'd have an opportunity to present that affidavit,

too.

So we've heard a lot of information. I don't

want to hinder your ability to add to that, provide

rebuttal testimony, or to provide supplemental testimony.

So any other questions?

MS. GRANIER: A couple, if I may.

Dr. Garza has been on standby since Thursday.

Yesterday. Excuse me. I would just ask -- I understand

what you're trying to do, and I appreciate that. Would it

be possible for me to just put him on. He can just

explain for the record what he did, and then if the board

members have questions and would like to see any further
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information validated based on what you heard, it would do

two things.

It would hopefully provide you any helpful

information that you need, but it would also, I think, be

nice for him since he has been waiting for so long to

testify.

Toward that end, I also wanted to ask two other

things. I think we can, based on what you said, but can

we supplement the record to address, you know, any board

questions? There were very specific questions for

information, and we'll certainly respond to those. If

there were other board questions, when we read the

transcript --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: You're going through the

transcript, you say, oh, this is a board question, yeah.

And that's why, you know, I said provide a succinct

statement to your supplements.

And so my disposition is to be liberal in

allowing that. Of course, if there are objections at the

two-day -- at the prehearing conference two days before,

we'll consider those. And then whatever we need to bring

to the board for a final decision, we'll do that. But it

will help us kind of refine any disagreements and help us

be transparent with each other about what we're doing with
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evidence and that sort of thing.

With regard to Mr. -- is it Dr. Garza?

MS. GRANIER: Dr. Garza.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yeah, Dr. Garza. He's

produced the validation of the numbers that we talked

about earlier. And so what you would want to do, just so

I'm clear, is have him testify in support of his

validation.

We have already admitted it into evidence, and so

I'm willing to take the validation for what it is. If

Mr. Ott doesn't have, you know, any objection to -- I

mean, we've already accepted it.

And so what I'm wondering is, is his testimony

going to add anything more than what he's done in the

validation? Because we can accept his validation for what

it's been submitted as with, you know, knowing that you're

trying to validate what -- the findings of your previous

expert who came to testify.

I mean, I'm just trying to streamline --

MS. GRANIER: No, I understand. I think that

that makes sense. If any of the board members, you know,

now have questions relative to what he -- you know, I'm

trying to get my point across.

If he were to testify and you all had questions,
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we would try to address them in the supplement.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Right.

MS. GRANIER: So I'm trying to get the benefit of

that for all of us.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Board members, presently,

with regard to the data that was presented by the earlier

witness and the validation and the supplemental

validation, would you like to hear from Dr. Garza to help

understand the validation? We've got a limited amount of

time to do that. Or are you satisfied with what the

validation represents in the report?

UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER: Satisfied with the

validation.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. So anybody --

UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER: Just a quick

question. He's just validating that the information that

was produced earlier is correct, correct?

MS. GRANIER: Yes. He's --

UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER: Then I have no

questions.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Mr. Ott, this -- I'm

taking away your opportunity to cross-examine, and I

understand that, and so I don't want to do that. But I

don't want to do that if you would like to proceed as
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well.

MR. OTT: As long as I can understand, and I

think that I can do this with counsel, that he just

validated the calculations. He didn't review any

transcripts. He didn't do any legal analysis. He just

validated the mathematical calculations that were done.

If my understanding is correct, then I'm fine.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Is that okay with you?

MS. GRANIER: Yes, that's fine.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Again, if you want

to bring him on for some other purpose, then we can do

that.

MS. GRANIER: No, that's --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: But I'm just trying to

save time and give you what you want.

MS. GRANIER: Okay. Understood.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. So let me do this.

Now, I've got one other motion to make, and this may merit

some discussion.

We are now probably not going to make a decision

on the first issue that's been presented over these last

three days until late July/early August. And if we reach

the second issue, at best, what would happen is there

would be a direction to issue findings of fact and
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conclusions of law that wouldn't be approved by this board

until sometime in late August/early September. That takes

us into another school year.

And I think it would be inequitable to subject

the families to that sort of uncertainty. And if we

reached an adverse decision to ultimately close the school

down in September or October or whatever, I would imagine

that circumstance would also result in the school having

to incur legal fees to get an injunction.

So rather than go through that, subject families

to that inevitability, if those circumstances were to

present themselves and in order to not incur -- cause the

school to incur additional legal fees trying to fight that

sort of action, what I would like to move is that any

board action to reconstitute or close Connections Academy,

if reached, that that decision not become effective until

the end of the school year of 2018.

Can I get a second before we have any discussion?

MEMBER LUNA: This is Nora Luna. I second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. I'd like to take

some discussion on that if there is any.

MEMBER GARDNER: Member Gardner. My only concern

is that if we -- assuming that we make one of those

choices, if you reconstitute a board, I don't see how that
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would affect the day to day or the parents. So I'm

concerned with granting that long of a leeway if we're

just reconstituting the board.

If we were to decide to shut down the school, I

could -- okay, makes more sense to me because that would

be a massive change for those parents and students and

could cause the very issues that you're talking about. I

just don't -- it would -- I guess for me, it would depend

on what we decided to do.

If we decide at that point that we're shutting

down the school, then maybe to the end of the year or at

least till January or maybe the end of the school year,

makes sense. But if we're just reconstituting the board,

I would say that there's no need for that much leeway.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. That makes sense.

Anybody else? Chair Johnson, I think I heard you trying

to say something by phone, but I may have been mistaken.

MEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah. I was going to come --

and the problem, what it is, should then dictate the

length of time. I don't think there can be a -- I don't

know if it's as black and white as they both appear.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So we should probably

treat recon -- if -- again, this is only assuming if we

should treat the issue of reconstitution differently than
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we should closure for purposes of the timeline.

So let me -- let me amend the motion to say that

I'd like to move that any board action to close Nevada

Connections Academy, if reached, not become effective

until the end of the school year 2018; and that any

decision, if reached, with regard to reconstitution would

proceed down a schedule that was appropriate given the

circumstances that are presented at that time.

So I'll leave it there.

MR. WHITNEY: Mr. Chair --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yes.

MR. WHITNEY: -- this is Robert Whitney.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Maybe I should withdraw

the last motion, you think?

MR. WHITNEY: It seems like we're getting -- I

mean, we're getting the cart way out in front of the horse

here.

The State hasn't really -- I mean, I see what

you're trying to do, but this just doesn't seem proper at

this point in time. The State still has to prove that

there's -- that the cure has been effective. We haven't

even reached that point yet, and then there has --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: That's true.

MR. WHITNEY: -- to be a hearing after that.
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It just seems -- I mean, it seems like the

board's heart is in the right place, but we don't even

know if this is something that is going to happen yet.

There's still a lot of -- there's still evidence to be

presented. There's still decisions to be made.

This seems like it's something that's way too

early to even consider.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. That makes sense.

Well, given the advice of legal counsel, I think

I'll withdraw the motion, and what I'll say is -- and what

I was trying to do to amend it. And what I'll say is

this -- we will address this issue if it becomes an issue

at the next hearing, if that's acceptable to the parties.

What I'm trying to do is provide some certainty

with regard to the next school year because what I don't

want is for families to be in a position of wondering if

their school will be closed down in September, again

assuming -- it's assuming a lot of things. I agree,

Mr. Whitney, but I just don't know how to deal with that

issue.

MR. OTT: This may be helpful. In both notices

that were issued, staff made clear that any reconstitution

would not be effective during that pending school year.

I'm sorry, any closure, not reconstitution.
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Reconstitution would be effective -- could be

effective immediately, but that closure could not be

effective until the end of that school year, for exactly

the purposes that you talked about. It would be

disruptive to families.

So consistent with that position, staff would not

advocate closing a school in the middle of the year --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay.

MR. OTT: -- at any later date. So I don't know

if that helps.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Ms. Granier, is

that satisfactory in terms of trying to address what I

would imagine would be the families that attend your

school's concern about any possible action over the next

90 days?

MS. GRANIER: That helps. I just want to make

sure I understand.

There would not -- if we were to proceed to phase

two, and you ultimately decided to close, the decision

would not be effective until the end of the school year,

according to what Mr. Ott said?

MR. OTT: That would our -- that would be staff's

recommendation. We would not recommend closure midyear.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: That's on the record, and
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so I don't know that there's anything more that needs to

be said about that, unless you need some further

assurance.

MS. GRANIER: I think that's fine. Could I

just -- could we take a minute off the record?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yeah, please. Let's take

a five-minute break. Or, no. Let's take a ten-minute

break.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you.

(Recess taken 4:18 p.m. 4:34 p.m.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: We're back on the record.

We took a brief recess, and it was a productive recess.

It allowed the parties to talk about different aspects of

what was proposed. It also allowed the parties to

exchange some ideas about further discussions about the

proposed cure.

And so in any event, what I'll do is I'll --

Mr. Ott, I think there's a stipulation you want to put

onto the record.

MR. OTT: Certainly. With regard to any decision

that the parties or that the board would come to in -- at

the end of a possible phase two, which we know is not

guaranteed, we would offer -- the stipulation would be

that no decision regarding closure would take effect until
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the end of the 2017-'18 school year, and no decision

regarding reconstitution would be effective any sooner

than January of '18. I don't think we have a date, but

January of '18.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Thank you.

Then what I'd like, I'm not sure -- Danny, can

you ask the court reporter if we could have the proposed

plan that we've agreed to prepare so that we could do a

written order after the hearing based on what we

specifically talked about?

MR. PELTIER: Just to confirm, the last hour of

this, of today, is what you're referring to, Member

Guinasso?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yes. Yeah. If that

could be expedited so that we could do a written order of

the hearing.

MR. PELTIER: She is nodding, and that is a yes.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. I'd like to make a

motion that the board allow me to draft a written order

after the hearing codifying the plan that we just

discussed within the last hour.

MEMBER CORBETT: Member Corbett. Second.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Any discussion?

Okay.
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All those in favor, please say aye.

ALL: Aye.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Anybody opposed?

(No audible response.)

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Perfect.

And then the third thing, we're going to get to

public comment here in just a moment, but what has been

requested by Connections is that we have heard a lot of

testimony over the last two and a half, three days, and

with regard to graduation rate and with regard to the

proposed cures.

Connections would like, if the board is so

inclined, board members to provide any further questions

or comments that would help them if they decide, as a part

of their closing arguments, to address your concerns and

propose an alternative proposed cure.

You're certainly not required to provide those

comments, but if you would like to, the Connections

representatives have said that would be helpful to them.

MEMBER GARDNER: Member Gardner. When would we

provide those and to where?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Just right now, perhaps,

if you want to.

MEMBER GARDNER: I've got one that I would like
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to know, and this is regarding the data that you guys

provided.

Could you guys show -- I really appreciated you

guys showing your math and science scores. Could you just

show that, but instead of against the State's average,

could you show it against other public schools? Just

because the other -- public schools are under a different

framework. Charter schools are under this separate

framework. If you could just do it showing us the other

charter schools, I'd really appreciate that.

MS. GRANIER: And I just want to make sure we

respond. So when you say other charter schools, other

Connections charter schools in other states, other schools

in Nevada?

MEMBER GARDNER: I apologize. The other charter

schools here in the state of Nevada.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: In the Authority's

portfolio or in -- throughout the whole state, regardless

of who the authorizer is?

MEMBER GARDNER: I believe only the -- and

correct me if I'm wrong. I believe that only the charters

under the Authority's portfolio are subject to SB 509. Or

all of them are? So it would be of all charter schools in

the state.
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UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER: Just so I can

clarify, we -- you want to see just the charter schools

using the same data points that we --

MEMBER GARDNER: Yes. I'd really appreciate

that. I liked seeing what your test scores and things

like that were doing.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you.

MEMBER JOHNSON: Member Johnson. I don't know if

this is at all possible, but it would be helpful for me to

be able to see are there credit-deficient students at

other schools, other charter schools in the state of

Nevada? Are there traditional public schools as well? I

just want to be able to understand how everyone is being

measured, if that is possible. I know that that might

be --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Member Johnson, can you

repeat your comment because about every seventh or eighth

word is getting blocked out.

MEMBER JOHNSON: Yes. Is that better?

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yes.

MEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. So my request is to see,

if at all possible, if we could get the percentage of

credit-deficient student populations at other charter

schools and other traditional public schools throughout
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the state of Nevada so that we can determine -- we can

place Nevada Connections with other schools.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So the only data we have

for that, I think, is what the State provides, unless

the -- and the criteria used for credit-deficiency today

seemed to be unique to the person providing the data in

that he chose a specific date and time. So we'd have to

ask the other charter schools for that kind of data, which

we may or may not be able to get.

MEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah. I know it might not be

possible, but I think that just would be helpful. So if

at all possible, yes; but if not, then it is not.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Gotcha. Because I think

the concern -- and it dovetails with, I think, what Member

Gardner is saying and what I had alluded to earlier, is we

just want to make sure that we're treating everybody the

same way with regard to our expectations.

So if the end of this proceeding, we've changed

our expectations based on a lot of objective criteria

that's being used kind of in a subjective way, then I

think that sends the wrong message to our portfolio.

But if we treat everybody with regard to how we

view graduation rate and how we review credit-deficiency,

similarly, then I think that sends the right message, not
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only to your school but to the other schools in our

portfolio.

Would that be a fair summation of what we're

looking for, Chair Johnson and Member Gardner?

MEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, that is exactly why I

wanted that information.

MEMBER GARDNER: And for me as well. I was just

thinking, if we're going to be looking at other data

points, I was thinking test scores would be a good place

to look as well.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: So test scores. Can you

elaborate on that?

MS. GRANIER: Same ones we presented today.

MEMBER GARDNER: Yeah, same ones, but

specifically for charter schools because they're under the

SB 509 while traditional public schools are not.

MR. OTT: I was just going to say, I don't think

anybody has entered into the record the credit-deficiency

rates that are published by the Nevada Department of

Education. We could supplement the record with those.

As you heard from the testimony of Mr. Wicks,

they're not exactly the same ones that he was using.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: I asked that they be a

part of Exhibit CC, if I recall correctly. And those
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are -- that was going to be supplemented along with

another document that I forget what that was.

MR. OTT: Director Gavin has something he'd just

like to add.

DIRECTOR GAVIN: I just want to clarify, Member

Guinasso, for the record, that the credit-deficiency data

that is tracked by the State, which does not reflect the

kind of a calculation that Mr. Wicks used, that does

segregate out the levers the kids who come in and the kids

who leave in a different way.

The data that is calculated by the department

that is in the statewide data book by the LCB, not by the

school board folks, that information is actually done on a

school-by-school level. So it -- it-- I -- I --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: That was the other

document we wanted.

DIRECTOR GAVIN: If the school wishes to share

that, I'm not sure what the probative value is or how it

helps their case but, we're --

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: That's the other CC, was

either your data expert providing that analysis, the same

analysis he gave, but using the Nevada assumptions, or

producing -- if Nevada has already produced that sort of

analysis, to add that to that. That's what I recall.
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Any other comments from the boards that could be

helpful to Connections Academy with regard to how you're

thinking about their circumstance?

MEMBER GARDNER: Member Gardner. One more.

When I was looking at the graduation rates from

Nevada book, it was talking about actual grads and the

transfer outs.

If you could just provide some more information

on the details of the transfer outs, because if I remember

correctly, for your 2016, it was like 917 students. About

119 graduated. About 450 left, and you had about 200

nongraduates.

I'd like to know where those 450 are going and

any information you have on them. Once again, I don't

need personalized data on them. Just if you could just

tell me kind of where those are going, just so I have an

understanding about the transiency of your students.

MS. GRANIER: Okay. Thank you.

MEMBER JOHNSON: I'm sorry. This is Member

Johnson. I just had one additional thing. Or actually,

I'm sorry. Just slipped my mind. So strike that.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: If it comes back, just

jump in.

Any other -- Member Mackedon, did you have
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anything that you wanted to offer?

VICE CHAIR MACKEDON: No, not right now.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Anybody else?

MEMBER LUNA: I guess my only thing would be that

as you're thinking about the data or, you know, to think

about it in terms of the current graduation rate

definition that we are working with. Okay.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Member Gardner?

MEMBER GARDNER: Sorry. I have one more.

One thing that I know I've been looking at

specifically is that we -- in 2013, this board, well

before I was on it, you guys approved your guys' renewal,

and then there was supposed to be a system to improve the

graduation rate that your board members said was

successful on other terms but not on the graduation rate.

If you could, I guess, for me, I would like to

see why you think that your current one will be more

successful than your 2013 one. What are the main

differences?

You're like, well, we tried this. It didn't

work. And we've got some great research that this stuff

is going to work.

I would really appreciate knowing why this one

will do better than 2013.
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MS. GRANIER: Thank you. We'll provide that.

MEMBER JOHNSON: Member Johnson, one more time.

It was able to come back to me.

It's very similar to Member Gardner's request,

but I would like to see some -- I know you won't have any

definitive data about graduation rates, but progress

towards the 2017 benchmark.

So if you could have any preliminary estimations,

I guess, because by the time we are -- this goes forward,

you should at least have some inclination. But if you

don't, then you don't.

But I think it just might be helpful for us to be

able to measure where you think you might be as it relates

to 2017 graduation rates based on the data that you have

through the end of the school year and then of the 2016

plan.

MS. GRANIER: Thank you.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Anybody else? Member

Snow?

MEMBER SNOW: Yeah. I think you've done a good

job of sharing with the board your test scores today. And

you've touched on this as we've gone along, but I would

appreciate a more concise and focused discussion about

your impressive test scores compared and contrasted to the
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disparity of graduation rate and why that is.

MS. GRANIER: We'll work on that. Thank you.

MEMBER SNOW: Thank you.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. So for me, there

was a -- some questioning that I presented to Director

Gavin that you can probably see in the record. And I was

looking really for factors that go into what we would be

looking for in a viable cure.

And for me, I think we do need something that's

measurable. And I think you've started on that path. I

think we need something that is clearly attainable.

I've heard from past board members that there was

a plan from 2013 that didn't yield the results that we

expected and I'm sure you all wanted. And so I don't want

to repeat that same mistake and have another board,

whether I'm on it or not, you know, be in this situation

two or three years down the line, saying: Well, you dealt

with this in 2013, you dealt with this in 2017. Now here

we are, in 2020, still arguing about the same issues.

So I'd like whatever the proposed cure is to be,

in some quantifiable way, attainable.

I think leadership is important, and I would like

to see that the leadership that you have in place is able

to really execute on the plan that you have. I think
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that's important.

I'm not saying that your current leadership can't

do it, but if they're undertaking that commitment, some

demonstration that they're going to be able to fulfill

that commitment.

Notwithstanding the fact that you do deal with

credit-deficient students. I think all schools in the

state are dealing with credit-deficient students to one

degree or another, but I think online schools have a

larger population. And I think that was kind of just

intuitively as well as with regard to the evidence that

you've presented so far.

And I think, just like we review new charter

applications for capacity, I think that's an important

consideration for this board with regard to your proposed

cure. It's kind of like looking at the charter with new

eyes again and saying: Does this charter really have the

capacity to be in the high school business?

You know, my thought is if you are doing well in

middle school and having some struggles in elementary

school, that the real focus of your school should be on K

through eight, not necessarily high school. But I could

be wrong about that.

And so if I were looking at a new application and
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the demonstrated track record of that new application was

graduation rates that were really low from another

jurisdiction, I don't know that I would approve that

application. But nevertheless, I would be looking to

capacity to do something different in our jurisdiction

versus what has happened in other jurisdictions.

And so looking at your school, I would just want

to know that you had the capacity to achieve measurable

results that are attainable and that you have kind of the

leadership to do that.

And so I think I've seen elements of that and

some persuasive things in your cure, but those would be

the things that, you know, outside of the stuff that we've

talked about with regard to judicial review are things

that I'm really looking for.

So that when I vote to say yes, this cure is

acceptable, like I have with other schools, Beacon and

Discovery just recently, you know, you do that with some

trepidation because from this seat, you're wondering:

Gosh, what's the consequence of this decision? Are they

going to be able to do what they said they're going to do?

And if they don't, how many families and students does

that impact? So that's kind of what keeps me up at night.

Any other comments?
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VICE CHAIR MACKEDON: Jason, this is Melissa.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Yes.

VICE CHAIR MACKEDON: And sort of in line with

that, you know, I've had a similar thought, thinking

about, you know, if our high school wasn't performing, we

would absolutely shut it down and continue to do well at

what we do well.

But on top of that, I have been baffled a couple

of times by comments made by multiple people about the

fact that the class sizes continue to grow in the high

school. And I cannot wrap my head around not having some

sort of self-imposed cap.

Why would you continue to take on students that

you aren't able to serve well historically? And I'm not

trying to say you don't take on credit-deficient students.

I'm saying -- I believe someone made the comment they had

600 more seniors this year than they had last year.

There are ways to have a self-imposed cap, to

say: I know we can only do right by X amount of students;

so therefore, that's all we're going to do right by.

And that is just one thought that goes along with

what you're saying that I've had multiple times in the

last three days.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. So I think with
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that, you've gotten an opportunity to hear from the

members on kind of how they're viewing the case and what

kinds of cures might be acceptable when we get to that

next stage.

And maybe it would either be included in your

closing argument. Or if you and the Authority get

together, I've committed to be available for a phone

conference between Connections and the Authority to

continue that piece of the discussion that we started in

the back room around what an acceptable cure might be.

So I think we've covered it all. Are there any

other comments from either counsel?

I'll start with you, Ms. Granier.

MS. GRANIER: I just want to thank you all very

much for your time and for that feedback.

This school wants very much to work with you and

find a cure that is acceptable to you that keeps all of

these families enrolled and growing. So we appreciate

that very much, and we're going to take back that

information and work very hard to satisfy you.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Thank you.

Mr. Ott?

MR. OTT: Well, I guess I have to thank you, too.

It was great that everybody was dedicated enough
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to come here, spend three days over Memorial Day weekend.

And to the people in the audience who stayed long

enough to listen to all this, it really shows -- reflects

well that people are this interested. So I just want to

say thank you to everybody as well.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Perfect. All right.

Well, thank you both for your excellent legal advocacy on

behalf of your respective clients. Thank all the staff

for being here on the weekend. I know this is not their

normal day to work. And all the folks that have been

taking care of us here at the Westin as well as up at

Bally.

It's time for public comment. I've got two

comment cards here in Las Vegas. Danny, do you have any

public comment cards there in Reno?

MR. PELTIER: I do not.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. So we've concluded

the hearing based on what we've just talked about. So

we'll go ahead and take public comment first from Darcie

Cayaba.

Yeah, they'll just come over to the witness --

Darcie Cayaba? No? All right. Darcie is not here.

Then I have Lori Cayaba. I may be butchering the

name. It's C-A-Y-A-B-A.
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No? Okay. Any public comment that I didn't get

a public comment card for here in the south? Anybody in

the north?

MR. PELTIER: I'm getting nos from all around.

ACTING CHAIR GUINASSO: Okay. Thank you very

much.

Well, that concludes this hearing. I thank

everybody very much for their time and efforts. Have a

great Memorial Day weekend.

(Proceedings adjourned at 4:56 p.m.)

-o0o-
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STATE OF NEVADA )
) ss.

COUNTY OF WASHOE )

I, STEPHANI L. LODER, Certified Court Reporter in

and for the County of Washoe, State of Nevada, do hereby

certify that on Saturday, May 27, 2017, at the Grand

Sierra Hotel, in the Nevada Room, located at 2500 East

Second Street, Reno, Nevada, I reported the

videoconferenced public hearing in the matter entitled

herein;

That the foregoing transcript, consisting of

pages 1 through 306, inclusive, is a true and correct

transcript of the stenographic notes taken by me in the

above-captioned matter to the best of my knowledge, skill,

and ability.

As I was not present in the room with all of the

participants, the appearances on the cover page are from

my understanding of who was present via videoconference

and telephone during the proceeding, and that speaker

identification was made to the best of my ability through

voice recognition;

I further certify that I am not an attorney or

counsel for any of the parties, nor a relative or employee

of any attorney or counsel connected with the action, nor
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financially interested in the action.

Dated at Reno, Nevada this 19th day of June,

2017.

/s/ Stephani L. Loder
Stephani L. Loder, CCR #862
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